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Abstract 

This thesis examines how organiaitions intecpret and respond to various pressures 

for sustainable environmental management This research identifies five major pressures 

regarding finn behavior, examines how fims respond in different ways to diese 

pressures, ami offen two distinct and conwsting stocyhes that illustrate fim behavior. 

A sampie of six chernical facilities near Edmonton in Canada was chosen in order 

to eliminate as many demopphic and coutext variables as possible. These fimis CO- 

exia in a limited geographic vicinity with identical politicai and regulatory pressures, 

and similar social pressures, yet large differences in attitude and ptactice are apparent* 

This research examines the acadernic literatures of corporate social responsiiility, 

stakeholder theory, and issues management, as well as management literaîure that 

addresses environmental issues. Over fi@ interviews with corporate executives and 

employees, and individuals representing the community, activist groups, and govemment 

were undertaken. Over 800 pages of tnuiscript data were generated, then coded and re- 

coded using a grounded-theory-1i.k analysis process, resulting in 260 indicators regarding 

factors of influence. These indicators were f%ther categorized hto five major pressures 

which are broadly defmed as: Economic, Government and regulatory, Cornmunity, 

Intemal, and Customer. 

A storyline was found in each fum which daims to support sustainable values. A 

contrasting business-as-usual storyline, focusing on mavoidable economic and regulatory 

pressures, significantly constrains this practice of more sustainable bebaviors. The fims 

have a range of behavior fiom doing nothing to doing much, once they have met 

mandatory economic and regulatory conditions. 



This research found that economic factors drive most environmental behavior 

including behavior beyond economic and regdatory demand. Overlap between the 

economic and sustainable development storylïnes ù sought and desïred by the h s .  

Firms daim tbat social responsibility is a driver of environmentai behaviot, but wrporate 

social responsiiility is commonly used as politically acceptable rhetonc that expresses 

economic wncems- 
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSiBiLiTY AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL AGENDA 

INTRODUCTION 

The pst century has seen breathtakïng gains in human welfa, but these gains 
have been largely at the expense of the ecological hdth of the world Since 1900: the 
world's population has multiplied more than three times; the worId's economy bas grown 
by a fiictor of mnty; the consumption of fossil fiels has multiplied by a faor of thirty; 
and industrial production bas i n c r d  fiw times. Eighty percent of this p w t h  has 
been since 1950 (Buchholz, 1991). Becailse the majority of this growth bas been 
achieved in the p s t  balfcentury it is not NIprisiag tbat non-renewable murces are 
being depleted at increasingly rapid rates and the global enviroment is being degraded 
by an overflow of pollutants and waste products. This change is even more ciramatic 
when viewed as a rnetaphocic second in ecotopical the .  

As we app~oach the third millennium, it is apparent that society must reconcile 
economic activity with the limits of our planet. Just as the firm does not exist in 
isolatioa fiom the local community, the econornic subqstern does not exist in isolation 
fkom global society. Economic well-being for al1 people can only exist within an 
ecosystem that has sufficient energy and resources to support them, and which is used 
sustainably by ail. Ecorornic and business study needs to acknowledge that the 
economic system is not an entity in and of itself but is a subsystern of a Iacger social and 
ecological system @aly & Cobb, 1 989; Etzioni, 1988; Schmacher, 1973). Economic 
activity cm only be sustained if society recognizes that economic activity must hction 
w i t h  the ecological lirnits of Eatth (Daly, 1977). 

. The natural environment does not cecognize political, institutional, or social 
boudaries. The ccological and environmental consequeoces of unsustainable human 
and business practice is threatening to species sunival iacluding humankind Damage 
to the earth's ecologicai system exerts pressure on the well-king ofall people and al1 
fims in the global cornrnom. Because the large oational or international corporations 
are central to the workings of the global ecowmy, themsponsibüity for ecologically 
sustainhg developmem and behavior falls in part to them. The survival ofthe global 
ecological system is dependent on the developnent and adopting of wnsewing and 
sustainhg values and practices within al1 societies and corporatio~~~ world wide. 

Parts of the world's political community are iucreasingiy a m  of the ümited 
ability of earth to accept continuing ecological degradation, as shown by the 1992 United 
Nation's environmental conference in Brazil and the 1995 conference in Berlin wgarding 
carbon dioxide emissions. There is "a new urgency to haiting envirocunenta1 damage, 
cleaning up the effects of past practices, and creating a new relatiomhip between 
economic activity and environmental concerns" (Post, 1991: 34). The world has moved 
beyond economic interdependence to ecological interdependence, and awareness of the 
need to mesh economic and ecological concems. This interlocking i s  "the new reality of 



the century, with pofound implications for the behavior of our corporations and 
institutions of govemance" (MacNeiIl, Winsemius, & Yakushiji, 1992: ix). 

For an organization to retain its viability as a business, and to retain its social 
legitimacy and power, it must tespond to society's needs, and give society what it wants 
(Davis, 1973; Sethi, 1979). h a broad sense, as individuals and societal groups demand 
greater environrnental accountabüity fkom orgaaigaaizations, sustahble emnornic success 
for corporations will require business strategies that recognize, respect, and act upon 
ecological c ~ n s ~ n t s .  Recognizing ecological constraints is Iess comprehensive than 
achieMng sustainable development, and recognizes tbat our society cunently allows 
environrnental degradation and unsustauisble practice within controlled and regulated 
limits. The severity of these limits is the dehite between ecb1ogically and economically 
rninded proponents, but these limits are becoming increasiagly stringent and firms are 
king more heavil y punished for non-cornpliance with regdation. 

Corporations and business ~rga~zations need to change and to recognize the 
ecological limits placed on their operations This follows from the realUation that the 
economic system is a sub-system of societal and political systems, and only a small part 
of the ecological system. It follows that successfil managers in the decades to corne 
need to adopt and implement strategies based on sustainability (Stead & Stead, 1992). 
Business organizations have proven time after t h e  that they can successfully a&pt their 
cultures and practice to new contextual conditions when necessary ( DiMaggio & Powell, 
1 983; Meyer & Rom,  1977; Powell & DiMaggio, 1993; Zucker, 1987). The core 
value of su~t~nability addresses the inter-relatedness of the ecosystem and the economic 
system. Sustainability supports a vision of f i m  sm*ving over the long-term by 
integrating their need to earn an economic profit with theu responsibility to protect the 
envirotunent and resources long-term. This shifi toward environmentally aware practice 
while maintaining economic Mability is a critical task for corporate management. 

THIS RESEARCH PROJECT 

This research project examines the response and interpretation by chernical finns 
in Northern Alberta to pressures for environmental awareness and sensitive 
environrnental practice. Through quafitative analysis of in t e~ew transcripts. these 
pressures are identifia and finn interpretation and understanding is examined (Research 
Note 1 (RN - 1 ), please see footnote). 

Footnote: Research wtes (RN) are used throughout this wok to prrsent researcher 
interpretation of the research process itself or to dari& ternis wrfamiliar to the reader. 
These notes are explanations and personal comment that would detract from the flow of 
the namitive in the dissertation itself, yet are important for reader understanding on the 
context of the research. These research notes are found prior to the bibliography. 



With Clegg and Dunkerly ( 1979) I believe that work organizations are complex 
entities that operate in divergent and even conflictuig ways, and that organizational 
research mwt refl ect these complexities instead of simpIir;ling or i g n o ~ g  them. The 
goal ofresearch shouid be to produce accurate and usefiil results (Alderfer & Smith 
1982). not oniy for other academic researchen, but for assistiag those involved in the 
area to understand tbeir own situation (Muth & Tinnw 1986; Tumer, 1983; ). Ta allow 
theory to emerge that is infiorming to both academics and practitioners, the close anaiysis 
and categorïzition of qualitative &a through auaiysis of practitioner transcripts forms 
the backbone of this project. This methodology uses mony procedures h m  grounded 
theory, but is not grounded theory. 

Gmunded theory was fust used in the study of ~ r ~ z a t i o n a l  processes (Glaser & 
Strauss, 1967). An ongoing problem with quaiitative research generally is that much 
data is generated, much.of dus data in non-standard format, and the data cannot be 
predicted in advance (Turner 1983). One advantage of grounded theory methodology is 
that " fhcets of the research data ... are convected imo a concnte, manipulable fom 
which c m  be analyzed by means of consciously adopted strategis rather thaa by hidden, 
intuitive means" ( T w r  1983: 334).Grounded tbeocy is highiy rigorous because of the 
discipline of method involved, and this quality results in complex theory which enhances 
the utility of the theory. A disadvantage ofgrounded theory, at least of the original 
research me- (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) is the demand that ail findings emerge fiom 
the data, that the cesearcher admit to no prÏor knowledge or bias regarding the research 
question, and that pcior research or related fields are not expected to Muence the current 
research project. These prïor conditions have not been met and so this research does not 
daim to follow the grounded theory mode1 even though many aspects includiag the rigor 
of grounded theov methodology were used (RN -2). 

A focus of this research includes the ways that various influences or pressures on 
the corporation are evaiuated, weighed, and judged during the interptetation process 
regarding environmental action (RN-3). This research assists in the explanation and 
prediction of corporate response to various social, political, legal, and economic 
pressures for environrnentally aware behavior. 

in a broader sense, 1 hope this research will make a contribution to the solution of 
environmental problems facing our business organizations, our communities and society. 

FRAMEWORK OF ï H I S  PUOJECT 

Chapter One lays the groundwork for many of the issues that Ulfom this research 
project. The corporation is a part of society and corporate social responsibility is an 
increasingly signifiant aspect of social and eeonornic lepitirnation and Mability. The 
issue of sustainability and growth in a finite world is discwed, leading to certain 
understandings about the ecological state ofthe world. Chapter One continues with a 
review of the literature in four fields that infonn the research question. Corporate social 



responsibility and stakehoider theory were examined during initial data collection and 
analysis. This literature offea both a framework and growiding for M e r  research. 
The literature regardhg cocporate environmentai management was examinai during 
early stages of data collection for this research. An examination of the Issues 
Management Iiterature was added after the data wllectïoa was cornpiete and during 
analysis to enhance understanding and to dari& problems ra id  by the evolvuig nature 
of the mi&. The initial research question is presented at the end of Chapter Oae. 

Chapter two explains the choice ofresearch methodology for this projecc 
founded on case method and rigorous grounded-theory-like anaiysis techniques. Caveats 
are offered cegarding the suitability ofthis methodology. Chapter Two identifies the 
sample of the six Alberta chernical fimis used in thïs research These fims share nearly 
identical social, regdatory and legal pressures. The choice of these six sites is justifid 
as well as an explanation of the choice of the fi@-kee respondents from in and around 
these sites. 

Chapter Three presents the data analysis in the form of six case studies. Each 
case study is enhaaced by summary tables showing the importance given by each fim to 
the one hundred indicators examined for eacb h. These indicators are broken down 
into twenty categories, and fiaally to five pressures. Over eight hundred pages of 
interview transcripts were repeatedly coded and categorized These coding and 
categorizing procedures are explained The search fot similarities and dissimilarities 
across al1 six fims is explained Cross-firm analysis using the one hundred data-point 
indicators i s  done, multing in an understanding of the cirivers influencing each fim's 
environmental behavior. Three tables illustrating the relative importance of various 
pressures to each of the six fimis are presented in Appendix J. 

Chapter Four presents the analysis summary including the presentation of the dual 
storylines fouad in the data. The five pressures are reviewed fiom both the sustainable 
behavior (SB) storyline and the business-as-usual (BAU) smyiine. 

Chapter Five oners implicatiom and the wnclusions and evolved theory about 
chernical fim reaction and respMw to pressures regardhg environmentat awareness and 
behavior. Implications and suggestions for furtber research are oflerd 

1 h o p  that the material that follows helps to iinform discussion, improve 
corporate practice, and provide dit--ons for M e r  Uiquiry on corporate environmental 
praaice and management 



CHAPTERONE - GROUNDNG 

'The final new reality in the world ecowmy is the emergence of the 
transnational ecology. Concern for the ecology, the endangemi habitat of the 
human race, wiii increashgly have to be b d t  into economic policy .... We niIl 
talk of "environmental protectionm as if it were protection of something that is 
outside of, and separate fiom, man. But what is endangemi are the simival 
needs of the human race" (Dmcker, 1989: 133). 

Business is an open and dyhiunc entity inter~otllle~ted with society. Al1 
resources flowing into a business corne k m  the social and naturai environment Al1 
products flow back to the social environment; waste and pollution 1argeIy flow back to 
the natunil envimnment and effect die social enviromneut; al1 human resources serving 
the business also occupy other roles in the social environment If an organUation does 
not respond sympathetically to society's demands (Davis, 1973; Sethi, 1979), inputs may 
be cut-off, outputs rejected, and the human resources unwilling to conmbute to corporate 
well-being (Morgan, 1988). Corporations ignore this wcietal interconnectedness at their 
peril. A systemic view suggests that "social respoasibility shouid be central to how 
managers think about their relationship with the wider context" (Morgan, 1988: 166). 
The rationale for the existence of an organilation, including goals and objectives, and 
even the human resources that shape the organization's products and services, is 
constrained and molded by its cdtural and social context (Strand. 1983). 

Public concern about the n a m l  environment has increased steadily since the 
early 1960s. This is  teflected in the rapid growth of membership in environmeneal 
~rga~zations, and with the increasing Muence of political parties with environmental 
concerns throughout the world Environmental parties have won seats in the parliaments 
of Australia, France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, the U. K. and the European Parliament 
(MacNeill, Winsemius & Yahishiji, 19%)- increasing social demands, including 
environmental demands, âom citizens have led to unprecedented levels of consumer 
advocacy, social activism, and legislation aimed at changing the way corporations do 
business, particularly in North Amenca and Europe. These volatile and complex 
economic, technological, political, ecological, and social demands are "leading to the 
speedy restructuring of d l  old industries ..." (Peters, 1990: 76); Legitimation for any firm 
is no longer achieveà by sirnply following the Iegal and regulatory constraints upon 
business practice, although this wmp1iance is aeccss8cy. Firms must also achieve 
legitimacy within their social and political environments. The traditional economic and 
legal criteria are necessary but not sufficient conditions of corporate legitimacy (Sethi, 
1979). 

Because business and society are interwoven, society has "certain expectations 
and vested interest in environmentally appropriate business behaviors and outcornes" 



(Wood, 199 I b: 695). These changing sietal expectations often exceed the also 
changing govemrnent regdatory and legal rcquirements (Carroll, (979). Distance c m  be 
expected at times between business performance and sacietal expectations, but long-term 
indifference by business to societal expectations "scares the public (and) undemines 
confidence" (Morgan, 1988: 13). The interdependence of business behavior and societai 
expectations combined with iincreased community and political con- of corporate 
ôebaMor meam tbat saciaily responsible &on by corporations is no longer a 
discretionary luxury to be undertaken as a type of philanthropy- 

A mytied of business and society interdepeudence patterns exist, and it is 
impossible to describe a single pattern followed by al1 organizations Sociocuitural and 
political phenomem are difficult for any corporation to analyze in precise quantitative 
ternis, and this anaiysis is made more complex because of intemaI corporate structures 
and systems that may bias perceptions in unexpected ways. This does not mean tbat 
understanding the objectives and behavior of specific ic is not possible, but does 
suggest that every finn identifies various influences and pressures that are specifically 
significant to them, and then likely interpret these ~ u e n c e s  and pressures in highly 
idiosyncratic ways as well (BharnbrÏ & Sonnenfeld, 1988). Pressures for improved 
environmental performance is only one pressure among many facing the finn, and is 
interpreted and balanceci agauist other pressures as part of the complex general context 
facing the fim. 

With societies' expectations upon business king rnuiti-faceted, the attempt to 
undentand and judge the various pressures and constraints on corporate behavior is very 
complicated. Several messages are king received at once. The economic message often 
includes increased demands for production at cheaper costs, while the ecological 
message may include the demand for safer and more environmentally sensitive 
production regardless o fcoa  These messages rnay be purely ideologicai at times, and 
are often both prolenvironrnental and pro-economic growth ind development at the same 
time. These objectives are sometimes compatible, but more likely are not. in 1990, the 
USA Environmental Protection Agency estimateci that one hundred billion dollars was 
spent on pollution abatement, and that this cost would be two huudred billion by 1995 
(Post & Altman, 1992). This is more tban two percent ofthe Amerhm gros national 
product king spent for environmental and natural resources protection. Cornpliance 
with environmental regulatioa consumes up to one-thud of capital firnding in some of the 
chernical finns in this sample. 

Individuais, corporate bodies, and societal groups dl influence one another 
interactively. Just as corponte behavior affects individuals, wmmmities and society in 
general, so do individual, wmmuniîy and societal groups innuence coprate  bodies. 
Societal expectation iduences both organizationa1 attitude and behavior. The degree of 
congruence between corporate behavbr and societal expectation can be seen as a 
perceptual measure of corporate social responsibility. Socially responsible behavior for 
any tirm should not be viewed as a fixed position or behavior, but as a dynamic stance 
taken relative to fluctuating societal expectations. Societal expectations in different 



jurisdictions or situations are variant as well, and may be specific to individual fims. 
Expectations and demands from society change, often very rapidiy, presenting a moving 
target of acceptable achievement for organizational decision-makers. A corporation 
perceived as sociaily responsible today, if unchanging in behavior, is likely to be seen as 
socialiy ùresponsible in five years the. 

The ecologicaily and environmetltauy concerned agenda presents gtpat challenges 
to organizatiod practice because it deals mainîy with organiraîional externaiities that 
have been largely ignored by corporate leadership until very recently. Most production 
activities have wme uniatentioaal or indirect CObSeQuences for society, and these second 
order effits have traditiondly been borne by sociay as a whole. These second order 
environmental effects may include. noise, odor, waste, or even health md safety hazards 
to the commmitytY Other externalities of business practice may includc d e  work 
enviroarnents, pollution of riven and the atmosphere, and unsustainable practices 
regardhg the use of n a d  resources. 

Environmental monitoring and boundary spanning by most corporations can be 
taken as given (Strand, 1983), but social demands and expectations can be processed 
within an organization only to the extent tbat this monitoring exists. To meet 
environrnental demands, the finn is required to make a detennination of what conaitutes 
proper behavior, but a decisionmaking process is a h  required to determine which 
influences and alternative behaviors are to be allowed into the decision-rnalung set in the 
fint place. (Mitchell & Beach, 1990). This process may be uncoascious. This process 
may be dnven by ideology, economic need, corporate culture, or some other 
institutionalized stance. Without appmiation of ecological and environmental 
constraints, it is unlikely that monitoring concerned with environmental and ecological 
factors will occur. Coiporate response to social demands can be relatively passive, but 
the chernical indwtry, for one, believes they are leaders of social awareness and opinion 
regarding safe environrnental practice. 

Cornpeting and contraàictoty demands confuse corporate understanding as to 
which behaviors are cwsidered responsible or not. Which priorities to consider the most 
beneficial for the organization or society is also confusing- These demands can be 
contradictory, as for example the demd for more elecaical capacity through the 
creation of dams, contrasted with demands for preseseation of natural habitats. Yet 
business pnfonnance is expected to be comptible with pra9iüng sacial expectation, 
even if this expectation is vague and multi-faceteâ The firm that ignores everyone but 
their stockholders, for exemple, is a likely target for community attention and perhaps 
even punitive legislation or litigation. The nam>w economic niche including stockholder 
concem which business otganidons traditiodly occupied is gone. Non-economic 
stakeholders have greatly enhanced influence on coprate practice, adding their 
demands to existing economic demmds, and making the management of corporate 
organizations much more complex than in the recent pst 



One potential solution to this confusion of competing social, political, and 
economic demands is sustainable corporate practice- Sdnability focuses on a healthy 
economic system operating within a healthy social system, operating in tian within a 
healthy ecosystem. Sunaiaability provides a framework for a value system th& when 
implemented in business orgmiatiotl~~ encourages decision making that is both 
environmentaily sensitive and economicaily strategic. The reaiization that the Eacth has 
limits suggests that sustainability am be viewed as a matter of efficiency; therefore, 
valuing sustainability encourages managers to constantly explore more e5cient ways to 
use energy and cesources in the pmductiou end distniution of theu goods and s e ~ c e s .  
Neither unlimited economic growth no? the elimination ofeconomic growth benefits the 
human inhabitants of the planet, but s m i l i v  allows ecoaomic activity tbat accounts 
for the Eatth's limits. 

The obstacles to sunainability are social, iIIStitutionai, and political, as well as 
technical. Technical c o ~ t s  alone would be less fkightening (Daly & Cobb, 1989). It 
is often assumed that supply will ultimately Iimit the use of nonrenewable resources but 
for some products, such as sulfurous coal, it is more probable that their use will be 
Iimited by the negative impacts of their use on renewable tesources such as soils, water, 
forests, and the atmosphere. Global sustaùiaibility camot be achieved if found in only a 
few companies, industries, or nations Achieving sustainability will require that 
economic enterprises world-wide adopt sustahability strategies- The complexities of 
such a task are enormous, bringuig to bear some of the most crucial social issues related 
to the longtemi suMval of the planet (Stead & Sted, 19%). 

In past generations society built its hopes on the concept of unlimited economic 
growth, but this growih is  largely unsunainable (MacNeill et al, 199 1 ). The Earth's basic 
life-suppoting capital of forests, species and soils is k i n g  depleted dong with its fksh 
waters and oceans, and at an accelerating rate. Global pcoblems such as global wanning 
and the depletion of the ozone layer threaten the entire planet and require international 
cooperation for their solutions (Buchholz, 199 1). Given the potentially catastrophic 
consequences of ozone depletion and other disasters the insunuice of sustainable practice 
seems prudent and inexpensive. This insuratlce is especially cheap when we understand 
that the most cost effective measas are =und investments in their own right, cutting 
energy bills and increasing a finn's eficiency and competitiveness. 

Concem with the naturai environment is not a major field of interest in the 
organizational theory literature, aside from the subgroup of Crias Management literatwe. 
Articles in strategic joumals are concemed with responsiveness and productivity 
questions, or "greening" and public relations as a marketing advantage. Organimtional 
theory joumals express very little interest in envininmental or ecological sustainability, 
although interest is expressed in corporate culture, which in turn broadly affkcts 
corporate interpretation of pressures for certain behavion. Organizational behavior 
joumals express interest in leadership or persona1 motivation and other micro issues, and 



again these are peripheraily concemed with the work of this project The business and 
Society joumals provide background regarding the broader questions of corporate social 
responsibility, corporate ethics, stakeholder theory, and the interface of business with the 
broader society and the ecology of that society. 

The usuai procedure in academic r e m h  is to do literature rieviews in the 
general anas of interest. The tesearcher attempts an exhaustive review of previous 
studies and then disregards or discafds those deemed of lesser quality, and thea 
s r n a r i z e s  the content of the remaining gmup (Yin, Bingham & Heaid, 1976). This 
review can start off very broadiy and then become more specific, or may start off with a 
very limited perspective. This is a breadth vernrr depth @lem, given tune constraints. 
Most common are selective searches in higbly contained sub-areas of interest, or even 
more specificdly to a certain perspective or ideologicaîiy determined slant on a given 
question. Literature reviews must k understood as a means to an end The purpose of 
the heiterature review is to view previous research and so "Qvelop sbarper and more 
insightful questions about the topic" (Yin, 1984: 20). 

The literature review usuaily provides the context and overall awareness of 
factors regardhg the research question, and demonstrates tbat the research is timely and 
important One broad awareness for this research is the awareness that organizationai 
behavior toward the n a d  environment must become more ecologically sustainable. 
The ecological literature confimis the potentially disastrous coasequences of curent 
economic practice (MacNeill, et al, 199 1). Yet most literature regarding organizationai 
management is focused on short tenn ezonomic and efficiency goals, and environmental 
or ecological concems are very minor considerations if considered at all. The literatue 
fiom business and society joumals confinris the interdependence of individuals, 
communities, organizations and govemments, and the essential cooperation needed to 
affect significant sietal and ecological improvement (Hutchinson, 1992). The 
questions explored in this research are tunely and important, and tries to place business 
practice firmiy in an ecological and sacietai context 

The research question did not evolve ditectly h m  the academic literature 
reviewed, although of course literature reviews do infonn this researcû. The conclusions 
of this research in turn inforni the management field B d  concem with ecological 
sustainability was the start of this dissertation work. Awareness of the effects of 
historical and cunent non-sustainable business practice was aiso a prior-to-research 
awareness. The literature on coqmate social responsibility speaks to these concems and 
was viewed during the initial &ta collection and anaiysis. The question of how to view 
the ~rga~zationai interface with various e x t e d  and intemal interest groups lead to an 
early review of the stakeholder liierature. The specific research question bad still not 
been defined although the areas of interest had certainly been identifieâ These two 
literatures provided a context and framework for M e r  search. There is remarkably 
little literature in the academic business j o d s  regarding corporate management of 
environmental issues, although there is more concem expressed in the popular business 
press. The research question evolved from a fairly general interest in sustainable 



business practice to the more specific focus of  corporate interpretation of pressures for 
sustainable practice. 

The following four litenitures are relevant to this research- The literature on 
Corporate Saciai Responsïbility and on Stakeholâer theory were both examimi in early 
stages of the research, articles about environmentai management in the academ-c 
business j o u d s  examined part way thmugh the researcb, and Issues Management after 
the data analysis was almost complete. All are relevant to this researrh . 

ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

Academic writing and research on business and organizatiod management of 
environmentai and ecological issues is a relatively recent addition to research about 
business management, Much wtitïng about the imdace of the environment and 
business, until very recently, bas tended to focus on corporate success stories and 
anecdotal cases (Ferguson, 1989; Zetlin, 1990). Many eco10gically focused books and 
articles are available, but few relate directly to business management of environmental 
or ecological factors. Some empincal work on environmental management is uow 
appearing in management joumals. This brief section will review a few of the 
representative books that deal with corpontte management and the environment, then will 
examine more closely the empirical work found in academic journals, as well as 
published research k m  the American Environmental Protection Agency and other 
research organizations. This is a lite-e of growing importance in the organizational 
management field. 

Non-empi ncai Work: 

Gore (1  9W), c u n e ~ l y  the American vice-pesident, makes a brave cal1 for 
making the salvation and rescue of the environment central to any fuhue economic 
development world-wide. Gore believes a swainable society is essentiai for habitable 
Iife on Eardi. He argues for a comprehensive change to the economic paradigm of 
growth and development which has little concem for eeological reaiities. Gore does not 
deal with specifics of how this paradigrnatic shift might take place, but does offer the 
normative argument as to why this shift is necessaxy. 

Caimcross (1991) calls for sustainable ecowmic developmeat, focushg on 
industry and govemment coopration and alliances. Caimcross believes that good 
management and good quality result fiom "green" management She calls for pater 
efficiency and effectiveness in corporate management, better communication between 
the corporation and various stakeholders, and measurement of energy use and waste 
creation. Caimcross klieves that good environmental behavior creates a cornpetitive 
sdvantage for the orgrnidon, and that early movement to pro-active environmental 
concem has long-tenn benefits. 



Stead and Stead ( 1996) argue forcefully for a new econornic paradigrn which 
indudes envitonmental awareness and concem for the ecosystem. Both economic and 
ecological s d a b i l i t y  should be core business values, requiring a long-terni suategic 
focus and achowledgment of ecological constraints on business pradce. SteDd and 
Stead identiQ the barriers to sustainable practice as a combination ofeconomic, physical, 
social and cuitural factors. 

Fischer and Schot (1993) discuss how industrial h s  have mamged the pollution 
aspect of what they tenn the growth crisis, and discw the cornplex and subtle 
relationsbip between changes in fim behavior and extend pemnes. This book is the 
most similm of any found to the work of this pmject Fisher and Schot daim four 
pressures afièct finn behaviof: regdatory pressures, crediibility pressures, market 
pressures, and financial pressures. Fisher and Schot conclude that the major driven for 
positive changes in environmental behavior for corpotations are fear of developing a bad 
image with conununities and broder society, and govemment ngulation They also 
offer explanations as to why obstacles to sustainable development are very m l ,  and 
perhaps overwhelming for most individual companies. 

Dozens of other books dealing with corpomte imerwanectedness with the natuni! 
enviromnent are also available. The books noted here al1 cal1 for radical change 
regarding coprate relationships with the enviro~lment~ Economic frameworks need to 
be created that accouat for environmental costs, and this includes the costs of 
extemaiities such as ground water pollution or air-borne emissions often ignored today. 
This fiterature also suggests that although some fÜrns are achieving responsible behavior, 
most are not, and need either the push ofregulation, the pull of the market, or force of 
enlighteaed leadership, to cause them to change. 

Many articles about business and the nahuai environment have appeared in the 
business press that offer opinion and review or explanation without presenting empirical 
evidence. These articles appear regularîy in j o d s  and magazines such as Business 
Horizons, Business and Society Review, Forbes, Harvard Business Review. Journal of 
Business Smtegy, Long Range Planning, Public Administrative Review, S l m  
Management ReMew, and Technology Review (for representative articles see: Buchholr, 
199 1; Chouchi, 1991; Daneke, 1982; Einsrnan, 1992; Hunt, 1990; Kleiner, 1991; Ottman, 
1992; Silverstein, 1988; and Spenser, 199 1;). This type of article ofien explores internai 
corporate operations, and often o f f i  insight into how enviromentai issues affect 
various areas of fimi actiMty including production process, marketing, strategy, decision- 
making, and goal-setting. 

Empirical Work: 

Logsdon (1 985) examined ten of the top twenty oil Amencan refining companies 
and their response to air pollution as a social issue from 1940 to 1980. Logsdon 
documents the early response of some t i m i s  pnor to regulation, which she daims raised 
awareness throuehout the industry. Top management's attitude and cornmitment are 



cited as a key factors detemining environmental adaptation Logsdon documents that 
fim response to an increasingly stringent regdatory environment variecl extensively 
between the h n s y  ranghg h m  resisting to accepting. 

Arthur D. Little (1989) analyzed Amerkan wrprations for a decade and 
developed a three-jhse fiamework of environmentai approacbes. These phases are: 
" pmblem solviagn which is mainly avoidiag wsts; 'hmagkg for cornpliance'' which is 
cumnt compliance with regdation but with littie futun planning; and "rnanaghg for 
assurance" where major investment is made in environmental behaviors even though 
short-terni financial pay-off is minor, if W n t  at dl. This framework is similar to 
Logsdon1s (1985) with corporate wsponse to extemal deman& ranging fkom resisting to 
accepting, but ad& the fbture-oriented anticipating fesponse. 

Hunt and Auster (1990) created a five-stage continuum, similar to the Little 
(1989) study, of how corporations respond and develop envin,tunental cultures. nie Rnt 
stage of the Hunter and Auster continuum was "kginnef' where no environmental - 
policies exist, and where no concern about environmental behavior is evident Stages 
two and three are similar to the avoiding costs and compliance stages of the Little ( 1989) 
fiamework. The fourth stage of Hunt and Austefs contlliuum is a "pragmatist" stage 
where environmental policies are perceived as important by management, but are not a 
priority, and this is followed by a fifth level similar to pro-active stage of Little's (1989) 
hmework 

Schot ( 199 1 ), based on sweys and interviews with eight chemical companies, 
created a five stage sttategic mode1 of corporate environmental performance. The first 
three stages are similar to the Little ( 1989) fhmework, from problem-solving to 
managing for cornpliance to managing for assuraace. Schot adds two more categones. 
The fourth category incluâes finns that seek ecological soundaess on a c o m p y  wide 
basis. Schot clairns that firms in the fouith categocy realize that environmental 
awareness by al1 employees leads to cornpetitive advantage in the fùturey as a better 
system creates more attractive products for customers, and less Iiability and risk because 
of cleaner production processes. The fifth category is mostly strategic with new firms 
being spun-off from existing h s  to fil1 perceived gaps in a marketplace searching for 
ecologically sound pmducts. In a braad sense, Schot's thid, fourth and fiW categones 
could aU be subsumed under Little's (1989) category thne. No philosophical grouading 
in ecology is offered by Schot, and his pedormance response categorïes are stictiy 
managerid choices based on strategic and ecowmic considemtions. 

The three continuum studies al1 offer a range of coprate response to 
environmeneal pressures, ranging ftom doing very little to dohg very much This mge 
of behavior could also be called reaaive to prodctive. The empirical pieces suggest that 
most finns are in movement and change from the reactive to the progaive side of the 
continuum. Very linle notice is aven as to why b s  undertake this shift, the unstated 
assumption being that they must or face economic or social punishment. 



The American Environment Protection Agency has fùnded research projects 
investigating indusbial respomes to various t y p s  of environmental regdation. There are 
two re~arch projects that deal specificalty with environmental issues and the chernical 
industry, one by Barum, Dillon and Ruffle (1992) and the other by Dillon and Fischer 
(1992). Barum et ai (1992) revïewed chemid hmi response to legislative demmds that 
fims develop a communication pocess regardhg public tisk assessrnent nlated to 
chernical bazar&. They found that management's greater public awareacJs created more 
top management concem wîth societal nsk Banim et al (1992) conclude that if 
extemalities of product or p e s s  are more vin'ble to the puôlic, then public feaction to 
these risk is more likely and because coprate management recognizes this cuncem 
their corporate enviromentai behavior changes positively. 

Diilon and Fischer (1992) did fifteen case studies of chemical fims in an attempt 
to identie c~organ.izationai components" that create more proactive behavior and 
reputation. Dillon and Fischer ( 1992) divide these cumponents into internai and extemal 
factors. The exteruai factors include financial and regdatory pressures and awareness of 
environmental disastea. intemal factors include nmi values, concem for reputation, and 
top leadership. Dillon and Fischer (1992) place empbasis on top leadetship's personal 
abilities, expenence, cornmitment, and flexibility to adapt e f f d v e l y  to new conditions. 
Again, no explanation is offered as to how these pressures for changed bebaviors are 
interpreted and balanced 

Post and Altman (1 992) conducted a three year study ofthree companies' 
environmental prognuns. Developrnental models of corporate "greening" aie offered 
h m  a combination of facton emerging from the data and from the literature. Post and 
Altman conclude that change in management core values is required to create a relateci 
shifi in practices and process, which in turn results in a changed "'green" organizational 
culture. ûrganizational structures, processes, values, policies, mward systems and other 
organizatiod factors must al1 be coordinated to achieve concem for ecological issues. 

This growing body of environmental management literature demonstrates the 
interco~ectedness of ecological, environmentai, managerial, and economic issues. 
What is rnissing is a strong ecologicaî awamess base to much of this work, especially in 
the empirical pieces. This ecological base should recognize the limits of a finite planet 
and the respaasibilities of the corporation to this reaIity. Most organizational research 
deals with pmgmatic respoiise to compelling econom*c and regdatory prrsmre. More 
recent work now includes orgarizational mponse to more social and non-economic 
pressures. 

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Business has the power to effect change in society because business decisions can 
result in intended or unintended consequences that bear on the interests of othen. An 
intended consequence may be the production of a product for public consurnption, 
whereas an unintended societal consequence may be air-borne pollution fiom 



smokestacks as a side-effect of the production process while making the finn's prduct. 
Because of the interconnectedness of business behavior with the whole social system 
business decisions need a brogder than simple profit or other economic criteria 
(Davis, 1990). Because of the power, impact, and interpenetration of business with the 
social system, respoasible cofporate khavior, including enviromentai awafeaess, is a 
mietal expectation for any business (Wonski, 1991). Academic studies have examined 
corporate social responsibiüty activities in many specific areas including: the 
environment, affinaative action programs, equal employment opportunity policies, 
community involvement, poduct sofety, plicies toward South energy policies, 
and social responsibiIity disdosure (Roberts, 1992). 

Aithough corporate social nsponsibility is by no means a new issue, discussions 
about social msponsibility and the corporation have received uicreasing attention in the 
past fifteen years. The growth of interest in corporate sacial responsibility is closely 
Iinked to society's heightened sensitivity to the solcalled externaiities of business 
activities such as various foms of pollution and waste. Zenisek (1979) argues that 
understanding the phenornenon of corporate social responsibility requires an 
investigation of (a) managerial attitudes conceming and (b) orgauizational behaviors 
resulting fiom the demands and expectatiom of society of business. 

Corporaîe social responsibility is often broadly defined through policies or actions 
which identify a Company as king concemed with socially-related issues. Various 
definitions of social responsibility have been advocated, and there are five key elements 
in most of these definitions: (1) corporate responsibilities go beyond the production of 
goods and seMces at a profit; (2) corporate responsibilities include helping to solve 
important social problems such as pollution, especially if these pmblerns were in part 
created by the fimi; (3) corporations have a larger constituency than stockholdea alone 
and so should exen some effort in satisfLing these broader constituency demands; (4) 
corporate transactions have impacts that go beyond the specifics ofany single 
marketplace transaction; and ( 5 )  corporatioas serve a wider range of human values that 
cannot be captured by a sole focus on economic values (Buchholz, 1991). khavior 
favorable to the natural environment by corporations can be subsumeci under the broader 
theoretical umbrella of corporate social responsibility. 

The iiterature on corporate social responsibility provides a broad theoreticai 
structure for M e r  discussion of the interconnectedness of business and society such 
that the weight ofeconomic considerations is not ovewhelming. Since curporate social 
responsibility is a d-c process, improving coiporate social behavior meam altering 
corporate behavior to produce fewer hanns and more beneficial outcornes for society 
over time (Wood, 1991). Corponte social responsibility can be seen as the fim's 
response to issues beyond the economic, technical, and legal forces pressuring the fim 
(Davis, 1973). The socially responsible fim seeks broder social objectives dong with 
traditional economic objectives (Carroll, 1979; Wood, 199 1 ), and so likely concemed 
with social legitimation and positive public perception of their behaviors. Societal 
expectations regarding the environmental and other social consequences of business 



activities are largely enforced through govemment regulation which also affect a 
broadened constituency of employees, consumen, local communities and other groups 
(Heard & Boyce, 198 1 ). 

It is wise to view wrporate social mpnsibility thtough a contextual kns which 
understands a social environment which is constantly cbaaging and becoming 
increasiagiy cornplex. The deterinination of corporate fespomibility is culturaUy, 
socially and politically determinecl and c m  change over tirne- Expectatioas of "correct" 
behavior vary across jurisdictions and counûies even for the same wrporation w4). 
The element of time must be considerrd in evaiuation of çorporate social mponsibility 
as "comct" behavioc of a generation ago may k totdy umcceptable aow. Not oniy 
does the definition of acceptable -ce change over the, but environmental benefit is 
often lagged, that is, wsts to achieve cornpliance are accumulateci now but benefits may 
be realized far in the future. The calculus of corporate responsibility places heavy 
reliace on short-tenn results from the corporate point of view (Mahon & McGowan, 
199 1 ), especially when economic costs are offet by non-economic benefits. Ecological 
benefit of3en reqWm a long time frame, and ecological or environmental benefits may 
not even accrue specifically to the corporatio~ itself though the cost ofthe benefit is paid 
with corporate capital. 

Carroll's corporate social responsibility mode1 identifies four corporate 
responsibilities: economic, legal, ethical, and discretionary or philanthropie (Cmoll, 
1979). Corporate social responsibility needs to address the entire spectrum of obligations 
business has to society, but cannot ignore the fundamental obligation of successful 
economic performance (Carroll, 199 1). I f  the fim does not achieve its economic 
objectives, it will be unable to achieve any other objectives, economic or social. In 
Carroll's conceptualkation, the legal category is largely subsumed withui the economic 
category, and the ethical and dixietionary roles are predicated on the achievement of the 
economic role. The ethical category demonstrates societal expectations over and above 
legal requirernents (this being pmicularly relevant to envimnmeatai bebavior), and the 
discretionary role allows for individual judgment and choice (Le., it is not necessady 
unethical not to act). Overiap is inevitable as these cotegories are not muhially exclusive, 
nor cumulative. Carroll's mode1 c l h s  that economic and legal concem are critical to 
corporate concem, whereas ethical and discretionary conceras are addsd-on almost as 
extras. Carrotl nowhere suggests Uiat failure to me* what he ternis ethicai or 
discretionary concems is critically damaging to the firm. Canoli's mdel suggests that 
fim ecowmic success takes precedence over any other respohsibility includiug 
responsibility to a b r d e r  cornmunity or society, although he does not go so fa as to 
claim economic success regardless of ecological cost Carroll's mcdel is mongly 
economic in nature. 

Any discussion about a corporation's mle in society also requires a discussion of 
the role of legal and governmental regulation of business ptactice. Concepts of corporate 
responsibility generally reflect political ideologies to some extent Cooperation with 
govemment in finding solutions to social needs is in the long-run best intetests of 



individual fims and of business generally because business needs a healthy political 
environment in which to operate (Waitea, 1977). Waiters' identifies a consnvative 
ideology which sees voluntary corpontte respm-bility as a less expensive altemative to 
legal and political regdations which in turn may constrain managerial autonomy and 
efficiency. Vütually al1 those who argue for greater social responsïbiIity by corporations 
make the point that governmental regdation carries onerws enforcement and. 
implementation costs, and so social responsibility con be motivated by an attemp to 
avoid or forestail costiy regdation and bureaucratie intemention- -This pragmatic 
management view includes the awPrraess that orgaohttionai legitimation is no longer 
granteci oniy by traditionai ecomrnic and legai criteria Responsible corporate behavior 
implies sustaiaing corporate behavior at a level which is congruent with constantly 
shifting social n o m ,  values and performance expectations (Sethi, 1979). 

Social respoasibility is oftea viewed solely as a matter of ethics or morality. 
Regarded this way coqmate social responsibility is seen as an "extran to be added to 
corporate decision-making (Morgan, 1988). A more systemic view suggests that 

"Social responsibility should be central to how managers thinlc about their 
relationship with the wider context and how they approach corporate 
decision making. Although their efforts may seem distant and indirect, the 
social or "contextual" conçequences of corporate decisioas uitimately 
rehun ?O influence the orgariizstions that make those decisions" (Morgan, 
1988: 166). 

This systemic view suggests that c o r p t e  social responsibility is more than a 
matter of ethics or morality, because corporate social responsibility can be pragmatic 
behavior made partially on organizational cornputations of cost effectiveness over the 
longer term. Viewed systematically, pro-environmental bebavior can improve a fin's 
cornpetitive position for two reasons: (a) lower material costs are possible through 
conservuig and pmcess impvement, and (b) the h n  has the opportunity to differentiate 
itself and its products from its cornpetitors. Several stnitegim suggest that cost 
leadership and differentiation are the two basic cornpetitive advmtages b s  can develop 
(Porter 1985). Both of these advantages are aflorded by sustai*nability stmtegies, 
stnitegies tbat aot oniy impove the firm's ecommic success, but also dlow the firm to 
exhibit socially responsible behaviors in the process. 

The objectives of coprate social responsibility are multi-faœted Tbe 
institutiotmi objective is to uphold the legitimacy of business in society. The 
organilatiod objective is to improve the W s  adaptability and fit with the environment 
and therefore improve profitability. The individuai objective is to create a culture of 
ethicai choice, which wiil support and encourage individual actors to exercise the options 
available to them in the fulfillment of coprate social responsibilities (Wood, 199 1 b). 
Corporate social responsibility offers a framework for managerial discussion of issues 
that are broder than short-tenn and fimspecific economic benefit. 



ISSUES MANAGEMENT 

Related to both Coprate Social Respomlbility and Stakeholder Theory is the 
field of Issues Management Issues management is defmed as a ptocess which allows the 
corporation to identify, evaiuate, and respond to sociai and political issues which can 
significantly affect it (Jones, 1983). This definition leava open the question as to bow 
these identifications or evaluations of issues is done, how p p e r  response is determhed, 
or even how probable signifiant impact can be understocxi These same questions n 
asked in this reseamh pmject in practice, issues management wmpriprises "both 
anticipatory nsponses and responses to crisis wben nmis have been unable to anticipate 
and avert hem" (Greening & Gray, 1994: 468). 

Al1 organizations scan and monitor their environment, and evaiuate the 
importance of issues and implementing responses to uwe extent even if formal image 
management programs are not in place (Wartick & Rude, 1986). The more forma1 
process of an issues management program cau help a fim anticipate change in its 
eaemal environment and so reaiize its business objectives by respoading in a timely 
manner to these changes (Arrington & Sawaya, 19û4). Issues identification cequites that 
organizational leadership decide tbat a given issue is important to dieu specific 
organization (D& & Weick, 1984; Dutton & Jackson, 1988; Taomas & McDaniel, 
1990). 

The connection to stakeholder theory (Fieeman, 1984) is that al1 fims have 
multiple stakeholders, and these stakeholders al1 may apply distinct critena in evaluatuig 
corporate performance. So, any given issue may be of sigaificame to only some 
stakeholders and not othen, and the firm may have ta provide different responses to 
satisfy each of these stakeholders. HaWrg multiple stakeholders suggests that the firm 
should "anticipate the muitiple economic and mnsconomic criteria different 
constituents are likely to apply in assessing finn performance" (Fombnui & Shadey, 
IWO: 234). Legitimacy qwstioas, and the importance of geaeral environmentai 
challenges to corporations. have been studied for thirty years @avis & Blomstrom, 1966; 
Steiner, 1975). The notion that an orgmizatiotl receives benefit h m  bavhg a legitimate 
reptation is a constant theme in organizatioaai theory (Worth  & Gibbs, 1990; Zalcl, 
1978). Legitimatioa is granted when an organization's goals and objectives are endorsed 
or at least tacitly accepted by the organization's stakebolden. This endorsement Grom the 
various intenial and exteml stakeholders does not have to be uoanimous (Elsbach & 
Sutton, 1992), but must be supporteci by a large enough nmber of stakeholders to ensure 
~rg~za t iona l  effectiveness (Pfeffer Bt Salancik, 1978). Stakeholder endorsement not 
having to be utlanimous allows corporate discretion and choice as to which stakeholders 
to pay attention to, and sorne choice in the response to be taken to these deman&. 
Legitimacy can be maintained even in the fiwe of extenial attacks by some stakeholden 
or segments of society. 

Some models of corporate social responsiveness (Votaw & Sethi, 1973 ) state that 
corporate responses are not forthcoming until pressure was applied fiom various 



constituencies, including replators, community gcoups, employees and others (also 
show by Post & Mellis, 1978). Issues management is  seen as an outcome compownt o f  
these corportate social performance models (Wariick & Cochran, 1985). 

Taking a broader view, issues management c m  be seen as part of the public 
afEaVs fiinction of the corporatio~ Public Affiirs depmnents usuaîiy carry out 
govemmentd affairs ElCfiMties, public relations, and commew &airs activities (Marcus 
& Irion, 1987). The public flairs W o n  in a finn c m  be a response to a rscogDVsd 
volatiiity in the extecnal environment (Post et al, 1982). The public affin hmctioa 
recognizes the need for formaiïzed monitors and scaming of extenia) stalreholders, and 
includes nonleconomic as well as economic concerns. Public affairs activities can 
enhance and potect the corporation, basicatly by improving the availability of 
info&atioa Goodwiil caa aiso be increaseâ, and n'sks and liabilities can be reduced 
(Marcus & hion, 1987). The issues management process is the ody part of the public 
affaia bct ion that is forward looking and plans responses to fùture occurrences. 

The benefits of the issues management pocess for a fimi are m y .  Issues 
management can serve as an early wamhg system (Aasoff, 1980) for potential 
environmental opportunities or tbreats, and so minimue the 'shock' whicb swietirnes 
acconpanies social and political change. Issues management is sometimes justined by a 
recognition of the increasingiy complex and turbulent busiwss environment and to the 
corresponding shift in public expectations of business (Amoff, 1980; Ewing, 1987; 
Jurkovich, 1974). Issues management can result in more systematic and effective 
responses to social issues, partly "'by s e ~ n g  as a coordinating and integrating force" 
throughout the corporation (Warti-ck & Rude. 1986). Value can be added to the 
corporation decision-making process when more compete infiormation is available, and 
the issues management process integrates monitoring activities to create better 
information, of both social and economic pressures. 

A corporation with a mature appiwich to corporate social problems is likely to 
have a well developed issues management system (Post & Altman, 1992). in some firms, 
issues management activities are ~ M i o d U r d  and form separate deparanents, and 
this suggests a higher Ievel of image management developrnent than does a less formai 
arrangement (Greening & Gray, 1994). Hohes ! 1978) detemineci that permanent 
departments wen more likely when techical expertise and monitoring of intenial and 
extemal edronments was required by regdation- The formotion of full-tirne coprate 
environmental afEairs units 

"indicaîes, at a minimum, that top management is sufficiendy concemed 
about the fùture consequences of public policy initiatives to monitor the 
political environment and participate in legislative and regulatory activities" 
(Logsdon, 1985: 6 1 ). 

Given the pro-active nature of issues management, issues management allows the 
organization to organize its expertise to enable it to @cipate effectively in the shaping 



and tesolution of public issues, particularly those that may impinge on its operations 
(Am-ngton & Sawaya, 1984). Issues Management offen a way to integrate this 
anticipation of social and public policy issues into the corporate decision-makiag 
process. Social issues management is interactive and not only reactive. OrganUations 
ofien rnake effom to provide positive interpretatiom of theu behavior, @culariy if 
controversial (Pfieffer & Salancik, 1978) and issues management cm include impression 
management tactics (Schknker, 1980). This positive interpretation by o ~ t i o n a i  
spokespersons of organizational stnictwes and actions relates back to seelring 
stakeholder endorsement and support (Elsbach & Sutton, 1992). 

The public constnicts a h ' s  reputation and subsequent legitimacy fkom 
available information about the fims behavior. The degree ofcorporate environmental 
and social responsibility is judged fkom these same sources which include the media, 
other monitors such as activities, and infornation fiom the fkms themselves. in its 
extemlly orienteci form, issues management can offer critid information to the fim. 
Social and political involvement may %e in directly to a firm's continued ability to 
operate" (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978: 239), and rnay even represent a means of deflecting 
challenges fiom strong stakeholders. Coacem with social and political issues, and the 
development of issues management d e v e n t s  is tied in with manager's assumptions 
that "social responsiveness generates goodwill fkom employees, consumen, and other 
publics that enhance the long-m profitabiiity and viability of firms" (Fombnm & 
Shanley, 1990). The tnie measure of the importance of issues management is how much 
money and staff top managea are willing to allocate to it. This is in keeping wïth 
suggestions that how decision maken interpret extemal events account for differences in 
responses (Meyer, 1982). 

STAKEHOLDER THEORY 

Stakeholder theocy has been an organizational fhmework for discussing the 
objectives of the tinn since the early 1960s. A stakeholder is any identifiable group or 
individual who can affect or is af6ected by organizaion paformance in tems of its 
products, policies, and work processes (Freemsn, 1984). 'Iaere are five major 
stakeholûers that are recognized by mort fims, across industry lines, and in spite of s k  
or location: owners (stockholders), employees, customen, local communities, and the 
society-at-large (Carroll, 199 1 ). In a n m w  sense, primary stakeholdea are those 
identifiable groups or individuals on which an o r e t i o n  depends for its sunival. 
Public interest groups, pmtest groups, local communities, many governent agencies, 
trade associations, cornpetitors, unions, banks, insurance companies, and the press can 
also be organizational stakeh01ders. Stakeholden cau be advef~8n~al or n ~ n - a â v e ~ a l  
in nature (Roberts, 1992). Stakeholder theory offers a hmework for organhtions to 
balance the demands and needs of these various stakeholders. 

Managerial statements about corporate social responsibility aad the importance of 
these responsibilities are easily made, but agreement wi-thin management tanks as to 
what these responsibilities actually mean and what the corporation should actually do to 



meet these responsibilities is more dificult and complex (Carmll, 1979). Al1 
stakeholders have a perspective as to what acceptable corporate behavior shouid 
be, and these perspectives rnay be in conflict with each other. Perception of "the 
common good" h m  within the corporation is continuously in flwc, paralleling the 
complexity of a cuiturai and socio-political envimlvlleat which is also in flux (Mahon & 
McGowan, 199 1). Not d l  stakeholders are seen as equally relevant by al1 corporations. 
Even corporations witbiri the same industry aud in the same market niche may wt 
necessarily view the same stakeholQrs as sigaificant, or with the same de- of 
concern. Stakeholders may have the power to â e d  changes ui corporate behavior. 
This corporate change in behavior cm be voluntazy aithough perbaps stn,ngly infiuenced 
by fear of =*sa1 for unacceptable bekvior, or forcecl thugh government regdation 
and tbe forces of law (Jones, 1980). Stakeholdet theory offen a philosophy and core 
methoà for corporations to determine acceptable behavior, and allows a broadening of 
scope beyond purely economic critena 

Corporate behaviors are constrained by corporate specific e x t e d  and intemal 
context factors. Extemal factors may be financial or insurance needs, or demands for 
certain priadxs by local regdatory bodies. Intenial forces may include inertial forces, 
leadership, structures, cultures, systems, or employee dernands- Perhaps the most 
pervasive driver of business practice is the traditional corporate concem with the rights 
and expectations of stockholders (RN-5). Once considered to be the only purpose of 
business organizations, profits are now often considered indicaton of how wefl 
organizations are serving the needs of their various stakeholders. These muitiple 
stakeholders with multiple understandings and multiple expectations demand that 
managers attend to many levels of expectation at one time (Morgan, 1988). Sustainable 
long-tenn management involves the simultaneous understanding and management of 
multiple interests. Even finns in the same industry and with very similar stakeholders 
may balance and interpret their responsibilities to these stakeholders in very dinérent 
ways. 

Roberts (1992) daims that a major objective of any fim is to attain the ability to 
balance codiicting demands from the various stakeholders of the firm. This balance is 
essential in assistiag organizations to cope with the constantly shifling mget of corporate 
social responsibility as defined by societai expectatioas. This can be seen as expanding 
the corporate boundary spenning ~earch, as the boundan'es themselves becorne more 
amorphous, more susceptible to argument, ami thus m o n  confbsing to ded with. The 
corporation is requued to search out the uniQing themes that allow fiuidamentai conflicts 
between stakeholders to be resolved (Morgan, 1988). Organizations are selective with 
regard to the stakeholders they take into wnsidcration as well as the actions îhey 
undertake to achieve an optimal relationship with them ( U i i m a ~ ,  1985). Senhg the 
varied and onen conflicting needs of these multiple stakeholden requires the 
or-tion to develop multiple goals to be formulated in social and politicxi1 as well as 
economic terms. 



Freeman ( 1984) discussed the role of legis~ative bodies as corporate stakeholders, 
and Watts and Zimmeman (1978) developed a political costs hypothesis to argue tbat 
corporations employ social msponsibility activities to reduce the risk of govermental 
intrusions, such as regulation, that may adversely affect firm value. The political costs 
hypothesis and the stakeholder concept both recognize the ability of goverment to have 
an impact oa wrporate stnitegy and pefionnance. Govemment c m  be viewed as a major 
wtporate deholder whose inte- must be addressed by management (Roberts, 
1992). 

The stakeholder concept has brought the abstract idea of society closer to home 
for corporations (Wood, 1991). The stakeholder concept prsonaiizes sociai or societal 
responsibilities by putthg "names and facesn to the specific gmups or peisons a business 
shouid consider in its social orientation Management's chalienge is to decide which 
stakeholders merit and receive consideration in the decision making process. Two vital 
critena include the stakeholder's legitimacy and their power. From the social 
responsibility perspective stakeholder legitimacy may be most important as genuine and 
justified concern must be dealt with since corporate social responsibility is a socially 
conmucted perception. From a management efficiency perspective, stakeholder power 
might be considered more important because materials or sales maybe withheld fiom the 
corporation if bad pdce is  perceived (Canoll, 199 1 ). 

The stakeholder theory of corporate social responsibility is sometimes referred to 
as ' c o ~ t u e n c y  iheory' (Klonski, 199 1 : 13). The idea is the same. A constituency is any 
group that bas a relationship to the corporation based on some common concem. What 
rnight distinguish a corporate constituent fiom a stakeholder is that a constituent does not 
have to be a person or a human collective (Klonsb, 199 1 ). The communities' 
environment is a constituent of the cotpomtion ushg Monski's definition, as is die Earth 
itself 

Social responsibility activities are wful in deveioping and rnaintaining 
satisfactory relationships with stockholders and other stalceholders. Developing a 
corporate reputation as a socially tesponsible fimi, through perfoming and disclosing 
social responsibility activities, can be part of a stiategic plan for mmng stakeholder 
relationships. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 

An initial definition of the research question is important because without a 
research focus it is easy to become over-whelmed by the volume of data (Eisenhardt, 
1989). This research focuses on corporate interpcetation and balancing of pressures from 
a varie@ of stakeholders, some of whom expect coqmatte behavior to be beneficial to the 
nahiral envimnment Corporate environmental behavior is a subset of corporate social 
responsibility. This research does not deai with other corporate social responsibility 
concerns such as employee health and safety issues, dthough some overlap is inevitable. 
These connections are not sought out except where they inform this work. 



This research identifies the stakeholden that the corporation considers impomnt- 
The research identifies the pressures regarding environmental action that the corporation 
perceives as signifiant and important from these stakeholdea- It descn'bes and analyres 
subxqwat corporate response to these cornplex and sometimes cornpethg &man&. 

The broad perimeters ofthe nsearch question were set pior to review of any 
Merature. The broad research question dealt with corparate response to environmental 
and ecological need, but a more specific focus was found in the Iiteratwe. From the 
corporate social responsibility literature the business and society interface is recognized, 
and it i s  recognïzed that societal expectations on business an more than mictly 
economic. Environmental behavbr can be seen as a subset ofcorporate social 
responsibility, and environmental behavior in part determines the degree of legitimacy 
given to corporate behavior by interested stakeholders. The stakeholder theory literature 
identifies the various stakeholders of an organizatiou, and shows that the orpintion 
does not have to be wncemed about these stakeholders for their concems to be valid 
Stakeholder theoiy aiso shows that a management task is to balance the competing 
demands for specific organizational behavior. Corporations must balance these 
economic and social concems 60m a variety of stakeholders, and these demaads may 
even be contradictory. The management literature that touches on the management of 
social and environmentai issues gives some dues about how these decisions are made, 
with a general awareness that the issue is cornplex, idiosyncratic, and dyaamic. 

This research seeks understanding of how chernical fims interpret and balance 
the often competing demands for certain behaviors regarding the natwal environment. 



CHAETER TWO: RESEARCH METHODûLOGY 

RESEARCH APPROACH 

This research examines how six chernical 6nns in a specific geographic area 
interpcet and balance pressures exerted upoa thcm ngarding theu behavior towatd the 
natural environment These pressus include bot& extemai and interna1 fmors, and are 
not uaiversally prolenvironmentdIy o n e d  Data was collected through intewiews 
with corporate executives, operators in each nmi, and other intecviews with stakeholden 
such as bankers, regulators and activists involved with the question of environmental 
behavior. Data was also collected througb document searches, and media archival 
searches. Using principles of analysis h m  grounded-thecwy (Strauss & Corbin 1 W O ) ,  
this data was systematically coded uito categones, and as these categones emerged and 
became refined the research task was to consider and explain how the categones related 
to one another, and what the theoretical implications might be. This chosen 
methodology is holistic, inductive, and naturalistic. 

CHOICE OF METiiODS 

I understand the research process as a blending together of empirical evidence 
with abstract concepts to create theory. tnstead of testing propositions deductively 
arrived at prior to field research, this research illustrates through evidence that plausible 
theory emecges through inductive interpretation (Nemian, 199 1). The theoretical power 
of this methodology is strong and convincing. This is not to suggest that qualitative 
inductive methodologies are suitable for al1 research questions. Qualitative research is 
an approach to discovery and understanding rather than a particular set of techniques. 
The appropriateness of any research methodology is contingent on the nature of the 
phenornenon to be studied, and so qualitative methods combined with grounded theory- 
Like analysis techniques are the most appropriate for this particular research project. 

Research methods carmot be assumed a priori to k neutral or atheoretical twls. 
Researchers control the process of observation and data wlleaion by means of both 
theory and m e t h d  Theories determine the kinds of information that are ngw'red by 
defining the phenornena of interest Methods determine how the wcessary information 
will be obtained by dehing appropriate data collecting procedures (Brewer & Hunter, 
1989). Pemns, sites. and documents provide the means to obtain these data (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1990). Methodological styles "reflet aot just diffe&nces in technique, but also 
dif5erent views of the epistemology of science and its ultimate goals and contributions to 
human thought and endeavor" (Brewer & Hunter, 1989: 26). In selecting a meaiodology 
for this research, consideration was given to the nature of the research question, the 
nature of the theory and constructs involved, and the skills and interest of the researcher 
in doing certain types of research (RN-6). 

The study involves descnbing and explaining a process - that of how chernical 
finns interpret the pressures upon them for certain behaviors, and then how balancing is 



achieved by firm management in their attempt to meet the needs ofthe firms' véirious 
stakeholdea For example, pro-active environmental actioa may not be prescn'bed by 
law or directly by short-terni economic considerations, yet some firms undenake these 
actions, while others do not The process of understanding the Uinuence on corporate 
behaMor necessitates an interactive mode1 of information gathering because there is a 
need for flexibility on the part of the researcher to explore issues and themes that emerge 
k m  the fe~eafcb pmcess. Data found leads to different questions as the researcher 
searches for greater depth of understanding Quaiitative methods can "gbe the intricate 
details of phenornena that are difficuit to convey with quantitative rnethods" (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1990: 19). Tbat the data collection poccss is not constrained by predetem-ned 
categones ofanalysis contributes to the depth and detail of data in this project, and 
allows for the discovery of previously underdetermineci fmon (Patton, 1987). 

Field research and case mdies of parbparbcular populations and seaiags are 
"extremely usefiil in definig the social process by which problem emerge and for 
suggesting mategic points of programmatic intervention to deal with partïcular 
problems" (Brewer & Hunter, 1989: 187). One benefit of fieldwork is that data are ofien 
so ubiquitous that one need never worry about having enough data, although having the 
right data to address a given problem may involve a costly search The data collected 
usually requires neither special efforts on the part of subjects nor dislocation from theu 
natural social environrnents (RN-7). 

This research tries to limit extraneoui factors by focusing on six firms within one 
industry and within the same geographic area This allows a focus on how they interpret 
and balance the pressures that are more or less common to al1 of them. 

Inte~ews, observations, document and archival searches, and media searches, 
are al1 used in a systematic way Each of these methods have weaknesses, but 
fortunately the flaws of each are not identical. This "divenity of imperFection" ailows 
the combination of methods not only to gain theu individual strengths, but also 
compensates for their particular faults and limitations, that "each new set of data 
increases our confidence that the research results reflect d i t y  rather than 
methodological enor" (Brewer & Hunter, 1989: 17). 

Interpretive schemes will likely Vary among organimional executks in each 
fim, aad their actions may not be consistent with the values they espouse. Further, 
executive beliefs and understandings may not be communicated to operaton, and 
espouseci values expressed by execdves rnay not be shared or accepted by worken and 
others. intemal inconsistencies are sometimes uncovered by conducting inte~~ews with 
employees with different functions and at differemt levels in the orgaaUation. The 
discovery of these inconsistencies is critical to our undetstanding of what behavior is 
really occurring, as separate from what cespoadents think is occurring, or what 
respondents want the researcher to think is occurring. Stakeholders outside of the 
corporation also bnng different perspectives to corporate behavior. What is perceived as 
costly and sincere environmental behavior by a firm executive for exarnple may be seen 



as only a public relations ploy or wi-ndow dressing by an environmental activist. This 
viewing of corporate behavior through many eyes allows brader researcher 
understanding, and allows greater de@ to interview questionhg in subsegwnt 
intem-ews with corporate persomel. 

2-3. CASEMETHOD . 

Intensive methodology nich as the case study approach is cequired when causal 
explanations are sought- The distinctive need for case studies u k s  out of the desire to 
understand complex social phenomeaa The cese can be seen as a complex entity 
operating within a context which include the physicai, economic and ethical (Stake, 
1994). Consistent with earlier observation of die orgaahtion being an open and 
dynamic system, al1 cases are located withia wnne wider context which in tum imposes 
constraÎnts on the actions of the pmtagoaists (Mitchell, 1983). The case study allows an 
investigation to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events such 
as managerial change processes (Yin, 1984). and the investigation of managerial 
interpretation and Wancing of stakeholder demands is also enhanced in the same way by 
the case study approach 

Yin (1984: 23) offea the following concise definition of case study: 
"A case study is an empirical inquiry that: 
- investigates a contemporary phenornenon within its real-life wntext; when 
- the boundarïes between phenornenon and context are not clearly evident; 
and in which 

- multiple sources of evidence are wd." 

This research project fulfills this definition of a case study in four ways: ( 1 ) 
organizatioaal behavior regarding environmental action within the real li fe context of six 
chemical corporations is examined; (2) this behaMor resuits fiorn interaction between 
organizatioiial members and othen, and the interpretation by organhtional members of 
perceived pressures from the social and economic environment; (3) this behavior is a 
process which continues over time, ofien with no clear relational or time boudaries as 
social and political and economic pressures interactively shift and change; and (4) 
multiple sources of evidence in the fonn of interviews, archivai materials and documents, 
media reports, and personal observations, were used for data gathering- 

nie use of open-ended and discovery onented case studies allows the gathering of 
specific data fiom the six sample sites, but also gathers data that allows an understanding 
of the chemical industry and the social, political. and economic expectations affkting 
the industry. This myriad of expectation likely affects the decisions made (or not made) 
about corporate environmental behavior and other social issues. Further, data collection 
for this researc h includes questions of the "how" and "why" variety (Y in, 1 984: 20) 
which require an interpretive approach. This approach enables a tracing of social and 
pol itical perspectives, and so relationships and activities amongst individuals, 



organizations and interest groups, dthough complex processes, can be described (Patton, 
1987). 

Intervïewing combined with the utilkation of multiple &ta sources, which are 
both part of case study methodology, provides the requïred quality of data to establish the 
validity of complex interpmtive schemes. Fine-grained mediodologies, such as case 
studies, capture details of conte- and aid in developing an uaderstanding of forces 
underlying phenomenoa Case study pmMdes insight into c o a t e d  factors which may 
not have been previously considemi by tûe researcher. 

This research project can be Mewed as a collective case study (Stake, 
1994). The particular firms are examined to first allow understanding of their 
behavior and the reasons for that bebavior, and second to provide insight into the 
issue of responsible environmental behavior, to develop theory. The examination of an 
individual respondent or any given corporation is of interest because it plays a supportive 
role, facilitating the understanding of somethiag else. The finns hcluded in this 
research were chosen because understanding ttaeir interpretations and balancing of 
pressures regarding the naturai environment will lead to a bettet derstanding about a 
still larger collection of cases, that king the chernical indusûy of Alberta, or perhaps 
even Notth America The primary point about the bais of making infietences h m  case 
material is that the extrapolation is based on the validity of the analysis rather than the 
representativeness of the events (Mitchell, 1983). Further, the case shdy method 
provides an open-ended approach to selecting variables thst are relevant to answering the 
research questions under consideration, but which may not be apparent from initial 
ligerature and document reviews. 

The chosen methodological approach of using six cases in one industry is not 
without shortcomings. Moving from a single case study to six cases nduces the 
inteusity with which each case can practically be examin* yielding sparser data than are 
obtainable fiom a study consistiiig of a single case, given the same time frame (Pettigrew 
1987). On the other han4 the endeavor to obtain a certain depth and nchness h m  each 
f m  precludes the possibility of a sample of hwtdreàs. Given the problems of utilizing 
s w e y  data for questions of this complexity, this compromise methodological strategy of 
using six cases is the optimal choice. 

Ten potential sites were identifieci at the start of this research project As the 
project evolved, one site was purchased by another finn olready in the sample, two sites 
were available but infornation from firm leadership was reluctant and not helpful, and 
one site refused to participate. This fimi, in declining to participate, explained that they 
were in the midst of a major personnel downsinng, and simply did not want to nsk 
furiher upset. The argument can be made that the reluctant and rehing firms would 
provide information and perhaps contrast to the six f h s  examined This is possible but 
unlikely. All fims belong to several industrial Associations in the ma, so 
environmental behavior by any finn in a general sense is likely to be known by others. 
Executives interviewed in the sample fims did not raise problems or concems with the 



non-participiiting t'mis. Similarly, operators, many in the same Union, did not r ise  
issues or incidents regarding these other firms, or make daims that their own fim was 
superior to these other firms. Exterior stakeholder intewiewees did not single out any of 
these other Brms as especiaIiy g d  or bad perfomers. 1 believe the six firms in the 
sample are t y p i d  of chemid fimis in the area, that is, not exceptionai or somehow 
di fferent 

Although case shdies may oAen begin with a slight conceptual hmework, the 
rtarrative must nevertheless be organized amund specific propositions, questions or 
activities, with flexibility provided by modifying these topics as analysis progresses (Yin: 
198 1). ObviousIy, the detemination of what is meaninghil requires some sense o f  what 
the case study is about but does not imply a rïgid cowepual fiamework. The central 
questions of case study mearch must be identifiai beforehaad (Yin, I981), and are seen 
as a current map of the territory to be investïgated althougb üiis map is likely to change 
as the study evolves (Miles & Huberman. 1984). If, duing the course of a case study, 
dramatically different conceptualizations &se, these should then lead to central 
questions for a new phase of the study, and new evidence may have to be collected (Yin, 
1981). 

The questions of this research involve the 'how' of pressure interpretation by 
management, and the balancing of the cornpethg desires of the various stakeholders 
supporting these pressures. This te& of researcher interest is informecl by corporate 
social responsibility, stakeholder theory, and an awareness of the iaterconnectedness of 
business and society and that institutional and economic systems are oniy subsystems of a 
broader ecologicai system. The focus of thïs work is not what chemical fims should do, 
but focused more on what they do actually do, and why. 

2.4. (NOT) G R O W E D  TEEORY 

Grounded theory uses systematic data collection and anaiysis of data to discover 
and provisionally venfy a theory that is inductively derived fiom the specific study of the 
sample being researchd Data collection, analysis, and theory are undertaken together 
and are reciprocal with each other. To be clear, in grounded theos, one begins with an 
area of study and what is relevant to that area is aiiowed to emerge, one does aot begin 
with a theory and then prove it (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) (RN-8). 

This iesearch uses grounded theory codiag and categorization methodology, but 
canrot c lah to be grounded theory. Rinciples of coding practice are taken dimtiy 
fiom grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin 1990). Glaser and Strauss (1967) were specific 
about researcher pre-research or study prior to commencement of data collection - it 
simply was not to be done in case the data analysis would be "force# to fit pre-conceived 
ideas or theocy. In this research this "rule" was broken as efforts were made to e h c e  
researcher understanding before interviews commenced (RN-9). in bief, the researcher 
had preconceived ideas about the research topic, and cannot claim indifference or 
neun1 ity regarding the researc h questions. 



Grounded theory is inductive, pragrnatic, and highly concrete (Patton, 1987). 
The grounded theory method sbares many sùnilarities with other qualitative modes of 
research, including case studies, in that the sowces of data are the same: interviewing, 
field observations, as well as documents of al1 kinds (Strauss & Corbia, 1994). AU 
research is grounded in data in some way (Gloser, 1992)- The strength of grounded 
theory is in the aaalyticai m a  and the ngor of the fonnality of the aaalysis. 

Grounded theory can be thought of as a transactionai system, which allows the 
researcher and others to examine the interactive nature of events- Strauss and Cohin 
( 1990) offer a theory of method, and not just technique or me<hod in the nanow sense. 
Grounded theory is an adon/interaction oriented method of theory building. Action is 
directed at managing, handling, or respomduig to a phenornenon as it exists in context or 
under a specific set of conditions- As action evolves it can be studied as pnmss, 
movement, or change over tirne- The action is purposehl and done for some reason. In 
this research, the chemical finns take certain environmental action because of certain 
pressures, and the researcher interest is in how and why these pressures are interpreted 
and balanced in certain ways. 

SAMPLE SELECTION 

The complexities and ambiguities o f  the "real-worid" present Limitations and 
restrictions on any sample, and so researchers must search for a balance between the 
ideal and the feasible, king constantly aware of shortcomings (Morse, 1986). Efforts 
can certainly be made io control extraneous variation and therefore help to define the 
limits for genedizing the fïndings (Eisenhardt, 1989), but the selection of an appropriate 
population is not an easy one. OrganUations are open and dy~amic systems, and the 
"controlling" of any extemal influence rn-ses questions about the validity of the findings. 

The selection of six finns fiom one industry in one geographic viciaity was 
designed in part to reduce variation between fiims as much as possible. Because the 
fimis are in the same industry and s b  more or les the sarne legal, social, political and 
economic presssurs, this creates a common basis for cornparison and so allows an 
examination as to why behavior regardhg the natural environment is not the sarne for al1 
finns. 

Tbree criteria for the choice of research sites are: 
1 : The chosen corporations must be geographicaiiy avaiiable to the researcher. This 
reflects concems about wst oftravel, the coastraiats, avaüability for follow-up 
inteMewing7 and accessibility of archivai materials. The Edmonton / Ft Saskatchewan 
area has ten chemical plants of various sizes and pmduct ranges* second only to Sarnia in 
Canada, and so this geographic criteria can be restrictive without damaging the 
credibility of the uunple. 
2: The chosen research sites should have a history that can be docwnented regarding 
environmental issues, and this may include local newspaper, provincial newsmagazine, 



and national magazine articles. Without adequate documentation combined wi-th die 
mernories of respondents, 1 cannot study the bglancing of stakeholder demands and firm 
specific interpretation of pressures influencing envitomentai action. 
3: The research sites chosen must allow the researcher to have access to interview 
organizationai members. The iesearcher, to some extem, hed to win the trust of senior 
management, a nlationship that was ninhind anci developed throughout the actual 
research (Pettigrew, 1989; Yia. 1984). Top management bad to allow their firm to be 
researched over a thcee or four month penod. with a ammitment to allowing the 
researcher access to corpontte mspondeots, archives, and other document data 

InitiaUy, a broader search throughout the Province of Alberta was thought to be 
the best way to arrive at a sample set, but commonality of legal and community 
constraints and pressures became the domiuant concem. Fims facing common 
pressures yet stiil reacting in dinerent ways to these pressures offer greater opportmity 
for understanding the mediation process. The six chernical fimis in the Fort 
Saskatchewan ara fbifill the critefia laid out above. Local fims to international firms 
are represented, w*th a wide mage of firm size, product, and market king represented. 

RESPONDENT SELECTION 

I attempted to insure that al1 respondents wodd be "deliberately selected by the 
researcher according to the theoretid needs and direction of the research" (Morse, 1986: 
184). This method is strong simply because the researcher is selecting the informants 
according to research needs. Because of the sample siw and the t h e  and effort requued 
to collect data, it was essential that opportunities be maximized to obtain the rnost 
insightfid data possible, ideally selecting respondents according to their knowledge base 
and willingness to share this Imowledge. Firm recommendation for respondent choice 
was an influence on choice, but not darnaging to the quality of the final selection. 

The relationship between researcher and respondent, as any other relatiomhip, 
must be viewed as temporal and subject to change, and so m u t  be constantly negotiated 
and renegotiated. The relationship can be viewed as a bargain, with both sides hoping 
for some gain. In this instance, the gain for the reseaicher was access to information and 
insight that would allow the research questions to be addressai The gain for the 
respondents was less clear. Patton (1987) ncommends a reciprocity model to gain entry: 
this model assumes that the researcher can find some reason for participants to cooperate 
in the research and that some kuid of mutuai exchange can oc* He suggests that 
copies of the finished research product c m  be offered, and 1 have made this offer when 
asked about the possibility. I believe there are two main cessons respondents cooperated 
with this research: leaming and growth was possible through the i n t e ~ e w  exchange 
itself; and opemess and hill-accountability to the public is one philosophical cornetStone 
of the Canadian Chernical Producers Association (RN-IO). Once each fimi had agreed 
to be part of the research, denial of access to any firm personnel was not hinted at by any 
of the finns. 



Interviews were undertaken with three major sub-groups, al1 closely involved 
with the research sites. Fint, commwity members, govemment regulatory staff, other 
interested parties, and environmental group leaders were inteMewed Second, corporate 
executives fiom each of the six fims were in t ewiew  Thitâ, operators and other aon- 
executive Mincluding union reptesentatives from the six h s  were interviewecL 

Many individuais, repfesentiug themselves or other stakeholder organizations, 
firthered the understanding ofthe behavior of these chemical fimis- These individuals 
include: govemment regdaton, environmental activists, environmental consultants, local 
community leadership, chernical Company executives h m  similar plants in the 
Edmonton m a  but wt part of the sample, and banking personnel regarding commercial 
loan guideLines. 

The choice of off-site informants was somewhat dependent on referral and access, 
the refenal coming from faculty advisors, chemical corporation mernbea, chernical 
association staff, and other off-site informants. Several WiiMduals were "fourid" by the 
researcher in media reports or at community meetings. (see RN4 1 ) Most of these 
people were hem-ewed early in the research process, and UIformed the researcher about 
issues, problems, and even specific instances of interest to this work. Part of the initial 
i n t e ~ e w  schedule with chemical fim executives was based on knowledge gaiwd from 
these intewiews. 

Interviews with community members, environmental activist leaders, government 
regulatory &and CCPA representatives were mostly undertaken prior to inteMewing 
site senior management These interviews were undertaken before the firm inteniews to 
give the researcher some background, to ailow some depth of understanding of the 
pressures on the fimis, and also to prepare the researcher to be knowledgeable enough 
about the sites to be somewhat critical of fimi-supplied iaformation. The researcher is a 
consumer, as is the public, of the fims' public relations message. 

The CCPA was helpful to me in gaining initial access to the firms. Fout of the 
six firms in this research project are CCPA memben. 1 was aware of the level of 
management 1 wished to talk with in each h, but in some cases did not know the name 
of the individual f i lhg the position. As the reseafch evolved, I learned the names of 
fimi executives from previous respondents. 1 believe tbat this "knowing" of peen and 
implied reference fiom others in similar positioas was helphil in gainhg easy access in 
most sites. At the commencement ofthe ~search the CCPA supplied a refenal to 
several finns. 

The senior executives were chosen because of their ability at the local plant level 
to be involved when the tim ww deciding behaviors of the corporation regarding the 



naturai environment These interviews examined the current environmental behavior of 
the organization and often covered sorne historical background (RN-12). 

Most logistic questions about the research, who the researcher was, the studyls 
sponsorship, the time cornmitment requhed on the put ofthe respondent and the firm 
and the codidentiality ofresponses ail occurred in the tirst commuajc8tion. ûfkn these 
first meetings were held in haiiways or doomys of offices at the plant as I was "brought 
over" for an introduction by a pcevious respoadent. Each tespondent was expected to 
gant at least a onehour interview, and little more of my expectations were discussed. It 
was rare that other matenal such as Company reports, statements, or documents wwe not 
given or volunteemi to the researcher by most respondents. 

2.6.3. OPERATOR RESPONDENTS 

The operator respondents were chosen iu ail six fhns with the assistance of the 
fimi's human resources personnel. In two fims these persorne1 r e f d  me directiy to 
Union representatives who in turn found wiliing respondents. At one facility 1 spent a 
full shift with five night shift operators, and intervieweci ail five separately between 
midnight and eight am in the main control room of the plant The operator in te~ews  
asked for employee perception of their corporation's behavior, their understanding of the 
dnven for this behavior, the expectation of the fim regarding employee behavior, and 
their own expectations regarding responsible environmental behavior. 

ïhe sites for this research are six chernicd companies with plants in the Ft. 
Saskatchewan ara of AIberta Documents fiom and about these sites were examine& 
but the backboae of this research is transcript analysis fiom interviews with executives 
and operator-workers of these fims. Govemment regdatory staff, leaders of special 
interest groups, and others, were also inte~ewed and their ttanscripts analyzed to 
provide alternative perspectives and a more complete o v e ~ * e w  of the pressures and 
ifluences facing these fums. These in te~~ews  offer sufficient "replicationstr to 
convince the reader of a general phenornenon (Yin, 1984). 

STAGED DATA COLLECTION 

The data collection was carcïed out in three major stages, with stage two building 
on the findùigs fiom stage one, and stage thne enhancing the findings from stages one 
and two. Stage one interviews with aon-corporate individuais provided constructs such 
as corporate f~ar of regdation or awareness of public concern to be ewunined fiinher in 
stage two. Stage two interviews with corporate executives h m  each of the six fimis 
gained their perspectives and understandings of how the various pressures exerted on the 
finn regarding their environmental behaMor were interpreted and Wanced Stage three 
interviews with finn operators and workea fiom each firm gained their perspectives on 
fim behavior, specifically whether the operators shared awareness and undestanding 
regarding environmental practice with theü employer. The inte~.ews were a11 semi- 
structured and open-ended, and although certain concepts were covered with all 



respondents, an ordered list of specific questions was not used The interviews were 
followed by transcript generation, and then transcrip analysis using methods large1 y 
borrowed fmm grounded theory- Cross fimi analysis and coaclusions were possible 
after categorimtion of indicators and analysis of the six firms was completed 

Brieflyy stage one. uiteMews were with non-sampIe chemical corporation 
executives, environmentai consultantsy environmental actïvists, commimity group 
leaders, govenunent regdators, other govemment enWonme~tai staff, chernical fïrtn 
association naff, and aders, to better dethe the innuences drivïng environmental 
decision-making in the chemical indusîry- The interest aî tbis stage was in gaining data 
about corporation action or inaction, and the interpretation by respondents of the range of 
conditions that give rise to that action (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 

Stage two involved visits to the sampIe sites with more specific but still 
open-ended interaction questions, and with the interview focus king on the executives of 
the sample chemicai fïrms- Questions were asked about how the pressures for action are 
perceived and balanced My expectation was b t  the acquisition of "new" data would 
decline over tïme, and this happened, but usefid and insightfùi data increased becaw of 
increasingly focused questions and researcher knowledge(Brewer Bt Hunter, 1989). 

Stage three interviews involved a retum to the six firms, and interviewhg 
operators and workers instead of executives and top management. Openttor awareness 
and knowledge was sought as well as their interpretation as to why the finn tmk the 
various actions they did In a general sense, most operators were less articulate and less 
willing to expand on questions asked. The focus tended to be more on work-task and 
less on work concept. 

CODiNG AND CATEGORIZATION OF DATA 

Iu the fim stages of the research, the purpose of interviewhg was to rmcover as 
many potentially relevant factors and questions as possible along with their properties 
and dimensions. in stage hYO, the intefiewing was more discriminate, choosing the 
sites, persons, and documents that would maxirnize opporttinities for verifying the 
various story lines and relationships between categories. Stage tluee interviews 
enhanced understandings gained in stage two. In stage one 1 felt insecure about which 
concepts or ideas might be important or significant and felt equally insecure in making 
judgments. Early in the study, 1 was not certain what wouid pertain and what would not 
(RN - 13). Transcription of inte~ews is necesSacy before coding or aiialysis c m  be 
done. Al1 interviews were transcribed because of the fear that if not transcribed then 
important data might be mis& Further, full transcription of dl interviews allowed a 
continuous return to the data for review after more data collection had been done. 
Martin and Turner (1986: 150) declare that "little in the grounded theory process is 
irreveaible," that specific or general concepts c m  be remedied Selective or partial 
transcribing would not have allowed this data review, recoding and re-categorization (RN 
- 14). 



Coding represents the operations by which data are broken down, conceptualized, 
and put back together in new ways. It is the central process by which theones are built 
from data (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Coding of qualitative &ta is ofien an emergent 
process especially when there are openletuhi and semi-muctured questions as there me 
in this study (Patton 1990). Because of the fieedom created tbugh  the use of 
openaded inte~ew questions. respondeats wem expected ta identify additionai 
relevant items or categories as the interviews pmgewd This happened with cegulacity, 
and required f o b u p  phone conversations with pfevious respondents to request theu 
comments about the new items m-sed- So, aot oniy weie tnmdpts coded and r e d e d ,  
but respondents were questîoned multiple times, m n  though many of these foilow-up 
conversatioas were very brief 

Coding practïces were revisxi throughout al1 stages of data collection as different 
theoretical frameworks were examine& Old materiais were re-coded in light of 
additional knowledge. Glaser (1 978) rewmends Wnting the incidents in more than 
one conceptual categoty, and many respondent staternents were germane to more than 
one category (RN- 1 5). 

Although this coding procedure seems complicated, it is only a reflection of 
similarly complex reality. Grounded theory analysis tries to capture as much of this 
'real-worlb complexity as possible while knowing that we are never able to grasp al1 of it. 
Strauss and Corbin (1990) stress that the dixovery and specification of ciifferences as 
sel1 as similarities amoag categoria is cruciaily important to groundd theory 
development (RN-16). The coding of transcripts was easier than the categorizing of 
these codes. This researcti resdted in one hundred codes (later called indicators) which 
were subsumed into twenty categories, and these categones in tum subsumed under five 
main pressures. There was much moviag and shifting of the categories, as different 
configurations OC interpretation were Lrid. 

The proposed relationships must be repeatedly supported by the data. It must be 
clear that the niatiomhips identified make sense, and are show by the material found in 
the data itself. nie final theoty is limiteâ to "those categories, their properties and 
dimensions, and statements of ~lationships that exist in the actud data colleîted 
(Strauss & Corbia, 1990: 112). Concepts and relationships h v e d  at through deductive 
thinking, or in other theoretical work, are held to be provisional until supponed by the 
data, and if not supported must be discarded. These may not be borne out for a numbet 
of reasons: idequate choice of sites or iasufncient data coiiection; lack of access to 
infonnants with the needed information; or even pirposeful deception. Nonetheless, 
what is not found in the data becomes a limitation of the study. 

DATA SOURCES UTILIZED 

The present study uses transcripts fiom interviews as the main sources of data, 
and these transcripts are supplemented with corporate archival records and media reports. 



Direct observation assisted understanding, but was not done in a purposeful manner. 
Although these sources were used iteratively, the analysis of inteMew trianscripts is the 
backbone of this dissertation- 

InteMews serve as the most important soince of information in the present study. 
The purpose of the research pmject was expjained at the start of  each interview, which in 
most cases was simply an expansion of infiocmation Plrredy given in the Uiitial 
conversation. These initial conservations were oAen over the telephone or in b i e f  
hallway meetings. Interviews typically lasteâ over an hour each, and were occasionally 
followed-up with a second intem-ew but more likely with a phone cail clarification. 
Phone calls were usually made a day or so after the interview to express appreciation for 
the respondent's time and consideration for the iatemiew already done. Referrais or 
"the favor of an introduction'' were o h  asked for in these follow-up cails. Al1 
interviews with corponte executives were conducted on company premises, either at the 
facility site or downtown office site. Operator intem-ews were held either on the job site 
or at the Union hall. Other i n t e ~ e w s  were held in houses, offices, at the University, or 
wherever mutually convenient. 

uiterviewees were assured the purpose of the tape recorder was to ensure greater 
accuracy in recording information, and that the information was for research use oniy. 
Respondents were assured that the tape-recorder could be turned off at any time at the 
inte~ewer's request Funher, interviewees were told that the recordings provided a 
safeguard for them in that the researcher could aot 'mate' data, and that copies of the 
intem-ew tapes would be available to them upon request Each respondent was assured 
that their nspoases fiom the transcript if quoted in the final work would be referenced by 
i n t e~ew number ody, and that ail names and fimi identification wouid be removed to 
assure anonymity. Only one respondent requested a copy of his transcript, although 
several requested a look at the finished dissertation. 

Denzin (1978) notes that the interview is a special type of relatioaship that rests 
on multiple selves and flows thmugh the p r e s s  of conversation (RN-17). In my 
judgment the researcher plays an informed, questionhg role and displays sincere interest. 
The respondent i s  cast as the expert witness and is asked to share his or her expertise. 
This expertise is ofien first offered as a version of company policy with more reflective 
personal opinion and interpretation following in later stages of the interview. The 
strength of the interview is also its weakness, as the conversational interaction can create 
problems because the two interactors enter the encouter with dineient perspectives 
(RN- 18). A goal of inte~ewing is to understand the respondent's perspective, it is 
paramount for the researcher to establish rapport and develop tnist Gaining the mist of 
respondents is essential, but this must be undentood to be a fragile entity which cm be 
destroyed by researcher insensitivity at any time (Fontana & Frey, 1994). 



Taping the interview allowed more fwus on the content and tone of the exchange 
itself dunng the inteMew rather than on the written ~cording of i t  Permission to tape 
record an interview was refûsed only in a single case, and the notes fiom that intem-ew 
were eventually shifted to the industzy stakeholder file as the firm itself was not included 
in the six cases analyzed. Ail inteMews were tape recorded and trzinscn'bed (RN-19). 

The question of how many interviews to do to achieve "saturationH has not been 
satisfactorily dealt with in the literatureture Glaser claims: 

The fim uiterviews and field notes shouid be eatire1y aaascribdd for coding and 
analysis, and suôsequeat notes also. But afkr a tune the coding ami analysis 
provides guidance through theocaïcal sampling ta delimit M e r  field 
observations and interviews ... This economy, which prevents the unnecessuy 
cost and build up of data that yields what is alreedy known, should aot be availed 
to d l  the researcher is certain of his deümiting and selectioa of data by the 
emerging theory. Better more tban less mscribed data to achieve a theory that 
fully accounts for the variation in the &ta" (Glaser, 1992: 19-20). 

Evenaially the analysis itself tells the researcher that fùrther collection of data is 
unnecessuy, accordhg to Glaser ( 1992)- T& concIusion is based on Glaser's 
conviction that a certain point of awareness can be achieved when the "researcher is 
certain" of the emerging theory- Glaser (1992) does aclcnowledge that "benet more than 
less" data is needed to account for variation (RN-20). Reseatchers are ofien faced with a 
classic paradox: to completely understand and represem the whole situation and context, 
they must fUy duplicate the whole situation and context. nii*s is not the purpose of 
theory building in researcb The interest is in explaining the context and situation 
accurately, but in a simplified and understandable form, a form that can be generalized in 
some way to be useful in our undetstanding of other fims and organizations, and also to 
be useful for practitionen in the field. An average of seven intemfV1ews per firm were 
done with typidly three or four of these beiug upper management or senior executives, 
and t h e  or four king plant workers or lower-Ievel management. A total of fifty-three 
intem-ews were done, and 1 believe this is a suficieut number to reach understanding, 
and make sense of bebavior in these chernical h s -  

Sornetimes called the semi-structured oc "focusedm interview, or the "non 
scheduled standardized interview" (Denzin, 1978: 1 15), certain types of information were 
desired fiom ail respondents but the particular phrasing of questions and their order was 
redefiaed to fit the characteristics of each respondent (RN-2 1). 1 consider it important 
that questions flow in a nahiraI way so that the interviews are perceived as a s h a n d  
conversation instead of as a forma1 information seelcing mechaaism. Questions then 
were aot necessarily asked in any set order, and often were "tagged-onl' to previous 
questions, or even as ttyes-buts" as in "well, yes, but ï've also heard ...". Respondents 
were asked to discuss the "facts" ofa matter as well as their insights and opinions 
regarding the events (RN-22). 



A transcript copy given to the tespondent may provide greater information fiom 
the respondent in tems of recollections fiom the tespondent as he or she reviews the 
information on the transcript Expansion of previous points or "conections" may be 
given. The problem is that transcripts are often very teveding, not only of what we say, 
but of the way we speak and express ounelves (RN-23). Patton (1987: 102) daims that 
the giving of feedback can be "a major part of the verificatioa pmcess in fieldwork" and 
providing the petticipants copies o f  their transrript may enhance the descriptious and 
analysis, and then to use these feactiom as part of the data Schatnnan and Strauss 
(1973) agree and c o a t d  that such a review of transcripts is a matter of professional 
courtesy, and they identiQ this procedure as a way ofcomborating the essential facts 
and evidence presented in the case report My belief is ibat any issues r a i d  by 
respondents and somehow "misseci" by me in tenns of follow-up during the interview 
itself are better explored through follow-up phone cails or with hallway conversations on 
subsequent visits. This was done offen The informants and @cipants may still 
disagree with the researcher's conclusions or interpretations, but they should not disagree 
over the content of the spoken or tnnscnbed inte~ews (RN-24). 

My conclusion is that the rïsk of embarrassrnent because of convenational style 
in some cases offsets whatever benefit might accrue corn respondent review of 
transcripts. This is obviously a judgment calL 1 tend to qgee with Schatzman and 
Strauss ( 1973) that a formal review by respondents would be beneficial, however, the 
corroboration of essential facts and evidence can be done through d e r  in te^-ews or 
data sources as well as by specific respondents examihg their own transcnpts. More 
than that, my feeling is tbat the inteMewy when conducted in a style much like a 
mutually infoming discussion, or as an exchange of information, creates a relationship 
that îs somehow damaged when the black-andowhite of a transcript arrives for review. 
The context of the research relationship has been changed, that the end result of the 
interview is a taking of words and ideas by the researcher fiom the respondent, instead of 
the seerningly more quitable and fair exchange of ideas in the i n t e~ew itselE 

Every respondent was treated as a key informant in that al1 respondents were 
asked for corroboratory evidence or assistance in achieving the next Ui te~ew (Yin, 
1984). Even when 1 h e w  the narne or position of the person I next wanted to interview, 
I always asked the pwious inteniew in the firm for help in achieving access. This had 
several advantages: 1) 1 was no longer considered a total stranger by firm members, and 1 
appeared to k on niendly tems with a peer; 2) the nspanâent couid be asked by the 
next respondent for a reference, or a "how was it", 3) interviews were oAen scheduled on 
the spot, and occasionally within the hou. The personal contact was the most important 
factor. Although interviews are only v e M  reports, and so are subject to problems of 
b i s ,  poor recall, and poor or inaccurate "interviews are an essential source 
of case study evidence, because research questions about human affars should be 
reported and înterpreted through the eyes of specific inte~ewees who can provide 
important insights into a situationt1 (Yin, 1984: 84). 



2 - 9 2  DIRECT OBSERVATIONS 

The purpose of k t  observations of extemai physical signs, physical locations, 
or observations of laquage is to get a sense of what the o ~ t i o n  is al1 about, and to 
develop rapport with impoftant respodents (DellZiI1,1978). By ditectiy okm-ng, a 
researcher is better able to understand the context within which âecisions occur (Pattotl 
1987). 

Every field visit to the site was an opportuaity for direct observation. Condition 
of buildings, secm*ty arrangements, fiendlines ofstaffto each other and the researçher, 
or the location or fiiniishings ofthe cespoudents office aU off& idionnation (Yin, 
1984). This observational data is shailow however. Glaser (1992: 49) mes tbat 
"observaîions do not in and of themeives have the meanhg or the perspective in them of 
the participant-" Obsemtions were wnsidered a miwr assistance to this work. 

The most useful k t  observation occumd when I attended a twoday meeting 
of the Canadian Chernical Producers Association, and observed and visited informally 
with chernical f h  executives while there. Perspectives of global practke were gained 
at this meeting because Mexican and Amencan executives weie present 1 appeared as a 
professional in an informai setting and met some fiiture respondcnts in this more social 
setting. 

DOCUMENTS AND ARCHJVAL RECORDS 

Data and archival re&rds relating to environmental behavior were supplied by the 
finns themselves, or found in the University Business library. This type of &ta 
collection is considered to be unobtnisive, meanhg "the remcher is removed fiom the 
set of interactions or events king studied" (Denzin, 1978: 256). These artifacts include 
administrative documents such as proposais, fonnal studies or evaiuations, and 
organizational cham and budgets regardhg environmental pmctice over a priod of time. 
Library materials included corporate annual reports and specific Annual Report inserts 
which detailed environmental practice (RN-25). Documents are not m l y  accurate 
or unbiased and so must be carefully used and "not accepted as literal recordings of 
events that have taken placeî' (Yin, 1984: 80). One important use of documents is to 
corroborate and augment evidence nom other sources. Archival material is also 
available fiom non-firm agencies such as environmental groups, political and judicial 
reports, and govemment documents. 

Documents were collected throughout this research project Mission statements 
and interpretations of the Responsible Care program (RN-26) were oEered by four of the 
six h s .  Ow finn, not a CCPA member, offered theu own set of "responsiblet' 
guidelines which mirrored CCPA documents. Archival material was useful in giving the 
context of current behavior, particularly in ternis of fim history and culture, and 
infonned the intem-ews, and as a means of finding "facts" regarding cosa or &tes for 
various programs. 



2-9.4. NEWSPAPER AND JOüRNAL ARTICLES 

Newspaper and magazine articles were found by the researcher fiom local, 
national, or international sources. These amcles provided the basis for specific 
questions a s k d  corporate executives regmding environmental action. Some articles 
documented e x p d  cornmunity concem and nemes of individuais from commwity 
action poups were ocasionally found tbrough these sources (RN-27). Whenever 
possible, printed data on the organization in the foim of newspaper or @ne articles, 
company reports or promotional matenais issued by the company, was studied before 
interviews were undertaken The intewiews are the primary data source for this 
research, with aichival material and media king used to connmi material fiom 
intewiews and to introduce new material for the interviews. For each firm as a 
minimum I have mual reports for'three years, internal documents, hand-outs usually 
given to the public when on tour of  the facilities, and in one case a massive file of public- 
relations media releases regarding the start-up of a facility expansion. Al1 of these 
materials are secondary. 

2.10. SINGLE INTERVEWER CONCERNS 

Miles and Hubeman ( 1984) and Patton ( 1990) bot. suggest there should be 
multiple interviewers to control for individual bias in i n t e ~ e w  responses and 
interpretation- With only one inteMewer, the possibility exists that responses obtained 
could be an artifact created by the interaction between inte~ewer and interviewee. 
There is also the question regarding control for unconscious cueing of "desirable" 
responses when the interviewer is not blind to the propositions or hypotheses being tested 
(RN-28). 

The use of multiple intewiewers was not a possibility in this research study, 
thetefore the existence of single inteMewer bias cannot be entirely discounted. Concem 
about thïs potentiai bias was rigorously monitored by the reseercher. Bias cm be 
operational through the exclusion of data as well as the inclusion or ernphasis on rnaterial 
prejudiced by the researchers world view. 1 believe al1 tesearchers do this to mne 
extent, consciously or not Strauss and Corbin (1990: 76) c lab tbat "it is necessary to 
challenge our assumptions, delve beneath our experience, and look beyond the literature 
if we are to uncover phenornena and arrive at new theoretical formulations." Penonal 
rigor and intellectual honesty is critical. 

Another problern is the realization that the t h e  available bth to the researcher 
and to the fims in question was considerably too short. The argument can be made that 
months of full-time work within a fimi is required to create a reasonably open 
relationsbip with stan, to establish trust, and therefm to gain sufficient honesty from 
respondents and enough understanding of wntext on the reseaccher's part to gain insight 
into a fimi's situation. This contrasts vividly with moa research where a researcher may 
spend a few scheduled hours with varying numbers of peuple in a fim. This is a general 
concem with much research, and is a valid concem with this research project as weli. I 



spent about ten hours at each site, although likely ten times that time in analyzing and 
working with the resultant data. This time availability problem is a limitation of this 
research pmject- 

It is desirable that academic mearchm accouat for their personai values when 
undertaking research. These values color everythuig obsewed and understd Some 
theorïsts (Schatzman Bi Strauss, 1973: 57) argue h t  hahg expectations, conjectures. 
and hypothesis prior to entering the field provide the reseamher with "thought and 
directives on whet to look for and what to ask about." Glaser (1992) dues not agree, and 
argues that grotmded theory research demands a clean slate, and that anything else ends 
up by "forcing" the data This is my main problem with groundeà theory, and the reason 
why this research is not grounded in Glaser's sense of the tem. 1 believe that we al1 
enter the research field with persona1 lmowledge and preconceptions, and that to assume 
otherwise is misleading to oneself, taints our data coliection and d y s i s ,  and misleads 
the research audience (RN-29). 

I believe that researchers add to their pre-understanding through inteniews and 
other sources. The purpose of this understanding is to gain certain insights, h i l e  at the 
sarne time because of professional training and experience utilize methods tbat allow the 
analysis and interpretation of the experïences ofothen. This is an iterative process, not 
so much a circle of knowledge where more learning equals more knowledge and w, a 
larger cucle, but more like a spiral of ever increasing knowledge at different levels than 
were available before. Each stage of reseacch adds knowledge to previous levels of 
understanding, and provides pre-understatlding to the successive stages of research. 

The concept of pre-understanding refea to researcher insights or beliefs about 
specific problems or social environment before research is begun- The type of &ta 
collected and the analysis of information involves persunal cornmitment as an essential 
element, yet researchen must attempt to remain open, to demonstrate theoretical 
sensitivity (Glaser. 1992). and be able to change perspective as the "reaiity" of the &ta 
requires. That knowledge or pre-understanding can be extremely selective is 
problematic, and can determine the selection of respondents, research sites, and type of 
questions asked of respondents. in aying to force data findings into pre-understood 
niches and theory. "reality" can becorne distorted rather than explained. Intellectml 
rigor is the safeguard 

FINAL COMMENTS REGARDING METHOOOLOGY 

Several aspects of this methodology are worthy of a final commnit 

1. Validity. 
The validity or reliability of qualitative data "depend to a great extent on the 

met hodo l ogicai ski ll, sensitivity, and training of the researcher" (Patton, 1 978 : 8). 
Validity, simply, is the extent to which the research yields the "correct" answer regarding 
a specific sample (Kirk & Miller, 1986: 19). This research makes no daims about the 



findings king generalizable to a larger population. This research attempts to describe 
and understand the interpretation and balancing of various pressures regarding firm 
environmental behavior, for a sample of six cbemical fims in the Edmonton area. 

Wouid the same hàïngs hold mie for the peaoleum uidustry, or for the puip and 
papa indwtry, given that both are as highly regulated as the cbemimicd iadustry, and have 
similar socio-ec~n~m*c pressures? Generalizations to other sites and situations are not 
made, because of the contea ofspecinc siniatious, although o t k  researchers may find 
these findings instructive. The mderstanding and theoretical fomuiatiom offend to 
explain specific driveis or factors that lead to certain types of consciousness in chernical 
fims couid be applicable to puip and pper fims or othen, but that is for othen to 
conclude. 

Great care was takea throughout the building of the case studies in Chapter Three 
to document every statement about each th with a specific quote or quotes fiom the 
transcripts. Over thirteen hundred specific quotations are offered in the six cases to 
document tinn employee response and belief. This referencing throughout the analysis 
allows the reader to independently judge the validity and reliability of the information. 
It is crucial for validity and, consequently, for reliability, to pictue the empirical social 
wortd as it actually exists to those under investigation, rather than as the researchet 
imagines this social world to be (Patton, 1987). Clan-fjhg tentative findings with 
subsequent respondents assisted in creating validity, and convinced the tesearcher of the 
correctness of the findings. 

7 -. Reliability. 
The goal of reliability in research is to minimue the erms and biases in a study. 

That is, if another researcher "followed exactly the same procedures and conducted the 
research al1 over agaia, the same findings and conclusions would be ami* at" (Yin, 
1984: 40). Time fiame differences must be accounted for, and as decision m e s  and 
stakeholder analysis and interpretation are al1 socially constructeci, any variance in time 
would likely cause dinerences in result The coding of the raw data was done so that 
another researcher can understand the reasoning aad method and arrive at similar themes 
or categories (RN-30). The objective here was to make as many steps as Mly 
operational as possible (Yin, 1984), and to be aware that replication if desired should be 
possible. Patton (1980) suggests bat an audit traiî shodd be possible for ail research. 1 
am confident that ifthis research was replicated tbat very similar results regarding coding 
and categorization would be reached Conclusions and implications are dependent to 
some extent on mearcher world-view and understanding, as d i s c d  previously. 

CI . Objectivity: 
Objectivity is a desired component of d l  research and this problem belongs to the 

larger set of skills required to perfotm any type of research Can a researcher who is  not 
neutral about a specific research topic collect and analyze data in a neutral and imparthl 
manner? The conscious answer is "yes", but that is oniy the conscious answer. The 
matter is at least open for appraisal, unlike most research where the question is not raised 



to begin with. To the best of my ability and knowledge 1 remained honest and wuml 
about al1 &ta collected, and did not purposefully distort or hedge my analysis in any way. 
Qualitative researchers are required to remain objective while aaempting to gain 
subjective perceptions through the interview process. 1 was very sensitive about the 
dangers of bias, and used rny ipdvisoa and other individUBis. and even a few industry 
stakebolders as sounding boards in an ammpt to remain objective. The problem of 
objectivity belongs to the larger set of skilis requind to @nn this type of research. 
Awareness, and an intellectual desire for "honest" work, is seen as a safeguard agaiagainst 
excess subjectivity or bis. 

4. Dependence on h te~ews .  
It was expected tbat inteMewees would have reason to hide some information 

nom the reseaicher, perhaps to protect themselves or othcrs, or the ~rga~zation- 
Iiifocmation would be "hidden" amply by aot volunteering the information, parti cul ad^ if 
the researcher appeared unaware of these runher trails of evïdence. Understanding the 
"whyn for changes in managerial rationality is crucial for understaadhg the dynamics of 
decision making, yet are dificult to study retrospectively (Van de Ven, 1987). Many 
respondents appeared unsure themselves as to why certain behaviors were undertaken, or 
where certain beliefs or values evolved fiom (RN-3 1 ). It is also féasible that the k s t '  
respoadents were not found (RN-32). The caution is to be aware that individuals can 
ody tell what they believe to be mie, and so may, in perfect honesty, ùiform the 
researcher incoïrectly. The interest in this research is with the perceptions and 
understandings of the respondents, not in whether these perceptions and understandings 
are "me" in any sense. One problem is that these "temembe~gs" are selective, 
possibly self-servuig or finn-serving, and may be over-ridden with hindsight bias which 
might make relatively ad hoc and random decision rnaking seem very purposefûl and 
rational. Previous actions m u t  be seen in light of current cultural raàonalities. 

5. Type of otganization chosen- 
The six chemical fims chosen shaie similar extemal pressures. Behavior is only 

one piece of the puzzle. Even though firms may exhibit more ot less the same behavior, 
the underlying assumptions (Schein 1985) that uifom the values and beliefs that in tum 
influence these behaviors may be completely different In a related matter, the belief 
systems regarding the natural enviromnent may be subsumeci to controls or belief systems 
espoused by the CCPA, with firm values regarding the nahual environment taken more 
as given h m  the CCPA than Uidivïdually reosoned. 

Thc chemical fims arc more suitable thaa firms in other industries because they 
do have a strong industry organidon, consider themselves to be on the I d n g -  edge of 
pro-active environmental behavior as compaied to other industries such as pulp and 
paper or oil and gas, share a comrnunity in cornmon, and identical regdatory controls. 
Pulp and papa füms for example are s p r d  out over several parts of Northem Alberta 
and so do not share cornmon community, and are 'grandfathered' (RN-33) regarding 
environmental regdation. The chemical industry is not given this flexibility, so specific 



levels of perfionnance are expected fiom al1 facilities and nmis,  and performance over 
this base ievel can be noted and documented- 

6. Grounded Theory- 
The p ~ s m t  research design, with its empbasis on interview data, offers an 

opporbmity to develop grouaded theory (Glaser & Straus, 1967). Although ail research 
is grouded to some exteut, and this pmject is more tban less groimdeà, 1 do not follow 
al1 the directives of Glaser and Strauss (1967) a d  so do mt daim to be doiag "giounded 
theory". I am rmt "fotcuig" rny data to fit pce-chosen theory, but expect that &ta to 
evolve and speak for itseif. One problem is tbat "idedn graunded theory as espouseci by 
Glaser and Strauss (1967) demands that the researcher be a naive outsider, and 1 am not. 
1 admit to hadg preconceptions and some initiai knowledge about the chernical 
industry, and this pre-knowledge nahirally becmes stronger and more definite as the 
research process uafolds- 1 carry certain theoreticai and assumed knowledge with me, as 
do al1 researchen, and this pre-howledge must be acknowledged up fiont Initial 
assumptions must be checked and confümed with the data. As well, literature reviews 
in several fields were under taken pnor to &ta collection uistead of after data collection 
and analysis was welI underway as recommended by Glaser ( 1992). In later work 
Strauss and Corbin (1994) raise some of these same concems. 

7, Closure- 
Closure in qualitative research is often ambiguous and confùsing- The 

suggestions for closure make sense for those undertaking the research, but may appear 
loose and "unscientific" to evaluators of the work, @cuiarly those unfàmiliar with 
qualitative methods. For example, "sam pliag and data collection closes when the theory 
is complete, does not have gaps, makes sense, and hm been confinned" (Morse, 1986: 
184). Glaser and Strauss (1967) use the terni saturation, which means that the researcher 
has gained a full understanding of the situation oc the setting, that M e r  teseaich is not 
yielding any new information, and negative cases cannot be found biat c m  not be 
subsumed under the emerged theory. Lincoln and Guba ( 1985) suggest the -cher 
stop collecting and processing data when sources are exhausted, categories are sanirated, 
and regularities have emerged. In this research, new data information was not 
forthcoming Born the existing respondents or the sites. Differences in the &ta were 
accounteâ for and respondent diswties canceled each other out. Remembering that the 
respondents Q w t  represent the fim but inform on the fim, the time for closure in this 
research, as suggested by Strauss and Corbin (l990), became obvious. e 



CHAPTER ïHREE - CASE PRESENTATION 

@JTRODUCTION TO THE SIX CASES 

The goal of qualitative research is to or- a large quautity of specific details into a 
"coherent picture, model, or set of intercomeaed concepts" (Neuman 199 1 : 4 1 4), and this 
chapter will organize the data collected and mate ihiJ coherent pictwe. To explain a 
phenomenon is to stipulate a set of causal links about it, even though diese links may be 
complex and difficult to measure in any pncise m e r  (Yin 19114: 107). Yin is correct: causal 
links cm be identified in t&is research, but they are complex, interrelated with other links, and 
are difficult to measrue, much less precisely- nieory, in dernandiag causal W, refers to a set 
of propositions that are intemlated in an o d d y  nishian such that some rnight be deducible 
fiom othen, thus pemitting an cxplanatioa to be developed &om the phenomenon mder 
consideration (Denzin 1978: 47). The corporate enviromentai behavior of the chernical firms 
examined in this resamh are better understood because of the models derived fiom this 
research- 

Corporate environmental action is seen as k i n g  a hction of certain pressures which 
are interpreted by corporate employees and others in certain ways. This research afier coding 
and recoding, then categonzing and re-categorizing the transcripts, has identified five major 
pressures that affect corporate environmental behaviors. These corporate environmental 
behaviors may include the taking of action, or the identified pressures may be interpreted as 
king minor enough that they can be ignorecl The pressures on the fims are largely the same, 
and how the diflerent f i n s  interpret or make sense ofthese pressures is described and 
explained Analysis shows that these finns weigh the significance of different pressures in 
different ways, and explilnations are swgbt for these weigbtings. This chapter identifies the 
specific pressures that curnulatively result in environmental d o n  for aich of the six fims of 
this project A weighing of the importance of each pressure for each fim has been detennined 
Differences and sirnilarities between the six firms have been identifid The theory emerging 
from this chapter organizes the descriptions, leads to explanations, and offers a basis for 
predicting behavior in other fims in other locations. 

Most aaalysis seeks simplicity so that complexity can be undemood Mitchell (1983: 
205) daims that "complexity must be suppressed to allow the logical C O M ~ O U S  among xmie 
of the features to be understood and interpreted". This research seeks sirnilarities among fims, 
and fin& similadies as well as differences. SimiIar behaviors c m  result fiom different 
pressures or Born different Uiterpretations of the seme pressures (RN-34). The focus of this 
research is on explanation, and to ailow understanding, but without undw simplification or loss 
of complexity. Simplification of complex context is not an objective ofthis research. 

The balance of this chapter is otganized as follows. 
a. The six cases are presented, al1 documented with direct respondent quotes. 
b. Each case includes a point fom summary showing the importance given to each of the 
one hundred indicaton per firm, and these indicators are divided into twenty categories, which 
in tun are subsurned into £ive identified pressures. 



c. A bnef cross-firm analysis follows each of the six cases, and highlights major 
similarïties and differences for each firm as compared to the other five. 
d. A weighting systern has k e n  devised to show the dative importance given to each of 
the categories for each finn, and summary tables showing these resuits ate available in 
Appendix J). 

The followhg six cases are presented in randorn order: they are not ordered by 
Company s d ,  product, ecologicai awafeness, or any other criteria. The fhms are named Fim 
A to Finn F for simplicity. Naming the h s  Nurnbers One through Six would suggest an 
ordering or ranbing in some sense, and this is not the case. Very little descriptive background 
on the f i m s  is offered except as glimpsed through the data quotes in Appendix A - F. This is 
purposefi& as corporate detail codd casily be provided. To offi  details of s k ,  intemtional 
standing, annual revenues, product range, or geographic location relative to Edmonton or Fort 
Saskatchewan may be of interest to the ceadet, and 1 am sympathetic to that interest, but this 
information is  of minor relevance compared to the consequence of likely identifjing the fims 
and so negate the anonymity promised to the fims by the researcher. Firm identity is already 
somewhat compromised by the use ofthirteen hundred quotes for the finns as offered in 
Appendix A - F. 

Explanation is required to explain how the cases are written. Each case opens with a 
point fom s u m m q  of the four or five pressutes identified through inte~ews with firm 
personnel. Each of these pressures is describeci in a few paragraphs. The case describes and 
examines the interpretation and meaning given by firm respondents to each of these pressures. 
The case offen a summary of the importance given to each of the one hundred indicators. 
These one hundred indicatoa were chosen by the researcher as king the most representative of 
respondem concem, and most common to al1 fimis (RN-35). 

These indicators were each judged by the resewcher as king a Zowt', "Medium", or 
"High" concem for the firm. Researcher error is possible in the delegation of this concem for 
any given indicator. Error would not be made between the "Mt Mentioned" category and the 
three levels of concem "Not mentioned" does not suggest a less than "Low" concem, but 
means simply chat the specific indicator was not mentioned by any firm respondeat in the data 
collection. Error is not likely between a "Low" or "High" concern, but error is possible 
between "Low" and "Medium", or between "Medium" and "Hîgh". This degree of e m  is 
possible for any given indicator, but over each category of three tu ten indicaton dus error 
wouid be negateâ That is, the degree of cormm is not be over or under-estixnated for al1 
indicators in the same category, and so the category summary is quite accurate. These 
judgments are researcher judgments, but are al1 documented by direct reference to data 
quotations h m  respondents, and these daâa quotations are referenced to allow readet 
confirmation and independent judgment. The &ta bas been or-d from over 260 
indicaton to one hundred indicators into twenty categories then into five main pressures. All 
categories help explain the firm's interpetation and understanding of these five pressures for 
environmental action or behavior. 



Each case is directly referenced by quotations fkom the respondent tra~sctipa. These 
referenced quotations are al1 supplied in Appendix A - F. The quotes in ApppndLv A document 
Case A, and so on Tbis placement of quotatioa documentation in the appendur was a decision 
made for the severai reasons: 
1. To include al1 quotations in the text of the cases wouid make the cases very bulb and 
difficuit to read, adding over fie pages of single spaced amterial per case- 
2. To offer only a few quotations for "flavor" wdd be misleadhg to the reader. Full 
disdosure was considend the more revealing approach, and the use of the appendix the mon 
escient method of including the information without confbing the flow of the nanative. 
3. Each specific qwte documents the statement mide in the case, but specifics of 
language or wordîng or minor parts of a quotation may obscure the more general point king 
made by the tespondeut, and JO be very disiracting to tbe reader. îhe reference is given to 
document the statement made in the case, and is available for the reader without bsiving to read 
the more than 150 pages of tnuiscript pet case to find the documentation for her or himself. 
4. The quotations provide an audit m i l  and so uicrease the validity of the case analysis. 
The referenced quote allows teaders to maùe their own judgrnent based on the representative 
quote, understanding that the researcher still has a deeper a w n e s s  of the data having read al1 
of a11 tr;tnscripts innumerable times, not just the portion presented in the appendix. 
5.  Quotations are used in Chapter Four. 

The references given (A -1, or B - 126, for example) refer to the numbered quote in the 
six appendixes A - F. With each numbered quote is the interview number, and the page 
number and line aumben where context of the quote can be found in the full transcript of each 
interview. These references are not exhaustive because every quote nom every transcript is not 
useci, as ail quotes available were not germane to the research questions. Another benefit 
accrues to the researcher as m e r  research is enhanced and enabled by this easy to follow 
system of reference. 



3 -3 EmM A - THE CASE 

Respondents fiom fimi A claim that four major pressures eff i t  their environmental 
behavior. Econonic and liability considerations loom large in corporate conrioumess, closely 
followed by concern about commuaity expectatioas Meeting govemmem expectations and 
regdatory requifements are a driver as well. Personnel peer pressure and an awareness of 
corporate history and culture are aiso mentioued as influences on corporate environmental 
khavior. 

Pressures Identified in Fûm A 
1 . Econornic and Liability Pressures 
2. Comrnukty Pressures 
3. Govemment aiid Regdatory Pressures 
4. Intemal Hïstory and Culture Pressures 

Part One: PRESSURES 

Economic and Liability Pressures 

Fim A mives to achieve efficiency in al1 the envuonmeneal behavion it undertakes. 
Continuous improvement in environmental behavior is sought (A -1), but dways with the 
understanding that the ulthate objective of firm A is to make money, because "that is why we 
are here" (A -2). The cost of environmental improvement includes logistical considerations 
such as manpower and time availability, as well as financial constraints (A - 3). 

Fimi A executives feel pressures to achieve improvements now, as it is believed the 
longer improvements are left the more expasive they becorne (A - 4). Executives search for 
cost efficient ways of achieving enviromental standards (A - S), for the "smart way" to achieve 
their environmental goals (A - 6). From this search for "smart" ways, new products and saviags 
have k e n  found h m  what was once waste, so additionai income and improved environmental 
performance has been simultaneousIy achieved for the firm on occasion (A - 7). When 
considering major projects, weak econornic arguments can be bolstered by good environmental 
performance arguments (A - 8). Regardless of social or environmentai benefit, environmental 
improvement is mostly seen as an economic benefit, at lem in the long tem. 

The firm feels some intemational pressures for environmental behavior. ISO 9000 
(RN-36) sets additional standards for bebavior (A - 9). Additional environmental standards 
m u t  be met on export goods into the United states for example, or UIlfair trade practice will 
likely be claimeci by Amecican producen (A - 10). Many standards now embedded in Albenan 
regdation originated in the United States or in Ontario, and regdatory changes in these 
extemal ju"sdictions are followed by exccutives who are seatching for oppomuiities regarding 
hmue behavior modifications before k i n g  hit with regdatory demanàs (A - I 1). Even 
international incidents involving chernid firms have an effect on local management. For 
example, Bhopal (RN-37) was not only devastating for the community of that particular 
facility? but also had severe financial consequences for the global operations of Union Carbide, 



and awareness of al1 Lhese consequences effects local corporate executive consciousness (A - 
2 )  Bhopai also raiseci the awareness of local communities and governments to ask the 
question "cari it happen here?", to whicb 6rm A executives would answer "Yes" (A - 13). 
Fim executives are aware that different countries have different environmentai standards and 
this questions about environmental per6ormance in the* own fwilities in Canada- For 
example, with China burning sulfurous coal to cun its power plants, executives question 
whether havhg aay cmission controls in Canada make any sense in tems ofgiobai 
consequence (A - 14). 

Banks, insurance companies, and other chernical fims al1 influence the environmental 
behavior at finn A. There is uicreasing interest fkom both bdcs  and insurance fims regarding 
environmentai behavior, and more specifically the liability to them chat arises nom the poor 
environmental perfomance of their customen (A - 15). Firm A meets many extra 
environmental deman& to satisfy the conditions of it's insurance policy (A - 16). The concem 
From insurance fims a& another check on performance, as insurance fims occasionally do 
their own audits of environmental behavior (A - 17), and make recommendations for improved 
performance based on these audits (A - 18). The interest taken by bankea, even in the recent 
Berlin Conference on carbon dioxide emissions, coufïrrns the conceni with good client 
behavior expressed by fihancial lending institutions (A - 19). Firm executives believe that 
financial loan officers now take serious interest in firm environmental behavior and liabilities, 
and enviroumental specialists now check the environmentaf ramifications of every major loan 
application chernical facilities make to the banks (A - 20). Any ban may mean eventual 
foreclosue in a worst case scenario, and the b a t h  do not wish to inherit serious environmental 
clean-up or other liability costs. F i m  A executives feel fortunate that they are currently cash 
rich and so do not have to deal with their bankers (A -21). 

Finns also influence each other's behavior (A - 22). The good behavior ofother firms is 
copied (A - 23). and firm A executives talk naakly about trying to conMnce other firms to 
accept Responsible Care guideluies (see RN-26MA - 24). For exemple, fim A followed the 
lead of Dupont in getting out of CFC production, essentiatly based on research done by Dupont 
and *th littfe checking or analysis of their own (A - 25). Good environmental behavior is 
believed to create a cornpetitive advantage against other finas. This is especiaily evident when 
fim A is  in cornpetition with other firms who may face trade and impdexport M e r s  
because of inadequate environmental penormance (A - 26). That dl fimi A facilities in North 
America and Mexico are king brought up to the highest global standards confirms tbat 
pressure is felt in global markets (A - 27). That i s  enviromenta1 standards are lower in 
Mexico, but to export hto the American market the environmental production standards are 
expected to be the equivalent of Amencan regdatory standards. Firm A executives believe that 
to achieve long-tenn success their environmental performance must improve while their 
liability falls (A - 28). 

Legislation is changing (A - 29) and employees can now be held personally liable for 
bad finn perf'omuuce (A - 30). With due diligence and personal liability w w  an issue "you 
take notice of a lot of different things" (A - 3 1 ). Executives expect to see many more personal 
fines k i n g  assessed by the courts and the regulators (A - 32). Liability costs from previous 



inadequate environmentai behavior has d r d y  been dealt with by the firm. For exampie, fines 
and clean up costs because of leaking sludge ponds (RN-38) bave already been païd, even 
though these ponds were always up to the environmental standards of the day when constructeci 
(A - 33 & 34). Because of chmged legislation, Boaid members can now be held penonally 
liable for corporate behavior, and more attention is king given to environmentai matters at the 
Board level, whereas environmemal issues me rarely caised even ten years ago (A - 35). 
Major envimamental problems or liabilities fiom any facility are now nponed difectly to the 
Board (A - 36). Bard members fiom Bata, a footwear m a n u f a ~ ~ n g  facility in Chtario. have 
been jailed in Ontario (RN-39). and firm A believes this is because they dida't "bave the culture 
and the vision to do bettef (A - 37). suggesting that a corporate culture tbat is enviromentaily 
aware has very specific eco~~omic a d  lessened liability benefits.. 

Community Pressures 

Firm A executives state they need the public on their side but "the chernical companies 
are still the bad boys" (A - 38). The only possible finn respome to the public's skepticism is 
believed to be continued good environmentai behavior by the firm (A - 39). The paradox may 
be that the public is also believed to be too passive to make use of their power (A - 40). 
Executives believe that the community has the power to influence the govemment, aithough 
few comrnunities seem able to do so, yet the communïties can also influence the finns if they 
wish to as "we're not deaf" (A - 41). The fim claims that efforts are made to listen. 
Operators note that comunity concem is handled directly at the plant site (A - 42 & 43), and 
that the firm is so concerneci about facility impact on the commuaity that toxicologists and 
other experts are often called in to analyze the potentiai risic to the local comunity fiom 
Company processes (A - 44). Procedures have been established by the govemment for 
operating license renewals and concems nom the community m u t  be dealt with before the 
license is issued Executives explain tbat politicians do not want problems on their desks (A - 
45) and so community approval mut be gained before liceases are issued Operaton believe 
that the community sets the dtunate standards for the fim (A - 46). 

Activists are believed to innuence both the community and the govemment, and finn 
executives consider most actïvists as king unteasonable and not prepPred to ever be satisfied 
(A - 47). Activists, in the experience of finn A executives, are competent lobbyists with the 
govemment, but present a "slightly slanted" pichin, and don't present the totai pictwe (A - 48). 
Firm A executives feel this slanting may have bacffired and believe the environmental 
movement is in financial trouble parily because they have lost their crediibility with the public, 
as "the sky isn't falliiig" (A - 49). Executives believe the best way to deal with activim is on a 
quiet and more personal b i s ,  where if you are judged foirly on your actions and away fiom 
the public arena, you discover common gnwnd and solutions to problems (A - 50 & 5 1). 

Firm A executives have similar concems about the media One executive stated he had 
never seen a newspaper article diat was not "going to stick it to you". The firm attempts to 
balance the equation by presenting their version of the story and saying "these are the facts" (A 
- 52). The firm makes efforts to talk to the press, ofien through their industry association the 
CCPA (A - 53HRN-40). Executives acknowledge there is a public market for environmental 



concem as witnessed by the number of magazines and journals that cater to that audience, and 
executives believe joumalists attempt to f'hd material to fced that audience (A - 54). The 
cornplaint about the media is that they are unfair. From executives' perspective, events or 
incidents involving the chernicd i n d e  are blowa out of proportion and in-depth explanation 
is not sought For example, the media could explain that emissions detrimeatai to the 
envimnment are mostly comuig from sources like comrnunities and pasonal automobiles and 
aot h m  industn-al faciiities (A - 55). The consensus of firm respondents is tbet the tb is 
udairly judged by both activists and the media 

Activists and media affect the nrm's image, and image dinctly eff- the public's 
opinion about the h. The chetnical industry enters the public opinion arena with a serious 
handicap, diat king it's own history ofbad environmental bchavior. This dmitted bad history 
demands that h s  constantly work on their image as well as their processes and behavion (A 
- 56). Firm A executives admit the industry still has safety problems, and that incidents still 
happen on a continuing basis. Executives believe that incidents nom any chemicai fafility 
anywhere in the world rdect on the credibility of the local firm A fwility. Answers to these 
image and behavioral problems do not corne easily or cheaply ( A - 57). 

The costs of negative public opinion can be serious, traaslating into lost sales in the 
marketplace. Bad environmental behavior or even just the perception of bad behavior leads 
directly to economic consequences (A - 58 & 59). Exxon, for example, is believed to have lost 
market share after the Valdez incident (A - 60WRN-4 1 ). Executives believe that you cmot  
survive in the marketplace or regdatory arena without good environmental behavior (A - 6 1 ). 

Despite this espoused concern with public opinion, fimi A executives wonder if the 
public i s  strong enough to force changes on fims, pairicularly in the global marketplace. if the 
consumer is powemil enough to demand cornpliance with ISO 14000 (RN-42), for example, 
then global trading practices would be changed. In the No& Amencan market, tinn A argues 
it has alreddy "done the 96%, we're just working on the last 4 % ,  and so consumer pressure and 
public concem should now focus on international corporate environmental behavior in other 
countries, and the more global consequences of bad environmental practice (A- 62). 

Govemment and Regulatory Pressures 

Finn A executives are concernai about both cumnt and f h r e  regdations (A - 63), and 
the simple reason given is that the facility can be closed dom if environmental regdatory 
standards are not met (A - 64). Firm A docs not intend to be closeâ d o m  Two beliefs of firm 
A executives are paramount: regdations and expectations will become tougher and broader, 
an4 incremental and continuous progress is the solution to ever-changiag envimental 
demands. 

Regdations will constantly increase p t l y  because increased knowledge creates the 
ability to better monitor and control environmental behavior (A - 65). Operational expectation 
can change quickly, and the challenge is to determine probable changes and to reach that level 
of performance before the government cornes to firm A "telling them what to do or interferhg 



in their business " (A - 66 j. New technology drives new regulation. For example, a clos& 
lwp system (RN-43) like at Dow is not yet a regdatory demand on firni A, but is a fiitwe 
possibility to be prepared for (A - 67). One operator lamented that the 1s t  4% of possible 
environmental improvement they were curren* workuig on was really ody the 4% that they 
knew about as "it al1 chmges so f-" (A - 68). 

One solution for the- finn is to be in permanent continuous improvement mode. in one 
seme the govenuaent is not a concern because the nim believes itself to be ahead of cumnt 
regulation (A - 69). but the fm is as womkd about the interpntation of the regulation as they 
are about the actud wcitten regdation. The qwstions asked of goveflltnent includes: "Mat  
does this really mean?" and "And what do you reaily wmt?" (A - 7@)- The govemment is seen 
as controlling the timing of environmental behavior chauge, and aithough this is somewhat 
negotiated this is seen as a r d  pressure (A - 71). 

The govemment is able to add new regulations at any time, and so regulation is 
identified by executives as the number one dnver in the short-terni (A - 72). Fim A executives 
worry about their ability to mise the many millions neeûed for a fast-track improvement, so 
prefer steady inc~mental change in advance of goverment regdation. In support of steady 
improvement, firm A appmached government regdators in the late 1980s with a plan of 
incremental environmental irnprovements, and this has been built into their Iicense approvais 
ever since (A - 73). Finn A spends fully one-third of ifs capital budget on environmeutal 
practice (A - 74). Refemng to the interpretation of the regulations, one executive is convinced 
that an! regulations are written so that the firm can be puaished at any time. Punishment is 
Iargely detennined by a fim's track-record with the govemment, but "if they want to screw you 
they can screw ou.  There's nothing you can do about it" (A - 75). 

interna1 Pressures 

Fifieen years ago good corporate environmental behavior was more ükely voluntary and 
driven by individuals within the fum, but govemment bas now become the larger driver (A - 
76). Still, i n t e d  pressure such as Union and employee concem is present and stmng. 
Unions are now more cooprative with management dian in previous years in dealing with 
safety, and health, and environmental matten (A - 77 & 78). Workers pressure each other to 
force and encourage good behavior, but will not likely report co-workers to management for 
bad behavior (A - 79). Interna1 fim auditors play a role as well, offering suggestions for 
environmental improvements that may lower liability or risk (A - 80)- 

Operators are more aware of the coasequences of bad behavior, penly because of new 
technology that allows better monitoring of behavior (A - 81). Operators feel pressure fiom 
family and fnends to be environmentaliy responsible (A - 82 & 83). Operators and executives 
are aware of environmental regdatory trends in other jurisdictioas (A - 84), and so have some 
expectation of coming changes, but also want these changes to create d e r  working conditions 
for themselves (A - 85 & 86). Global incidents Iüce Bhopal also create internai pmsure 
because the finn CE0 and other executives do not want the responsibility for a disaster k i n g  
amiSbuted to them personally, or to the tirm (A - 87). 



Part Two: FIRM lNTERPRETATION OF PRESSURES 

[nterpretation of Economic and Liability Pressures 

Finn A spends millions of dollars every year on environmental projects, one year alone 
- spendiag thirteen million dollars (A - 88). The timi will sped betweea twenty and thirty 
million dollars over the next five years on a waste treatment plant aloae (A - 89). 
Enviromental khavioc that is expected and must be done because of regulation is believed to 
become more expensive the longer it is left (A - 90), and the dilemma for management is that 
both production and environmental pjects require capital, and many environmental pojects 
are not expected to show a retum (A - 91). Even so, environmental pjects are ofien fuaded 
over production pojects (A - 92), although fim profitability is a requirement before the 
consideration of any project, environmental or othewise (A - 93). Chernical fïrcns operating 
on thin margins may be forced to close because of the cost environmental compliance, 
although fimi executives were unable to offer any direct examples. Executives daim that 
vision as weII as money is needed to achieve good environmental behavior- Some programs, 
such as emergency response (RN-44). are very expensive to cun end show no return at all, yet 
must be available for use by finn A and others, even to nonCC- memben (A - 94). 
Environmental prognuns rnay not have a monetary payback, but executives believe that good 
environmental behavior allows the finn to stay in business (A - 95). Environmental 
compliance has become a cost of doing business. The occasional environmental program does 
show a retum either because of reduced waste disposal cost, or even because of saved product 
(A - 96). 

Some environmental projects are undertaken to d u c e  liability, and liability is seen as a 
fiiture economic c o n  The production of certain products at fimi A has been terminated 
because ofliability concem (A - 97). Even land purchases are e x a m i d  closely to determine 
what liabilities may be present (A - 98). Under new environmental laws, the owner of a 
property is responsible for the environmental cleaa-up of that property regdless of who 
caused the problem to begin with. Finn A bas bought up lqd  smunding the facility, and has 
landscaped it, mostly for ieasons of reduced Iiability should fum A ever s s e r  an explosion or 
other serious incident (A - 99). Employees at the fin believe tbat risk can be minimized but 
not eliminatd These land puchases serve as an example of long-term planning at firm A. 

The spending of over fZty million dollars in the past decade is seen as part of long-terni 
planning and care at the facility (A - 100 & 10 1). An executive offers the exampie ofa Texas 
facility in the firm A family that ignored their environmental respoasibilities for as long as 
possible while maximizing profit, and was then hit with a thiity-million dollar bill for clean-up 
and catch-up. Head office decided not to spead the equivalent of five years profit to "fix" the 
plant, and instead it was closed The executive's point is that a reguiar spending of perhaps two 
or three million per year would have kept the plant at compliance level, still showing a profit, 
and still swiving today (A -102). Employees at the Texas facility lost their employment 
becaw of bad corporate practice, and executives at firm A intend to keep their jobs. Fim A 
wants efficient allocation of all resources including capital, people, and systems (A - 103). 
Fim A does not spend any money without care however, even on environmental projects: 



"We're not going to spend any more money than we need to spend unless we understand how 
we'te spending it" (A - 104). 

Firm A is very aware the definition of good environmental performance is changing 
constantly (A - 105). As Lnowledge and technology expaads, so do demands for environmental 
behavior on the fkn (A - 106). Although some behavior is undertaken to show due diligence 
and may be more a public relations concern than an enviroimental con- (A - 107). the f h n  
does make serious efforts to understand the consequences of various 'incidents from d l  over the 
worid (A - 108)- just as spending is unâertaken in Canada because of f m  experience in the 
USA (A - 109). Some of this leamhg is dnven fiom heaâ office in Dallas, and some by local 
initiatives. 

Firm A prioritizes ifs environmentai projects, and tries to be efficient, understanding 
that it canwt do everything ai once (A - I 10). The financial cost is only a part of the consaaint 
on environmental projects, also afkcted by the need for the right people. time. and othcr 
iogistical support (A - I 1 I & 1 12). Operators beliwe the fim is doing al1 it can and is "doing a 
tremendous job" considering ail the constraints (A - 1 13). Executives believe they are going as 
fast as they can given the money and human and techuological resources available (A - 1 14). 

Finn employees see the fim as proactive, and believe that king proactive is cheaper in 
the long terni than king  non-active (A - 1 15). The finn strives to stay within ifs budget, and 
tries to be "a little bit ahead for tomomw because you dont know what tomorrow will bring" 
(A - 1 6 Environmental work must be incremental or else needed improvements could 
backlog and become undoable as with the earliet example of the Texas facility (A - 1 1 7). 

Fim A executives see a very dennite 1s between community and public opinion of 
the finn and firm profits and ability to suMve (A - 1 18). Boycotts o f  fimi prduct are a 
possibility if bad environmental behaviot is perceived (A - 1 19). The commun@ couid shut 
down the finn in an extreme case (A - 120 & 121)- although no examples ofthis ever 
happening were offered The public, even though demanding ultm-clean performance fkom 
indu-, is believed by fim employees to be the major cause of pollution Füm executives 
believe that enviromentai performance impacts financial performance (A - 122) and 
could al so impact stoc kholQr confidence because environmental Iiabilities impact a r e  
profits and dividends (A - 123). Environmental performance in the long and short-terni is 
believed to affect ecoaomic performaace in the long terut (A - 124). Executives are convinced 
that management too fwused on the bottom-line and aot enough on the friture are "way behind 
the eight ball" (A - 125). 

Interpretation of CommUHity Ressures 

Firm A executives believe the community is ignorant about firm behavior and d e @ ,  
yet passive and wiinterested about what the ficm does. Neighbors of plant operaton express w 
concem about plant operation (A - 126). On-going communication is attempted with the 
community but this is found to be fhstrating and not effective. 



Executives believe the viability of firm A's facility includes environmental and liability 
issues as well as financial, and public perception of plant dety  and behavior cenainly impacts 
the social environment of the plant (A - 127). The creatïng of a positive image of the facility 
is understood as a driver for good behaviot (A - 128). The fim waats a positive public image, 
but understands that public image is easily damageci (A - 129). The firm has more public 
relations pgnuns than it used to (A - 130), but is aiso legr  of- much self-pomotion 
because nmi behavior is not excellent in al1 areas and the fow on good behavior and 
exclusion of the not-so-go& could b a c k a  on the fh (A - 131 & 132). The puipose of any 
public relations effoft is to conMace the community and the public that al1 "reasomble" 
precautions are taken at the nmi, but the public is u~lconvinced that nmi A is "a goad, d e ,  
quality corporation" (A - 133). The fim's executives and operators do not deny that a woat 
case disaster senario wodd have serious coasequences for comunity safety, and so 
"ceasonable" precautions uui never be good enough in the public's eye. 

Fim operaton and executives are both convinced that the community and the public 
bas "a hard time even grasping the idea of what goes on here" (A - 134). Perception is believed 
to be reality to the public (A - 135). and because the public does not know what chemical finns 
do or how they work, they are "afraid because they don? understand" (A - 136). This public 
perception is seen as &air but d l  a reality (A - 137 & 138). The public may be wnfiised 
because there is too much Sonnation available (A - 139). or perhaps because lacking 
scientific awareness (A - 140). but is believed to see al1 chemical facilities as dangerous (A - 
14 1 ). Firm A is viewed generically by the public as just another chentical firm (A - 142), 
regardless of firm A specific behavior (A - 143), and this public perception is simply 
considered wrong (A - 144). The consensus of fim persorne1 is that the firm is unFarly 
punished by public opinion, especiaily considering that the public's behavior is believed to be 
worse than the fimi's (A - 145). The public is seen as being ignorant about the connection 
between their own behavior and the problerns of societal waste and pollution (A - 146). One 
executive explains that he does not "think the public hows what ifs taking about most of the 
time" (A - 147). and so the public is seen as not only hypocritical about it's own behavior, but 
also unable to recogize good h behanor (A - 148). 

Cornbined wiui this public ignorance about finn behavior is an indiffecence to finding 
out about firm behavior. Executives believe the community assumes wrporate behavior i s  
adequate (A - 149) because no concem is s h o w  until there is an incident (A - 150). Well 
advertised public foms  and meetings have been held by the fum where no-one bas shown up 
(A - 15 1), so although the public is feamil of chetnimi finm. the public is also passive. 
Perhaps the local community bas becorne blasé about the large chemical fscilities on their 
doorsteps. One executive surnrned up the local wmmunity with this comment: "If you dont 
noise them out, or sti-dc them out, or evacuate them out, people wilt k t  you live" (A - 152). 

Still, finn A executives feel they must provide information to the comrnunity even 
though unappreciated, and this is "part of our responsibility to the community" (A - 153). 
Pamphlets on emergency response capabilities are sent to community members severai times a 
year (A - 154 & 153, and firm A participates in trade fais (A - 156), and hosts open houses (A 
- 1 57 ). A report card on emissions reduction is sent out to identified stakeholdea (A - 158). 



Fim A has established a Community Advisory Panel (RN-45) which sets ifs own agenda (A - 
159), and firm A is hoping for more effective two-way communication through this panel (A - 
160). ûther community alliances are also attempted (A - 16 1 ). Receiving feedback from local 
communities is now requkd by govemment as part of license renewal, and this is seen as scary 
because "it's a new path for us" (A - 162). Any cornplaint fiom the commuaity is given 
immediate attention (A - 163). 

Fim A fin& ifs attempts to communicate with the public to be fiustrating, 
unproductive, and expensive (A - 164). The fm does not want to spend "auother batch of 
money uselessly for things that people won? attendn (A - 165). Fim A makes effwts to 
identify societal trends and to be aware of wbat "people will just not accept anymore" (A - 
166). The fim recognizes that historically it likely deserves a bad reputation (A - 167), but 
also raises and donates huge sums of money for cornmuni@ activities such as United Way, 
Block Parents, and the Food Bank (A - 168 & 169), and feels unappreciated for these efforts. 
The fin has a real concem with worker and community safety (A - 170). and wants to be open 
and honest with the cornmunity (A - 171). The fimi feels that employees know what is going 
on, and hopes that lmowledge and confidence filtea out to the community (A - 172). Fim A 
recognizes that different stakeholders may have different expectations (A - 173), and that 
different finas may have difKerent stakeholders (A - 174), and this affects their behavior. 
Overall, the firm feels that the comunity is more interesteci in economic and fiscal issues than 
environmental issues (A - 175). The tinn listens and wants to listen to the community, but also 
has i fs  own agenda and schedule for environmental improvements (A - 176), and has 
confidence that it's contnibutions to the economic and social well-king of the community fm 
outweigh any negative environmentai impact the facility may have (A - 177). 

Fim A wants to coopemte with activists, and operates an open door policy regarding 
information and access. Executives felt that activists "go out on the wild side to get people's 
attention" (A - 178). Activists are considered professional and fim A executives feel that 
governent listens to activists pady becaw the public is so passive (A - 179). The media 
receives less respect fiom the fim. The m d a  is seen as unhelphil, misleading, possibly 
ignorant, and reporting of chemical incidents or behavior "gets blown ail out of proportion" (A 
- 180). Finn A executives view joumalists as salesmen, and "bad news sells wwspapers" (A - 
181). 

Interpretation of Government and Regdatory Pressures 

The govemment is believed to respoad to emotional appea1s from the public (A - 182 & 
183), yet at the same time is seen as king fàir and feasonable to deal with. The govemment 
tries to set reasonable standards that are achievable after discussion with the f ims,  and realizes 
"there is no point to trying to clirnb MtEverest without k i n g  the right st&Y (A - 184). The 
governent agrees with planneci incrernental environmental changes (A - 185), and fim A 
executives believe that regdatory cornpliance is bea achieved through long and detailed 
discussion with govemment regdators (A - 1 86). While these discussion are on-going, the 
govemment should recognize excellent environmental behavior by specific chemical finns, but 
also the great strides that the industry has made (A - 187 & 188). An example is ofEered of 



how emission standards were negotiated as part of a new license approval and plant expansion 
(A - 189), and thk recognkes that fim A executives know "how to nin our business and do it 
well" while setting some targets and limits (A - 190). 

The govemment is seen as p a n d e ~ g  to public perception, and atternptbg to look good 
to the public (A - 191). The govemment is seen as being anaid to p a h  environmental 
improvements and changes ont0 the municipaiities partly b u s e  this mïght cost govemment 
momy (A - 192). The govemment appears proactive by pushing the fimis but at the same time 
not really doing much to create overd environmental improvements by encoumghg change in 
the behaviot of the public. Political solutions are rare@ the best tech-cal or cost-effective 
solutions from the finns perspective (A - 193). Overaii the g o v e m t  is seen as doing a 
decent job regardmg dety, hheah, and enviromnent (A - 194), and there is a growing trust 
between govemment and the chernical fims in Alberta (A - 195). 

Fimi A reports al1 leaks (A - 196 & 197) and incidents (A - 198) to the govenunent, 
regardless of how small. Firm A executives feel that charges laid by govemment regulaton on 
the various finns are meaningiess, in that responsible f i m s  may report a minor spill and 
thereby receive a fine, yet the less respwsible fim may not report the spill, so not be fined, and 
accordingly be technically more responsible because receiviag fewer fines or notices. Even 
improvements made to facility piocesses are reportai to the govemment (A - 199). This is 
done panly to comply with a myriad of regulation, but aiso to remove the guess work and 
decision-making involved for finn employees if oniy some changes are reported. Firm A 
employees, because of education and awareness are expected to view regulation as a challenge 
instead of as an obstacle (A - 200). hcreasïng regulatory dernand is understood as relentless 
and "is going to corne regardless" (A - 20 1 ). The finn is not pticularly wommed about meeting 
current regulation (A - 202 & 203) and this is because the firm bas created a buffet for 
themselves between regulation and practice (A - 204). "1 laugh at Alberta Environment" says 
one executive. who sees regulation as d a i r  because the govemment is too harsh on companies 
yet too easy on the public and the municipalities (A - 205). 



Standards and expectations are collstantly increasing, but the tinn looks at "measured 
progress to meet our customer, and our customer in this area is really the public and the local 
authorities" (A - 206). ïhe finn can aever be satisfied with its performance as standards 
constandy become more soingent (A - 207). Finn A execuîives follow change in other 
jurisdïctions closely (A - 208) because regdation is seen as ïncte8sing in sharp jumps with 
short lead times, and finns who are not prepared in advance might miss deadlines (A - 209). 
Closure ofeven one process at the facility is f d  because the plant is so intermeshed that the 
whole plant might go d m  with the closure of a single piocess (A - 2 10). Much regulation has 
a short-tenn focus which is not seen as efficient or cost effective (A - 21 1) and so h A 
prefea to deal with the intent not the letter of the law (A - 212). Finn A employees interpret 
regulation to their advantage even as they accuse the government of doing the same. Yet, firms 
or managers that attempt to evade regulation are considered to be "shysters", and "they're just 
like crooks" (A - 2 13). The govenunent is recently perceived as talàng a more passive and 
hands-off appmach to regdation, where if the firm satisfies the public's demands the 
govemrnent will be happy" (A - 214). Power is perceived as shifting to the community. 

Interpretation of Intemal Pressures 

The first step in environmental awareness is frequently the conservation of energy or 
other resources, and this was the pattern at Rnn A (A - 215). Specific behaviors include trying 
to stop al1 leaks (A - 2 l6), removing asbestos (although perceived as presenting no risk) (A - 
2 17), and getting out of CFCs production and use even though other fims are stockpiling them 
so that their processes won't have to be changed (A - 218). Behavior has changed dramatically 
in the pst twenty years, when the fh used to flue without controls (RN-46) had open sludge 
ponds (A - 219)- and even checked for emission leaks by human "miffing" (A - 220). 
Operators believe that minor incidents can be contained within the plant, and so environmental 
impact on the wider community is minimal (A - 22 1). Any spills gets an automatic 
investigation (A - 222). Executives are redistic about the capability of their forty year old 
facility (A - 223), and operators believe that the firm undertakes more environmental behavior 
than most other fims (A - 224)- and that other firms and the public has much worse behavior 
(A - 225). Operators also believe that some safeguards go too far (A - 226). With the constant 
improvement of process they have gone so far they "can actually recwer something" (A - 227). 
Executives believe that the projects able to show sizable reduction of emissions have already 
been done (A - 228)- and so to continue to achieve reductions in emissions and other areas 
causes some concem about what to do aext (A - 229). Fims with less pior environmental 
behavior have an easier time in achievbg some of the percentage besed improvements 
demanded by regulation. 

Technology is viewed as a driver of new regdation (A - 230), but also leads to greater 
understanding (A - 23 1)- and better kwwledge as to product side effects (A - 232). Technology 
also changes the jobs in a chernical facility, and how they are done (A - 233). Finn A operators 
understand this process as a resul t of regulation but also because of the greater accuracy and 
ngor of technological ly improved instnunents (A - 234 & 235). This greater volume of 
information is now passed on to the community who really does not know what to do with it (A 
- 236). Technology occasionally leads to new products from what w d  to be waste (A - 737), 



but firm executives believe the upper limits of process irnprovements have pretty well k e n  
reached (A - 238). Emissions are now checked by sophisticated monitors for traces of dozens 
of chemicals, whereas in the 1960's even carbon dioxide levels were not monitored (A - 239). 

A stated objective of firm A is to have a happy and knowiedgeable work force that bas a 
positive attitude toward the environment Operators get al1 their questions about the 
environment answered, either through iaformatioa sessiom or meetings (A - 240,241,242, & 
243). Fim A executïves want satisfied operators and seem convinced that bad environmental 
behavior will translate into a dïssatisfied workforce (A - 244 & 245). The operators feel they 
can honestly carry a positive environmental message b m  the firm to the commwiity (A - 246, 
247 gL 248). Management bas a much more positive attitude towds workers in the 1st few 
years (A - 249 & ZSO), but operators wiU be reptimanded or disciplined for unWise 
environmental behavior (A - 25 1). Operators have great pride in the Emergency Response 
team, which is considered one of the best in North America (A - 252). Fim A executives very 
much want the cooperation of the employees and the Union because much of environmental 
behavior is believed to be contingent on empfoyee attitude and therefore cannot be mandated. 
Employees and management cooperating to solve environmental problems is seen as a matter 
of firm survival (A - 253). 

Environmental concems have been attached to the health and safety department at firm 
A., and this is considered a wise move as the health and safety department is given great respect 
in the fin (A - 254,255 & 256). A joint manual for Safety, Health and Environment is king  
developed (A - 257). F i m  A regularly schedules meetings where problems and incidents are 
discussed and examined in an atternpt to stop them happening again (A - 258 & 259), and 
environmental issues are now included as part of these meetings (A - 260). The corporation 
does not distinguish between safety and the eavuonment (A - 26 1 ), and operators consider 
themselves proactive in looking out for the environment (A - 262). Significantly, when fim A 
was going through dowizing over the past several years, safety and environmentai budgets 
were not reduced (A - 263). An objective of firm A is to minimize risk to public health or the 
environment (A - 264). 

Executives define the culture of firm A as sirnply to do "the nght thing for the fiiture" 
(A - 265). Detennining what is the right thing to do is more cornplex, and may require the 
industry to move forward together (A - 266). Penonal responsibility for good envirorunental 
behavior is more apparent at fim A than a few years ago, and legislation aimed at personal 
liability for environmental enor makes "you stop and think" (A - 267). Individual support h m  
al1 plant employees for the environment is critical and needs to be dependable and consistent. 
Every spi11 must be reported and impacts the probability of easy passage of license nnewals, 
and "If we dont get a license to operate, none o f  us are employed Ifs that simple" (A - 268). 
Local management influences facility behavior (A - 269 & 270), and the Edmonton facility is 
fortunate to have long-tenured executives who enact long-range plans instead of looking for 
short-term financial windfalls by ignoriag broader responsibilities (A - 271). 

Finn A is unique among the f i m i s  in the vicinity, and likely among al1 the facilities in 
corporation A because of the long-tenured top leadership in the fim. This allows long-tetm 



planning with some expectation that these plans wodd be carried through, but also creates 
head office faith in the local leadership resulting in their king given exceptional autonomy to 
run their business (A - 272). The environmental awareness of senior executives is a major 
driver, and they believe "environmental concems, bealth aiid safety concems, are rapidly going 
to be NniWlg the business" (A - 273). Some executives believe that ttùs leadership vision and 
support is the main driver for good environmentai behavior, also pushed a little by regulation 
and license requhments (A - 274). Spending huge arnounts of money dœs send a clear 
message through the organization that leadership is about the environment (A - 275), 
but doesn't explain how this vision evolved Executives believe that a long-tem view (A - 
276), support nom top executives. and speiding money as cequimi is dl required to stay in 
business for another twenty years (A - 277). Executives want long-term proactive thinking 
from all employees (A - 278), and this is a logicd extension fiom the expandecl rote of the 
plant manager who is now responsible for corponite social respomibility in a societal context 
(A - 279). Executives want to be seen as "an upnght citizen". and specific behaviors do follow 
from this desire (A - 280). 

Cettain behaviors follow directly fiom these vision statements. Value statements are 
prorninently posted at firm A, and manuals exist for many processes (A - 28 1 ). Proper 
pocedures are laid out for al1 operators (A - 282). and a basic premise is  that production is no 
longer the nmber one concem of the firm (A - 283). The lagoon system at fim A was 
dismantled and cleaned up at great expense, because of perceived fitture problems and 
liabilities even though the lagoons were al1 at current regdatory standard and met al l current 
govemment requirements. One executive commented that "life's-not fair*' (A - 284). 
Executives wish to stay far ahead of regulation (A - 285), and both executives and operators 
want to create a safer workplace both for the employees and the environment (A - 286). Safety 
and environmental audits are conducted annually, and "check eveqthmg" (A - 287), and the 
CCPA conducts ifs own audits to confirm that fim behavior as reported to the CCPA to meet 
membership requirements is really happening (A - 288). Responsibie Care offers an excellent 
fiamework, oprators believe, for achieving environmental quality and comrnunity acceptance 
(A - 289). Even an annual environmental report card has been started (A - 290). 

"The only way you can run this plant d e l y  is to shut it down" States one executive (A - 
29 l), and w, fimi A is serious about risk management Finn A executives take the view that "It 
can happen here" (a reference to Bhopat), and they plan their emergeacy response accordingly 
(A - 292). The ideal situation is to take no risks at al1 (A - 293), but just king in production 
and k i n g  open and in operation is risky (A - 294). 

The fim has a long-tenn vision of what it wants to be, and this is to him out a quaiity 
product "in a safe and environmental way" (A - 294). The finn wants to be proactive and fwe 
years ahead of regulation (A - 295), and one executive explains that when you desire to "be 
here another forty years, it kind of colors how you do thïngs" (A - 296). Being prepared for 
tomomw only makes economic sense (A - 297), but also means taking a more holistic view, 
for example changing process pwedures instead of adding more equipment and facility to 
cope with process failings (A - 198). The broader implication of practice and capital spending 
programs are now more carefully considered rhan the previous system of specific problem 



focus. A quality organization should be ahead of regdation (A - 299 & MO), and tackling 
environmental rnatters in a timely manner is only part of k i n g  responsible, as one executive 
stated, just "bite the bullet and get on with itn (A - 301). A cradle-to-grave awareness has been 
adopted (A - 302)(RN47), following product fiom mw material through to end use. Closure 
awaits the nmi that is environmental ly unaware (A - 303). 

Firm A employees believe that Responsible Care is the answer for the chemicd 
industry- The Responsible Care standards are w o d y  of k ing  followed by al1 finns (A - 304) 
and are directly incorporated in firm A operating pactice (A - 305). Some chenaical fimis are 
still not willing to accept Responsîble Care (A - 306) and this could be because of the cost of 
meeting the Responsible Care codes of practice. Membership in the CCPA costs f3m A about 
one million dollars per year (A - 307). Despite this voluntary and expensive behavior in fim 
A, executives are franlr about the performance of  the chemical industry: "Nor are we lily white 
in industry ... (but) we have made ~ i ~ f i c a n t  progress over the years" (A - 308). 

Firm A executives believe public behavior to be irresponsible in the extreme (A - 309), 
but the next major environmental improvement will have to come from the public, and this is 
not seen as Iikely (A - 3 10). This is dommate because sûingent controls on al1 business 
practice will only corne if the customer / consumer demanàs environrnentally good behavior 
from ail finns (A - 3 1 1). North Amenca is not viewed as perfect, but executives believe that 
North American standards are far superior to Mexico, where deaths in chernical plants have 
recently occurred (A - 3 12), or in China where there seems to be no rules or guidelines at al1 (A 
- 3 13 & 3 14). Global environmental behavior needs more attention and so does public in 
North Amcrica. FÜm betia\ior is belicved to I d  ihc IV+- in both arenas. 
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Part Four: SUPPLE,WTAL COMMENT FOR FIRM A 

The main concem of firm A are centered on commuaity and internai concerns. These 
two concems are followed by econornic and govenunent / regulation concerns, with almost no 
wncem expressed about customer needs. 

Of the six t h s  in the sample, next to firm B, firm A expressed the most concern for 
Comrnimity issues. Firm A was convinced, as were al1 fims except f'hm F, that the 
community was very powerful. Specifically, tins A expresses the belief that the community is 
powerfùl and can indeed punish the fim for improper behavior. Finn A also believes that any 
chemical facility needs the community on its side because the public sets the ultimate standard 
for correct environmental behavior. Yet firrn A also believes the public to be passive and 
ignorant. This results in the community king seen as a powerfûl but d u c a t e d  force, one 
that is able to idueace govemment and thecefore fim behavior, but h m  a foundation of 
emotionalism. This is fiirther worrisome as firm A believes that the public has generally a very 
negative image of dl chemical fimis, and can act negatively to firm A based on this perceived 
image of the industry- 

Fim A identified intemal forces as king influential in detennining the corporations 
environmental behavior. Concems about ernployees n d n g  to be satisfied with fim 
performance were mentioned as a driver for good behavior. Th-s was dso made easier because 
the firm has many long-term employees, and particularly senior staf€with long tenure at the 
facility. Fim A expressed more concem about Unions and the influence of the Unionized 
workers than did any of the other fims. The major area of fim A interna1 influence was 
identified as k ing  in the reaim of values and leadership. That vision statements and fimi 
values were driven by the conviction of personal responsibility was suggested to be a major 
influence. A long-tenn focus on fim success was also suggested as an influence, and fim A 
was more convinced than any other firm of the value of hmely environmental behavior. 
Responsible Care and the CCPA values and philosophical grounding was suggested as the core 
of firm A's values and standards. 

Although finn A had a healthy respect for economic concems, specific concerns that set 
firm A apart from the other finns were evident only in the area of penod liability. Liability 
issues generally were very present in fim A consciousness, with six of eight indicators 
receiving a high or medium rating. Fim A also is convinced that the financial cost of 
environmental behavior is huge, but that these behaviors must be accomplished or the firm will 
be forced to close. As do al1 other finns, the firm expects efficiency in environmental spending 
as in all other spending. 

Along with finns D and F, regdation is seen as the nurnber one short-terni driver by 
fim A. F h  A also strongly believes that regulation is bound to become tougher even though 
largely unwcessary and very expensive to both the f h s  involved and the government Firm A 
wants to be seen as pro-active, maintaining a bufTer benveen required behavior and p-ced 
behavior, and the negotiated interpretation of the written regulations is seen as king as 
important as the regulation itselt F i m  A also believes that honesty with the regulaton is the 



best p l  icy, including corn plete disclosure of dl be haviors including pro blematic behavion, 
and this builds a relationship of trust which in turn assi* when negotiation with govemment 
takes place. 

Firm A expressed no coacem with customer satisfaction, and very miwr concern with 
education of customen, although a cradle-tegrave product concem was expressed. 





in an open and fnendly mannet (B - 12). but activists are seen as a challenge (B - 13) and 
certainly pressure the firm toward certain khavion (B - 14). 

The firm feels tbat sometimes perception is "more important than what's really going 
on" (B - 15). and so talres great effort to avoid any negative public perception (B - 16). The 
fim jockeys for position in the public opinion area with other interrsted mes (B - II ) ,  and 
this reidorces the importance of image to fimi B (B - 18). ï he  achial fiaaacial cost of fines for 
bad performance, for example. are viewed as less important than the public exposun ceceived 
by the tinn because of the fine (B - 19). Legitimatioa with the public is critical, as public 
acceptance is required to allow fuhue expansions (B - 201, and the fimi mts to be s e a  by the 
public as king socially responsible and doing the right thing. This  acceptance by the public is 
not easily won, and tum executives feel tbat the nmi is not appreciated for its environmental 
practice or even for the amount of taxes it pays (B - 21). 

Govemment and Regdatory Pressures 

Firm B executives want no difficulty or codict with the govenunent (B - 22). 
Operaton believe that the government can "pick-on" any firm it m t s  to at any time it wanu to 
(B - 23). The license to operate is the uitirnate control by the govemmeat, and the Iicense 
demands certain behaMors from the firm (B - 24) including public consultation which is now 
demanded by the govemment prior to a liceme approval (B - 25, B - 26). Being closed down 
by the government for an environmental violation is not considemi a redistic threat (B - 27), 
and fines are seen as financially irrelevant (B - 28), yet firm executives claim tbat the fim is 
mostly concemed abwt the community and the govemment (B - 29). Firm B executives 
believe their firm is at greater nsk than most firms simply becaw fim B is so huge, and 
executives believe govemment prosecutes and expects better behavior fkom larger fims than 
smaller fims (B - 30). 

Regulation is a main driver for finn B, and is seen as the govemment forcing behavior 
onto the fims (B - 3 1). The change in regulation is  sometimes quite sudden (B - 32), and firm 
B attempts to keep awarewss of  probable future regulation in mind when decicihg on their 
behavior direction today (B - 33). Finn B is specifically pressured by regulatory demands for 
certain emission standards (B - 3 4 ,  and these regdations speciq the type of equipment to be 
used, and the types of measurement and analysis to be done (B - 35). An identified challenge, 
confinnihg the cenaality of regulatory pressure, is that firm B executives want to be aware of 
upcoming regulatory changes but do not want to waste the on less relevant issues that are not 
receiving govemment attention at the present thne (B - 36). The focus is on cornpliance and 
anticipating future regdatory expectatioas. 

Economic and Liability Pressures 

Finn B spends huge amounts of money on environmental projects. For example, a 
nitrogen oxide emissions reduction project cost of ten million dollars, with "no r e m  for us, 
it's just that we shouldn't be emitting it" (B - 37). At the same time, operators believe the fim 
maintains a business orientation at al1 times (B - 38). A balance is sought between 



environmeutal benefit and economic cost (B -39, B - 40), and employees identiQ non- 
economic benefit as somewhat offsettïng cost factors. EnWonmentaI improvement is seen as 
making the production process mon efficient (B - 41), and cost efficient produdon is 
important to fim B (B - 42). Fim B executives see their success king measured partly in 
relation to other failities in the corporate B family, anci sites that aie rnemsctive 
environmentally, economically, or sociaily are not wasidered by head office for expansion (B - 
43). A facility that can reduce incidents and waste also reduces cos&, anâ tbis process 
improvement can lead to greater awareness and opportunities in the b&r business context 
(B - 44). Cost efficient improvements are seen as increasingiy diflicult to achieve because 
many of the %estw pojects have already been done (B - 45). 

A related economic pressures follows nom the increasing awareness of bankers who are 
now concerneci with community impact assesment and protection of the envimnment, whereas 
ten years ago the consideration for Io= was more mictly ecowmic (B - 46 & 47). Any 
potential liability cauxd by a change in regdations or greater technological knowledge 
translates into increased difficulty in getthg Io-, and could halt business expansion (B - 48). 
The banking institutions have become neivous and so f h s  are again constmined to be 
environmentally conscious, creaMg a cornpetitive advamage as well as cornpliance. 

Internai Pressures 

Chernical fims generally have a negative public image and this is partly because of 
their historical pefiomance (B - 49). Previous bad bebavior still influences public perception 
and consequentiy govemment action regarding the regulation of chemicals (B - 50 & 5 1). 
The manufacturing of chemicals is seen as a dangerous undertaking, regardless of safeguards in 
place. 

Personal values of the employees influence fim B's behavior (B - 52). Operator ability 
to achieve firm environmental standards has become a part of their job description (B - 53). 
Operators believe that management is committed to envirocmental improvement, but also 
appieciate that the firm needs money and improved technology to achieve these goals (B - 54). 

The fim cornpetes internally with other firm B f~ili t ies for head-office funding, and 
becaw environmental performance is one measure , aml this exerts pressure on the h (B - 
55). Headquacten controls the financial capability oftûe fim B facility, and al1 major projects 
including environmentai piojects require headquarten approval (B - 56). 

International and Other Firm Pressures 

Finn B operators and executives believe that incidents by any firm aaywhere in the 
world impacts the public's perception of finn B's local facility (B - 57 & 58). Bhophal, as an 
example, or the use of Agent Orange in Viet Nam (RN48), influence the public's current 
perception of Brm B or any chernical fim (B - 59). On the plus side, uiformation and technical 
knowledge fiom the United States (B - 60), or Europe (B - 6 1 ), or elsewhere is available to firm 
B, and this improves performance without the negative experiences of other facilities. 





trying to infonn the community about risk and liability issues but without upsetting the 
community in doing so (B - 104). Some executives feel that public opinion is often determined 
by product rather tban process, and w undese~kg firms like Ontario Hydro are considemi 
positively because their product is clean even through their environmental performance in 
creating the product in the fint place is terrible (£3 - 105 & 106)- 

Public relations is considered important for finn B, and even participation of executives 
in public f m s  is seen as beaeticial for the fim (B - 107)- Public relations is the 
responsibility of d l  employees, and many executives are talcing courses to become more 
proficient in the public-relations haion (B - 108)- Executives are amue tbat the old "Trust 
Us" motto is unacceptable today (B - 109), and even though economic questions dominate 
public concem, the environmental standards that are in place are not about to fade, so there is 
no retum to "the good old days" (B - 1 10). 

Some wmmunity response is seen as a nuisance, but is still necessary (B - 1 1 1). As 
well, because of the emotional nature of some commu~Üty rnemben, the best technical solution 
from firm B's point of view may not be usable because of public un- (B - 1 12). The public's 
fear cm drive finn behavior. Fim executives believe the public is p~pared to tradesff 
environmental benefit for econornic benefit (B - 1 13). The next major improvernent in 
environmental behavior for society must be made in cooperation with the public ( B - 1 14), and 
any long-tem and effective environmental improvement requires public support (B - 1 15). 
Several employees feel that the fim has gone as far as it can, and change by the public and 
cornrnunity is the next required step. 

Executives believe the media and activists are confiontational. The media is seen as 
unfair, sensational, and simplistic b u s e  they present complex stories in black and white 
ways (B - 1 16 & 1 17). Media and activist attention can influence govenunent however, 
particularly if the finn stonewalls afler issues are mked (B - 1 18). 

Firm B operators and executives are fiustrated by the public's inability to distinguish 
between fims with good behaMor and fimis with bad behavior- Perception is ofien not fair, as 
for example, steam fiom some stacks is only water vapor but looks like and is perceived as 
pollution (B - 1 19). The public sees al1 fims as king the same (B - 120), and so poor 
performance by any fÜm impacts firm B as well (B - 12 1). Good perfomins are not given 
credit for their good performance (B - 122). Although public perception is seen as important 
for al1 fims (B -l23), finn B takes the aspect of fim performance so seriously that they 
recently h i r d  even more staff to the public relations hction, and use public relations staff in 
al1 phases of projects (B - 124). Fim B executives believe there is  a low correlation beh~een 
real behavior and perceived behavhr for most fimis (B - 125), and that good environmental 
performance is pointless, at lest fiom a public relations perspective, unless the public is aware 
of this behavior (B - 126). Firm B advertises and promotes it's environmental behavior both 
locally and intemationally, and believes that al1 other plants should do the same (B - 127). 

Firm B executives and operators daim they want to be a mode1 of corporate 
responsibility (B - 128). Lnfluencing public opinion is important. but less so than real 



performance (B - 129). At the sarne time however, real performance enhances and makes 
public relations activities easier (B - 130), and improves fixm B's chances for community 
acceptance (B - 13 1). Firm employees are aware that they must be proactive to get the fim's 
message out to the public (B - 132). Still, much behaviot is nrictly public relations, such as 
cornmittee work (B - 133), or the wiidlife prk next to the plant (RN-49)@ - 134). AU M i s  
expected to cooperate in the public relations fùnction (B - 135), and management even takes 
classes to improve theu public relations abilities (B - 136). The public relations budget was 
not cut, even in recent econornically tough yeaa for tbe fnn (B - 137). 

Rotecting the enviromnent is part of dohg business and staying in business (B - 138). 
Unwise environmental behavior combineci with bad public perception can cost a f h  millions 
of dollars, as with Dow's 180 million dollar seniement regarding Agent Orange (B - 139). 
Public perception drives finn behavior because of the public's influence on govemment (B - 
140). 

Iaterpretation of Government Pressures 

Both operaton and execuiives suggest that environmental behavior in fhn  B is 
undertaken to keep govemment from interferhg with corporate management (B - 141 & 142). 
A well nm operation creates credibility with the govemment (B - 143). The pressures from 
govemment are not expected to Iighten regarding environmental behavior (B - 144 & 145), and 
to keep in touch with pending regulatory changes the govemrnent is monitored closely (B - 
146). The tirm attends many meetings and coderences and is on many environmental mailing 
lists (B - 147). The govemment now asks for fim input regarding pending regulation (B - 148) 
and this atternpt at consultation is appreciated (B - 149). Fim executives interpret this to mean 
the firm "wants to be in business and they (the govemment) want to be in charge", and so 
cooperation is required (B - 150), and this searching for fimi and comunity input by the 
govemment is seen in a very positive light (B - 15 1). The govemment should Iisten to the firm 
because of the fin's experience, skill, and knowledge about both ifs own product and the 
fimi's awareness of its impact on the commuaity (B - 152). Lobbyhg the govemmmt is seen 
as generally ineffective (B - 1 53), but at the same time the govemment is willing to negotiate 
standards and regulations, although different government departments operate in different ways 
(B - 154). Any negotiating with govenunent is risky because also politicai (B - 155). 

Reporting stanQrds and expectations nom the govemeat are more *ct than they 
used to be (B - 1561, but this reporting is seen as fêirly routine work and so basidly part of 
regular operation (B - 157). Govements and regdations do change, oAen ovemi@, and this 
is understood as regrettable because this allows the enforcement of environmental standards to 
becorne political (B - 158). Govenuncnt action is oAen punishment oriented and is detrimental 
to overail environmental benefit (B - 159). Govemment claims to want a balance between the 
environment and the economy, but one executive felt the govenunent is more interested in 
developrnent and growth than any environmental agenda (B - 160 & Ml), and the fim is in 
agreement with this imbalance. Also, govemment i s  seen by one operator as weak and unable 
to prosecute anyone successfully (B - Mt), and would likely back off if industry presented a 
united front (B - 163 ). Different departmenu and levels of government also have different 



agendas (B - 164). ûccasionally the municipal govemment serves as a b&er between the firm 
and the Provincial regulatoa (B - 165). 

uiterpretation of Regulation 

Firm B makes efforts to exceed regulation and the Responsible Care pidelines about 
responsible enviromenta1 behavior (B - 166). The firm does not cut corners or take cisks in 
meeting regulation (B - W), and wotks toward achieving a cushion of behavior so that 
regulation can always be met even if minor problems occur (B - 168 & 169). Firm B bas 
established standards that other h s  are now forced to copy or keep up with (B - l7O), and 
some executives believe, as did the operatois noted earlier, that best behavior in any firm 
should becorne the indwtry behavior standard (B - 171). Some operators believe tbat 
regdation should be tightened even more (B - 172), and this tightening is  accepted as very 
probable (8 - 1 73). 

Regulation is understood to follow fiom public outcy (B - 174), pushed by community 
awareness and concem (£3 - 175)- Because of negative public opinion about chernical firms, 
selfkgdation king allowed by govemment or comrnunities is seen as very unlikely (B - 176). 
Regulation is part of on-going facility management, something that sïmply bas to be done, and 
efforts are made to infiuence regulation as it is k i n g  set, and this cooperation with the 
govemment is actively sought (B - 177 & 178). Once proposed regulation becomes law, the 
fim actively tries to infîuence how the regdations are interpreted by both fimis and regulaton 
(B - 179 & 180)- 

Two benefits of regulation were mentioned by fim executives. Regdation is seen as 
establishing a level playing field for al1 firms (B - 18 1 ), but also because of strict reporthg 
standards establishes benchmarks for analysis and cornparison between finns, and so helps set 
objectives and schedules for reduction of emissions, and other environmental performance 
measures (B - 182). This is one reason why tinn B publishes an annual environmental progress 
report (B - 183). Regardless of dl  the prolenvitonmentai postu~g, one operator felt that the 
firm would do little d e s s  regulation was in place to force compliance (B - 184). 

Several negatives about regulation were also mentioned by operators and executives at 
firm B. Some operators believe regdation is excessive and not usefiil (B - 1851, and regdatory 
enforcement is seen as expcnsive for both the government and the fbn (B - 186). Executives 
also believe that regulation causes extra expense, as they c l ah  tbat these khavioa would have 
happened anyway in more cost efficient ways (B - 187). Executives believe that regulation 
makes any behavior more expensive and tiw coasuming, and lilcely gets in the way of fiutber 
improvemeats as energies are spot complying with existing regdation ii?Stead of spending that 
same energy to find superior ways of improving the environment (B - 188). Cornpliance 
expense may put some finns under (B - 189). The fwilities in the United States have more 
compliance s t a f f  because the United States has more regulation (B - 190), and this is 
womsome to finn B executives because Canada i s  believed to copy regulation from the United 
States (B - 19 1 ). One final worry, given the power the regulators have over the firm, 



executives believe that these govenurient empioyees should be very howledgeable about the 
firm, but €el this is not the case (B - 192). 

Interpretation of Economic Pressures 

Achieving excellent environmental behaMor can be very expensive. A Ntrogen o d e  
emission reduction program, for example, wst firm B about ten million dollars in 1995 and 
1996 (B -193). Clean-up ofpeMous poor penomiance is very expensive for some fimu (B - 
194), and the fear of sorne executives is that spnding too much on enviromentai behavior cm 
lead to a loss of international competitive advantage (B - 195). Any enviromentai behavior at 
fim B is balanced against the cost, and sometirnes the benefits seem very uncertain, especially 
in the short-terni (B - 196 & 197). Large and expensive prognuns are controlled by head 
office (B - 198), but most environmentsr1 progams have been spared fiom cias even in hard 
economic times (B - 199). 

Good environmental ptactice can sornetimes save mouey for the fia and this payback 
is cofl~tantIy searched for (B - 200 & 201). The fim strives for efficiency in al1 programs (B - 
202), and payback is believed possible even from some regulated environmeutal changes (B - 
203). The finn B focus on high value opportunities dnven by competitive standards and 
financial prioritizing does lead to trade-offs however, and as low value opportunities are 
dropped some standards could decline (B - 204). A simple example of efficiency is offered by 
an operator who suggests that reduction o f w e  results in a lower coa in disposhg or dealing 
with waste, and so efficient behavior that benefits the environment also leads to long-tertn 
economic viability (B - 205). 

These efficiencies are often lead by technological ability, which is considered to be 
much superior than in pst years (B - 206). The procedures and processes have improved as the 
operation has become more efficient (B - 207), and the proof is that the newly opened facility 
can produce significantly more product but with lower total emissions and waste (B - 208). 
This increased efficiency also reduces liability, offsethg the perceived increased liability as 
regdation gets tougher and broader (B - 209), and bankers and other lenders become more and 
more nervous about their own contingent liabilities (B - 2 10). 

The fiaancial pressure has been interpreted as an oppominity instead of just a cost 
Good environmental behavior can lead ?O increased productivity (B - 21 1) and indeed to long- 
term corporate health (B - 2 12). Al1 environmental behavior has .a payback, even if not 
financial (B - 2 13), as the process itself raises consciousness and therefore opens différent 
dooa to the problem solving dilemma next time amund (B - 214). 

Interpretation of Internai Pressures 

The history of environmental concem in the chernical industry is perceived as king 
very poor by finn B employees. Operators daim knowledge of previous cover-up of spills and 
minor incidents at firm B, although it is claimed this would not happen now (B - 1 15). 
Comment is  made that now there is no margin for errer, suggesting that previously there mas 



have ken. me industry is pomyed as having ignored environmental problems for decades, 
and is now playing catch-up. Some employees doubt that catciup is possible (B - 1 16 & 1 17). 
Some employees are not willing participants in environmental reporting procedures, 
consideriag them lengthy and irrelevant (B - 1 18). More seriously, it is suggested that when 
large improvements or changes are planned for funire implementation in fim B, that Iittie is 
done in the interim even through improvements to current p d c e  could still be achieved (B - 
1 t 9). 

The "good old days. if they ever existeci" in the chemical industry are history, and the 
behaviors and standards of these times are no longer tolerated by the comrnunity or by 
govemment (B - 220). The environment is becoming a more important issue for the chernical 
industry al1 the t h e  (B - 22 1). and this demmds a longer lem perspective on dl behavÏors and 
standards (B - 222). The govemment and the community are monitored to keep the f h n  
infomed of fiiture expectatioas (B - 223), and even expectations and reguiatioas in other 
jurïsdictions such as Texas are known to some worken (B - 224). Exceptional enMronmental 
behavior becomes only adequate behavior over time (B - 225), and the environmental impact of 
any behavior is m w  considered before the behavior is undertaken (B - 226). G d  
environmental bebaMot is coasidered to show corporate mial  responsibility (B - 227 & 228), 
and some executives clah this good enviroamental behavior will be supported more and more 
as younger and more environmeatally aware management matures in the firm (B - 229). 

One cynical operator suggests that fim B does "the right thing" if they want to "do the 
right thing", otherwise it might not happen (B - 230). Further, that any major changes or 
philosophical statements are essentially sent dom to the facility nom the head office in Texas 
(B - 23 1 ). Despite this, firm B does exhibit many behaviors that support their claim of social 
responsibility including their enWonmental progress report, a voluntary initiative which 
demonstrates finn va1 ues about openness (B - 232). The buy-out of residential homes close to 
the plant facility is pmented as not mandated but simply the cight thing to do (B - 233). G d  
behavior is presented as the ethical and m o d  choice (B - 234 & 235). 

G d  behavior has paybacks, and not al1 paybacks need be economic (B - 236 & 237). 
For example, the timi leam from ifs own history (B - 238), and a pyback may be 
organizational learaing through process change, or even operator attitude change through 
perception of fin behavior. Employees are believed to act out the firm's culture (B - 239 & 
240). and explains in part executive support of long-term perspectives on standards (B - 241). 
Pragmatidly, good environmental behavior is expected to lead to lower costs, happter 
employees and community, and more trust fiom govenunent (B 242). Fimi B, because of it's 
sheer size and international structure, would like to be seen as a mode1 leader for gooù 
environmental behavior in the chemical industry (B - 243). 

Finn B executives prefer to be driven by science and not emotion (E3 - 244), yet are 
unsure about the ultimate benefit of much mandated environmental behavior ( B - 245). This 
benefit is in question partly because changes in performance results are sometimes subtle and 
slow and are dif'tlcult to monitor (B - 246). 



Environmental behavior is cleaily related to health and safety behavior in finn B and is 
ofien seen as a subset of safety (B - 247). Environmenta1 wncems are taken as seriousiy as are 
safety concems (B - 248). Operators are expected to foiiow the safety, health and environment 
manuals, even over demands for alternative behavior fiom supe~-sors (B - 249 & 250). 
These firm B standards and manuals are considend strict by operators, and the finn Qmands 
operator cornpliance (B - 251). Fimi B reports absolutely e v e r y t .  to the tegdators, 
regardless of how minor (8 - 252 & 253). and this is done mostly through the Enviromenta1 
Services Depument (B - 254). 

Finn B bas set-up an intemal structure that makes al1 product uni& rrsponsible for their 
own product regardless of where it is, including in-transit or on site; and this includes al1 
reporting and dean-up (B - 255). These same business across the whole corporation in 
many different facilities, are also the UIUts tbat approve environmental upgrading or 
environmental projects for the specific product (B - 256 & 257). Local management has some 
degree of autonomy Rom the Board of Directors (B - 258) and this has resulted in similar 
facilities in different locations having different &ha+ (£3 - 259). 

Empioyees are part of the local community (B - 260 44 26 1)- and fim B executives 
consider their employees to be part of the society that it is bying to satisfL (B - 262 & 263), and 
so want al1 employees to understand the firm's environmentai policy and programs (B - 264). 
An abundance of information is available to openiton if they want it (B - 265). The operaton 
are expected to be aware of corporate attitudes, behaMors and plans (B - 266 & 267). 
Because operators are part of the community, they suffer fbm bad corporate bebavior dong 
with the rest of the cornmunit. (B - 268). Firm B executives believe the strength of the füm is 
based on it's employees (B - 269). The core values of the fimi are explained to the operators (B 
- 270)- and operators are expected to agree with and live these core values. Operators must be 
happy with corporate performance (B - 271 & 272)- piirticularly if they are expected to act as 
an ambasador and take information about this perfonnauce back to the community (B - 273, 
274, & 275). 

Operators are encouraged to conm%ute to the solving of environmental and behavioral 
problems in the fim (B - 276 & 277). Executives alw, believe that baâ environmentai 
behavior by the fim could only be caused by operators conûavening environmental guidelines 
(B - 278). The finn mats it's staff well (B - 279), and hues most new stafTstraight nom school 
and expect to do their own training (B - 280). Part of employee evaiuatioa focuses on their 
knowledge of environmental guidelines and environmental behavior. Despite this concem by 
fim management, some employees are not interested in enviconmental matters (B - 28 1). 
Similarly, the Union is seen by some executives as being unùiterested in environmental matten 
(8 - 282). 

Environmental behavior by fim B is not perfect (B - 283), or even as good as it could 
be, even thougb above regdatory standard (B - 284). The voluntary emissions statement (RN 3 
- 3) is an industry leader however and will likely be copied by othet firms (B - 285). Behavior 
that \ a s  considered adequate twenty-five years ago is no longer adequate (B - 286). as n'me 
changes the interpretation of fim behavior, both intemal and extemal to the finn (B - 287). 



G d  environmental behavior is seen as a process or a state of k i n g  (B - 188), not a 
one-shot achievement on a specific project (B - 289). Fim executives believe that h 6 
"walks the talk about environmental performance (B - 290), going so far as tieporting 
inadquate behavior even though it puts them in a bad light (B - 291). Behavior will continue 
to improve as equipment improves, and dus is partly because of @ns in technology and 
knowledge (B - 292 & 293). 

Interpntation of Pressures from Other Finns 

Achieving cornpetitive advantage was suggested as a possible benefit of good 
environmentai behavior. By setting the standard, other fims are forced to comply wïth 
achievement already reached by firm B (B - 294). As an example, finn B is ahead of current 
regulation regardhg accumulated waste because of pcior use of an incinerator, and this means 
that the finn has no accumulated waste that has to be dealt with now, and at more stringent 
levels of control (B - 295). That is, the disposal of waste in prior years through use of an 
incinerator appears to make fim B appear progressive because they do not have accumulated 
waste to be dedt with now, even though the methods of that incineration would not likely meet 
environmental standards today. Qwstionable environmental behavior in pst years can give 
the appearance of good behavior today. The firm dws worry about appearing arrogant to the 
other firms (B - 296). 

Firm B executives believe their firm is superior to most other finns in environmental 
behavior (B - 297). Other firms just "talk the talk" (B - 298), but with finn B's espoused history 
of concem, adoption of good environmental behavior is perhapseasier than for other finns (B - 
299). Fim B believes that al1 fms should share environmental information as this helps the 
whole industry (B - 3001, and there are orWzations through which this sharing is possible (B - 
30 1). Bad behavior by any finn in the industry also encourages regulation that could affect 
finn B (B - 302), and this even though perception of the industry is worse than just perception 
of f m  B alone. Bringing a11 finns up the standard achieved by fum B is seen by fm B 
executives to be in the best interests of the industry and f h  B as well (B - 303 & 304). This 
commitment to the indusûy by firm B is because of the belief that good firms are punished 
along with the bad (B - 305). A positive perception of the whole industry is ne& by 
community and the govement (B - 306). 

The CCPA is seen as one meam to achieve this industry upgrading. CCPA fims share 
common goals (B - 307), and through the Responsible Care guidelines have set an acceptable 
standard for al1 finns, including guidelines which are still a challenge for some firms (B - 308). 
Fim B was a founder of the CCPA (B - 309) and CCPA values are fully Uitegmted into the 
firm B management system ( B - 3 10). Though the CCPA environmental audits can be done (B 
- 3 1 1) and the i n d m  leads government in this area at least with the National Emisstons 
Release Inventory (RN-SOXB - 3 17). 

Excellent behavior in Canada may be wasted unless international standards are 
established ( B - 3 13 & 3 1 4). Even the money spent in Canada on environmental behavior 



would have more benefit in a global sense if spent in developing nations (B - 3 15), and this 
problem is only Iikely to get wvorse as global population c o n ~ w s  to grow. Canada is seen as 
king more cornpetitive than the USA (B - 3 16), and is ahead of many other countnes as well 
(B - 3 17 Br 3 18). Still, employees of finn B believe we need to change our thinking in North 
Amerka to safeguard our environment (B - 3 19 & 320), and place les empbasis on 
cornpetition at any cost 



Pa threc: iNDICATORS FOR FtRM B 

ECONOMIC 
COMPARATIVE EXPRESSED CONCERN - FRM B 



WVERNMENT COMPARAT lVE EIVRESSED COWERN -- F R M  B 

CUSTOMER. COMPARATIVE EXTRESSEDCONCERN - FlRM B 

CUSTOMER SATEFACTION 
Customer is thc munber ctue stdi&oIdcr and driver . B 
Cm \vin awards for customer satisfaction .B 
N d  good enviforimeatai beba\ior fm customer siltisfaftioo. .B 

FIRM MUST EDUCATE CUSTOMER 
Customerneeds tobceducated~6rm .B 
Customer needs to understand th position in Indus- -B 
Help customcr with sak product usage .B 

WHAT DO CUSTOMERS WANT 
Customer may di tbe hst  prioc .B 
Recognition far Envirorimental c x c c k  o -the cdge .B 
Q u a l i ~  producl and lonP Mce is the reai strength of the f i  .B 



COMMUNIN 
COMPARATlVE WBRESSED CONCERNS - FIRM B 

IMAGE AND emuc RELATIONS 
Finris have negsiive public image, sesn as di tbe same 
Fm must be a goad nc igbh  OOLltnbuie: to cornm. 
Public relations fhc t i t i on  is critical 
Concern about advists and madia 

PUBLIC BEHAWOR AND iNFORMATIOE1 
Community pollutes wocsc than ihc fum, fm d e r  thaa horne 
Community Iearns h cmployces, employecs parts of comm 
Finn leam from stakhofdcrs, public not single cati& .B 
Disstcrs acphere in wmld raise public amsiausacss 

INTERNA1 
COMPARATIVE EXPRESSED CONCERNS - FlRM B 

EMPLOYEES AND THE WIONS 
Concerns with the Unions 
Employs and peer pressures 
Pressuses on cmploya~s h m  CMRjIy and fnends .B 
A satisfied employa is a happy cmpIoyecs 
F i  disciplines wodiers for pax  en^^ @m. 
F i  suppiies an abutdame of Lrfbmdoo forempkye 
Firm has m e  long-temi unplqeesv maay seaior staff . B 



INTERNATIONAL AWARENESS 
fnterna~pessriresandswarencss 
Fimi bas an awanaess of mtanauouai incidents 
Inteniatioaal prrssures and standards a f f i  6rrn 



Part Four: FiNAL COMMENT FOR FIRM B 

Finn B executives are convinced that the public sets the ultimate standards that the firm 
must achieve, partly because otit's ability to influence the governent (and therefore 
regulation), but also because of the ability of the public to punish the f h  economically. Fim 
B produces many consumer products, and this concem reflects this product focus. The firm 
tries to keep the public satisfied and to answtr public concems. Public expectatiom are 
perceived to be constantly hcreasing even though the public is seen as passive, ignorant, afiaid, 
and emotional. Finn B believes that public opinion is of€en ody pemnai opinion fhm a few 
individuais. Finn B believes that the chernid industry still bas a very negative public image 
and that dl f ims  are seen as the same, and so the public relations fuirtion is critical. The 
public relations fùnction is also necessary because of media and actîvist concems, which are 
seen as posïng a threat to the fimi udess handled diplomatically. Ofal1 six finns, fim B 
expressed the most concem about the power ofthe community, public expectations, and image 
and public relations. 

Firm B employees expressed more concem with culture and leadership issues than any 
of the other fims. Culture, leadmhip, and values reinforce good environmental behavion. 
Finn B claïms to live ifs vision statements and tum values, which are also supported by a sense 
of personal responsibility. Senior executives are aware of environmental issues, and the firm B 
culture supports envitonmental responsibility. A long-term focus is seen as essentiai, 
especially if the firm is to achieve its goal of king a mode1 for the industry. Having an 
awareness of international environmental incidents adds to this intemal awareness. Executives 
explain that the best environmental behavior has already been achieved in fimi B, and 
technological limits have k e n  reached Technology allows change and improvement in 
practice, and finn employees believe that exceptional behaviot by any fim should set new 
standards that al1 finns should strive to achieve. Firm B was the only firm to mention facing 
intemal cornpetition for environmental bding, and this was identified as a large incentive for 
active and pro-active environmental behavior. Along with firm A, fim B has much autonomy 
from head office, yet must compte intemdly for environmental hnding- 

The third most serious concem for f h n  B is govemment and regulatory pressures. 
Along with fim A, fim B believes that regulation is expensive to the fim and to govemment, 
and mostly unnecessary- Aione ammg the fims, firm B believes that regulatioa creates a level 
playing field for al1 finns. Firm B dso believes that govemmeat controls the timing of 
regulatory change, and that regulation does in f a  safeguard the commutlity and the 
environment. 

Economic concems were not identified as a major driver by firm B. One fâctor that 
was seen as important though was pressure from banks and insurance companies for pro-active 
behavior. This pressure was interpreted as the banks and insurance finns king concemed 
about their own liabilities because of their dealings with the chernical firms, and so demanded 
specific behaviors from the fims to safeguard bar& and insurance fim intensts. Aaother 
factor was the claim by some wvorken that finn B would mothball continuous improvement of 
processes when major projects became scheduled for change. With the announcement of large 



eminent change, small change would be ignored or canceled, and this was seen by some 
employees as displayhg fim B's concem with image instead of environmental improvement. 
Superior systems of production and process were seen as creating lower liability in the facility. 

No ptactical interest was expressed with customer satisfaction or in educatuig 
customen in comct use of fim B product even though the fimi produces many consumer 
products. Mention was made that environmental excellence could be seen as a cornpetitive 
edge, but this was not elaborated on to any lcngth 



3.4 FIRM C - THE CASE 

Respondents from finn C identim five major pressures that influence the environmental 
behavior of the fim. Community pressure and financial / liability pressure are seen as the 
major drivets for good enviromentai behavior. These are foilowed by concems about the 
firrn's customers, the govenunent and regdation, and fhaily an awareness of the finn's history 
as an industry leader in health and safeiy, and now envhmental behavior. 

PRESSURES ON FIRM C 
1. commu~u-ty pressures 
2. Econornic and liabiiity pressures 
3. Customer pressures 
4. Govenunent pressures 
5. intemal Values and History 

Respondents identifjr shareholders, employees, customers and the community as the 
four major stakeholders of the firm, and believe that ail four grow together (C - 1). 

Part One: PRESSURES 

Comrnunity Pressures 

Respondents believe the community bas enormous power, and is seen as powemil 
enough to close the facility. Simultaneously, the community is believed to be unsure about 
their perception of chernical fims (C - 2). F i m  C executives feel that both the community and 
al1 of their own employees as well would be dissatisfied if the firm exhibiteci bad 
environmental behavior (C -3). Firm executives do not want to conduct business in an 
atmospbere of distrust and negative perception from community members or firm employees 
(C - 4). Some community members are seeo as king informeci and interested, and these 
community members have an influence on finn policy (C - 5). The environment is not 
believed to be a high priority for the community (C - 6). Well publicized incidents Iike 
Bhophal raises overall public consciousness, and so creates more pressures on governrneat ami 
the firm as weH (C - 7 & 8). 

Firm respondents are well aware of the public image of the cheuticai indu*, and 
partly because of this makes efforts to buy locally and to assist in com.munïty development in 
an effort to put a local face on the multinational firm (C - 9). The fim contributes to Block 
Parents and other community gcoups (C - IO), and executives believe that the finn has a pa te r  
influence on the community than the community has on the fim (C - 11). Activists are not 
sitting on firm Cs doorstep, and media is seen to have an influence on public opinion, and 
sometimes that attention is created by someone with "an ax to grinci" (C - 12). 



Econom ic Pressures 

Fim C executives are aware of the consequerices of bad behavior, and a Bhophal-type 
incident would be devastating to the fim. It is explained that it is bad business to be bad to the 
enviromnent (C - 13). Operators fecl that people will do t'the nght thîngu if they kmw what the 
right thing is, and accordingly fin C bas extensive and education courses for al1 
persorne1 (C - 14). 

The economic and ecologicai tradeoff is forcefully presented by firm C executives. A 
profit is needed by the firm to allow bebaviors aside nom piire productior~ Ifthere are no 
profits there will eventually be no stodcholders and no nmi (C - 15). Fhn executives believe 
that this retum h m  investment in firm C stock must be higher than w t e e d  investments 
available nom financial institutions (C - 16). Tm much enWonmental behavior at too hi& a 
cost could bankrupt the fi- or at least crippie the firm by not allowing continuing àividends 
to investon, or any fiirther expansion or other ecoaom-c growth (C - 17). 

Firm C is proud of ifs culture of safety, md believes that safety pays. Respondents 
believe it is less expensive to solve problems now than later (C - 18). This efnciency argument 
continues as executives and operators explain that it makes economic sense to be 
environmentally wise (C - 19), if only because bad behavior leads to fines and massive clean- 
up costs. In the worst case, minor leaks caused by careless enviroarnental emissions 
monitoring codd cause devastating explosions and fires that could destroy the complete 
facility (C - 20). G d  behavior lowers risk and potential risk and potential liability. The 
exarnple was given that a $50,000.00 expense today could save the fim a one week shutdown 
later that would cost hem one million doliars. The initial $50,000.00 cost could be viewed as 
insurance (C - 21). Customers want to deal with reputable firms and executives believe that a 
chemical reputable fim has low liability and enough stature and streagth to be mund in the 
future (C - 22). Fiaally, the members of the Board of Directors are aware of theu penonal 
liability for bad fim behavior (RN-5 1), and this is identified as a driver as well (C - 23). 

Pressures fiorn Customers 

Executives at firm C discussed their competitive position relative to other chemical 
suppliea and explaineci this placement as a driver for firm C behavior. ï h e  fimi wiU not make 
money if the customer isn't happy (C - 24), and the customer is recognized as the number one 
stakeholder in fim C, or at least as the fint arnong equals (C - 25). The fim identifies four 
stakeholders and tries to satise al1 four thereby enhancing theu relative position (C - 26). A 
negative public reaction to the finn because of bad behavior or some disastrous incident could 
cause huge financial and legitimacy damage, and the unmeasmble damage to Enon c a w d  
by consumer displeasure because of the Valdez spiU is offered as an example (C - 27). Some 
corporate customers refuse to do business with a fimi that bas a bad environmental reputation 
as they feel this may impact on their own image, or run counter to their own corporate mission 
statement of responsible behavior, or perhaps even cause them liability thmugh use of poor 
product (C - 28). The cornpetition is seen as becoming steadily better and so not only is 



continuous improvement needed, but the rate of improvement must be higher than otber fims 
as well (C - 29). 

Goverment Pressures 

F h  respondents believe the govemment distinguishes between fimis in the same 
industry, and depends on the h s  to self-regulate themselves to the extent that the füms meet 
the regdatory standards ihat are set (C - 30). DiRering behevior by different fims is expecteâ, 
and the govemment dernands cooperation and punishes uacooperative fimis (C - 3 1). The 
regulat~ry asadard is only the minimum standard and this is getting more stringent and so 
toughet to achieve (C - 32). Regdation incnases steadily, and today's better than regdatory 
standard behavior will not be g d  enough in a few years time (C - 33). 

intemal Pressures 

intenial pressures for good environmentai behavior are apparent at fim C. The 
industry has a bad history, so the firm believes that it needs both public perception ofgood 
behavior and a d  good behavior (C - 34). Industry pdce anywhere in the world affects the 
public's perceMon of the finn - so bad behavior anywhere in the world is a threat, especially 
since communication and information sharing is global now, and fast (C - 35). This works in 
both directions, as firm C's behavior at the Edmonton facility affects the image of firm C 
globally. Although firm behavh is certainly dnven by economic pressures, there is also a 
component of leadership and corporate culture influenchg behavior at firm C (C - 36). 
Behavior with econornic payback is preferred, but some execua'ves daim that behavior 
regarding the environment does not necessady have to be directly economically beneficial to 
the fim (C - 37). The f m  is influenceci by the personal values of it's employees (C - 38), and 
employees have pride in the achievements of fim C (C - 39). There is pressure on operators to 
accept the noms and values of the finn (C - 40), and executîves believe the vision and culture 
of firm C is well understood by al1 employees (C - 41). This culture starts with safety and care 
for "our people" and protection of "our environment" (C - 42). Firm C culture is sumrnarized 
as wanting to "do-the-right-thing" (C - 43). 

Part Two: INTERPRETATION OF PRESSURES 

uiterpretation of Community Pressures 

Firm C employees are generally fiustrated with their inability to communicate the 
corporate message to the cornmunity (C - 44). The commmity is seen as having a very 
negative image of the whole chernicd industry, and the firm is serious about the effort it 
invests to build the trust of the cornmunity with the local faility (C - 45). The finn invests 
time and money to reduce it's ovedl impact on the community, and mives to have no impact 
whatsoever on the environment (C - 46). Employees of the firm try to treat the firm's neighbon 
just as they would like to be treated thernselves (C - 47). The public is generally considered 
ignorant about which chernical fim does what, and so considen al1 firms as the sarne (C - 48). 



Bad behavior in any fim in the area therefore negatively impacts fim C (C - 49). Despite the 
power that executives believe the community hss, the community is apathetic, disinteresteci and 
unaware (C - 50)- This mates a paradox of sorts, becaw the firm does not waat interference 
from govemment or cornrnunity in its operations and so an apatfietic commun@ serves that 
function Yet the finn strives for communication with the wmmunity, wwhh may raise 
community awareness, and therefore their concern, and therefore gceatet involvement in fim 
activities. The good works of the nmi C are wppreciateà by the community, but the lapses of 
the chemical ïndustxy are also often ignored Fim C believes that both real improvements and 
an increased sense of ~sponnii l i ty by the firms are needed in the industry (C - 5 1). 

Operators demand high standards nom the fim (C - 52). Operators see themselves as 
part of the community, and so looking after the environment is a value added process because 
environmentai benefits accrue to the individual operator as a member of the finn and also as a 
member of the community (C - 53). It is firm C policy that both operators and management 
interact on a personal Ievel with the community, and this is perceived by respondents as trying 
to create a small fim image (C - 54). Informa1 communication by neighboa is seen as the 
most effective way of communicating with the community (C - 55). Many community 
members do not have faith in large finns (C - 56), but füm C executives hope tbat if they are 
open with the community the distnist will lessen regarding their specific facility (C - 57). The 
public is fett to be more cornfortable with the finn C operation now than they were when it fim 
opened (C - 58). 

The community is genenilly believed to not be concerned about firm C in any way, 
including their environmental behavior (C - 59). The finn still makes efforts to establish 
rapport with the community, and claïrns that the community can affect fimi policies (C - 60). 
A Community Advisory Panel has been established with another fimi in the area (C - 6 l), and 
information is passed on to the community through this group (C - 62). Fim C makes quick 
response to loiown community concems (C - 63 & 64), and tries to contribute to community 
life (C - 65). 

Fim C executive believes the media in the vicinity of their facility to be essentiaily 
irrelevant. Media in the Edmonton region does not even clah to have a science I technoiogy 
reporter, and are apparently rot concerned about environmental mattem. Even economic 
stories regarding the chemical industry receive littie play in local papers (C - 66). Activists 
have lost innuence and crediibility in recent years (C - 67). but are seen as professional, even 
taking courses in public relations and management (C - 68). Because activists are hard to talk 
to and are perceived as sometimes representing no-one but themselves, and the media is 
irrelevant, fim C believes the best way to communicate with and educate the community is 
through a well educated employee group who takes the coprate message directly out into the 
community (C - 69). 

Interpretation of Intemal Pressures 

Firm C has been the chemical i n d m  leader in health and safety for about thirty years. 
This concem has been expanded and the firm executives now believe the finn to be the leader 





Finn Cs operation is dependent on itfs operators and other employees. Operaton are 
viewed as more mature and aware than in the pst, voluotariiy going "the extra mile" p s t  
govemment replation (C - 100 & 10 1). Fimi C attemp tu move employees around the 
facility, job sharing operators with administrative wo* and this is believed to create a 
workforce that is more awaie ofthe whole running of the business (C - 102 & 103). This 
multi-tasking is seen as k i n g  a beaeficid chailenge by the operators(RN-52XC - 104). 
Worlcea are enmurageci to participate in process hpovewni (C - 105) and benefit h m  a 
profit share plan (C - 106). Ail employees receive much support through and 
education progrmis (C - 107 & 108), and Uiis is all explained by executives as trying to 
rnaximize the potential of each and evety employee (C - 109). There is pressure on oprators 
to work d e l y  and environmentally consciously, and aot to pump out the proâuct regardless of 
consequences (C - 1 10). Production at firm C does not win out over d e t y  (C - 1 1 1). 

Interpretation of Economic Concem 

Concem with employee potential relates strongly to the belief that there is a strong 
connection between employee persona1 growth and corporate ecoaomic benefit (C - 1 12 & 
1 13). Employee attitude and willingness to be involved with the f imirs environmentai culture 
translates into the corporation's bottom line (C - 1 14 & 1 15). Superior health and safety 
standards and achievements lead to economic benefit for the firm (C - 1 16). 

Good behavior benefits al1 stakeholders ( C - 1 17). This is in agreement with the fin- 
concem for the community and the government's desüe to contml the environmental behavior 
of industry, and environmental consciouniess is in keeping with a "better way to run your 
business" (C - 1 18). Accidents, for example, are seen as totdly preventable, and this is stated 
as "accidents dont happen " (C - 1 19). Product, health and safety, and environmental behavior 
are al1 needed for success in todayfs business environment (C - 120). The fim saives to find a 
better way, and if "you donft continue to get better at what you're doiag you're going to get 
wone" (C - 12 1). The firm stnves to change pocess and behavior to achieve the "product" of 
good environmenta1 behavior (C - 122 & 123). G d  environmental behavior is seen as "a 
noble goal", and has the advantage in many cases of making economic sense as well (C - 124). 

Profit is still needed by firm C (C - 125), and too much environmental expense codd 
lead to bankmptcy (C - 126). Although the fim is seen by operaton as having an open cheque 
book on health, safety, and environmental matters, much environmental behavior is seen as 
saictly cost (C - 127). Quaiity work is believed to save m e ,  money, and effort for the fim (C 
- 1 2 8) and lowen risk and potential liability as well (C - 129). Fim C bas plants worldwide, 
and an incident at any one of them impacts the operation of the facility in Alberta (C - 130). 

Interpretation of Customer Pressure 

Good environmental behavior is seen as part of customer satisfaction (C - 13 l), 
particularly with large corporate clients who demand correct environmental penormance fiom 
al1 their suppliers (C - 132). Finn C assists their customen to use Bnn C product effectively, 



and even assists in marketing customer's products (C - 133). Firm C wants to work weli with 
itrs customen (C - 134), and assists them in becoming more environmentally fiendly (C - 135). 
The education ofcustomers is mostly done through the marketing department (C - 136). Most 
customers are believed to be more concemeci with the impact of fim Cs products on their 
operatioas than w i i  any reai interest in firm Cs enviromenta1 behavior (C - 137). Similarly, 
operaton expressecl the opinion that fimi C was more interested in customer poduct 
satisfaction than in the envimnrnentally safe use of these producîs (C - 1 38). 

Cooperation with customen le& to cost efficiencies for both finn C and the customer. 
The example offereâ is the unloading of tail cars in a timely mamer by the customer in 
exchange for a discounteci price, and this has enabled firm C to cut the size of its rail delivery 
system resulting in substantial savings to the fim and lower to customers (RN-53KC - 
139). Firm C identifies four elements of ifs product: cost, quality, effectiveness, and use (C - 
140), and firm C worlcs with ifs customers to achieve satisfaction on al1 four elements. Many 
customers still search out the least expensive product, i g n o ~ g  the other three factors (C - 14 1 ). 

Interpretation of Government Pressures 

Finn C goes past regdatory requirements (C - 142) and operators believe the firm is 
doing ail it possibly can to acbieve environmental excellence (C - 143). The firm has an open 
door policy for al1 regulaton (C - 144) and claims honest reporting even though this reporting 
is occasionally damaging to the f imi's reputation (C - 145). Firm C believes that the indwtry is 
leading the govemment in identimng opporiunities for improved environmental behavior, 
particularly in times of govemment d n g  cutbacks (C - 146). The Federal and Provincial 
govemmeats are seen as cooperative (C - 147). Regulation does serve as a double-check on 
firm behavior (C - 148), but the firm womes that receat regulation is k ing  driven by emotion 
and not "practical reality" (C - 149). Firrn C executives believe that excessive regulation will 
push bad behavior underground in some firms, that is, marginal fims will not report honestly 
or behave responsibly if too much environmental behavior and cost is forced upon hem (C - 
150). 
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GOVERNMENT COMPARATIVE WBRESSED CONCERN 

GOVERNIMENT COMPETENCE 
Govemment i n e f f i v c  and ùrrimpecait 
Indusin. couiâ Ise self regdalia& ieads govt 
Regdation irrelevant amis reguiate themsclves 

CGSTOMER COMPARATIVE EXPRESSED CONCEEW 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 
Customcr is the number one deholder and driver 
Can \vin awards f i  customer saiisfactim .C 
Need good environmental behavior for customcr satisfaction. 

FlRM MUST EDUCATE CUSTOMER 
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Customer needs to undersrand Dm position in industry 
Hclp customer sith safe product usage 
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F h  leanis fioai stakebolders, public rot single eniie .C 
Disastm ~ ~ ~ . h e r e  in wotid raise public consciousness 

MTERNAL 
COMPARATIVE WBRESSED CONCERNS 

EMPLOYEES AND THE UNIONS 
Concerns with the Uniocis .C 
Employee and peer pressura 
Presnires on emplo)xss hm famiiy d fiicmls .C 
X satisficd ernpkyee is a happy empbees 
F irm disciplines wMkers fm pax eriviroamental performance. .C 
FUm supplies an abundance of inf-OLI for cmpbyce 
Fini  has  ma^- long-tcrm cmplcgxs, many senior stafT .C 
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Part Four: FINAL COMMENT FOR FIRM C 

The major focus of firm C is to satisfy ifs customers. Of the six finns, firm C expresses 
the most concem about customer satisfaction, ccustmer demands, and even an expressxi belief 
in educating the customer than did any other fimi. Firms C and E both exptessed high 
concerns with most of  these faetors. Eanomic concerns, govemment and regdatory concems, 
community concem and interna1 concens al1 wnlred far behind customer mcems for h n  C. 

Fimi C respondents expressed high or medi-um concem with eleven of the seventeen 
indicaton o f  communïty concem. Firm C bel ieves that the community is powemil and cm 
punish the fim and so klieves they w e d  to be pro-active to get their environmental message 
out to the cornmmity. Because the public influences the govermnent, the fhn must satisfy the 
demands of die public. Firm C, alone among tbe six h s ,  exprrssed high belief that the 
community lems from the employees of t h  C, in part because employees are part of the 
community. This is in keeping with the belief that the h is a member of the community as 
well, and so have a respottsibility to make positive contributions to the community. Despite 
this healthy respect for the power of the community, and also the belief îhat public 
expectations are constantiy hcreasing and becoming more stringent, some fim C respondents 
believe that the public is ignorant, passive, and does not care about finn behavior. 

Firm C respondents, in a mannef similar to firms A and B, expressed snong belief in the 
power of their own culture and leadership in driving correct environmental behavior. Four of 
six indicators in the Values / Culture 1 Leadership category were ranked as a high concem by 
firm C .  In con- to the stmg concern shown in that category, the intemal systems and audit 
category was essentially ignored by firm C as a topic of concem, except for the expressed 
belief that spending large amounts o f  money sent a message to the community and others that 
the firm takes ib environmental behavior seciously. Environmental audits, or health and dety  
audits, or audits of customer behavior were aot mentioned as a concem of the firm. Firm C, 
alone among the other fims, expressed the belief that enMronmental accidents can be 
coatained, and that accidents are preventable. Fina C also believes that the fimis should share 
environmental knowledge, and helps other fims with advice and assistance to achieve good 
environmental practice. International awarewss was a concem for fim C on al1 h e e  
indicators and tirrn executives believe that international pressures and standards affect fimi 
practice. 

As did ail tiniis, firm C believes the firm must be efficient and make money, anû rnakes 
every attempt to achieve cost efficiency. Fim C was the only fimi whose employees claimed 
that the fimi had an open cheque book for environmeneal behaviors. High concem was also 
expressed in liability king a hinire economic cost, and that «ivironmental performance 
impacts economic performance. Personai iiability of managers and Board members was also 
mentioned as a concem. Fimi C executives believe in timely environmental behavior as they 
believe that environmental improvements tend to become more expensive the longer they are 
le fi. 



Govemment and regulatory coacem were of minor concem to respondents of fim C. 
Both firms C and E believe that regdation is essentially inelevant, and that the f i m s  are able 
and should regdate themselves. Fim C executives believe tbat indusay Ieads the government 
in knowledge and assists govemment in establishg regdation, and this proves that uidustry 
could be self reguiating FVm C expresseci very Iittle concem relative to the other finns about 
creating a bu€£èr between their behavior and regulation, given diat their behaMor is fs past any 
regdatory requirement 



3.5 FIRM D - THE CASE 

Respondents fiom fim D considers ecowmic and risk - liability factors as the mon 
seriow determinant of its corporate environmental behavior. Government and regulatoty 
influences are seen as major infîueaces as well. Respondents suggest personal values and other 
intemal pressures also infîuence corporate behavior at the fi- as do community and media 
expectations. 

Pressures Identified in Finn D 
1. Economic and Liability 
2, Govenunent 
3. Interna1 Vdues 
4. Communïty 

Part One: PRESSURES 

Economic and Liability Pressures 

Identified economic considerations by firm D respondents are fond in three related 
categories: economic and cost, risk and liability, and investor considerations. 

A priority of fim D management is making an economic retum for its stockholders, 
regardless of the spending that is undertaken to support environmental behavior (D - 1). This is 
seen in the concen given by corporation head office to economic capability, and the setting of 
facility budgets by head office @ - 2 & 3). These head office budgets are taken as given by 
facility management, and are followed closely (D - 4). The balancing of environmental 
behavior with economic considerations is a serious task mentioned often by corporate 
executives (D - 5). Eficiency in facility process is seen as one meaas of improving 
environmental behavior while creating improved overall perfmance for the fim (D - 6 & 7). 
Environmentai behavior is viewed as compulsory and necessary for finn survïval regardless of 
economic retuni, and so any economic retum at all, or even a breakeven COS-benefit, is seen 
as a bonus (D - 8). 

Fim D spends much of its environmental budget attempting to reduce cumnt and 
potential liability (D - 9). The fmn would like to bave no liability at al1 either current or 
potential, resuiting in above regulatory standard king achieved to reduce friture problems 
which could be caused by behavior k ing  only adequate today (D - 10 & 11). Respondents in 
finn D are very aware of potential liability, and also of changing regulatory demands nom 
govemment @ - 12 & 13). This determination of what cumnt khanor may constitute future 
risk or liability is a major driver for environmental behavior. Liability issues and the potential 
economic cost of bad environmental behavior is a huge issue @ - 14). To be clear, 
performance at today's standard may requïre clean-up tomorrow because the standard is always 
changing, and so the prudent manager creates a positive buffer between performance and 
regulatory expectations. 



Investor confidence in the fim is considered to be highly correlated with the fixm 
having Iow liability risk (D - 1 5). Bankea and other financial institutions are believed to have 
concem about environmental performance, and this affects corporate financial ability (D - 16). 
The investors must be taken care of (D - t7), and good envirotunentai behavior is required to 
insure long-term coqorste su~*val  through investor sati~fxti~n and capital financial 
capability. 

Govenunent and Regulatory Pressures 

Goverment regulatory forces are seen by many firm D employees as the largest 
influence on corporate environmental behavior @ - 18 & 19). This perception is shand by 
some corporate executives as well, w i i  one claiming that govermnent demand was the oaly 
driver on the firm for enviromentai performance @ - 20). The corporation makes every effort 
to stay ahead of regulatory and legislative changes (D - 21 & 22) and many regdatory demands 
are in the facility's operating license, allowing the goverment to cancel the license at any time 
for violation or aon-cornpliance (D - 23). Regdation was mentioned as a pressure by al1 
executives inteiviewed @ - 24), and this pressure is even more worrisome because executives 
believe the goverurnent perceives chernical finns as having "deep pockets" and so able to meet 
almost any regdatory requirement (D - 25). Environmental behavior at fim D can be seen as 
attempting to achieve environmental cornpliance in advance of more stnngent levels of 
regdation (D - 26 & 27). 

Some international standards such as ISO 9000 are a driver for improved environmental 
performance (D - 28). Regulatory requirements have a major competitive influence on 
corporate success. International wmpetition is tough because much foreign production has 
lower environmental standards and therefore enjoys advantages created by the lower costs (D - 
29). North Arnerican standards are seen as a b M e r  to competitive international nade. 

Interna1 Pressures 

Both peer pressure and personal values were identifieci by workers and executives at 
fim D as drivers for impmved environmental perfonnance. 

Workers believe they watch out for each other in tems of wrrect environmental 
behavior, and this is identified as peer pressure (D - 30). G d  behavior is demanded £hm ail 
employees, and poor behavior by any individual operator may have repercussions because of 
stricter controls on al1 employees (D - 3 1). interna1 pressures for responsible behavior on one 
another was also mentioned by executives (D - 32). 

Mluencing this peer pressure are the personal values and beliefs about environmentai 
responsibility held by firm D ernployees. Personal values and expectations are offered as 
strong reasons for personal support of environmental enQavors (D - 33). The leadership of the 
firm is seen as influencing al1 employees to be more responsible, and the leadership style is 
seen as king more like a process of example and influence than the force of power and 
authority (D - 34 & 35). Fim D executives express the desire to have no influence whatsoever 



on the environment (D - 36 & 37), although these no-impact desires are often expressed as 
technological challenges more so than as a philosophical environmental "good" (D - 38 & 39). 

Community Pressures 

Economic and Iiability pressures, and govenunent regdation, c m  be seen as non-social 
pressures. Personal values and peer pressure are concemed with technologid and m e s s  
concem more than a social concem. Concem about the communîty has a less direct aad 
consequently more complex impact on 6rm behavior- - 

The community and the public is aot seen as king a single entity speaking with a single 
voice and with d o m  expectatiom about nmi bebavior (D - 40 & 41). These expectatiom 
are also seen as king perceptions and not necessarily nlated to what firm employees consider 
to be reality (D - 42), but this public perception must be dealt with (D - 43). A vocal rninority 
of the community are environmental activists, but these groups are seen as bodi less powerful 
and more cooperative with the chernical fims than they once were (D - 44 & 45). The media 
is seen as baMng an auence  on public awareness but is seen as presenting the chernical 
indushy from a very emotional and non-fact perspective (D - 46 & 47). Regairciles, public 
perception of bad environmental behavior leads to lost credibility in the community @ - 48), 
and so the fim keeps identified and understood constraints fiom the community in mind at al1 
times. 



Part fwo: [NTERPRETATION OF PRESSURES 

Interpretation of Economic and Liabiliiy Issues 

Firm D executives admit tbat not al1 environmental penonnance measutes that could be 
taken are taken, even though regdatory standards are met d l  the time @ - 49). These "extra" 
behaviors are often held up or postponed because of budget c0nstraint.s and tirm D executives 
are fhmk that meeting budget figures arr more important than achieving excellence in 
environmentai performance @ - 50). Facility operaton consider firm D to be a smaller firm, 
and are convinced that d l  fims cannot achieve the same envin,nmenital standards as larger 
fims (D - 5 1). This is partly because small h s  are seen as haWig less manpowcr, capital, 
and technologicd abitity to achieve environmental excellence, but dso becal~~e the larger fims 
are believed to have more to [ose and so are more willi~g to spend time and money to achieve 
higher standards (D - 52 Br 53). One operator expected firm D to eventually chose the facility 
because of unwillingness to spend the required money to maintain increasingiy harsh 
environmental standards (D - 54). Corporate executives shared this perception. Dcfferent fims 
in the chemical industry have different standards @ - 5 9 ,  but government regdators expect 
similar behavior fiom al1 fims regardiess of size or available resources, and this is seen as 
unfair (D - 56). The reality perceived by firm executives is that finn D simply cannot spend on 
environmental performance like the larger chemical f h s  (D - 57). 

Time spent on environmental projects and concems is seen by some executives as 
detracting fiom the real work regarding production by the firm (D - 58). The hiring of an 
environmental engineer was seen as a cost with little hope of recovery (D - 59). Hope is 
expressed that good environmental behaviot may lead to some economic benefit (D - 60), but 
the money spent on environmental performance measures is mod-y seen as reducing liability 
although not necessarily improving process or any other payback (D - 61). Workers are 
encouraged through gain-share to conmute to process efficiency, and this may lead to some 
environmental improvements (D - 62). Management expects to identib and correct al1 
operator enor and thereby improve environmental performance as well @ - 63). The facility 
has ngid controls on al1 opnitors for safety and environkenta1 related behaviors @ - 64). 

F i n  D shares environmental performance information and monitoring of govenunent 
changes with other fims. The environmental officer fhm fim D frequently visits other 
facili tics in the area to compare hiowledge and experience (D - 65). Bulletins are sent back 
and forth to neighboring finns to keep each other abreast of ùehavior or unusual occurrences 
such as flaring (D - 66), and operators share kaowledge infomally with operators fiom other 
plants d l  the time (D - 67). Training for certain health and d e t y  training is available for firm 
D employees at other facilities in the area @ - 68). Finn D executives believe that liability can 
be reduced by participating in joint ventures with other nmis regarding environmental 
performance (D - 69). 

Despite this cooperation with competing fims regarding environmental behavior, 
production of product is the main focus for fim D (D - 70), and the pricing and quality of the 
cornpetition must be met regardless of environmental behavior cost (D - 71 ). Foreign 



cornpetition is Mewed as being out-of-control repding lack of proper environmental 
protection to workers or the community or the environment, but so very cornpetitive on product 
price in part becaw of their environmental irresponsibility (D - 72). 

Fim D spends money to d u c e  liability (D - 73), and an excellent example is their 
rernoval of undergromci storage tanks which were legai and at standard yet were perceiveci by 
management as posing a poteatid liability risk (D - 74). Finn D executives are very clear that 
a catamophic accident of any sort would close their facility pennanently, so al1 pfecamjons 
m u t  be taken (D - 75). 

Customers are mentioned as an economic consideration for good envirotunena 
behavior. Customers expect qiiality products and expct the quality to be provided cost 
efficiently @ - 76). The expectation is expressed that some customers are enviromentaily 
aware and so do not choose product exclusively based on cost but coasider other factors such 
as environmental behavior of the chemical producer as well (D - 77). 

Interpretation of Government and Regdatory Pressws 

Finn D respondents have very mixed feelings about govenunent regulators and 
regulations. Regdation if too mong codd bankrupt the finn @ - 78), so regulation is seen in 
pan as a financial threat to the firm particukrly if regdatory shifts are sudden or unexpected 
(D - 79 & 80). At the same time regulation is seen as fair but very strict (D - 81) because 
govemment is understood as having to maintain pressure on chemical finns for improved 
behavior (D - 82). This faimess is interpreted to be the govemment king reasonable in 
enforcement, by, for example, not "hammering" the firm for a first incident or problem. 
Government regdaton are perceived to be s~~ggl iag  through the various regdatory acts the 
same as the füms are (D - 83), but still with the power to be "unfair" or unreasonable at any 
time (D - 84). Regdations rue in flux and regulatoq change bas been significant in recent 
yem, from general indifference to serious concem by the govemment (D - 85). This sudden 
govemmental concem was pushed by an aroused public who saw the govemmeat esseatially 
doing nothing in the face of chemical finn arrogance (D - 861, resulting in major governent 
response and large change for the chemical indwtry @ - 87 & 88). 

Firm D respondents expect regulations to get tougher yet (D - 891, and this is seen as 
costly to both the firm and the govemment because of enforcement and monitoring costs (D- 
90). Finn D spends money now in anticipation of toughening fiinire regdation (D - 91). The 
firm would prefer self-regdation and this is seen as potentially efficient for both the fim and 
the govemment, although no mention was made of knefit to the public. Self-regdation would 
fit weil with firm D's prefer~nce for stepped environmental behavior change, where 
incremental and sequential change is carefiilly monitored to insure efficient bene& to the finn 
at each step @ - 92). 

Despite the low esteem fim D executives have for some regulatory s W ( D  - 93 & 94), 
regdaton are also extended some sympathy because regulators are seen as k i n g  buffeted by 
unfair and urneasonable demands fiom the public (D - 95). The Canadian regulation and 



regdatory system is seen as superior to the Amencan system (D - 96). The Canadian 
regulatoty system bas irnproved in ment yean (D - 97), and deais with firms in a businesslike 
way, negotiating standards that both the firm and the govemment can live with (D 98). 

The govenunent, dong with the community and the finn is becoming b a r  educated 
about environmental practice @ - 99). The government desires to have a good public image as 
much as the nmi das @ - IO), and so that drives some govemment behavior. Firm D 
executives are convinced that the govemment is  afiiid of the public @- 10 1 ), and too cowardly 
to force better environmeatal behavior onto the public, and so M e s  the easy mute of "picking- 
on" industry. Uperaton also noted tûat although some behaviors were striiy monitored by the 
government, that other behaviors, perhaps juJt as envùonmentally bous, are completely 
ignored (D - 102). Govemment closure of a facility is d l  more Uely because of a health and 
safety violation than for an environmental violation @ - 103). 

The issue of faimess in regdation and erûiorcement was mentioned by both operators 
and corporate executives. The industry is seen as completely sophisn'cated in tenns of 
environmental concem especially when comped to the general public (D - 104 & 105). 
Industry is fm ahead offmers in their concem for the nanual environment (D - 106). The 
chernicd industry generally is also seen as king ahead of most other ind-es, especially 
some petroleum firms in the imrnediate vicinity of the plant @ - 107). Imlustry is more 
progressive and concemed about ecological issues than is the public, in the estimation of finn 
D operators (D - 108). The public is m b l e  to make the comection between product and the 
facility that creates the product @ - 109 & 1 10). The finn believes that it's behaviors do show 
concem for their community (D - 1 1 1). When the govemwit does write regulations to effect 
behavior by the smaller fims or individuals, such as dumping used engine oil down sewer 
mains, the larger corporations are afZected as well (D - i 12). 

Interpretation of Interna1 Pressures 

Finn D espouses mong environrnental values and amueness of these values and 
expected behaviors by both executives and by workers. Some respondents state that the fimi's 
environmental bebavior is more driven by internai values than by extemal factors such as 
govenunent or commun@ (D -1 13). Awareness by worken and by management of society's 
expectation of good behaviot is admitted by al1 to be a driver @ - 1 14 & 1 15). Operaton and 
management are believed to be in agreement about proper environrnental bebavior @ - 116 & 
1 17). Management is seen by the operators as king honest about the environmental behavior 
of the finn @ - 1 18), and are hanh with employees who stray &om ajqxoved behavior (D - 
1 19). Pride in their work is expected of al1 employees (D - 120) and this pride in quality work 
and carefiil environrnental behstvior is pnsmted as a way of life (D - 12 1). Operators carry the 
corporate message of g d  environmental behavior out to the community, and this is viewed as 
being an honest and sincere belief in the nghûtess of the fimi's environmental position (D - 122 
& 123). Production values have been sacrificed at times for safety values (D - 124). 
Operators believe that the firm is worthy of their respect (D - 125), and that this respect for the 
finn is shared by the govemment reglators (D - 126 & 127). Fim D executives acknowledge 
their firm's speci fic responsibility for achieving ptoper environmental behavior ( D - 1 28 ), and 



expect the industry to generaiiy share this seme of responsibility for their actions and 
behaviots. 

Management has grrat trust in the ability and willingness of the operaton to achiwe 
environmental performance standards. Workers are expected to achieve quality tiesuits without 
constant supewision, and are essentially without supervision for sixteen hours pt day as the 
plant operates on a 24 hou schedule (D - 129). WorLers take pride in their work and accept 
this responsibility @ - 130 & 13 1). As well, caretess openitor work nsults in accidents, and 
accidents often resuit in even tighter controls aad guideluies fiom management (D - 132). 
Worken are punished with suspensions ifthey are found to be behaving in u n d e  ways or 
breaking firm guidelines (D - 133). 

Both operators and executives c l a h  greater awareness and knowledge about 
environmental behavior than severai years ago. This includes waste disposal and emission 
releases (D - 134 & 135). with comct behavior king made easier by the presence of the 
environmental engineer on staff@ - 136)- Some operators claim their environmentai behavior 
off-site bas impro6ed over the past few y e m  becau& of the leankg and awareness gained at 
the plant site (D - 137 & 138). 

Fim D has a history of self4sclosure to the goverment, for exarnple the reporting of a 
possible carcinogenic product twenty years ago which bas subsequently lead to substantial 
regdatory changes (D - 139 & 140). This self-govemance continues, wi-th the finn preferring 
to s hut down production rather than flare (D - 14 1 ). Finn D never flares (D - 142 & 143), and 
this because of concem with public perception ofsafety (D - 144 & 145). Overall, firm D 
makes every effort to simpliw their process and behavior thereby making their facility safer (D 
- 146). 

Fim D has set-up reporting tequirements for al1 staff that aie designed to prevent cover- 
ups or unacceptable bchaviors fiom happening @ - 147). Daily reports are expected on most 
operations, and any exceptional observations are sent to head office for funher analysis (D - 
148). Safety, health and environment meetings are mandatory and are ngularly scheduleâ, 
and environmental behavior is discussed and new expeetations expieined in these meetings (D - 
149 & 150). Workers ail have access to environmental information on their e-mail, and they 
are expected to check M y  (D - 15 1). Personal safety monitoring is much tighter over the p s t  
ten years, and allowable leveis ofexposure have decluied as well @ - 152). Al1 management 
of firm D is given a pmonal audit every two years, anci enWonmental awareness and behavior 
is part of that audit (D - 153). 

OveraIl environmental awareness at finn D increased significantly with the 1985 buyout 
of the fim by the present parent corporation, and with the inhision of new management 
personnel @ - 154 & 155)- Operators c l a h  that values have shif€ed over the past sixteen years 
(D - 156), partly because of the presence of the environmental engineer on staff @ - 157), and 
partly because of courses and education programs sponsored by the corporation and the 
govemment (D - 158). Operaton are aware of al1 processes at firm D, and they claim 
knowledge of environmental consequences for baâ behavior as well (D - 159, 160 & 16 1 ). 



Finally, interna1 awareness was idluenced by the chernical disaster in Bhophal in 1984. 
Some large conglomerates divested themrelves of chemicai facilities after Bhophal (D - 162 
& 163). Fim D executives daim that Bhophal did not affeçt their behavior, althou@ they 
certainly tmk stock of their operations (D - 164). One execw-ve is convinceci thst the 
corporation will one day have a catistrophic accident of their own, regardles of d e  practice 
(D - 165). 

Interpretation of Community Pressures 

Firm D employees fel that the community and the public should be concemed about 
the safety of the fim's facility, because chernical plants are dangerous places and accidents can 
happen (D - 166). The finn is interco~ected with society, piutly through of the pemieability 
of the corporete / community boudaries by opetetors and employees sharing both worlds (D - 
167). 

The public is seen as a very powerful force and able to close the facility if they chose 
(D - 168 & 169), yet the community and the public in Canada is perceived to be apathetic about 
the behavior of chemical h s  (D - 170 & 171). Perhaps the public is less concemed now 
becaw the fims are being open and forthcoming when questioned (D - l n ) ,  or perhaps 
because of rapport estabiished with the local community @ - 173), or even that the commuaity 
takes the firm's facility for p t e d  @ - 1 74). 

It is "scary and confusing" to attempt communication with the coommunity (D - 179, 
partly because direct face to face communication with the community is a new demand on 
most executives (D - 1 76). The fim has held open houses and BBQs (D - 177 & 178)- and 
makes efforts to respond directly to community concems @ - 179). Still, the finn makes no 
direct efforts to monitor public opinion (D - 180), and believes that the public has no real 
concems with the facility @ - 18 1 & 182)- Fim D executives also believe that communication 
has to be a two way process and the fim cannot do it successfùlly as a one-way pmcess (D - 
183 & 184). 

The media is seen as confusing and toifair (D - 185), and publishes only the stones 
about chemical fims that will catch the attention of the reader (D - 186). Activists are seen as 
largely inelevant and much les powerfbi than they used to be @ - 187). Activists are now 
much more cooperative with the fim and more reasonable tban they used to be (D - 188), 
although one executive exptessed the opinion that Greenpeace was "out to lunchw (D - 189). 
Public opinion is undentood to be -le and open to manipulation, so attention is p i d  to all 
expressed wncerns as even a few "biased uidividuals can sway public opinion @ - 190 & 
191). 

The finn feels misunderstood by the public (D - 192), and also claims that the public is 
confused, winfonned and emotional (D - 193)- Public expectations have risen over the past 
ten years (D - 194 Br 199, and these expectations are still in flux @ - 196 & 197). 
Expectations from the public for even more environmental controls are seen as unrealistic in 



the current economic clirnate (D - 198 & 199), although these expectations are also seen as 
lightening somewhat recently (D - 200,20 1 & 202). One executive expresseci the opinion that 
the recession was a good thing as environmental expectations on the chernical i n d m  became 
more realistic ((D - 203). The public is unwilling to accept any risk h m  chernical firms (D - 
204). Because some environmental demands are so expensive and M i e  coasuming, the public 
is believed to be getting in the way ofcontinud environmental p g r e s s  and improvement (D - 
205). 

The only answer offered by h D executives to s a t i a  these public demands was 
continued good behavior. G d  behavior is required to stay in business @ - 206,207 & 208). 
Becaw public acceptance of the fim is seen as essential @ - 209); the firm wants an image of 
complete opemess with the public and strives to make that image a redity (D - 210). 



Part Thtcc: iNDICATORS FOR FIRM D 

ECONOMIC 
COMPARATWE EXPRESSED CONCERN 

COST AND CONSTRAWï CONCERNS 
Producùcm is tbe number one priori@- 
Connectioa behvcen large firms with big budgets ônd En\- beh 
Fim mua be efficient and maice nmqmol., cost cfkienc). 
Making is the oniy d v a t o r  
Financial cost of emironmaitai bebatior is huge 
Mus1 Spcnd on environmental bebavior or close dmn 
Open cbeque book for en\.irOnment 
i3enetits f b m  g d  E &via more than &c 
impacts stackhokier COILfichce, finaacial ctmsttaUrts- budgets 
Asare of T m  ocoaomic power in cornmuni@- 

. Med .Hi& 



GOVERNMENT COMPARATIVE EXPRESSED CONCERN 

GOVERNMENT COMPETENCE 
Govcniment ineffective and tocompclent 
indus- wuid be self regulating, leads govt 
Regdation urelewut. f i  regdate tbcmsclves 

CUSTOMER COMPARATNE EXPRESSED CONCERN 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTlON 
Customcr is thc number one stalrebolder and &ver .D 
Cm {vin awards for customer satisfaction .D 
Necd good enviroamental bebavior for c u s t w  satisfaction .D 

WHAT DO CUSTOMERS WANT 



COMMLMITY 
COMPARATWE EXPRESSED CONCERNS 

[MAGE AND PUBLIC RELAïiONS 
F i  have ncgative pubk image- seen as al1 tbe çame 

Fina musc be a good acighbor, contribute to cornm. 
Public rclatioas f-on is critical 
Concem about acthists and media 

M E R N A L  
COMPARATIVE EXPRESSED CONCERNS 



INTERNATIONAL AWARENESS 
bermiaaai pnssuns and awsn~css 
Fiibasanawarnicssofintcinrtionalimdcnts 
h t e n i a t i d  presstires and sbndards affect finn 



Part Four: FINAL COMMENT FOR FIRM D 

Along with finn F, firm D respondents expressed the mon concem with economic and 
govertmental and regdatory pressures. High or  medium concem was expressed with 
seventeen of twenty-five economic indicators, and fifteen of eighteen govemment indicaton. 
Cornmunity and intemal factors also received attention, with customer satisf&ction king  of 
minor concem- 

Cost and constraint concerns was the strongest category rmda Ecowmic concerns for 
firm D. Some employees at firm D expssed the opinion that maicing money was the only 
motivator at the firm, a belief shared oniy with finn F. Some employees expressed the opinion 
that the cost of enviromentai bebavior is huge, but that these funds must be spent or the f5.m 
couid be closed d o m  The finn expressed the opinion that environmental behavior impacts 
stockholder confidence. Many of these opinions were s h e d  with fim\ F. 

Fimt D executives beheve the government is ineffective and incompetent, that the 
industry could be self regulating and that the industry likely leads govemment in setting 
acceptable environmental standards. The film believes that the h and the government fafe 
the same pressures, but respond in different ways. Firm D execubves are alone in believing 
that environmental awareness and technical knowledge drives the govemment to act. Finn 
respondents believe that the govemment is afraid of the public, aad makes it's responses in pan 
so that it looks good to the public. F i n  executives acknowledge îhat the govemment is the 
main driver of environmental behavior in the short terni, and very much controls the timing of 
change driven by regdation. 

Along with firms A and B, timi D executives strongly believe the public is passive and 
ignorant, but also believes along with firms B and E that the communities have the ability to 
intluence government The tim sees leaming between the comrnunity and the fim as mutual, 
with one influencing the other: the community influencing the finn because of it's expressed 
stakeholder concerns, and the fim infiuencing the community because their employees are part 
of the community. 

Finn D respondents were aware of international pressures and of the influence of 
international standards on firm behavior. The finn expresseci concem about cornpetitive 
advantage and the infiuence ofother fims, yet still believes that firms should assist each other 
with environmental information. Intemal fïm culture was an influence on behavior, with the 
environmentai awareness of senior executives suggested as a driver for the creation of a 
res ponsible culture. 

Almost no concem was expressed about customer interests and demands. 



3.6 FRM E - THE CASE 

Four pressures that influence the environmental behavbr of firm E are identified by 
firm respoadents. Economic and fuhue liability consideratioas are giwn heavy weight by Fim 
E personnel. Concem with customer opinion and community concem are also considerai 
major driven, followed by government ngulatory pressures and expectations. 

PRESSURES ON FIRM E 
1. EconomicandfÙtureIiability 
2- Customers 
3. Cornmunity 
4. Govenunent and regdatory 

Part One: PRESSURES 

Economic Pressures 

F i m  E executives understand the chemical indumy as a "dog eat dog" worlâ, with 
custornen continuously demanâing better quality product at a cheaper and cheaper price (E - 
1 ). F i m  E desmbes a quality product as one with low use! risk and with minor potential 
liability, and so works on their system and deliveiy specifically to lower cisk and liability 
potential (E - 2). Executives believe a better system leads to success for ûodi the eutorner and 
the Brm, and so provides both a cornpetitive and liability edge (E - 3). Both lower cost and 
lower potential liability are identified as major objectives for the finn. Risk factors are not 
constant however as new technology identifies unexpected problems with previous practice, 
and this in turn leads to current liability because of previous practice (RN-54). Acceptable risk 
twenty years ago is not acceptable today (E - 4). 

FUm E executives believe that doing the "right thing" does not really cost al1 that much, 
and so is it not worth the risk to not do the "ri@ thing" (E - 5). For example, disposhg of 
waste costs money, so reducing the waste teduces the cost, and also teduces futwe liability (E - 
6). This change of system is seen as a win fior everyone concerned aad incidentaily a win for 
the environment as well. A budget for environmental improvement is enablished from head 
office (E - 7), and this is partly driven by executive awareness of personal liability for 
irresponsible corporate practice (E - 8). 

Fim E offea training courses and awareness semùiars at the plant site, and executives 
and operators believe that chemical plant work is likely d e r  than work in an average 
household (E - 9). Still, this increasing knowledge is a constant as Mer technology identifies 
the effects of chemical proàuct, and this drives fbture regdation (E - 10). An example of this 
increased knowledge is found in products landfilled thirty years ago which have still aot 
degraded even though this degradation was not a concem at the time (E - 11). hcreased 
knowledge and tec hnical abil ity are identi fied as intelligent driven for environmental behavio r 
change. 



Customer Pressures 

Customer satisfwtion is "absolutely" the number one dnver for fim E. Stockholder 
retums, management compensation, corporate action, profits, and research are al1 driven by the 
customer (E - 12). For example, finn E spe~ds over s k t y  million dollars per year on research, 
twice what anyone else in the indushy spends, ayuig to anticipate fuhrre customer poblems 
with the environment and envùonmentai policy (E - 13). The customer pays for this seivice, 
which creates problems for fimi E. Firm E execububves daim the fim is a leader in the industry, 
and also as an educator and promoter of good environmentai khavior to it's customers. 
Customen need to be convincecl that lower product oost o k n  translates into higher potential 
liability, because tbese cheaper products may have side effccts tbat firm E, in creating a more 
expensive product, has already dealt with and compensateci for (E - 14). Fimi E executives 
worry about beiag dropped by customers who seek out the lower priced cornpetitor product (E - 
15). The challenge for fim E is to produce the quality low liability pmduct, and at a 
reasonable price, and then to convince the customers that it is in their own best interests to pay 
a slightly higher price in exchange for reduced fuhire liability (E - 16 & 17). Operaton note 
that some attempts are d e  to monitor customer use ofthe product, but are unswe about how 
successfùi these attempts are (E - 18). Fim E applied for a Melcoh Muggeridge (RN-55) 
award for customer satisfaction last year (E - 19), and are attempting to improve their customer 
satisfaction performance even more this year before applying for the award again. 

Community and Image Pressures 

Both operators and executives at fim E believe that the chernical indusûy has a temble 
historical reputation (E - 20). Incidents like Love Canal with Hooker Chemical (RN-56) and 
Bhophal in india have raised the public's awafeness and concem with chemical facilities 
generally, and especiaily those in close proximity to their own communities (E - 2 1 ). This 
questioning and awareness about al1 firms creates the need for the fims to be good neighbors 
and to be perceived as g d  neighbors (E - 22). The public is also more aware because more 
types of informaton are more easily accessible, and because of an incceased level of education 
and concem generally in the communities (E - 23). The CCPA was set-up at least in part to 
respond to the need for more positive relationships between the chemical i n d w  and the 
public, and the CCPA is seen as a critical resource for continued environmental change (E - 
24). 

The media does not help the firms to achieve this positive relationship with the 
communities. The media is seen as selling ignorance to the public (E - 25). The media does 
report bad practice where-ever it occurs, and tVm E executives believe tbat they must earn a 
good reputation by achieving good corporate behavior (E - 26). The firm was one of ten 
Fortune 500 winnea for most improved environmental penomiance 1st year (E - 27). 

Govemment and Regdatory Pressures 

Public opinion, community awareness, and activist pressures are believed to drive the 
govemment to take environmental action through regdation. Given that historical chemical 
Y 



fim behavior was horrible, and fim E executives believe that some indusûy behavior still is 
homiile, the public do have the right to be concemed and to expect action fiom the govemment 
(E - 28). Firm E operaton believe that the government never backs off, and the increase in 
regulatory control will be a steady tightening of controls but not so harsh as to actually cause 
firm closure (E - 29). Not only are existing standards becorning tighter, but what is actuaily 
rneasured and regdateci is also becoming b r d e r  (E - 30). Executives c lah  that easier 
reguiation is not k i r  g d ,  and that this will not heppen anyway (E - 3 1). Government 
pressures are felt h m  both Provincial and Feded levels (E - 32). 

Part Two: INTERPRETATION OF PRESSUEES 

tnterpretation of Economic Ressures 

Fim E executives make efforts to be future oriente4 and to anticipate frture problems 
both for the firm and it's customerî (E - 33). A waste lagoon was decommissioned on site for 
example, not because there were c m t  problems with reguiation or effectiveness of the 
lagoon itself, because of concem about potential liability givea the experience of most finns 
with lagoons (E - 34 & 35). Similarly, fim E has even closed some older facilities believing 
that it is less expensive to mothball now than in the future (E - 36 & 37). The firm has 
terminated production of certain products when better alternatives were found, even though a 
market still existed for the older product (E - 38). 

These actions reflect the concem of finn E with efficiency and cost effeaiveness. The 
fim has moved to a just-in-time inventory system to reduce the amount of storage required on 
the site (E - 39), and so has lower maintenance cost and capital cost involved in product 
storage. Finn E is a specialty chernical maker, meaning that their pmduct is produced in 
smaller batches, ofien as special orden, and are not bulk production as with other fims in the 
sample. Lower waste because of improved delivery systems results in lower cost for disposal 
of waste both for fim E and the customer (E - 40 & 41), thereby is a cost efficiency driving 
environmental behsvior. Al1 environmental behavior at fim E must be budget4 for and is 
expected to achieve some measure of cost effectiveness (E - 42). The firm is prepared to spend 
large amounts of money to achieve environmentai impovements to the pmduct (E - 43). 
although these efficiencies no longer corne easily. 

Operators believe the fim needs efficiencies in order to maintain it's competitive edge 
while dealhg with tighter regulatory controls (E - 44,45 & 46). Exccutives also believe that 
the firm needs to oprate "miart", and work hard, to achieve responsibility in a cost effective 
way (E - 47). Fim executives believe that learning leack to wocem and eventually to 
improvement (E - 48), and that the firm is doing it cm even though change is slow and 
expensive (E - 49). Recognition for environmental excellence is seen as king a competitive 
edge (E - 50). The quality of the fimils products is believed by executives to be the real 
strength of the fim (E - 5 l), and this quality and dependability of product combined wïth low 
liability results in market share and ultimate corporate success (E - 52). 



Finn E executives make attempts to distance the fim nom other fimis in the chernical 
industry, but with mixed results. The fim is c o ~ t l y  doing damage contml by claiming 
difference from others in the industry mostly by king a specialty producer of liability-fiee 
products (E - 53). but n i I l  rnust defend what the tinn Qes compared to others who may be 
having incidents or spilis (E - 54). Customers mua understand how the tllm is positioned 
relative to others in the industry othenvise they may not cecognize the product quality 
differences (E - 55)- Other h, for example, are stili usbg steel drums for storagc and 
delivery, and finn E has moved at great expense imo staïniess steel tanker trucks and tanks and 
uses very féw drums for delivery anymore (E - 56). The ushg of drums is seen as ody a short- 
terni fiaancial advantage for the other fimu, and confinns to fim E executives that good 
behavior can be expensive and not necessdy appreciated by oîhm (E - 57). Firm E spends 
twi~e the amount ofany other h in the industry on mcarch and development (E - 58), and 
also bas the Itading return-on-investment over tirne for the industiy (E - 59). One executive 
daims that good behavior does not necessan'ly require an economic paybck (E - 60), but at 
firrn E the payback ecoaomic or otherwise wouid certahiy be searched for. 

G d  behavioc is seen as insurance by the firm (E - 61). Providing a low tisk and low 
potentiai iiability prcuiuct to customers is a major pan of the fimi's cornpetitive mategy (E - 62 
& 63). The huge project to shifi fiom steel d m s  to stainless steel tankers cm be viewed 
mostly as an exercise in risk and liability reduction @TS57)(E - 64 & 65), despite the low and 
slow economic payback (E - 66). Firm E believes in identifjing fiitwe and potential liability 
risks and costs, and dealing with them now (E - 67). Even the 25 million dollar closed-loop 
water system at a neighboring facility is seen by finn E executives as a good investment 
because of the total negation of contamination risk down the road (E - 68). As technology 
improves, identified nsks increase in number (E - 69). F i m  E executives are looking twenty 
years dom the road in ternis of environmental projects (E - 70), and feel that al1 finns *Il 
always be held accountable for their behavion (E - 71). 

Interpretation of Customer Pressures 

Firm E tries to meet the needs of their custorners, and attempts to insure that firm E 
products are used respomibly, including the safe disposal of any waste (E - 72). Safe use of 
product extends beyond the plant to the community (E - 73). This d e  use of prduct is a 
shared responsibility with customen, who may have to absorb an extra cost nom fim E, but 
then firm E saves the customer miste and cost fuither dom the process line (E - 74). The 
customer needs the best possible price, aad nmi E execucives believe the customer is tempted 
to ignore quaiity and responsibility aspects of cbemical products in exchange for a cheaper 
prke (E - 75). Firm E has a fonnal custorner feedback system in place (E - 76). 

Finn E audits some subcontractors to be sure that their environmental behavior is also 
responsible (E - 77), and this is al1 part of the fimi's desire for coatrol of it's product h m  
cradle to grave, including cleaning and maintenance of storage and delivery vehicles both on 
and off the facility site (E - 78). 



Ail costs of chemical production, including a cieaner environment and cleaner air to 
breathe, are eventualiy borne by die consumer of the product (E - 79). These costs may be 
hidden in the poduct price, but are stïll ultimately the consumen expense (E - 80). The fim 
absorbs some costs in the short term as customers becorne educated about benefits related to a 
costlier product (E - 81). Executives hope that customen are wise enough to check out the 
environmental benefits and practices of their suppliers (E - 82). othemNYIse they may well 
choose the Iower priced poduct (E - 83). Tighter environmental controls by regulatoa are 
seen as a cornpetitive advantage to the fim. 

Interpretation of hdustry Pressures 

Finn E bas very mixed feelings about the chernical industry. Fim E executives believe 
that the indu- is enviromentally responsible and worthy of respect for their efforts and 
work, and that most CCPA m e m h  achieve high standards of gwd behavior (E - 84). At the 
same ticne, finn E openuors believe that some preMous chemical fim behaviors were truly 
awful and their bad historical reputation is deserveci, and that some fims bave not signi*ficatntly 
irnproved their practice (E - 85). The hdustry is seen as being as concemed with image as it is 
with actwil behavior. Some finns are imspoasible and still have violations of license 
requirements and regdation reguiarly (E - 86). That low level of responshility is not 
acceptable at firm E (E - 87), and fim E achieves much more than the minimum (E - 88). The 
poor behavior of other fims affects the image of fin E however, even though executives are 
convinced that theù own facitity has a ni1 impact on the commm-ty (E - 89). The difference in 
firm or facility size and resources is not seen as an excuse for poor environmental behavior. 
Firm E executives believe that small finns cm also have good environmentai behavior (E - 90) 
even though the larger finns may have more financial resources to upgrade older facilities (E - 
9 1 ). Behavior is panly underiaken because of image concems, as the public cau be terrible if 
aroused The finn's previous good behavior is forgotten by the public when an incident occurs. 
(E - 92). 

The Responsible Care program is seen as a great boon to the chemical indumy. Some 
fitms are seen as needing Responsible Care guidelines and should strive to achieve Responsible 
Care standards (E - 93). Ali firms must meet certain minimum standards to be allowed to stay 
in the community (E - 94). To change public perception about the behavior of chemical fims 
in the long nut, finn E executives believes they should continue Qing what they do aow (E - 
95). 

Interpretation of Community Pressures 

The public is seen as terrified and ignorant of chemical fimis, yet do not seem 
interested in leaming about the different fims (E - 96). The public does not distinguish 
between the firms, so individual firm exemplary behavior may be irrelevant in ternis of public 
awareness (E - 97). The public is uninfonned and uninteresteci (E - 98), and if there are no 
incidents there is little concem. In one sense this suits finn E, as firm executives believe that 
chemical executives are better infomied and more able than the public or govemment 
regdators to nin chemical facilities and should therefore be in full control of their own facllity 



and business. Executives feel that as the f i n ' s  stakeholders bave expmded in number that the 
knowledge and learning of the firm and it's employees has increased (E - 99). The public does 
not speak with a single voice however, and different geographic locations have different 
concems. The regulations and the firm should be in agreement, the purpose beiag to safeguard 
the community and the environment (E - 100). 

Operators at finn E feel that the fimils products are in many cases d e r  to use than are 
ordiaary household products (E - 101)- The public is afraid of chernical plants, yet ignorant of 
products they use themselves tbat may be just as hamiful, if not more so (E - 102). The media 
is @y to blarne for the emotional and ignorant state of S a i n  (E - 1031, as they "blow it way 
out of whack, especially with chernicals" (E - 104). 

Interpretation and Government Pressures 

Both operators and executives in fim E have little respect for government regulaton. 
Operators note that the government is largely ineffective in both regdation and import control, 
either over reacting or not reacting at dl (E - 105 & 106). Executives feel that the 
govement is largely indifferent about the behaMor of the industry or the condition of the 
environment, setting low minimum standards that even poor performers can reach (E - 107). 
This ineffefnveness may be cawd by govemment regdatory positions king smed by second 
rate staff (E - 108). Most regulation is perceivecl as king copied front other jurisdictions (E - 
109). 

Executives in f m  E believe that the industry should be self-regulating (E - 1 IO), and 
that firm E is fully able to monitor it's own activities. The CCPA influences and assists the 
govement in wniting regulation, enhancing the assumption that the iadustry cm take care of 
itself (E - 1 1 1 ). Some believe that the industry, not the community or the govemment, has 
decided to champion the environment and will continue to improve their practice (E - 1 12). 
Despite this concem the CCPA does wt lobby for higher and more diffcult standards so that 
Indumy behavior improves even more. 

The attitude of fim E executives towarci ceplation reflects a conviction of tllm 
superiority. Al1 employees are convinced tbat regulations an gening tougher (E - 1 13), and 
tbat emissions for example will be tightened down until elimiaated (E - 1 14). Regulation and 
standards for acceptable behavior have changeci Awamms of the conseqwnces for bad 
behavior have also increased (E - 1 15), and these consequences include fines or even threat of 
closure in extreme cases (E - 1 16). much less the ecological wsts. 

Regulation and other standards such as ISO 9000 only set the minimum acceptable 
standards (E - 1 17 & 1 18). Most CCPA tinns including h E go considerably beyond 
regdation, and go the "extra distance" (E - 1 19 & 120)- Regulation becomes l e s  relevant 
because the firm operates under it's own principles which are much more mingent than the 
govemrnent's regulations (E - 12 1). The fim alloua an independent CCPA audit for example 
(E - 123, and expects to exceed al1 regulation, inciuding new regulation (E - 123). The fim 
has much interaction with the govemment and the regulaton (E - 124), and executives keep 



aware of pending regulation (E - 125). The fim makes extensive use of lobbyists to keep in 
touch w*h government policy and thinking (E - 126). Executives Rom the fm believe that 
proper envitonmental behavior may prove the ability of the fims to selfiregdate (E - 1 27), and 
thereby escape Eiom the fear of "unreal expectations" when regulated by some outside body (E 
- 128). Finn E operators believe that complete cooperation with the govemment leads to the 
best safieguards for the environment (E - 129). Environmental pcrfonnance will improve over 
time (E - 130), and firm E employees believe that regulation does ultimatefy protect the public 
and the environment (E - 13 1). 

The values of finn E c m  be seen partiy as a reflection of the way the intenial operation 
o f  the plant is handled. Firm E bas extemive retiaining so staff are better able to bande 
superior delivery and service requirements (E - 132), and diis is seen as essentid to ensure 
coinpliance with corporate principles (E - 133). Training is an important element of operations 
at Cimi E, and "that's the way it should be" (E - 134). Other specific behaviors include: better 
controls for handling waste (E - 135); recycling (E - 136); better information to clients and 
othea through Material Safety Data Sheets (RN-58XE - 137 & 138); and better care regarding 
the use of landfilis (E - 139)- The most dramatic change at firm E is the switch over fiom steel 
drums to stainless steei tankers, and although very expensive, this was examined fim nom an 
environmental standpoint, and not the economic (E - 140). Workers are seen as part of the 
community (E - 141), and are the best communkators of fim policy and bebavior to the 
community (E - 142). The workers see this activity as proof that the fim is responsible with 
good values (E - 143 & 144). Finn E also has multiple policy staternents and guidebooks 
which insures informed and aware employees (E - 145 & 146). 

Good behavior including continuous improvement of environmental behavior is simply 
"the right thhg to do" (E - 147 & 148). Firm E executives believe that good bebavior is really 
only go& business behavior, and this behavior creates value for al1 concemed, perticularly the 
nockholders, managers, and customers, and ensures nrni s h v a l  (E - 149). This belief is 
reflected in ail practices and behavion (E - 150). F h n  E has hi11 support for these expressed 
values from their executive staff (E - 15 1), who partly chwse to work for fimi E because of 
these values (E - 152,153 & 154). The values lead to lower risk, and demand a long-term 
perspective (E - 155 & 156). Staff are well aware of the conseqwnces of bad behavior (E - 
157), and believe that bad behavior can haunt the firm for decades (E - 158). Incidents like 
Bhophal were a watershed for the industry, and convinced the corporations of the need to 
operate responsibly in the communities, and to assume a cradle to grave philosophy (E - 159). 
Firm E demonstrates strong corporate values and expects support for these values fiom both 
management and operaton (E - 160). 



Pan h: RIDiCATORS FOR FIRM E 

ECONOMC 
COMPARATIVE EXPRESSED CONCERN 

COST AND CONSTRAlM' CONCERNS 
Production is tbe number one prbercwity 
Connation bnwecn large f'rnns with big budgar and Env beh 
Finn mus; be eflicient and d i e  monq. cost etficienq- 
Makingnwwie'.isk*moti\.ataf . E 
Fiancial cost of enw5mumtal bchavior is huge 
Must s p d  on envuonmental betiavior or close dom 
Open cbque booli fw envVonmeat . E 
Beneftts fhm good E bchavior more ban economic 
impacts stockbolder confidence? finaacial wnstraints, budgets 
Awuc of fimi ecorwwic p . e r  in cornmuni@- . E 



GOVERNMENT COMPARATIVE UBRESSED CONCERN 

FIRM DEALING WiTH REGULATION 
Coatinuous impovemat, p m - a d i v t v ~  b&Ter 
uiterpretation of qukiotl as imputant as regdatioa 
Govt negotiates on regdation, pasoaal histor\. and trust 
Rcport hooestly. rcport cvayllriag 
F h  ruid govemment face the same pressures 
Worried about meeting c m t  ngulatiori, fines for violations 

CUSTOMFR COMPARATIVE B B W S E D  CONCERN 

CUSTOMER SATiSFACTiON 
Customer is the nunrber one stakcholder ad driver 
Can \vin awards for cusumer satisfaction 
Need good enbuoamental behavior f i  customer satisfaaion. . E 

WHAT DO CUSTOMERS WANT 
Customef may sedi the lourst prie 
Recognition for EnWoamaital cxcckcc a compaitivt cdge 



IMAGE AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 
F m  have ncgativc public image, seen as al1 the samc 
F i  must be a goad ~~T d b u i e  to coaun- 
Pubiic relations tùndon is critical 
C o n m  about aaisists and media 

PUBLIC BEHAVIOR AND LNFORMATION 
commwy plIutcs wonethun Ille frmi, ~ d è r t h m r  home 
communie kanis f- w-, ~ ~ Z C S  parrs or- 
Firm le- h n  stakeboldcrs. public riot single entin. 
Disasns anp- in u;orM raise public causc' l o m ~ s s  

NTERNAL 
COMPARATtVE EXPRESSED CONCEWS 

EMPLOYEES AND ïHE UNIONS 
C i m s  with the Unions . E 
Employee and peer pressures .E 
Pressuresoaanplaq'ecsfiomf~ondfneads .E 
A satisfiod uuployoc is a happy anplayces .E 
F i m  disciplines worlcas forpoorenviroamenisl ~ ~ c m a c l c e .  .E 

supplies an abundance of intormatm fa empioyee .E 
F m  bas many hg-tcnn unpIoyees, nian'. senior stafT .E 



OTHER F W S  
Insecurity and uiferim-ty cunpk about other f h s  
Heip o k r  fim. with environmatal advice and hclp 
Best richievernent by aay firm ShOUld  et new standard 
Pressures 6om other T m ,  canpetitîve ~~ 
M m  pressure on 1- fimis bcicaiisc small fii tack S 



Part Four: FINAL COMMENT FOR FJRM E 

Along with firm C, fim E respondents consider customer concem as the most 
significant pressure on their environmental performance. Eight of nîne categories regarding 
customers mnked as high or medium in expressed concern for responâents fiom 6nn E. 
Economic concems are the second most serious conam, closely followed by community, 
internal concems, and govemment. 

The customer is identified as the number one dceholder and driver for environmental 
action. Finn E was the only finn of the six tbat expessed any concem at al1 about winnïog 
awards for it's customer satisfaction raakings. Finn E was the oniy tirm who expresseâ a high 
beliefthat a qudity product and a lower prke was the r d  strength of the fim, although this 
was a medium concem of finn C as well. Along with firm C again, fim E expressed high 
concem with the need to convince the customet about the relative position of the fim in the 
industry, and also the desire to help the customer with d e  product usage. The fear that 
customen would seek the lowest pcice regardes of quality is a medium concem for firms E. 

Economic concems were of major concern for firm E. Fim E employees were alone in 
expressing the high conviction diat king pro-active was not expensive. The firm also believes 
that efficiency in environmental spending is required, and that any needed improvement oniy 
becomes more expensive over tirne. Along with finn F, firm E practices risk management 
because of their awareness of liability issues. Along with firm C, fim E believes that liability 
is a fiiture economic cost, and that environmental behavioi impacts economic performance. 
This is consistent with the customer focus of the fim, as perceived bad behavior by the fim 
translates into consumer punishments such as boycotts. Better internal systems of process 
management assist in achieving lower liability Although the c ~ a  of environmental behavior 
is huge, lack of environmental behavior impacts stockholder confidence. 

The firm believes that the community influences the govenunent, and so the f rm 
attempts to be seen as a good neighbor. The public sets the ultimate standards for industcy, and 
the f i n  attempts to keep the public satisfied and answer their concems. An unhappy 
community can punish the fim. Fim E respondents betieve that al1 fims bave a negative 
public image, and is concerned about activists and the media, yet the promotion of a public 
relations fiinction was not rnentiond The finn also believes that the firms generaliy have 
superior performance compareci to the communities and that the communities leam from the 
finn. Finally, firm E leanis h m  it's staiceholders, and sees the communities and îhe publics as 
a broad spectrum of differing opinions and needs, md certainly not as a sùigle entity. 

Little concem was expressed by firm E nspondents about employees or Unions. 
TechnologicaI changes received more interest as technology allows change and improvement, 
but the finn also believes that the best environmental projects have already been done. Interest 
in other firms was expressed, and finn E respondents believe the best achievement ofany finn 
should become the new industry standard- Environmentai behavior as a cornpetitive advantage 
was also mentioned by firms E, D and F. Executives believe the fimi's focus is more long term 
than in previous yean, and conviction was expressed that leadership, fim culture and persona1 



values have an influence on fim behavior- Finn E executives are interestcd in the fim king a 
mode1 for the industfy, following the guidelines laid out by Responsible Care and the CCPA. 
Spending large sums-of money sen& a message to employees, communities and others. F i m  
executives expressed more concem about monitoring the behavior of supplien to conforni with 
wise environmentai ôehavior than any other fimi- The fkn  audits it's own safety, heaith and 
environmental behavior as well- 

F i m  E executives and operators express rernarkably Little concem with regdation and 
govemment power- Firm E expresxd littie interest ~garding goverment and regulatory 
controls. Fim respondents are convincd that the govemment i s  W d  of the public, yet wants 
to look good to thïs same public. Economïc concerns dominate govemment agendas, and this 
partly explains the incornpetence and ineffectiveness of the govemment in dealing with 
environmental matten. The industq leads govemment in awareness and d i e  practice, and 
finn E executives believe the industry could be self reguiating. 



Executïves and operators identifi four pressures that influence the environmentai 
behavior of finn F. Govemment and ngulatory pressures are seen as the p m o t  pressure 
for achieving certain enviromnerital standards, closely followed by economic end liabüity 
pressures. intemal coipomte influences are l8tgeIy dnvea by the perception of finn executives 
that the fim lags bebind others in the viciaity. The community is discussed at length, but is not 
seen to be a pressure that influences timi behavior dùectiy. 

Pressures Identified in Firm F: 
1. Govemment and Regulation 
2. Economic and Liability Concems 
3. interna1 Corporate Influences 
4. CommUNty 

Part One: PRESSURES 

Govemment and Regulation 

Regulation is ciaimed as the main influence on environmental behavior in f m  F (F - 
1 ). These regulations include the health, safety, and environmental regdations as well as the 
license approvals for the operating license (F - 2). There are fines for regdatory non- 
cornpliance, and executives suggest that the benefits of non-cornpliance are simply not worth 
the aggravation ftom regdators. Some of these regulations, and particularly the operating 
license requirements, are seen as forcing a short-tem focus ont0 the fimi (F - 3). The scope of 
licensing is also broaiening, with the government now demanding coprate communication 
and participatory discussion with the local communities prior to license approvals (F - 4). 

Finn F executives are very clear that the govemment is very much in charge and control 
of the regdatory pmcess (F - 5)- The pressures on the fim and on government are seen as 
being very similar, and so the governent and the firm respond to the same pressues but in 
different ways (F - 6). Firm executives suggest that the main fwictioa of government members 
is to get themselves reelected The overall political awareness of the govenunent is the main 
deteminant of regdation, and this in tum pushes the fimi to changed behaviors (F - 7). 
Regulation is constantly chatiging and becoming harsher (F - 8), and firm employees make 
huge efforts to achieve cornpliance and also to maintain a buffet baween fkm behavior and the 
regdatory standards (F - 9). Lawyea now have more say about the Qafting of legislation (F - 
10 & 1 1). The ultimate keat  fiom govemment is the closure of the facility, but corporate 
executives do not see this as a feasible option even with the legalistic bent that the newer 
regdations have taken (F - 12). 

Economic and Liability Concems 

nie second major pressure for improved environmental behavior is identitied by fim F 
respondents employees as financial. Firm F is in business to make money (F -1 3), and it is 



clear that economic return and financial issues loom larger than any social pressures (F -14). 
The balance between environmental benefit and economic cost is well undetstood (F -15), with 
corporate executives clearly undemding that dl envifonmental behavior is budgeted arowid 
achieving adequate stockholder rehinis (F - 16 â17). In good profit years more money can be 
budgeted for environmentai behavior (F - 18 & 19). Even finding money for specific aew 
equipment with proven efficiency benefits is dependent on each Mit achieving set fiaancial 
goals (F - 20). Firm F is coastraiaed by financial ability, and needed environmental khavior is 
uaderstood as a tradeoff between stockholder returns and improved levels of performance (F - 
2 1 ). Some environmental behavior is seen as cost efficient, lad this allom some fteedom in 
budgethg for more environmental initiatives (F - 22). The finn has a strong growth 
orientation, and expensive environmentai programs are understood to wnstrain this growth (F - 
23). 

Firm F executives acknowledge that the environmental behavior of other fims affects 
the behavior of the firm (F - 24). This is seen as somewhat udair as most other films have a 
larger consumer interest whiie fim F is in a bulk and wholesale type business (F - 25 & 26). 

Awareness of personal Iiability is mentioned as a &ver for concem about 
environmental behavior (F - 27). 

intemal Pressures 

A major pressure for fim F is interna1 awareness and insecurity around the issue of 
their environmental behavior relative to other fimis in the vicinity- This awareness almost 
amounts to an inferionty cornplex, but is a driver on mrporate behavior. Operators and 
executives do not explicitly identiw this relative awareness as a pressure. 

Cornmunity and Public Pressures 

Commuaity and public pressure is discussed by both operators aad executives at fim F, 
yet they conclude that the public is not really an influence on the firmes behavior. Executives 
are explicit that bey feel no great socid or economic pressure fiom the community (F - 28). 
The comrnunities' inthence is oblique. A change in public awareness can pressure the finn, 
but because the public's awareaess is shared by the fim because timi employees are part of the 
community (F - 29). Although the communi*ty could be a major stakeholder, the public is vey  
passive, and not nezessarily because offaith in the cornpetence of the fimr (F - 30). The fimi 
makes efforts to appease the few community memben tbat do express wacem (F - 3 l), and 
this concern is generally seen as king sincere aithough some memben of the community are 
seen as ideological activists (F - 32). Most commmity concern is h n e d  by health and d e t y  
issues (F - 33). Firxn F executives do want to massure the closest n e i g h h  tbat the plant and 
the products of the plant are safe (F - 34). The aumber one prionty of plant site management is 
the health and safety of the worker and the community (F - 35). Every stockhoidcr has 
expectations of L e  firm, and these expectations may even be conaadictory (F - 36), but the 
firm does not identify itselfas a consumer products fim, and so is not concemed about public 
relations or image issues ( F  - 37 & 38). Firm behavior is affected by the community although 



firm executives downplay this influence, and befieve that community interest in environmental 
issues is declining (F - 39). Acbieving due diligence regarding the environment is the driver 
more than any philosophical position (F - 40), and this is consistent with fim Fs focus on 
economic concem. 

Operators at fimi F express some support for activists because they are perceived as 
pointing out tirm failings and pushing for irnprovemem to the environment (F - 4 1). The media 
is given this same n d  of approval (F - 42). Media infîuence is seen by executives as camying 
economic costs because the media influences stockholders and the &anciai wmmunity and 
this can directiy increases costs if fïrm F is scen as a bad risk because of it's environmental 
behavior (F - 43). The media also infiuences the community's opinion of the chemical industry 
because ofstories about international chemical disasters (F - 44 & 45). 

Part Two: INTERPRETATION OF PRESSURES 

Interpretation of Govemment and Regdatory Pressures 

Firm F maintains slightly higher environmentai standards than is demaaded by their 
license (F - 46). Higher standards are built into the firms environmental behaviw so that the 
firm has a b&er in case of an incident (F - 47), and this is explained by an executive as king 
an ethical approach. The fin is also strict about enforcing expected environmentai behavior 
by employees. The image that is offered by one executive is that although the firm look calm 
and collected on the surface, just Iike a duck they are "piiddling Iike hell" to keep up with 
regulation and expected regulation (F - 48). Forhuiately for fimr F the govenunent is open to 
discussion about the interpretation of the regulations. A change in thinking is evident, with 
govenunent seeking the assistance of the firms in setting priorities for environmental 
achievement (F - 49). Everything is seen as king open for interpretation and negotiation, with 
regulation not king black and white (F - 50). Even expectations regardhg what to report and 
when to make these reports are somewhat confusing (F - 51 & 52). 

Regulations are cbanging, but the govemment is seen as needing the cooperation of 
business to achieve cornpliance (F - 53). Govemment ask for input on pending regdation (F - 
54), either directly ftom the firm or thtough vanous Industrial organkations (F - 55). 
Government attitude toward the firm is understood by firm executives to be afliected by the 
relationship history between the specific firm and the govemment (F - 56). Regulation is 
getting tougher, as is testing, and this is not seen as an unmasonable demand (F - 57). 
Regulation changes have a more legalistic slant than they used to have (F - 58), but perbaps this 
is because most regdations are copied f?om the United States (F - 59). 

Although govemmeat is seen as very powerfùl, govemment is also seen as largely 
indifferent to environmental matters, having an ecowmic focus. Govemment ecoaomic plans 
are even chailenged in the courts for their lack of environmental coacem, as with the Paddle 
River Dam (RN-59), and fim F employees believe that linle happeus becaw of govemment 
environmental concem and intervention (F - 60). The govemment is seen as having a short 



tenn focus, as does the finn (F - 6 1). Govemment respome to community demand may be 
done for image Rasons and may not be the "nght thing" for the envimunerit or the timi (F - 62 
& 63). F i m  F executives believe that govemrnent regdations are sometimes be caught in the 
rniddle between pressures from the community and resistance h m  the chernical fimis, with 
the goveniwnt ayiag to satis@ both forces (F - 64). Standards continue to increase, but 
executives question this continuous regdatory tightening, posùig the pudon "How bad is 
bad?" (F - 65). This question is seen as demanding a relative answer, àepeuding on where the 
facility is located, and depenâing upon whpt other 8Ctivities are undertaken in the Mcinity- Still, 
the govenunent does lay out the d e s  that aiiow operation in Alberta and the firm tries to abide 
by these d e s  (F - 66). 

Firrn F executives take the view that Alberta Environment is "in the driver's seat here", 
and rnakes serious attempts to control the impact of the fim on the community (F - 67). Any 
negative perception by the community is coasidered as an impact, and so must be deait with 
Cornpliance with regdators wodd be easier if various govemment departments and levels of 
bureauccacy within these depaimrents wuld agree on what is expected of the various firms, and 
quit fighting arnong themselves (F - 68). The d e s  of business operation are changïng, and the 
community and the govemment and industry are interactiveiy more conscious of good 
environmental practice (F - 69). 

hterpretation of Ewnomic Pressures 

Economic factors for firm F fdl into two broad categories: risk and liability, and 
efficiency- nie main function of the plant, accorduig to one executive, is to correctly analyze 
and manage risk to minimize any potential impact on employees or the community (F - 70). 
Even with ~ w o r k s  in place for emergency response, nsks have not been eliminated (F - 
71 ). A major ammonia reiease is possible from the facility. Fimi F executives are very 
concemed about their emergency response capebility. One driver for this concen is the 
government, but another influence suggested is fim awareness of global disaster such as 
Bhopbal, which raises the question for executives and operators and communïty rnembers of 
"could it happen here?" (F - 72). In theory, p t  management of environmental risk factors 
could lead to facility shutdown, but closure for a health and d e t y  violation wodd certainly be 
more probable (F - 73). Although most operators are cautious, serious consequences could still 
result fiom a naturai disaster such as a tornaâo, so there is always the possibility of disaster (F - 
74). 

Firm F executives believe that the behavior of theu fim is as good as any other facility 
in the vicinity, though they are not as "flashy" (F - 75). Efficiency in procas is desirad. The 
focus at firm F is on taLing care of their stoekholders, and a new Vice President has recently 
been appointed to be responsible for investor relations (F - 76). Behavior is controlled by 
affordability, which is considered the fiat  test for any behavior regardless of the "rightness" of 
the behaviot (F - 77). Efficiency is essential if the plant is to stay viable (F - 78). Even Dow's 
twenty-five million dollar closeci-loop system is seen to have eventual efficiency paybacb (F - 
79), but most environmental behaviors if approached in a cautious manner can have a payoff (F 
- 80). Even concem with health and safety at the firm can be seen as king a concem with 



efficient and economical operation (F - 8 1 )- Making money is the only motivator for 
environmental behavior at fimi F (F - 82). Operators express the opinion that good 
environmental behavior is done to escape regdatory fines and punishments, and "it just isn't 
worth it" to try to get away with poot practice (F - 83). 

uiterpretation of Internai Pressures 

Both operators and executives daim tbat f m  F is  morc forward lodung than in the 
piin, althou@ this fimin long tem thinking is more f o c w d  on economic planning and aot 
environmental planning (F - 84). The= has been an improved aîtitude and awareaess in recent 
years (F - 85), but the th is still playing catchiip compareci to the other h s  in the vicinity 
(F - 86). The eavironmental staffon site still fiels as though lost ia the finn bureaucracy, and 
this several yean aft« the establishment of the environment department (F - 87). Operators 
believe that the firm will sacrifice quaiity of iife for production values (F - 88 & 89), and even 
operators justi@ this as "everyone bas to have money to live". A fina executive poses the 
relative question of "what is good behavior anyway?", who then discusses "how much is the 
nght amount of environmentai practice" (F - 90), pointing out the futility seen by several 
executives in trying to detennine "ngbtaess" by any system other than ecowmic. 

Firm F employees acknowledge that the finn does aot achieve CCPA standards (F - 9 1 
& 92), which executives and operators both Mew in any case as king vague and widerdefined, 
and king stated more as principles than as standards. Much of the CCPA program is seen as 
expensive window dressing (F - 93). CCPA statements are "motherhood statemems" (F - 94 & 
95), and so are vecy hard to disagree with. Still, the CCPA does set quality guidelines and bas 
an excellent reputation, which i s  seen as a good reason for fim F to seek membership (F - 96). 
The CCPA also has influence with governmeat regulators (F - 97). The current CCPA 
emphasis is on environmental behavior and reporting, but fim F expects this focus to change 
over time and becorne a focus on competitiveness (F - 98 & 99). 

Firm F employees c l a h  that the f h  is different b m  the other chemical fims in the 
vicinity because their main product is prduced in bulk and is organic (F - 100). Firm F 
executives reake that they are perceived to be not quite as g m d  as the other fims (F - 10 1 ), 
and because of this product focus this perception is thought to be unfair. M e r  finns are 
considerably larger and so have larger budgets than is possible for finn F (F - 102). Plus, good 
behavior is seeu as king somewhat relative to the location of the fwility, that is, the closer a 
faciiity is to an ruban center the more criticaily ifs behavior is Mewed, and fh F is located on 
the boundary of a community (F - 103). Fim F executives believe that al1 f inns perform at 
about the same level of environmental behavior even though the fimis promote their behavior 
in different ways (F - 104). Fim F does little promotion of any kind 

Some finns do bave bad environmentai behavior, and this behavior by one or two finns 
colors the public perception of al1 fims (F - 105 & 106). Marginal finns may be prime 
candidates for bad environmental behavior sirnply because they cannot afford better behavior, 
but also may be dnven out of business by the high cost of good behavior (F - 107). 



Operators believe that there is much inertia in management ranks (F - 1 O8), and this 
mitigates against environmental improvements. FUm F has sysiems and processes in place that 
do not discourage poor practice, with operators taking the "casy" way through busy s&i& (F - 
109). Capitai equipment expenditures that would improve both prductivity and environmental 
status are often undertaken because the timi stïîi takes a short-tem financial payback 
perspective (F - 1 IO). Operators are convinced that record keeping regardhg health and d e t y  
and environmentai matters at timi F is absolutely honest, even if the numben are "uglyW and 
makes the finu look bad - the inference is clear that other firms are less honest in their 
reporthg procedures (F - 1 1 1). Operators also believe that a major shift ui awareness and 
coacem is underway at 6nn F because ofnew ownership, the pirchase of a more progressive 
neighboriog plant, and the influx of some management people hm- the other site (F - 1 12 & 
1 13). This shift in management may in tun evolve hto a mon fidine oriented management 
focus for the firm instead of the focus apparent now (F - 114). 

Firm F operators claim the h is not a chemical fim even though tàey produce and 
use chernicals (F - 1 15). The employees c l a h  to be in a different business altogether, or at 
lest to have management whose main concem is in a related business with the chemical side 
of the corporation only being a minor concem (F - 1 16). The fim is in a bulk business and this 
main product cm be reused and recycled (F - 1 17). The fim is m e r  dong in the 
manufacniring chain than some other fims, so CCPA membership is less cntical (F - I 18). 
Neither supplies or customers for fimi F are CCPA members and so there is less pressure for 
firm F to become a member, unlike other fums in the a m  Q - 119). Finn F employees see the 
finn product as safe, and so different fiom the products of the other fims (F - 120). 

F i m  F, despite not identifj4ng itself as a chemical h, is affiliateci w i i  other 
chemical firms for emergeacy response (F - 12 1 & 122). The fim belongs to or participates 
with industry environmental groups such as Alliance for Responsible Environmental 
Alternatives (AREA) (F - 123 & 124). Operators acknowledge that bener equipment would 
lead to lower emissions (F - 125), but at firm F equipment is not replaceci or improved even 
though there is a known enviromenta1 benefit and the equipment is not particularly expensive 
(F - 126). Part of the image poblem experienced by fim F may be self intlicted because they 
do not self-promote as much as the other finns do (F - 127). 

Requirements for testing are soingent and more testing is king required ai1 the tîme (F 
- 128). Attempting to keep up to standards, fh F Fis in the process of developing an 
environmental practices handbook (F - 129), but many fimi F standards are very casual (F - 
130). Environmentai behavior is seen as a subset of heaith and safety (F - 13 1). Still, better 
reporting procedures are being developed with operators now expected to make envuonmental 
reports (r - 132). This is a change from practice of fifieen years ego when neither employees 
mr the fim were concemed about minor releases (F - 133), wmpered to expectations today 
when investigations take place if releases are noted (F - 134). Emissions reduction is a 
constant target, and finn F focuses on the departineno who have difficufty with cornpliance to 
achieve their major improvements (F - 135). This continuous improvement is undertaken 
partly to convince employees that fim F is credible and progressive, but also because required 



by various government agencies (F - 136). Finn F reports everything to the government (F - 
137). All of this reporting and monitoring is sometimes resented by the operaton (F - 138). 

Irresponsible customen can also effect the reputabon of the finn (F - 139), and so the 
finn rnakes sane attempt to assin customer tllms with their environmental problems. 

Finn F bas over eight hwidred W b u t  has a popottionately smaller safety, health and 
environmentai staff than any other facility in the vicinity (F - 140). This leads in part to 
operator skepticism about management's commibnent to safety and the environment (F - 141). 
The fim dws discipline workers for careless wotk and while some see this as king in the 
operators own best interest (F - 142), othecs believe that this discipline works against honest 
reporting because workers are afraid of the disciplinary action that the firm rnight take (F - 143 
& 144). nie posted vision natement ofthe fhn is often not followed by operators (F - 145)- 
and some operators believe the vision statement to be an attempt of brainwashing by 
management (F - 146). 

interpretatïon of Community Pressures 

Firm F executives appreciate that the history of the chernical industry is ugly and 
incidents still occur on occasion (F - 147). An expectation of firm concern with image and 
community communication would seem a logical extension from this history, but this is not the 
case (F - 148). The finn has recently appointed a new VP of community relations, but the dual 
fmction also includes investor relations, which is expected to receive moa of his attention (F - 
149). The firm is doing more cornmunity consultation, partly because this is mandateci by the 
government (F - 150). A Community AdMsory Panel has been established, although partly a 
cany-over fiom the ment acquisition (F - 15 1 ). The most recent move by fim F has been an 
increase in Sdety- Health and Environmental staff  (F - 1 S2), although a cynical employee 
suggests that finn F concern is more about image than actuai behavior change (F - 153). There 
was a perceived shift in concem about social responsibility aRer the takeover (F - 154), and 
improved behavior is believed to protect the fimi first, then the community and the 
stockholders (F - 155). 

Firm F ernployees are convinced that the commun@ is not concemed about the facility 
(F - 156). This could be becaux of the long-term presence of the firm (F - 157) and the public 
response might be quite different is the facility was closer to an even Iarger urban center (F - 
158). Although the cornmuni@ ts passive the finn is not in a vacuum because of special 
interest groups, and employees, and other stakeholdea who dl idluence the fim (F - 159). 
The cornmunity is believed to be more concerned about other firms in the area (F - 160). 
Operators suggest that environmental conseqwnces cannot k confhed within the fâcility 
boundaries (F - 161), and perhaps management ignores the community ody because of a 
combination of arrogance and awareness of the fimi's economic clout in the local community 
(F - 162). Whatever concem is expressed by community members is seen as mostly k i n g  the 
individual concem of some community members, and not the concem ofthe whole comrnmity 
(F - 163). 



The community is believed to be more concemed with economic matters than 
environmental matters (F - 164). The community accepts environmental / economic tradeoffs 
(F - 165 & 166), but is very concerned about economic factors such as jobs and development (F 
- 167). The "correçt" environmental / economic balance is often determined by the individuais 
in leadership positions who are currently working in fh F (F - 168). 



Pint k: [NDICATORS FOR FIRM F 

ECONOMZC 
COMPARATIVE EXPRESSED CONCERN 

COST AND CONSTRAINT CONCERNS 
Production is the aumber one priori& 
COnnection benvecn large finns mith big budgets and En\. beh 
Firm must be efficient and make mcmy. cost eficienq- 
Making rnonq is the or@ motkator 
Financial cost ofenviroamental bcbvior is huge 
Must spend on en\irocu~l~zltal behavior or ciose doun 
Opcn cheque book for environment .F 
Bcnefits fiam goiod E bcbaviot more tbau economic . F 
impacts s(ockhoider&Qnce, fuianciai ccobstrairus. budgcts 
Aware of fm cccwiomic power in cornmuni& 



GOVERNMENT COMPiüUTiVE E-WRESSED CONCERN 

MOTIVATION OF GOKRNMENï FOR REGULATION 
G o v e t ~ l ~ l l t  ahid of publiq nspoods- wants io look goui 
Go,? hpnds-off to envitaimcat, ecociomicconcans 
Env awamcss and tcch lawnivladgeckkcs govt 

GOVERNMENT COMPETENCE 
Govcrnment ineffdve and incompctcnt 
Industxy could be scifcquhing, leads govt 
Regulation inelevant, finas regulate tbenwlves 

CUSTOMER COMPARATNE UTRESSED CONCERN 

CUSTOMER SATiSFACTiON 
Cus tomer is the num ber ont ztakcholder snd driver .F 
Can %in awafds for customr saUSfactr*cm . F 
Need g d  en- bchavior fm astomer s a t i ~ f ~ i a n  . F 

FiRM MUST EDUCATE CUSTOMER 
Customerncedstobeeducstalbyfm 
Customer aeads to rmdcrstand k m  position in induaq 
Hcip customcr HI& d e  product usage 

WHAT DO CUSTOMERS WANT 
Customerma)r~thc~-estpnce .F 
Recognition fa EnviroamCntal eccdeooe a cunperitive edge .F 
Qualih- ~rduc t  and lmtr mice is tbe real strftigth of the fum .F 



COMMUNiïY 
COMPARATTVE WBRESSED CONCERNS 

PUBLIC EXPECTATIONS, PASSMTY 
Public eqmmbs arc caistanily increasiug 
CoaununitycaicaaiEmOStfybesltb,safiiandEcoiKimic 
Public is passive, ignorant, and cbesn't can 
Public is ahid, anoUonal. and amcam art prsoaat 

MAGE AND PUBLIC RELAIIONS 
F i  have negaiivc public image, seçn as al1 the same 
Finn musc be a good neighbar, concribute to comm 
Public relaticms lùoaim is critid 
Concern about aaivisîs and niedia 

PUBLIC BEHAWOR AND CNFORMATION 
Connnuoity poilutes worse than the finn, ftmi d k r  ihan home 
Community learns from employaCs, emp~zes parts oCcomm 
F i  l e m  k m  st;ikeholdffs, public not single entity 
Disasters ~u-bcre in H'OTM raise public conscioumess 

INTERNAL 
COMPARAïIVE EXPRESSED CONCERNS 



OTHER FlRMS 
Lisecurity and uiferiority cornpics about d e r  fimis 
Help other fvms with enviromentai advice and hclp 
Best achievement by ary finn shwld sct new standûrd 
Ressures from other Grms, campetirive advanîage 
More pressure on large fums b u s e  d ûrms lack S 



Part Four: FINAL COMMENT FOR FiRM F 

Firrn F is concemed about govemmem and economic factors. These major wncems are 
followed by intemal idluences and community concems. Interest in customer needs was low. 

Fim F respondents were alone of al1 firms in expressing hi@ concem about meeting 
curt-ent regdatory standards, or even getting tiws for noncanpfiame. The fim also expessed 
high concem for how regulatory legislation was interpreted, and believes that this intetpretation 
was based on governmental-hn mutual history and tna Fünt F executives daim that the 
firm reports absolutely everything to govemment, relevant or not Fiim F strongly believes that 
regdation is the numkr one driver, at least in the short nui, and that govenunent controls the 
timing of regdatory change. Firm F employees believe the govemmeat is &id of the public, 
so wants to look good in public perception about enviromental rnatters. The govemment bas 
a much stronger economic than environmental focus. Finn F execkives believe that the fim 
and the govemment face the same basic pressures from communt*ties and othea. Uniike most 
other firms, finn F respondents did not think that the govemment was ineffective and inept, and 
did not make any mention of the industry king able to regulate itself 

More than any other fim, firm F expressed great concem over the cost and constraints 
facing industry in achieving wnect enviroamental behavior. Alme among the firms, fim F 
executives strongly believe that production should be the number one prionty of any firm, and 
believe that making money is the only motivator for the firm. Aaother economic factor only 
mentioned by firm F is-the economic cIout the firm has in the comrnunity, and so the fim is 
able to perhaps bend certain expectations of the community because of that power. Fim F 
believes certain behavios must be achieved regdess o f  cost, and the driver for this is that 
closure is a real possibiiity without this behaviot- The finn faces reai funcial consûai-nts, and 
part of this is investot need for financiai returns. The nmi feels itself boxed in diat both 
excellent environmental behavior and better than average financial r e m s  are required, and the 
difficulty of balancing these cornpeting demands is seen as challenging- Ail analysis must be 
economic in firm F, as any other analysis is meaninglessy and this means that noneonomic 
benefits to the firm or the community are seem as largely Urelevant. Some strong concem was 
expressed about fmn liability, and personal liability was dso noted as a concem- 

The strongest category involveci with intemal Muences centered on othet fims. Firm 
F is alone among the six firms in expressing feelings of insecurity about their performance 
relative to the other h n s  in the area. This sense of uiferiority is an incentive to impove 
behavior. Firm F executives feel pressures fiom other firms for h p o v e d  bebaviors, and also 
feel larger firms are given more diffcuity becsuse the commmities or the govemment feel they 
can a o r d  extra enviromental khavior. Fim F operators are alone in expressing the thought 
that intemal systems and structures actualiy $ct in the way of improved behaviors. No mention 
is made of intemal audit systems, or auditing the performance of suppliea. Practically no 
mention is made of appropriate behaviors already king achieved 

Finn F expresses little concern about the power of the community, or any sense of the 
need to be good neighbor, having an effective public relations voice, or even concem about the 



media or activists. Finn F believes that ail tirms are seen as the same by the commm*ties and 
that all tim\s share a negative public image. Fim respondents also believe that cornrnunity 
concem is essentially in health, safety and economic maners, and not much regardhg the 
environment. F im F tespondents express little concem with customer satisfaction or neecb 
although some interest was expressed in helping customers to use the firm's proâucts safely. 



3-8 CASE STUDY SUMMARY 

Stakeholder literature (Freeman, 1984) identifies the stakeholders relevant to most 
corporations, and confirmation of specific stakeholders of chcmicai h s  and th& 
expectations of the fim has been achieved t b u g h  the data collection and initial analysis 
stages of this research project Five maïa pressures that affitxt corporate response have been 
identified b m  the data, and these pressures evolve h m  a coilectïoa of stakeholders. 
Understanding of how these pssures are interpreted and understobd by the executives and 
operators of the fim is much enhanced by the deteil of this research, and the comection 
between these stakeholder pressures and corporate bebavior is much cl-- For exampie, 
chemical firms are very concemed about friture liabilities and take action to avoid these costs, 
and thi's is much more specific than a genenc awareness of economic concem. 

One purpose of research is to arrive at generalizations tbat assist in better understanding 
of the fims or the industry involvecl Generalized understanding is reached about the 
importance of various pressures and how these pressures influence and constrain corporate 
choice in chemical fims, but this research was unable to define and descrii a 'typical' 
chemical füm. There is some generic corponite response apparent in the chemical industry, 
but this is limited to such gened beliefs as a broad desire for ecommiic efficieacy in whatever 
endeavor including envuonmental behavior, and gened agreement that environmental 
cornpliance with regdation is very expensive. A generic fim in terms of stated concem about 
certain perceived pressura can be created from the data collecteci (see Appwdur I), and even 
this shortened list of important indicators dws not fit al1 firms, but without a deeper 
understanding ofspecific corporate history, culhue, and local and headaffice leadership 
vision, any interpretation as to the importance and weight given to each of the pressures cannot 
be judged. Factors and considerations iaflueacing corporate behavior can be identified, but 
behavior resulting from these concems cannot be predicteâ 

REVEW OF THE FlVE PRESSURES 

This research identifies five major pressures which are considered important by the 
chemical fims in this sample. Corporate enviroamental behavior may inciude action favorable 
to the natutal environment, but corporate environmental behavior also Uicludes not taking 
action, that is, the pressures may be identified and fec0gni.d but interpreted as king minor, 
and so not worthy of adon Some pressures such as consumer pressure or legitimation by the 
cornmunity which are considend major by some nmis are considered minor by other fms. 
Analysis shows that the various fimis weigh the significance of most pressures in different 
ways, and this research explains these fim specific weightings. 

Al1 six fims identiw economic pressures, regdatory pressures, community pressures 
and internai pressures as major innuences on firm behavior. Firms C and E also identify 
customer concem as a large pressure (see Table 3 in Appendix J). Fims A and B consider the 
community the major pressure iduencing their behavior, and express much concem about 



meeting the needs and concerns of the community. Firms C and E are concemed about 
meeting the needs of their customers and express great concem about image and reputation 
issues as interpreted by these customers. Firm F is mostly concemad with economic and 
regdatory pressures, resents spending money on environmentel behavior and is very serious 
about meeting goverment regdatory compliance standards. Firm D is almost equally 
concenied with economic, government, and community pressures. 

Using the govemment / regdatory pressure as an exemple, the benefit of focusing on a 
single industry instead of several industries is codïrmed. Regdation and govemment 
expectation on al1 six fims is tecbaically exactIy the same, yet the pencentage of expcessed 
concem (Table 3) ranges nom 13.5% in firm C to 3 1% in h n  F, k m  the least important of 
the five pressures in h n  C to the most important pressure in firm F. There are many possible 
reasons for this s p e a d  of expressed concem but one fkctor is that fim F sees itseff to be the 
least proactive of the six fimis regarding environmentai bebavior and admits having the most 
dificulty in achieving cornpliance with regulatioa. F h s  C and E, as well as having a 
consumer focus, both consider themselves indusûy leaders, settuig an example fiir beyond the 
minimum standards set by ~gulat ion The pressure and demands nom goveniment are exactly 
the same for al1 the finns, yet the interpretation of the importance of the pressure and the 
response to the pressure both in behavior and attitude is idiosyncratic to the specific firm. 

ECONOMIC CONCERNS 

The degree of concem with Econornic pressures was evaluated by examining finn 
concem with each of twenty-five indicators (see Appendix G). These twenty-five indicaton 
were categorïzed into three major categones: seven indicaton for 'Efficiencyy concems; eight 
indicators for Ziability' concem; and ten indicaton for Cost and Constraint' concems. ïhese 
categories emerged from coding the indicators, and the indicaton emerged fiom the data. 

Economic: Eficiency concems 

Efficiency in environmental spending and making profit is a goal desired by al1 fimis 
(Indicator 18) and this was the only indicator of the one hundred indicators which was declareci 
a high concern by al1 six fims. The fims are al1 very conscious of the need to produce profit 
as well as product, and the environmental cost to achieve compliance with regdation is viewed 
as an impeâiment to this profit maicing by some of the finas. In several firms, particularly firm 
F, the view about ptofitability and environmental protection is h t  diey are oppsites and that 
good management includes making 'appropriate' trade-offs to create a proper Wance of enough 
environmental behavior while achieving near-maximum retwns. Money must be spent on 
environmental projects and other behaviors (hdicatot 2 l), and the g e n d  coasensus among 
the firms is that enviroamental projects u s d y  do not show a r e m  (Indicator 6). Most fims 
agree that environmental behavior is very costly (Indicator 20), and dœs not even retum the 
capital expense. The firms are unhappy that these behaviors are compulsory within specific 
time hmes instead of king expressed as goals to be achieved at the firm's discretion 
(Indicator 7). Costs of inadequate environmental behavior cm uiclude sanctions on the firm 
for violations of laws or regulations, lawsuits, negative community reaction to proposed plant 



sites or expansions, lost executive time managing environmental issues, lost employee 
confidence, and even penonal employee liability- Most executives are in compliance mode 
and do not acknowledge that short-tem costs might be outweighed by long-tenn benefits. 
Sometimes these benefits are recognued as societal bewnts at corporate and investot expense. 
Ecologicai sustainability is rarely mentioned, and never as a finn respoasibility 

Ecouomic: Liability concems 

Penonal liabiüty, when mentioned, looms large in management consciousness 
(Indicator 1 ). This deta confirms employee aularetless that new environmental requirements 
include i n m d  civil and ch ina l  liability for both individuai and companies found negligent 
or ~ou-compliant Dechant and Altman (1994) cl& this change in regdation requins greater 
environmental awareness firom al1 levels of management, and this data concludes that greater 
awareness is present from operators as well as management levels. Ail fims except fum F 
accept that cumnt behavior can becorne a future liability (hdicator 12), and that a positive 
correlation exists between good economic performance and good environmental behavior 
(Indicator 13). Economic benefits of environmental compliance or proposed modifications are 
rareiy mentioned, but improviag environmental performance i s  viewed by several fims as a 
defensive stance that avoids large fines or other economic costs. Because of liability concems, 
many respondents fiom several finns express the opinion that it is wise to-err on the side of 
caution, and this le& to improved environmental performance, as well as increased pressure 
on other finns (particuiarly supplier firms) for improved quality and safer processes. An off- 
setting factor alluded to several times in the data is that the fuaire economic and regdatory 
requirements on firm performance are so uncertain that the uncertainty itself leads to short- 
t e m  practices and policies. 

Economic: Cost and Constraint 

Only fim C claims to have an open cheque book for the environment, and an 
acknowledgment that the benefits of good environmental behavior are broader than only 
economic receives only modest support (Indicator 22). Pollution prevention is often suggested 
as a win for both the enviromnent and the cocporation. Respondents believe the prevention of 
pollution offen the best environmental solution, and (dike pollution control or mûnent or 
disposal) has a positive long-term economic benefit to the h. Most firms mention pollution 
prevention, but aside from finn B (closed loopwater qstem) were haMng difficulties in 
achieving major pmcess change because of short-term cost issues. Firm F particularly 
maintained an economic focus, believiag that production mis the number one priority 
(Indicator 16), making money was the only motivator (Indicator 19), and that tMI specific 
costhenefit economic analysis is the only meaningfûi adysis (Indicator 8). 

This data suggests that ecological or environmental awareness in a philosophical sense 
is not needed for a fim to be considered pro-active or "'green" regardhg the environment. As 
an example, pollution elimination at source not only reduces waste, the environmental benefit, 
but also saves on waste and so reduces cost, the financial benefit. Traditional cost I benefit 
analy sis is almost always done by the fimi, even though the pollution reduction or elimination 



will likely be '-sol&* as an environmental move- Side benefits of pollution ehination include 
lesser cost for pollution control eqwpment and personnel, and possible escape from 
government regdation, inspection, or interference witb timi management. A conviction that 
massive change resulting in sustainability is necessary by either industry or society to safeguard 
the giobal or lucal ecology was not suggested by any of the firms. A long-tenu environmental 
stance is hindered by the uncertahty caused by rapidly changing technology, and the risks of 
changing regdations bemming either hanher or easier, ammg other factors. Being pro-active 
enviromnentally c m  be viewed as risky as well as expensive. 

GOVERNMENT AND REGULATORY CONCERNS 

Eighteen indicatois in four categones were used to &termine corporate concent with 
government and regdation. The four categories are: 'Power of Regulation* with six indicatoa; 
Motivation of Govemment to Create Regulation' with three indicators; Fim Deatings with 
Regulation' with six indicaton; and 'Govemment Cornpetence' with three incücators. 

Govemment: Power of Regulation 

Four fims express medium or high conviction that govenunent regulation is the main 
driver for corporate environmental action in the short-tenn (Indicator 28) and three of the four 
f ins  believe that govemment controls the timing of regdated change (Indicator 27). Most 
finns beiieve that regulation will get tougher and broader to cover more aspects of emission or 
other standards (Imlicator 3 1). There is no consensus on whether govemment regulation is 
needed in the first place (Indicator 30). Only one fhn expresses the opinion that regulation 
creates a level playing field in tems of equivalent expected behavior for al1 fimis (Indicator 
26). 

Govemment: Finn Negotiation of Regulation 

Al1 finns believe that government and fim interpretation of the regdations talces place 
on a finn by finn bais, with this negotiation largely founded on fim history and reputation in 
t e n s  of compliance, and the degree of trust the government bas in the finn (Indicator 37). 
Two firrns are firmly convinced that interpretation of the regdations was as important to fim 
behavior as the regulation itself (Indicator 36), suggesting that govemment regdation is viewed 
only as a guideline for recommended practice, and aot a staadard to be met without exception 
Costs of compliance with the instailation of pollution contrds is believed to increase over time, 
and so early compliance and pre-regdation cornpliance with mgdation or procedm is seen as 
prudent management by some firms. The finns believe that wntinuous improvement 
(Indicator 35) is more important than any absolute de- of achievement. HaMng an image of 
king  pro-active about enviromentai behavior is consideml by some finns to be more 
important than any specific behavior - that positive attitude toward improvement is perhaps 
more important than performance, especially regarding government interpretation of fim 
behavior. Costs of non-cornpliance are broader than only financial, particularly if interpreted 
by government p e n o ~ e l  as proof of corporate indifference to perceived environmental and 
social benefits. 



Govemment: Motivation of Govenunent 

The govemment's negotiable stance regarding environmental regdations results in part 
in a skeptid attitude on the part of the f h s  toward the shcerity of the govemment regardng 
environmentai programs. Most fim executives and employees believe that economic concems 
are more important to the govemment than are ecologicai concem, and that environmental 
concem will be sacrificed for economk benefit The main &ver for the govenunent is fear of 
the public (Indicator 32), and most firms express the opinion that the govemment wants to look 
good to the public, but that real environmentai concern is of lesser interest to the govement 
than the appearance of concern. 

Only firm F is concerned about k ing  able to meet govement reguiations (Indicator 
40), with most firms expressing low concem about cornpliance and most believing themselves 
to be ahead of govemment regulation and expectatiotl, Most finns have expectations as to 
what new regulation they expect in the near and midâle tena, and some f m s  (firms B and E 
particularly) move to introduce environmental Ünprovements ahead of the other firms. There is 
some cost benefit seen in ternis of less compulsion to meet ememally imposed deadlines, and 
also a notion by some finns of semng benchmarks on theu own tems that the cornpetition has 
to meet on the govemment's tems. The fims cornplain about how rigorous and expensive 
the regulations are, yet they express no great concern about meeting these standards. Further, 
four of the six firms adhere to CCPA standards which are considered by both the firms and the 
govemment as more stringent than the govemment reguiations. nie other two fims daim near 
CCPA standards even though they are not rnemben. These higher standards are seen as one 
means of improving industry reputation with govemment and the public. The conclusion by 
some fin executives is that government is following industry stanQrâs, and this lag appears to 
be accepted by both industry and govemment: as industry raises its own standards, government 
follows with confinning regulation. Cornpliance with industry expectation reduces 
cornpetitive fear between the fims as al1 firms go through the same changes more or less at the 
same time. 

Government: Governent Cornpetence 

The govemment is not granteci much respect fiom the fims surveyed, even king seen 
by some as incompetent and ineffective (Indicator 41). Most fims believe the industry could 
be self-regulating and leads the govenunent in terms of standards (Indicator 42), and that 
regulation is largely irelevant as most firrns reguiate themselves (Indicator 43). Flexibility is 
seen as the benefit of voluntary change, as the individual needs of each fimi can-be evduated, 
and appropriate and cosi-efficient choiœ of methods to achieve tirm g d s  can be chosen by 
each individuai fimi depeading on their own comtraints, capabilities, and interests. These 
comments about the irrelevance of government coneadict earlier statements (riidicators 27 and 
28) that the govemment is the nurnber one driver in the short-terni, and controls the timing and 
rate of chmging corporate envuonmental behavior. This contradiction is a good example of a 
sub-theme running through much of the data, with the espowd stance of pro-active and 
en1 ightened environmental management king  offset by angry and reluctant cornpliance with 



regulated behavior that would not Iikely be undertaken without the extemal govemment 
pressure. 

CUSTOMER CONCERNS 

The three categories of consumer pressun are combiaed in this Oaly fims C 
and E expressed consistent concem with customer satisfaction, a sease ofresponsibiiity for 
educating customers, or even concem with what the cirdomer needed and waated Füm E 
supplies mostly water treatment pducts to other industriai fimis and so is responding to 
specific customer demands for problem solving. F i m  C is b r d y  based and has a large 
consumer poduct orientation. Consumer or customer concens mre mostly aot mentioned or 
of low coacem to the other four fims. This finding was surprishg as customer or consumer 
pressure is often mentioned as an idtutional, resource depndeacy, and stakeholder pressure 
on the firm. This suggests that portions of the chemical industry are in a mature phase, with 
established markets and with custornea for certain products taken as given. 

COMMUNITY CONCERNS 

The section dealing with community pressures is in many ways the most interesting- 
Four categories are found: 'Power of the Communityl with five indicators; 'Public Expectations 
and Passivityt with four indicatoa; h a g e  and Public Relations' with four indictors; and 
'Community Behavior' with four indicators. 

C ~ r n r n ~ t y :  Power of the Community 

Fim F i s  alone in not believing that the community is powemil and able to punish finns 
for bad behavior (Indictor 57). Most finns believe they need the publicst support and that the 
public sets the ultimate standards about expected behaviors (Indicator 54). Most firrns believe 
that pressure from the public influences government (Indicator 5 9 ,  and so ow way to d u c e  
govemment regdation and enforcement of regulation is to reduœ the pressure the govemment 
feels fiom the public. Firm D expressed the opinion earlier (Indicator 39) that the government 
and the finn face similar pressures, and a large part of this pressure is concern about the 
community. Most firms express the opinion that keeping the public infomed is important to 
them (indicator 53), and part of keeping the community satisfied is to answer their expressed 
concems (Indicator 566). This data illustrates that maay business relationships with the 
"cornrnunity" are vague and contradictory, and even âïflicuit to classi@ as relationships. The 
comrnunity is ideatified as a stakeholder by al1 fims. but what this means in ternis of the 
responsibility of the finn to the community is considerably les  clear. 

Community: Passivity 

Although the community is seen as veiy powerful and so able to influence both industry 
and government, the community is also unam-mously seen by al1 f h s  as ignorant, passive, and 
unconcemed about finn behavior (tndicator 60). This is stated with varying Ievels of concem. 
All finns believe the public is ignorant of what chemical finns do, yet this same public is 



believed to be a h i d  and emotional regarding chemical finn behavior. The public is seen as 
ah id  yet unconcemed at the same time. Although the public is seen as passive, fims A, B, 
and C believe public concern is increasing (Indicator 58), and this suggests that the cornmuni- 
has power even though not exercising this power, and so tirm behavior is somewhat concemed 
about maintainhg a cornfortable and quiet wmmunity- Most firms express the opinion that 
grrater community hwledge about the firm operation and technological abi1ity lads to 
greater community confidence about the fimi's operation. 

Commuaity: Image 

Finn B is the outlier in tems of image and public relations coocem, because the firm 
believes the public relations hction is critical (Indicator 64), and is also very concerned about 
the media and activim (Indicator 65). The other fïnns express less concem with commuaity 
image or activist power even though confiornation with any pressure group or government 
agency c m  be very time consuming, expensive, and damaging to prestige. Benefits of 
cooperation with special interest p u p s  that could lead to insights and perspectives that in turn 
could lead to specifics such as cost-cuiting recycling or other efficiencies, was not mentioned 
by any of the firms. Public expectations of chemical finn environmental behavior are believed 
to be increasing. The fimis believe that public a>ncerm n largely emotional and persona1 
(Indicator 6 1). Fim B suggests that public concems are more accurately describecl as large 
concems to a small number of individuals and not the public in general. 

This data shows very little concem or respect by the chemicai fims for activists or the 
media. Interest groups have long been viewed as a source of pressure for organizations 
(Selznick, 1957), and recent research claims that interest groups play a "critical role in 
elevating concem about issues to a level at which there is institutional pnssure for 
corporations" (Greening & Gray, 1994: 476). This sample group of firms is mostly indifferent 
to both interest groups and media, at least at the local level. This suggests the lack of 
organized interest groups or informed media able to conftont the firms about environmental 
behavior. The fims are improving their environmental behavior, but aot even finn B claims 
excellent environmental behavior on al1 fronts at al1 times, and so the possibility of activist or 
media pressure is a real though unrealïzed threat- 

Most firms express the opinion that al1 chemical finns have a negative public image and 
that the differentiation strategies of the individuai fims have largely failed (Indicator 62). This 
being xen  as dl-the-sarne is a perception tbat most fimis are not satisfied with, each believing 
to some extent that their behavior is superior to the other b s .  The firms believe that bad 
behavior by any fim bnngs down the reputatiori of ail the fims. As well, chemical firm 
disasters anywhere in the world, if nported in the damages the reptation of al1 fims 
(Indicator 69). That the public hears of a "chemical spill" and aot a "finn A spillf' or "finn B 
spill" is a cornplaint made by several fims. The local business media i s  viewed as inept by the 
firms, and this is both a help and a hindrance to the finns in that they are neither praised or 
condemned for their environmental behavior. 



Community: Community Behavior 

Community and firm interaction is mentioned by most fims as a minor concem 
(Indicatoa 67 and 68). Most firms believe that their environmental behavior and 
environmentai awareness is superior to the publics' behavior and awareness (Indicator 66). 
Despite the poor envüonmentai khavior of the commun@ and the general uncoacem 
expressed by the public to any fim specüically, al1 six firms see the community as having 
power, even though this power is not exercised 

INTERNAL CONCERNS 

The intemai pressure section has six categories: 'Expectations nom Employeest has 
seven indictors, 'Intemal Systems and Structures1 has seven hdicators, 10rganizational Culture 
and Leadership Vision' has three indicators, Fim's Position' (relative to the other W s )  has 
five indicators, and 'Sustainable Vision and International Concem' has three indicatoa. 

Intemal: Employee Concems 

Modenite to hi& concem is expressed by al1 fimis that empioyees had expectations on 
the firm regarding enMromenta1 behavior (hdicator 71). Executives fiom al1 fims believe 
these expectations fiom employees mirror broader socieîal expectations, and the fÙms feel 
pressure to satis@ these employee expectations (Indicator 73). Little concem was expressed 
about the Unions representing the workers in the unionized fims (Indicator 70), and this 
reflects management belief that Union concem is more about wages and benefits than with 
environmental concems. However, there is a growing awareness arnong operators of the link 
between good environmentai practice and heaith and safety in the workplace. Some concem 
for employee families who live close to the workpiace was expressed by some respondents 
(also see Williams, Medhurst, & Drew, 1993). uicreased pressure h m  Unions regarding 
environmental factors seems possible in the future. Only slight mention was made of any 
health, safety, and environmental connection by the union membea inte~ewed in this 
researc h, 

Intemal: Intemal Systems 

A consensus was oot reached by the h s  regarding intemal audits and environmental 
performance audits. Three firms are sure that spending Luge amounts of money "sent a 
message" to employees, investors, community and govemment that the fimi is serious about 
their environmentai behavior (indicator 80). Several finas believe that social perception ofien 
counts as much as fuiancial statements when investors are judging investment decisions, and 
this encourages more environmental behavior. Only employees of firm F express the opinion 
that interna1 systems and structures at their firm hiadered the achievement of environmental 
objectives (Indicator 81). 



Intemal: Leadership and Culture 

The finns achieve some consensus on inâicators regardhg values and leadership in the 
finns. Al1 finns claimed that their number one priority was health and safety* and creating a 
safer workplace (Indicator 89). which cwtradicts earlier staternents that production is the 
number one priority (Indicator 16). or tûat making mowy was the ody motivator (Indicator 
19), or that govenunent regdation is the ody driver in the short-term. Unlike fiadings fnmi 
other research (Logsdon, 1985), the firms although supporthg the importance of leadership 
vision and commitcnent gave more credit for corporate environmental bebavior to coprate 
culture and history (hdicator 85). F h  A, for example, was emphatic that having long-tenwed 
top management was a major factor leading to longer-tena strategk thinking about 
environmental practice (Indicator 76). Firms al1 self-iâentified themselves as p r d v e  to 
some exteat, or at least to the extent possible given fiaancial wtl~traints (Indicator 84). 
Personal responsibility is dso noted as a driver, with al1 employees expected to share in the 
achievement of environmental goals. The Responsible Care program ofthe CCPA is cited as 
an idluence on management (Indicator 87). 

Intemal: International Awareness 

Most fims express awareness of international incidents (Indicator 9 1 ) and consider that 
international standards and pressures affect t&e fim (Indicatoa 90 and 92). 

Some fims express the opinion that there are technological lirnits to the degree of 
improvement in environmental behavior still available to the fim, and that the most significant 
improvements have already been done (Indicator 93). Most finns believe that technology 
allows for even -ter fim environmental improvement (Lndicator 95), yet the limits of 
technological improvements are fast approaching. 

Intemal: Inter-fi rm 

Firm F was alone in expressing concem ihat the fim's awareness lagged behind the 
other fimis in the environmental area (Indicator 96), but aisa express the opinion that the fim's 
behavior is in fact just as good, and it is a smaller public relations ability that causes the 
perception of lower prfomance. Most hnw express a williagness to share environmental 
information with other fims (Indicator 97), yet also talk of cornpetitive advantage (Indicator 
99). Some finns express the opinion tbat best performance by any finn should set the new 
standard for al1 fims to meet (Micator 98). 



4. t INTRODUCTION OF THE DUAL STORYLiNES 

This research identifies the stakeholders (Freeman, 1984) that are consided 
relevant by the chemical h s  in this sample. Each of these specific stakeholders has 
specific expectation on the firm, and five main pressures th.t affect corporate response 
have been identifiai from the data (see Appendix G). These pressures, althou& generic 
to al1 fims in the sample, are Mewed idiosyncratically and their relevace judged in 
different ways by each t h  (Appendix H and J). To be clear, each finn claims that al1 
pressures are important, but the degree of importance and the actions taken because of 
each pressure, or cumulative because of al1 pressures, i s  diffeient for each fim. 
Undentancihg how these p m s w s  are interpreted and understood by the executives and 
operators of each finn is enhanceâ by the gromdeci nature of this research. The 
connection between interpretations of stakeholder pressures and corporate behavior is 
much clearer because of this research. For example, some chemical fimis are very 
concened about fùture economic liabilities and take action to avoid these costs, yet other 
firms take littfe action although aware of these same Iiability concems. Although 
stakeholder theory has been aware of fim economic concern as a driver of behavior, this 
research raises awareness of potential liability as a more specific type ofeconomic 
concem, and also emphasizes the importance of firm interpretation of these pressures. 

Research ofien seeks generaiization that assists in understanding ail fims in a 
given industry- This research, having identified specific pressures, searched for 
understanding about how the interpretation of these pressures influence and constrain 
corporate choice. There is a degree of generic corpocate response in the chemical 
industry, but although definition of such a 'typical' fimi is possible (see Appendix 1), this 
generaiization is not wful in tems of understanding or preâicting fùture behavior. For 
example, general beliefs are pesent that economic efficiency should be achieved in 
whatevet endeavor is undenaken including environmental behavior, and there is general 
agreement that environmental cornpliance with regulation is very expensive. A generic 
firm in tems of stated concem about cenain perceived pressures can be created from the 
data collected, but this list of indicators mentioned as a concem by al1 fims shodd not 
be generalized to other finas or industries. A deeper understaading of specific corporate 
histocy, culture, and local and head-office leadership vision is required to achieve an 
understanding as to the importance and weight given by each fimi to each of the 
pressures. Predictions about specific fims can be offered (if X then Wrely Y for fim A), 
but making a general predicton for al1 fhms in the sarnple is nsky, and to extend this 
prediction to chemical fims with différent extemal and intemal environments i s  simply 
fwlish. 

Although a consistent storyline regarding environmental behavior was 
aggressively sought in this research, a single storyline was not found among the f i s  
regarding corporate environmental behavior. On the one han& values and behavion are 
expressed that support a vision of environmentally benign behavior which leads to a 



model where the firm consistently and competentiy achieves ever-more-saingent 
environmental objectives. On the other band, behaviors and values are also expressed 
that support a businessas-usual model that is in camptete opposition to these sustainable 
values. The chemical industry expesses values and behaviors for both sustainable 
behaviors and unsustainable behaviors, and these values and beliefs are wnûadictory to 
each other, These contradictions are often found within the individual f h s .  

Two storylines are offered simultaneously by the six finns ia this sample. One 
storylhe is  relatively new, glimpsing a sustai-nable hnue supporthg environmental 
values and behavior where ecological and enviromentai awareness is a major &ver of 
firm behavior. The other storyline foiiows a more familiar route of corporate success 
king evaluated strictly by econornic values and âriven by competitve pressures. For 
convenience in this research these story-lines are t e d  the sustainable behavior (SB) 
path, and the business-as-usuai (BALI) path. These two story-Iines are found in al1 fimis, 
ninnuig paralle1 to each other, and only occasionally converging. This dichotomy of 
paths is not new. 

"We now stand where two coatis diverge .... The road we have long been 
travelling is deceptively easy, a smooth supertùghway on which we progress with 
gnat speed, but at the end lies disaster. The other fork of the road - the "one Iess 
traveled by" - offers our last, our on- chance to reach a destination that assures 
the preservation of ou.  Earth" (Carson, 1962: 277). 

Both storylines are claimed as valued by corporate respondents. 

The balance of this section will explain how these opposing values and behaviors 
are understood by corporate respondents, and how they are explained and dealt with. 
Examples will be offered to illustrate this tandem story-liae for each of the five pressures 
identified through coding practice. 



REViEW OF THE FIVE PRESSURES 

ïhis research identifies five major pressures which are considered important by 
the firms in this sample. Corporate environmental bebavior includes behavior both 
favorable and Mfavorable to the naturaI environment, Corporate environmentai bebavior 
sometimes includes not takîng action, that is, the pressures are identified and recognized 
but are interpreted as king minor and not worthy of action. Some pressures nrch as 
consumer pressure or legitimation by the wmmunity which are considend major by 
some fims are coasidered miwr by other firms- Analysis (see Appendk J) shows that 
the six firms each weigh and balance the signïficance of the five pressures in different 
ways. Each of the five pressures can be viewed h m  the perspective tbat encourages 
sustainable behavbr (SB) and alw fkom the perspective that encourages business-as- 
usual (BAU). These storylines are rarely compatible, and are ofien in direct opposition to 
each other- 

Al1 six f imis identie econmnic pressures, regulatory pressures, commrmity 
pressures and intemal pressures as major influences on fina behavior. Fims C and E 
also identie customer concern as a large pressure (see Table 3 in Appendix J). Fims A 
and B consider the community the major pressure infiuencing their behavior, and express 
much concern about meeting the needs and concems of the comrnunity. Fims C and E 
are concemed about meeting the needs of their customers and express great concem 
about image and reputation issues as interpreted by these customers. Fim F is mostly 
concemed with economic and regulatory pressures, resents spending money on 
environmental behavior, and is very concerned about meeting govemment regulatory 
cornpliance standards. Firm D achieves a balance of concem with economic, 
government, and community pressures. Each firm at least mentions each of the five 
pressures. The SB and BAU story-lines «in be seen as king a continuum from 
sustainable to non-sustainable practice, and although each finn is found on the 
continuum their placement varia considerably. 

Using government and regulatory pressure as an example, the benefit of focusing 
on a single indu- is CO&& Regulation and govemment expectation on al1 six 
firms is exactly the same, yet the percentage of  expressecl concem (Table 3 in Appendix 
J) ranges fiom the least important of the five pressures at 13.5% in f!înn C to the most 
important pressure at 3 1% in finn F. Even though pressures and demands fiom 
government are the same for al1 the firms, the interpretation of the importance of the 
pressure and the response to the pressure both in behavior and attitude is idiosyncmtic to 
the specitic fim. 

The following section analyzes statements made by the respondents in this 
researc h and confms two very distinct story lines. These story-lines are documented 
with quotes h m  Appendix A - F, which are identified by Fim and quote number (ive. A 
- 230 or E - 118). 



4.2.1 Economic Pressures 

The degree ofconcem with Economic pressures was evaluated by examining fim 
concern with each of twenty-five indicaton (Appenduc G). These twenty-five inâicatoa 
can be viewed from the perspectives ofeither enwuraging SB or encoumghg BAU. 

The BAU story-Iine is especially strong when respondents discuss economic 
issues. Economic 'redities' are presented as a giwn that must be satisfieâ before any 
other intensts can be considered. Reality' is true or Mse to the degree that it fits well 
with the dominant economic archetype or paradip (Kuhn, 1%2), and the consequence 
of this 'redit)? is that right and wrong are defmed. within the boundaries of this economic 
paradip. Concem with environmental behavior is seen pady as an over-reaction by 
govemment and cenain community members, and 'reality' may retum as these 
stakeholders appreciate the necessity for ecoaotnic success. Environmental concem is 
seen as a short-tem stom that simply needs to be ridden out. 

D - 199, As I say, maybe the recession was a bad thing, but maybe there 
was some good things. It might swing things a littie bit more to reality. You look 
back in late 70s when everything was distorted. Like, we're going to nin out of oil 
by 1990. There was a huge swing, and now it's son of corne back I think tbat's 
what will happen environmentally. There'll be some over-reaction and then 
things will go back. 

Confidence was also expressed that if higher consumer prices are caused by 
environmental behavior and this becornes apparent to consumen, that public support for 
environmental concems would weaken. Some respondents believe the public does not 
undentand that higher environmental standards will likely translate into higher consumer 
prices. 

D - 202. I think that, overail, we're still going to have the alarmists, we'll 
never get away fiom them. But 1 think it will die because people just won't be 
interested. Like the politician wodt get in because he says: T m  going to get 
tough and make zero discharge for everybocty." People are going to say he canft do 
that. They don't care. They don't want the prices to go up anymore. 1 think that 
the majority see it that way. 

Respondents believe that demands for specific environmental behaviors from the 
cornmunity or govemment shodd not interfere with the fimils primary objective of 
making profit. Rogress is also limited by the human resources of the fim. 

A -  114. It's as fast as we can basically go. ... It's no g d  goodnkrupting the 
business. But f think we've made substantiel progress and 1 think it's as f s t  as we 
can go with the resources we've got And that's people resources. 1 mean with 
some of these engineering projects you can only do so many. It takes time. So 
yeah I think werre doing it as fast as we can to get there. 



Stockholders must be taicen care of  regardes of any other consideration. There 
was no mention offethicai' investon, those who make invesmients in 'green' finns that are 
designed to be good to their bank balance as well their conscience (White, 1995). 

C - 125. Well, we know that unless the stockholders get a r e m  there 
won? be a business- 

F - 16. Weil, number one, corporate profit is the bottom line, and always 
will be. If they are not giving a retum to their shareholders, they are not going to 
be in business very long. 

Most respondents viewed enviro~unental behavior as an expense that retumed 
very little to the company except permission to remain in business. 

C - 126. There's no question that's the challenge. 1 mean, we could become 
the most environmentally fnendly company in the world, and go broke in the 
process. 

Efficiency in environmental spending so as to not interfete with maLing profit is a 
goal desired by al1 fms, and was the only indicator of the one hwidred indicators uiat 
was declared a high concern by al1 six firms (Appendix J). Several fims view 
profitability and environmental protection as opposites. Good management to these 
fimis includes making 'appropriate' trade-offs to create a proper balance of 'enough' 
environmental behavior while achieving near-maximum returns. Environrneatal 
behavior is  seen by many as a cost item with very Iittle economic rehun, resdting in 
demands for eficient operation to offset the cost of environmental behaviors. Trade-offs 
are recognked between good behavior and CO% with 'perfect' khavior likely leadhg to 
facility closure. 

B - 37. W e  have a program right now, the numbers are r o u e  but about a 
ten million doliar emission reduction program on our nitrogen oxide. And there 
is no r e m  for us . ._ 

B - 296. So, there's that conflict of how I'd like to see no emissions to the 
air and water, but 1 probably wouldnt have a job then: Canada is perfect,.. we 
have the cleanest country in the world, but we'te al1 imemployed So it doesnt do 
us any good So, there's always been a trade off. The more you see, the more you 
realize that there are these trade~ffs. 

E - 45. If they (some really small chernical firtns) were complying to 
everything to the letter, they couldn't financidly exist. 

F - 77. So it still goes back to economics. It rnight be the nght thing, but 
if you canrt afford it. that's the tim test. 



Respondents daim that making money is the only motivator for finn behavior. 

A - 2- Money. 1 mean that is why we are here. 

B - 38. 1f itdoesn't make money, it's sot good business. 

D - 93. What's the point of our fim ? What's the point in Dow or Dupont? Itts real 
crass, but to make money. They dont d e  money, they're out of business. 

F - 13, They'ce in there for the rnoaey. 

The coordination of environmental propans is rnentioned as an additional 
expense on top ofactual line item expense for improved environmental behavior. The 
sofi costs of management time and attention are identifieâ as major costs. 

B - 197, But I thllik the people who are making decisioas are stuck between 
"1 think I should do this" and "business is business". Certainly i'd like to reduce 
this emission, but if takes that expense, they're going to say forget i t  Itrs far too 
expensive for what you get out of i t  It goes around in a circle. 

D - 58. When you look at even our company, our top executives are spending a lot 
of time coordinating things. A lot of time and energy spent not nmning the 
business, but defending the business. You take that across al1 businesses and 
thatts a huge cost- 

Given that capital must be spent to comply with regdatory standards, the hope is 
that this capital will achieve some economic payback. The effective and efficient 
process to achieve compiiance is searched for. This process driven strategy is expected 
to achieve competitive cost advantages through saving on ewrgy costs, materials and 
resources, and also to reduce ernissioos and effluents. This is essentially pdlution 
prevention. . 

A-6. Management has said well OK if wetre going to be here another 
forty years we'd better spread out this investment and we'd better do it wuisely. 
And, thatts reaily where the impact cornes in on the business. ... How do we find 
smart ways to do it? 

Again, the environmental expense is seen as a cost of staying in business. 

A - 95, Now-a-days we've k e n  spending h m  our capital budget 
anywhere fiom 30 - 40% every year on environmental issues. Now, thatts a big 
chunk of money. That isn't capital spending thatts going to give you a r e m  on 
your investment. It is just going to keep you in business. 



Respondents agree that environmental projects usually do not show a r e m  and 
that environmental behavior is  very costly. Because of the high cost and the low retunt, 
most believe that the only sensible route for timis to take is to do only wbat is required 
The firms are unhappy that these behaviors are compuisory within specific tirne fiames 
instead of k ing  expressed as goals to be achieved when convenient and costcefficient 
for the fim. An off-setting factor alluded to several times in the data is that the fiture 
economic and regulatory requirements on firm performance are so uncenain that the 
uncertainty itself leads to short-term practices and policies. 

A - 104, Like we're not going to spend any more money t b  we need to 
spend d e s s  we undentand how we're spending i t  

Several respondents noted that regardless of interest, awareness, or desire, that the 
finns can only do wbat is economically faible. Without economïc success no other 
behavior includïng environmental behavior can be undertaken. Most executives are in 
regulatory compliance mode, and few suggest that short-tem costs might be outweighed 
by long-term benefits. Sometimes these benefits are recognized as societal benefits 
although at corporate and investor expense. Ecological sustainability is rarely 
mentioned, and never as a firm responsibility. 

The economic BAU story-line seems ovenvhelrningly strong, yet, the SB storyline 
is also present and discwed as viable. Environmental behavior is clairned by some to 
not be expensive. a 

E - 144. You shake your head sornetimes and wonder why people can't do 
the nght thing. (They say) it costs too much and it's not worth their while. Cost 
shouldn't be a factor. What's a dollar going to do if people are dead. ... 

The main benefit of responsible environmental behavior is claimed to result in 
lower potential economic liability. Costs of idequate environmental behavior cm 
include sanctions on the firm for violations of laws or regulations with die EPA in the 
USA collecting over S 135 million in fines in 1992 alone (Buteau of National Affairs, 
1993). As well, legal liability, property darnage and property loss, negative community 
reaction to proposed plant sites or expansioas, lost executive time managing 
environmental issues, lost employee confidence, and even personal employe liability are 
furthet costs of poor environmental perfiomance (Greem 1994; Kolkini 1994). 
Environmental clean-up COS& are about $500 raillion mudly in the USA, md 
increasing (Wade, 1992). Economic benefits of environmental compliance or proposed 
modifications are nuely mentioned, but improving environmental perfonnuice is viewed 
by several fims as a defensive stance that avoids these fines or other economic costs. 

C - 129. If you think back to the issue of 'fiigitive' emissions, and we spend 
preventive type dollars in doing surveys and let's say it cos& us 6503000.00 a year. 
That's quite a bit of money If have one week where we have to shut down to fix 
that leak, it could cost us a million dollars. 1s the 550,000 an acceptable cost? 



Because of liability concerns, many respondents from several fims express the 
opinion that it is wise to err on the side ofcaution, and this leads to -ter concem with 
SB. nUs dso leads to increased piessure on other fims (@cuiarly supplier fums) for 
improved quality and d e r  processes. Some behavior is undertaken because insurance 
cost is 'ostronomical', and because the h is self-insaued they are unwilling to assume as 
much environmeniai liability nsk- 

D - 75. Well, maybe @ou could find insunuice) if you shopped amund But the 
cost would be astronornicai because the patentid liabilities are astronornical. A 
leaking tank contaminating a water suppiy ... the clean up cost on that alone could 
reach millions and millions of dollars- Then dl the civil litigation that would go 
on for yean. ... So the real leaders in companies saw this developulg years ago 
and said: "1 dont want to be in that position with my wmpany- Let's do things 
now before we get there." 

As well, tinn respondents expect that environmental requirements will continue 
to escalate, and so some behaviors are more economicd now than in the friture. 

E- 36. We just recently closed seved manufacturing plants because they 
were old and provided a lot of Liability and we're going to go ahead and take the 
hit to clean those up today with today's standards versus keeping that plant open 
another ten years and trying to clean it up with standards that are going to be 
enforced in ten years. 

Lessened personal liability is also claimed Personai liability, when mentioned, 
looms large in management consciousness. 

E - 8 .  You know, when you have executive Board mernbers of Fortune 
companies going to jail because they bave not taken a position on the 
environment and knew it. Bata has to be a classic. If you knew about some of 
these things that were king manufacnired and didn't change a thing about it, 
you're criminally liable, and that's a strong statement 

This data confims employee awareness that new environmental requirements 
include increased civil and crimiaal liability for both individuai and companies fouad 
mgligent or noncornpliant, and dùs encourages SB. Dechant and Altman (1994) daim 
this change in regulation requires greater environmental awareness fkom al1 levels of 
management, and this data concludes that greater awareness is present fmm operators as 
well as from management levels. Al1 fims except fimi F accept that curent behavior 
can becorne a hture liability. 

Al1 fims clairn that environmental behavior becornes more expensive the longer 
it is left undone. 



A - 90. Certainly- But in my estimation, which is why we decided to be 
proactive, the longer you wait the more costly it's going to becorne. And yes, we 
have to be drivea by that part ofthe jigsaw puale. ... It's a living thing. 

Early cornpliance and pre-regdation cornpliance with regdation or procedure is 
seen as prudent management by some b s .  This data shows that management does 
recognize sorne normative guidelines in theu mie of satisfjing a &der mge of 
stakeholders than just stocldioldea, even dirough the tam stakeholder may not be wed 
Stakeholder issues are sometimes social issues as mll, and environmental wncems fit 
this categoy. Some daim that the firms should do eveiything in their power to enhance 
and safeguard the environment, and one fh believes that the h s  should have an open 
chequebook regardhg the environment. An adaiowledgment that good environmental 
behavior has brader beuefits than only eçonomic nceives only modest support. 

C - 80.1 wodd say that with health, safety, and environment, it's an open book 
(the Company cheque book). Safety wise, h e  seen some examples. Ifsomething 
is unsafe, something is done about i t  No questions asked, regardless of the 
amount of money. It makes you feel a lot better about what you're doing. 

Fims undertake environmentai behavior while seerching for an economic 
payback. Environmental behavior is often expresseci as a secondary benefit, as little 
more than an incidental to econornic profit. 

A - 7. We have a couple of ideas at the present moment, to recover two 
products that presently we either b u .  or destroy catalyticaily. And uh itfU all 
cos& one of them will be a couple of million, and the other one about six million 
dollars. 1 think we'll get the money for that. OK? 1 think we can build a very 
reasonable case for spending that money. If we can get this to fitition, and I 
think we can, it will do two things. OK. A, it will bring ptoduct to the market 
which hopefiilly wiii improve o u  bottom line and our cost of producing that 
particular matenal, but it will also environmentaily k an improvement for the 
site, 

in this instance the sarne respondent expresses the environmental benefit as an 
argument that carrieâ weight when the economic argument was not strong. 

A - &  So 1 hear the economics, but 1 also tbink there is a different 
attitude in terms of ecommic spending. We just spent six million dollars again in 
recovenng a materid from a by-product, but the plant is up and running, but one 
of the key tbings was, in the justification for diat expenditure, mis not only that 
we could utilize the product within the family in N. Amerka, but also it took 
about fifieen thousand tons of chemical out of the material we're putting down 
our deep well. And that was important, that was stressed quite clearly, that this 
would be removing fifieen thousand tons of a product that we were punching 
down as a soluble product down the deep well. And it was important. That 



helped that project because the economics for that project weren't that wonderful, 
OK in tems of retum on capital and payback. But ir was a step in the right 
direction in tenns of impmving our environmental performance. 

Pollution prevention is oflen suggested as a win for both the environment and the 
corpomtioa. Respondents klieve the preventbn ofpollueion offiers the best 
environmental mlutÏon, and (unlike poilution control or treatment or disposai) has a 
positive long-terni economic benefit to the nmi. Most finns mention pollution 
preventioa, but aside from firm B (closed loopwater system) wece having difficulties in 
achieving major process change because of short-temi cost ibes. 

The fims also search for a competitive advantage- Sometïmes good 
environmental bebavior sets a standard that cornpetitors are then forced to achieve. The 
other benefit of market driven stnitegy is that competitive advantage can be found by 
ecologically differentiatuig a ficms products fkom its competitors. 

B - 170. The other thing is it's good business sense if you c m  set the 
standard, first of d l ,  if you believe that doing thiogs well is goîng to pay 
dividends in the long run and you can set a standard that your competitors have to 
corne up to, then that helps too. 

Certain behaviors have proven themselves as cost savers over time, and 
incidentally improves the company's image with others and with govemment. 

B - 295, Finn B believes that k i n g  veq good environrnentally speaking 
would cenainly improve our competitive edge in the long term. And firm B was 
the first chemical Company which used an incinerator to burn waste 75 years ago, 
and therefore when the first EPA inventory cornes about, in tems of who has the 
least waste stored ... firm B has the least waste stored because we had bumed it 
dl, or we bum the majore of it, and will uatil the nrle changes. If the nile 
changes and as who produced the most, finn B would be way on top. 

Al1 fim believe themselves to be in continuous improvement mode, and in 
continuous improvement cornpetition with their competitors, so havuig a higher rate of 
improvement is also seen as necessary to even maintain -nt competitive position. 

C - 29. Ifyoulre staying flat, you're guaranteed your cornpetitor is getting bettet- 
It's al1 focused on relative competitive position. To stay aheaà, your rate of 
improvement has to be higber than the rate of improvement of your cornpetitors, 
because they're getting better too. So, ifs not a matter of a decision to get better 
. . . So, that c m  really only say positive things for the fiiture. 

D - 71. That's really what we have to do as an indusny, as a cowiay, is to make 
sure that the reactions that we take are to scientific fact and make sure there is a 
right propom'on, othekse we're going to be lefi competitively behind as a 



country. We can't make it- Other wuntries will jump in and make it with much 
more environmental impact than we will. 

The unfairness of slack envinwunental regulation in other nations was mentioned 
by several finns, and the cost ofenvironmental regdation in North Gmerica is seen as a 
com petitive disadvantage. 

D - 72. No, it's North Amencan (envknmental reguiations), and to a certain 
extent it's Empean, but, I dont think it will ever becorne Asian.. There's that 
huge country over the= (China) and that huge potential workforce could make 
lots of products for d cheap ... They will just poiiute the world as we in North 
America force businesses to bewme unviable- 

Awareness of low fonign environmental standards pushes the search for more 
efficient behavior. In the SB storyline, good envimnmental behavior is believed to lead 
directly to economic profit Most f ims believe that a positive correlation exists between 
good econom ic performance and good environmental behavior. 

B - 212. It appears that certainly, in my tirne at firm £3, it pays dividends. 
III ove you an example. Our compensation premiums with tk Worker's 
Compensation Board are at a 40% discount. if we were at the 40% surcharge, 
which would be very easy for us to do by king not a lot worse than where we're 
at, it would cost us two million dollars per year That's direct Cost. But there's 
many other costs associated with that. 

D - 60. There's probably some economic payback (to going beyond regulation), 
but not a return- Its not al1 lost The more mingent your guidelines or 
procedures, the better your operation will be. Kt's not ail lost. You get some side 
benefits fiom it. 

Stockholders are also believed to recopize good behavior as a positive factor 
when making investment decisions, and this encourages SB behavioc. 

A -  124. Now what is happening is that people are saying not only do you 
have your financial but you have your environmentai record What are your 
liabilities? There is almost an environmental baiance sheet and a financial one. 
The way people look at the financial one is  how doesthe environmental ôaiance 
impact that? What is the long tenn liability? 

G d  environmentai behavior has other nonsconomic benefits as well, although 
these benefits range h m  staving off corporate disaster to only a vague assumption of 
benefit. 

C - 13. Itrs bad business to be bad to the environment. You look at Bhophal and 
what that did to Union Carbide. 



C - 37. I would say there's no direct economic benefit but there's lots of benefit. 

The fims conclude that good environmental behavior is demanded by society, 
fairly or not, and that to ignore this dernand ody invites economic ruin 

This data suggests that ecological or environmenal awareness in a philosophicd 
sense is not needed for a firm to be considered pro-active or "green7' regarding the 
environment As an example, pollution elirnlliation at source not only duces  waste, 
which is the environmental benefit, but also saves on material usage and so reduces cost, 
the financial benefit. Traditionai COS / benefit anelysis is almost always &ne by the 
fim, even though pollution reductioa or elimination will likely be ''solci" as an 
environmental decision. Side benefits of pollutior~ elimination inciude lesser cost for 
pollution control equipmeat and personnel, and possible escape fmm govemment 
regulation, inspection, or interference with fimi management A conviction that massive 
change resultiag in sustainability is necessary by either hdustry or society to deguard 
the global or local ecology was not suggested by any of the finns. A long-term 
environmental stance is hindered by the uncertainty caused by rapidly changing 
technology, and so king pro-active environmentally can be viewed as rislcy as well as 
expensive, 

The BAU stoty-line is strong: money is the only rnotivator; environmental 
behavior is mostly just cost; efficiency iç needed in al1 operations including 
environmental practices; do only wbat you have to; corporations need profit regardless of 
any other behaviors; and, society supports economics values over environmental values. 
Most of these support@ factors cm be considered liard', in that a cost for certain 
behavior is real and c m  be counted. 

At the same time, the SB story-line also receives economically based support: 
environmentai behavior is not a11 that expensive; good behavior becornes more expensive 
the longer it is left; good behavior r e d i s  in lower corporate and personal liability; an 
open chequebook is n& for the environment; good behavior and efficiency is the 
same thing; good behavior leads to cornpetitive advantage and higher profits; and, good 
enviromneutai behavior has benefits beyond just economic. Most of these SB supports 
can be coasidered soft and more nonnatively drivea. 

4.2.2 Govemment and Regdatory Pressures 

The BAU story-line is dominam regarding government and regulation. The 
government is seen as indirectly dnving al1 environmental behaviors. 

B - 141. We, I wouid think, often do things because we dont want to drive 
the govemment to corne in with even more restrictive regulations 



D - 20. Essentid'y the only driving force in the end would be govemment. 

Similarly, regulation is claimed as the main driver of most environmental 
behavior. Four finns express medium or high conviction that goverment reguiation is 
the main &ver for corporate environmental action in the short-tenn and three of these 
four fims believe that govemment wntrols the timing ofreguiated change. The extreme 
consequence of non-cornpliance is closure. 

A - 64- It enables your plant to keep operating, b u s e  if you donft meet 
the environmental standards you are closed down, right? ... So you have to be 
concerned about environmentai regulations. 

Cornpliance with regdation and reporting properly to document compliance 
sirnply must be done, and problems with achievhg compliance are reported to the Board 
of the corporation. 

A - 36. Well, ... you've got to be in cornpliance with the regulations. 
Number one, that's a given. If you're not there you're in trouble. So in the short 
tenn the regdators have got to be nurnber one. The first question is "Are you in 
compliance, are your compliance reports in?" So. that's how sdously it's taken. 
Environmental matters are reported directly up to the Board They (the Board) 
know exactly everything that ï've reported to the govemment 

Although al1 fims daim that regulations force behavior, al! firms still clah that 
they undertake environmental action voluntarily to some extent. 

B-31. There's always new regdations coming out It seems like 
everything's tightening up, but that's more fiom the goverment forcing the 
companies to do it as opposed to the companies changing something. 

F -  1 -  1 think most of it has to do with regulation. Like i f  you were 
driving down the meet and they didn't enforce the seatbelt law, you wouldn't put 
it on. I f  there was no one breathing down these guys necks, they probably 
wouldn't spend a dime. So, I would say about 80% is becaw of regulation and 
20% is because they live in the community. Why should we put in a SS00,000.00 
containing pond if we can dump it into the river and pocket that money. 

Governent reguiation is genedly seen as harsh and ULIfair. Regdation is seen 
by al1 as too expensive for both the govemment and the firm 

8 - 186. It would be nice if the govemment would just leave you alone. 
The only way that's going to happen is if you can prove you're responsible without 
them. Itts cheaper for the govemment not to have to do it and it's cheapest for 
you. You do this thing to show that's the direction youfre heading, so theyrre 
happy and they stap out of it. 



The f i n n s  cornplain, on the one hand, about how rigorous and expensive the 
regulatiow are, yet on the other hand express no great concem about theïr ability to meet 
these standards. Funher, four of the six finns adhere to CCPA Respoasible Care 
standards which are considered by ail firms and the government to be more stringent than 
govemment reguiations. The two remainiag firms daim near CCPA standards even 
though they are not members. %me I 5 . m ~  have withdrawu fiom the CMA (the US 
equivalent to the CCPA) because of the cost in achieving Responsibk Care guidelines 
(Buzzelli 1994). Compared to other industries and other members of the community, 
chernical nmis fiel singled out by UllfaV expectation and regulatiou. 

D - 25. It's the deep pocket thing. Oh yeah They must have lots of money. They 
cm afford to make the change. So, we'U make them make the change and hope 
theyll make the world better by this much So, that definitely happeris. I know 
the fanning industry (basicdly is regdation nec) and the other one in Aiberta that 
hasn't had as big an impact as of yet is the oil industry. 

Mixed in with this view of regulation and govemment is another consensus which 
sees the govemment as incompetent and ignorant and in need ofbeing ld Much 
regulation is seen as being driven by politics and not by science or 'reality', and that this 
goverment demand ignores the  CO^ or impact on industry. 

A - 183. The legislatures are nyi-ng to respond to emotional (public 
perception) things. They're under pressure and they don't have the ability to do it 
all. They have to push it on to indwtry to do that st&. It would have to be 
something reaily emotional bécause the politicians would respond to that. 

C - 149. Sure we are (getting more and more regdation) and ib dangerous 
because a lot of the regulation is king driven by emotion and not by practical 
reality . 

D - 84. What they've done (the regdators) in some areas is thefve set up that in 
1990 your emissions were this and you've got to d u c e  them by so much by 1996, 
with no r d  thought on what's the cost or what's the impact. What's the Mance? 
Wi11 it shut the industq dom? The Chinese will take it over and they will put 
saiffout regardiess of the pollution and ten times the worker exposure . 

F - 8. The standards keep ratchethg up and you assume that's based on 
science. In some cases yes, in some cases no. You can't argue that a pwnd of 
something in the environment is bad- The question is: How bad? 

The subjectiveness of political action is seen by some as a potential benefit if 
conservative pol itical trends pull-back on regulation @owd, 1994; Thompson, 1995). 
Most firms believe the industry could be self-regulating. Most firms also beiieve that 
they lead the govemment in ternis of standards, and that regulation is largely inelevant as 



most firms regulate themselves at standards higher than government standards- i n d m  
respondents claim that industry has higher quality and better trained employees than the 
govement, pmly because of wage standards. Respondents bdieve the firms should be 
left alone because this employee quality enables them to have better solutions and 
answen to enviromnental problems. A few respoudents had an aversion to govemment 
employees telling what they had to do. 

E - 108. I think the other view that 1 bave is that I wish sometimes that the 
govemment people were some of the better ones in the industry and they tend not 
to be. ... 1 stniggie with that myselE How do you make the Morrned governrnent 
guys fiordable. You stniggle with tbat 

Al1 finns beiieve that regulation wili get tougher and broader to cover more 
aspects of emission and other standards. Regdation is seen as the outcome of public 
policy debate, and designed to adbss specific problems tbat reflect the intetests of 
society, or perhaps ody segments of society (Buchholz, 1993). in this sense, the 
corporations have no difficulty in identifjing themselves as part of a broader society. 
Although govemment is blamed for unfiair and expensive regulation, govemment is also 
seen as sharing basic economic values with the firm and so is relatively hands-oR 
regarding the environment, p t l y  because regulation is expensive for govenment as 
weH. 

D - 90. Well, 1 think they're (the govemment exploring deregulation) exploring it 
because regulation costs money for crying out loud, be it for us or for the 
govemment. You pass a law, you pass a regdation, you have to monitor it, you 
have to prosecute. ... You have to bang a few people to prove that you are 
serious about that regulation. 1 think deregulation, if approached wisely and 
carefully, couid be g d  

Most finn executives and employees believe that economic concerns are more 
important to the govenunent than ecological concems, and more significantly that 
environmental concerns will be sacrificd for economic benefit Govenunent is seen as 
actively fighting agaiast environmental concems on several fionts. 

F - 60, But have they (the govcmment) ever k e n  successfùlly challenged? 
For example the Paddle River Dam or the pulp mil1 in Grand Prairie or whatever 
it is. It's al1 complained about (by the public), but nothing ultimately ever 
happem. They (the govement) just spend a few miilion dollars in court (and 
then do what they want). 

Al1 firms believe that government regdatory watchdogs together with fim 
employees interpret the regdationsi, and that this takes place on a fim by firm basis. 
This negotiation ts largely founded on firm reputation and history of cornpliance, and the 
degree of trust the government has in the firm. Negotiation with govemment is common 
practice by al 1 fimis. F i m  A discussed the degree of reasonableness afEorded by 



different levels of govenment, with the enforcers of regulation king much more 
concemed with the "letter" of the law instead of the "intent", while legislaton were 
much more 'flexible'. Negotiation allows flexibility in firm behavior, and often translates 
into extended time W e s  for cornpliance. The f ims see this flexibility on the part of 
govemment as reasoaable and owed to them because of their responsible corporate 
practice. The power during these 'wgotiations' is  clearly beld by the government* 

A - 75, It's done on track record, there is no question of that in my rnind- 
Basidly the regdations are written, and if tbey want to smw you they can screw 
you There's nothing you caa do about it- Heh heb. My job et the end of  the day 
is to give them no reason to screw us. 

Two h s  are firmly convinced that interpretation of the regdations was as 
important to firm behaMor as the regulation itself, suggesting that govemment reguiation 
is viewed ody as a guideline for recommended practike, and not a standard to be met 
without exception. 

A - 70. What we tq to do is not say "No no no", but "Let's look at the 
situation. What makes sense?" What do we think we can accomplish? What 
would lend clarïty to what you're doing. We tend to wony more about the 
interpretation o f  how things are written, lets add clarïty to what this really means. 

F- 50. Everything is subject to interpretation, and yeah 1 can buy that. 
This is the twist we can put on tbat, nothi-ng is black and white. And especially in 
ternis of environmental things 1 can see that things are not black and white. 

The firms believe that continuous improvement is more important than any 
absolute degree of achievement on the part of the fim. This irnprovernent is always 
measured against previous behavior and standards, and is never discussed in ternis of 
some philosophical ideai.. 

D - 24. The regulations for the moa part in Alberta are fair. They are very strict. 
You cross the line certainly enough b e s  and they have the power within the Act 
and replations that they cm do ail sorts of thuigs, but that's where the faimess 
cornes in. You don't necessarily get hammered for the fust incident It depends 
on the incident And that's d l y  what it needs to be. If the& sornething that 
could tnily be considered an Act of God, that would be handled differeatly than 
gmss negligence. 

Having the reputation of being pro-active about environmental behavior is 
considered by some firms to be more important than any specific behavior they rnight 
undertake. Ail f i m i s  acknowledge that govemment sets the pace for environmental 
behavioml change. 



A - 190. We should know how to nui ow own business and do it well. 
That's what we're in business for. We've ceertainly always tried to be proactive and 
keep ahead of legislation and 1 think that's a proper stance. 1 think thPt if you just 
sit there and wait for the legislature to tell you what to do, you're going to be in 
trouble. But cenainly, legislation has an eEect on the pace. That t h g s  get done. 
1 think thatvs whete legislation helps both industry and the geaeral public because 
then it sets some targets and goals and says to Industsy: "Well, you can't wait 
forever. kt's get this done by such and such a date. Let's set some timits." 

The govemment is seea as both fnend and fi, and even though regulation is 
usuaily seen as expensive and too harsh, it is believed to be negotiable a d  not as harsh or 
expensive as it could be. Govemment makes efforts to coasult with industry about some 
regulatory change. Several firnis believe bey lead the government both in Lwwledge 
and ability, and so desewe a large influeace in determining standards for the region. The 
firms believe that they shodd be allowed to influence the legislative and regulatory 
process with regard to specific laws and regdation that affects tbmi directly. 

B - 149, Thqhre done an excepionally good job of going out with the 
Round Tables. A codtative and participative approach. Now th& not to say 
that when you tell the government what you thhk ought to be done that they are 
going to adopt it 100%, far ftom it. But they do genuinely go out and look for and 
soiicit input for policy and regulation before they make the regulation. 

B - 180, If there is a regdation coming, a lot of  the big companïes will 
lobby or will sit on those boards that will decide what the regulation wiIl be. 
They're going to try and push the regulation the way they want it. 

F - 54. Yeah, we've had input into h Yeah, we know what's coming. We 
just had a meeting with the government, they're going to introduce fees into the 
approvd process. They toid us they are goiag to do tbis, and we told them what 
we thought of i t  We dont think it's a great idea. 

Costs to the fims of non-cornpliance CM be broader than oniy financial. This is 
particuiarly tnie if interpreted by government persoawl as proof that the corporation is 
indifferent to perceived envimnmental or social benefits. Full cooperation h m  industry 
is expected Most environmental regulation is seen as complex with resultant high cost 
not oniy because of time and money n d e d  to achieve coinpliance but aiso because the 
regulation resticts the firms h m  taking more effective process change to improve their 
environmentai pefiomiance. 

C - 30.1 think what Alberta Environment is trying to do is trying to develop this 
cooperative environment. ... And (they) put a lot of fsith in the industry to be 
open and honest so that there is not as many people coming around asking if 
you're open and honest, but if they do find someone who i s  not open and honest 
they will really corne down hard. As 1 said, even though there are people to 



regulate if they are counting on industry to regulate thernselves based on the 
standards. Sel Gregulatiag. 

The govemment's negotiable stance regarding environmental regdations results 
in some fims king skeprical about the sincerity of the government regarding 
environmental programs. Oaly one firm expresses the opinion that regulation creates a 
level playing field in ternis of quivalent expded bebavior for al1 firms. 

A-  184- And what they tqr to do is ensure that govenunent regdation is 
t a i l od  so that the hdustry can do as much as they con. ... Cleerly this is not 
always possible, but they do try to get a me vision as to what is actuaily 
happening out there and whst Industry cm do, and try to moderate, let us  say, 
what regdation asks. In an attempt to insure that it can be done on a voluntary 
k i s ,  and tbat it will be successful. 1 mean, there is no point in trying to clirnb 
Mount Everest without having the nght M. 

As with the econornic pressures, the storyline regarding government and 
regulation support for SB behavior is weaker than the BAU storyline. in this story, the 
goverrunent is seen as essentially irrelevant in determining the fin's environmental 
behavior, as the fims would undenake these behavior anyway. 

E - 110. (Why go beyond regdation?) 1 would say because we thought that 
there was a need. That we should be monitoring our own activities. That the 
govemment shouidn't have to tell us that, you bow, here are the d e s  and 
regulations of a certain province, and they may be very specific at times and they 
may be very broad, but we should be doing that ourselves. We shouldnt have to 
be told by govemment regulatoa what to do. We shodd be able to know what 
we should do, this is what we feel we need to do. 

Although most firms at least mention the ultimate threat of k i n g  closed by 
government, not one respondent seems to be a h i d  of that 'threat' actuaily k i n g  camed 
out. Finns however have shut themselves down for poor perfomüuice. 

D - 141. That's the extreme- Fear of somebdy else shutting us down isn't 
so much the problem. It's shMng dom that's the ptoblem We dont want to be 
down, that's lost revenue, but we've done it to ourselves. We dont want to shut 
d o m  so we're trying to solve our problerns before they become a shut dom 
problem. 

Firms admit that government attention was the spur that got them interested and 
started on the path of environmental coacem, but some now daim that industry is self- 
controlled and proactive. The incentive is clearly there for the finns to demonstrate their 
concem voluntarily, and the government can then rnake the assumption that fims are 
being responsible, and not regulate them. 



E- 112- I would say it's driven by the industry. As 1 said earlier, the events 
to get the industry to say, hey, we have to impiement something was the first step, 
but now 1 would say it's Mven by the industry. Probabiy took some events and 
some things to get it starte4 but now the industry has taken a hold of it, and 
cbampioned it, and they wiii confinue to go with it 

Industry instead of government leading environmental improvemmt is claimed as 
proven because mon fims are past the minimum standards established by government 
Low concem is expresseci about achieving compliance by most h s  and most believe 
themselves to be ahead of goverment regdation and expectation- Minirnal compliance 
is claimed to not be the fim's objective. 

A - 203. I don't think we have fear of regdation because we're nomally 
ahead of it anyway. 

E - 31. 1 wouldn't say (regdation is getting) easier. ... 1 mean, that isntt 
what we're working towards, to make dungs easier. 

Reguiation i s  seen as easily satisfied by some respondents, and in any case 
regulation is claimed as a benetit to the community and society and so is a good thing 
that the fim should support. The firm's practice is expected to deguard the public. 
Strict environmental regulation is seen as a very effective tool for asswing improvements 
in the environmental performance of business organïzations. 

A - 194, 1 would Say, ovemll, govenunent doesntt do that bad a job on the 
environment and health and safety legislation. Most of t is son of dnven to 
protect you and 1 anyway. 

E- 131. But they (the reguiations) are there to protect the environment and 
to protect the people. The behavior of the fim is there to protect the environment 
and the people. 

Self-imposed standards are believed to be one way to irnprove industry reputation 
with the govemment and the public. The conclusion by some fim executives is that 
government is following industry standards, because as industry raises its own standards, 
govenunent follows with confirming regdation. 

Regdation can be viewed as a promoter of SB in that irresponsible behavior is 
not allowed. Cornpliance with industry regdatory standards duces  ampetitive fear 
between the finns as ail finns go through the same changes more or less at the same time, 
within provincial or national boundaries. Most h s  have expectatiom as to what new 
regulation they expect in the near and middle tem, and some fims (finns B and E 
particularly) move to introduce environmental improvements ahead of the other firms. 
There is some cost benefit seen in terms of less compulsion to meet extemally impsed 



deadlines, and also the belief that setting benchmarks on the fimirs ternis that the 
competition has to meet on the govemment's tems results in cost benefits. 

8 - 181. So, something like the CCPA is to our Avantage because it causes 
our competition to be operating et a similar standard to us. The other thhg too, is 
that most of the Canadian Industry, I thï& that we al1 qree that if we can band 
together and fom our owa kinds of d e s  and regdations and monitor each other, 
because there are bad actors w-thin the chernical iadustry, so in the general group 
it keeps the bad actocs up (to standard) aad the regdators out . 
Most respondents take a cynicai Mew of the goverment, and believe that the 

motivation for govemment action is simply govemment concern with looking good to the 
public. 

A -  191. Govemment wants to pass laws because they want to show, hey, 
werre very much concemed and we're doing everythuig in ow power because of 
the pub!ic perception type of thing. 

Goverrunent work is also seen as difficult, ûying to balance the demands fiom the 
public for both environmental safeguarâs and growth and development at the sarne time, 
and concems ftom industry about having a healthy economic climate in which to do their 
work 

B - 155. They are not going to get elected on a sustainable development 
platform. They wouidn't be (a) able to articulate what it really means and (b) if 
they could it would lead to decisions that would be unpopuiar in the short tenn 

F - 64. ... this is when govemment is juggling jobs vecsus the environment ... 
The government sometimes gets caught in the middle negotiating with the public 
especially now because we have a very public process for lice- renewal, for 
example. So, here they're caught in the middle. Here's the public and here's 
industry saying "well 1 can't quite do that because of these reasons". Those guys 
are perhaps saying "1 dont care". 

nie firms generally believe that the government is not sincerely concemed about 
the environment The govemment is beiieved to be driven by fear of the public. Most 
firms express the opinion that the govemment wants to look good to the public, yet real 
environmental concern is of lesser interest to the govenunent than the visible appearance 
of concem. Al1 respondents believe it is easier for govemmeat to regdate industry than 
it is for govemment to change the behavior of individual citueas or force change on the 
municipaiities. 

A - 192. Well the thing of it is that you're looking at how govemrnent is 
going to be after industry for a long time because it's a way of showing their 
concem wvithout costing any govemment money, and at this gage there is very 



liale more to be gained by bashing industry. At les t  not in the Edmonton area 
But govemment will continue to do it for the simple reason that they want to be 
shown as proactive. Yet they dont want to be spendïng the rnoney themselves for 
some of the municipalities, and they also don't want to affect the average Joe's 
lifestyle. 

D - 101, This gets ôack to the government issue because it's fairly easy to 
pick on an indu- because you get a h u n M  people yellhg at you. But you put 
out regulation that you've got to get your car tested once a year and if it doesn't 
meet it, itls off the rom& you're going to have a whole bunch of people yellhg at 
you. ... It's these people that d l  jump, yell, and scream. The politicians got to 
get himself re-elected The c m  of our society is being a democratic society. 

Several respondents believe diat govemment would pefer to have a hands-off 
approach to environmental regulation- tfindustry ~ a o  keep the public happy then the 
government is prepared to leave indusûy alone. 

A - 214. 1 think they do a pretty good job in Alberta actually, and basically 
what they are doing now is having a hands-off approach to environmental 
regulation. What they are saying is: "Indusüy you go out and satisfy the public's 
dernands and we'll be happy". 

A major belief and concem of al1 fims is that regulation is constantly changing. 
The fims have a fear motive for staying ahead ofthese changing regulatioas. F h s  
regulate themselves hoping that govemment will not feel the need to command and 
control. Because regdations are constantly increasing, the wise manager stays ahead of 
current regulation, partly as preparation for the nea level of regulation. Management 
recognizes that environmentai regulation is everywhere that business is done, at the 
provincial level, national level, at a trade alliance level, and even at a global level. 

A - 66. Legislation has tightened and there's k e n  more of it than there was 
back in the 50's and 60's a d  that1s probably forced some things to happen. But, 1 
think what mos? companies have recognized back in the 80's is that they didn't 
particularly like the idea of govemment telling them what to do or intefiering in 
their business, so most of them decidecl: "Hey, we'd better keep ahead of 
legislation and be proactive in this area because if we don? they are ping to 
come in and legislate." 

D - 9 1.1 thhk that some of it boils down to is to spend the money now and be 
prepared for wbat's coming so that we're sailing when it does corne instead of 
hitting the wall when it tüially does show up. 

F - 9, I think extemal to that, is the push f?om the regulaton, and 
the companies wanting to maintain a bit of a buffer between their performance 
today and the replations either today or tomonow. You dont want to be that 



close to the line. Because when you have a big "oops" the consequences could be 
much more severe than they were a few years back. 

One respondent likened the fim to a duck al1 placid on the surfiace of the pond, 
but 'paddling-like-hell' under the surface- The firm is 'vo1uutarily' keeping ahead of 
regulatiom 

F - 48. There have been some pushes and pads h m  the government It 
doesa't take that much hdustry has been thiaking about it all almg anyway, and 
has been moving in that didon Like we'te sort of like a duck you how. All 
calm on the surface but undemeath you're paddliiig like hell, it doesn't look like 
much is going oa but there is lots going on under the surfâce. So, the government 
cornes dong with a new regulation or an act or somethuig like bt, it may seem 
like this is something entirely diflerent and new but weke been prepared for it 

Flexibility is seen as the benefit of voluntary change. As noted elsewhere, 'better" 
regulation would focus on outcornes rather than on command and control, would allow 
phase-in periods, and would use market incentives rather than penalties (Porter & van der 
Linde, 1995). The individual needs and abilities of each firm can be self-evaluated, and 
appropriate and costefficient choice of rnethods to achieve firm goals cm be chosen by 
each individual fimi depending on their own constraints, capabilities, and interests. 
These comments about the inelevance of govemment contradict earlier statements that 
the govemment is the number one driver in the short-term, and contiols the timing and 
rate of changing corporate environmental behavior. This contraidiction is a good example 
of a sub-theme m i n g  through much of the data, wïth the espoused stance of pro-active 
and enlightened environmental management being off-set by angry and reluctant 
compliance with regulated behavior that would not likely be undertaken without the 
extemal government pressure. 

The two story-lines are strongly contradictory. The BAU stoq4he suggests that 
govemment and regdation drives al1 environmental behavior, and that regulation is 
harsh, unfair, and expensive. At the wune the, the forces encouraging SB suggest that 
government is basically inelevant and unnecessary, thaî regulation is easily met and 
satisfied, and even that responsible F i s  want to do more than mfessary simply nom a 
sense of social responsibility. 

The BAU forces suggest that govemment is not only inept, but prefers to be 
hands-off regarding the enviroment, and negotiates regulatoiy standards on a firm by 
firm basis. Under the BAU story-line, fkms can negobate their way out of difficult 
environmental d e s  by dealing with a goverment very sympathetic to economic 
pressures. The SB pressures may be sïmilar to the BAU pressures, but the clifference is in 
the interpretation. The govemment is believed to be mostly concemed about their image 
and not realiy concemed about the environment, therefore will push for environmental 
improvements from the fimis even if these demands are unreasonable, or even viewed as 
ignorant or emotional by the firms. 



The SB story-line aiso mentions regulation as a 'good thing' that creates a ievel 
cornpetitive playing field for al1 the fiw. A major SB pressure is the awareness by ail 
fims that regulation does change and almost &out exception becomes more saingent. 
The wise corporation achieves superior performance to create a buffer between piesent 
regulation and performance, and creates a head-start toward achieving cornpliance with 
the next higher level of regulation- 

4.2.3 Customer concecm 

The BAU and the SB storylines were both evident in respondent views about 
customers. in the BAU model, the customer was seen as unconcenied about 
environmental behavior, except in ternis of how the chernical product might affect their 
own environrnental and pollution performance. 

C - 137, 1 dont think our customers are al1 that concerned about our 
environmental performance ... I think they are more concerned with how we're 
impacting their business. We're very active in their businesses. 

Customers are believed to be only concemed about reasonable quaiity at an 
inexpwive price, and this is seen as even being the basis of the Western economy. 

C- 141. 1 think, these days, wbat's bought is whatever is cheapest. 

E- 1 ,  It's a dog eat dog world Everybodys lwkïng for a better price. 
Youlre always lwking for a way to give the customer a cheaper product, but just 
as good, it not better. That's what drives the economy. 

'The public will search out this cost benefit This belief about customer desire 
supports the BAU model. Spending rnoney on environrnental behavior, and therefore 
likely raising prices to cover this cost, is discouraged- 

h contrast, the SB model was al= supported by other perceptions of customer 
demand Respondents echo the daim from othen that 'green' consumerism is a growing 
trend (Coddington 1993; Omnan 1992). In support of the SB mode1 the customer is seen 
to expect good enviromental behavior fiom the finn. This customer desire for 'gd' 
behavior is tempered with a belief that this desire is self-serving. Customen are believed 
to want long-tenn relatioaships with their suppliers, and so feel that environmental 
problems could lead to supplier problems that could a e c t  their own operation. 

C- 131. A lot of people put their money into things that their conscience 
c m  Iive with. Customers wish to deal with businesses that do not have a bad 
reputation. If we were to continuously have Alberta Environment coming here 



and putting our license to operate on probation, our customen would not be 
pieased. They have other options. 

C - 22. So, you know, what does the customer want? He wants good value. He 
wants service. But some customen, and again 1 say some, want a reputable 
consciousness. ... They dont want to be dealing for any number ofrresons, with 
companies that dont have good reptations. One (reason) maybe, in today's 
environment, when you are tryiag to fonn partnerships, and it's hard to have a 
long term relationship with some guy who might be out ofbusiness next week.. 

The customer does recognïze what codtutes good environmental values h m  
the firm, and some choose responsible behavior over -or price. Some respondents 
claim the majority of consumers are concenied about the impact that products have on 
the enviment, are more likely to buy environmentally fnendIy products, and are 
prepared to pay a higher price for these products. This may ody be popular fiction 
Research is inconclusive on this point, although Otbnan (1992) claimi that 25% of 
consumers are active gnen consumers, 3 1% swiag between green and non-green 
behavior, and 44% are either not concemed or hostile to environmental concens. 

D - 77. We can be (at a disadvantage compared to thud world production 
facilities), but I think in some ways it balances out in the wash Our fim is a 
very strong Company. We have an advantage in that we have a very educated 
market, like people are very educated environmentally and they respect that (out 
good behavior) ... A lot of people more and more are buying a product not solely 
based on cost, but on a lot ofother things. That's my opinion, really. 

Bad environmentai behavior is believed to translate into lost sales, and ultimately 
to firm failwe. 

A-61. Sure. You won't survive (without gooci environmentai practice ). I 
think a lot of companies that didn't do it went down. There were a lot of 
companies that went under in the 80's. 

Customer education as a fim responsibility is ody promoted by finn E, where 
stockholder equity is sacrificed to benefit customer education, at lem in the short-tem. 
The customer is believed to be confused by finn E respondents, and does not trust the 
organization's cl&s about the environmental benefits of their products and services. 
These daims are seen by customers as king marketing girnmicks. 

E - 14, What you have to balance is sometimes the customea dont know 
what's best for them. My customers in the oil industry right now dont think dnun 
disposal is important. They still want to buy drums and they won't pay a penny 
more than they bave to. So we have to weigh getting my customer out of drums 
versus what he's willing to pay for that and how much of my stockholden equity 
i'm willing to give up to absorb some of that cost until my customen are willing 



to pay for i t  ... So sometimes you have to kind of force the customer O look at 
that vision and say: "How much did that liability cost you?" 

In this instance, the firm's environmental position is identified as the cornerstone 
of coqrate jwactice and won't be sacrificd or compromised 

E - 81- ... And we've conunittecl out customets to it. Most of our 
customers are doing business with us because of the position we've taken on it 
(the environment)- We won't breach that ... and it wsts us a lot of money to do 
that. 

The contradiction between the huo story-lins is obvious. On one hand the 
customer is seen as oaly concemed about price and is totally unconcerneci about the 
environment and vendor enviconmental practice, both factors obvtously pushing the firm 
toward BAU. On the other hand, the customer is seen as expecting good behavior, able 
to identiQ good or bad bebavior and reputation, and makes purchasing decisions based 
on that judgment, certainly dl incentives for SB. The realization that sustaùiability goes 
beyond simply making or purchasing more Earth f?ieadly proâucts, and invoives a 
willingness to produce or consume less, was mentioned by nwne.  

4.2.4 Community pressures 

Community pressures are interpreted by firm respandents to support both the 
BAU and the SB storylines. These storylines are parallel and strong, and very distinct in 
discussions about community pressures. 

The BAU story-line sees the community as passive and not concened about the 
presence of chemical finns. Industry is seen as real and present by a few community 
memben who perhaps feel that nothing can be done about die chernical presence in any 
case. 

A - 152. Well, there are some that care. Basically, 1 think that because of 
the oil and gas and the economy that we've got hem, that if you don? noise them 
out, and stink them out, and evacuate tùem out, people will let you live. 
Basidly. Yeah, I mean they're realistic. They're used to industry around here. 

F - 28. There's an element of the public that's concemed. 'ïhere're people 
out there that are very concemed about the chemical industry and these plants, be 
it the environment or safety or whatever. The public at large is sort of passive 
and might be interested, but not interested enough to take the time to do anything. 

Unconcem about industry is identified by some respoadents as an extension of  
general disassociation from larger economic or political issues in society general l y, 
although. an incident at a chemical facility would bnng back attention wlh a vengeance. 



D - 182. Eithet people have lost interest or are too busy to stop and think 
about that anymore. If you get the majority of people having no tirne, and then 
you lose touch very quickly- You lose touch and then you lose interest, until 
something major happeas. 1 don't kaow why it's gone Iike that but certaÏniy a big 
part of it is just the way people live now. 

The fims believe they have greater time, resoucces, and concem about the 
environment than does the community, and this lack of interest by the community is seen 
as an Unportant and centrai issue working for the benefit of the finns. 

E - 98. Ifthere are no incidents there is no conceriz Yeah, yet the fims 
are concemed aayway, which is probably a better way to have it. If we're in 
controi of what we're doing then there is less possibility of incidents happening 
which means then is l e s  concem for the public. 

Corporate respondents believe that the comection between personal practice and 
pollution is mt made by most community members, and so most pollution is unfairly 
blamed on industry. This assumption is seen as unjust, yet the firms do not want to point 
fingers at municipalities or the public, f e n g  backlash Several respondents claim that 
the public ne& to be educated. 

A - 147. 1 don't think that the public knows what they're talking about most 
of the time, heh heh, they just want cleaaliness in general. That doesnt mean to 
Say that they don't want to run two cars per fmily, and certainly would object to 
the old clunker having emisions testing, and what do you mean you want me to 
use a different gasoline that may cost two cents a liter more than the ordinary 
premiwn That's different Well you and I know both know that that's not the 
case. And if you look at emissions in a very broad general sense 1 think Industry 
in Canada is responsible for, 1 think that last number I saw was, sixteen percent of 
nox and vox, and then transportahon is nspoasible for 49% of nox and vox, but 
this impinges on a different area. Heh heh kh, this is different. 1 mean, (the 
public says) go aAer these big guys, they're polhting everythkg in sight That's 
not correct but the public is not aware of that 

0 - 192- And 1 gwss that's discouraging to some people (extra taxes etc. 
for societal environmental cleanup), but 1 thhk it's probably lack ofcredible 
educatioa If they really understd what industry puts into the au compared to 
what the general population does, there might be some more understanding. 

The claitu of community ignorance and passivity is made by al1 fims in this 
sample. The community is also seen as afraid and emotioml regarding their safety. 
Respondents state this wi-th varying levels of concem, as community is believed to 
directly influence govemment and regdatory standards. This is believed to be a trap of 
perception over 'reality' for the finns. 



D - 43. It's an emotional response. Some of the govermnent people, 1 think, 
recognize this, but they're caught The press will certainly listen to Greenpeace 
with their emotional appeal more than to a scientist working in a fatory. They 
can work it beaer in the papa aud they cm understand it easier than they can a 
scientist with a whole bmch of fêcrs. And readers dont want to Rad that So, 
they get that and that pressure becomes, oa governmeut, to Q socnethhg whether 
ifs the correct thhg or not 

AU fimis beiieve the public is ignorant of wbat chernical tinns do, and this sarne 
public is believod to be afiaid and emotiod regardhg chedcai finn behavior. 
Paradoxicdly, the public is seen as afiaid yet uaconcemed at the same time. Although 
the public is seen as passive, fims A, B, and C believe public concem is bcreasing, 
suggesting that the community has power even though rot exercising dus power, and so 
finn behavior is parily focused on maintahhg a quiet community. Most fims express 
the opinion that greater communïty knowledge about the fim's operation and 
technological ability wiii lead to greater community confidence about the fimfs 
operation tn the BAU storyline, pater commWljty awareness of 'the f8cts1 would enable 
the firm to take better care of both the business and the community. 

D - 205. Again, it's fighting emotiohalism and not fighting fact If you 
spent ail that energy collecting the facts and then analyeng them and then dealing 
with real situations, you'd be a lot m e r  ahead. 

Community reaction to the finn however must be deait with, even if this 
perception is uaEair or incorrect. 

B - 125. Thatfs right You cm't win with diat (old style of Trust US' 
management) posture, and that i s  what I was aying to tell people. That 
perception really is reaiity. People's perceptions may be unjust, but you still have 
to deal with that. 

Risk fiom the chernical plants is seen as unacceptable risk by the community, 
even though 'nomal' risk, fiom automobile accidents for example, is accepted. 

D - 204. The risk fiom the chernical industry is a nsk tbat people have to 
bear thatfs our of their control. ... And tbatfs the one that people have the moa 
difficult time accepting. 30,000 were killed in the US last year in automobile 
accidents, yet k t ' s  an acceptable risk People live with that They don't rnind. 
... 1 don? h o w  what the aumber of people that there are that died fiom cigarette 
smoke, but it's probably three times that, But that's also an accepted risk (Jfwe 
had 40 people die in a chemical accident) ... that would be homfic. That would 
be totally unacceptable. 



E - 96. A lot of people are concerned about emissions off the site. People 
see other's flares and they think it's pollution and it's just steam. Try to explain 
that to people, but they're just terrifiai of chemicals. 

Respondents beiieve that the wmmunity sees the finns as esseatially dl king the 
same, with very linle to differentiate them. Most firms express the opinion that al1 
chernicd fims have a negative public image and that the differentiation strategis of the 
individual fimis have largely faild This behg seen as dl-thesame is a perception that 
most finns are not satidied with, each believing to some extent tbat their bebavior is 
superior or more explainable as compered to the other finns. The finns believe that bad 
behavior by any füm brïngs down the reputation of aU the b s .  As well, chemicd fim 
disasters anywhere in the world, if reported in the media, damages the reputation of al1 
fims. There is interest in increasing industry awareness and performance, but at the 
same time not carrying out tremendous and expensive environmental programs on a firm 
by fimi basis because tbese pro-s would not be appreciated by the public in any case, 
and certainly wouid not benefit the specific firm directly. 

A - 142. Industry in this ma, ngardless of who you are, is al1 painted with 
the same paintbrush if anything should happen. 

B - 120. If the average performance o f  the industry is not acceptable, it 
starts to refleft on all the industry. So that's why we do a lot of sharing and 
helping one another. You're only as good as the weakest pecformer in the group 
sort of thing. 

That the public hem of a "chernical spill" and not a "firm A spill" or "fim B 
spill" is a cornpiaint made by several fims. Greater cooperation between government 
and industry and the community is believed to be the required raponse. 

D -128. Industry's a drivirtg force too. If one of them in the area did 
something really nasty and started king a bacl actor, everybody saers. So, it's as 
much in out han& as it is in govemment's, as it is in the public's. We dl have 
responsibitities for our actions and realize that we are not an island Evecybody is 
affècted- 

The fims unanimously agree that the community chooses economic values over 
environmenta1 values. Several respondents mention that the local community would not 
even exist without the indusirial tax base. One tespondent believes that this economic 
power should allow greater flexibility to the firm in its handling of wmmUNty pressures. 

B - 21. If it wasnft for these plants the Fort wouldn't be anything. That's 
what people seen to forget. Finn B paid over a million in propetty taxes and two 
million for al1 the land they own. Al1 that money goes in their (the community's) 
poc ke t 



Supporting the BAU model, community enviromentai concem is seen as 
somewhat cyclical, and curremly in a low ebb compared to a few years ago. 

F - 39. And you see that (incrrssing interest in ecoaomic and ernployment 
questions nom the public) in the public opinion polls. EnWonment bas been 
dropping on a constant basis over the last five years. 

These factors al1 encourage BAU: a passive community, the ignorance of the 
community regarding chemical practice, and the community basically seeing the tkns as 
al1 king the same. 

Other facors regardhg the community encourage and support the SB story-line. 
In this scenario, the commmity is seen as idonneci and coacerneâ, and at least some 
community members are interested enough to be involved. 

F - 3 1 .  ... although 1 don't know if there is a huge majonty of people out 
there who are vocai. I dont think so. I thhk there are a very small minority of 
people who will actually take the time and effort involved to get involved And 
so perhaps we're spending a lot of time and effort in trying to appease a vocal 
minoriîy. 

These few people cm influence their neighbon, aad can set stanâards for 
industry, at least indirectly through influenciag govemment. 

B - 70. But the public drives the govemment. Right? Public concems 
evennially translate into govemment regulations. That's how we perceive it. 

C - 5. 1 think they (customea or community) set standards. The 
community is very informed and very iaterested in what we do here. 

E - 23. One (driver for behavior) is that the general public has becorne 
more aware whether it be the chemical indusûy or other idustry which would 
include steel, pesticides and so on. People have becorne more educated- 
Information is more assesable to people. 

Most tinns express the opinion that keeping the public informed is important to 
them, and part of keeping the community satisfied is to answer tbeir expressed concems. 
Most importantiy, the commun@ is seen as powenul, committeâ and able to influence 
the govemmed and the regulators. SB is encomged to keep Uiis activist comrnmity 
quiet, and so keep govemmeat regulators out. Commun.@ stakeholder claüns c m  be 
powerful, as shown by plantclosing controversies of the last several years when 
communities were able in some cases to block cl6sures (Donaldson & Preston, 1995). 
Stakeholder daims need not be necessarily recognized by the firms to be powemil. The 
fims are fearful of community power even though this power is seen as dormant. This 



data shows tbat the fims generally believe community stakeholder demands, nght or 
wrong, or even perceived as irrational, mut  be dealt with. 

D - 168, I think they (the fin) worry more about the commwULUty (rather 
than the employees). Let's face if if you get the public bot on you here you might 
as well close the doors. 

ïhe govemment has established complex procedures that f h s  have to follow to 
pin  public approval of their objectives and pticularly any expension activity. Many of 
the procedures are set-up to remove pressure fiom govefnment - the respomibility of 
gaining public support (or at least public acqUïescence) is wmpletely the responsibility 
of the fim. 

A - 45. If we look at the legislation, what it actually says, lets use licensing 
as an example, OK, what it says is that we are supposed to make an application. 
You know we need a license to do this aud this, put it into them, but its open to 
public review. If the local population says they don't agree of this, or we don? 
want this, or whatever, they will hold a public heacing- Which is time, money, 
quasi-judicial, the whole lot That's what the process is, ifs laid out there. What 
they're saying is, and what they're encouraging (corponite) people to do is, go find 
out ahead of time, tell us what those concems are, address thetu in your 
application, then we've got al1 the information. Because the first thing that the 
senior bureaucrats say is "well is this going to be able to swing with the public?" 
"Mat evidence have you got that people are going to be satisfied with this?" "Are 
you going to keep them off my back?' 1s the Minister of Environment going to 
have a problem on his desk or not, basically. 

Most finns believe diey need the publics' support and that the public sets the 
ultimate standard about expected khanois. Most fims believe that pressure fiom the 
public influences governent and so one way to d u c e  government regdation and 
enforcement of regdation is to reduce the pressure the govemment feels fiom the public. 
The fMu desire industiy consensus and mîty in the political arena (Logsdon, 1985), and 
so present the industry position on environmental legislation through theu associations, 
particularly the CCPA- Some fims discuss k i n g  pro-active environmentally as being 
involved in the political process. ifthe finns attempt to innuence c h g e  by becoming 
involvtd in the public policy process, iamad of either fighting change or accommodating 
itself to change, this behavior is sometimes seen as self-servulg, therefore not in the 
broader public interest, and so could lead to public bacldash. Respndcnts believe the 
public needs to be educaad so that support i s  present for indwtry which in tum allows 
indwtry to sunive. 

B - 80. So, 1 definitely think that we Lfinitely dont want the govemment 
to be driva by the public that way. We want to work with the public. We also 
feel very mongly that for our €hure, for our long-term well-king, for the whole 
chemicai industry, firm B has to try to tum public perception. So if you wanted to 



say bat  in the whole global picnue we want to make sure that there is a fiitwe for 
the whole chemical i n d m  p e n d  So it's not so much shutting down individual 
plants it's looking at the whole picture. 

in cornpiete opposition to statements earlier, respondents from some fimis also 
believe that the public differentiates easily between the firms. 

8 - 121- We've done s w e y s  that say that truly excellent peifonnance is 
recognized by the public perception7 you how.  But lets fsce it, if the average, or 
if there are some problems wïthin the indusüy, that will reflet poorly on the 
whole industry and you will get excessive regdation, and things that WC dont 
want and doa't need. 

Good envirotmental behaMor is essenaal to keep the community satisfied and not 
concemed about firm behavior- The finn is prepared to spend money to obtain a good 
public image. 

B - 134- My guess would be that we do get a lot of mileage out of that (the 
wildife park) in public image. It sounds kind of nice to have the du& and the 
foxes and the water right next to the chemical plant 

This desire for a good environmental image is still expressed as an economic 
benefit, 

B - 15. Well, the public perception is  worth a lot of money too. I f  you 
work wîthin finn B, you see a lot of that. Public perception is sometimes more 
important than whafs really going on- if it look bad, the Company would do 
anything to avoid it. 

This is the stroagest influence for SB. Good behavior is becoming a way-of-life 
for some respondents, simply the way that wotk is done. 

D- 121. Once it becomes a way of Iife, it's a slow proces, but it does 
becme a way of life. W e  have giaduaily built our plant so we can recover 
anything. We've ody allowed to dump a certain amount and ifs a minute arnount. 
... There's an envirocmental report evcryday. 

The baà indwûy history leads to distrust, and so encourages demands for SB 
from the firms. Although most firms believe they are very good envimnmental actors, 
behavior at some firms is still considered to be below par. 

A - 38. We want to be in business in the long term and you have to have 
the public on your side. 1 dont know if it helps, the chemical companies are still 
the bad boys ... 



C - 34. No question the chemical industry has a little bit of work to do in regards 
to cleaning up it's act- Either fiom a perception standpoint or a reality standpoint. 

Respondents are redistic about p s t  practice and aclmowledge tbat continuing 
public concern is justifid 

E - 85. I know that damage caused by chemkai plants is irrevenible in 
some places and theyll never be able to more some of the places destroyed. But 
they do, nowadays, take into cousideration the environment I carne into the 
indutry at the tumhg point where thete was a high regard for image as well as 
what they were doing to the environment- 1 can't imagiae what it must have been 
like beforeband, but I've heard stories. 

Firm B is different fiom the other fims in tems of image and public relations 
concem, because the firm believes the public relations fiuiction is critical, and is also 
very concerned about the media and activists. The audience for public relations is 
generally the public and the governmeat ïhis data confinns eariier work (Dutton and 
Dukerïch, 199 1; Elsback and Sunon, 1992; Sutton and Callahan, 1987) that shows 
coprate relationsbips with the media involve a two-way influence process ... media 
exposure c m  affect fims, but the firms attempt to use the media to advance theu own 
agendas. Although pst research has identified the media as powerful because the media 
assigns importance to issues (Chen and Meindi, 199 l), exposes gaps between business 
practices and societal expectations (Post, l978), and shapes sacietal values and attitudes 
(Gitlin, 1984), the media is seea by the fimis in this research as essentiaily irrelevant. 

The other fims express less concern with comunity image or activist power 
even though confrontation with any pressure group or govenment agency can be very 
time consumuig, expensive, and damaging to prestige. Benefits of cooperation with 
special interest groups that could lead to specifics such as cosi-cutting recycling or other 
efficiencies, was not mentioned by any of the firms. 

ïhis data shows very Iittle concem or respect by the chemical f i m s  for activists 
or the media Interest groups have long been viewed as a source of pressure for 
organizations (Selmick, 1957), and ment research makes the claim that interest groups 
play a c'cntical role in elevating concem about issues to a level at which there is 
institutional pressure for corporations" (Greening & Gray? 1994: 476). This sample 
group of fimis is mostly inMereut to botù interest groups and media, at leest at the local 
level. ïhis suggests the lack of mgmked interest groups or infonned media able to 
confiont the fims about environmental behavior, and so the possibility of activist or 
media pressure is only a potential threat- The local business media is viewed as inept by 
the fimis, and this is both a help and a hindrance to the fims in that they are neither 
praised or condemned for theu environmental behavior. 

nie community is identified as a stakeholder by all firms, but what this means in 
tems of the responsibil ity of the fim to the community is considerably less c lear. 



Most firms believe that their environmental behavior and environmental 
awareness is superïor to the publics' behavïor and awareness. Yet, despite the poor 
environmental behavior of the community and tk general unconcem of the public to any 
firm specificaily, al1 six h s  se!e the waununity as having power even though this 
power is wt exercised This &ta illustrates that many business relationships with the 
b'community" are vague and contraàictory, and even difficuit to classi@ as relationships. 
Similady, local interest groups are considered as potentially troublesome, but not an 
influence at this t h e -  

Good public relations is seen as calming the public and so reducing community 
pressure both on the h and tüe govemment AI1 fims believe a good image assists 
them in acbieving business g d s  in the community (expansion or new facility approval) 
and with the govemment (more favorable uiterpretation ofexpected behavior). The 
creation of positive image through public relations and impression management 
techniques is seen as much less expensive than creating a positive image through direct 
environmental action. Given the perceived public apathy about chernical finn behavior, 
and given the ovemding economic concems of goverment, the fims realize a large 
window for issues management instead of bebavior favorable to the naturai environment 

The BAU story-line is supponed by beliefs that the community is passive and. 
ignorant. The commmity is also seen as h i d  and emotional and so the incentive for 
expensive and scientific ' g d  environmental behavior is lessened as the community 
would not recognke this good behavior in any case. AU fims are seen as king the 
same, and so firms are reluctant to risk cornpetitive disadvantage by undertaking extra 
and expensive environmental behaviors. in any case, the fims believe that the 
community supports economic values and is only minimally concemed about 
environmental issues. 

The SB story-line is opposite in almost al1 ways to the BAU story-line. The 
community is seen as informed, concemed and powedbl. Finns can be and are 
differentiated by the cornmunity members. The firm needs a good image and good 
performance, and achieving this is diEcult partly becaw the bad history of the chernical 
indwtry reduces trust in cwent finn pactice. 

4.2.5 Intemal Pressures 

The dual storylines that support both BAU and SB are also apparent in the firms' 
understanding and discussion of intemal pressures. 

The SB storyline is often sbted as king a corporate value, yet the distance 
between this espoused value and theory-in-use is apparent to many employees. Espoused 
values are usually progressive and positive, but performance oAen is less progressive and 
more BAU. 



A - 262, Weil, this Company has always been ahead of regdation. As far as 
I'm concernai, we've been leaders in looking out for the environment We've 
been proactive. 

B - 138. We believe in protecting the environment as a part of doing 
business. We believe that, in this CompanyT i s  part of doing business. 

B - 230. When you see it, that's really part of public perception. The 
company would like you to thiak it's the right thing to do, but from wbat Pve seen 
they'U tell you that, but tbat's d l y  not, um, ït's the right thhg to do if it fits in 
with what they want to do. 

The finns agree with each other when discussing severai indirators tbat ded with 
the dominant values in the firm. Ail h s  daim that their nrmiber one priority is health 
and d e y T  and creating a d e r  workplace. This desire for heaith and safety as a 
dominant value contradicts earlier statements tbat production and making rnoney is the 
number one priority and the oniy motivator. Most firms clairn that they share 
environmental information with other finns, yet also tak of cornpetitive advantage. The 
environmental performance of the i n d m  is seen by some as too important an issue to 
be used as a competitive pressure. Some fims express the opinion that best perfomance 
by any firm should set a new standard that al1 finns should have to meet, and this first 
mover advantage is also mentiond as a competitive advantage. 

Fear of falling behind other fims was rnentioned by several respondents. 

C - 121, As we becorne more knowledgeable and more credble, wefll 
figure out ways to be better than we are today. I mean, the whole notion of 
continuous improvement applies everywhere. If you dont continue to get better 
at what you are doing, you're going to get worse ... Our philosophy here is: If you 
ain't getting better, you're gening worse. 

D - 37. Ultimately the only acceptable environmental performance is zero 
incidents. Zero spills. Zero releases. Zero leaks ... That most certainly is our 
fim. 1 thuik, in generd, it's industry wide Some companies are fùrther along, 
some are fùrther behind 

Fear of govemment prosecution was discountecl, again in contnist to =lier 
statements about regulation being the major driver of behavior. Achieving cornpliance is 
usually seen as just one more piece of work tbat bas to be done, just another challenge to 
be attacked as efficiently as possible. Coprate behavior for an environmental reason is 
processed in the sarne way as corporate behavior for an econornic ceason. Fimis al1 self- 
identified themselves as pro-active, or at least pro-active to the extent possible aven 
financial constraints (see Appendix K). Being pro-active is defincd by some as having a 
long-tem vision of firm benefit. This vision does not require a philosophical grounding 
or appreciation of ecological factors, but can be dnven by economic considerations. 



B - 53- Well, prosecution is one thhg but certainly fiom our point of 
view, I really don't think that prosecution is the thing that keeps you honest. ... 
From our point of view, it comes right back to what you're told you have to do 
from a corporate point of view. Be ho- Be ethicai. Do wbat you have to do. 
Comply with the laws. Oace youfve been told that's what you're going to do, then 
thats your job to do that 

E - 147. It wasn't put together k a u s e  of any fear of punitive regdation, it 
was put together because it was the right thing to do. And that's the reason for it 
(pause). 

Personai responsibility is also aoted as a driver, wità al1 employees expected to 
share in the achievernent of environmental goals. Leadership is seen as the most 
important factor regarding environmental behavior by some respondeuts, but others 
believe that top leadership is irrelevant. Several tinns were emphatic that having long- 
tenured local top management was a major factor leadhg to longer-terni stnitegic 
thinking about environmental practice. This strategic thinking cm include awareness of 
potential liabilities without necesdly leading to improved practice. 

A - 276, It's clear that the initiatives 1 think, ... stan at the top with the CE0 
and his staff and the decision that they are going to become a respomible citizen. 
... So 1 thin.  certainly the initial um um thnist comes right h m  the very top of 
the company. 

C - 92.1 thiak a lot of it has to do wïth leadership vision. If corporate (head 
office) didn't have that vision I don't think rÏghtly or wrongly that we would be 
doing what welre doing, despite what the employees would want. 

Several respondents mention the importance of leadership vision and 
cornmitment, but give more credit for corporate environmental behavior to corporate 
culture and history. This is different nom findings in odier research (Logsdon, 1985) 
which gives this credit to fim leadership. Respondents from some finns were convinced 
that local leadership was powerless in the fxe of head-office demand 

B - 231. The company is still nm out of the US, no matter whet you think. 
Everything is controUed out of the US. Our managers here answer to those guys 
in Midland, that's where the head office is. Whether you like it or not, that's what 
happens. 

Employets are dikely to report each other for wmngdoing, alhough peer 
correction is common and expected if proper behavior or policy is not followed. 



A - 79. People watch over each other too, if someone is screwing up, or 
not doing something safely or spilling something, we will comect them. We won't 
tuni them in, but we will correct them. 

Some respondents believe that their tirm has achieved as much progress on 
environmental programs as possible. Some responâents express the opinion that there 
are technologicai limits to the degree of impvement in enviromentai bebavior still 
available to the finn, and that the rnost signific811t improwments have alrrady been done. 
Several respondents discussed the dairness of some regdations tbat demand percent- 
increases in impmvement instead of some absalute standard that must be achieved The 
argument is that fims with irresponsible prior behaMor have an advantage in ternis of 
having easier and les  expensive g d s  to reach 

B -45: The latest trend the industry trend, people start to conclude that 
there are a lot of them (fimis) that can't do anything (more regarding the 
environment) without it costing a lot of money. You have to accept the fact 
Righ t? 

Most f i m s  believe that technology allows for even greater fim environmental 
improvement, yet even the limits of techaological improvement are fast apprwhing. 

In support of SB, mspondents claim that corporate values are influenceci by 
employees and unions. Moderate to high concem in meeting employee expectation 
regarding environmental behavbr is expressed by al1 finns. Executives from dl fims 
express the belief that these expectations fiom ernployees mirror broader societai 
expectations, and the firms feel pressure to satisfy these employee expectations. As 
Freeman (1984) notes, a fim's employees are a diverse group of people whose interests 
and activities generally extend beyond their jobs: they are members of activist groups, 
they serve on community boards, they are involved in political activities, they are 
mernbea o f  professionai, d e ,  and service organizations, and so on  Therefore, 
employees have an influence on the organization that goes well beyond their performance 
at work. 

B - 260- Canada has the bendit because we bave tbe regdation because we 
want them as people who live here. I dont want them dumping a whole bunch of 
crap out the back, and the same with the air. 1 live here. 

C - 3 .  It has to be more than that (perception). What we also don't take 
into account7 I think, is the public bas higher standards as well. If we're doing a 
romn job here I think not only the public would be displeased but everybody on 
site woufd be displeased 

C - 38. For me, it's personal values. There are morals that 1 bave and I bnng them 
to work Having a group of people that believe the same thing is really what 
makes it happen. ... They bnng the same type of ideas which is a respect for the 



environment, and a desire to understand how we are atrecting it and trying to 
work with it. 

Little concem was expressed by respondents about the Unions representing the 
workers in the uni~nized fims. hbnagement's betief is that Union concem is more about 
wages and benefits than with environmental coawrns. Inmasxi press= @om Unions 
regarding envin,umental factors seems possible in the W. Only slight mention was 
made of any heaith and d e t y  connections with environmentai bebavior by union 
members. Regiirdless, there is a growing awareness among operators of the I h k  saen by 
management between good environmental pmctice and h d t h  and safety in the 
workplace. 

A 283. Health and safety is number one over production in thïs 
organization- Nothing is done without d e t y  beiag first and foremost And that's 
a big change, because previously production was always number one. That's 
where you're going to get your money. Now, the thinking is more long term and 
we want to be in business for the long haul. 

D -124. Pemnal safety, environmental minand anything related to safety 
and environmental is top pcïority and they still stress that on every one of our 
mandates around here. They will not sacrifice d e t y  for production, ever. And 
they are reaily strict about that. 

Concem for employee families who live close to the workplace was expressed by 
sorne respondents (also see Williams, Medhurst, & Drew, 1993). 

F - 35. Our fim priority is to be concerned about the heelth and safety of 
the people. So it's people on our site, people off our site, the communities next to 
us. And the govenunent And the people that use our products. And it's not 
necessarily in tbat order* it's who is closest to the end of the gw. It's not like 
we're picking employees over people in the community, it's just that if something 
happens here the employees are the first ones to feel it. Everything is guided by 
that principle tbat we've got to protect health and life over everything else. (If) 
we have a choice whether it's complying with the law or protecting someone's 
health, the law will be second 

Ernployee enor causing environmental damage is cause for dismissai at some 
finns. 

D - 64. Well, ah, they won't sacrifice safety, equiprnent damage, any exposures, 
any environmental incidents. They dont want that Wefw not to step out of line, 
or to cause, create, or avoid any of those situations. As fat as making money, 
their (management's) me philosophy probably is to do the best you can, the 
easiest you can, and the safest you can. The three guidelines. And the safety 
requirements are very stringent. You don't stray off. It is reason for instant 



dismissal if they catch you doing anytbing that could potentially cause an 
environmental incident, especially in here working in the control center. 

Employees are well idiomied about corporate behaMor because thqr are directly 
involved in the enviroamental practice of the fim. At the same the, di finns make 
efforts to keep employees well idonned- Electmnic mail is used in some finns, and 
information is considered to be always accessible. 

A - 172: Well, the thing is, tbat the people that work here obviously know 
what is going on They know what we do to protect them and the d e t y  
precautioas and al1 that because they are duectly involved. 

A - 242: We shut down oui department and have a meeting for an hour, an 
hour and a half, then we get the cesource people to ask anybody we want for 
infomation nom, you bow, the health department or management department. 

B - 266. Obviously, ficm B Iike any big Company, puts out propsganda 
With most of the issues, they will come and release the information to the 
employees. They basically say they want us to be knowledgeable and h o w  
what's going on because when ifs releaseâ to the public, people wili come to you 
and say "You work for firm B, whatts with this new regulation?", and you look 
pcetty stupid if you just stand there. So they give you the company's view of what 
is happening. 

D -  U t .  Well, now that everybody on the plant is on e-mail, so it is really 
easy to relay the information fiom our environmental people. ... so you dont 
have to be on shift, it can be on your mail and an awhil lot of people are on the a 
mail at home on dieir own systems, so we have access to it if we want. It's rtot the 
sort of thing that gets delayeâ. It's common knowledge pretty quick. The 
accessibility of the information has improved greatly around here. 

The result of this combination of Uiformation with increased employee 
expectation is that employees are much more aware of 'correctf environmental behavior, 
and expect better behavior fiom each other and the finn. 

D - 161, Just the awamiess of people on site alone has chmged There's 
things that we used to do that if we got caught doing today, we'd be dead in the 
water or even in jail. 

Some respondents believe the fimi must achieve irnmaculate environmental 
behavior, or they will be closed. 

D - 207. If you dont do it you're going to be shut down. It's that simple. It's 
coming to the point where you know where you have to spent it to stey in 
business. 



D - 208, If a tinn i s  not environmentaily responsible it's gohg to create, 
number one, a lot of headaches for itself, but number two, it's goiag to kil! itself 
with public image. And also it's going to have a hard tirne selling its product front 
that rason. It's going to banbupt itself that way too. 

The BAU storyline is supported by cornpetitive pressures, head office demand, 
limits to improvements, and the most cost efficient hprovements having a l d y  been 
done Ieawig oniy the expensive ami l e s  dnunatic improvements. The SB storyline is 
supported by espoused values ofboth management and employees, a feer offalling 
behind the other firms, a seme pmonal respomibility and pride, a beiief that employee 
expectation mirron societai expectation, the lïnk between the environment and health 
and safety, and good environmentai information king available to d l .  



FINAL THOUGHTS ON THE DUAL STORYLINES 

These duai storylines illustrate ïndustry perception of an extemai environment 
that is in transition, Finns fée1 compelled to satisfL an increasingly broader group of 
stakeholden. Greater attention ffom firms regsiding wcporate social cespoasibility and 
environmental concem is expected by commuuities and govemments, yet these same 
commULUties and governments retain a strong concern b u t  economic and growth 
oriented interests- &th SB and BAU is expected ofthe chernical industry. The industry 
is struggling to achieve these ofken codictiag demands at the same time. Greeno notes: 

Snvironmental management ... is becoming one of the most important strategic 
matters to develop in decades ... as corporations have discovered (that) the 
stmtegic, regdatory, liability, and competitive issues are di entangled and wiU 
become even more so" ( 1994: 44). 

The piiradoXical dichotomy between economic and ecological concems for 
business reflects shifting societal expectatïoa The basic requirements for global 
shnable society include stabilizing or reducing population, creating more social and 
economic equity between the developing and developing nations, and supporting 
community-based structures that protect the environment These global requirements are 
not part of the social or economic agenda of Indusaiaiized nations, but lower-entropy 
industrial qstems and process is  pining acceptance. This is the paradox: Western 
society wants to retain its high standard of living (BAU) but wîth less pollution and cost 
to the enviionment (SB). These environmental concems may be only short-terni quality- 
O f-life concems (Le. "1 personally want cleaner air to breathe") but till exert demands 
on the firm. Western industrial society is not prepared socially or politically or 
economically to support sustainability, but is prepared to consider changing the ways that 
firms and corporations are expected to do their business, especially if the assurnption is 
made that these changes have no e&t on the daily practice of most citizens. Changing 
corporate prachce is seen as a "fieet' good. This is not sustainable practice that leads to 
global sustainability, but is  at Ieast SB that results in less damage to the global cornmons 
(Hardin, 1968). This should be seen as good news for the natural environment, as 'good' 
environmental behavior need not be grounded in ecological awareness or philosophy, art 
uniikely occurrence in an econornically domiaated society. 

The cornpetitive reaLity of near-global capitalkm demands non-sustainable 
values. Mass production of consumable product with ever constraining profit demands 
force non-sustainable values. The confiict is very b r d  Society and comrnunities 
demand increasingly sustainable values from firms and wrporaîioas that may be literally 
in their own baciryards, yet still expect the on-gohg benefits of mass production and 
Iower prices that are partly created by continuing ptactice that does not support SB. 
There is no easy resolution of this conflict Sustainable values are king discussed but 
regretfblly abated because of the still overwhelming BAU pressures. The challenge for 
the fimis is to find common ground; a balance between the two. This balance is not yet 
possible because ovewhelmed by the economic values of the competitive marketplace. 



Although the chemical indushy has made major changes in corporate practice regarding 
the environment, practice is d l1  more BAU than SB. 

To r e m  b M y  to previous comrnents about peradigrns: systemic cornpetitive 
practice is embedded in the economic pimdigm. and this economic pnradigm deflues the 
boundaries of the search for 'reality'. In this case, the question of 'propef or 'good' 
corporate practice is denwd within the basic economic bouridaiy of "The f h  must 
make profit, regardless ...", and al1 else follows h m  this premise. In coatrast, the basic 
biocentric p~cipal  is "The £km must not degrade nature, regardless 2, and ail practice 
and process follows from this bouadary. Kuhn (1962) explains that paradigms are the 
basic forms and fhmeworks upon which h u m e n d  bases its intefpretation of tmtlt 

A useful way of viewhg these conflicting and parailel forces for change (SB) and 
stability (BAU), is through the early work of Lewin (1 95 1). Lewin's Force Field Analysis 
Mews problems as a product of forces workuig in diffemt and oAen opposite directions. 
If the forces balance each other, thea the status quo is maintained, but the organization 
moves in the direction of the greater force. To move an orWzation to a different 
desired state requins h t  the forces for change becorne stroager. or the forces agahst 
change are weakened, or a combination of the two- This is simpiistic, but sets up the 
opposing nature of the forces. Most interesthg in this research is that the forces 
encomging SB or BAU are not different such as A venus B, but more 1ike.y are 
different iaterpretations of the sarne pressures such as A versus A, or B versus B. There 
are economic pressures favonng SB and econornic pressures favoring BAU. 'Ihese 
factors have k e n  amply identifieci through the cases and analysis of the data of this 
research. The present state of the environmental behavior of chemical fims cm be seen 
as king in flw, moving fiom prior practice that was completely indifferent to 
environmental or ecological concems to behavior that takes at least wrne account of 
these concems. Fully sustaiaable corporate behavior suppomng sustainable society is 
still far away on the other end of the non-sustainable / fully-sunainable continuum. 

The move to more SB can be seen as an organizational transformation. Because 
of extemal threats posed by the environment and a perceived misfit between the 
organization and the environment, changes are rquired. The organization is boxed here: 
organizational respondeats argue that theu economic paradigm in pfactice is congruent 
with society's expectation of 'propet orpanizational behavior, and yet the fim is 
expected to do more than pay Lip s e ~ c e  to the SB paradi= and this creates confusion 
and cunfiict with the dominant paradigm. Fundamental change anâ not incrernentai 
change is required to achieve SB, yet oaly incremental or tinkering changes are allowed. 

These transitions correspond to significant changes in the primary tssks or goals 
of an organization and its strategy to achieve them (Haclunan, 1984). Fims earlier 
acknowledged spending over 30% of their annual capital budget on environmental 
behaviors, and this is certainly a major shift from even a decade ago. It would be going 
too far to daim that not achieving this transformation will result in an organization not 
swiving, at lest in the shon terni, because broader society and govemment support 



economic values over ecological values. This fnunebreaking change involves redefining 
the organization's mission (Tushman, Newman, & Romanelli, 1988). It seems ciear that 
most brms have an arduous jomey ahead of them in their efforts to implement 
sustainable strategic management (Kilmann, Co- & Associates, 1988). 

Moore and Gergen (1988) suggest four stages oftransition, nom (1) shock, to (2) 
defensive retreat, to (3) acknowledgment, to (4) adaptation and change- The fimis in this 
sample exhibit a mixture ofthese four stages: (1) some firms exprrience deman& for 
greater environmental behavior as a threat; (2) some h n s  are attempting to maintain 
their old ways and are refusing to admit the neeâ for improveû behavio~ (3) some finns 
seek some d u e  in the new expected behavior and search for ways to make thes 
demands wok and are explorhg new ways to view these expectatiom; and (4) Eome 
fimis are keen to establisb and implement new routines, and even to as& othen in their 
struggle. This transformationai change in stage four m a  overcome resistance in the 
organization's technical, political, and culhuai systems (Tichy & ülrich, 1984). The 
firms that accept this leadership role, or claim to, exemplie the transcendent nature of 
this shift, as they often do so by committing themselves to the long tem pursuit of 
objectives that seem mattainable to others (Hamel â: nahalad, 1989). 

Si@ficant cultural change is necessary to enable firms to implement sustainable 
practice (Post & Altman, 1992), and this is third order change deveioping new values, 
new objectives, new sûuctures, uew reward systems, and new noms. Briefly, fint order 
organizational change searcbes for new ways to reinforce cunent objectives, values, 
noms and structures, while second order change modifies cunent objectives, values 
noms, and structures to achieve an organizational shift. Third order change is different 
in that orgmizations achieve and perpetuate an entirely diffant qualitative state, the 
fimi's consciousness moves to a new level (Bammek & Moch, 1987). SB is a 
transfonnatiorial change and is third order change, while the finns in this sample are 
struggling wi th  fint md second order change. The firms wouid prefer incrernental 
change and adaptation (Tushman & Romanelli, 1985). This process of transfomation is 
ongoing, enàîess and forever (Kilmann e t  al., 1988), similar to the conviction expressed 
by some respondents that continuous progress is more important than any single SB 
ac hievernent - 

The firms fuid themxlves in an ecologicai or economic dichotomy. This 
argument is linear and therefore unsolvable: growth venus negrowth; wealth versus 
beauty; Nature versus humankin4 Nature as mearis versus Nature as en&. nie finns and 
society are searching for a middle way (Hawken, 1993; Milbrath, 1990; Schumacher 
1 973; Wood, 1 984). There are wide phiIosophicai, ethical, operational, and structural 
differences between strategic initiatives based on growth and strategic initiates based on 
sustainability. Successfully instituting sustainable strategic management efforts in 
organizations ofien requires fundamental cultural change efforts (Post & Altman, 1992, 
1994; Throop et. al., 1993). Sustainability represents the appropriate core value for an 
ethical system that allows for positive synergy between economic success and 



environmental responsibility in business oqqmïzations (Buzzellu, 1994; Daly & Cobb 
1989, 1994; Gore 1992). Sustainability transcends the dichotomies. 

The stages of progress toward the rniddle way is exemplified in the fims of this 
sample. Three stages of sunainable strategy progression are apparent: 

Firsî: Pollution preventim strcitegies - simdtsdeously consewe cesources and 
reduce cons therefore results in cornpetitive advantage and opportunities to establish 
social legitimacy. 

Second- Product stewardship focuses on contplete iife-cycle of the product and 
process, is market driven because this allows fims to differentiate themselves from 
cornpetitors, and 

Third- Sustainable development strategies uicludes cost-saving, market 
differentiation and social legitimacy dimensions of pollution peventioa and product 
stewardship plus focus fiom developing national markets to developing international 
markets (Hart 1994). A long-temi vision of sustainabiiity is the dnving force, and these 
strategies are cumulative and sequential. 

Finding sustainability requires a profound spiritual transformation SB must 
become embedded in the mythological conscience that guides human thought and action. 



CHAPTER FIVE IMPLICATIONS AM> CONCLUSION 

Ewlogid consequences blanket the global commons7 not respeaing social, 
political, or geographical boundan'es (Siead & Stead, 19%). 

The criticai nansfonnations fiom ~ o ~ ~ u a b l e  society to sustainable society is 
sadly underdeveloped in ternis of theory and under-researched fiom the standpoint of 
empirical testhg Pcactice, such as CFC phase-out in North America and Europe because 
of CFC contribution to ozone depletion, is now beginning to follow theory and research 

There is M e  evidence in this data that the chemical firms undertake 
environmental initiatives because of any conam for the ecological long-tem 
degradation of the biosphere caused by mustainable practice. Ewlogical research 
documents the need to achieve a substantial reduction of adverse economic practice if 
ecological decline is to be haited (Brown, Ravin & Postel, 1991; Meadows, Meadows, & 
Randers, 1992). This decline is occurring as environmental, economic, and socio- 
political deterioration increasingly inter-relate to create a "downward spiral of social and 
economic disintegration" (Bucbholz, 1993: 399). Yet business practice and management 
training continue to consider the ecological and economic interface as penpheral to the 
business of business. 

Unsustainable corporate and societal ptactice resulting in degradation of the 
enviromnent and the ecology of the global cornons is allowed by ail govemments, 
although regdated to varyihg degrees in different countries and jurisdictions. Despite 
wel l publicized espouseci values and daims, voluntary pro-active environmental practice 
by corporations b o n d  anticipated regdatory and ecoaomically compulsory practice is 
unusual- 

The b r d  cause of environmental problems in Westem society is the domination 
of a paradiigm that bclieves in unrestrained growth and development, and this in a finite 
world. The chemical firms in this sample share these values. The economic values of 
growth and development are broadly supporteci by ail political ideologies, but piimcularly 
by govenwents supporting the cornpetitive demands of market economies. These values 
fonn the gmundicig for many corparate ethical perspectives with regard to the economy 
and the environment, and guide decision making in both public and pivate sectoa. 
Westem business practice bas evolved over many decades in an environment of plentifid 
natural and human resources, growing demand for goods and services, and minimal 
interference by govemment or Foreign cornpetition. This economic history "provides the 
basis for decisions about the uses end abuses of the environment" (Buchholz, 1993: 69). 
The literature on corporate social nsponsibility offen homilies about good ethics being 
good business, or quasieconornic arguments that good corporate behavior Ieads to an 
improved society and therefore to long-terni business viability, or that good 
environmental behavior results in less goverrunent replation. All these arguments are 



consistently overwhelmed by short-term economic arguments (Buchho tg 1993). îhe 
chemical fims in this sample, although acknowledging these social responsibilit). 
arguments, are in regdatory compliance mode, and are driven by pesent and anticipated 
economic demands. 

Corporate social responsiiility has been a disappointiag theoreticai concept 
regardhg this research Corporate social responsibility to most ~spondents in fim F 
means ody the idea of satisfying legal responsibility, while most fim B personnel claim 
to view social respoasibility in a broder and more ethical sense. The concept of 
corporate sacial resgonsibility is not any clearer to most academmics t h a ~  it is to most 
managers, and a fiamework for on-going wliection, cornparison, or anaiysis of data is 
not available. Basic questions such as "social rrspoan'biity to whom?" and "social 
responsibility to what?" arrwered. For the coastnict of corporate social 
responsibility to be eEêctive as a change agent, managers and academics aeed 
meaningful responses to these questions. For the firms in tbis sample, corporate social 
responsibility is  usually subsumed as a marketing tool, or issues management or public 
relations, assisting the finn by providiag poiitically and sociaily correct discourse while 
corporate personnel search for economic benefit and payback Corporate social 
responsibility provides a language for discussion and even explmation of corporate 
behavior, but economic imperatives provide the lever for actual corporate behavior and 
action, 

Although espousing preparedness and desire for sustainable behavior, the fims 
often claim inability for major change because of competitive or cost pressures (see 
Appendix K). The fims daim they cannot escape these competitive and cost pressures 
and remain economically viable. It is  feasible however that the complete chemical 
industry could achieve this shift by changing behavior in unison, and this change could 
be forced by govemment or through voluntary compliance through industrial 
organizations such as the CCPA. This leaves the question of foreign cornpetition 
unanswered This data niggests that public iadiffereace to dinerentiating between the 
firrns is one factor forcing consensual shiA by most firms in unison, oflen prior to 
govemment demand The Respoasible Care guidelines of the CCPA serve as an 
excellent example of industxy voluntary change. 

A transfoni~atiod shiA in values, reflected in the policies and procedures 
adopted by government and industcy, is needed ta achieve an ecological and economic 
balance more sympathetic to sustainable society. The firms believe tbat govermeut is 
unwilling or unable to lead this paradigm shift. The public is similady seen as too 
disinterested and disorganized to demand this shiR The h s  are leA with vague 
societai and governent demands for "better" behavior, yet without the economic and 
competitive structures and systems needed to achieve this shifk The niles and 
expectations are in flux, yet systems and support are not available to suppon this change. 

A significant understanding fiom this data is that more ecologically sustainable 
behavior can be achieved by fims, though for reasons that in most cases are completely 



neutrat regarding ecology and the naturai environment. The CCPA is leading a change to 
greater sustainable practice, and within the accepted economic model, but as a pragmatic 
and strategic rnove and wt as a philodophical or ecological move. Economic and 
ecological sustainability are dealt with as two separate issues requiring different premises 
and understartdings by die timis in this sample. Yet, re&ardless of this la& of ecological 
sensitivity, pater  sustainable practice is slowly evolving- 

The challenge for academic nsearchers is to assist businas organizations and 
corporations to undenake this sbifk Given massive societal and corpomte inertial 
pressure in favor of an economic paradigm thPt supports more "business-as-d", what 
can academic researchea, particulady those in business schools, contribute to this 
change? Ifa shift ta sustainable business practice is worthy of discussion, aad ifone 
purpose of academic work is to contribute to mietai WU-being, what fhmework will 
assist academics to make a meanhgfid conm'bution? The answer is not complicated- 
Academic research simply needs to nflect the core understanding that the survival of the 
human species is dependent on human behavior becorning compatible with biosphenc 
capacity. This is only a shift of emphasis. Business research ofien expresses concem 
about individual and societai benefit from orgaNzab'ona1 pwctice, and this needs to be 
heightened to include another level of awareness and concem about the biosphere- 
Orgm*zations aeed help to overcome resoUK:e¶ political, institutional, social, and 
philosophical blockages that impede their transition to sustainable ecological behavior. 
The discipline of ~rg~za t iona l  analysis holds the greatest promise for improving our 
understanding of how sustainable corporate behavior might be achieved 

This data confirms yet again that organizations are open systems strongly 
influenced by their environments. This data confimis that systems of inter-relatedness 
exist between business and society, that these systems matter, and that organizations 
consider and interpret a wide range of pressures pior to detemining behavior. This data 
also confirms that signifiant forces infiuencing organizational behavior p s t  the 
compuisory regdatory stages are not 'rationai' pressures for more effectve economic 
performance, but are social and culturai pressures to confonn to societal expectation 
(Powell and DiMaggio, 199 1 ; Zucker, 1988). The fims are in diffierent places in tenns 
of behavior, although al1 behavior if placed on a continuum shows a distinct trend of 
lesser SB fims copying and becorning more like the SB fims. The six firms ail respond 
differently to the same general pressures, and thi-s response is determined by the degree 
of importance given to the pressures. 

Organizations interpret their environment and act based on their best judgment of 
how to impove their chances of survival. This data confinas that chernical tirm change 
regarding envi romentai behavior is large1 y a response to extemal politically or socially 
created pressures. This data shows that the chernical firm executivcs rnake coastrained 
choices (Hrebeniak and Joyce, 1985; Marcus, 1988), and these choices are made in an 
attempt to mitigate the influence of suspected future influence of pressures such as 
govemrnent or public opinion on the fim. The executive respondents in this sample 



certainly do not have open-ended choice, but do have w i i  ranging choices in ternis of 
how to respond and what to tespond to once certain minimum requirements are met. 

Most fims in the sample see environmental cornpliance with regulation and even 
"buffenng" over and above regulatory requirements as a necessery component of'good' 
business management Again, we confimi that no orgaaization is self-sufficient, and ail 
engage in excbanges boa economic and social with theu extemai environment as a 
condition for survivd (Meyer & Rowen, 1977). These exchmges include relationships 
with other orgubtions and institutional forces. The chernical finas in this research are 
active in trying to detennine their own fate (Scott, 1992), partiparticularly through fuane 
scanning and preparing now for anticipateci change in their reguletory envirouinent. 
Although several nmis believe they bave coutrol and can change theV own enviromeut, 
through negotiation with regdators for example, as claimeci by sorne resource 
dependency theorists (Aldrich & Pfeffer, 19761, this data ody supports that the fims 
make these claims and not that they are effective. This "conmi" is more concemed with 
timing and the "hown of cornpliance with regdatory demanci, not that the change itself 
will occur. The f ims  are convinced that they have liale control over communïty, media, 
or activist percepti-on of their operations. 

Hrebeniak and Joyce (1985) suggest that the strength of extemal environmental 
pressures and intemal managerial choice vary independently, and this data confimis that 
firms can have both high levels of extemal pressures and hi@ levels of managerial 
discretion (Hi# & Tyler, 199 1 ). This data confims Oliver's (199 1) contention that 
judgrnent by top management, combining with institutional pressures, results in fim 
variance in responding to similar pressures (also Iudge & Zeithaml, 1992). Although al1 
fimis in the sample face sirnilar pressures, managerial and leadership discretion is 
allowed in choosing which pressures to respond to, at lest once minimum expectations 
regarding economic and legal requïrements have been met (see Appendix K). This 
discretion is allowed m-al ly  because of codicting expecuitions fiom stakeholden 
(Poweii, 1988), partly because of comrnunity apathy, and piirtly because of govemment 
willingness to negotiate enforcement standards individually with the fims. The 
discretion is allowed, and finns take advantage of this flexibility in different ways. 

5.2 CONCLUSION 

The environmental consequences of unsustainable corporate practice are not 
completely ignored in ütdustrialized societies. Severe pressures on chemicai firms 
constrain and identiq Iimited acceptable environmental behaviors for these fimis. 
Governmental reguiation and investor dernands are the two major extemal pressures that 
constrain orgaaUatiot181 choice. Corponte history and culture combined with fiscal 
ability are i n t e d  constraints on ~ r ~ z a t i o n a l  choice. Once a certain minimum 
standard of behavior is met, the dHerent firms with their different strengths and abilities, 
respond in di fferent ways. Leadership cornmitment and understanding within fim 
constraints is show as critical in achieving behavior pst the minimum standards for 
most f irms. 



Past certain minimum regulatory and economic standards, the respoose of 
chemical fims to pressures for SB is idiosyncratic to each fum This data supports a 
mode! that demonstrates the power of extemal forces to predetemiine the choices 
available to the fimi. The data also documents that chemical fim fesponse is a fimction 
of intemal fimi interpretation of the power of these pressutes. These pressures are 
interpreted and thus responded to in dinerent ways by different h s .  

The environmentai behavior of al1 fims is constrained by two hasic extenial 
pressures. The first pressure is govemment demand for specinc types and levels of 
behavior regardhg the natwal enviromnent The second pressure is cornpetitive and 
investor demand for miiiimum levels of economic performance. These dm& are 
primary reqiiirernents for longer-terni corponrn survival. If the firm does not comply 
with govemment environmentai regdation and does not provide a reasonable return to 
stockholdea, the fhn  will eventdy close. The chemical fims in this sample 
experience these regulatory and economic performance demands as irrefhtable. These 
irrefbtabIe demands resutt in a short-terni and cornpliance focus regarding SB. The 
economic imperative particularly demands a non-ecological .and non-sustainable focus. 

The regulatory and economic demands are visible- The benefits of added 
voluntary SB and the accepting of additional environmental and ecological responsibility 
are less visible. However7 short-tenn benefits of additional SB include that the finn is 
''trusted'? to meet govemment standards and is allowed, after negotiation, to do so in 
ways most cost-efficient to the fim. The firm also faces les risk of firm or personal 
liability h m  future costs or fines. The investor benefit of meeting additional 
environmental demands is mostly long-terni and includes: personnel of the finn having 
pride in their work and the finn, and additional quality ofproduct, which may lead to the 
suwival of the firm. This "ethicai" and ud i sc re t io~n  behavior (Carroll, 1979) 
addresses other stakeholders of the fim including the community, media and activists, 
employees, M e r s ,  and insurance fims, as well as the environment itself. 

The pressures identifid in the data a11 relate to these economic and regulatory 
pressures in some way. ïhe  community is viewed as powerfbl because of its ability to 
infiuence govermuent and ultimately regdation. Customers are the most important 
pressure for two of the fims, and this concem supports the economic marketplace and 
stockholder demand. The Intemal pressures noted in the data can be viewed as a 
response to these other pressures. 

This data shows that al1 fims, including the most pro-active firms, arp driven by 
prajpatic economic concems. Although the pro-active and sociaily enhancing stance is 
likely "solb' as king undenaken because the firm has philosophical concerns and wants 
to be seen as a wcially responsible corporate citizen, no such philosophical underpinning 
is found- 



The creation of the sociaily responsible and sustainably behaving corporation is 
only a part of the challenge facing mankind. Global human behavior is creating Me- 
threatening ecological danger to humankind, and improved corporate practice done is 
not the solution. An overarching change in world Mew and sense of human possibility is 
required to bring about a sustainable world " w i h u t  compmmising the ability of funire 
generations to meet their own ne&" (WCED, 1987: 8). 



RESEARCH NOTES 

Research Note 1 : I believe t&t al1 research is tainted to some degree by 
conscious or unconscious researcher bias. My particular world-view is infomed by 
certain beliefs about the ecologid state of the worid, and these kliefs and values are 
reflected in this work. I have convictions about the sacietai and coprate d u e  and 
behavior shih required to enhance the iikelilmod of sustaiustaiI18bie practice. This 
perspective recognizes the responsibility of- business practice regarding our present 
ecological situation, and the role that business intetests must play, along w i i  changes in 
individual and societal practice, to achieve surtauiable developwnt 

Research Note 2: For example, in the early stages of this project it became 
apparent that partîcular attention would be given to pressures that are not prescribed by 
Iaw or immediate economic necessity, such as fear of potentiai corporate or personal 
liability, or anticipation of increasingly stringent future regdation. The response to these 
pressures can be proactive, reactive, inactive or even unfavorable to the naturai 
environment, The fiamework that evolves fiom this research can be used to understand 
corporate response to these less direct pressures. This research provides examples or 
guides for behavior that cm be copied by other organizations in related fields (Strauss 
and Corbin 2990). 

Research Note 3: Many response options are available to executives, and 
making substantive changes to production practice resulting in lesseneci environmental 
impact is only one of these options. Others include govemment lobbying, public 
relations attempts such as information campigns, and minor cosmetic changes such as 
landscaping and beautifying production facility sites. 

Researçh Note 4: For example, the parts per million allowable under 
regulation for smokestack emission, much less the enforcement of these d i f f e ~ g  
reguiations. is different in Alberta than in Ontario, and different again for American, 
European or South American facilities. 

Research Note 5: Corporate management is becomuig more cornplex, 
particularly since the "simpler" concem with stockholder well-behg is king replaced 
with the ofien ambiguous and even intemally contradictory concept of stakeholder 
well-being. Active stakeholders in the organization each impose their own demands on 
the corporation and what is beneficial to one stakeholder may be of Iittle benefit or even 
detrimental to another. 

Research Note 6: I believe that research in Organizational Analysis should 
use a broad contextual approach which stresses a need to understand how organimtions 
and societies evolve together, rather than presuming a one-way adaptation of the 
organization to the environment (Morgan and Smircich, 1980). The determination of 
causality within this contextual approach is problematic because it is usually impossible 



to find a point at which causal forces begin. I am supportive of this holistic approach, but 
my epistemology is positivistic enough to allow belief in some degree of deteminimi in 
corporate policy making. Tbat is, certain combinations of factors over time can be given 
credit for certain organizatiod behaviors, even as these causes and effeets are 
interactive. 

Research Note 7: Fieldwork entails high costs to the -cher in 
nansforming raw observations or inte~ews ïnto usefidly analyzable data (Brewer and 
Hunter, 1989). With data collection it i s  impossible to observe and record everything? 
and even if we could, we would not necessady b w  w h t  it dl rneant. Simi~larly, 
without becomhg hopelessly complicated, no theory cm include al1 of the concepts that 
might possibly a d  out understanding. 

Research Note 8: "We are dl used to the normal, extensive literature review 
to ascertain gaps to fil1 in, hypothesis to test, and ideas to contribute to, in descriptive and 
verificational studies. In contrast, the dictum in punded theory is: niere is a need not 
to review any of the literature in the substantive area under sRidy9' (Glaser, 1992: 3 1 ). 

Glaser reasons that dun'ng data collection and analysis, the emerging growtded theory 
must be fke fiom the dernands of related literature and its findings and assumptions, at 
least initially, in order to allow the data to conceptually detemine the best theoty. Glaser 
feels strongly about this ciifference of grounded theory fiom descriptive or verificational 
studies. The directive is exact: do not do a literature review pnor to analysis. 

Research Note 9: As well, the researcher had reached conclusions about the 
necessity for world-wide sunainable ecological development, as well as holding a 
perspective on the responsibilities of industry to solve or assist in the correction of these 
ecological concerns prior to the commencement of the research. The researcher has 
beliefs about the interco~~ectiion of Uidustry with govemment and society. 

Research Note 10: My judgment is that the intemiews were interesting and 
informative for both parties in most cases, and the questiouing by the researcher 
welcomed as an infotmed perspeaive perhaps rot often available to respondents. 

Research Note 1 1: There was no way to guarantee that these individuais were 
the best informecl, most influential, or most forthcoming with information, but they were 
availabte and preped to offer their assimce with this project 

Research Note 12: The pre-intewiew media and archive search balances in 
part the possible fim-serving bias of UIformauts, or at least suggested sufficient 
background and context to allow to researcher to ask detailed questions to arrive at a 
h l  ler understanding. 

Research Note 1 3 : Early judgments might prove incorrect and so skew al1 
future interpretation, so care was taken to be cautious and slow to reach tentative 



conclusions. This was a very dificult part of the analysis process, the hesitation to make 
judgments, offset by a desire to "get on with it", and progress. 

Research Note 14: î h i s  reading and rereading, then the coding and recoding of 
al1 mascribed inteniews created a problem of lack of firm specific aWBteness- 1 could 
remember that someone somewhere hrl said something very similar, but was not sure 
exactly who hed made the comment, or which fbm the individual worked with, reqWruig 
yet again amthec search through the coding summarïes. 

Research Note 15: Throughout al1 inte~ews, descriptive notes were 
contindly written. Martin and Tumer (1986: 142) encornage the investigator ''to 
commence by concentrating on detaïleci description of the fmtures of the data collected 
before attempting to produce more general theoretical statements", as a first step to 
researcher understanding. I agree that the "discoveryn of grounded theory narts with this 
description and researcher understanding. 

Research Note 16: What Strauss and Corbin neglect ?O say is that more than a 
single theoretically valid interpretations is possible, and the researcher mut use 
judgment to detennine which is the most valid and most complete. 

Research Note 17: My judgment is that Denzin is correct, as bodi individuals 
are " playing a role" in some sense, yet the objective of the interview fiom the researchef s 
perspective is to accept the role and use it to gain honest information from the 
respondent. 

Research Note 1 8: The researcher must leam to be quiet, Men, and not debate 
unless the debate might dari@ or e x p d  issued already raised. The researcher must be 
taken seriously, in my view as a professional person with worthy interests and concems, 
yet one who is openaiinded and open to learning from the respondent. 

Research Note 19: The ûanscribing of îhese tape recorded interviews took 
about seven hours per in te~ew hou- The f%st dozen interviews I transcribed myself, 
with the balance king shared between myself and aa assistant, who did about 
twenty-nve of the tmscripts in total. These transcriptions were done as soon after the 
in t e~ew as possible. Tfa~~scnptions &ne by the assistant were al1 raiewed by me 
while listenhg to the tape. Minor corrections were sometimes fequired, most often in the 
spelling of narnes or chemical processes. Punctuation, often a judgment cal1 in 
tranxnbing, was somethes changed to achieve the understaadhg closest to my own 
recollection or what was reflected in my notes of the interview. AI1 ïnte~ews were 
conducted by myself. Notes maàe dun'ng the inte~ews also helped to undentand delays 
or confusions in the transcript, for example when the respondent talked on the phone, lefi 
the rmm for a minute, or when some third party intempted the inte~ew. 

Research Note 20: 1 am convinced that greater depth by way of more 
interviews per firm would not have added a great deal to the insights gained. Greater 



insight may have been gained by exarnining another tbree or four fims, and doing 
another six or seven inteMews per new fim. As well, one is never completely confident 
that a better interview couid not have beea done with any given respondent, as perhaps 
better questions or follow-up questions asked. Overall, 1 am pleased with the quality and 
depth of the tTtty-three interviews that ground this fesearchc 

Research Note 2 1: In stage one the i n t e ~ e w s  were uasmictiaed No exact set 
of questions was employed, not were questions asked in a special order. This allowed 
me a great deai of froedom to probe various areas, and to Ieam wbat was considered 
important by these individuals. These initiai intemfV1ews gave the flavorof the work to be 
done. in stages two aad tbree, the intewiew format became much more formai. 

Research Note 22: Both action and non-action is significant to this research as 
non-action signifies a choice by the corporation to not take action regarding the natural 
environment. These non-actions may well be the most iateresting instances of tinn 
environmental decision making, as pressures were deemed to be non-ianuential enough 
that they codd be ignored. These examples were usually found in cross firm 
comparisons, in that five firms for example might have a Community Advisory Panel, 
and one fim might not Instances of specific b non-action were sometimes identified 
through interviews with non-fm iafonnaats, particdarly environmental activists. 

Research Note 23: My sense is that few of us speak as coherentfy or as well 
we think we do. Tmscripts, because of their penonally exposing nature, might cause 
respondents embanassment because of these noncontent reasons. This may cause them 
to rethink their agreement that their transcripts could be useci, their participation or the 
participation of their staff in the research project itself or perhaps to become more 
reticent in firme interviews. 

Research Note 24: What is reporteci in the transcripts is not at issue, but the 
"clarification" offered to inferpret the words used may be of benefit. 

Research Note 25: One cautionary factor is that most archival records are 
produced for a specific purpose and a specific audience (other than the researcher). 
These conditions must be fully appreciated in order to interpet the usehrlness of any 
archivai records (Denizen, 1978)- 

Research Note 26: Responsible Care: The chernical industry has afternpted 
to respond to pressures from environmentalists by creating its owa set of environmentai 
practice guidelines. These principles are kaown as the nResponsible Care" program and 
are approved by over 200 companies in the United States and over si* in Canada. 
Some critics of Responsible Care daim that the prograrn to date nflects more public 
relations than progress, mostly because compliance with the Respomibie C m  Principles 
is voiuntary by members, no tirnetables for total compliance have been set, and the 
CCPA in Canada and the CMA in the United States do not sanction rnernbers to do not 
comply. Recent changes in Canada now see some CCPA audits of practice, although 



these audits also are voluntaq and must be requested by rnember companies. This 
program is monitored and spwsored by the tndustiy without interference from the 
respective govemments. This Cariadian initiative has beni perceived as king so 
successfùl that it has been adopted by other couatnes including the United States, 
Austraiia, New Zealami, and Englanâ 

Research Note 27: Haviag the m e s  of  individuais fiom the commu~*ty 
because of media search was helptùl even though that did not ditectly lead to 
intem-ewiag. In ail cases I combed bPck through pfevious contacts to find a penon who 
could pemnally recommend me to the community person 

Research Note 28: Of course, politidly "correct" and asMe corporate elites 
are aiso well aware of "desirable" nsponses, and uu's is 0 t h  a problem in any quaiitative 
data collcctioa Impression management is a science that is dive and well in the 
chernical industry. 

Research Note 29: I outlined my own beliefs and grounding at the beginniag 
of this research project. This grounding includes the belief that economic development 
musi be sustainable and subservient to ecological demand, that much ofcunent 
ecological degradation is caused by unsustauiable individual and corporate prafùce, and 
that change in the philosophical grounding and management ofour corporations is a 
necessity. Not k i n g  aware of ones own personal bias, 1 believe, can be a fatal fiaw in 
almost any research poject 

As a general note, I found that being an academic in a 
business Eiculty caused more suspicion with community people and environmentalists 
than w i i  chemïcal fim personnel. That is, as a researcher fiom a business school, 1 was 
initially seea by both groups (fim and activist/community) as king more sympathetic to 
the business position. Funher, the firms seemed willing to reach out and explain or 
justiq k i r  position while community respondents were generally more reticent (or 
perhaps ody les sophisticated) in their responses. 

Research Note 30: At fim glance this replication seems dikely, yet the data 
deais with the indumies' interpreation of pressures ngarding environmental behavior, not 
just the finn cases or the individuais interviewed spccifieally. The specific individuais 
in te~ewed are secondary to our objective of understanding fum behavior, and so 
changes in personnel or minor changes ofcontexî or intervening variables can be handled 
by the emerging theory. 

Research Note 3 1 : This unsureness is itself interesthg particularly since we 
often assume in management studies that most decisions are cational and fully undemood 
by al1 those involved Even if this process is understood as to the "how" of 
decision-making, often the underlying "why" was not understood. 

Research Note 32: Access is generaily concemed about researcher access to 
the system and the memben of the system, but the converse may be equally problematic 



although genedly ignored There may be some who want or could give vital 
information to the researcher but are no< selected or known by the researcher. This 
problem was no< satisfactoriy resolved, althougb most openitor-employee interviews in 
stage t h e  were set up through union representatives and not corporate management, and 
this may have helped resolve this problem. 

Research Note 33: Graadfathered f h s  are allowcd to eithef ignore new 
regdations or are given exceptional exemptions to g i n  them time to achieve 
wmpliance. This creates a twoder system of regdation, one for new fims and another 
for the older firms and ofcourse various stages in between. Chetnical finns are not 
given these exceptional clauses, and certain levels of performance are expected by dl. 

Research Note 34 As an example, although ail firms iden* govemment 
regulation as a pressure influencing corporate envimmental action, two fimis consider 
govenunent pressure the most important influence of ail identified pressures, two f ins 
consider that govemment regdation is somewhat important but not criticai, and two 
fims consider goverment regulation as almost irreievant and not very important at all. 

Research Note 35: This fiml choice of one hwidred indicators evolved fiom a 
list that originally had over 260 Uidicators. These indicatoa emerged fiom the coding of 
the transcripts, so in dl instances fiom the data created by the interviews. Some were 
redundant or very similar and so could be combùied Many were of ody low or medium 
interest to only one or two firms, and so not generai to most firms. The purpose of the 
indicators was to identify concems of each firm, but also to allow cornparison between 
the firms. The construction of categories from various combinations of indicators was a 
slow and lengthy process. k ing  highly interactive and repetitive. 

Research Note 36: ISO 9000: Many finus are attempting to achieve 
IS09000 certification, whkh allows the firms to bid on govemment and other contracts. 
ISO 9000 sets an international standard for quality practice, and this is expected to lead 
to customer satisfaction. 

Research Note 37: Bhophal: A 1984 explosion at a Union Carbide facility in 
India killed hundreds and injured thousands. The full devastation will iikely never be 
known. This incident rai& the coasciousness ofmost publics worid-wide, and caused 
even pa te r  concem with the practice and dety  of chernical facilities al1 over the world 
Union Carbide divested itself of many chemical options in 'the years following this 
accident, and now is a much differeat firm than it was at the the ,  although still W l y  in 
c hemical production. 

Research Note 38: Sludge Ponds: These storage ponds were established to 
store liquid waste. Some evaporation and setthg was expected, md this would assist 
this eventual permanent disposal. What was not expeaed is that most sludge ponds 
eventually broke down, even though clay lined and more recently clay and plastic lined. 
Ground water contamination is common around older sites. A recent Edmonton example 



happened when seepage from a sludge pond draineci to a grave1 and sand pit, and some of 
this saad ended up king used by Edmonton Parks and Recmtion as sand box sand in 
several parks, supplying children with toxic sand to play in. Many timis are stopping the 
practice of h n g  ponds. and cleaning up the sites of the ones they useà to have. Even 
w i t h  practice at regdatory levels, fims are finding themselves liable to massive clean-up 
costs, demotlstfating Uiat govenunental compliance is no gwantee of wn-liability. 

Research Note 39: Bata Executives: Corpomte executives and two Board 
memben were sentenced and jailed for inesr>onsible environmental behavior in 1992. 
The firm was discovered to be dumping toxins into a river nmning close to an Ontario 
plant, and despite repeated d g s  contïnued the practïce. 

Research Note 40: CCPA: The Canadian Chernical Producers Association fias 
sixty-four members in Canada, with twenty-one in Alberta. Mbst plants in the Edmonton 
vicinity are branch plants of larger conglornerates. The association represents the 
members both on technical matten like Environmental compliance, Labor and Health 
with the governments, and Alberta Energy, and also &th the Business side with 
government taxation offices and Economic development and Trade. The main 
accomplishment of the CCPA, aside from the lobbying efforts with government regarding 
environmental and trade standarb, has ken the establishment of the Responsible Care 
guidelines which have k e n  adopted by many cornmes around the world. 

Research Note 4 1 : Valdez: In March of 1989 the Exxon Valdez fouled 
Alaska's Prince William Sowid with over eleven million gallons of fnshly pumped crude. 
As a consequence of the spill. Exxon Chainnan Lawrence Rawl was surnmoned to 
appear before the United States Congress to explain the disaster, Exxoo's annuai 
shareholdets meeting was disrupted by angry demonstrators, vast arnounts of Exwon's 
assets were deployed to support the Alaska cleanup, and the name Exxon became 
synonymous with bad environmental practice. Exxon recovered less than 15% of the 
spill, and this after spendïng close to two billion dollars. Most disturbing, another spill 
could happen at any time, and we are no better ppared as a society to deal with a 
disaster of this magnitude than we were in March of 1989. 

nie Valdez spi11 has led to the Valdez P~c ip l e s  king 
drafted by several leading environmental organizations. Fims in many industries are 
king  pressured to adopt these principles of corporate behavior. The Valdez Principles 
are: Protection of the biosphere; Sustainable use of naturai mouces; Reduction and 
disposal of waste; Wise use of energy; risk reduction; Marketing of safé products and 
services; Darnage compensation; Disdosure; Environmental Directors and managea; and 
Assessrnent and annual audit The CCPA daims that theü own industry specific 
Responsible Care guidelines are more applicable to the practice of their memben, and so 
few finns support to Valdez Pnnciples. 

Research Note 42: ISO 14000: ISO 14000 is a collection of international 
standards that deal specificaliy with environmental practice. Few companies have 



achieved these standards. Standards applicable in North America are expected to be 
foIlowed by fims globally. 

Research Note 43: Closed Loop System: This is a process system that does 
not any resources nom outside the loop, so a "closed" system. The loop is not really 
closeci in that water is taken in at the beginning of the pocess, but the theory is that the 
process of cooting aml purification d o m  the ce-use and re-use of the same water and 
other products such that there is no discharge into the river. Most fims offer a 
purification system and then waste water is returned to the river and "clean" water taken 
in to replace tk discbarged water- The closed loop system allows the fim to not report 
to the govemment on emissions reports, ami ais0 to ignore rnany bureaucratie problem 
deait with by the other fims in the area This is considered the way of the biture, and 
this technology and knowledgc will presumably be sold to other facilities world-wïde as 
regdations tighten. 

Research Note 44: Emergency Response: Emergency Response is pan of the 
CAER programs which are canied out at several of the plants in the sample. CA/ER 
means Cornmunity Awareness / Emergency Response. The basic premise of CAiER is 
that the public bas the right-to-know about anything that can affect the health and safety 
of the commwüty. These prognuns b ~ g  plant penomel together with commum*ty 
leaders to keep the community informed about the plant operations. Ernergency 
Response programs usually include an automatic telephone dialing system to direct dia1 
immediate neighbors if there is a release or any other problem. Momation packages 
assuring the immediate cornmunity of facility readiness to hand1e an emergency are sent 
out at least once a year. 

Research Note 45: Community Advisoy Panel: Commmity Advisory Panels 
are another offshoot of the CAER programs (see 3-12 above). Commun@ "leaders" are 
chosen by the fim involved, and then this CAP is expected to set its own agenda and 
explore various areas ofconcem «, the CAP group itself. There is iittle evidence that 
these groups are considered responsible to the community at large by the community, but 
are at least an attempt to communicate with cotnmuni~ membes in an organued way by 
the finn, and does mate a degree of f h k  ofcommunity concem to the tirm. 

Research Note 46: Flariag: Most f l a ~ g  in the Scotford and Fort 
Saskatchewan area is the bumiag off of greenhouse gases, the vast bulk of which is 
carbon dioxide. This gas and nitmgen oxide are bypoducts of power production and 
chernical reactions in the chernical pmess, and the fims wodd mody clah that little 
can be done without changing the pruduction process, a d  diis canriot be done without 
affecting product quality. Flaring is considered an eye-sore by many community 
memben, and is certainiy a constant reminder of chernical facility creation of noxious 
aises that are bumt off. Fiaring ofien creates roariag noises, and this is can be 
Y 

aggravating to community memben. 



Research Note 47: Cradle-tdirave: The cradle-to-grave focus is on broad 
process redesigns that reflect the life-cycle of how a product is deveioped, manufactureci, 
and use4 and the impact of that product on tbe environment This life-cycle anaiysis is 
ofien done using a stakeholder-type fiamework, looking at the a& of customers. 
ernpioyees, sbareholders and the public, to identiQ &t environtnental sttategies hold - 
the most promise and where major change is neaded 

Research Note 48: Agent Orange: A product made by several companies for 
American Army use in the Vietnam War. It has been shown that Agent Orange has 
serious peimanent side effects to those haudluig it if not hancüed in a "die" way, 
resulting in many lawsuits and even class action suits against severai American 
cornmes. Settlements nmni-ng to the millions of dollars has already been paid out, and 
the lawsuits continue- 

Research Note 49: Wildiife Park: By contn"ng land, capital, aiad 
manpower to various pmjects like wildlife preserves or tme-planting exercises, some 
fims hope to be seen as demonstrating good faith with their local communïties. These 
exercises are usually discussed in ternis of public relations and visible corporate face, 
with very little concern expressed about the wildlife or the ecological benetits of the 
projects themselves. 

Research Note 50: National Ernissions Rclease Inventory: The Toxic Release 
Inventory measures a companies emissions of cemiin chemicals. mis is only a stan to 
emissions testing, and oniy measures about three hundred of the 40,000 plus chemicals 
registered in the country. As ;in example, the measured toxic emissions fiom DuPont in 
199 1 in the United States alone was 254 million pounds, ody dom 6% nom 1988 totals. 
Despite very glossy and well-publicized environmentai statements, measured by these 
toxic releases DuPont remains the biggest single polluter of any corporation in the United 
States. 

Research Note 5 t : Director Liability: Laws have recently cbanged in Canada 
and the United States allowing Directors of publicly traded companies to be held 
personally liable for the inespoasible behaviors of the corporations on whose Boards 
they sit Prosecution is rare except in instances where clear evidence is availabie that 
Board members were aware of corporate practice, were aware of certain consequences of 
actions they chose to take, and their purposefiû ignoring of tk eaviromentai 
consequences of their actions. The ignoring of governmentai cornpliance demands &er 
several wamings, especially if the Board were a m  of the warnings, wwwld be an 
example of Board lack of due diligence ibat would possibly lead to charges k i n g  laid 
(see 3-7 above). 

Research Note 52: Mu1 ti-tas king: Simply, ernployees are eained in various 
areas of facility operation. A fork-lift operator for example may wvork in the Accounting 



department for seved rnonths pet year. This creates a more flexible work force for the 
corporation, and is expected to result in more satisfied and motivated employees. 

Research Note 53: Delivery System: Dinerent types of chernical product are 
del ivered in different ways. Most, by bulk, aie delivered by tmin rail cars which 
lead to the dramatic headlines when train dediments occur, and complete communities 
are evacuated Specialty chemical pruduct, or s d l  batch production, is still mostiy 
delivered in steel dnnns. Because of the toxic nature of much chernical product these 
drums Wear out if used mpeatedly, and e v e W y  cause leaking and other r&ases. 

Research Note 54: Liabiüty for Ratious Practice: The best example of 
current liability for prevïous practice, legal or illegai, is the coustiuttiy astonisbing 
reading regarding the EPA Superfund sites in the United States. A wrnmon problem 
occurs when toxic chernicals are burieci in steel dnnns, and these steel drums over time 
erode and leak, creating serious environmentai problems including contamiaated ground 
water. The owner of the property, regardless o f  who or which fkns created the 
environmental hazard in the fust place, is responsible for the clean-up of the 
contamination. As an example, DuPont, one of the largest chemical firms operating in 
the United States, is alone potentially responsible for over one hundred Supernuid sites. 

Research Note 55: Malcolm Muggeridge Award: One of dozeas of 
environmental awards that North Amencan h s  and institutes award to each other 
yearly, usually for best practice or most improved practice. There is wide variance as to 
the criteria w d  to detemine the judging of this practice. Active public relations work 
usually accompanies the awarding of this and other a m & ,  especiaily for "green" 
practice. 

Research Note 56: Love Canal: Likely the best known contaminated site in 
the United States. A residential community was built on top ofa dump site that 
contained toxic chemiçals. Chernicals and other toxins started to leak into basements, 
and "bubble-up" in b k  yards creating a huge health hazard The community was 
corn pletely evacuated, closed off, and clean-up undertaken. The original polluten 
including Hooker Chernical were mostly d e h c t  fims, and the clean-up was essentially 
paid nom out o f  govemment fun&. The commuaity has now been declareci " d e " ,  and 
houses in the area are again king sold to the public. 

Research Note 57: Staidess-steel Tankers: Firm E bas developed its Pom- 
Feed delivery system. and has re-trained drivea and other workers to manage to program 
properly. These stainless steel tanker tnicks are daigned witb sloped bottoms so diat 
ves, iittle residue product is leA d e r  delivery of a load of product This reduced waste 
results in less clean-up and less waste of pmduct, which is seen as a win for both the 
chemical finn and the customer. Because of this complete control of product delivery, 
firm E has elimineted the need for over two million fi@-five gallon chemical drums. 
Eighteen million dollars has been invened in this program, and now includes tifteen- to 



eight hundred-gallon units, Finn E claims to have reduced its hazardous waste 17.8% 
fiom 1990 to 199 1, mostly because o f  imprwed delivery practice. 

Research Note 58: Material Safety Data Sheet: These information sheets 
accompany product when it is deliverd to custorners, and details ail relevant idormation 
about the content of the chemicais involveci, fecornmended practice for spills or other 
contïngencies, and even information about potentiai coll~equeace if the product cornes in 
contact with certain other products. Safe hanùling and consumer and employee safety is 
the main concern that bas led to these MSDSs. 

Research Note 59: PaddIe River Dam: The Paddle River Dam is a 
Government pmject to dam the Paddle River a d  so create a body of water tbat can be 
used for imgation purposes in southem Alberta. Serious debate as been an ongoing part 
of the approval process with appeals fiom Environmental and some community groups, 
and much disputed environmental impact debate- The govenunent is continuing this 
project despite on-going corn action. 

Researcb Note 60: A brief note is appropriate about how these indicators were 
fonned into categones. Al1 sip-ficant data points were expresseci as ïndicators, and as 
analysis progressed the size of these lists changed as new factors emerged or were 
combined with other factors. Further, there was movement between the categories and 
pressure goups as understanding grew. For example, customer satisfaction can translate 
into economic profit or loss, so should "customer may seek the lowest pnce" properly be 
placed in Customer concem or Economic concem? Again, communïty dissatisfaction 
with fin peiformance for example, cm lead to the fim being punished through boycotts 
or other negative publicity, and so this is a red economic coa as well as a commtmity 
concern, so could be under Ecom>mic Pressures instesd of Community Pressures. This 
placement choice was complex and time-consuming, and evolved as understanding of the 
data evolved. The final breakdown resulted in one hundred uidicators. If this chta was 
re-coded and re-eategonzed yet again, I believe very similar indicators and categories 
would be found. 
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SELECTED INTERVIEW QUOTAnONS - RRM A 

A -  1. Inte"ew 43 ( 5: 21 - 24): 1 think tbat would sum it up (tim does more 
than it needs to). Fm really glad to see if but they have to do it in a manner that makes 
financial sense too. We can't do everything at once, but as long as tbere's continual 
improvement .. 

A-2. înteniew 3 1 (9: 29): Moncy. 1 mean that is why we are here. 

A -3 .  Interview 42 (7: 48 - 54): 1 guess it's part of îrying to understand your 
risks in management Lookùig at your finances and to a certain extent., the amount of 
money that goes back into the plant site. whether it would be environment, health or 
whatever, the manpower on this plant site can ody manage a certain amount of money in 
a certain amount of projects. 

A-4,  iNTERWW 14 (1120 - 11: 24): The econorny has an 
influence. Certainly. But in my estimation, which is why we decided to be proactive, the 
longer you wait the more costly it's going to become. And yes, we have to be driven by 
that part of the jigsaw puzzle. ... It's a living thing. The jigsaw is my favorite analogy. 

A -  5, INTERVIEW 14 (12: 35 - 12: 43): I f  I was to walk in tomonow 
(to head office) and say that 1 need fifty million dollars to reaily put this panicular 
product on line, but itls only making a million dollars a year profit Someboây would Say 
to me, "hey we'd like you to go back and revise your ideas a bit. What you're going to do 
with that perticular unit facility etc etcn. I would undentand that Sure, sure. But that's 
not the challenge. The challenge for al1 of us is to look at piimcular situations and say ok 
we have a problem here, ohh, it's not the most profitable thing. 1s there another way to 
do it. 

A - 6. INTERVIEW 8 ( 16: 9 - 1 1): Management bas said well OK if we're 
going to be here another forty yeen we'd better spread out this invesîment and we'd better 
do it wisely. And, thatls really where the impact cornes in on the business. ... How do 
we find smaxt ways to do it? 

A - 7. NîERViEW14(12:43- 13:8): Wehaveacoupleofideasatthe 
present moment, to recover two pwlucts tbat ptesently m either bum or destroy 
catalytically. And uh itll al1 cos& one of them will be a couple of million, and the other 
one about six million dollars. 1 think well get the money for that. OK? 1 think we cm 
build a very reasonable case for spenâing that money. Ifwe can get this to fniition, and 1 
think we cm, it will do two things. Ok. A, it will bring product to the market which 
hopefully will improve our bottom line and out cost of producing that particular material, 
but it will also envimnmentally be an improvement for the site. 



A - 8. INTERVIEW 14 ( 13: 8 - 13: 20): So 1 hear the the ewnomics, 
but 1 also think there is a different attitude in terms of ecoaomic spending. We just spent 
six million dollan again in recovering a material From a by-poduct, but the plant is up 
and ninning, but one of the key things was, in the justification for bat expendinite, was 
not only that we could utilut the product within the W I y  in N. Amena, but ais0 it 
took about fifteen thousand tons of chemical out of the matetid we're puttiog down ow 
deep well. And that was important, that was sassed quite cleady, îhat this wouid be 
removiag Nteen thousand tons of a product that we were punchhg down as a soluble 
proâuct down the deep well. And it was important- That helped that poject because the 
economics for that poject weren? that wonderfiil, ok in terms of muni on capital and 
payback, but it was.a step in the right direction in terms of improving out environmental 
perfomance. 

A -9. Interview 43 (1: 26 - 33): ISO 9000 is a standard that has corne out of 
Europe. As the coordinator, 1 make sure that we do our intenial audits. The coordination 
that it takes for a group of people on site that are audits, so 1 make sure that al1 the audits 
are done and the findïngs completed When it cornes to writing the manuais, 1 take care 
of the ones in my area, but 1 also make sure everyone else on the site gets theirs done. 
Pm supposed to be the company authority on it. 

A -  10. INTERVIEW 24 (9: 33 - 41): Well, most of  hem (behaMors) have 
payouts in one way or another. A long payout sometimes. But some of them dont We 
have this constant pressure fiom govemment to improve and we also look d o m  the road, 
well you see we trade about 70% of out goods trade intemationally, and this in fact is 
what C was talking to our Mexican colleagues about ... I was telling them that mless they 
can, through NAFTA, trade into the States, unless you have the safety, the environmental 
cornpliance that is equivalent, or dam close to equivalent to the US, is that you're going 
to be competing against US producen that are goiag to scream and yell, and say that 
you're polluting the environment and they'll say that is &air cornpetition. 

A -  11. Interview 44 (2: 9 - 18): A lot of it (hints about future trends) relates 
back to the States and then through Ontario, BC, and then here. rm not sure if it goes in 
that order, but it certainly cornes through thern. ... I'm sure a lot of the controls on car 
emissions wouldn't be tbere if it wasn't for wbat was happening in the States. 

A - 12. INTERVIEW 14 (8: 17 - 24): Union Carbide is probably the best example 
of all. 1 mean that company was never the same &et Bhophal, in fact it dasn't look the 
same today. Divested, changed names. That company has gone through fantastic 
change, and when the average CEO, when you get to CE0 ... looks at that, and he has to 
stand back and say "Wow look at what's happeaed to that company, well I'm making sure 
that it is not going to happen to me." And then that starts. 

A - 13. MTERVIEW 8 (2: 2 1 -3 1 ): 1 think you rnight take a step back, I can't 
even remember when it actually occurred, but Bhophal was a real watershed for the 
chernical industry. And there was one in England wvhich may not be known over here, at 



Flexborough. And these were major catastrophes. Flexborough killed twenty-seven 
people 1 believe, and they were lucky it happened on a Saturday afternoonLI Bhophai we 
know about the incident that happened there, and in a sense that was a wake up cal1 for 
the worldwide Chernical Industry. Because the question was asked "Cm that happen 
here?", d the honest answer was "Yes". Not the pdculars of it, but a catastrophe of 
that sort of mapitude could happen. I thuiL that the chernical iadustry b c p  to realize 
tbat public pressure wuld start shuaing facilities down on the one Ievel, and if you look 
on the more financiai scale ofit, 1 dont know if the Union Carbide shares have ever 
recovered fiom tbat. 

A - 14, INTERVIEW 14 ( 1636 - 1 7:6): Well 1 think the case in point is 
sitting on out doomep at the present moment. And that's climatic change. Ok. The 
public perception is that green house gases perse are ùinuencing the climate. Ifyou go 
to the scientific community I coufd find as many for it as against i t  And, you h o w  here 
we are, I know how much CO2 1 produce every &y. 1 know how much we produced in 
1990,I know tbat it's increased since then, etc etc. And what I'm looking, my concem 
nght now is am I going to have to improve in that ana, and is it real number one, is it 
really beneficial to Canada as a whole given that we are about two percent of the total in 
the world. And we know damn well that the Chinese are going to burn sulfkous coal 
you know, because a rising standard of living is al1 tied to energy, and they have mal and 
nothing else, not a tree in sight. Are we doing the nght &hg. 

A -  15. Interview 42 (9: 4- - 10): (foreign jun'sdictions a concem?) 
Yes, because Cl is linked in the US, we can book and see wbat the EPA is doing. 

So, there's a whole range of avenues that the corporation can use to tum around and Say 
that by this date we want to do such and such. 1 was kind of intrigueci by the fact that 
insurance companies were seriously looking at the Bertin conference and their part in it. 

A - 16. Interview 42 (9: 14 - 16): Pm sure bankers would be there too (Berlin). 
There's a lot of things we have to do out here to meet our insunuice contracts. 

A - 17. MTERVlEW 8 (17: 1 1 - 14): They're a concern of us in that we have to 
get insurance and they corne and do their own inspections and everything else at the plant 
level and we had done just 1st week. ... We have an insurance manager in Corporate 
who Iooks after that. 

A - 18. INTERViEW 8 (1 7: 18 - 20): They have certain standards and they make 
recommendations for improvements and the rest of it ... so it's another audit course if 
you like, another check in the system. 

A -  19- INTERVIEW 14 (10: 27 - 33): Oh, 1 know for a f&t, a gentleman 
that used to work for Nova in the Environmental field is now with the Toronto 
Dominion. That is ceitainly the case. The first thing they are going to look at now are 
environmental concerns and liabilities. They recognize and have seen the Love Canals, 
and Mississauga incident and al1 of those are extremely injwious to the lender, even 



through just k i n g  associated with it, and also it costs a lot of money to fk 1 don't want 
to own this facility. So that's there. 

A - 20. LNTERVIEW 8 (23: 36 - 39): There is an ex-colleagw of ours who used to 
work for Shell, and 1 knew him through the CCPA, he's now a Vice-President for ClBC 
on Environmental AfEairs. Not only does he look after fhe enviromental impact of their 
(own) building but every major loan has to cross his desk 

A-21. INTERVIEW 24 (14: 37-38): We have no pressure (fiom bankers) 
because ciimntîy we have no debt and about two million dollars in cash assets in the 
bartk 

A - 22, Interview 42 (6: 41 - 45): You may even isolate other uidusaies fiom 
adopting those methods. 1 tbink we're major players in having other indusaies in the area 
adopt CARE, where they may not have done it before. 

A - 23, 1nte~-ew 43 (9: 48 - 50): As soon as some company cornes up with an 
idea that looks good in the press, then the other companies get on it. 

A - 23. i n t e ~ e w  42 (5: 17 - 29): I k w w  with my association with othen and 
the fact that a Lot of wbat we do is certainly intluenced by Responsible Care and we are 
the only Responsible Care member there at the table. We have to sometimes pull back 
and make sure we're not pushing Cl's RC. Yet, we've been able to get other cornpanies 
to adopt Care pruiciples, even though they dont have to. They fomally adopted, in 
1 990, a Care program and we publish a quarterly newsletter to the community, we're 
having Care Fairs this summer. And 1 can say that there are people around those tables 
that dont understand and think it's another one of those things t h ' s  out there that's going 
to make things difficult for them. 

A - 25. INTERVIEW 14 (6: 20 - 6: 30): Knowledge is certainly a driver. 1 
think the CFC case is a prime ewnple. We're just going to spend five and a half million 
dollars next year taking out our industrial refrigeration system based on CFCs. We'll 
replace i t  Um 1 have to admit drïven by the Montreal Protocol, but the fiindamental 
change there was when Dupont agreed you know yeah there might be a link between 
CFCs and this large hole in the Antarctk when these biilloons charthg the size of the 
ozone layer and any gaps. The dey Dupont came out and said Hey we're getting out of 
this business, the whole industry just said, are you sure about that, fine right, we're going 
to, and we have shut down al1 of their CF Cs. And poduced an alternative, us Dupont 
and others, Mnd you 1 think they still have CFCs in M a -  

A - 26, INTERVIEW 24 ( I : 13 - 18): So at tbat time ( 1978) if you really looked at 
the situation, what you did sec, was that if you were going to trade, and most of o u  
materials are for export, if you're going to trade in the US you'd better have pretty 
reasonable environmental performance or they're going to corne back and nail you for 
unfair practices. You've seen the same thing happening in the lumber indusüy and like 



that where they view it as govemrnent subsidies, or you're doing practices that would be 
considered illegal in the US, things like that 

A - 27- INTERVIEW 8 (14: 31 - 15: 5): I think that countries with next to no 
regdations are disappearing pretty fht ... So our fim is a multimtionai W l y  that 
operates in Mexico, the USA and Canada, anâ a lot ofthe major compruiies particularly 
in the US that are in that situation, most of them are in thPt situation, the Dupont's. 
They've al1 said that they intend to operate as a North Amencan continent, basically, and 
the Mexican facilities will be brought up to the same standard as the US and Canada 
ones. We will bnng them up to our standard And 1 think that a c t d y  Union Carbide, 
the Bhophal incident, it goes back to that. because the= was the suspicion or perception, 
put it that way, tbat it was in hdio and the facilities weren't as well maintained, and 
cheap, and they wouid never do that in the US. Compnies have to operate these deys 
globally. The world is a small place, shririking in that sense. 

A - 28. INTERVIEW 8 (23: 7 - 14): Yeah, environmental liability is an issue. 
Yeah. I always say that there are two paru. Our environmental performance has got to 
improve and out environmental liability has got to danase. What people, 1 think the 
feeling coming back fiom the community is, not quite in these words, are well, what 
legacy are you going to leave us? What liability is going on ben in the hnire? 1s there a 
Love Canal? That's the sort of question tbat is slarting to come up now. It's interesthg in 
the sense, before you shut down, before we close the plant site, we have to decommission 
the plant, we have to file a plan. We can't walk away from this site and leave i t  And 
that's a liability for the company. 

A - 28b- INTERVIEW 14 (5:13 - 5: 28): No one likes to see the company for 
which they are responsible have a bad name, ok. And secondly our own employees want 
to be able to say we work for a responsible Company as well. And I think it starts with, 
activation or initiation you know really begim in the public forum, and it's a combination 
of you know, if you like, ûmennpeace or people iike Rob McIntosh at the Pembina 
htitute. If you really want to get at the .., the environmentalists, and they're saying you 
know, as we see it, the total ecological system is k i n g  imbaianced by action of the 
populace, and it's very difficuit for them, they are as astute as we are, Rob McIntosh is a 
srnari cookie ..- 1 But they begin to lobby, and do a very effecti-ve job of lobbying, again 
Tm not convinced that they are really giving the totai picture, ok, but if you're going to 
make change perhaps one of the requirements is tbat you present something that is 
slightly s lantd  That's fine, 1 understand that Industry does it the other way, heh heb 
That is what debate and democracy is al1 about 

A - 29. Interview 43 (6: 3 1 - 37): When you start signing your name on things 
like sarnple shipments that we send out of our products and we have to package them a 
certain way for the tnnsportation of dangerous goods, you stop and think when you're 
signing your name on a piece of p p e r  that says ï've done evewng possible to ship this 
safely. There's the possibility now that it can come right back to the person. 



A - 30, INTERVIEW 27 ( 17: 47 - 54): The responsibility is on everyone 
now. Yean ago, a guy would corne into a plant, do his job, and f was the managers 
worry. He just wanted to do his job, get his pay cheque and get out of there. Now 
legislation makes employees also responsible. It's becoming more and more 
responsibility on the individual tban it used to be. The responsibility used to lie pimarily 
on the plant manager for health and S a f i .  It's still the prime respomiaity ... 

A - 31, Inte"ew 43 (6: 25 - 3 1): Our plant in Sarnia with that whole fish 
story and the thing that really made eweryone sit up and take uotice is that they are wt 
going afler the cocporation, they're gouig alter an individual which makes you take notice 
of a lot of different things. We've having a lawyer coming in and talking to us about due 
di 1 igence. 

A - 32. INTERVIEW 27 (18: 3 - 8): ... but now there's much more responsibility 
on every individual in the plant through legislation and OHNS enviionrnentaI legislation 
in some provinces have been mng individuais. We had a situation in Ontario where our 
environmental coordinator was individually fined for $5,000 for an incident that 
happeneci He appealed and he won, but you're goiag to see more and more of i t  

A - 33. INTERVIEW 24 (2: 16 - 27): 1 havent seen a pond yet that doesn't leak 
given time. In this case it leaked and contaminated the sub-surface soi1 and so at that 
stage of the game we had to do two things: one was to stop that from happening, to 
prevent it, and the other was clean-up. So the basic thing the= was to get rid of ail our 
ponds, and cap them properly ... and the next step was to put in an effluent treatment 
plant with al1 above ground storage and al1 these other good thïngs that would allow us to 
be able to continue operation. So these facilities were narieci up in the capping, and that 
began in 1984, and the whole thing was completed in 1985, and obviously we had to do 
this as part of operating, and it was fairly lengthy process to do al1 that. 

A - 34, INTERVIEW 14(6: 11 - 16): And so, certainly for those of us here 
at this site, we've had an incident that we had to contend with back in 1983 when we 
discovered, as many have subsequently discovered, that our ponds were leaking. But 
they were put in to the Engineering standard of the day. There is nothhg at this site that 
wasn't put in according to the regdations when it was done. The poblem is that 
knowledge has changed significantly. It doubled every tea years, ok. 

A - 35. iNTERVIEW 27 (18: 18 - 24): When I see reports fiom the Bmd of 
Directon, now you'll see some of the prionty items on every meeting, they'll want to 
know about d e @  in every plant, enviromenta1 issues of any kind They want to be 
made aware of any problems, any spills. You never would bave seen thet years ago. 1 
think they've becorne more conscious of their responsibility and their d e .  

A - 36. MTERVIEW 8 (16: 15 - 20): Well obviously number one, no net number 
one but one of the major, you've got to be in cornpliance with the regulations. Nurnber 
one, that's a given. If you're not there you're in trouble. So in the short tenn the 



regulatoa have got to be nwnber one. The first question is are you in cornpliance, are 
your compliaace reports in? So, that's how senously it's takcn. Envimamental matten 
are reporteci directly up to the Bmd They (the k d )  know exactly everyihuig tbat ï've 
reported to the govemment. 

A - 37. INTERVIEW 14 (16: 19 - 25): But of course that particular situation 
has again been initiated by two of the bad eggs. Baia knew they had a pmblem long 
before they hit the court- They were in Belleville, the executives went to jail. And 
unfoctunately youte going to have individual compnia wbo don? have the culture and 
the vision to do better. To improve their opetations. And those cases mult în measures 
that 1 think outweigh the good of it al1 actually- It's jus& the pendulum swings from here 
over to here instead of framing the d d e  &round and insuring irnprovement 

A - 38. INTERVIEW 24 ( 14: 38 - 40): We want to be in business in the 
long term and you have to have the public on your side. 1 dont knuw if it helps, the 
chemicai companies are stiil the bad boys ... 

A - 39, lNTE3WEW 14 (10: 34 - 41): So its, ab, I think again that's the 
publics and the media and you lmow the concem, it's al1 driven nom that aspect But o u  
push is just to be better. It's .. here's the trite phrase, to be the responsible wrporate 
citizen. As you know with the North Saskatchewan River study, we initiated that here, 
the last two people we had to get on board were the city and the Capital Regions. But l 
think that someone was suficiently astute in both of those organizations to say weli, 
better to be on board and to know what's coming rather than k i n g  off-board and getting 
it as a surprise. 

A - 40. INTERVIEW 8 (5: 24 - 34): Legislation seems to follow it (public 
opinion). I don't know about public opinion When it cornes down to it, I think, is that 
basically people have some fears over it, and ... After the Care days we drew up a list of 
the twenty most popular questions, and the sort of thing, the questions you got was "Do 
you use cancer causing agents in the plant?" and yes we do, this is what we do and this is 
how we handle hem, this is how we monitor the employees exposufe, this is the health 
we do, and "Do you transport the materials through my neighborhood?" Well, we go on 
the highways, they couid go through your neighborhood "Weii, wbat would you do if 
you had a truck accident?" Well, we have this for emergency nsponse , we would do this 
and al1 the rra of it. Once they know they're quite cornfortable- They are not saying 
"you should not use cancer causing agents" they just want to kww if youfre wiiling to tell 
people and what precautions you take. ... We're uiterested in what the local people say, 
what their concerns are. 

A-41. INTERWEW 14 (5: 35 - 6: 2): ... and I think the publics, whoever 
they are and from whatever source, influence govemment. And they also influence 
lndustry as well. I mean, we're not deaf. And 1 think Industry also recopizes that we 
have not k e n  in the past particularly concemed with environmental impact. 1 think that 
has changed very significantly, 1 mean you can't go to a meeting now of facitity 



managers, where talk about the work environment, or OSHA, or EPA, or regulation 
doesn't occur. So it starts in the public forum, there is no doubt about tbat in my mind- 
There is an awareness created certainly in the govement, and also in the Ind-al 
field... 

A - 42, Interview 44 (4: 6 - 8): They never get then (cornplaints sent to 
Dallas). They get handled here without going any furthet. Unlas the cornplaint went 
di&y to Dallas, it would get handed nght hem 

A -43. Interview 44 (4: 14 - 16): For them (Dallas) to how about it, it would 
have to be something major and 1 don't think we've had anythingmajor for a long tirne. 

A - 44. intewiew 42 ( 12: 29 - 38): We've collecteci al1 this data, but what are 
the health impacts to the community? So, we're working with a toxicofogist and we're 
getting him to tell us what this means to the community. fis comment was: "Usually i'm 
presented with data and people ask how can be sure îhat this is not hamfbi?" We're 
trying to work with him at the same time he's tesearching the various chernicals that 
we're working with so that he can say that such and such concentrations me not likely to 
be a problem unless you're, say, a senior. 

A - 45. INTERVIEW 8 (1 1: 19 - 31): They expct  us to have that these days as 
well. The regdators want us to do that They dont want to have to get involved. If we 
look at the legislation, what it actually says, lets use licensing as an example, OK, what it 
says is that we are supposed to make an application, you know we need a licence to do 
this and this, put it into them, but its open to public review. ifthe local population says 
they dont agree of this, or we dont want this or whatever, they will hold a public 
hearing. Which is time, money, quasi-judicial, the whole lot. That's what the process is, 
it's laid out there. What they're sayiag is, and what they're enwriraging people to do is, 
go find out ahead of the, tell us what those concems are, addms them in your 
application, then we've got dl the information- Because the fim dUng that the senior 
bureaucrats say is "well is this going to be able to swing with the public?" What evidence 
have you got that people are going to be satistied with this. Are you going to keep them 
off my back? 1s the Minister of Enviromnent going to have a problem on his desk or not, 
basicall y. 

A - 46, Intem-ew 42 (13: 48 - 50): (Threats to continuhg operation?) It 
rnight be the community in tesponse to something serious happening. It's like Bhophal 
really changed the thinking of the chetnical industry. 

A - 47. INTERVIEW 27 (13: 6 -7): I biow the type (activists) ... They are just 
never satisfied You can never go far enough. 

A - 48. INTERVIEW 14 (5: 13 - 28): No one likes to see the company for which 
they are responsible have a bad name, ok. And secondly our own employees want to be 
able to say tve work for a responsible company as well. And I think it starts with, 



activation or initiation you know reall y begins in the public forum, and it's a combination 
of you know, if you like, Greenpeace or people like McIntosh at the Pembina Institute. If 
you really want to get at the environmentalias, and they're saying you know, as we see it, 
the total ecoiogical system is king imbalanced by action of the populace, and ifs very 
difficult for thetn, they are as astute as m are. Rob McIntosh is a smart cookie ... But 
they begin to lobby, and do a very effective job oflobbying, again h not conMnced that 
they are really givuig the total pichire, ok, but you'm going to makt change perhaps one 
of the requirements is that you pment wmethuig tbat is slightly slantd niat's fine, 1 
wderstand that Industry does it the other way, heh heh That is what dehate and 
democracy is al1 about 

A - 49. INTERVIEW 24 (20: 15 - 18): Mind you Greenpeace is losing a lot 
of h d s  and a lot of people. The whole environmental movement is in financial trouble 
and I can only figure that the reason is that as people have decided as a group that it aintt 
as dangerous as they've been telling us. They've scared us once too ofien, and the slry 
isnt fa1 ling. 

A - 50. INTERVIEW 8 (9: 1 - 18): I remember taking with Rob McImosh. 1 
sat on the original CASA board, advisory board, an4 as a CCPA rep for the local area, 
and I just remember tallcing with Rob, 1 brought him out to the plant site, and I said how 
do we get to lmow you guys, and how do you get to know us in a non-confrontationai 
way. ... And he tumed around to me &et a year, and he said Lou know i h  quite 
interesting, a year ago, if someone had corne and told me, had asked me a question about 
the Chernical manuf!actufers in Alberta, he said, I would have blasted hem, but he said, 
when I get asked 1 think of you, and you've sat here for a year, and the views you've done, 
and its sort of realize that 1 know yo y and, he said, I would think twice because 1 know 
what youfre trying to do. 1 don? agree with al1 of if but 1 lmow that you're going in the 
right direction." So al1 you can do is quietly try to get to know these guys, Vs almost on a 
personal level, but they hear what your commitments are, they hear what you're saying, 
and you're judged by your actions, you've got a tnick record. And h e  done the same with 
Brim He stands up a bit more with his political style of debate, but again, that's fine, its 
like management relationships, he's got his role to play. Then you get away fiom the 
public arena, end you solve the problem. You how, credibility on both sides. To get to 
the issue and solve it And basically you work through things like the CCPA SIA and 
through the associations. 

A-51. INTERVIEW 24 (14: 38 - 40): We want to be in business in the 
long tenn and you have to have the public on your side. 1 dont know if it helps, the 
chemical companies are still the bad boys ... 

A - 52. INTERVIEW 8 (3: 22 - 30): If you look at alî the litenitun, where do 
moa people get their environmentai news nom? 60 Minutes. That's not exactly the most 
unbiased pro- around. You look at what the Journal and the Sun write. 1 usually say 
that a day that we don? make the Journal is a good day for us, becaw basically I've 
never seen an article on any chemical site or industry that doesn't have something that is 



going to stick it to you. Its never a hmdred percent good So there is still that feu there, 
and this is the information that people are getting, and wbat we try to do is I guess is try 
to balance the equation and say "these are the factsw and "make your own mind up. Are 
you prepared to let us live in your commmity and work here." 

A - 53. INTERVIEW 27 (1 2: 1 - 14): ... we try to ta& to the press- Romeo and 1 
were dom thece (train derailment) and we med to taik to the press and spent hours trying 
to explain to them what our product's al1 about so that they would have an understanding 
about it and show them that it's relatively d e .  Yes, under certain conditions ... it mi-ght 
blow up. But here you are when it's exposed to the aanosphere and ifs 40 below, there is 
absolutely no danger. But, @a, those are the perceptions that people have of our 
industry tbat 1 think are very difficult for the people in the ind- to deai with. So, 
we've been trying to, through different prograrns through the CCPA You've probably 
seen some of the ads they've been Mming about Responsible C m .  

A - 54. INTERVIEW 14 (5: 29 - 5: 35): I think the media to some degree is 
looking for that type of coacem, in order that they can keep their circulation up. ... If 
you look at the number of magazines that are out there now Wre Equinox, like Discovery, 
like.. the list goes on and on, they obviously have an audience or they wouldn't prduce 
the damn things and they wouidn't sel1 them either. They wouldn't make money. So 
there is a much greater audience there out in the public 

A - 55. INTERVIEW 14 (4: 15 - 17): Despite that, clearly its a political thing 
today in ternis of gemng re-elected and voted in. The media plays up the big incidents 
without redly projecting wïth accuracy where emissions are coming fiom. 

A - 56. Interview 32 (4: 35 - 38): Well, I thnk a few years back a chernical 
Company used to have a bad record for spills and al1 that, and contaminating the 
environment and also for smells which you get across the river. Now they are very 
concemed as to how the general public thinks of them and they spend a lot of money in 
creating that image and also in correcting the way they do their process. 

A - 57. [NTERVIEW 14 ( 11: 31- 12:l): Pm going back to 1980,i'll 
give you this prime example. When we fÙst looked at this groundwater problem wïth the 
leaking pond, the initial proposal was in 1983 d e n  we first kcame a m  of the 
problem. As we began to work on the problem on it the initial scope of the expenditure 
was something like 1 think it was four million dollars, and as we continued to look at the 
problem and examine it, it became clear that what we really had to do was to get out of 
ponds pend And that meant building the efnuent treatment plant that we have here 
now where we have a bel1 filter and ph djustment and c l d e n  etc etc. The total rose to 
ten million dollars, yeah 1 think ten million, and tbat time the compmy had a long tenn 
debt probably in the region of 80 million bucks, ok, and that was in the recession period 
of 82 83 84. 



A - 58. Lnte"ew 3 1 (5: 33 - 24): Because you want people to buy yow 
products. You don't want to be perceived to be a seal killer, if you think about fur coats 
or whatever. 

A-  59. interview 43 (3: 40 - 43): He said in Europe the consumen are 
becoming much more well infonned and they will not buy fiom companies who are not 
into recycling or who are stripping the environment 

A - 60. Interview 43 (3: 34 - 40): Well, 1 don2 have any proof of this, but 1 
was just at a training course for ISO 9000 aad the feiîow tbat was instnicting said that the 
consumer has never b e n  so well infonned as they are today. He gave the exemple of 
Exxon in the States and that since Valdez, the c o ~ s u m e ~ ~  in the States really hurt Enon 
because they would not buy fiom thern. Theyke actuaily noticed it on their bottom line. 

A - 61. IMERVEW 27 (10: 27 - 3 1): Sure- You won't survive (without 
good environmental practice). I think a lot of companies that didn't do it went dom. 
There were a lot of companies that went under in the 80's. 

A - 62, Interview 43 (7: 40 - 48): Werve done the 96%, we're just working on . 
the last 4%. With my involvement with ISO 9000, the next one is ISO 14000 which is 
the environmental one. When that standard cornes out, what will happen to Brazil, 
Mexico and China? Will the consumer be able to put enough pressure on these 
companies to meet these standards? If they have to rneet them, then the global economy 
is going to be a completely different picture. After 1 came back fiom China, I seriously 
hope something will come of that. 

A - 63. Inte~.ew 42 (8: 44 - 45): (Future regulations a woq?) As best we 
can anticipate yes, we take those types of things into account. 

A - 64. I n t e ~ ~ e w  3 1 (6: 1- 2,6): Yes it enables your plant to keep operating, 
because if you don't meet the environmental standards you are are closed dom, right? ... 
So you have to be concemed about environmentai regulations. 

A - 65. Inte~.ew 42 (7: 3 1 - 37): Maybe it's also too that the whole area 
changes so much. If you look at the area of environmental health and s a f i ,  the window 
that we operate in changes so much. We're not fixed in tirne so what m'te doing today 
may not be enough even in five yean fiom now. We may find something else out. 

A - 66. INTERVIEW 27 (6: 25 - 34): Legislation has tightened and there's been 
more of it than there was back in the SO's and 60's and tbat's probably forced some things 
to happen. But, 1 Uiink what most companies have recog~ized back in the 80's is that 
they didn't particularly Iike the idea of govement telling them what to do or interferhg 
in their business, so most of them decided: 'Wey3 we'd better keep ahead of legislation 
and be proactive in this area because if we don't they are going to come in and legislate." 



A - 67. INIERViEW 14( Il :  20 -24): The economy has an infhence. 
Certainly. But in my estimation, which is why we decided to be proactive, the longer you 
wait the more costly it's going to becorne. And yes, we may have to be driven by that part 
of the jigsaw p d e  ... ifs a living thing The jigsaw is my favorite analogy. 

A - 68, Interview 44 (7: 5 - 8): Are you really dealing with the last 4% or 
the last 4% that you know of -y. It al1 changes so fast A lot of the things that were 
never thought to be carcinogenic tuned out to be. 

A - 69. interview 32 (9: 34 - 36): 1 guess it was et the begimiing (govemrnent 
red-tape causing headaches?), but now after the way things are king done now 1 don? 
think there's tbat much trouble with the government Not that Ive heard lately, because 
before that you would rtad about it in the paper or you heard it by the pape-vine when 
something went wrong. 1 havent heard anythuig for a few years. 

A - 70, iNTERVIEW14(15:41-16:6): Whatwetrytodoisnotsay"Nono 
no", but "Let's look at the situation. What makes sense?" What do we think we can 
accomplish? What would lend clarity to what youk doing. We tend to wony more about 
the intetpretation of how things are written, lets add clarity to what this really means. 
What does this really mean? And what do you really want? And 1 think they listen. But 
in terms of telling them what to do per se, no. 

A-71. INTERVIEW 27 (7: 8 - 14): What 1 meant by the government legislature 
dnving the timing on things is that we might be looking at certain things and say maybe 
by year 2000, we could do wmething. Government might come in and say: we want you 
to get rid of these deepwells by 1996. Then we say: wait a minute ... how could we 
possibly do that? Where would be find the money? 

A - 72. INTERVIEW 8 ( 16: 15 - 20): Well obviously number one, no not number 
one but one of the major, you've got to be in cornpliance with the regulations. Nurnber 
one, that's a given. If you're not thete you're in trouble. So in the short term the 
regulators have got to be nwnber one. The f h t  question is are you in compliance, are 
your compliance reports in? So, that's how xriously it's taken Environmental matten 
are reported directly up to the Board They know exgctly everything that rve reportcd to 
the govemment. 

A - 73. INTERVlEW 8 (10: 29-37): ... One of the things we did as a company, 
back when 1 came into this job in '88, '87, and the fvst thing 1 was asked to do was to take 
a long tmn look to the end of the d e d e  where we had to be, and come up with a 
strategy for getting there. We're about W w a y  Uirough that now, and the higgest part of 
that was going to the regulators and saying 'look, this is what m'te Qing, this is what we 
want to be, can you agree with those goals?" Getting their buy in, and saying "these are 
the steps we're going to take". Its not going to happen over night, but these are our 
priorities, do they agree with yours, and we actually ended up with mutual goals, and 
we've progressed through our licence terms and we're making that progress. 



A - 74. INTERVIEW 24 (3: 24 - 34): And here in Edmonton we looked at, we 
were ah& of this game by quite a bit, we were probably five to ten yean afiead in ternis 
of looking dom the road and d l  trying to react for the future but my concem was 
aiways tbat if we didn't do that and just foiiowed the law that at sorne point in time we 
would be faed with some humungous bill to king everything up to cornpliance. And 
the corporation would say, well, we're not going to spead tbree hwdnd million dollars 
on this site, and then shut-it dom. And so we established a program here whereby we 
would do yearly improvements, and, we sort of said we will speud an average of at least a 
third of our annual budget towards environmental projecm We target a thing and say 
we'll do this or we'll do that And we reviewed these plans with Alberta Environment and 
pot their OK that this was the way to go, and basically what we said, we wanted to be in 
continuous improvement mode- To the environment and health and safety matters. 

A - 75. InteMew 8 (20: 26 - 37): Environmental protection ... basically says, 
that's the philosophy, he says we're loobg  at protecting the environment and if people 
are prepared to take that view then we're support you If you try to fight us and say thats 
the regulation rm not going to do anything extra then they'll pmish you It's -done on 
track record, there is no question of that in my mind. Basically the regulations are 
wn-tten, and if they want to screw you they can screw you. There's wthing you «in do 
about it Heh heh My job at the end of the day is to give them no reason to screw us. 

A -  76, NERVIEW 24 (1 : 10 -13): Well, in the early days I think it 
(environmental bchavior) had more to do with individual employees that were in a 
position to influence it than govemrnent regulations or corponite regulations. Going back 
fifieen years ago or more. In fact it wes about that time, in 1978, when we really started 
to get into environmental improvements. 

A - 77, Interview 33 (7: 33 - 35): On safety? I think they (menagement and 
Union) are both well together they both want to keep the site d e ,  to what extrerne each 
one will go to, the company might say we will go up to du's point and the Union rnight 
say we want you to go M e r ,  but overial11 think they are close to the same- 

A - 78. INTERVIEW 27 (1 9: 2 - 15): They hold a major conference every year out 
of this fund. The union does i t  ... The is Eakùig this seriously. They know that 
it's in the bcst interest of p r e ~ e ~ n g  themselves that they better get involved in 
environmental and health and safety and work with cornpmks on it in a cooperative role. 

A - 79. Intewiew 32 (9: 23 - 25): We have bulletin boards al1 over the place 
with al1 these notices and policies. People watch over each other too, if someone is 
screwing up, or not doing something safely or spilling something, we will correct them. 
We wonft turn them in, but we will correct them. 

A - 80. INTERVIEW 8 (23: 14 - 20): And in fact the accounting companies are 
now saying well, what environmental liabilities have you got? Then, we have an extemal, 



Peat Marwick are our extemal auditors, and they corne in, 1 mean, golly, it seems like 
every bloody other week, they come in for their mual audit, and they will spend, 1 don't 
know what percentage of their time, but I would spend a couple of days with them on 
environmental liabil ity. 

A-81. hte"ew 3 1 (2: 5 - 7): if you üiink of it in ternis of as technology 
impoves you are able to detect much more closely, you are able to monifor much better, 
the environmental impact of a plant like this on the enviromnent Technology has 
changed that certainly. 

A - 82. htewiew 33 (4: 24 - 25): (Questions fiom the community?) Some 
fnends do. You talk about your job and what happens. Ifthey hear something on the 
news they know you work hem. 

A - 83. Interview 43 (7: 14 - 18): (Cbats wïth neighbors?) Yes, i've had 
discussions with some fnends. Some of them are quite conscious about the! environment 
and maybe that sort of slants my thinking because they are some of our closest m'en6 
and they were involved in some of the original recycling ptograms in Edmonton. 

A -  84, InteMew 44 (2: 9 - 1 8): A lot of it (hints about future trends) relates 
back to the States and then through Ontario, BC, and then here. Pm not sure if it goes in 
that order, but it certainly cornes through them. ... i'rn sure a lot of the controls on car 
emissions wouldn? be there if it wam't for what was happening in the States. 

A - 85. Intewiew 3 1 (.4: 49) (Main reason for change?) Pressure 
within the corporation. 

A - 86. interview 3 1 (5: 3 - 4): Executive pressure. You can't discount 
influence of the Unions. The union wants d e  working conditions for their rnembers. 
Well, everybody wants d e  working conditions. 

A - 87, [MERVIEW 14 (8: 17 - 24): Union Carbide is probably the best example 
of all. I mean that company was never the same after Bhophal, in fa& it dasn't look the 
same today. Divested, cbanged names. That compaay has gone through fmtastic 
change, and when the average CEO, when you get to CE0 .-. loch at that, and he has to 
stand back and say "Wow look at what's happened to that company, well ï'm making sure 
that it is not going to happen to me." And then that staris. 

A - 88. Interview 32 (4: 4 - 7): No, this company spends on the 
environment. One year 1 know they spent thirteen million. The yards and the uni& are 
al1 clean, by that I mean they aren't full of  dust and dia and 0th things. M e r  safety 
programs are out then. In my group 1 am Safety Coordinator within my group and we 
have meetings every two weeks, we bnng up safety concems and how we cm improve on 
things with either safety or environment or anything that concens us. 



A - 89. Inte"ew 42 ( 13: 29 - 32): ï'm working on a project now dealing with 
our waste water that if we pmceed with it over the next five years we're going to end up 
spending twenty to forty million dollars on a facility to tr#it our waste water. 

A - 90. INTERVIEW 14 (IL20 20- 11: 24): ïhe economy has an 
influence. Certainiy. But in myeaimation, which is why we decided to be proactive, the 
longer you wait the more CO& it's going to becorne. And yes, we have to be driven by 
that part of the jigsaw puzzle. ... It's a living thing. The jigsaw is my favorite aaalogy. 

A - 91. MTERVIEW 14 (8: 9 - 17): Well, ub, you cant ignore how well 
the Company is doing financially. OK We're very well situated financially. We bave no 
long-term or short term debt and 1 think the last quarteriy report showed that we had 
about 120 million dollars cash in the bank ObMously, that is not al1 going to be spent on 
enviromnent on this plant site, ok. The company is lodwg for ways and means to utiliw 
that money, and in f a  it was just announceci that some ofthat will be utilîzed in Canada. 
But it is just that, agah it gets back to the CE0 and the decision that you're to improve 
on an environmental basis because it is just g d  Ok. Very littie of it is going to be 
remunerative in terms of rem. That's understd 

A - 92. [NTERVIEW 27 (8: 48 - 9: 4): But, it's interesting, that a lot of the 
discussion that goes on is: Well we've got to do this because we want to be 
environmentally right Wbat Pve seen, is that when it cornes to a plant saying tbat their 
prionty is that they've got x million of dollars that they want to spend on environmental 
issues, they are going to get it, normally. It's probably one of the best arguments that 
yodve got in that cornpetition- Even over some of the capital spending, there might be 
another area where you're looking at a new product and you want to do some clean-up or 
whatever. Environmentally. in ternis of spending. it's high priority. 

A - 93. INTERVIEW 14 (1  1: 24- 31): Yes the economy is part of it but um 
it's not it's not I don'tthink ifs totally, I just don? think it's totally econornic. I just don't 
agree that it's Qiven economically. 1 think it's as much about the culture, the vision, the 
pride, the who-wts  to be on Good Momïag Amerka king tom to bits, uh, and whether 
you like it or rot if a wmpany is not malring any money uh ifs very difficult for them to 
make an investinent that gives them no return They are much more likely to say "cm it". 
Because we can't see o w  way out of this maze. But we started k ing  quite proactive at a 
time when we were not making major financiai retums. 

A - 94. INTERVIEW 27 (16: 48 - 17: 6): I think the CCPA is looking at 
sharing (costs of emergency respoase etc.) because Shell r a i d  this a couple of years ago 
... the companies that are prepared to pay this cos4 sbould get some benefits back in 
terms of the other companies that belong but dont pay for i t  So, I do think they're 
looking at balancing that in tems of money. 

A - 95. WIERVEW 27 (7: 52 - 8: 4): Now-a-days we've k e n  spending 
from our capital budget anpvhere from 30 - 4096 evew year on environmental issues. 



Now, that's a big chunk of money. That isn't capital spending that's going to give you a 
return on your investment. lt is just going to keep you in business. 

A - 96. intem-ew 42 (2: 38 - 42): There's that (some financial recovery or 
product), andthere is ais0 the f i t  tbat you understand whet your emissions are so that 
you identifjr and understand better where specific emissions are coming fiom and where 
your major ones are, whereas you might not bave known diat in the past 

A - 97. INTERVIEW 24 (5: 12 - 17): And then poduct stewardship, you doni 
m a n u f i  thùigs that are a potentid problem, anâ if we Qing it now, we will get out 
of them. In any case tbat was son of one of the guidelines but we were aying to get 
ahead of thaf but this dl sort of crystallïzed the planning, and as sort of a guidefine for 
the entire corporation. So everybody knows what is expected of hem in respect to the 
environment. And not only the environment but a h  heaith and s a f i .  

A - 98. INTERVIEW 8 (24: 8 - 15): For instance we have, if we buy any land 
here, you'd be surprised to see the lengths you have to go to to see the state of the 
contamination or whatever and the lengths that we go to. And the same if we sel1 any 
land Oh yeah, the Bankers are heavily involved there. Absolutely. The financial 
institutions have taken note of that In fact, there are standards now that, whatever the 
Chartered Accountants ding bodies are, for environmental disclosure and al1 the test of 
it. And you know rve recently gone though an exercise having to say what our liabilities 
are to the ben of my knowledge and what sort of priorities are on them (to mitigate 
them). 

A - 99. LN'IERViEW 24 (5: 35 - 6: 2): One of the things 1 was concemed 
about, obviously you dont plan to blow rinything up, but you still have these concerns. 
The potential always exists, no matter how low. So one of the things 1 brought in was to 
purchase ail of the land that we could to insure that nobody could live really close to our 
facility. We brought al1 of the available land between the main transportation comdor 
around Edmonton. ... and so 1 proceeded to buy al1 ofthis property, which has now been 
completed, and fenced in. We also pucbased the properties that we &ected, the grave1 
pit, and we put in remediation fecilities to -ver the ground water and bring it back, 
and we've fenced it in, aad leveld it out, 1 mean iîs not level, but its up as king 
properly contowed and al1 t h &  and there is an artificiai lake in one end and weke just 
this fall planted everything to trees and s h b s ,  so we want to have it returned to a natural 
landscape, dong with some of the other property k t  we've pwchased tbat i s  currently in 
the process of king cleaned up. 

A - 100. INTERVIEW 14 ( 7:6 - 17): I mean with al1 that is inherent in 
that and the knowledge that has corne in the past forty years and so what weke done over 
the years is consistently spend money on environmental improvements to the tune of, 
well it goes up and down year by year, but, on average I'd say we are spending 35% of 
new capi ta1 on this site every year on enviromnentally related projects. We just got 
another five and a half million dollars approved to irnprove our acetone emissions for 



example. ie reduce them. There is another five million for that CFC cornpressor. Werve 
spent, if you throw in all in time, money, people, we've probably spent fi@ million 
dollars on this site in the last ten years. Improving our envîronmeatal standards. And I 
expect, in fact Pm sure, that we're going to bave to spend another fi@ million dollars 
over the next ten y-. 

A - 101. INTERMEW 8 (14: 9 - 19): How are we l w b g  at the firture- 1s the 
cash going to be coming in? Are we in a strong position to deal with what we've got? So 
it's a longer tenn financial approach and its aiso one of the driving forces. The other 
thing 1 think that k tending to happa is tbat people are s8ying look these guys are taking 
care of their environmental business, they're Mmiag their business, you c d t  nui your 
business and wt take care of tbat. It's a very integrai part of it Ifyou look at our capital 
expenditure it's prorobably thirty to forty percent of our expditure on environmental stufK 
Since '88 we've spent forty million dollars and wetre about half way there to the end of 
the decade. So in twelve ycars we're getting up close to one hundred million. h capital, 
to improve the envitonmental performance of this plant site. Now if 1 had said that in '88 
they would have shut the plant site dom. So that is where the long terni planning is 
corn-ng. 

A - 102- INTERVEW 24 (1 1: 10 - 16): Oh well, the thing is that they 
probably would have spent it, but if  they spent two or three million a year over the p s t  
ten years? people would have accepted two million a year and you take it off the profits, 
you know, but now you're looking at thirty million in a chunk, and your profits for that 
@cufar product line are for example six million a year. Well, that thirty million is six 
yean of profit, and what the hell well forget about this, whereas, if you had done it every 
year, and taken two mi-llion off the six, well you're still showhg a profit, you're moving 
along, but if you wait untif it is al1 in one chunk then you're in trouble. 

A - 103. Interview 42 (2: 48 - 3:4): So, the idea is that if you're going to spend a 
significant portion of your capital every year reinvesting it back into the Company to meet 
environmental health and safety issues, and they change over the. The more 
understanding and the more information that you have about your individual site, the 
more likely you are going to efficiently allocate those resources. Whether that is people, 
money, development systerns or those types of thuigs. So ifs not strictly in response to 
regulation, but it has the potential to provide opportunities. 

A - 104. interview 42 (4: 6 - 11): (Shared values?) 1 think we share that 
because we$e developed it over the last eight years and Ike been working with Andy for 
the last twelve years. 1 know that Ian has said thiags that would m a k  me believe that to 
be his philosophy as well. Like we're not going to s p d  any more money than we need 
to spend unless we understand how we're spendins it. 

A - 105. InteMew 42 (7: 3 1 - 37): Maybe ifs also too tbat the whole area 
changes es much. If you look at the area of environmental health and safety, the window 



that we operate in changes so much. We're not tixed in time so what we're doing today 
may not be enough even in 6ve years from now. We may fhd somethuig else out 

A - 106, inte"ew 44 (7: 5 - 8 ): Are you really dealing with the lm 4% or 
the last 4% that you biow o f  today- It dl changes so fiist A lot of the things that were 
never thought to be carcinogenic tumed out to be- 

A - 107. Interview 3 1 (1 1: 44 - 48): (Due diligence more of a PR thhg than a 
work-thing?) That's is my perspective, that is it exactly. And they vide0 it I assume so 
they cm show it across the corporation so other people doa't n-emct the same rnistake. 

A -10%- i n t e ~ e w  3 1 (8: 34 - 35): ûne of our plants in the States blew up in 
Pampa, Texas A similar unit to what we have here, and I!m sure a lot of that had an 
impact on this plant site. What would happen. 

A - 109. interview 43 (5: 40 - 45): We're run more out of Dallas. They've had 
some faidy serious problems out there that they've had to clean up. I believe that an 
assessrnent is doae and they decide which one gets the priorities. Every plant site is 
gemng money for that That's where al1 the money is going, to environment and safety 
and partïcularly environment. 

A -  110, Intemiew 42 (2: 8 - 13): The basic philosophy is that we cannot do 
everything but we watt to stay in business. To stay in business we're going to have to be 
economically viable and channel everything back into environment health and safety. 
So. we try to prioritize what wefve got the best that we can understand it. 

A-111. htewiew 4 (8: 1- 6): So, giving us $50 million and telling us to go after 
everything is not going to get everything done. So, there's an upper Ievel in what you can 
manage. There's a general philosophy in upper management that says biat we will 
maintain a certain level of human rewurces. 

A -  t 12. Intemiew 42 (8: 6 -13): You codd tum around and say, briag more 
people in and then you can spend more money on youi project and get evecything done. 
But, there's also an understandhg that we are subject to extemal constriaints We work in 
an industry that goes through global cycles. So , do you brhg people in Men you have 
high cycles howing you're goiag to let hem p when you have a low cycles? 

A -  113. htemiew 43 (4: 38 - 41): 1 think the* doing as much as they can as 
fast as they cm with the money we have. 1 dont think anyanefs health is in danger 
working here. I think they're doing a tremendous job. 

A -  114. MTERVlEW 8 (1 8: 2 - 12): It's as ffast as we can basically p. You 
know, I had to address the Board of Directors last year, they corne out once a year and 
have a Board meeting here, and 1 had to give them an update on the environment, and in 
fact the Chainnan said "are you satisfied wïth the progress" ... so basically 1 think we're 



making pretty good progress. 1 have to keep it in terms of the business as well- It's no 
good banknipting the business. But 1 think we've made substantial progress and 1 think 
it's as fast as we can go with the resources we've got And thatws people resources. I 
mean wi-th some of these engineering projects you can only do so many. It takes time. 
So yeah 1 thllik wewre doing it as fan as we can get there. 

A -  115- DV'ERVIEW 24 (1 7: 2 1 - 28) One thhg you have to look at is just 
what happens if you dont do anything. Just look at the fur industry- The fur indwtry in 
Canada n e m  reacted to the pressures fiom Europe and places like that and just ignoced 
it, and the fur iadustry in Canada bas been destroyed, completely destroyed, by a handfid 
of people in Europe and elsewhere. They've been completely destroyed. A few practices 
like seding and tbat could bave k e n  much improved, and made a lot less cruel and that, 
but the fact is that noboày did anything and the industry has been destroyed Fur coats 
are an easy target Let's face it, it wasn't for modem chemistry most of what you have at 
home wouldn't exist. 

A -  116, Interview 3 1 (9: 34 - 35): You want to stay in your budget. You want 
to be a little bit ahead for tomorrow because you don't know w b t  tomorrow is going to 
bring. 

A - 117. INTERVIEW 24 (1  1: IO - 16): Oh well, the thhg is that they 
probably would have spent it, but if they spent two or three million a year over the past 
ten vears, people would have accepted two million a year and you take it off the profits, 
you-know, but now you're looking at ihirty million in a chunk, and your profits for tha< 
particular @uct line are for example six million a year. Well, that thirty million is six 
years of profit, and what the hell we'll forget about this, whereas, if you bad done it every 
year, and taken two million off the six, well you're still showing a profit, you're moving 
along, but if you wait until it is al1 in one chwik then you're in trouble. 

A -  118, ïntewiew 43 (3: 34 - 40): Well, 1 don't have any proof of this, but I 
was just at a training course for ISO 9000 and the fellow that was imtructing said that the 
consumer has never been so well infonned as they are today. He gave the example of 
Exxon in the States and that since Valdez, the consumers in the States really hurt Exxon 
becaw they wodd not buy from thmi. They've achially noticeci it on their bottom lim. 

A -  119. inte"ew 43 (3: 40 - 43): He said in Europe the consumen are 
becorning much more well informed and they d l  not buy nom companies who are not 
into recycling or who are stripping the environment. 

A - 120. Intewiew 3 1 (6: 1 - 2,6): Yes it enables your plant to keep operating, 
because if you don't meet the environmental standards you are are closed down, right. ... 
So you have to be concemed about environmental regulations. 

A -  121. Interview 33 (4: 10 - 1 1): Well if I lived close to here I would be 
worried (about disasters etc). I know even though 1 work in this kind of semng if we 



lived close I would be worried for my family. Because if anything does go wrong it can 
do quite a bit of  darnage to a big area 

A - 122, NIERVIEW 14 ( 20: 33 - 39): The reason I di& mention 
stockholders was because in my mind they are the public. ... I am a stockholder. I 
suggest that if you look at the number of annual reports aow that bave sepmte chapters 
on environmental pefionnance that the stockholdm are as keen on ünprovement, 
because inherentiy if you get a bad record for environment the thing that the stockholden 
are thete for, capital appreciation or continwd dividends, will fall, or will be impacted at 
Ieast. 

A - 123. INTERVIEW 8 (24: 25 - 3 1): To the wise ùivestor they take them into 
account Defmitely. It's interesting that our philosophy is not only will we petforni 
financiaily but we will perform in environmental and safiety affairs as well. We will be in 
the top quarter you know for the Chernical industry. We wiIl be recognized for having 
that performance. People are demanding thPt Compauïes goiag public or going for 
share issue people are taking that into account absolutely. So to me it is a driving force 
for the business. Which, we're just responding to that 

A - 124. lNTERVIEW 8 (13: 40 - 14: 4): 1 think essentially why the 
change has corne is quarterly results. That was the dnving force that you have good 
quarterly results. For your stockholdea. Now what is happening is that people are 
saying not only do you have your financial but you have your environmental record. 
What are your liabilities? There is almost an environmental balance sheet and a financial 
one. The way people look at the financial one is. how does the environmental balance 
impact that? What is the long terni liability? 

A - 125- NERVIEW 14 (8: 24 - 8: 28): But really, it needs more than that 
too. You can't be the individual example within the ïndustryuShry That is very relevant It's 
like a jig-saw p d e .  There's various bits you brhg together, and they al1 fit togeîher, ifs 
the publics, it's the pride, we know we're doing the right thing, ok, Um, so you get al1 this 
input into a corporation and then you say nght we are definitely going to improve, ok. 

A - 126. hte"ew 32 (5: 40 - 43): (Are yow neighbors çoncemed?) No, 
they don't ask me any questions. 1 just tell them where 1 work and that's it and they don't 
ask me anydu'ng. 

A - 127. lntewiew 42 (10: 25 - 35): Well, I know that we say we want to 
continue operating here and we want to continue with the public's blessing, but we also 
feel that there's a possibiliiy that there could be suficient outcry tbat could make the 
corporation think that this place is just too much hassle. It's sot a threat that's ever 
identifie4 that anyone's ever really spoken of, but the corporation is always looking at 
their financial health through al1 of NoRh Amenca and 1 don't see why they would also 
take a look a other types of issues. Things like environmental and Iiability issues. 



A - 128. Interview 3 1 (3: 33 -37): ( What other driver ... ?) Image. ... 
Corporate image, your responsibility to the cornmunïty. 

A - 129. Interview 33 (3: 29,33): They wony maybe about image too. It 
doesn't tak much to get negative. ... Even though it may not be considenxi big in the 
indusüy, the media could make it big. 

A - 130, Interview 43 (4: 23 - 27): (Why not promote themselves more?) I 
think thete's a lot more now than there used to be. I thùik if you meet people around 
Edmonton, everybody knows sorneone who ised to work at Cl. 1 dont h o w  if and when 
these decisions are made if employee pride bas any bearing on it. 

A - 131. Inte"ew 42 (6: 27 - 3 1): (Why not promote your own environmental 
behavior?) Well, 1 guess there's a couple ofreasons. One is that it takes away from 
the overail ethic because you're segmenting your ethic by saying that we have these parts 
because they meet the needs of RC. 1 dUnk you pull away from the overall ethic. 

A - 132. interview 42 (7: 28 - 3 1 ): There are other areas where we dont meet 
the standards we would like to be at, so to put al1 your emphasis on al1 the good things 
and try to ignore al1 the other things is to do yourself in as well. 

A - 133. INTERVIEW 27 (12: 14 - 22): Weke been going out into the 
community. We've sent people out to the school systems and try and talk to them about 
out products. We invited the public in to our plants as part of the program to try and 
show them, again, that we've been producing these products out there for 40 years. We 
think that we b o w  the product pretty well. We think that we're a good, safe, quality 
Company. We need to sort of bridge that gap mmehow. 

A - 134, Inte"ew 3 1 (8: 6 - 10): Not so much coacems as it is cwiosity. For 
instance my son is on a hockey team this year and at one of our gathering one of the 
moms said to me you work for Cl,  they sponsored our hockey team one year, what does 
C 1 do? People have heard the name they have no idea what goes on at this plant. They 
are more interested in what kind ofthings are made here. Like what is a chernical plant. 
They have a hard time even grasping the idea of what goes on here. 

A - 135. iNTERVIEW 8 (8: 24 - 33): Basicaiiy we have a very good phrase that 
Perception is Reality, as far as the commuaity is concemed 1 Lnow that I've gow to the 
SM, the Strathcona Industrial Association every year goes to the Strathcona TwQ Show, 
and I happen to live in Shefwood Park, so when 1 do my couple of hom on the booth, 
you're there to talk to the public, and it's very difficdt when you have someone cornhg 
up and k n g  very emotive about their child's asthma, and Industry is to blame. ... These 
are some of the concems that you get, and its very emotive, very dificult to get people to 
taIk to them on that level. 



A - 136. MTERVIEW 27: ( 13: 18 -30): They are anaid because they dont 
understand it. Therets 350 people in Oakville that got moved out of their homes. When 
they got a whiff of that, they knew it was chemicals and their first reaction was fear. 
What's it going to do to me? Then when the regdatory people told them to get out of 
there and they wouldnr let them back into their homes, aow they're convinced that it was 
ciangerom to their health- Our people, here in this plant, that produce the product, don? 
even Wear protective breathing equipment They're smelliag that shdfand worluig with 
it 8 - 12 houn a day. We're monitoring their health and therets no health risk that wetre 
been able to find 

A - 137- INTERVIEW 14 (10: 34 - 41): So its, ah, 1 thinlr again that's the 
publics and the media and you know the concem, it's ail a v e n  h m  that aspect- But our 
push is just to be bette?. It's .. here's the trite phrase, to be the responsible corporate 
citizen. As you know with the North Saskatchewan River study- we initiated that here, 
the last two people we had to get on board were the city and the Capital Regions. But 1 
think that someone was sufficiently estute in both of those organizations to say well, 
better to be on board and to know what's coming rather than king off-board and getting 
it as a surprise. 

A -  138- INTERVIEW 24 (14: 38 - 40): We want to be in business in the 
long terni and you have to have the public on our side. I dont know if it helps, the 
chemicai companies are still the bad boys . .. 

A - 139. Interview 42 (1 ' 2: 15 - 18): Frorn the comments 1 get, there's a certain 
amount of awareness but there's so much information out there they dont know what to 
do with it. 

A - 140. INTERVIEW 24 (12: 29 - 33): ... and we know that deegwell 
disposal here in Alberta, there are social pesswes to d u c e  it, but when you really look 
at it there is no scientific reason why it shoddn't continue, the geology is there, it is a 
shell that c m  hold oil and gas for a hundred million years, so there is no teason, but there 
is still this pressure to discontinue. 

A -  141. INTERVIEW 27(11: 34-41): In rny view, there was absolutely no 
risk, hardly. The& no way we would put our own people at risk that were working on 
the product out in that 40 below weather. ... But anyway, that's this perception. That 
chemicals are so âangerous. Most of our chemicals hem are not dangerous. 

A - 142. Iniemew 42 (6: 3 1 - 36): Industry in this ma, regardless of who who 
are, is al1 painteci with the same pintbrush if anything should bappen So, to hini around 
and isolate yourself away from other industry in the area is to be somewhat divisive. 

A - 143. Intem-ew 42 ( 1 1 : 10 - 17): They know very little about us, that fact that 
we're even here. If they do know anything, ifs because they know someone who has 
wvotked here. The majority of people dont know anything about us. They're amazed that 



we've been here since 1953 and are the fim major petm chemical plant and deal with 
global markets. They're amazed that the& an entity as large as that and they don't know 
anything about i t  

A - 144, iNTERViEW 27 (4: 47 - 50): Now the chemicai industry, because wetre in 
the industry, I really feel gets a bad rap. &cause the public prception out there is that 

we're producing al1 these ciangemus chemicals. 

A - 145. Intem-ew 43 (4: 41 - 44): in fact, I think it's overblown somewhat in 
the chemical ind- whereas people go home and they're dumping more d o m  their 
sinks at home thoD we are bacL into the river. That goes for the city as well. 

A - 146, MTERVIEW 14 (4: 17 - 4: 2 1): It's everybody, it's not just Celanese, 
we're al1 in then. We h o w  perfectly well that the main polluîants of rivers in geaeral 
are rnunicipality waste because they dont have enough tertiary and quaternary (?) 
treatment, you know that as well as I do ... 

A - 147. INTERVIEW 14 (4: 3 - 21): Clearly, the environment is a major 
concen for the public. I don't think that the public knows what there are talking about 
most of the time, heh heh, they just want cleanluiess in generai. That doesn't mean to say 
îhat they don't want to nui two cars per family, and certainly would object to the old 
clunicers having emissions testing, and what do you mean you want me to use a different 
gasoline that may cost be two cents a litter more than the ordinary premium. That's 
different. Well you and 1 know both lmow that that's not the case, and if you look at 
emissions in a very broad general sense 1 think Industry in Canada is responsible for I 
think that last nurnber 1 saw was sixteen percent of nox and vox, and then transportation 
is responsible for 4% of nox and vox, but this impinges on a different a m .  Heh heh 
heh, this is different. I mean, go after these big guys, they're polluting everything in sight. 
mat's not correct but the public is not aware of that. 

A - 148, INTERVIEW 27 (5: 3 1 - 34): But, the chernical idustry, quite a number 
of years ago, starteci to change their processes uuïth new technology and statted to clean 
up their act. And now, for years some of them have k e n  spending a tremendous amount 
of money on clean-up and have really imprmd theu act They mn't getting any 
recognition for their efforts. So, that's a perception out thete. 

A - 149- InteMew 32 (4: 44 - 45): 1 gwss  the comunity aren't concerneci now 
because these companies have corrected al1 the things that were going wiong, so the 
public isn't as concerned now. Things are going good 

A - 150, INTERVIEW 8 (6: 33 - 7: 6): I was working on the Clean Air Strategy for 
Alberta and we had an open house, and we were looking at ûying to evolve a position on 
CO? emissions, which is kind of important to the Alberta economy and everything else, 
and we had an open house and we toured around the province, and the one in Edmonton 
was on an October or November day, the Oilen were playing at home, and we had thirty 



people nun out And that is a pretty important subject And you look at it then, and you 
say the public are not interested. How do you get their interest in it. Another one that we 
did was through the Saathcona Indumial Association, which is basicdly al1 of the 
Industry in dùs are* and we had the City of Edmonton Fire, the Police, the Strathcona 
guys, and we held it at the ACT center at R d e  Park, we'd advertised t and said to 
people, you know, just come and talk about what bappens in an emergency, and we had 
nobody turn up. It was not on their agent& Yet, if we have an incident, it will be very 
high on their agenda 

A - 151, INTERVIEW 24 (15: 19 - 25): Over the years we've spent well over 
$100,000 just setting up meetings in community centers with the public, and the grand 
total of interested people that went to these things is about twenty or thirty, because the 
people who wodd attend would be other people like myself firom other companies who 
want to see how it is doae, consultants who are in the business again to see how it is 
dom, a few people from the press, and then you know, if 1 mis hvolved, my wife would 
&op in. But if you look for the mily interested people it would be not more than two 
three four five in each two day seminar. 

A - 152. INTERVIEW 8 (7: 36 - 41): Weil, there are some that are. Basically, 1 
think that because of the oil and gas and the economy that we've got here, that if you 
don't noise them out, and stink them out, and evacuate them out, people will let you live. 
Basically. Yeah, 1 mean they're redistic. They're used to industry aromd here. It's not as 
if we're in pristine agricdtural land and your crop yields are d o m  and al1 the rest of  i t  It 
dwsnft mean that we're going to take people for gmted 

A - 153. Interview 42 (5: 35 - 4 1 ): Whereas, we will go in and say that this is a 
long terni cornmitment, we will probebly be speaking into a vacuum, but we have an 
obligation to provide information and we feel as long as people have an opponunity, then 
we are meeting part of our responsibility to the community in tems of talking about what 
we do and how we do it. 

A - 154. Interview 3 1 (4: 14 - 20): There is a little pamphlet that cornes out I 
don? know how onen, three or four times a year, and it's Commmity Awareness and 
Emergency Respse ... is distributed to the communities within 1 don't know what 
distance of the plant say Sherwd Park Plus every employee receives o w  if you are on 
the plant site so tbat is way of getting it out or whatevez: 

A - 155. InteMew 32 (6: 35 - 36): They publish, well with the CAER program 
there, they public a linle pamphlet 1 think it is quarieily and they give it to the people in 
Strahcona and this part of the City. 

A - 156. Interview 3 1 (7: 40 - 47): For certain things they put up booths and 
miff that are around The thing at R u d e  Park I dont know what it is and they come 
out the Sherwood Park once a year and to the fire hall for whatever day that is. ... T k y  



advextise their tours and people who are interested in the summer can corne out Like 
Dow you see them advertking plant tours. 

A - 157, Inte"ew 32 (2: 18 - 21): The govenunent with their labour relations 
and also with the corporation m t i n g  tu be a good corpontte citizen, which 1 thuik is the 
main thing now. 1 guess they are d l y  stressing this king a good corponite citizen and 
the like to have their CAER program. ... I guess most of these industrial outfits dom the 
road here involve the cornrnunity as to w b t  they are doing, or even tourists. 

A - 158. interview 42 (1 1: 46 - 12: 1): The other part of it is t&at dl of last year we 
came out as part of CCPA emissions plan and our glonfied adding macbe gave us our 
overall emissions. So, we had this information and we felt we should be shsnng it so we 
came out with an environmental report card. We sent that around to our stakeholder list 
which is the same list we circle the CARE newsletters to. We took a couple of a& in the 
local monthly across the river and started putting some of that information in that. 

A - 159. Interview 42 (9: 5 1 - 10: 3): You can try to set up opportunities for r e m  
communication and you can try as best you can through environmentalists that are 
knowledgeable, you can try and feel what the community's perceptions and views are, but 
one possibility for an advisory panel is that you cm bring a group of people togethet and 
let them set the agenda for discussion 

A - 160. Interview 42 (9: 44 - 5 i ): There's a lot of discussion about cornrnunity 
and what exactly cornes out of community meetings. niere's a lot of peer pressure and a 
certain amount of intemal pressure too to have some sort of an advisory panel and we 
currently dont bave one. We are lookiag to establish one simply because one of the its 
purposes is that as much as we in t a n s  of proMding information, it's very ofien one way. 

A - 161. INTERVIEW 8 (8: 1 - 9): We've developed a relationship with the 
editor of the Beverly Page, one of the local papers, that basically does Clai~*ew and 
Hermitage, and we're looking at trying to get nom eight to ten people from the 
community, community leaders, if you like, to say, these are some of the things that we'te 
doing, and what concems do you have guys? What do you want to know about us, to 
make a decision Because we dont think that people have the information. And we're 
looking at getting people like a school priacipi, a couple of the local business people, 
gemng a couple of high school midents, gening some of the community leagues. Saying, 
you live opposite to us, what are some ofyour problems with us. 

A - 162. iNTERVIEW 8 (8: 9 - 18): And it is hte~sting that other compiuiies 
have done this across North Amena, because there is no tegulation in the US where they 
have to have these sort of commwljty advisory panels, and the number one concem is 
well "are you going to keep the facility open for the jobs?" They are usually economic 
instead of environmental. Unless you've got a bad track record And you get that with 
some of the Louisiana ones, they have long history of arrogance there so, so they have 
some other problems, but it is a difficult one to do. We're süuggling. We're just starting 



that It could very badly bacffire in my face, 1 don't know. To be bonest, Greg, it's a new 
path for us. 

A - 163. Inte"ew 44 (3: 8 - 11): If we get a cornplaint, it will be acted on 
nght away. One of the biggest problems is thst when the community sees stuffcoming 
out of the tower, they hi& it's dangerous. 

A -  164, INTERVIEW 27: (19: 31 - 36): The way we monitor it is we try to 
get more information out to the community, get hem involved more, or in any way we 
can to sort of understand what we're doing. That's a tough one. We taIked about the 
media a little bit and i'm stinill p i n g  to try and do some dùags with the media 1 dont 
know how successfbl III be. 

A - 165. iNTERViEW 24 (15: 29 - 33): So right nnw we are xxdching our 
heads to figure out how can we avoid this spending of another batch ofmoney for 
nothing (meetings that no one attends). For the people here we have open houses, al1 
surnrner long, tours five days a week, a mini tour bus ..., we send out report cards, and we 
figure that this is enough, we dont need to spend another batch of money uselessly for 
things that people won't attend 

A -.166. Interview 43 (2: 45 - 5 1 ): Not that our chemicais on this plant site are 
that dangernus, but over time, perhaps. It eventually cornes down to *ng to stay one 
jump ahead of the govertment as well. I'm sure that's k e n  an influence. If you read the 
newspapea, you sort of see what trends are coming that people *ll just rot accept 
anpore. 

A - 167. INTERVIEW 27 (5: 25 - 3 1): Yes, 1 would agree with that (environmental 
behavior is driven more by perception than by science). If the whole industry and people 
in the industry say very openly: "Look, the way we used to do it in the 40's and Sû's, we 
didn't do it very well. We didn't pay attention to what we did to the environment. We 
used to dump product into the river. We used to fil1 it into ponds. Dispose of it in the 
easiest y "  So to some degree? we proôably deserve the bad reputation that we've got." 

A - 168. Interview 32 (7: 15 - 16): They sponsor things like the Burkinbrier (ski 
event), and also Junior Achievement 

A - 169. Interview 32 (6: 40 - 43): And also, I am involved with United Way, 
and we have raised quite a bit of money in the last few years, probably about 314 of a 
million dollars, just fiom the employees and the Company matches whatewr we collect, 
so probably about a million and a half in the last few years. Also the food bank, I 
coardinate the food bank here. I just started tbat this year, and the company helps us with 
whatever we do for the community. 



A - 170. l n t e ~ e w  3 1 ( 1 1 : 44 - 48): (Due diligence more of a PR thing than a 
work-thing?) That's is rny perspective, that is it exactly. And they video it I assume so 
they can show it across the corporation so other people don't re-enact the same mistake. 

A -  171, Inte"ew 3 1 (4: 3 - 6): 1 mean people, you have to think about your 
coqmate image, you want to be seen as a good citizen of this cornmunity, right You 
don't want people to think that Celanese is putting saiffin the river, putting pollutants out 
ifs stacks. So you have to be open and authful, because there en people in the 
community who know what's going on. People in this cotlullunity work in this plant and 
they are going to tell their neighbon. 

A - 172. INTERVïEW 24 (16: 28 - 31): Well the thùig is that the people that 
work here obviously know what is going on. They know what we do to potect them and 
the d e t y  precautions and al1 that becaw they are directiy involveci. But the basic 
person who Iives across there, most people, you know, dont have any idea or a due about 
a risk, 

A -  173. INTERVIEW 8 ( 16: 24 - 30): Well, basically they (the Board) represent 
the stockholders. ... The Board have to deal with them, so yeah the stockholders, the 
people that own our stock We have the commun@, and we have, to me, I guess its the 
local political bureaucrats if you like. i'm not talking parücularly about the politicians in 
the Strathcona Co- or the Edmonton City Council, but the Emergency people, the 
Police, the Fire, Disaster S e ~ c e s .  They are a major stakeholder. To usus. We work quite 
a lot with them. 

A -  173. INTERVIEW 8 (20: 1 1 - 15): Yes, some companies don't see it. It's 
interesting. ï'm sure youll get a different Iist of stakeholders from diserent people. I'm 
sure that Shemtt's would be completely different Tbeirs would be stockholder, 
stockholder, stockholder. 1 would suspect 1 don't kaow. And 1 guess it is how you view 
who your stakeholders are and who you're responding to- 

A -  175. INTERVIEW 8 (8: 9 - 18): And it is interesthg that other companies 
have done this across North Amenca, because there is no regdation in the US where they 
have to have these sort of community advisory panels, and the number one concem is 
well "are you going to keep the facility open for the jobs?" They are usuaily economic 
instead of environmental- Unless you've got a bad tmck record And you get that with 
some of the Lowsiana ones, they have long history of arrogance there so, so they have 
some other problems, but it is a difficuit one to do. We're stnippiÙig. We're just starting 
that. It could vev badly backfire in my face, 1 doa't know- To be honest, Greg, Ys a new 
path for us. 

A - 176, Interview 42 (1 2: 1 - 9): For al1 of 1st year, every single person who 
visited this facility went through a tour with me and any question or concems were 
responded to. So, Pm not saying you should try and hide from anyhing, but why m a t e  
something when o u  already have a belief that you are doing the tight thing? Why divert 



yourself off the road because other people have their own agenda that say you need to do 
this or that? 

A-  177, INTERVIEW 14 (9: 1 -9: 13): You how, if someone came dong 
here tornorrow ... and said "close the Edmonton fjicility" thors 800 people out of a job. 
The spill over effect if pobably four or five times sa you impact foin or five thousaad 
people around you We consume about one and a haif percent of Caneda's natural gas 
per day, right here. So certauily you have quite a large impact on the natiirsl gas market, 
and on pricing, and on Royalties, and on taxation. There are major repercussion when 
you make decisiom Ure that So the average CE0 has to tben get this al1 together and 
Say Ok, where are going with this, what does it mean to us7 wbiit are the ramifications, 
uot just the money and the capital, it's the total social ramification of some of these 
decisions. Love Canal, there's a prime example of social repercussions. 

A - 178, INTERVIEW 24 (20: 5 - 1 1): We've had an open b r  (to ectivists). I f  
they want to visit we work with them. we've asked them to work with us on the River 
Study. We tty to keep them involved you know. With what is going on, so we've got 
nothing to hide. And even the environmental movernent, some have been in there a long 
time, and it takes on a life of its own, and the chief participants make their living out of 
this. And they switch places too. Plus, again, people like to have their name in the news, 
and it gives them a sense of power and al1 that. Its the sarne thing. The sarne reason. 
They feel that they have to go out on the wild side to get peoples attention. 

A - 179. LNTERVIEW 8 (6: 29 - 6: 3 1): ... you've got to then take a step back 
and take a look at the environmental movement, because really they are the ones who are 
driving the regulators. Who are the public? 

A - 180. Interview 43 ( 1  0: 7 - 15): Unless there is an incident (media couldn't 
care less). Then it gets blown out of proportion. And then Andy gets misquoted in the 
papers. ... Ifs because they donft have a person with a scientific background wotking 
there to respond Maybe they should 

A - 181, INTERVIEW 27(14: 31 -42): A major event, something like that 
(explosion in Brownsville), is what gets people up in arms, or the media The media has 
such a tremendous effect. 1 came back fiom diat ûakviiie experience aad I was thinking 
of having a media day and invïting the media out here end do what ever it took to get 
them out here just so 1 couid say "Here's wbat we've been doing for forty years. Here's 
our product. We'll answer my questions that you have. We have nothing to hide. We 
wam you to know wbat wefre au about" But, when I talked to some of the media people 
they said: "1 don't think youll get much interest. We're in the business of events." It's bad 
news that sells newspapers. 

A -  182. i.nte~-ew 42 ( 14: 1 - 6): (Eventual &aster?) There's so 
many environmental issues out there fiom different sources, but there will always be 
those sorts of thinp. 1 would think it would have to be mmething catastrophic. It wodd 



have to be something emotional on the pan of the public because othenvise they wouldn't 
do anything. 

A - 183. Interview 42 ( 14: 6 - 1 1): The legislatwes are trying to respond to 
emotional (public perception) things. They're under pressure and they dont bave the 
ability to do it d l .  They have to push it on to Uidustry to do that M. It would have to 
be something really emotional because the politiciailî wodd respond to that 

A - 184. INTERVIEW 14 (15: 34): And what they try to do is ensure 
that govemment regdation is tailored sa that the uidustry can do as much as they can. 
OK, as much as they cm. Clearly this is not always possible, but they do try to get a mie 
vision as to what is actually happeaing out thm and wbat Indusüy cm do, and try to 
moderate let us say, what regulation asks. ln an attempt to ensure îhat it c m  be done on 
a voluntary basis and that it will be successful. 1 mean, there is no point in tryïng to 
climb Mount Everest without having the nght stuE 

A - 185- INTERVIEW 14 (17: 18 - 35): But the CO2 one is a real question 
mark. There is a real dilemma And to be honest, 1 think it's going to happen, I think 
everyone is going to go to Berlin and everyone is going to say it's going to have to be the 
same by the year ZOO0 as the year 1990. I'm telling you, major repercussions, but I am no 
more convinced than 1 was five yem ago that it's r d .  1 am convinced, say, about the 
Amawn basin in tenns ofphotosynthesis, because ï've flown over that area It was 
twenty years ago, maybe sixteen years ago, and you just sit on this plane and you By over 
this for about four hours. Ok, and as far as you can see on either side is j ust this 
enormous green carpet, and the humidity and the temperature and everything else. But 
what 1 cannot grasp is that we should be tied to. and everybdy else, tbat we should be 
tied to a reduction of CO2 number one, know that it is going to increase in south east 
Asia and China number two, and three, is it red. Is it real. 1 just dont know. 

A - 186. INTERVIEW 8 (5: 39 - 6: 5): 1 believe that the legislation tends to follow 
places like California and like that, and some of the European countnes are more 
stringent. Alberta has a completely different approach to the regdators which has to be 
taken into account Cemïdy these days, what they tend to do is, the enviromental 
regulation is done by dialogue, and you're going to get people s 0 . g  haw effective that 
is, and whether it is or not I think tbat people who are realistic are happy with that. 
There is a balancing act here, Alberta is open for business. 1 think they welcome 
responsible industry. 1 think that people have to realke that there is a balance there. 

A - 187. INTERVIEW 14 (14: 28-30): But 1 thuik that when you see an 
organization that has accomplished that 1 t h i d  Govemment has got to talk to them 
because obviously it's been a major change, a major accornplishment. 

A - 188. INTERVIEW 24 (8: 2 - 1 1): But what we're saying is that 
somewhere along the line we have to get some benefits from these things, because there 
is no money in it for us. In fact, on the contrary, we've p t  a clause stating that if we 



dont get credit for it that we're going to discontinue it. And the final, the biggest one of 
all, is going to be a co-generation project which is basically provincial regdation 
prohibits you nght now and this wodd be to put in several hundred gigowans of 
electrical capacity using gas turbines and generating steam fiom the exhaut, and we 
would then shut down our powerhouse, and so then what you would be doing would be 
generating 400 gigowatts of power and shuttirtg down 400 gigowatts of coal generated 
power, and the net, we would continue to use about the same amount of naturai gas here, 
but the diffetence would save a batch of CO2 somewhere eIse. 

A - 189, INTERVIEW 14 (2 1: 23-35): Continuous impovement 1 think is certainly 
going to be taken iato account whea govenunents write regulabom. For example, when 
we make the cellulose, (for cigarette filters) when we expandeci our fsility, one of the 
comrnitments we had to give to the govenunent is that we would significantly d u c e  ow 
acetone emissions. Which is the 5.5 million dollar project I was talhg about earlier. So 
and of course we instailcà, while we did that expansion, we iastaiied additional 
absorption capacity. But over and above that we wanted a particular limit and they said, 
which was above our fornier limit, and they said we will give it to us, but you have to 
corne back to us by the year 1994 worth plans to significantly reduce tbat emissions level. 
And we said, yup, we'll probably, well do it. That's the 5.5 million. I think that's 
inevitable. 

A - 190. INTERVIEW 27 (6: 38 - 49): We should know how to run our own 
business and do it well. That's what we're in business for. We've certainiy always tried 
to be proactive and keep abead of legislation and 1 think that's a proper stance. I think 
that if you just sit there and wait for the legislahire to tell you what to do, you're going to 
be in trouble. But cenainly, legislation bas an effect on the pace. That things get done. 1 
think that's where legislation helps both industry and the general public because then it 
sets some targets and goals and says to ïndusey: "Well, you can't wait forever. kt 's  get 
this done by such and such a date. Let's set some limits." 

A - 191. INTERViEW24(13: 3 -5) :  Government wants to pass laws 
becaw they want to show, hey, we're very much concemeci and wefre doing everything 
in our power because of the public perception type of thing. 

A - 192. INTERVJEW 24 (7: 17 - 23): Well the thing of it is that you're 
looking at how govemment is going to be aRer industry for a long time because it's a way 
of showing their concen without costing any govemment money, and at this stage there 
is very liale more to be gained by bashing industry. At least not in the Edmonton area 
But govemment wili continue to do it for the simple nason thnt they want to be show as 
proactive. Yet they dont watt to be spending the money themselves for some of the 
municipalities, and they also dont want to affect the average Joe's lifestyle. 

A - 193. INTERVIEW 24 (8: 32 - 40): The other part about it though, if you look at 
where the CO2 comes From, well over 60% comes from transportation basically, the 
private car and al 1 that, and so if you really wanted to cut down by 20% then you'd corne 



back and say werre not going to have a car bigger tban the Neon or the Tercel, or 
something like that, and maybe restrict one car per famiiy, and encourage b w s  or even 
go back to the electric driven, and generate electricity using nuclear because our hydro, 
and these are al1 things thst are known, and you can cut back a lot on CO2 genemtion, 
and you cm p nuclear and you'd have to address the issue of -te disposal but C see not 
problem with ht, technically very feasibte, politidly a different matter. 

A - 194. INTERVIEW 27 (15: 37 - 40): I would say, ovenll, govemrnent 
dwsn't do that bad a job on the environment and health and safiety legislation Most of it 
is sort of driveu to protect you and 1 myway- 

A - 195. INTERVTEW 14 ( 16: 13 - 16: 19): But 1 do thuik, 1 pemnally feel that 
that initiative and the consdting, working, advising, the government is fiu superior to 
what you've got in Ontario where you've got a lot of people d n g  around like we're 
here today and we're going to go through your files, 1 mean, it really doesn't make a 
whole lot of sense- 1 believe in consultation and debate, more that the great white sword 
hanging above you 1 just cm? understand.. 

A - 196, InteMew 33 (2: 20 - 22): Yeah, you just cleaned them up, there was 
no damage. Now you report cverything. I think the company looks more at the 
environment now and a lot better than back then, say when 1 first starteci here. They must 
have looked at it then too, but now they act on it a lot fgster if wmiething goes wrong. 

A - 197. Interview 33 (6: 18 - 2 1 ): We have been told that any kind of spills or 
anything we report them irnmediately- That's b e n  within the last five years, maybe more 
recent than that. Before that you were supposecl to report al1 spills. Now you report al1 
spills and if there are any changes done for our specs oui company environment people 
tell us and our unit advises us what to do. To find the problem and find out what the 
problem is, if we exceed the limits. 

A - 198. InteMew 3 1 (3: 41 - 44): Sure, but how are you doing to detemine 
that (whether comrnunity b w s  about incident or not). You have to treat al1 incidents 
equally. I f  we have a release of something one day that doesn't smell the next âay we 
release something that smells, it cm be smelt across the river. How are they to h o w  if 
they have to report it if they c m  pick and chaose what tbey report, Everything has to be 
treated the same. Does that make sense? 

A - 199. Intemiew 42 (10: 13 - 20): The fact is that under the currettt regdations 
if we're making a modification or changing ou. liceme, we have to publish the fact that 
we are doing that, the legislators are going to also take that into acmunt, We had a case 
where we reduced emissions by re-muting to a different incinerator. We had to go and 
publish the fact that we were making a modification to our process even though it had a 
positive impact. 



A - 200. Interview 42 (3: 49 - 53): (Knowledge and education as a driver?) 
I don't know I think it's a significant o p p o d t y  and if you dont recognke that 

it's there, then I thiuk you could look at regulation aad legislation and have a very 
negative view towards it ail and do just basically what you need to do to meet i t  Maybe 
it's the philosophy of Iooking at something and saying Is it an obstacle or is it a 
challenge? 

A - 201, Interview 42 (4: 37 - 41): (Economic efficiencies are the main driver?) 
Yes, 1 would say so. The regdatory M i s  a @vea It is goiug to corne 

regardless. 

A - 202. in te^-ew 3 1 (9: 22 - 23): My perception of this plant or this company 
is tbat they do more tban requireâ for environmentai concems. I say that very honestly. 

A - 203. Interview 44 (5: 28 - 29): I dont think we have fear of regulation 
because we're nomally ahead of it anyway. 

A - 204, InteMew 33 (3: 23 - 24): A buffet, not a safety factor, but a buffer. . 
Maybe it is just the company has a community conscience too. Make sure that they don't 
upset too many people. 

A - 205, NiERVIEW 24 (6: 44 - 7: 8): And yet govemment does not want 
to affect anything that touches the average person, like for example, in Alberta it isn't like 
California where you have to bring in your car once a year to get it tested «, see if it is 
polluting. Just a while back we spent a quaiter of a million dollars contmlling a vent 
where total emissions were equivdent to about one smokey old car. 1 laugh at Alberta 
Enviromnent I say we should just buy up one of those old clrmken and shut here down 
and that would be equivalent, but you see govemment wants to show they are proactive, 
yet they do not want to affect the average person's lifestyle. So you else is left to go 
after? So fm, they have never wanted to attack the cities either, the municipaiities, for 
better sewage treatment and al1 that Calgary's had to put in tertiary tteatment because 
there is trout in the river, but what this study will show is that Edmonton also requires 
tertiary treatment, there is no question about that 

A - 206, N E R V I E W  14 (6: 40 - 7: 6): Look, we can play this two ways. 
We cm either wait for regdation and wait on what is going to happe- or we can decide 
that we really should be proactive to the degree tbat continuous improvement in this area 
is inevitable, and we decided on the latter course. That there is no point in going out and 
fighting this regulation and that reguiation and the next thiag. What we have to look at is 
measured progress to meet our customet, and orn customer in this area is really the 
public and the local authorities. So we decided that we would begin measured 
continuous improvement meastues. 

A - 207. InteMew 42 (4: 1 1 - 16): Certainly we know that what was acceptable 
ten years ago environmentally is not acceptable today. We cannot assume that we can fix 



ounelves in time and say that this is the best that cm bappen. We need to keep thinking 
down the road 

A - 208, f ntem-ew 42 (9: 4 - 10): (foreign jun'sdictions a concem?) Yes, 
because C1 is linked in the US, we can book and see what the EPA is dobg So, therets a 
whole range of avenues that the corporation can use ta tum aromd and say tàat by aiis 
date we want to do such and such. I was kiad of intrigued by the fact that insurance 
companies were seriously looking at the Berlin conference and their part in it- 

A - 209. INTERVIEW 24 (3: 43 - 46): Well, usually wkn new teguiatiom are 
passed you dont have that long to comply, so ifyou have a buncb of theni that corne in, 
and Enviromentai regdations don't tend to grow evenly. They sit still for a while and 
then they jurnp. They make a step change, so uniess you're getting ready for that you've 
got some poblems. 

A - 210. inte~.ew 43 (6: 4 - 9): I b o w  therets always the threat of 
regulation coming and that's a real issue- You aiways want to be ahead of it. You dont 
want to be caught without a resolution to something and have the process shut down. 
Since ail of our processes are so comected, if we lost one, it would af'fèct most of the 
processes on the site. 

A-211. INTERVIEW 8 (5: 13-1 8): What drives the legislatirres except public 
opinion? There's a lag there. The other thing is that legislation cornes in a says "you ~ ~ i l l  
be in compliance within x days or x yean", and industry basically likes to plan and do 
things in longer ternis, and spread the cash flow out Um. If you can take a longer terni 
approach and say this is where were are h&g, these are the seps we're going to go, 
and the time line, and al1 the rest of it. Ifyou can plan that it is a much more cost 
effective and you get there a lot easier. 

A - 212. N ï E R W E W  8 (11: 2 - 7): But itts a whole change of mindset 
for the regulators. If you talk to the senior bumucrats, then yeah, but if you tallc to the 
guys you actually deal with on a day to day basis, they have a regdation in fiont of them 
and they have to regdate according to them. And you're saying "well 015 but let's look at 
the intenf not the actual law, alright, and well be in compliance with it, but dont push 
me to that, because really we shouid be doing something different-" 

A - 213. I n t e ~ e w  44 (7: 39 - 43): 1 think if the i n d m  keeps on top of if it 
won? get tougher. 1 think industry's pretty responsible in most cases. You still have the 
shysten. There's that couple of them in Ornano who went to jail for thst (Bata 
executives), they're j ust like ciooks. 

A - 214. MTERVIEW 8 (7: 6 - 16): Now if you look at the regdaton. ï h e  
people that the regulaton see are the ardent environmentalists in a lot of cases, the 
special interests people. Mow some of them are very reasonable, but othen take the view 
that any means justifies the end. And they are expert at getting the press al1 stirred up, so 



very oAen the govemment is pressured into positions that redly they don't want to get 
into, and that a lot of people dont want them to get into. So they have to respond to that 
You know, they do have politicians as bosses. 1 think they do a pretty good job in 
Alberta actuaily, and basically what they are doing now is having a hands-off approach to 
environmental regdation What they are saying is: "ùwlustry you go out aid satisfy the 
public's demanâs and we'u be happy". 

A - 215, INTERVIEW 24 (1: 26 - 30): i've beea involved with the envitonment 
here a good number of years and the fim series of projects were really tied in with an 
energy coaservatiou prototype that we wen programmed, and I was actually the process 
engineering superintendent at that time, and part of my responsibility was to look after 
the environment also. 

A - 216. INTERVIEW 27: (12: 41 - 45): Again, that's something that we've 
been working on (stopping leaks). We've a group in here last year and theyve been going 
through al1 of our processes and our valves and we're t@g to find ways that we can 
improve every leak in there. 

A - 217. INTERVIEW 14 (7: 23 - 7: 30): But !et me give you an example. A 
large number of these buildings on this site have traffc-tile, compressed asbestos, 
standard building matenal forty years ago, thirty years ago. 1 just recently got a review 
done, ok i f  we took al1 the asbestos out including traffic-tite which doesnt emit material, 
but let's just Say that we're going to get rid of the stuR That's another five million 
dollars. Ok And I hope over the next one to two years to get that money and take al1 of 
the asbestos out, d l ,  a great majority of the asbestos on this site out. 

A - 218. INTERVIEW 24 (4: 20 - 28): You look at what is happening too, what are 
some of the issues, and which are the ones that can affect you, and obviously CFCs was 
one, and we started looking for replacements of CFCs for some time. In time we 
replaced about half our capacity this year with a substitute and we're going to do the rest 
of the plant next year. W e  could have continued operating with CFCs, 1 know lots of 
organizations that have ken  buying up CFCs, there is almost a black market in them 
right now, to keep their operations going without maicing any changes, for as long as they 
cm, if they can stockpile ten yean supply they will continue to m. So that wasn't the 
approach-tûat we tmk. Well we'll just get out of CFCs. So that's what we did We made 
plans, you put it into your capital planning process and just get it done. 

A - 219. Intewiew 32 ( 1  : 43 - 45): 1974 that is when they dug deep wells here. 
I don't know how many hundred of feet they went down pst the rock that and when they 
shut down our open pond, we rised to have an open pond imtead of sludge and we flared 
stuff without any control or whatever emissions was coming out and'being fiared 

A - 220. InteMew 44 ( 1  : 16 - 22): When 1 started here, one of my Sm jobs was 
to drive here over this field across the river and stop the car eight or nine times to smell. 
In those days the fonnaldehyde unit was quite mong and that was the way we kept mick 



of it at that tirne- ïhe  environmental changes in this plant and the amount of money that 
wetve spent on it is great. You no longer smell fomuildehyde. 

A - 221- Interview 3 1 (3: 2 1 - 22): Well, we are inside a building. If we do 
anything we might spi11 a bottie on the floot sort of thing- Our environmentai impact is 
pretty select 

A - 222- h t e ~ e w  33 (2: 36): Again in dl spills there is an investigation 
dîecwacd To detennine the cause, the fe8son why. 

A - 223. INTERVIEW 27 (12: 34 - 41): We get the add cornplaint and the 
smell is what we get over here in Clainriew. ifthe wind comes fiom the SE ... and our 
product smells when we're poducing Ifs got that vinegar smell. They'll smeil it over 
there and someone will pick up the phone and cornplain, but when this was built in 1953, 
the governrnent said that thefll never build over there. Then they built the city around 
us. It's impossible to control the smell to that extent 

A - 224- Interview 33 (8: 19 - 2 1 ): 1 have had contact with people from other 
plant sites and that and cve Ealked just briefly about it not in detail and it seems that stuff 
that we do is more than what they would do at theu sites- Maybe just their company the 
way they treat the environment and stuff, dety  is higher. 

A - 225, Interview 43 (4: 53 - 5: 2): When you look at the autobody shops, dry 
cleaning places or where ever, they try to get rid of their waste, but there's only one place 
where it can go and that's into the city sewer. 

A - 226. Interview 32 (5: 15 - 16): 1 think they are tight up to speed and 
sometimes personaily 1 think they go a linle overboard, enforcing al1 thïs de ty  in the 
environment, but 1 g w s s  they are doing things higher than what is required of them. 

A - 227. Interview 42 (2: 1 3 - I 7): As we gather information and continue to 
refine our picture of what the plant site is and where we gain benefits in terms of 
emissions reductions or, in some cases, ites loob'ng at it and developing recovery projects 
where we can actuaily recover something. 

A - 228, NïERVIEW 24 (7: 23 - 36): And the sarne thing goes, as an example, 
with gieenhouse gases- Ok At this stage, the govenwent, the feded goveniment 
especially, is pumng a lot of pressure on industry to reduce emissions of greenhow 
gases. 20% by the year 2000- 1 thiak that this will slip, but it doeso't reafly matter 
because you know that this is coming dom the rogd and in fact rm preparing a document 
for the company as a whole on how wetre going to deai with it. And our commitment, 
and the Federal govemment is asking for i t  Industry commitment So basically I've said 
ok we're out of CFCs that one of them, and out of these other thiags, and we'te also going 
to go into energy conservation by about 2% per year, but what 1 point out in this is that 
we made our big strides in energy conservation decades ago already. In fact, if you look 





A - 234- Interview 3 1 (2: 2 1 - 22): 1 think maybe it is not the technology that 
drives the environmental monitoring, maybe tbe need for close environmentai monitoring 
drives technology. 

A - 235, int-w 42 (2: 17 - 25): So, a number of other oppommitiw present 
themselves once you get starte6 You gather more refined information about youf 
facility. in many respects, the things k e  heard €rom 0 t h  people is that ifs a major pain 
to have to collea al1 ofthis information in respow to al1 of these new regulatioas, but 
one of the benefits that bas corne fiom it is that we understand our operatioas much 
better,. So, there is a benefit to us aside h m  the high nesource cost 

A - 236, Inte~*ew 42 (5: 30 - 35): For us, it's J ust a given. So, when we talk 
about communicating with people, they can't to go out and measun how effitive their 
communication is, are they influencing opinion, what do people think about them. But, 
they're not sure what to do with the information when they get it- 

A - 237, INTERVIEW 27 (8: 8 -19): To me, the major change has come about by 
new techndogy. I f  you looked at this plant and how it was constnicted in the early 50's 
and went through those uni@ now, there is none of them thet would evea look the same. 
The outer shell is stili there, but Pm talking intedly because the technology has just 
changed tremendously in evev one of those units. With that change, t h w e  improved 
the operating standards, what they've ken able to do, how we've ken able to deal with 
the by-products and the waste products that we used to just get nd of, now we've tumed 
them into cash because we've found ways now to use some of those waste products more 
efficiently. 

A - 238. INTERVIEW 24 (6: 20 - 29): in some of ou.  processes you end up with a 
fair amount of acetone, but we have a pretty efficient recovery system, we're still 
designing it now, but fiinds were approved to reduce those emissions out of the building 
by at lest another 50%, at which point well pretiy well be at the end of technology, 
almost closed We did have a flare for LW and it did what it was supposed to do but you 
know it genemted a lot of smoke so we put in a new modem flare for LPO that is 
smokeiess. There is no way you can design high pressure processes without a flare stack, 
because if you have emergency conditions it has to go somewhere. 

A - 239. Inte~*ew 43 (2: 3 1 - 36): We have more process analyzers 
monitoring. W e  used to have a few major ones for carbon monoxide, of course, in the 
60s they didn't even have those. They bave more of those monitors now, like for benzene 
we're putthg one in. There's also a few that monitor certain processes. 

A - 240. Inte"ew 3 1 (10: 8 - 1 1) :  1 am responsible for anything raised at our 
safety meetings, nine times out of ten it is me. If it is something that can't solve myself 
then I will phone up our Safety department, environmental department or the Health 



department if 1 have a question about noise levels or mdf like that. There is defi~tely a 
whole bunch of resources on the plant site for me to tum to. 

A - 241. intem-ew 3 1 ( 10: 15 - 17): Concems r a i d  at our safety meetings can 
be brought up to the SHE committee meeting by a SHE cormittee member. Ifwe bring 
up an issue at our d e t y  meeting we can ask the SHE member in our building to take to 
the SHE cornmittee and it will be brought up there. 

A - 242. InteMew 32 (9: 7 - 10): We shut down our department and have a 
meeting for an hour, an hour and a balf, then we get the resource people to ask anybody 
we wnt  for information h m ,  you icnow, the heaith department or management 
department. 

A - 243, Interview 32 (9: 47 - 48): And the Manager every few rnonths he goes 
around to al1 the different shops and bas a t o m  hall meeting with them and you can ask 
anything you want and you get it answered 

A - 244, Inte"ew 43 (4: 5 - IO): C 1 was in the news a couple of years ago 
with something to do with a child's sandbox. It dwsn't look good I think it makes the 
employees feel a lot better here. There's enough negative people in tbïs world and if you 
give them something and it seems like they can blow the negative up and dont look at the 
positive things. 

A - 245. Interview 32 (8: 31 - 32): People are treated pretty good out here. 
Talking as a union penon, I cant see too much wrong with the way we are treated here. 

A - 246. Interview 33 (4: 3 1 - 34): Yes, well as a worker here when I get taiked 
to on the outside we try to keep it positive. You dont say there are spills everyday or 
something happen you don't say the whole City is going to go up. 1 say well I work here, 
it is safe, try to keep it as safe as possible. But for the compeny telling me to go out and 
talk ta these people 1 haven't been told that 

A - 247. Interview 43 (4: 15 - 16): We're the only ones that are ping to 
promote the plant site. 

A - 248, InteMew 3 1 (7: 10 - 16): When 1 stop and think abwt it logically, 
what is the benefit in ternis of money to this Company for king  a good wrporate citizen. 
I dont see the immediate benefits, but 1 x e  if you thhk of it as Uiis is a good place to 
w o 4  which is important if you want productive employbes. So I tùiak that is a benefit- 
1 dont see ... if Celanese was a bad Company what would happen, would people be 
picketing on the highway? 1 dont know. M e t  than you get comments from people about 
"yes C 1, those are the guys tbat are always puttiag out pollution ont0 the highway and 
that". People think about that, people think of chernical plants as big polluters, so maybe 
by getting involved with the community C 1 c m  just p t  people to understand that they do 
better. Maybe change their perceptions. 



A - 249. Interview 32 (4: 1 1 - 12): Yes ( thq  listen to the workers), which they 
didn't do before. Since they changed the management too. 1 guess with the Plant 
Manager they have now that has changeâ quite a bit ofthat in the 1st few yeais. 

A - 250, i n t e ~ e w  32 (4: 22 - 24): 1 think now they l e m  nom tbe workers 
because they are involving us more in their decision making, in some parliament and al1 
that we get involved in whatwer goes on and the ideas It didn't happen before, you 
have two classes of people, the worbg stiffs like me and the management, now it is 
fairly even 

A-251- Inte"ew 32 (7: 2 1 - 30): (Maybe the corporation does too much?) 
Probably just theu ûyhg to enforce i t  Like one of our operators might have a Iittie slip 
and maybe two or three liters of somediing gets out and tkre is a big investigation that 
takes place on accoM of that a guy codd get suspended or even have a letter of 
reprimand on his file. That 1 think is too much because Pm an executive in the Union, so 
for that I dont think it is justifiable. ... And also this guy fiom Dallas wming d o m  for 
every little cut He flies down out here and it costs a lot of money to fly back and fonh. 

A - 252. INTERVIEW 8 (17: 3 - 6): 1 wouldn't want to be cornplacent and say 
that we codd deal with anything but 1 think that, but, its been said by other people that 
we're as good as anywhere in North Amenca Which is interesting. A lot of people don't 
know that, and we dont want to rnake a song and dance, and we hope that we never have 
to use it, but it's there- 

A - 253. INTERVIEW 27 (19: 22 - 27): Money is money. You sit at the 
bargaining table and hammer it out to death. YouU fuid a way of resolving it- When you 
get into environmental and safety, the that's an area where cornmes and union have to 
work together and cooperate with each other. It's really a matter of siaival. 

A - 254. Interview 43 (2: 12 - 17): Oh yes. When it cornes to d e t y  and 
environment there are huge clifferences. There were t ima when in the uni&, you almost 
had to hold your breath to go in and do something and then get out. That would be bck 
in the 70s. 1 started going out to the uni*& a lot and I wodd say about every five yean 
there would be a noticeable impovement. 

A - 255, t n t e ~ e w  3 1 (2: 27): Wety has changed dramatically. The 
concem and empharis put on safety has changed dramatically. 

A - 256. interview 3 1 (4: 4 1 - 44): Well Dupont is that States, 1 mean 
Arnerican. PR is a big part of i t  1 worked at Dow dso. I worked at Dow between my 
years at school and when I came to C 1 1 was really surprised about this as a much older 
facility and at Dow it is safety, safety, safety, and here it wasn't- 1 think they have d l y  
brought themselves up to standard here. Definitely. 



A - 257, lnte"ew 43 ( 1 : 48 - 5 1 ): Total quality management is going to take in 
safety and the enviromnent We're cousolidating out manuals so that rather than ha- a 
m a a d  f i  our product quality and environment, its al1 goiag to be the same. 

A - 258. i n t e ~ e w  3 1 (2: 42 - 44): On tbis plant site ais0 the environmental 
concerns have been brought to the forefiont We have a meeting every Monday and 
every Friday a production meeting on the plant site. Every unit states whether they have 
had an enWonmental or a safety incident. These incidents are discussed to help 
throughout the plant. 

A - 259- Interview 3 1 (2: 3 1 - 34): When 1 fim same I worked in the fibres 
unit I cannot remember attending a safety meethg in the fibres d t  as a lab technician. 
Here in the lab I'm in now, I'm in the PC lab, monthly safety meetings definitely, 
attending d e t y  meetings in the lab I'm in now take a very pro-active approach to safety, 
every safety concem brought up must be addressed. 

A - 260- Interview 32 (4: 4 - 7): No, this company spends on the 
environment. One year I h o w  they spent thirteen million The yards aud the are 
al1 clean, by that 1 mean they aren't full of dust and dirt and other things. Other safety 
programs are out thece- In my group I am Safety Coordinator within my group and we 
have meetings every two weeks, we bring up safety concems and how we can improve on 
things with either safety or environment or anything tbat concems us. 

A - 261, Interview 44 (2: 36 - 37): The corporation doesnft really differentiate 
on environment and dety between the States and Canada 

A - 262. Interview 44 (2: 1- 3): Well, this companies always been ahead o f  
regulation As E'm as Pm concerned, wefve been leaders in looking out for the 
environment Wefve been proaaive. 

A - 263- INTERVIEW 27 (9: 47 - 10: 6): Well, when that happened, that was 
interesting, the companies when they did al1 the ri@-sizing, dowrisiling, and re- 
structuring, then ùiey sort of had to decide what k i r  priorities were in tenns of sjmding 
what capital there was. This organhtion said that d e t y  is a sacred cow that isn't going 
to be compomised because we've been downsizing. Environmentai spending is not 
going to be compomised. So, these things were protected duing thaî period of 
downsizing. The spending in that area was continuous. The efficiency that were gained 
by the re-structwjng which gained more capital and then more profit as a resdt of it- 
Thatfs what this organktion did They protected the safety and environmental spending 
through those variables. 

A - 264. lNïERVIEW 24 ( 5: 6 - 12): And then the other thing is  that well 
conduct periodic process safety analysis where we work at worst case scenarios and the 
effect on the community, and well have community awareness and emergency response 
capability, and waste minimizaîion strategy. Then we'll also do, if pan practices have 



resulted in significant risk to public health or the environment, we will act to reduce or 
minimize these risks and well cooperate with regulatory agencies and other interested 
groups- 

A - 265. iNIERVEW14(12:1-12:12): Wetook~ i twenta i l thewayup  
to the CE0 off Celanese ... and we said to him "we're going to do the right thing here" 
you know, and tooking d o m  the pike and where ifs ail going we should spend the ten 
million dollars. He came out hem for two days, listeneci to the consultants, listened to us, 
and in the end, said "it's the ngbt thing to do, I l l  go back and speak to the Board of 
Directors," and we did it. OK ok And tbat was a fairly major issue nt that time. That it 
had gone from four to ten million. The c o m p y  wasn't tmnendously well off, we had a 
nurnber of problems facing us, not only the debt number. But we did it. And thats what 
I mean about the culture and the vision and the responsibility. We convinced them that it 
was the right thing to do for the fiiture. 

A - 266. INTERVIEW 14 (8: 24 - 8: 28): But really, ï t  needs more than that 
too. You can't be the individuai example within the industry. ïhat is very relevant. Itls 
iike a jig-saw puzzle. There's various bits you brïng together, and they ail fit together, it's 
the publics, it's the pride, we know welre doing the right thing, ok, Um, so you get dl this 
input into a corporation and then you say right we are definitely going to improve, o k  

A - 267. Interview 43 (6: 3 1 - 37): When you start signing your name on things 
like sample shipments that we send out of our products and we have to package them a 
certain way for the transportarion of dangerous goods, you stop and thïnk when you're 
signing your name on a piece of paper that says I've done everythmg possible to ship this 
safely. There's the possibility now that it can corne right back to the person. 

A - 268. INTERVIEW 27 (17: 27 - 40): Once in awhile we'll get an 
employee who does something dumb like not following the proper procedures that we've 
laid out and the SOPs and he'll take shortcuts or whatever. So, I've gone out there and 
said: "What you have to realize is that every spill, no matter how large or small, is 
reported to the regulatory agencies. We have to apply to the regdatory agencies for our 
Iicense to opetate. So every time one of these things bappens, we have to answer for i t  
If  we don't get a liceme to operate, noue of us are employed It's that simple. That's the 
bottomline." That's the simplest way that I can put it to make someom out there ùiink of 
how they are doing their job. It's vitally important to us that they do it well and without 
spills. 

A - 269. INTERVIEW 14 (3: 1 1 - 3: 14) In our company we cali it visions of 
excellence. Where are we going to go with the environment in the long tem? And the 
individual site manager has to then take that broad strategic direction and incorporate 
some of that with what is going on in his local constïtuency. 

A - 270. INTERVIEW 14 (3: 22 - 3: 35) So what you do, you look at that, and 
the cornpany's vision of excellence, and then you decide exactly how you're gains to get 



there in ternis of your environmental performance. And you then say say, Ok where me 
your major points or sources what do we do in the river, what's our emissions, what's the 
govemment attzüning for, and then you look br continuous improvement. And certainly 
for us that's how it has been initiatd And on top ofthat, of course, every facility 
manager bas particular concem that probably weigh more W l y  oa hlla than others. 
And again, you get back to each individual manager iooking at his own mcular 
situation. In our own pticular case we're more concemed at this point in time w i t h  the 
air emissions for obvious reasons, heh heh, m'te sitting right next to ClaiMew, and uh 
obviously with water, because we do have two deep wells hen We are pmbably the 
major deep well user in this are& In fact 1 h o w  w e k  the major deep well userf in tems 
of volume- 

A-271- INTERVIEW 24 (12: 1 -6):  The main thing that happened in 
some of these other plants, and not ail of them, it depended on the individuals. the ones 
in the US have much more problems, and its been because a lot of them are king nained 
for other jobs, and if you come into a job and you figure you're in the quick career path, 
you try to do something that is  noticeable in two yeam, and one of the few things you cm 
do is the bottomline, and then you move on. So you arent going to be interesteci in ten 
years. Or even a five year plan 

A - 272- INTERVIEW 24(11:29 -42): Well, the individuals 1 guess are 
looking ahead a little more. Depending on the people, (they're) more socially conscious. 
1 wouldn't cal1 it that really, just looking f d e r  ahead. We're in sort of a unique situation 
too, we've ptobably been granted more autonomy ... this facility compared to the other 
has had much more long terni leadership. We dont rotate people every two years and a 
lot of the other plants do. The plant managers go in and out every two years, and it used 
to be like that here too, it w d  to be you'd change plant managers more &en than you 
changed your socks. And ... the people tha? report end up king replaced too. You see 
what happens here is that not too many people want to come into Canada, you look at the 
pool, and the= are more of us going into the States and that now but again not too many. 
It is not considered a plum job leading to promotion, and ttrther promotion and al1 that, 
and becaw of that we've had much more s ~ l e  leadership over the yean than the othen. 
So we've k e n  able to plan much furthet ahead and push our plan It is al1 right to have a 
plan, to bave a ten year plan, but if you're only there for two yean then guess what? 

A - 273. INTERVIEW 24 (3: 15 - 20): In any case, the basic driving force was the 
realization that environmental concems, hedth and safety concems were rapidly going to 
be runnïng the business, and at this stage, like in the US where what they have in their 
environmentai reenguieering which is basically looking at dl environmental aspects of 
safety and everything else, and making decisions as to what the busiwss is that well 
operate, or what businesses will be shut d o m  basad on their record and where they're at, 
and looking at f u N e  upcoming regulations and doing i t  

A - 274. INTERVIEW 14 ( 10: 6 - 10): 1 think you then have to go and look at the 
company culture, ok and if the company culture driven by the CE0 is one of continuous 



improvement and king a responsible person in the community for their emissions then 1 
think theytd be fine- And of coune there is the government regdators and the licensing 
etc etc etc- 

A - 275. INTERVIEW 27 (8: 23 - 40): ... Emie Dmw, as an example, the CE0 for 
North Amenca and Asia ... set a goal of about 450 or 500 million dollan for five years 
on environmental spending. S.. There were a lot of people that were very skeptid. ... it 
sort of really told the organUation how serious they were about enviromenal issues. 
That sen& a signal ail the way through the organizaition. 

A - 276. INTERVIEW 14 (2: 36 -3: 9): Well. 1 think why, it very much gets 
back to the individual cultures of the individual cornpank. So what you really get bafk 
to, it starts right at the top I tME at most major cornmes. In the little reading that 1 
have done in that area, it's clear that the initiatives I think, in the major drive of things, ie 
in the broad spectrum, starts at the top with the CE0 and his stafî and the decision that 
they are going to becorne a respomïble citizen. And the CCPA's Responsible Code, 1 
think, defines it very well. And if you look at Monsanto and ounelves and Dow in the 
US, these people who have corne out and said "Look we're going to be envüonmentally 
friendly, and that doesn't mean that we're going to be able to do everything under the sun 
to keep everybody happy, but it does mean that we're gooing to, over a perïod of time, 
significantiy improve our operations in tenns of the environment and the way we interact, 
not only with the communities, but also with government regdators etc etc etc. So 1 
think, cenainly the initial um urn th- cornes right from the very top of the company. 

A - 277, interview 42 ( 13: 37 - 42): To recover the water and use it on the plant 
site is an alternative m e t h d  1 tend to think that if we're headiag down that road and 
have made that type of cornmitment and spent that much capital, ou. intention i s  to be a 
viable faciiity for the next 20 years. 

A - 278. INTERVIEW 27 (9: 10 - 9: 14): If we're going to be in business, 
we've got to be a company that's concemed about environment and we've got to put the 
money up to make sure that wetre to be around for another 40 years. 

A - 279, INTERVIEW 8 (13: 26 - 32): 1 have a veiy supportive management. And 
a lot of that hes to corne from I a n  1 have to give hirn total credit Because the plant 
manager. ten years ago the plant manager's job WBS easy, to make money, but now its a 
case of wtiat is happening out there tbat is going to affect the business. And he spends as 
much time as 1 do looking out there. At a différent level. And 1 guess he lets me do now 
a lot of what ten yean ago the plant manager wouM have done. in a lot of fécilities it is 
the very setiior management that is doing what Cm doing. lts just the way we run it here. 

A - 280. INTERVIEW 14 (6: 2- 6: 7): ... we waat to be an upnght citizen, 
we want to be viewed as someone who does a topclass job. We want ro be seen as 
someone wvho contibute to society. We don't want people walking around saying "Oh 
God Celanese Canada they are the folks out there ..." There is pride. There should be. If 



you believe that every individual wants to do a top class job, then that is now pan of a top 
class job for someone in ow industry. 

A - 281- Inte"ew 3 1 (9: 49): They (value statements) are posted. And we 
have the Safety Healthand Environment Manuals and the monthly meetings. 

A - 282. INTERVIEW 24 ( 12: 27 - 35): In about that pniod t00 tht 
corporation began ... to see that enviromenta1 cornpliance and that was required. They 
ended up comuig up with our Blue Book, and basically wbat it was policies of how we 
would be, you how, stating out commitment ... It star& out "These are our pdicies, 
approved by the Board and recognize a specid responsibility, and we expect everyone 
who receives this book to read it carefûiiy, and failure to follow the policies will be cause 
for disciplinary actions or termination of employment. 

A - 283. iNTEXVmW 27 (9: 4 - 9: 10): Health and safety is nurnber one over 
production in this organization. Nothing is done without safety king  fim and foremoa 
And that's a big change, because previously production was always nurnber one. That's 
where you're going to get your money. Now, the thinking is more long terni and we want 
to be in business for the long haul. 

A - 284. INTERVIEW 8 (25: 17 - 21): Well, that was ourcontroî order. We had 
clay lined ponds that were leaking. They were put in, we had done absolutely nothing 
wrong. We followed the regdations and they are aot acceptable now. But that was our 
responsibility. you know. We didn't argue, we said yeah fine- Life's not fair. You've got 
to do it to modem day standards. That what Society demands. 

A - 285. INTERVIEW 27 (7: 39 - 48): But sometimes you will find that even the 
core principles or direction that we set in Our organization still may be just about the 
legislative possession becsuse we think h t ' s  where we should be anyway- Many tirnes 
we try to be proactive. Or, you know that you can see things developing or coming in 
legislation long before they are ever written into law. So, you can sit down as an 
organization and say: "If we don? do this anyway, sooner or Iater, legislation is going to 
be in place and dentand that we do i t  So, let's do i t  

A - 286. InteMew 33 (6: 4 - 7): (Pressures h m  workers or nom 
management?)I think a lot of it maybe balf and belf. 1 mean we work here too, you want 
to make the envimunent d e .  From that point if we have a le& you fïx it tight away. 
Or if there is Mme problems some of the process would be to get it changed so it makes 
our job easier and safer. Again nom the other end bey Mght have something m g ,  a 
bigger event like an emission problem and the government regdations might not correct 
it. 

A - 287, InteMew 32 (4: 49 - 5:3): Yes, thinp are ok. About once a year we 
have these safety audits where people go around checking things out, like in the 
maintenance group 1 belong to evety month there is different people, one of our peers 



that goes around through evev unit, they have a check list and they check everything out 
and see that every one is in order safety wise and also environmentaily wise. 

A - 288. N E R V i E W  14 (9: 38 - 41): Oh yeah, the CCPA and its starting this 
year, we al1 shouid have by this time passeci the six codes of Responsïble Cm, and the 
CCPA is saying ok you've now al1 filled in the Iittie tick boxes, w w  we're ping to find 
out how good you reaily are. And we're goiag to send in audit teams, including an 
inde pendent 

A - 289. InteMew 42 ( 10: 43 - 50): If communication with the public and those 
types of things are taking higher and higher profile, our vision of excellence for the 
Company states that RC is part of ora vision of excellence. IfRC requires bat you are 
working well with your community and you have a good interaction with them, that's a 
part of RC. It's not just the business side. 

A - 290. INTERVLEW 24 (6: 17 - 20): ... and so then we've ken, we started out 
last year with a report card on environmental performance ... and we're pdng out 
another one thk year, and we go back to 1988 .... 

A - 291. INTERVIEW 8 (4: 18 - 31): There is a certain level of safety that 
we have on the plant site, and that is a judgement c d .  You're absolutely right, The only 
way you can run this plant safely is to shut it down, completely and utterly d e .  And, 1 
guess we get into the business of risk management 1 mean, nuuiiag a chernical operation 
on a daily basis is Rsk management. We judge the factors and do it on judgement, and 
the one thing, we tend to classifi it into two different categories. What son of things cm 
happem on the plant site that c m  affect our employees? ïhen there are the ones that could 
impact the environment, the community. And what we've said here. We can do al1 sorts 
of design work, dl sons of engineering work, we can minimize that What we've said is, 
we dont how what the probability is, we're rot gohg to talk you about probability 
nmben, because it doesn't mean anything. You're dealing with a very emotive subject. 
If you say that it is one in a million years, but if that happas to be the year that it 
happens, or you say "weil, we might kill one person in a million every ten yem" weii if 
that happens to be your kid that you jwt killed, well its pretty ernotive. 

A - 292. INTERVIEW 8 (4: 3 1 - 35): So ail we can do is say, you know, if 
we do something that is going to impact you this is the plan we have to rnitigate it. We 
took the view that it can happen, and we plan for if and let people make theu own mind 
up if the nsk is acceptable. Because you m ' t  trade risk factors. The biggest thing is that 
you've got to let people make their own min& up. 

A - 293. INTERVIEW 27 (3: 32 - 35): So, we're aot going to individually or 
collectively in the plant sort of put ourselves at risk or the population by what we 
produce. We're very conscious fiom both the environmental aspect and also from a 
health and ssfety aspect. 



A - 294. INTERVIEW 27 (10: 14 - 23): I think the decision was made at that 
time that: Hey, if we're going to be in business in the 90s, for the long terni, we've got to 
do it. The realimtion was there, going through that in the early 80s that if you want to be 
a quality Company for the fiiturey the 90sy then you've got to be environmentstlly correct 
We've got to do it well and we can't continue to do some of those things that we did years 
ago. We're going to have to continue to spend money and effort in those areas and 
improve our producf htni out a quaiity poduct in a safe and enviromental way. 

A - 295- INTERVIEW 14(12: 18-22): Wbere do you want to be another 
five ten fifieen years fiom now. But thais vision That's looking out and saying we are 
going to be the- anci wbat do we have to do to ensure tbat Not only do m need 
regdation, tbat in five years weke ahead of the game and that wek k i n g  proactive, and 
we're douig the right things for the friture. That has to be culture and vision. 

A - 296. INTERVIEW 8 (3: 33 - 34): We celebrated ow fortieth 
anniversary on the site here 1st year, so we are 41 years 014 and we want to be here 
another forty years. 1 hope so, 1 have a pension to corne out of it somewhere, heh heh. 
But essentially, that's our philosophy, we've been here forty years and we want to be here 
another forty, and it kind of colors how you do thinp. 

A - 297. I n t e ~ e w  3 1 (9: 34 - 35): You want to stay in your budget You want 
to be a little bit ahead for tomorrow because you dont biow what tomorrow is going to 
bring. 

A - 298, intewiew 42 ( 3: 29 - 37): So, the philosophy in the p s t  was that we 
needed more storage. The opportunity that was presented there was tbat if we do that 
we're going to have to meet new requirements. You can ask the question: Why do you 
need more storage? The answer, because 1 need to keep the process going. And then 
you've avoided the thing that is stopping the process, which is the tower that's plugging 
up and maybe capital is better spent fine aining the control systern or putting in an extra 
tower so that you c m  bypass it and thenfore avoid the environmental issues altogether. 

A - 299. INTERVIEW 27 (3: 14-19): SO, we think that we've got a good qualiiy 
program in place. W e  ûy to treat people well and within that value system. So. it's 
something that is growing- It's continuous Unproverneut. You just aint say that we've 
got a quality progiam: The= it is. It's on the wall. It's really something th's growing all 
of the time. 

A - 300- INTERVIEW 27 (7: 21 - 39): What we look at, b u s e  we're a branch 
client within our orpaniration, we look at where they are in the States. We look at that 
fairly closely. We see some of the legislation that's happening in both envitonment and 
safety in the States and then, as an organization ... the bea example 1 could give you 
would be on safety legislation. For years I've always felt that Canaâa was ahead of the 
States in most health and safety legislation. Tbere's k e n  a real push in the States in 
recent years where i've seen indications where the States are now moving so quickly on 



health and safety legislation that they might even be &ad of Canada As an 
organization, what we do is look at both legislative things that are happening on both 
sides of the border and then we develop what we cal1 our corporate principles on health 
and safety for our organization for certain things- So, we weat beyond the legislation in 
our core plinciples in both sets of legislation in the United States and Canada. As a 
quality organization looking for excellence, that's where we should be. 

A - 301- INTERVEW 14 (8: 1 - 3): Boom. Clean it. And that's what I 
mean by king proactive- It's (sealecl asbestos Uisulation) not causing any hann at the 
pesent moment to anyone, but inevitably longer terni you may as well bit the bdet and 
get on with it. 

A - 302- Interview 43 (9: 20 - 23): The cradle to grave phrase cornes to d n d  
When we stacted out with emergency response we were only going to provide assistance 
to CCPA members, but the minute Cl anived (at an incident site), the govenunent tearns 
backd oK 

A - 303. INTERVIEW 24 ( 10: 44 - 1 1 : 4): Now al1 of a sudden, the 
requirements of the Texas Air Board require them ... this is no longer good enough, they 
thought they were out in the boonies and there was no one around, the town of Bishop is 
close by but it is only employees that live there, now they have to do something, and they 
have to do something for water treatment, well ail of a suddea they're looùing at a bill for 
that particular process done that is totalhg 35 to 50 million dollars. To bnng it into 
cornpliance. And basicaily the senior management of the Company are saying that the 
protits from that product do not jusfi@ the expenditwe. 

A - 304. intewiew 42 (6: 14 - 18): This would be a comment about C 1. Our 
argument is that we fiel that RC, although it has codes of practice and lays out things, is 
really an ethic. An ethic is just incorporated in what you do. 

A - 305. lntewiew 42 (5: 51 - 6: 5): 1 think so, but I think they help in tenns of 
giving some direction. Although, what we've done is take Responsible Care and 
incorporate them into our opemting practices düectiy- But, our operating practices dont 
say: This is the operating practice reguding distriiution in line with the Responsible 
Care guideluies. T'here's just one set of guidelines that meet the needs of RC and a lot of 
other protmls bat we have to meet as well. 

A - 306. Interview 42 (7: 12 - 16): But there's the understanding that well 
always be speaking into a vacuum, so we're never goiag to convince everybody. It is a 
volunuiry issue and you're not going to get everyone to go dong with everyone of your 
ethics. 

A - 307. MTERVTEW 8 ( 18: 38 - 19: 9): I would suspect that the membership 
fee is not the issue. It's the cost of coming up to meet those codes, if you want my 
opinion. You see, the membership in the CCPA is a sipificant dollar value. But it's the 



cos& there is a lot of cost involved in going beyond the regulation. There is a dollar value 
there. We think it's worth it Obviously, because that is why we're doing it. I forget what 
the membership fee is, it's on a sliding scale, but essentiaily 1 think that being a CCPA 
member costs ùiis plant site about a million bucks a year- With my time, other peoples 
time. 

A - 308, INTERVIEW 14 (4: 28 - 4: 36): And nor are we lily white in 
Industry, dont misunâemtand me. Sm not projecting that we are cleaner than clean. 
What 1 am saying is that we have made sigaincant improvements over the years as an 
Industry. And there is no doubt about that kr not sure tbat w e ' ~  given a lot a credit for 
that. i'm not sure that we blow our own hom very well either- We're always concemed 
with, somebody coming up and sa* well you've still got X Y Z .  But there is no doubt 
in my mind that the average penon in the Indu- t&y is much more concerned that he 
was say twenty years ago. 1 think that the concen bas grown ahnost in a maight line 
over that period of tirne. 

A - 309. INTERVIEW 8 ( 25: 26 - 26: 4): No. 1 think society is going 
to start making some choices. You cau bash industry as hard as you like. 1 look at one 
specific instance around here, when we published our emission data last year, our 
environmental report carci, the CCPA did it a year ahead which was a voluntary one. l'm 
just doing this years report card MW. And it's going to be interesting with some of the 
other industries king forced into doing it. We emit thirty tons a year of benzene to the 
air, and people say 'Oh my G d  but you know how much the car exhausts put out in 
Edmonton? 'Inree hundred tons a year. So you could shut us dom and you'd make a ten 
percent reduction. So that's the same with the North Saskatchewan River Monitoring 
audy. If you look very closely at  it we're a very large water user. We put eleven hundred 
tons of water an hour back into the river. Vast polluter. Our l d n g  on the nver is five 
percent of the Gold Bar Water Treatrnent plant So you shut us down and we go off the 
nver at who laiows how many millions of dollars ofcost and there is still95% of the crap 
going into the river. So to me, Industry is king a bad perfonner there's no question, 
we've been arrogant and we've himed round and done what we wanted in the p s t  as an 
indwtry group. Now we're wi-sing up and most of us have got graphs and charts to show 
that performance has improved and al1 that bullshit, no poblem, but there wmes a point 
when society has to be told "excuse me, you've caned us as hard as you can, law of 
dimi~shing r e m ,  look where we are in the ovedi performance of thbgs.'' Society has 
to make some hard choices. 1 include myself as part of tbat society. 

A - 310. INTERVIEW 24 (20: 23 - 39): Well 1 thial< too a lot of people are 
begi~ing to see that the next step of environmental ixnprovement is going to have to 
corne out of their own pocket, their own standard of living and ail b a t  And they aren't 
ready to go any m e r .  The same with the C02, I tell people, 1 said, the improvement in 
housing efficiencies that we have done for insulation and all that have been more than 
offset by the increased size of houses. Heh heh, ifs ccrazy. But the thing is if you're going 
to be senous about CO2 emission then you're going to have to b m  twke as much gas to 
heat twice as much space and you're emitting nvice as much CO2 to keep that houe 





SELECTED DATA QUCITATIONS - FlRM B 

B -1.  Interview 35 (9: 14 - 15): 1 th*& they are still dnven mostly by public 
perception and regdation 

B - 2. INTERVIEW 29 (6: 45-54): (What to do with sludge left over 
nom closed-Loop system?) 1 gwss that wouid depend on wbat it is. ï'm not sure what 
they do with that Itts either secure land fill, it am be incinerated We have some deep 
well disposal, but it's pretty fimiteci What does h o  the deepwell is fairly well 
controlled 1 dont how. The technolow, if we were to have a Swan Hills here on site, 
tbat's another thing. ... People are so &dd 

B - 3 ,  INTERVIEW 29 (12: 40 - 42): 1 really wish I had the answers. [ 
think tndustry has to continue doing what itrs doing. It has to continue king seen doing 
the right thïngs. 

B - 4. Inte~ew 35 (13: 49 - 14: 4): Well, we had a nurnber of cornplaints about 
the start up of the hydro project. Just the neighbors that live around here. They have a 
big flare which if something goes down they vent the stufT to the flare. It's always noisy 
at start-up. So, the neighbors are al1 phoaing The scrambling f?om the supenntendents 
is when these public complaints stan coming because thea it becomes public and the 
newspaper gets a hold of i t  It's temble. There's no regdation on the flare. Alberta 
government couldn't care less. 

B - 5 .  INTERVIEW 4A (5: 28 - 32): We had some local home owners who were 
not entirely happy with the situation (the expansion) and we worked with them sensibly 
and in one case we actually bought three homes and relocated the people. And vue felt 
that we had to because bey had b a n  here long before we were. We couidn't really argue 
in that case. 

B - 6 ,  INTERVIEW 4A (5: 1 - 7): We do a lot of things out in the comrnunity 
in tenns of communication. We have a community newsletter. We've just changed it, we 
now do what is cailed an advertorid. We take out a two page insert in the wcekly 
newspapen. We felt that o u  newsletter going out separately was being read as junk 
mail, or wasn't k i n g  nad so we're lookùig for new ways to communkate with the 
community. Ihi still not entirely satisfiecl 1 tMr you always bave to be on top of the 
people and be innovative. 

B - 7. INTERVIEW9(4:20-31): We have a couple of activities that 
we do, proactively to make sure that we get public input. And one of them is the 
community advisory panel. And we have, it's in it's third year now, and we have fiom 
twelve to fourteen community leaders, non-politician types, and they meet very three 



months with our public affairs manager, and one of the site's major managers. In this 
case, the guy that has taken it over Iives in Ft. Saskatchewan so hefs there with, in some 
cases, his neighbors. And we ask them what the issues are in their view, and we 
communicate what our understanding is of those and what we're doing about i t  And we 
try, in fact, we have to p m  to them thw we are responding to theu needs and their 
concem. It's m e r  than waïting for people to tell us. We go out at least in this forum 
a d  ask. That has been really valuable. And the make-up of that team, 1 mean it is al1 
the way fiom a High schd  shdent to a Senior citizen, a businesspersoa, an educator, 
and itfs quite a 

B - 8, INTERVIEW 4B (1 1 : 36 - 38): (Environmental concem has been a 
. concern for how long?) Ten or fifteen years. Ancl the communication pan of the 

environmental part has k n  much more recent. Seven or eight years. 

E3 -9 .  INTERVIEW 4A (3: 9 - 16): Yeah thaî's right And it really made 
Chernical cornpanks sit up and take notice amund the world And what happened was 
that the CCPA in Canada said "how are we as mernbers, representing 90% of the 
companies in product manufacturing out there in Canada, how are we going to insure that 
that kind of accident does not occur in Canada- Because no one, 1 thiak, was smug 
enough to Say that it could never happen here mted, 1 mean there are cenain things like 
re-development things Iike that you dont have people living right next to your fenceline. 
But, nonetheless, you could have a major incident and what happened out of that was that 
Responsible Care was developed 

B - 10- INTERVIEW 4A (5: l 1 - 13):It used to be in the good old days in my field 
that you were involved first of al1 when there was a real problem "Now we want you to 
help us with this mess, can you deal with this issue" . 

B -  l l .  Intem-ew 35 ( 13: 49 - 14: 4): Well, we had a number of cornplaints about 
the start up of the hydro project Just the neighbon that live mund here. They have a 
big flue which if something goes dom they vent the stufT to the flue. W always noisy 
at start-up. So, the neighôors are al1 phoning. The scmmbling fiom the superintendents 
is when these public complaints stan coming because then it becomes public and the 
newspaper gets a hold of it. It's tem'ble. There's no regulatioa on the flare. Alberta 
govemment couldnt care less. 

B - 12. INTERVIEW 4A (6: 23 - 32):Yes. Or these are some of the challenges 
that we still have but we don't have any solutions yet, technical solutions. We've also 
staried these, one of our major issues, you mentiowd with Greenpeace. We've always 
been looked at by certain environmental groups, and 1 think we always will be, as 
suspicious. Chlorine is a major issue n'ght now. Greenpeace bas îargeted chlorine as a 
chemical they want totally eliminated, and wefre a major manufacturer for it So that 
gives us a challenge and uh we've, in Sarnia particularly, we've invited Greenpeace in to 
talk and things like that. And that's an ongoing dialogue. I don't know if we can ever say 



that we're 100% happy with it but you sort of have to keep the dooa open and continually 
try to talk to see if you cm solve it 

B - 13. INTERVIEW 29 (7: 34 - 42): We dont really get hassled. There is 
potentiai, and 'we're aware of what's going on, but in tenns of hassIe, we try to coopeiate. 
If people show up and want to see something, as long as they're doing it the right way, 
we'li cooperate. ... Whether it be media or special interest groups, we're open to taiking. 
Public relations people try and develop relations wïth the media so that we tell them 
when thiags are happening. 

B - 14. INTERVIEW 4A (6: 23 - 32):Yes. Or these are some of the challenges 
that we still have but we don't have any solutions yet, technicd solutions. We've also 
started these, one of out major issues, you mentionad with Greenpeace. We've always 
been looked at by certain environmental groups, and I think we always will bey as 
suspicious. Chlotine is a major issue right now. Greenpeace bas targeted chlorine as a 
chernical they want totally elhinatecl, and we're a major manufacturer for i t  So that 
gives us a challenge and uh we've, in S-a particularly, we've invited Greenpeace in to 
talk and things like that. And that's an ongoing dialogue. I dont know if we can ever say 
that we're 100% happy with it but you son of have to keep the dooa open and continually 
try to talk to see if you can solve it 

B - 15. InteMew 35 (4: 17 - 2 1): Well, the public perception is worth a lot of 
money too. I f  you work within Firm B you see a lot of that Public perception is 
sometimes more important than what's really goiag on. If it looks ba4 the company 
would do anything to avoid it. 

B - 16. Intem-ew 35 ( 13: 42 - 44): We are the public and it's our perception and 
that's the way it is. I know RRM B would hate to bave front page news "Fim B's 
dumping such and such." 

B -  17. Interview 35 (9: 44 - 47): You look at what's happening and that's the 
way everything goes. There's enviroruneatal groups d there's the company and it's al1 
kind of like a big circle where they're al1 pushing al1 around 

B - 18. Inte"ew 35 (7: 26 - 29): Well, finn B is basïcally about people. So it 
goes back to the whole thing of public perception because everything dnves wbat the 
company does. 1 don't îhink there's a wmpany in the world that is not based on that 

B - 19. INTrRVIEW 29 (10: 6 - 18): If 1 was ever prosecuted or taken to wuri, it 
would probably mean that sorneow in our organization didn't do what the organization 
told them to do in the fint place. Or maybe it was just a technicality. Now, you can get 
into situations where you're doing everything that you possibly c m  and you have a 
hiccup and you get fined. Well, that just gives everybody a lot of bad press, for one. 
Economical ly, it probably doesn't have a major impact, directly. Indirectly it cm. Ad, 



it may or may not have been something that at the time really justified that kind of 
exposure- 

B - 20. INTERVIEW 29 (13: 23 - 27): 1 personaily thiiik that [adustry sets a 
very high standard and lives to that staadard, and tbat will help them in the fiiture to be 
able to expand- in my mind there is no question tbat we're going to expand this site. 

B - 21. Interview 34 (10: 1 1 - 17): I f  it wasn't for these plants the Fort wouldn't 
be anything. That's what people seen to forget Firm B paid over a million in property 
taxes or two miilion for al1 the land tbey own. Al1 tbat money goes in theü (the 
cornmunity's) pockets. Finn B even have to pay some exua money for property 
and machiwry ~ a x .  They're really d i n g  these guys here. The property tax they can't get 
away fkorn. 

B - 22. Interview 34 (9: 51 - 52): They (the govemment regulators) go after 
the fat cats. They're Iike sitting ducks. 

B - 23. Interview 36 (8: 7 - 9): It's the government. They are picking on 
them (automobile makers) jwt like they're picking on you to get rid of your wispy leak. 
Everybody's getting picked on. 

B - 24. INTERVIEW 28 (9: 7 - 9): As a matter of fact, because of the 
licence clause, the most recent one that Alberta Environment bas asked al1 industry to 
submit a proposal to have zero contaminant discharge, in everybody's licence. 

B - 25. iNTERVIEW 4A (5 :  18 - 22):So 1 was involved in the very beginning, and 
we talked ok what do we want to do with the community, do we need to do an 
environmentai impact assessrnent so public consultation was extremely important and 
nght away 1 was asked to chair a team with senior management on i t  How are we going 
to do the public consultation prwess effectively? 

B - 26. INTERVIEW 4A (5: 25 - 28): We had Round Table discussions with the 
communities, we did ten of those, we had public meetings, we had a secies of public 
meetings over several nights, we had tours of ouf site, we had displays and invited folk 
in. 

B - 27. INTERVIEW 4A (21: 31 - 35): 1 bave never heard anyone say that 
they were concemed about king shut down. For that to happen on this site it would have 
to be sornething really catastropbic. And 1 can't think of any firm B site, and thats about 
134 in the world, where tbat has ever happened as such. They shut down plants because 
their products are no longer needed or whatever but that has never happened (king 
closed by govemment). 

B - 28. MTrRVIEW 29 ( 10: 6 - 18): If 1 was ever prosecuted or taken to court, it 
would probably mean that someone in our organization didn't do what the organization 



told them to do in the first place. Or maybe it was just a technicality. Now, you can get 
into situations where you're doing eveming that you possibly can and you have a 
hiccup and you get fined Well, that just gives everybody a lot of bad press, for one. 
Econornically, it probably doesn't have a major impact, directIy. hdirectly it Gan. h a  
it may or may not have been sornethi-ng that at the time d l y  j d e d  that kind of 
exposure- 

B - 29, INTERVIEW 4A (6: 23 - 32):Yes. Or these are some of the challenges 
that we still have but we don't bave any solutions yet, technical solutions. We've also 
Nirted these, one of out major issues, you rnentiooed with Greenpeace- We've dways 
been looked at by certain environmental groups, and 1 thuik we al- will be, as 
suspicious. Chlorine is a major issue right now. Greenpeace has targeted c h l 0 ~ e  as a 
chernicd they want totafly eliminated, and we're a major manufacnirer for i t  So that 
gives us a challenge and uh we've, in Sarnia particuiarly, we've invited Greenpeace in to 
talk and things like t h .  And that's an ongoing dialogue. 1 don't b o w  if we can ever say 
that we're 100% happy with it but you sort of have to keep the doors open and continually 
try to talk to see if you can solve it 

B - 30- MTERVEEW 29 (10: 23 - 32): You can get a smaller Company that's 
chrome-plating down and they're dumping chromium or something dom the sewer 
system and they continue to do h Now, those guys should be thrown in jail. The 
problem ofien is that big guy is easy to go a e r .  1 live out in Sherwood Park and I watch 
people building homes and I watch guys climbing around the structure and breaking 
every possible nile in the book. We wouid never get away with that, fim ofall. We 
don't allow it, secondly. 

B-31. intewiew 35 (2: 24 - 28): It seems to be fjurly consistent. There's 
always new regdations coming out. It seems like everything's tightening up, but that's 
more fiom the govemment forcing the cornpanies to do it as opposed to the cornpinies 
changing something. 

B - 32. InteMe\ 34 (3: 49 - 54): i'd say the government has really clamped 
d o m  with the regulation. There's al1 these environment community days that have gone 
on for years, but nobody's really paid attention to them. Al1 of a sudden, some group got 
together and spoke in a loud enough tone that we've got to protect the environment and 
everybody is agreeing. It's like a bandwagon. r 

B - 33. h t e ~ e w  35 (5: 23 - 28): (Beat the compulsion of future regulation?) 
Sure, the fugitive emissions program right here on the site now, that's something 

that is going to be regulated. It's coming in 1996. It's things that are leaking. A stack is 
considered a licensed emission, but if you install a valve and &et a while it starts to leak 
that's a fugitive emission. 

B - 34. INTERVIEW 78 (2: 17 - 78): So with a site of this nature you can tell 
from a government permit and licence testing point of view that automatically we have a 



lot of testing to do in ternis of quality of air, the stacks. We have a landftll in there, so 
things that go in have to be test& We have one in-take t b n  the river. AIl these things 
needs to be te@ Al1 the ponds to keep the storage, are tested before they are allowed 
to discharge. That group (monitoring) that does this type of routine work So basically 
we put <hem al1 in options and fiom an environmental angle b u s e  we have ten 
world scale plants here and all of them will have ciiffernit environmental activities, 
which require pemitting. At times they have enviromentai incidents in accordance 
with the new govemment guidelines. So our guys are invoived with helping them with 
elevations for investigations, M l i k e  that That would be very similar wïth this type of 
set up for each ofthem will be responsible for a few plants. Similar set up for this 
department in S a f i .  They have some safety specialists to do that type of role, like d i  
specialists. 

B - 35. iNTERVIEW4B (13:21 -22): In a lot of cases, there is a 
prescription for how to like in some cases, w h t  equipment to use, in others what 
analysis to use, and then of coune it gefs very expensive to comply with that Even each 
point source for an emissions you might have on the site. 

B - 36. INTERVIEW 9 (8: 25 - 41): (How to keep track of what governrnent is 
up to?) Well, we have a couple of mechanisms. Most of them are pretty straightfoward. 
We're on mailing lists. I'm on mailing lis& for al1 of the government's public plans and 
information, three year plans, and the water resources policy changes, anything about the 
emissions control, anything to do with comparing our regulations to national regulations, 
so I have to scan that, you know, reaily quick, and look for things that will impact our 
organization or our community When 1 recognize somethuig that we need to get input 
on, then I take that back to the proper person in our organization. And they'll work on it. 
Likewise, the environmental people in our Company they have information, thefie on the 
mailing lists for governrnent things, and they will &en take action on their own. The 
role that 1 have applies to other areas aside ftom environment. Like property tax 
assessment, education initiatives, municipal afFairs, so you have to kaow when to 
respond and when not to because you wuld spend al1 your t h e  chasing things that may 
not have that big an impact- We also have other people that we meet with the 
govenunent on regular basis close to specific issues. And from time to time at these 
meetings you'll leam somethhg else that may be planned. It's the same way that we keep 
the govemment inforneci about what our plans are. 

B - 37. INTERVEW4A (14: 10 - 14): Off the river is one, perhaps (cost 
without benefit for good environmental behavior). Perbaps. Another one we hope to 
have in place is our power and utilities pian We have a program right now, the numbers 
are rough, but about a ten million dollar emission reduction program on o u  nitrogen 
oxide. And there is no r e m  for us, its just that we shouidn't be ernitthg i t  It has an 
impact on the environment. 

B - 38. Interview 35 (2: 41 - 46): Well, achially it has changed a little bit in 
the last year. Finn B has moved fiom each site king independent to having business 



teams that nin the company. They've gone fiom whatever they were doing, to a more 
business orientation. If it doem't make money, it's not good business. 

B - 39. in te^-ew 35 (8: 28 - 40): Well, the new plant is closed-loop, but the 
existing site is ~ n .  So. you're gemiag things like cooling m ~ e r  and there's one plant 
which used water ia the process which is then durnped out into the river again. That's the 
majority of the water that's goiag to the river. I'd like to see it where ifs siclean. Like you 
could dnnk it, but it's rot If they were to clean it up more then it was now, it wodd cost 
more mouey. Your cost rises and you becorne les compeîitive- You know, Sm a 
consumer too. When ethylene giycol costs more ftom finn B than h m  where they can 
buy fiom somewhere in the US and they can ship it up here, which one do you buy? You 
buy the cheaper. You lmow it yourself. 

B - 40. iNTERVIEW 29 (1 1: 49 - 12: 2): I think youU probably find a number 
of corporations that do that and it's not just the chernical industry (spend to go 
beyond regdation). 1 think youll fud that in many- From our perspective, it's a matter of 
swival. You have to be smîng a trend. You have to be out front. You have to be doing 
some of that stuff- If you don't, youll just, h m  a cornpetitive point of view, get left 
behind and also eventually yod11 just be bogged d o m  by litigation. 

B - 41. InteMew 36 (4: 3 1 - 34): That was part of the campaïgn (more 
product and les  waste). If you read the literatwe about the vinyl plant expansion it says 
about how we'll be making more, but producing less waste than we are rïght now. And 
society likes to hear that. And so do we. 

B - 42. Interview 35 (12: 16 - 23): That's why 1 Say it's not going to change 
until we as people change. Pve seen it many times when you say to your boss, who are 
littie guys in tenns of the whole company. The company is still dnven by production, no 
matter what you'd like to think because production uni& make the money, they spend the 
money. We're a service group. We provide the sem-ce to this production unit 

B - 43. intetview 35 (3: 50 - 53): They're expanding this site. So, if it wasn't 
attractive ... like the hydro project, they would have said they weren't building it here. 

B -44. INTERVIEW 48 (1 1 : 24 - 30): 1 meaq if you dont have incidents 
and you dont bave chemical spills and you don't pollute then your costs are lower, your 
people are bappier, the communities of course are much happier, and the governmcnt 
starts to trust you more when you go to work with them on what should the regdation be 
then you have a much better chance of baviug a reasonable approach, to regdatory 
afTairs. Its so much connected to that d e t y  analogy tbat people can sort of relate to it. 
But on a broader scale. 

B - 45. MTERVCEW 28 (13: 38 - 44): The latest trend, the industry trend, 
people start to realize the conclusion that there are a lot of them (fimis) that can't do 



anything (more about the environment) without it costing a lot of money. You have to 
accept the fact. Right? 

B - 46. INTERVTEW 28 (16: 5 - 12): (Influence of bankers?) in the US it 
may be more tban it is hem ... We bad a group of bankers that came up here less tban a 
year ago, and 1 had to go and explain to them out envùomental management system, 
had to satisfy them in tenns of what enMtot.tnenta1 impact assessrnent we have done, the 
pertnits we have obtained and the conditions thet we have and the protection system that 
we have to assure them that we are here to protect the environment so that their liability 
will not increase. 

B - 47. INTERVIEW 29 (14: 14 - 16): (Re: banken) It's a m d g  what they 
want to know these days. They want to xe soi1 samp1es. What are we inheriting here? 

B - 48. INTERVIEW 28 (16: 25 - 26): So in that case nom their angle they 
are looking for liability and it certainly will impact on everybody who needs a loan, 
which everybody does. 

B -49. Interview 34 (10: 4 - 6): Like you think of Pittsburgh with al1 the 
stacks and pollution and haze and thats peuples perception of wbat every chernicd plant 
is like. 

B - 50. INTERVIEW 28 (12: 6 - 8): Look at it this way, put ourselves 
into perspective in terrns of ail the industrial activities that did have pollution in the pst. 
We can see it in the ground- There is Love Canal. It's a11 over the place. 

B - 51. INTERVlEW 28 (12: 12 - 15): Bhophal. Al1 those are history. Any 
industrial site you see, any land in use, are going to tell you you can't use it agricdturai 
activities anpore. You are going to have a tough time using it because of al1 the spills. 
al1 kinds of industrial activities. Nobody is fool proof, it's not perfect. 

B - 52. Interview 35 (1 1 : 2 1 - 29): But the companies are made of individuals. 
When the superintendents of these plants are sim'ng the= saying "we can't do this. It isn't 
right. Sure, we have to make money, but we also bave to make sure that we're keeping 
the air and water clean." I see that more and more as the younger people corne in, it is 
changing. When 1 listen to the kids in schools, it's changed a lot It still hasn't changed 
enough though, because we're still a consumer society. 

B -53. INTERVIEW 29 (9: 51 - 10: 6): Well, prosecution is one thin& but 
certainly from our point of view, 1 really dont think that prosecution is the thing that 
keeps you honest. ... From our point of Mew, it cornes right back to what you're told you 
have to do from a corporate point of view. Be honest Be ethical. Do what you have to 
do. Comply with the laws. Once you've been told that's what you're going to do, then 
that's yow job to do that. 



B - 54, Interview 36 (7: 1 1 - 1 3): 1 sort of feei like they've (management) 
been committed to it dl along and as money and technology become available, they've 
applied it. 

B - 55. NïERVEW29(13: 13:31°46): Thissiteisinaprimelocation. .... 
That means that when the decisions are made to invest more moaey, where are they 
going to invest it? Well, it atight be on the Gulf Coast, or Fort Saskatchewan, or in 
Europe or where ever. But, Fort Saskatchewan is right up the= on the list So, clearly, 
we need to have uiis environment tbat is coaducive to our corporation investing in us. In 
a way, we're in a liale bit of competipetition with outselves to mdce sure we are the best 

B - 56- INTERVIEW 28 (9: 14 - 21): .-. actuaily withïn a short t h e  everybody 
will have that zero pllutant discbarge proposal and al1 tbe membcrs of the CCPA will 
blame it on us, because everybody is telling the govemment it is not possible, you can't 
do that Here cornes fim B Chemical with zero discharge into the river from the new 
plant I have people calling me in the field for a long time saying "How the hell do you 
guys do it? We lwked at ït once, it is not feasible and it is expensive". And this is more 
expensive. We had a hard time selling it to our coprate office who basically controls 
the dollars, but we managed to convince them. 

B - 57. InteMew 34 (9: 23 - 24): (PR and opemess?) Yeah. You could cal1 
it a gimmick. Dow's had a bad name since the Vietnam war with agent orange. 

B - 58, Interview 34 (9: 28 - 35): ïbefve been tidiculed (fh 8). 1 was 
watching a Robin Williams tape and he staeted talkiDg about a six foot, 400 pound, two 
headed fish that came out of the water and says "1 want to speak with anyone from Dow 
Chernical. I watched it with a bunch of niends, and 1 thought it was hmny because I was 
thinking of Sarnia. People have their own perception. Some people see that and think 
Dow here, some Dow Sarnia, some Dow Louisiana, or Dow Texas. 

B - 59- iNTERVIEW 4A (2: 32 - 38): You mentioned about eight y e m  ago, 
whenever, and it was eight years ago, 1 think what hapjmed before with ficm B in 
Alberta is that we had the image that Firm B had in the rest of the world Because we 
didn't really do anything tbat was terribly negative in the 1970s or early 1980s, welve 
always had our challenges like any other chernical operation We didn't have any main 
incidents, lets put it tbat way. Its just that there were a lot of things happening to fim B 
with the Vie- war, and things Iike that and we were unfortunate enough to get a lot of 
that image coming here to Alberta. 

B - 60. Interview 35 (5:  32 - 39): In the US this bes been in for years already 
(regdation on fugitive leaks). Thqr have to go in and measure everything that can leak: a 
value, cornpressor seals, al1 those things on a certain fiequency and report al1 of this to 
the EPA. You h e w  the Canadian governments were going to do tbs. They look down 
to the EPA and say that looks good. So, we're doing it now in prepanition and there's 
some companies that are doing it and they Say they're proactive. They know it's coming. 



B -61, Inte"ew 35 (9: 20 - 25): It's global now. It's not a local thing 
anymore. We got stufîcoming from Europe. I f  some b d  of regdation is proposai in 
Europe, you know itls coming here. Alberta is no longer an island by itself With the 
exchange in information, what used to take yean takes moaths or even days. 

B - 62. INTERVIEW 48  (16: 34 - 38): For Canadian and Amencan industry 
we have associations, we have regdations 1 mean, the Chernical manufachireers 
association in the United States is five or ten times as big as the Canadian Chernical 
Prducers Association, and they have adopted the rame codes of practice diat Canada 
started out with 

B -63. hte"ew 34 (5: 13 - 1 5): if everyone's bragging about how we're 
going to do better than the goverurnent standards, they shodd tighten things up now. 

B - 64. interview 35 (13: 1- 3): Let the companies regdate themselves. But 
that's where the public perception is stronger than regulations. You'd see that if you 
worked in the company. 

B - 65, INTERVIEW 29 (14: 45 - 50): I can just look at the reports and 
someone spills a gallon of gasoline on the ground, that happens routinely in the city and 
nobody does anytâing. We spi11 a gallon of gasoline, we dig the dirt up. Take it away 
and package it. Then it either goes in the incinerator or secm land fill. Whatever we 
decide. 

B - 66, MTERVIEW 28 (8: 1 3 - 2 1 ): (Regarding the nver study) Before that we 
have done a lot, a lot of work. One thing we found out is that the phosphate content of 
the river is higher than the acceptable criteria which is set up by the govemment You 
and I are responsible for that. We use a phosphate detergent and then we wash with it 
and then it goes to the treatment plant, and then the treatment plaat doesn't take out the 
phosphate. None of them do, and they (the City) have three in ail. Then any detergents 
in the river. it is very clear that it is fkom us. And because we dont want to pay high 
taxes we have no money for treatment, ifs as simple as that This new study will show 
al1 these thing and we know that in industry, yet they keep screwing on industry, tighter, 
tighter, tighter. 

B - 67. inte"ew 35 (10: 40 - 47): But there's public perception again. If you 
look over, you see those smoke stacks, so that mua be where al1 the pollution is. People 
think 1 myself don't cause any pollution, it's the cornpanïes that c a w  pollution. I hate to 
tell you, but vehicle emissions are probably 504/0 of the pollution. We buy our cars, we 
heat our houses, we buy al1 these packaged goods and everything. We're the oncs who 
are causing pollution- 

B - 68. INTERVIEW 4B (6: 1 - 8): Research has show that most 
people don't care about numbers and dont necessarily relate to them, so they want to hear 



and see prmf that you do care about their health and well-king and commwity, and of 
course we do, we !ive here and our kids grow up here, and our empioyees work in the 
plants, and I mean, how close can you get to it ieally. We just needed much different 
ways of responding to questions ... we have to back it up with the action. 

B - 69. INTERVIEW 4A (7: 39 - 8: 10): And my cuncern, and 1 mean I have 
this with my own farnily, wbo don't work in the chernical industry, is you look at it fiom 
sort ofa public afEairs standpoint, 1 dont lrww i f  we can ever significantly improve our 
public opinion. 1 hope we can What concems me is that thece are -.. less people going 
into the sciences and into the maths. You're getting a society, so fm anyway, I hop we'll 
change if we bave to almost, who dont undemand these things at ail, who mody dont 
get through high school science, so what's happening with our bdustry is that it is 
becorning so sophisticated and so advanceci and reaily everything is  operated by 
cornputer. m e n  there is a perception that this is a blue color industry where you tum 
cranks still, you do al1 that sort of thing. Here's y&r test tube with chemicais in it  There 
is none of that. Yet 1 dont really know i f  people are reassrned when they see al1 of those 
cornputers on the panel. tf you're not familiar with it, and you don't operate with it, 
maybe the next generation will be. I don't kww. 

B - 70. INTERVIEW 4A (10: 34 - 35): But the public drives the 
govenunent Right Public concems eventually translate into govemment regulations. 
That's how we perceive it. 

B -71. Interview 34 (4: 20 - 28): It's aimost as if the public outcry dictated 
what the regdation was going to be. There was enough stink raised about the 
environment tbat the govemment said we have to do something about this. So, they set 
up their Iittle teams and this was what they came up with. So we must meet these 
standards. They're not going to say it's because the people say so we're taking action on 
this now, but the politicians are supposed to be worlang for the people. They're supposed 
to be respoading to people concems- 

B - 72. i n t e ~ e w  35 (6: 48 - 49): People tend to be very emotiod wben they 
hear something and jump on the bandwagon. 

B - 73. i n t e ~ e w  36 (8: 16 - 18): 1 think the pressure is always going to be 
there for die environment because there's too many abuses. It's going to take a long time 
to recover. 

B - 74, INTERVIEW 9 (4: 3 1 - 36): The other thing we do, when we are 
planning an expansion of our facility, a major cbange, well go out in the community with 
focus groups in addition to having the open meetings in our plant you know where people 
are invited to attend. Again, 1 think when you go out and interview people or get them in 
a room or a meeting room where there is a process to cause input to corne to you, that's 
the way to do it. You can't sit back and wait. 



B - 75, MTERVEW 4 8  (1 1: 16 - 24): I f  another bunch of companies in the 
same association are having fatalities and chemical spills, and God hows wbat then that 
The media changed from reporting the m e  of the company tbat had the spi11 to the fact 
that it was a chemical. Ok So what good does it do us to say, weii it wasn't fim B, it was 
some 0 t h  Company. Our rail cars wouid never rupture in an incident like bt, because 
we build hem like tauks, whereas this company uses thh s k i d  dumiam with no 
reinforcement or something like that Ifs al! the chemical industry. So if you i f  you it 
doesn't take a giant mental shiA to go fiom safety of employees to safety of the 
environment. Exady the sarne set of guidelines. 

B - 76, INTERVIEW 28 (8: 30 - 35): The river itsefc ifyou want to compare it, is 
polluted, this is our perception Nobody swims in the North Saskatchewan river. People 
ask me why don't you do that, it doesnrt have floating debns and SM like that You can 
catch fish in there, and people eat them, but there is mercrny in there. So it is industry 
that is doing all those things. And it is not, it is a naturd mercury sediment in this area 
and the fish pick it up and then people thïnk it is indust~y. 

B - 77. INTERVIEW 4B (15: 35 - 39): Tbat again, we could talk about this 
for hours, but the ultimate causer of sunainable development behavior needs to occur at a 
very early age. So if the govemment nans to use this they will initiate some early , and 
I'm talking kindergarten, what's left of that, and grade one. That early. So that then 
probably the next generation would have a much M e r  understandhg of it than we do. 

B - 78. N E R V I E W  4 8  (14: 22 - 24): The thing. the most important thing 
about sustahable development is that you cm't treat it on a piecemeal basis, so 
companies can't say well PI1 only work on sustainability up to the point wbere 1 c m  make 
a profit on it 

B - 79. INTERVIEW 4B (14: 32 - 35): The sdnability of the Province, if 
you will, depends upon dot more than a few wrnpanies deciding to draw the l iw.  so it 
has to be managed on a broad, 1 guess a really broad basis by society, and if you look at 
the Roud table, which Round Table are you talking about 

B - 80, INTERVIEW 4A (22: 31 - 22: 36): So, 1 definitely think that we 
definitely don't want the goverment to be driven by the public t&at way. We want to 
work with the Public. We also feel very strongly that for our m e ,  for our long-term 
well-king, for the wbole Cbemicai industry firm B has to try to tum public perception. 
So if you wanted to say that in the whole @obal picture we wmt to make sure that there 
is a friture for the whole chemicai industry pend So ifs not so much shutting dom 
individual plants it's looking at the whole picture. 

B - 81. Intem-ew 34 (9: 4-6): 1 think back when I first srarted or when Dad 
started. Off-site people coming on site never happened. 



B - 82. I n t e ~ e w  34 (9: 10 - 14): You had tours for your family, but I'd never 
heard of the swnmer tour program or bnnguig people in because there's paranoia that he 
could be a cornpetitor and he codd work for Dupont Therefs still a policy about not 
bringing cametas on site. Therefs quite a bit of openness, though. 

B - 83, INTERVIEW 4A (6: 10 - I4):That is wbat 1 dways try to say (to other 
senior management). hn't expect me to go out and make sometbing beautifid if you 
havent done your work Those days are gone when you couid send out a brochure or 
glad band everyow to death and take them out to lunch and s W ,  you still may do some 
of those things, but you mer make sure that your penonaance is behuid i t  

B - 84. INTERVIEW 29 ( 8: 1- 8): It is foiiow through to the point that 
we make that person (sorneone phoning in on an emergency cal1 number) gcts a response 
imrnediately. If sorneone phones with a concern and it's two o'clock in the moming and 
they would like us to contact them with a half hour, we will. Somebdy who is on cail, 
an eavironmentai penon or public relations, will phone the person back at three in the 
moming. We tq to resolve those issues right there and then Dont let <hem get out of 
han& 

B - 85. m W E W  48 (35: 20 - 23): We diân't go through our great lin of 
Outreach activities. We work with the Cornrnunity Ernergency Response, we work with 
the community in teaching the odd class in the schmls, and its not "1 Love Chemicals" 
itfs "Life would be Unpossible without them" 

B - 86. INTERVIEW 4A (4: 7 - 17): On top of that, we have designated a senior 
production engineer to sit on every meeting, and to be the person who goes back and 
talks to out senior VP and gives him al1 of that infornation So that they are king  
listened to. ~o' in 1985 86 we suuted to look at tour programs, invite people inside, to the 
plant site. We in 1986 started to look at the school po$ram. Though it didn't actually 
get off the ground until 1987 it started to develop in 1986. We um we rewrote a lot of 
o m  information inside, our newslettea and al1 that went through a great transition. What 
were they accomplishing, were they doing much? We starteci to do a regular video show, 
because we felt that not only was it impomt to taik to the people outside, but we needed 
to look at employees in here. If they dont feel good about working here, and they go 
back to their commuriities and communicate that 

B - 87- Interview 34 (8: 32 - 46): Since the new pmject started up, with the 
new flare, we were getting lots of calls, evea fiom Edmonton People set this flare and 
are thinking that we're on fire. People were seeing fiom Sherwood Park and phoning 
fiom their car phones. The neighboring community a lot ofconcems about it- 
Communications went out and explained to them in layman'r tenns. We were very open 
with them. ... They're trying to keep a good relationship. 

B - 88, Interview 36 (3: 43 - 48): As well, the neighboa around the plant 
would smell it and see it. They're acutely awwe of everything that happens here too. I f  



there's a cloud of vapor that cornes off the site, the phones are ringing. When you flare it 
g t s  noisy, so people across the river are wondering what's going on. 

B - 89, Inte"ew 34 (8: 46 - 49): We've had a lot ofcomplaiats. A few irate 
people tm. Itls unsettling when a guy calls and says that he's going to shut that flore 
down if we dont So, do we take that as a sccurity threat? 

B - 90. interview 35 (14: 18 - 24): Ekfore the hydro project they invited al1 the 
neighbors and had public forums to tell them what we were ping to buiId and 
everything. No one bad a p r o b l e  Well, now they want to expand die viniychlorîde 
plant and thatts got to go to the public. PI1 bet you anythllig that there's going to be a lot 
of neighbors that won't let it bappen 

B -91. Inte~kw 36 (6: 12 -14): And 1 think they phoned them all. They 
were pretty active in making sure eveiyone was well infonned so that they didn't have 
anything to worry about. 

B - 92. INïZRViEW 4A (5: 18 - 22):So 1 was involved in the very beginning, and 
we talked ok what do we want to do with the community, do we need to do an 
environmental impact assessrnent so public consultation was extremely important and 
right away 1 was asked to chair a tearn with senior management on i t  How are we going 
to do the public consultation pmcess eflectively? 

B -93. INTERVIEW 4A (5:  25 - 28): We had Round Table discussions with the 
communities, we did ten of those, we had public meetings, we had a series of public 
meetings over several nigbts, we had tours of ou. site, we had displays and invited folks 
in. 

B - 94. Intewiew 36 (5: 38 - 40): Tlie problem in the Fort too is that there's 
not too many who dont have a neighbor that they know who doesn1t work for finn B. 
They've got the information anyway. 

B - 95. 1ntemeew 36 (6: 34 - 36): Therets nothing forma! in place (feedback 
fiom community to worker to management). but the channefs are al1 open for him 
(community member) to find the answers. It wouldn't be hard to do, but then is nothing 
set up to go about doing that 

B - 96. INTERVIEW 4A (4: 22 - 29): We have a group calkd the Community 
Advisory Team. And it's compriscd of senior management Me1 chairs tbat, 1 sit in on 
that. And its dl our key senior management on site. And their sole mission, when it was 
established in 1986, still pretty well still its sole mission, was to ensure that there is 
support on the site, in al1 of our plants for our public outreach initiative. anything you do 
with the public, so in other words, 1 dont have to go out there, one person, like a 
sacrificial larnb and try to convince people that these are good things to do. This is seen 
as le@ timate. 



B - 97. iNTERVIEW 4A (5:  7 - 1 1): Our commun@ advisory panel is  another 
thing that we're using quite heavily- When we started up our hydrocartn,ns expansion we 
started one plant last year and NO this year. 1 was involved on the gmund floor in 1988. 
Actually 1 was told even before we were gohg to annomce it "you need to be involved. 

B - 98, INTERVIEW 9 @: 28 - 41): ûur consultative p r e s s  is not 
targeting at one specific target It is the relationship between otn faility in the 
community, and the community to our facility. Whatever cornes up ia the survey of 
commuaïty advisory panel rnembers gets addressed. It could be issues liLe purchasing 
from supplien that are outside the ana ofthe Regional Industriai Association, it could be 
Education, it could be Comxnunity health issues, it couid be tax -tever these people 
as individuais and also as a group think are issues those are what we work on. 
interesting, becaw one the major issues in our wmmunity is how much property tax our 
Company pays. And yet that did not appear as an issue at our CAP for over a year. It just 
didn't emerge. So we are tmly waiting for the citizens to tell us what they think are 
problerns and what we ought to be working on. Now when it did surface, we provided 
some information and brought some supposedly neutmi people in to give a presentation 
and then went on to something else. ûther ihings, like job creation in the community, 
emissions of chernicals h m  our plants, they emerged as issues, as we fûlly expected 

B - 99. INTERVIEW 28 ( 10: 43 - 45): (How corne the public doesn't attend 
information meetings?) Maybe that has to be corrected in tems of public meetings 
where nobody cornes. And then we have public open houses, there are people who come 
and we give them a presentation. When we build a new plant, there is no objection at ail. 

B - 100, Intewiew 36 (5: 28 - 3 1 ) :  I f  p u  have them (open houses, etc) and no 
one shows up, they still see them advertised in the papen. They still know they c m  go 
and get answers if they want. If the access wasn't there, they would have a different 
opinion. 

B - 101. lNTERVIEW 9 (5: 20 - 22): (Government input to community?) 
Well, 1 think, well itfs on a much more massive scale. You hiow, 1 would not put our 
input in the category of that of the govemment 1 mean ou's is very community sensitive, 
not just economic and envkonmental. 

B - 102- INTERVIEW 28 (7: 21 - 31): We have a mission ... itfs satismng 
the public. 1 don't h o w  how many compnies have this mission, this one is just local, 
see we want to be good, premiere, global manufacniring position on this site. Clearly 
satisfyllig customer and societal expectatiow. Societai expectation, we can look at it in 
different ways. Customer expectations is that your product bas got to be good, got to be 
cheap, consistent, quality control stamped But societal expectations, we only have these 
things in the last five to ten yean. What society wants, what society perceives to be good 
practice, otherwise we won't buy the product. So that means we are building on the 
perception of the society .. . you want to be a mode1 of societal responsibi My. 



B - 103. INTERVIEW 4A (8: 1 7 - 25): We often have philosophical discussions, 
you know. We hope we c m  improve it- Werve done some values researcb across 
Canada, and what we've found, its not really a big surprise, is that those people who Iive 
in our plant communities usuaily understand and are more misting of us d l y  because 
we've done a lot of wmmunication with thern, a lot of them worL in the Chemical 
industry. So there is a higher trust level. Now, there is no way, we would banknipt the 
company if we tried to communicate in the same degree acms Cartada. And globally. 
So we can never hope to achieve that same level. RobabIy. And, certainly 1 thin. tbat 
advertising campaigm or thiags like that are mt goiilg to settle it 

B - 104. INTERVIEW 4A (22: 12 - 17): But, you kww, I can remember, 
people started saying to me, oio engiaeers and some of  our senior engincers saying to me, 
we're doing it because its a very slim cbange, because morally we have to do i t  And 1 
was just about blown away. Doug Catrin said that, our seaior vice president on-site and 
that really just blew me away, it made me feel really good that they had those thoughts, 
and thought that way, it really ... so , that was one thing we did 

B - 105. INTERVIEW 28 (1 8: 27 - 29): (1s there a need to satisQ the 
public?) Yeah, that's why we have advertisements. No the public expectation on the 
product side is very important. 

B - 106. INTERVIEW 4B (36: 12 - 16): (Ontario hydro) have emissions like 
you wouldn't believe. 1 mean sulfiu dioxide, ash and God knows what, and I'm sure 
within regulatory requkments but compared to most uwlustnal facilities they are an 
enonnous pollutant. But tum on the switch "1 love yah," you know. If power is there al1 
of the time you're great Oh yeah, its important to us to make that comection. 

B - 107, INTERVIEW9 (8: 14 - 19): (Why do more than the CCPA 
standards?) 1 think it bas a whole lot to do with our credï'bility. Environmental 
regdations we don't thinlc that just king average or heaven forbid less than average 
would be ewugh. I mean, we're uot going to be included in the participation forums if 
we're just average. So being out in front, a little bit out in fiont, thatrs my persona1 
feeling, but I feel that it gets us invited to participate more often than we would be if we 
weren't out in fiont- 

B - 108. INTERVIEW 4A (5: 22 - 25):And 1 had 100% support and I think that 1 
really have to give our senior managers credit because some of these people are people 
who have been in the Chemical Industry for twenty yean and have aever really been 
required to do this sort of thing before. And tbcy whole-heaithy supported it. 

B - 109. ïNTERMEW 4A (7: 35 - 7: 39): 'ïhat's what we redite, we have to 
credit ourselves for a lot of the negative publicity that we used to get, because we didn't 
let people sort of see in, there was an attitude that the people that were educated realized 



you were doing a good job. "Trust us", And of course tbat doesn't work any more, if it 
ever di& but it sure doesn't work now. 

B - 1 10, INTERVIEW 4A (16: 25 - 32): 1 heard Angus Reid speak last year 
and he was ginng sort of public opinion data recentiy. He was saying: Yes the 
economy is aumber one, empIoyrnent, and al1 those thïngs, but he saki, he was speaking 
to bunch of business people, donk thinL that the environment is ping away. People now 
have a certain expectation ofbusiness so you caa't go back to the goobold-days, if they 
ever existed, and go back there and think that now we c m  dump, because you have to 
maintain a certain standard inespective. And 1 believe t h  1 want to believe that I 
would have a really hard tirne reconciling if personally, if it went the other way. 

B -  1 1 1 ,  INTERVIEW 29 (7: 42 63): We stniggle a Iittle bit sometimes with some 
neighbors on the perimeter. If you go back to the real risk to them, it is low. But the tact 
is that the nuisance things going o n  What you try to do is work with those people to 
keep them as infonned as possible, answer theu questions as rnuch as possible and the 
security guys are emergency respoaden, they're highly trained people. They're on 24 
hours a &y. They're well trained on how to respmd and it's always very intelligent, very 
co-operative response. If they can help, right there and then, they do. 

B - 112. INTERVlEW 29 (6: 45-54): (What to do with sludge left over 
fiom closed-loop system?) 1 guess that would depend on what it is. I'm not sure what 
thev do with that. It's either secure land fill, it can be incinerateci- We have sorne deep 
Weil  disposal, but it's pretty lirnited What does into the deepwell is fairty well 
controlled. 1 dont know. The technology, if we were to have a Swan Hills here on site, 
that's another thuig. ... People are so afraid 

B -  113. INTERVIEW 4B (7: 32 - 33): We're better than tobacco (in ternis of 
opinion polls). But again, before and afier people visit our plant there is dways a more 
positive or less negative perception after they see wbat we do. 

B -  114. INTERVIEW4B ( 28:4 - 11): We keep telling ourselves, and I 
hop we're right that we keep saying "well, the big companies are ok wetre doing 
responsible care. The Mom and Pop, i've heard thas that still dump soi&-wood 
pentachloraphenol out behind the barn you know, 1 don't think that bappens anymore, but 
that that's absoluteiy vital, and even fkom a l e h g  it be bown that those diings are out 
there, its like so many things are out there. Like, where does al1 of the anti-kze go? 
Where does al1 of the oil go? 1 mean, you've heard that statistic before right? More oil 
goes down the drain in Alberta than the Exxon Valdez spill. 

B -  IlS.  INTERVIEW 28 (14: 3 - 8): If you want a company to do more 
you have to pay more, be willing to pay more. Now it cornes to a point, and the next 
thing you say, why do 1 wony about i t  I wony about it because my kids are the friture 
generation destined to d i e  water, and it won't be healthy, breathing the air which will 



make them sick and al1 those types of thinp. So following that trend the latest is nsk 
assessment, ecological and human health risk assessment started a few years back. 

B -  116. inte"ew 35( 5: 5 - 10): On the other han4 you have Greenpeace and 
they're sitting on these cornmittees too. So, 1 gwss what they're saying is if we let either 
side go too far .-. because some of the thùigs Greenpeace does you have to wonder if 
they're trying to help the environxnent or what they'te tryiag to do. 

B -  117, h t e ~ e w  35 (7: 29 - 35): Like the media is bad for that They get 
hold of something and it's like this is the way it is. They just get a hold of it and they're 
gone. It's black or white. Then the cornpanies either have to defend themselves when the 
truth of the matter is it's not even like tbat It kind of bothers me- 

B -  118. INTERVIEW 28 (8: 40 - 43): The third thing is perception. This river 
study (for example), we have to pay for it, industry bas to pay for al1 these thuigs, and we 
perceive you and I living in Edmonton, we want our river to be this clean, and so will 
continue to apply public pressure, to keep studying the river until the cows corne home. 

B - 1 19. Interview 34 (7: 25 - 34): (Personal hassle from community?) I dont 
no. Back when Dad was still chief, in the winter when al1 the s tem cornes out fiom 
here, people think it's pollution. Dad wodd always say it's 95% stem. There were 
cooling towers over then and things letting osexcess steam., And everybody would say: 
"Sure, sure, you're just a Fimi B guy. You're just trying to cover up." But, i've never 
really had to. ... With regards to the river, it's homile to begin with No, i've never 
really had any wgative perception that way. 

B - 120. INTERVIEW 9 (3: 34 - 37): If the average pefiomiance of the industry is 
not acceptable to you, it stam to reflect on al1 the Uidustxy. So thatts why we do a lot of 
sharing, and helping one another. You're only as good as the weakest perfonner in the 
group son of thing. 

B - 121. N E R V I E W  9 (4: 1- 4): We've dom surveys that say that tnily 
excellent pesomance is recop-zed by the public perception, you how. But let's face it, 
if the average, or if there are some problems withui the indutry, that will reflect poorly 
on the whole industry and you will get excessive regdation, and things that we dont want 
and dont need 

B - 122, INTERVIEW 4B ( 18: 35 - 39): No. And that has aiways surprised 
me as well. Part of my surprise i s  that the people thst are ayùig to ixnpress 
environmentalists, getting companies to ûy to reduce, change behaMon or d u c e  
pollution, why they dont use the good examples that the other cornpanies might modiw 
their behavior and 1 expect that is becaw then it might look as if you are complementing 
the people that are doing a good job. 



B - 123- Inte~*ew 35 (7: 26 - 29): Well, fim B is basically about people. So it 
goes back to the whole thing of public perception because everything drives what the 
company does. I don't think there's a company in the worid tbat is not based on that. 

B - 124, [NTERVIEW 28 (2: 32 - 36): It involves 55 people in the M t h  
d e m e n t ,  the Heelth Environment Los Prevention and Safety department, 

B - 125, INTERVEW 4A (7: 5 - 7): That's tight. You can't win with that 
posture (old style management like 25 years ago), and that is what 1 was trying to tell 
people that perception really is reality. People's perceptions may be unjust, but you still 
have to deal with that- 

B - 126, INTERVIEW 29 (5: 24 - 44): We stniggle a linle bit as a company. My 
penoaal perception is with public perception- It may be just because of the name firm B. 
I sort of stniggie sometirnes and wonder how on earth can we ever be perceived to be as 
righteous as Dupont, for example. The reality is that Dupont doesn't do anything better 
than we do. They do good d a n d  what have you, but somehow Dupont is revered 
With the exception of Greenpeace, people think of carpts and di the goad things in life. 
When you say firm B, they think of pesticides. There's a perception problem that 1 think 
we have and so, of course, part of that is the fact that we have concentrated our efforts in 
trying to Say that ... the people in thïs organisation tend to believe what we do and the 
performance we show should speak for itself, but the public perception doesnt 
necessan'ly work that way. I think you have to be able to mily succeed backing it up w*th 
public performance. If you've got performance, but you don't have public perception, it 

could be just as bad as not having pefiormance. 

B - 127. tnte"ew 36 (4: 42 - 48): 1 think finn B got a lot of mileage out of 
image and being able to say that (closed-loop system). That's not just sorneüung they can 
say in Fort Saskatchewan. 'They can say that anywhere in the world. Our Iatest 
technology in our plant allowed us to do this and this is where it will Iead us in the fbture. 
AI1 our plants ~ i l l  eventuaily be that way. They even built a little wildlife pteserve and 
lookouts. 

B - 128. INTERVIEW 28 (7: 21 -31): W e  have a mission ... it's satisQing 
the public. I don't know how many companies have this mission, this one is just local, 
set we want to be good, premkre, global manufacturing position on this site. Clearly 
satisfjriag customer and societal expectations. Societal expectation, we can look at it in 
different ways. Customer expectations is that your product has got to be good, got to be 
cheap, consistent, quality conml stamped. But societal expectations, we only have these 
things in the last five to ten years. What society wants, what society perceives to be good 
practice, othewise we wonl buy the product. So that means we are building on the 
perception of the society ... you want to be a mode1 of societal responsibility. 



B - 129. NERVLEW 4A (5: I l  - 13):it used to be in the good old days in my field 
that you were involved fim of al1 when there was a reai problca "Now we want you to 
help us with this mess, can you deal with this issue" . 

B - 130. INTERVIEW 4A (6: 10 - 14):Tbat is what 1 always try to say (to other 
senior management). Dont expect me to go out and make somethiag beautifid ifyou 
havent done your work. Those days are gone when you could snid out a brochure or 
glad hand everyone to death and take them out to lunch and stuff, you stiU may do some 
of those things, but you better make sure that your performance is behind it. 

B - 131, Iate"ew 36 (4: 3 1 - 34): Tbat was part of the carnpaign (more 
product and less m e ) .  If you reaci the literatwe about the vinyl plant expansion it says 
about how well be meking more, but producing less waste than we are right now. And 
society likes to hear that And so do we. 

B - 132- INTERVIEW 9 (4: 31 - 36): The other thing we do, when we are 
planning an expansion of our facility, a major changeT we'11 go out in the community with 
focus groups in addition to having tk open meetings in our plant you know where people . 
are invited to attend Again, 1 think when you go out and interview people or get them in 
a room or a meeting room where there is a process to cause input to corne to you, that's 
the way to do it. You can't sit back and wait. 

8 - 133. Intewiew 35 (5 :  1 - 5): Obviously, that's seen as king proactive 
because they're sining on these cornmittees. We're giving you input, but at the same time 
they want you to do what's best for them (the corpotatiion). 1 think with any major 
c o m p y  in Canada you'd see the same thing. 

B - 134. Interview 36 (4: 53 - 5 1 ) :  My guess would be that we do get a lot of 
mileage out of that (the wildlife park) in public image. It sounds kind of nice to have the 
ducks and the foxes and the water right next to the chernical plant 

B - 135, INTERVIEW 48 (4: 3 1 - 39): It also causes the communications issues to 
be divided between the ten or twelve managers at the site. In fact al1 of the managers at 
the site are involved with one two or three of these so its a tremendously effective way of 
insuring that action occun. Its not just on one or two people like the public a@airs 
manager, it is really spread out, and r d l y  much more eEcctive 

B - 136. INTERVIEW 4A (5: 32 - 35):So I feel there is fair amount of empathy, 
and Fm doing a fair bit of values research now, and caring and empathy are two key 
things. Sometimes when you tell technical people, engineefs, tbat sort of thing, they kind 
of look at you crosseyed, "where's she coming fmm". Does she really work in the 
Chernical Industry. 

B - 137. MTERVEW 4A (24: 13 - 23): It would be very easy for the 
Company, particularly in tough times, we're al1 suffering through that right now, to Say Ok 





the future costs of monitoring this thing, we can avoid fùtwe impact of the regulation that 
cornes into play. 

B - 144, Interview 36 (8: 16 - 18): 1 think the pressure is al- going to be 
there for the environment because there's too many abuses. It's gohg to take a long time 
to recover. 

B - 145. INTERVIEW 9 (1: 30 - 37): 1 acnislly work very close to 
things that are king published by govement, hopefully prior ro their being passeci 
through and being made into regulatious- Quite often we are asked for input on what the 
Govemment of Alberta realizes are issues or are gohg to be issu~s. Tiüngs like an 
environmental field, Canadian regulatioas vernis or in concert with Alberta regulations, 
types of reporthg requiremeats that we need to adhere to. [f we have incidents. Also the 
protocols for analyzing the emissions testing for trace amounts of chernicals in the 
envitonment if it be fiom our plants or background level. 

8 - 146, INTERVIEW 4A ( 16: 25 - 32): 1 heard Angus Reid speak last year 
and he was giving sort of public opinion data recently. He was saying Yes the 
economy is number one, ernployment, and al1 those thïngs, but he said, he was speaking 
to bunch of business people, dont think ihat the environment is going away. People now 
have a cenain expectation of business so you can't go back to the good-old-days, if they 
ever existe4 and go back there and think that now we can dmp, because you have to 
maintain a certain standard irrespective. And 1 believe that 1 want to believe that. 1 
would have a really hard time reconciling it, penonally, if it went the other way. 

B - 147. INTERVIEW 9 (8: 25 - 41): (How to keep track of what 
govenunent is up to?) Well, we have a couple of mechanisms. Most ofthem ate pretty 
stra@tforward. We're on mailing lists. Pm on mailing lists for dl of the government's 
public plans and infornation, three year plans, and the water tesources policy changes, 
anything about the emissions contr01, anything to do with comparïng our regulations to 
nationai regulations, so 1 have to scan kt, you know, really quick, and look for thùigs 
that will impact our organization or our comunity- When I recognïze something that 
we need to get input on, then t take that back to the proper pnon in ow organization. 
And they'll work on i t  Likewise, the envuonmental people in our Company they have 
information, they're on the mailing lists for govement things, and they will otten take 
action on theu owa. The role that I have applies to other areas aside fiom environment. 
Like property tax assesment, education initiatives, municipal '&kirs, so you have to 
know when to nspond and when not to because you couid spend al1 your time chasing 
things that may not have that big an impact. We also have other people that we meet 
with the govemment on regular basis close to specific issues. And fiom time to time at 
these meetings youll leam something else that may be planned It's the same way that we 
keep the govemment informed about what our plans are. 

B - 148. INTERVIEW 9 ( 1  : 30 - 37): 1 actually work very close to things 
that are being published by pvemment, hopehilly pn'or to their k i n g  passed through 



and being made into regulations. Quite ofien we are asked for input on what the 
Govemment of Alberta realizes are issues or are going to be issues. Things like an 
environmental field, Cana'an regdations venus or in concert with Alberta regulations, 
types of reporting requirements that we need to adhere to- If we have incidents. Also the 
protocols for analyzing the ernissions t&g for trace arnounts of chemicals in the 
environment if it be fiom our plants or background level. 

B - 149. iNïERVIEW9 (2: 26 - 31): I think it's a Canadian appioach 
(participative approach) in mwt provinces. With indusfry- Not just the chernical 
industry- I think in particular here in Alberta They've done an exceptionally good job of 
going out with the Round Tables. A consultative and participative approach. Now thatfs 
not to say that when you tell the govemment what you thidc ought to be doae that they 
are going to adopt it 100%, ffiu h m  it. But they do geuuinely go out and look for and 
solicit input for policy and regdation before they make the reguiation. 

B - 150. IN'ERVIEW 28 (9: 37 - 44): (On cooperation with the 
govemment.) Yeah, more team work. Aiberta is most aàvanced in tems of the team 
concept ... Environmentally speaking it is stili the sarne way, if talking to 
enviromentalists they say this is quote "not supposed to be this way", but tiom an 
industry perspective we are most cooperatïve. Sit dom across the -table, we dont need 
our lawyen. Sit down across the table 1 give you this proposal you look at this, lets work 
together, what is the ben way? We want to be in business and they want to be in charge. 
How do we work together? There is a lot of that going on which you cannot do in the US. 

B - 151. INTERVIEW 9 (4: 40 - 5: 4): The govenunent bas done more of that 
(searchïng for community input) in the pst year and a half than perhaps the previous ten. 
And the Round Tables that you read about in your newspaper, and the newspapea don't 
always treat these roundtables in a positive light, but the roundtables and the requests for 
submissions for regdation change by this govemment have been really cornendable. I 
mean, you've got hundreds and hundreds, thousands, of people and groups inpumng into 
these prospective changes. 

B - 152, INTERVIEW 9 (2: 12 - 21): Finn Es opinion, it's mon than 
opinion you know. Itls our experience, our hiowledge a d  skill whether it's in ioiyzing 
from trace quantities in chemicals or reaily how regdations ought to be written. So that 
they get adhered to (by the Industry). We get the input more than one way usually. We 
get input as firm B, our owa Company, we also get input thtough the CCPA, which has 
really been a kader in tiying to be proactive in these kinds of things, and we also get a 
third input through our local RIA of Ft. Saskatchewan. Which again deals with 
environmental issues as well as competitiveness, Education outreach and those kinds of 
things. So, the way things work in the province is really quite participative. And thatls 
helping, it really is. 

B - 153. INTERVIEW 4A (32: 6 - 9): I think if you look at what has been put in 
place with the Alberta govemment you would have to question if anyone in Indusw is 



effectively lobbying these days. I think it is more just a case of yeah we would like to 
have our voice heard at the table 

B - 154, INïERWEW 29 (9: 28 - 43): In Canada wefre a lot lucloer (than in the 
USA) because first of al1 the legislation 1s a lot more l o c a i ~  OccuptionaI health and 
safety and environmental issues are typically local legislation Tbat meanî local people 
like myself and Ken will deal with local people and we can develop woiaag 
relationships. From an occupational health and d e t y  point of view, Pve got an excellent 
working relatioaship with Alberta Labour. 1 &nt hide anything nom them. III tell them 
everything they want to how. 1 tell them more than 1 bave to tell them. We have 
Section 13 in the Act that is very specific of al1 m have to report, but 1 tell Alberta 
Labour way more than that Occuptional h d t h  and safety is not quite the same as 
Alberta Environment. Alberta Environment i s  quite a bit more legislation minded. You 
have to report things in a set way and eve-ag gets it file nuxnber and itfs al1 done in a 
regïmented way. 

B - 155. INTERVIEW 4B ( 16: 8 - IO): They are not going to get elected on a 
sustainable development platform. They wouldn't be (a) able to articulate w h t  it really 
means and (b) if they could it would lead to decisions that would be unpopular in the 
s h o ~  tenn 

B - 156, Inte"ew 34 (2: 42 - 52): There's something else that's corne up in the 
last few yean too. When a unit calls and says that they've spilled two kilograms of 
solvent into a contained area due to a safety value or something, we have to decide if this 
is a govemment reportable. Before, we just wrote up al1 the iaformation on the computer 
and it just shi* it al1 to Ken and the whole environment group. Now, if it's confirme4 it 
goes to upper management. Now, everything is site reportable. We cal1 the environment 
on call. If it is Ken, hell say "Ok, well, is it a govemment reportable? Did the unit tell 
you?" 

B - 157. INïERViEW 28 (2: 17 - 28): So *th a site ofthis nature you caa tell 
fiom a govemment permit and licence testing point of view that automatically we have a 
lot of testing to do in ternis of quality of air, the stacks. We have a landfill in there, so 
things that go in bave to be tested We have one in-take from the river. Al1 these things 
needs to be tested All the ponds to keep the storage, are tested before they are allowed 
to discharge. That group (monitoring) that does this type of routine work So basically 
we put them ail in operations and fram an environmental angle because we have ten 
world scale plants here and d l  of them will have diffennt environmental activities, 
which require pennitting. At times they have environmental incidents in accordance 
with the new govemment guidelines. So our guys are involved with helping them with 
elevations for investigations, d l i k e  that Tbat would be very shilar with this type of 
set up for each of them will be responsible for a few plants. Similar set up for this 
department in safety. They have some safety specialists to do that type of role, like safety 
specialists. 



B - 158. INTERVIEW 28 ( 10: 22 - 28): (On funire regulation.) Yes, 
that (awareness of) is constant in the planning stage- We dont bet that this type of 
relationship will go on forever (cooperation with the Alberta govemment). Like the 
cooperation we saw in the NDP govemawnt in Ontario, although for the tirne k i n g  you 
and I dont see that, but who are we. W e  cadt precüct five years fmm now Alberta 
changing to NDP. Highly ualikely, still. But Ontario is an example. It used to be ok 
wi-th a Consecvative government, but once the NDP cornes into play they work like it's 
the US CPA, al1 the des, regdations changes, chges. OK They lay charges on the 
cornparies, employees, environmentsl sewices folk. 

B - 159, INTERVIEW 4A (22: 22 - 25): I f  it realiy help the environment and 
does good things for it great, but unfomately, govemment is driven by the public and 
some of the ttiiags are not r d l y  that progressive. They are more punishment orientateci, 
nobody leams nom if nobody gets on board and improves the environment 

B - 160. INTERVIEW 9 (7: 4 - 8): Al1 ievels of govenunent are 
concemed with both environmental performance and econornic pdonnance and 
prosperity. And that's al1 very genuine. No level of govemment wants to Ûade one O@ 

against the other. They want both to continue, and improve, in concert. Sunainable 
development you know, where you have growth but you dont compromise the finire 
generations. 

B - 161. INTERVIEW 4 8  (14: 39 - 15: 6): The Alberta Round Table of the 
Environment and the Econorny? Yeah, the vision that they developed, was a lot, there 
were nine vision elements and only one of them refened to economics. Biodivenity, 
carrying capacity and quality of life, market forces, so 1 think that's important so that 
whenever people talk about SD they talk about the broadness of it, not cherry-pick. That 
would be dangerous. It is gaining a little bit ofmomentum now. People are starting to 
talk about it in govenunent i've heard the minister say "of yeah we're going to use that 
report of one of the assistant DM that people were involved with wotking on this report 
and said "oh yeah they're going to start using these indicators pretty soon". But they will 
start to petter out if people start to cheery-pick 

B - 162, Intewiew 35 ( 13: 18 - 30): The Alberta government rarely prosecutes 
anyone because they dont get convictions. The other guy that 1 worked with worked for 
a stack sampling comulting compsny. He said iW a total waste of time for them to take 
you to court. A waste of time and money. Al1 you're paying is the l a m .  Alberta 
Environment comes in and say's "These guys were over their limit on whatever 
parameter." The Company gets a good lawyer to corne in and tear the stack sampling 
apart because you didnt do such and such. The thing gets thrown out of court and you've 
just spent $100,000 trying to prosecute this so the only thing they prosecute you on is 
failing to report The report has to be on by such and such a &y. 

B - 163. Interview 35 (5: 45 - 49): There are some petroleum companies like 
Esso that said "we can't do that". How can we do al1 this? So, if ail the companies get 



together and say they couldn't do iî, would the govemment still push it or would they 
back off of it. 1 dont know. 

8 - 164. INTERVIEW 9 (7: 12 - 22): (Differences in local and Provincial 
objectives?) Well, the Provincial objective might be to create more jobs, more 
investment climate, and that may, in keeping with the envimmnentaf regdations 
Environmental regdations are provincial The local level concem is always going to be 
addressed by the environmental regulation oftbe Provinciai govemment, So tbatts not an 
issue. Wbat may k an issue though is what investment incentives the Province is 
allowed to implement, because tbat's ... not tax breaks, but maybe a UIUfonn tax regime 
across the Province, or taxes, incorne tax, Roprty tax, Capital Cost Allowances, which 
are more in hannony with thc fest of Canada, So the, 1 guess it's, zeroing in on potentid 
economic disparity. The Provincial govemmmt does not control the economic scene in 
municipaiities. Municipal leaders do. 

B - 165. INT 9 (6: 20 - 22): Werve reaiized recently that there is a tremendous 
amount of politics at the municipal level which, (his is too strong, but almost prevents the 
Provincial govemment fiom getting in touch with the local residents of the communiaes. 
It is so strong. 

B - 166. INTERVIEW 4A (6: 14 - 18):0ne of the tangible things that we've done 
also is that we've developed fimi B Canada Enviromentai Progress Report. We started 
that in 1989 as an annual thing and th& a major cballeage because that's really where 
we are improving on our emissions and environment performance and where we n i11  
have to go. 

B - 167. Inte~.ew 36 (7: 13 - 17): 1 don't think they were ever at a point where 
they put something off becaw they could get away with it, to make more money. The 
issues that Pve become aware of through the media is stuffthat we really dont have 
anything to do with. 

B - 168. InteMew 34 (4: 35 - 44): (Why do more tban they have to?) 
Probably to give themselves a Little cushion in case they do end up with a linle ... 

Iike if the reguiation for something is 35 ppn and they bave a little oops and they let our 
25, but the fim B standard is 20, they exceed the fimi B standard but they're still ok with 
the govemment. They give themselves that cushion. So, theyll have an investigation on 
site. niey can report it to the governent and tell them that what's happened is  that they 
haven't exceeded their guidelines, but 1 don't know if they'd do that or not. 

B - 169. INTERVIEW 9 (4: 10 -12): 1 think we're always looking for a 
combination. Of cooperative change and approval and underlying regdation. There are 
minimums that we have to meet and you know we'U make sure that we meet them and 
have to do better. 



B - 170, INTERVIEW 29 (4: 48 - 54): The other thing is it's good business sense if 
you can set the standard, first of all, if you believe that doing things well is ping to pay 
dividends in the long nui and you can set a standard that your competitoa have to corne 
up to, then that helps too. 

B - 171, INTERVIEW 4B (12: 29 - 38): ûne of the traàe-offs there is, its 
almost a pitfdi, is when you are out ahead, and then do a great job of communicathg it, 
then that becornes the new standard Its like ok now we agree that you're respomîble and 
you've handled this emission, you're reducing if so when you reapply for your licence, to 
emit air emissions or water emissions, we're going to set the standard evert lower so at 
some point it Rally helps to bnng the entire industry up in terms of performance but it 
gets tougher and tougher. Which, well. we know we have to, but you know its tough, it 
must be tough for these govemment people to wak that b e  as well. Like, where do 1 
stop reinforcing these companies for lowering emissions, and then in effect puoishing 
them by wnring in lower ones. You know what 1 mean? 

B - 172. Interview 35 (3: 37 - 41 ): Canada has the benefit because we have the 
regulation because we want them as people who live here. I don't want them dumping a 
whole bunch of crap out the back and the same with the air. 1 live here. 

B - 173. Interview 34 ( 1  1 : 28 - 30): 1 think the closed-loop and self-sufficiency 
is the fûture here. Eventuaily they're just going to shut off the out-takes to the river. 

B - 174. Interview 34 (4: 20 - 28): It's ahost as if the public outcry dictated 
what the regdation was going to be. There was enough stink raised about the 
environment that the govetnment said we have to do something about this. So, they set 
up their little teams and this was what they came up with. So we must meet these 
standards. They're not going to say it's because the people say so we're taking action on 
this now, but the politicians are supposed to be worLing for the people. They're supposed 
to be responding to people concerns. 

B - 175. Interview 34 (3: 49 - 54): Pd say the goverment has really clamped 
down with the regulation. There's al1 these environment community ûays that have gone 
on for years, but nobody's really paid attention to them. Al1 of a sudden, some group got 
together and spke in a loud enough tom that we've got ?O protect the environment and 
everybody is agreeing. It's like a bandwagon. 

B - 176. InteMew 35 (13: 1- 3): Let the cornmes regdate themselves. But 
that's where the public perception is stronger than regdations You'd sa that if you 
worked in the Company. 

B - 177. hem-ew 35 (6: 21 - 26): They (management) doesn't really whine 
about this s- I f  it has to be done, it's going to be done. I'll give them one thing, they 
donPt sit around and wait for this stuff to happen. They do look and say "govemment is 
working on this or that, so t e  will ay and influence what's going to happen. " 



B - 178. INTERVIEW 4B (13: 12 - 16): I thinic that the spirit of the 
cornpliance type auditing is not in fact But the way its Maen it sounds like that, and 
that's becoming very much the same as the United States legislation, so we bave this 
concem that legislation wrïtea in the ProMnce wiii just copy EPA pagaphs and things 
fiom the US. h d  of course we laMw that k t ' s  uot the most effective way to legislate 
anyway. It has to be a much more shared and o p n  trusthg 

B - 179. Intem-ew 35 (5: 14 - 16): Pve seen some of the stuffthat fh B has 
done where they have trieci to push the regulations to make it better for the Company. 

B - 180. Interview 35 (4: 49 - 52): Ifthere is a regdation coming, a lot of the 
big companies will lobby or will sit on those boards that will deci& what the regulation 
will be. They're going to try and push the regdation the way they want i t  

B - 181, INTERVIEW 29 (5: 7 - 17): So, somethuig like the CCPA is to 
our advantage because it causes our competition to be operating at a similar standard to 
us- nie other thing too, is that most of the Canadian lndumy, 1 thuik that we al[ agree 
that if we c m  band together and fonn our own kinds ofdes and regdations and monitor 
each other, because there are bad actors within the chernical industry, so in the general 
goup it keeps the bad acton up (to standard) and the regdators out. Dont get me wrong. 
I think there's a lot of need for govemment regulation, but to a degree. 1 think Alberta's 
got a good balance of legislation in a cooperative way. 

B - 182- INTERVIEW 4A (6: 14 - 18):One of the tangible things that we've done 
also is that we've developed finn B Canada Environmental Progress Report We started 
that in 1989 as an annual thing and that's a major challenge because that's reaily where 
we are improving on our emissions and environment performance and where we still 
have to go. 

B - 183. INTERVIEW 9 (1: 11 - 15): This is our fiW annual 
environmental progress report. And we've had it arouad for a couple of months. You 
probably should read this if you want to get a sense of where ou.  company Ïs coming 
fiom in opemess, communication, and periicularly in environmental issues and 
emissions. And what our plans are. 

B - 184. Interview 35 (2: 24 - 28): It seems to be fairly consistent. There's 
always new reguiations coming out. It seems like everything's tightening up, but that's 
more fiom the govemment forcing the companies to do it as opposed to the companies 
changing something. 

B - 185. l n t e ~ e w  35 ( 13: 9 - 1 3): Ontario bas tight reguiations. The site in 
Sarnia has people constantly on their back about something. 1s that good? If 1 have to 
send in al1 those reports dl the time and not gettïng anything done, is it really 
worthwhile? 



B - 186, Intemiew 36 (5: 10 - 16): (Future regulation, prototype)l think thatts 
another driver. It would be nice if the govemment would just leave you atone. The only 
way that's going to happen is if you can ptove you're responsiôle without them. It's 
cheaper for the govemment not to have to do it and ifs cbeapest for you You do this 
thing to show that's the direction youlre heaâing, so they're happy and they stay out of it. 

B - 187. INTERVIEW 48 (13: 21 - 22): In a lot of cases, there is a 
prescription for how tu like in some cases, what equipment to use, in others what 
analysis to use, and then of course it gets very expensive to comply with that Even each 
point source for an emissions you might hwe on the site. 

B - 188- lNTERVIEW 29 (4: 20 - 34): ïhere is a belief that we much prefer to be 
seen as respoasible and therefore, a l i o d  to set our own agenda. I f  we can continue to 
be seen as responsible, you end up with a far bettir relationship with the regulators. The 
govemment doesn't have to spend a lot of time and money coming down on you and at 
the same time we dont have to spend a lot of time responding to what often becomes a 
bureaucratie systern when youlre responding to death. We see it in ow sister places in the 
States where they are responding to the EPA or OCEA, very tightly regulated. What that 
tends to do is that you put so many resources into meeting the regulations that thats al1 
you concentrate yow efforts on doing and you don't concentrate or make any effort on 
gettïng better. It's a bit of a catch 22 situation. 

B - 189. INTERVIEW 4A (27: 28 - 33): Yes. They bave half the tbings that 
fin B has in place, and it would be easy to assume that they are not as good a 
company- They dont have a public affairs group leading them on strategy or anything. 
The only problem is that they are a much srnalier organization. They have to look at the 
bottom line, and they can't weathet the C ~ S ~ S  as easily so they have to focus on tbat very 
closeiy. So that's the only caution that 1 wodd give you Youlre not really comparing 
the sarne thing. 

B - 190. INTERVIEW 28 (9: 27 - 30): In the US my counterpart in a similar 
division, they have ten times the people that 1 have. They have ten people working on 
regulation alone. I have one regdation specialist. They would have ten for air, ten for 
water, ten for ground water. 

B -  191. INTERVIEW 9 (2: 35 - 3: 2): In Canada they have regular meetings of the 
Provincial environment ministem, and I'm aot sure if it's every quarter but it sure is more 
than once a year. Itm sure that they compare legislation I thinL that they are nineci in 
quite well to what is happening in the US. The EPA. But so fiu they've resisted pumng 
in the type of systems that they have in the US, which is you h o w  the regulations are 
haen, and if you, without enough input, and if you violate,tkm yourre punished and 
that kind of thing. So 1 think that the Canadians have been ahead of the US in that 
regard. Our emission controls are at lest as good as if not better than they are in the US. 



B - 192. iNTERMEW29 ( T 4 -  12): In fact, lately we had a lot of 
politicians corne amund here. We've had a public aff iùrs guy do everything he can to 
make sure that he can educate with a show and tell type approach with as many 
poiiticians as possible. They're making big decisions. They impact on us ail. They 
really need to undetstand what theylre making these decisiom on. This is the biggest 
petrochemieal complex in Canada. When they came here, 1 think 1Wh of hem are 
amazed 

8 - 193- INTERVIEW 4A (14: I O  - 14): Off the river is one, perhaps (COS 

without benefit for good enWonmental behavior). Perhsps. Another one we hope to 
have in place is out power and utilities plan. We have a program ri@ now, the numbea 
are rough, but about a ten million dollar emission reductioa program on our nitrogen 
oxide. And there is no r e m  for us, its just tbat we shoulân't be emitting i t  It bas an 
impact on the enviromnent 

B - 194. interview 34 (4: 1 - 10): But 1 think it's a little too late, We've got 
holes in the ozone layer already. Sure, we cut it down, but most of the damage has been 
done. This is al1 bec-jerk reaction. LiLe fim B, they're recycling the water and not 
dumping into the river which makes it a self-sutlicient plant, but I think back to Sarnia 
when they dumped some s t u B  that they called the blob. It cost them a million bucks or 
something to clean that up. 1 used to live in Sarnia and 1 think about the stuffthat they 
must have been dumping in the water back then when nobody cared. 

B - 195. INTERVIEW 29 (5: 1 - 7): If we dl operated at the lowest 
common denominator al1 the time, we'd be out of business pretty quick. At the 
same time, we can't fiord to be leading the pack and have dl our cornpetitors ntnning at 
some lesser standard For example, what we end up doiag is we spend money and it 
costs us the cornpetitive sdvantage. 

B - 196. Interview 35 (8: 52 - 9: 4): So, there's that conflict of how i'd like to see 
no emissions to the air and water, but 1 probably woddn't have a job then: Canada is 
pefiect.. .. We bave the cleanest country in the world, but we're al1 unemployed. So it 
doesn't do us any good. So, there's always been a trade-oE The more you see, the more 
you realize that there are these trade-offs. 

8 - 197. Interview 35 (12: 10 - 16): But I think the people who are making 
decisions are stuck between "1 think 1 shodd do this" aad "business is business". 
Certainly Pd like to d u c e  bis emission, but if takes that expense, they're going to say 
forget i t  Ifs f&r too expensive for what you g a  out of it. It goes around in a circle. 

B - 198, INTERVIEW 28 (9: 14 - 2 1): ... actually *thin a short the  everybody 
will have that zero pollutant discharge proposal and al1 the members of the CCPA will 
blarne it on us, because everybody is telling the govemrnent it is not possible, you can't 
do that. Here cornes fim B Chemical with zero discharge into the river from the new 
plant. 1 have people calling me in the field for a long time saying "How the hell do you 



guys do it? We looked at it once, it is  not feasible and it is expensive". And this is more 
expensive. We had a hard tirne selling it to our c o m t e  office who basically controls 
the dollars, but we managed to convince them. 

B - 199. IIVIERVIEW 4A (25: 30 - 35): You're nght, but the point 1 made to 
someow the other day becsuse they were king kind of @cal aboid wbat are we going 
to do in the finire when tough tïmes corne in tnms of environmentai initiatives and I said 
"that ten million QUar nox program is still on schedule and it is giving us no bottom line 
r e m  but die Company ... is still comrniaeà 

B - 200. INTERVIEW 4B (13: 29 - 35): One of tbe new hydroarbn facility 
herc, it was designeci for zero emissions of water to the river, and probably cost 25 
million dollars to design that in and th for sure is an extra wst, at least in 1994. But if 
you look ahead d o m  the ratci, we won? have to do any sampling on that because there 
won? be any the regulations that are writtcn about effluent and those kinds of plants 
won't concem us as much any more, becaw we aren't emitting et least through the 
water, so there is some pay back even in something as drastic as that 

B - 201. INTERVIEW 4A ( 14: 1-6): But, 1 had a philosophical 
conversation with our local weekly newspaper reporter, and he was saying this is our 
emissions report, he was saying I bet you guys, what's your bottom line, you're doing al1 
this for your bottom line. So where are you going to get the dollar value out of tbat 
And I said 1 wonY fool you. There are a lot of things that are good for the environment 
that are also good for ow bottom line but then are some things out there that aren't 
particulariy. 

B - 202. INTERVIEW 29 (1 1 : 7 - 17): When we tackle an issue in FIRM B 
chernical, 1 look at the data. I make a simple chart and use the 80-20 rule to tackle 80% 
with the least arnount of effort. That's the way to do i t  Now, you don't bave to be too 
smart to know which one ï'm ping to tackle. The reality is that if you look at this and 
read everyone of them, you can give them one name. It's called behaviot. So, behavior is  
what needs to be tackld So, thatfs how 1 do my business. Govemment could do their 
business the same way. If you want to clean up the river, let's do a chart and see what's 
going into it and fix it- 

B - 203. interview 36 (4: 23 - 26): Which makes it cheaper because we dont 
have to spend more money gening rid of the waste. Spendhg the money to make your 
reactoa more efficient, that's probably the biggcst 

B - 204, INTERVIEW 29 (3: 23 - 40): Well for our division, we didn't downsire, 
but we still went through the same reorganjzation. We just didn't hire. ... As we've gone 
through the resmictunhg, there was a sigaificant emphasis placecl., by the organization, 
on cost and on making money. The fact of Iife is that since we've gow bigger globally, 
we fou& that cornpetition is hot and heavy and we can't compte. We've b d  to make 
some changes to the way we do things and one of the ways that fim B corporation came 



out and descriid this is they put out a thing called strategic blueprint. It very much is a 
vision, if you like, of the state ofthe organization and the way it needs to be. It talks 
about cornpetitive standards and it talks about supeMsor accoums and culture and 
pnorïties. Concentrate of al1 the high value oppomuiities and get rid o f  dl the low value 
o p p ~ ~ t i e s .  what happened is that as we went into that with a r d  major thrust, it kind 

- of âetracted h m  some of the safety- There tends to be a trade off 

B - 205, Interview 36 (4: 1 O - 18): I think in some cases though, ifs cheaper to 
pollute less. We're going to expand the plant so we're gohg to go fiom about 800 million 
pounds a year to about 1.1, so tôat's about a 25% increase. Yet, well have the same or 
less waste. W e  have an ecology anxi of the plant that treats al1 the waste, so it's going to 
cast rnoney to rnake it bigger. Ifwe do a better job on the expansion and make it more 
efficient and we make the sam amount of waste or less, then we don't have to spend any 
money there. 

B - 206, lnte"ew 34 (5: 37 - 47): (Values king taught?) It's a 
consideration in the day to day job. If 2 kg are spilled, tbat's not very much. In the old 
days it wouid just be boKd down into the gniss or the gravel. No one will ever lcnow any 
better. Now, it's like you better report this because sorneone will find out, You can 
almost hear it k ing  said. Ifs a pain in the ass to cal1 and say that we've spilled two kg of 
solvent because this or that happened because then we have to do a two or three page 
report on the cornputer of suspected source, wind direction, weather conditions and so 
on- 

B - 207- interview 36 (3: 10 - 22): Sm sure one of the things is like fiom an 
ernployee point of  view- You don't want to be b~athing the sniffand al1 that Each 
ernployee feels that way. tn the early days we had a hard time to just keeping it nming 
because this was the first vinyl plant around here anyway. So, we had some guys from 
Texas corne up and help us start it up. There was lots of leaming to be done. It was like 
you were busy al1 the time- Now, it's somethïng that we've always wanted to do and as 
time went on we got better at running the plant and made improvements to make it 
better. Then, it gives you time to make smdi improvements in ternis of purging 
equipment out and developing special tmls to help us do it batet. 

B - 208. Interview 36 (4: 3 1 - 34): That was part of the campaign (more 
product and less waste). If  you read the literature about the vinyl plant expansion it says 
about how well be making more, but poducing less waste then we are right now. And 
society likes to hear that. And so do we. 

B - 209. INTERVIEW 28 (16: 25 - 26): So in that case h m  their angle they 
are looking for liability and it certainly will impact on everybody who needs a loan, 
which everybody does. 

B - 210. N E R V I E W  28 (16: 18 - 21): Because once you forfeit, that 
is it. You know somebody is looking after that (liability issues). The banks. So in 



this case 1 would say the bank pressure is getting more and more in the future tem. 
Banks didn't used to have engineen on staff  and 1 guess sorne of my fnends are working 
for the CIBC in the environmental assesmient division, and they used to work for 
chernical companies. 

B -211- INTERWEW 29 (2: 3 1 - 44): We believe in the that we can 
elhinate accidents. As an individu& 1 couldn't really get my mind around how we 
could say thet and honestly believe i t  How could you possibly eliminate injuries? But, as 
I've spent more time in the business of d e t y ,  ï've corne to understand that d'&y 
performance, or for that matter the environmentai perfommce, these kinds ofthings go 
hand in band with productivity or qdty of your people. They minor each other, in fact 
If you have an organization tbat is outstanding in dety perfomaace, what you will see is 
that they are also outstanding in productivity and yield and what have you They go 
along together. You can't have one without the other is what you start to see. 

B - 212, iNïERVIEW 29 (13: 16 -23): It appean that certainly, in my tirne 
at FIRM B, it pays dividends. III give you an example. Our compensation premiums 
wïth the Worker's Compensation Board are at a 40% discount. if we were at the 40% 
surcharge, which would be very easy for us to do by king  not a lot worse than wbere 
we're at, it would cost us two million dollars per year Thats direct Cost But there's 
many other costs associated with that. 

B - 213. iNTERVIEW 4A (9: 15 - 24): We got government approvals without any 
major public objections in 199 1. Now that was seen as a real coup. We were in the 
midst of al1 the pulp and paper issues, still are to some degree. But that was seen as 
remarkable, by everyone involved We diddt hide our head Now gant yo y you cm 
argue that we're not up in northem Alberta where al1 the heat is, and w e k  in Fort 
Saskatchewan, but we had the potential for some issues but and 1 amibute it to a lot of 
things. 1 attribue it to first of dl we were right on top of it, we tried to anticipate what 
was happening. We tned to address if and it cost us some money. But also we had al1 of 
the outreach programs in place. For us to go out, as we're *ng to get approvals would 
have been a big chore, so we had all of this in place- 

B -214, INTERVIEW 28 (19: 19 - 24): (Some environmental behaviors 
simply don't pay?) In tirne, eventually. W e  Qn't see an immdate outcome today, or 
tomorrow, or even five years fiom now. Always pays part (fiom Waste Reduction 
Always Pays) doesnt mean, to me, not necessarily monetary retwn, it codd mcan 
personnel attitude, employee attitude- Doing sornething may cost you money, but the 
process of doing it your awareness has been r a i d  as you wodd draw on another ptoject, 
you would look at things that you haventt looked at before. Like this is a joumey, 
various people preaching, this is not the destination, this is the joumey thiag. But we are 
nowhere perfect ... 

B -215. interview 34 (2: 18 - 14): It used to be fairly easy to cover up the spills 
if you didn't want to get in trouble. Now they don't leave a margin for cover up. They 



want to know what's spilled where and how much. Unless it's operator error, there won't 
be any retributions on the part of the operator, they just want to know because they have 
to cover tbeir but& environmentally. 

B - 216. h t e ~ e w  36 (6: 47 - 53): There was no talk about the ozone layer in 
1970. Things like global dng and stufflike that In some ways yes, and in some 
ways no. When 1 started hem, a hobby of mine was cars, so 1 lmow what cars went 
through in the 70s. Industry did next to mthing Now, there seems like we're doing 
everything so there's like a 20 year lag between the two. 

B - 217, intewiew 34 (4: 1 - 10): But I think it's a Iilite too late, We've got 
holes in the ozone layer alieady. Sm, we cut it down, but most of the damage bas been 
dom. This is d l  Iwe-jerk reaction. Like finn B, they're recycling the water and not 
dumping into the river which makes it a self-sufïïcient plant, but 1 think back to Samia 
when they dumped some stuffthat they called the blob. It cost them a million bucks or 
something to clean tbat up. 1 used to live in Sarnia and 1 thhk about the stuffthat they 
must have been dumping in the water back then when nobody cared 

B - 218, Interview 34 (6: 25 - 31): ïhere's guys that corne to work tbat are the 
typical firm B guy, that wants to do great things for firm B. T'en there's guys who are 
just looking for ways to make the job easier or more enjoyable. Tbat's where I am. I 
found that 1 hate doing environmental reports because theyfre so long. Every other report 
is just one or two pages. 

B - 219. I n t e ~ e w  35 (8: 22 - 24): They say they will be off the river by the 
year 2000, so we don't need to ~IX tbs. There won? be anythiag going to the river. 

B - 220. [NTERMEW 4A (16: 25 - 32): 1 heard Angus Reid speak Iast year 
and he was giving sort of public opinion data recently. He was saying: Yes the 
economy is number one, employrnent, and d l  those things, but he said, he was spcaking 
to bwich of business people, dont think that the enviromnent is going away. People now 
have a certain expectation of business so you can't go ôack to the gooboid-days, if they 
ever existed, and go back there and think that now we can dump, because you have to 
maintain a certain standard inespedve. And 1 believe thet. I want to believe thet. 1 
would have a really hard time recoaciling it, penonally, if it went the other way. 

B - 221. Interview 36 (3: 28 - 29): The environment, especially in the last five 
years, is becoming a bigger and bigger issue al1 of the time. 

B - 222. INTERVIEW 28 (7: 15 -21): First of al1 why have that 
envitonmental protection, that d e t y  protection in the box in the fint place. If at the 
corporate talk year to year nobody tells me about environmental dety, that means it is 
not on line. Fim of dl, why is it in the box? That one is  ptetty saaight f o m d  becaw 
top management sees that as part of doing business, and therefore they mick it in the box. 
They did emphasize quite strongly that if we dont have environmental protection, we are 



here for the long run, they keep emphasiung that we are not a fly by night outfit, we have 
more than 100 yean of history. 

B-223- INTERVIEW 9 ( 1 : 37 - 4 1 ): My de, 1 would say, is non-technical in that 
1 maice sure that the appropriate people in our company, we have ten or twelve people at 
the plant who work in the envimmental quality deparbnent You know they bave a 
manager, a director, and specialists who are really trained to analyze to interpnt 
regdations. To do testing and reporting and that kind of thing so I make sure that they 
know what is coming. 

% - 224, Interview 35 (3: 32 - 37): 1 was d o m  in the Texas divisions a couple 
of years ago and the US and Canada have tight regulations, achially 1 think the US is 
even stricter in tems of they generate a lot mon papennork Whether they get any value 
out of it from an environmental point of view, 1 don't know, but I know îhey do a lot of 
papenvork. 

B - 225. INTERVIEW 48 (12: 29 - 38): One of the trade-offs there is, its 
almost a piefall, is when you are out ahead, and thm do a great job of communicating it, 
then that becomes the new standard Its like ok now we agree that you're responsible and 
you've handled this emission, you're reducing it, so when you reapply for your licence, to 
emit air emissioas or water emissioas, we're going to set the standard even lower so at 
some point it reaîly helps to bring the entire hdustry up in tenns of performance but it 
gets tougher and tougher. Which, well, we know we have to, but you know its tough, it 
must be tough for these govemment peopie to walk that line as well. Like, where do 1 
stop reinforcing these companies for lowerïng emissions, and then in e fkt  punishing 
them by writing in lower ones. You know what I mean? 

B - 226. Inten4ew 34 (2: 10 - 17): Yeah, there's been a lot When 1 was in 
operations, I never even thought about the impact on the environment ... We'd have 
spills within the dyked area and we'd lose 1500 himdred gallons of glycol that S08ked into 
the ground and it was gone or it was collected in the catch basin wbere there has been 
many spills over the years when 1 was there. You don't think anything of i t  

B - 227. INTERVIEW 4A (21: 36 - 22: 8): 1 mean, some of it (environmental 
behavior) is not altmistic, but some of it is alrnost a moral issue if 1 can be that grandiose. 
For example one things that we've done, for a cornrnunity across the river, we have 
developed an emergency system where we are tied in by a cornputer system with theu 
phones which automatically dials al1 of the residents over there about 24 people, and we 
can get a message to them in 15 minutes. Now, when we developed that, some peopie 
said why are we dohg diis. Why we are doing it was b u s e  of our chlorine plant and 
its proximity to them. To the folks over there. We didn't feel that they had a good 
ernergency system. The municipality had one, Fort Saskatchewan has an excellent one, 
where they practiced al1 the tirne, but those people across the river were a little bit 
isolated frorn their emergency response folks and their equipment. But 1 kept on saying, 
well we've never had a chernical release that would have effected them and why are we 



doing this. The chances of anything happening are so slim guys and its going to be a real 
challenge communicating across there and to get them not concemed dl of a sudden. 

B - 228. INTERVIEW 4A (22: 12 - 17): But, you know, 1 can remember, 
people started saying to me, our enpineers and some of out senior engineers sayïng to me, 
we're doing it because its a very slim chaage, because moraily we have to do i t  And I 
was just about blown away Doug Catrh said that, out senior vice @&nt on-site and 
that really just blew me away, it made me feel d l y  good that they had those thoughts, 
and thought that way, it d l y  ... so , that was one thing we dib 

B - 229. Inte"ew 35 (9: 47 - 10: 2): The other thing is, as the kick corne out of 
school, they have a totally different opinion of wbat's going on than what 1 may have or 
what my parents may have thought My parents dodt &y think there's a big pmblem. 
To recycle stuffor drive more efficient cars isn't important to them. To me it's more 
important, and to my kids itk even more important So. when they start coming into 
industry, and they're becoming young engheers or coming out of the tech schools, they 
are the ones who are going to be the public opinion. 

B - 230, Inte"ew 35 (4: 44 - 48): When you see it, that's really part of public 
perception. The company would like you to think it's the right thing to do, but fiom what 
i've seen they'li tell you that, but that's really not, urn, it's the right thiog to do if it fits in 
with what they want to do. 

B - 231. Interview 35 (3: 2 1 - 25): The company is still run out of the US, no 
matter what you think Everything is contmlled out of the US. Our managers here 
answer to those guys in Midland, that's whete the head office is. Whether you like it or 
not, that's what happens. 

B - 232. tNTERVIEW9(I: i l  - 15): This is our fifth annuai 
environmental progress report And we've had it around for a couple of months. You 
probably should read this if you waat to get a sense of where ow company i s  coming 
fiom in openness, communication, and parti*culatly in environmental issues and 
emissions. And what our plans are. 

B - 233. INTERVIEW 4A (5: 28 - 32): We had some local home owners who were 
not entirely happy wah the situation (the expansion) and we worked with them scnsibly 
and in one case we actuaily bought thrre homes and relocated the people. And we felt 
that we had to because they had been here long before we were. We couidn't really argue 
in that case, 

B - 234. INTERVIEW 4A (21: 36 - 22: 8): 1 mean some of it (environmental 
behavior) i s  not altruistic, but some ofit i s  aimost a m o d  issue if 1 can be that grandiose. 
For example one things that we've done, for a community across the river, we have 
developed an emergency system where we are tied in by a computer system with their 
phones which automatically dials al1 of the residents over there about 24 people, and we 



cm get a message to them in 15 minutes. Now, when we developed that, some people 
said why are we doing this. Why we are doing it was because of our chlonne plant and 
its proximity to them To the folk over there. We didnt foel that they had a good 
emergency system. The municipaiity had one, Fort Saskatchewan has an excellent one, 
where they w~ed al1 the time, but those people aeross the river were a little bit 
isolateci h m  their emergency rrsponse folks and theu equipnent But 1 kept on sayitg, 
weii we've never hsd a chemical release Uiat would have effected them and why are we 
doing this. The chances of anything happening are so stim gurs and its gohg to be a na1 
challenge communicating across there and to get them nob concemed al1 ofa sudden. 

B - 235, INTERVIEW 4A (22: 12 - 17): But, you biow, 1 can remember, 
people starteci saying to me, our engineers and some of our senior engineers saying to me, 
wetre doing it because its a very slim change, because moraily we have to do i t  And I 
was just about blown away Doug Catrin said that, our senior vice president on-site and 
that really just blew me away, it made me feel really good that they had those thoughts, 
and thought tbat way, it really ... so , that was one thing we did 

B - 236. NIERVIEW 4A (14: 10 - 14): Offthe river is one, perhaps (cost 
without ben& for good environmental behavior). Perbaps. Another one we hope to 
have in place is our power and utilities plan. We have a program right now, the aumbers 
are mu* but about a ten million dollar emission reduction program on ou.  nitrogen 
oxide. And there is no r e m  for us, its just that we shouldn't be emitting i t  It has an 
impact on the environment. 

B - 237. INTERVIEW 29 (1 3: 6 - L 1): In the long terni, who knows, they might be 
right or wrong. l'd like to think in the long terni what firm B and some of the other 
companies are doing is the nght thing. Put the money out Do the right thing. Advance 
the technology and try to enhance the environment as much as we can. Make sure we do 
things as safely as possible. 

B - 238, INTERVIEW 4A (23: 4 - 9): Some of those examples 1 gave you, those 
were hombe experiences homble legacies the Company went through and think we've 
learned from those homile legacies. What to do right with communkation but they 
didn't drive us to suddenly become much more proactive in out communications. We 
just realized that our public image just needed to be vastly improved 

B - 239. iNTERVIEW 29 (4: 1- 9): In order to achieve dl the things in the 
strategic blueprint, you have to have the kind of environment whereby you are doing dl 
these things. People who are following proceduresures People who are doing things safely. 
People who are thinking about things before diey do it, are the type of people tbat fit into 
the culture that rnakes up the strategic blueprint so you bring it al1 back into line. So, in 
a corporation, it goes through changes and what have you 

B - 240. INTERVIEW 29 (2: 50 - 3: 3): Zero accidents is not a goal it's a 
culture. What he \vas saying was to get it out of our mincis that we are striving for zero 



incidents as some target or goal. Zero incidents is a state of k i n g  that we want to be at 
because if you are at that level of perfection, you will be the best when it comes of ail of 
the other things that we do. 

B - 241. INTERVIEW 4A (4: 1- 7): Yeah that's right its a great tirne to be in 
tàïs field, in the Chernical industry, at leest at fimi B because you do have senior 
management buy in. This is not something you have to sel1 them on, you Qn't have to 
sel1 them on talking to the neighbors. Our senior Vice b i d e n t  out here can be 
conviaced t h t  he has to come and visit with our communïty advisory panel that we have 
and we meet with them evay other month. Its a goup oftwelve local citizens. He 
comes at least once a year and sits and listeas to their concem. 

B - 242. INTERVIEW 4B (1 1: 24 - 30): I meaq if you dont have incidents 
and you don't have chemical spilk and you dont pollute then your costs are lower, your 
people are happier, the wmmuni*ties ofcourse are much bappier, and the govenvnent 
starts to tnrst you more when you go to work with them on what should the regdation be 
then you have a much better chance of baving a reasonable approach, to regdatory 
affairs. Its so much connected to that safety analogy that people can sort of relate to iit 
But on a broader scaie. 

B - 243. INTERVIEW 4A (3: 27 - 3S):Firm B in Alberta got on board primarily 
because we view ounelves, just because of our sheer size and position we are stamng to 
assume in the worlà, we felt very strongly that we had to take a leadership position on 
this in Alberta. And I don't want tbat to come across arrogant or anything, but we just felt 
that we had the resources and the sue we needed to do that And to help other 
companies if callecl on. So, what started to happen was that our senior management got 
on board, they were the ows who çtarted to drive this, which was wonderful, as Pve often 
said to people who sometimes pity me for working for a major intematioaal chemical 
C''"nF'=lY 

B - 244. Interview 35 (6: 37 - 43): So in ten years tinte you fmd out that the 
new one is woae (new product to replace a h o w n  damagllig chemical). So finn B has 
basically come out and said "Tbat's irresponsible. What we should do is look at each 
chemical individually. If it's bad w d l  take it off the market If tt's not, we should leave 
it wtil we prove itrs one way or the other, or wait mtil we can come up with something 
that's better." 1s that a t#id strategy? 

B - 245. Interview 35 (1 1: 34 - 44): We would really have to change the way we 
live day to &y. Itfs going to take a long time now. You see the little changes and 1 think 
we're capable of it. It's the same with the CO2 emissions. It starts out aud everybody 
ignores it until it gets pushed more and more and you realize it's a problem and weLe got 
to do something about it before we have a big climate change and W l i k e  that But, 
will it get to that point before we change it or will we change it before? If we put al1 the 
money that we spend on defense into environmental, 1 think it would be amazing what 
we could come up with. 



0 - 246- INTERVIEW 29 ( 3: 40 - 48): Thete tends to be a trade off. What 
has happened is that we've seen s a f i  performance and quality of environmental 
performance slip from the Ievel we were at, or we thought we were a t  These are subtle 
changes in numbers, but you can see them over time. in my job, 1 bave to be careMI 
don? cry wlf when al1 we've got is some nomial variation in the system. 1 have to wait 
and see. Ifs taken a couple of quarters to update it and see that there has been an 
influence on our perfomance. 

B - 247. INTERVIEW 29 (3: 48 - 54): It is interesting the reactioa. once 
you c m  kind of show data that we are slipping. The reaction is maMg The core 
values come through again and we start to say that there is no question that we have to do 
al1 t b g s  in the sttategic blueprint, but it cannot be at the expense of safety- Safety still 
has to be the number one priority. 

B - 248, Inte~kw 34 (5: 32 - 37): The environmental is dmost the same as 
safety, where safety is an assurnption You look at the job fkom a safety standpoint, and 
then from an environmental standpoint as well. If you have to dig a ten fmt hole, you 
also have to make sure that the ground won't get contaminated 

B - 249. INTERVIEW 28 (4: 41 - 5: 6): Environmentally speaking we have a 
thing cailed the Rainbow Book, which is basically a guideline in how to operate a plant- 
Recentiy we starteci, we grouped them al1 together and called them the Operating 
Discipline for al1 the ten units that we have, and this is a global perspective, this bas 
come down fiom global and they are saying if you operate a plant there are I believe 
thirteen section in Operating Discipline that they have to follow, because Operating 
Disciplines are a must and al1 you have to do is report from 1 - 5 under this OD book. 
There is an Environmental section, there is an occupational health section, the= is a 
safety section toge- with the rest of Roducing Products section and tbey have to do a 
self audit, they check from 1 - 6 and the sixth is thou shalt bave very close to the ISO 
thinking. We have Procedures, you have Training, you have checked your procedures 
and you have venfied everybody's paths, and you have a continuous system to double 
check that type of thinking 

B - 250. INTERVIEW 28 (5: 14 - 18): The standards do not vary because you have 
this book and the openitor's follow this book. The oprator does not follow the twenty 
year supemsor who says I've always done it this way and you will do it this way, but the 
next time you'll have a young guy that is more aggressive saying you ne& to protect the 
environment and you're not supposed to do it (the way the supeMsor said). So he won't 
be confused you see, because everybody will operate tbe same. 

B - 251, INTERVIEW 28 (4: 32 - 40): I got an inte"ew with fim B and 
the griy told the finn B philosophy, you know how they do things their code value for 
fim B employee ethics. We will ~ T Y  our best to make sure you understand there is a 
necessity for regulation, because we do have across the board regulation, and firm B at 



that time have a .-- tendency to do a lot better than the regdation requires and that is 
called the firm B standard. ïhere are firm B guidelines in Safety, there is fim B Safety 
Standards, there is  Loss hvent ion  Guide and Ruiciples, there are Occupational 
standards. Everything has a fim B label, end if 1 piled them al1 up they wouid be longer 
than h e  feet in al1 these disciplines. 

B - 252. l m e ~ e w  34 (5: 37 - 47): (Values king taught?) It's a 
consideration in the day to day job. If2 kg are spilled, tbat's not very much In the old 
days it wouid just be hosed down into the p s s  or the gravel. No one will ever know any 
better. Now, it's like you better report this because soineone will find out, You can 
almost hear it k i n g  sa id  It's a pain in the w to cal1 and say that we've spiiled two kg of 
solvent because this or that happened because then we have to do a two or three page 
report on the compuer of suspecteci source, wind direction, weather conditions and so 
on. 

B - 253. Interview 34 (5: 5 - 1 1): 1 thidc a lot of it is that they want to report 
everything to the govenunent because the govemment said you have to report this, this, 
and this. The environment group here said wetre going to report everydung and maybe 
they'll get fed up and say we only have to  report this small area So either they're 
covering their bases or they're playing a game- I dont know. 

B - 254. hte"ew 35 ( 1 : 50 - 54): Environmental Services is only the interface 
to the governrnent agencies. That's al1 they reaily are. I f  someone from Alberta 
Environment phones up they always talk to the wne person, othenvise it's difficuit for 
the govemment people as well as the Company people because they dont h o w  who they 
are tdking to. 

B - 355. Interview 35 (1: 44 - 50): No, actually, each unit on site is responsible 
for the chernicals they produce. So, if the's a spill, they have to clean it up- They are 
fùily responsible eveo if it's not on their block. If  it's their chernical. they look after it. 
The unit writes up the report about what happened, how it was cleaned up and that just 
goes through Environmental Services. 

B - 256. InteMew 35 (2: 46 - 48): So, îhey've changed it diat way. If  you want 
to get money for a project, it has to go through that business team now. 

B - 257. Interview 35 (3: 1 - 7): For example vinylchloride. They deal with 
al1 the plants that make that in North Amenca l'm not sure if that's global. Each one is 
within that team Then they compare the Texas operation to Sarnia us and they say 
"You're too expensive. We can make that same product hem for so much." So you have 
to do something to make it more cornpetitive. 

B - 258. INTERVIEW 9 (6: 10 - 15): We're able to make more decisions 
locally. Basically al1 the decisions that relate to our relationship with the community. 
And we need to make these locally. And we do. i'm sure there is  some checking and 



some communicating, we donPt do this totally in a vacuum but if it's good for the 
community and good for the plant then well do i t  If a major project is involved though 
you need to go through the regular routine of approvais. 

B - 259. INTERVIEW 48 ( 17: 28 - 29): So there w i U  be variation between 
facilities, even within companies. They will al1 be meeting a very high standard. 

B - 260. InteMew 35 (3: 37 - 41): Canada has the benefit because we have the 
regulation because we want them as people who live h m .  1 don't want them dumping a 
whole burtch of crap out the back and the same with the air- 1 Live hem 

B - 261. INTERVIEW 9 (3: 32 - 34): (Why both ecoaomic and 
environmental performance?) I think it's because of our sensitivity to the communities 
where our plants are, and where we live. W e  as employees aIso live in these 
communities, and you want to work at a place that has excellent environmental 
performance. 

B - 262- Interview 35 (9: 36 - 38): The knowledge cornes from what the public 
is hearing and seeing and al1 these things we keep hearing. 

B - 263- in te^-ew 36 (3: 33 - 38): Our employees are part of that society. So, 
from both sides, the rnembea ofsociety that work for you and those that dont, thete's 
that image that you have to project. If you're king sloppy here, the word is going to get 
outside the gates and Fim B's got a bad enough image as it is. 

B - 264. InteMew 34 ( 1 1 : 9 - 13): That dont say that wetre a spokespemn for 
finn B when we're not at work. If they (executives) said that, 1 wouldn't do i t  They like 
to keep them up to speed because then they can answer questions. Ys not like you're in 
your unit and you dontt know about anything else. 

B - 265, Interview 34 (7: 46 - 54): I"m kind of a Headline News and CNN 
junky. You can't not see something on those channels or on TTV with their "Gemng 
Green" section Fim B has actively supponed tbat by havtng experts come in From off 
site, telling you how to do proper composting They have an environmental awarrness 
week as weU. They'll make everybody aware. Like with the chlorine thing is a big issue 
right now with Gteenpeace. They've had things on the cornputer about question and 
answet session 

B - 266. Intewiew 35 (10: 2 - 12): Obviously, firm B like any big compny, 
puts out propaganda. With most of the issues, they will wme and release the information 
to the employees. They basically say they want us to be knowledgeable and know what's 
going on because when it's released to the public, people will come to you and say "You 
work for Fim B, whatts with this new regulation?", and you look pretty stupid if you just 
stand there. So they give you the companyts view of what is happening. Theytre giMng 



you one, so if that's al1 you take and you go out and say that's the way it is, that's up to 
you. 

B - 267, iNTERVIEW 4B (4: 3 1 - 39): It also causes the communicatioas issues to 
be divided between the ten or twelve managers at the site- in fat al1 of the managers at 
the site are involved with oae two or three of these so its a tremendously effèctive way of 
insuring that action occurs- Its not just on one or two people Iüre the public affaia 
manager, it is really spread out, and realty much more effective 

B - 268. Inte"ew 35 (7: 45 - 50): I live here. We have to saer  the 
consequences. Tbey're aot going away. You caa't bottle up these air emissiom and even 
if you couid they wouîd corne back anyway. You can't just bury the waste. Ifs sot gouig 
to go away. So, I think 1 lean towards the enviromentaist side as opposed to "the 
company can't do anything mng". 

B - 269. Inte"ew 35 (7: 26 - 29): Well, fim B is basically about people. So it 
goes back to the whole thing of public perception because everything drives what the 
company dws. 1 don't think there's a company in the world that is not based on that 

B - 270. iNTERViEW 29 ( 1 : 16 - 24): Firm B very much supports people hiring on 
and staying with the company a long time. I think ifs a good organization and thatfs part 
of the reason. They have some very definite core values thrit are well communicated and 
supponed by top management. You cm feel very cornfortable within the coprate 
structure that you're doing the right dùng for society, yourself and the company. That 
makes a difference. You don't find yourself in conflict personally with the company 
goals that ofien, if at all. 

B - 271. INïERVIEW 9 (3: 32 - 34): (Why both economic and 
environmental performance?) 1 think it's because ofour sensitivity to the communities 
where our plants are, and where we live. We as employees also üve in these 
communities, and you want to work at a place that bas excellent environmental 
performance. 

B - 272. INTERVIEW 4A (4: 7 - 17): On top of thaf we bave designated a senior 
production engineer to sit on every meeting and to be the person who goes back and 
talks to our senior VP and gives him al1 of that information. So tbet they are being 
listened to. So in 1985 86 we started to look at tour programs, invite people inside, to the 
plant site. We in 1986 started to look at the school program. Though it diûn't actuaily 
get off the ground intil 1987 it startecl to develop in 1986. We um we rewrote a lot of 
our information inside, our newsletters and al1 16at went tbrough a great transition. What 
were they accomplishing, were they doing much? We started to do a regular video show, 
because we felt that not only was it important to talk to the people outside, but we needed 
to look at empfoyees in here. If they don't feel good about workùig hem, and they go 
back to their communities and communicate that. 



B - 273. Interview 34 ( 1 1 : 4 -5): I think they like to use the employees as a 
spokespenon with your fnends and families. 

B - 274, Interview 36 (6: 1- 7): Yeah, there was communication put out on what it 
was and what was going o n  For the operaton, we went over then and talked to them 
and asked how eveiything was gohg so it was an open communicatioa with them al1 the 
time. Everyone had +mail, but we lmew more about it W u s e  we taIked to those guys. 
We knew al1 the problems that were going on 1 b w  they talked to anyone Who lived 
nearby. 

B - 275. Mewiew 36 (6: 19 - 23): Do t k y  (management) expect it? No, but 1 
think they wauld iüre it. It's part of their plan or strategy. They keep us well infomed 
and then we are almost encouraged to tell people. They hope by treating us well, well be 
a good spokesman for them. 

B - 276, Interview 34 (6: 42 - 47): (employees get credit for ideas?) Yeah, 
it al1 cornes back It's part of their new concept of motivated, empoweted, productive 
employees. They rnotivate you by giving you the empowennmt to make a change. I f  
you make a suggestion, well route it through some channels and then it will corne back 
to you. So, in the long run, it's a lot of work. 

B - 277. INTERVIEW 28 (7: 1 - 5): They are dl there, it is one of those lines 
when you do an evaluation. So it is not forgotten when we go and have a corporate 
review wiüi dl the employees. And they would sit down and say you can't skip this box 
and skip that box because it is al1 part of the review that you fi11 in. What have you done 
to achieve environmental standards? What needs to be improved? They ask those 
questions so they cannot be missed. 

B - 278. INTERVIEW 29 (10: 6 - 18): If  1 was ever pcosecuted or taken to court, it 
would probably mean that someone in our orgmization ciidnt do wbat the orpization 
toId them to do in the first place. ûr maybe it mis just a tecbnicality. Now, you can get 
into situations where youlre doing everything that you possibly can and you have a 
hiccup and you get fined Well, that just gives everybody a lot of bad press, for one. 
Economkally, it probably doesn't have a major impact, directiy. Indiredy it can. And, 
it may or may not have been somethiag that at the time really justified that lo'nd of 
exposwe. 

B - 279. INTERVIEW 4A (26: 18 - 34): You talk about employees king key 
stakeholden, that's right they are pmbably number one I would say. Fim B does treat its 
employees very weil. And 1 dont mean that in a paternalistic way. For example, 1 tMc 
this is public information, we usually get a bonus in early in the new year, based on how 
the company has perfonned in the past year but there is a personal portion and there is a 
company portion. Well, the company had a pretty good idea at the end of 1993 that we 
probably wouldn't qualie as a bonus period so what they did was, they looked at it, and 
they said, you guys have pulled in your hem so much and literally saved humired of 



millions of dollars for this company in the p s t  year in tenus of budget, worldwide, that 
we are going to give you your persona1 portion iegardless. And, some other people out 
there they would just plow it back into the company. I think that is remarkable, and what 
1 said to a couple of people is that Sm amazed that the stockholders support that right 
now. And it must say a lot about their fâith in senior management and how tbey can 
motivate people, and they probably looked at the bottom line aad said "yeah, you did 
improve a lot" and I Mew that as very imovative. Wefre not talkkg about, for rnoa of 
us, major dollars, but its a syrnbolic gesture more then anything- So its a very good 
cornpmy. 

B - 280, INTERVIEW 28 (6: 36 - 7: 1): F i m  B has a tendency, actuaily it is 
a cornmon practice to hire them fksh fkom school ... they Qn't Iike people with other 
experience. They like to take them right fiesh nom school- Now-a-days the most 
popular is the coop programs ... they train them, and they believe that they have trained 
them nght, from the basics, and they impon on them the timi B Core Philosophy. ï h e  
Environmental Protection is al ways in there.. . . 

B - 281. uite"ew 34 (7: 15 - 18): No, I wouldn't say I know the whole 
environmental policy. I know what I need to know. 1 dont really have the desire to 
h o w  more because 1 don't have an intetest It's very dry to me. 

B - 282. [NTERVIEW 4A (33: 12 - 14): Yes. To be in the CCPA you are not 
unionized necessarily. I don't know, 1 never hear about them as a group that is interesteci 
in some of the issues that you've talked about. 

B - 283, Interview 35 (8: 22 - 24): They say they will be off the river by the 
year 2000, so we don't need to fix this. There won? be anything going to the river. 

B - 284. Inte"ew 35 (8: 1- 13): Well, the company does some things that i'm 
certainly not happy with. ... Some of the things are things are arentt illegal or anything, 
but 1 would certainly like to see. Like now in water. You have emissions that are going 
out to the river. They're licensed and they are perkctly legal and we're not even close to 
what the legai limit is, but when I see whatfs going out. Pd like to say tbat we could be 
better. Maybe only half of what's going out Certainly, Pd like to see that. You're not 
doing anythh& so why should we fix it. 

B - 285. Interview 35 (2: 36 - 41): I think that the govenunent has f o d  the 
c o m ~ e s  to do what they want. There's some things, like the CCP& where they've said 
we're going to list al1 the chemicals we produce and how much is released to the air and 
the water, thatts something that no one else has done ... 

B - 286. iNTERViEW 28 (1 3: I - 5): (the start of regdations) They came in 1970 
across most of the country. In a lot of places before 1970, there was no regdation. You 
can do anything if you want to build this (facility). ... If people had today's howledge 



and questioned somebody th-rty years ago where would that (seepage) go, so maybe ten 
feet in fi@ yean fiom now and that's fine. But with today's knowldge, no. 

B - 287. INTERVIEW 48  (25: 22 - 24): The same fVm might make a 
different decision dependhg on the year too. imagine douig that now (the closed loop 
system), it would be much tougher to do it now tban when it was doae dvee or four yean 
ago. 

B - 288. INTERVIEW 29 (3: 9 - If): My job is not necessarily to achieve 
this goal of zero incidents. It's to achieve this process or *te of being, whereby thatrs 
what we bclieve in. We believe in perfection and we believe tbat we cm eliminate al1 of 
those kinds of things. 'Iaat's a pretty big difference. So, our top management believe 
that and understand the value of that culture or state of being, so that's what we strive for. 

B - 289- INTERVIEW 29 ( 3: 40 - 48): Thene tends to be a trade OR What 
has happened is tbat we've seen safety p e r f i c e  and quality of environmental 
performance slip fiom the level we were at, or we thought we were at. These are subtle 
changes in numbers, but you can see them over time. In my job, 1 have to be carefulI 
dont cry wolf when al1 wefve got is some normal variation in the system. 1 have to wait 
and see. It's taken a couple of quarters to update it and see that there has ken an 
influence on our performance. 

B - 290. INTERVIEW 28 (6: 9 - 16): 1 guess in ou. management, the 
principal is to walk the talk. 1 know the CCPA fims myself (in our area). .. . If  you take 
al1 the environmental managers and put them al1 in fiont of microphones, they would Say 
exactly the same thing, they would tell you Responsible Care is what the CCPA is al1 
about. Out there, their six codes of ethics. 

B - 291. Interview 34 (2: 24 - 29) 1 thllik back when 1 first started here and 
firm B unearthed those 2 4  drums and there was a big thing about that i was about 23 
and didn't see the big deal. 1 didn't know much about chemicals. 1 think back about it 
now, and they were up fiont about it, which was quite admirable, so h e  seen leaps and 
bounds (of improvement). 

B - 292, inte~.ew 36 (2: 18 - 33): That's one way wefre more efficient now 
because of these analymn tbat we've got on Stream. We used to bave lagoons and they 
were always kind of messy too. Supposedly, they've got liners and everything else, but 
they just looked like holes in the ground We have lots of ground water wells in the 
ground to make sure that nothing is leaving, but now tbey have this technology that is 
almost like a swimming pool. They've got tons of concrete that's in the gromd to support 
this thing and then there's like heavy fiberglass and that's where our acid lagoon is now. 
In the other lagoon that's our process lagoon they put in the heavy liner and they seam it 
together. There's no way anything can get out of it. We have wells to prevent it fiom 
getting into the ground water. I tfs still probably better to never have to pump water out of 
the ground water systern. 



B - 293. InteMew 36 (1: 50 - 54): Then we got a vacuum header, about five 
years ago, where you cm put just a small amount of aitrogen in the side of the vesse1 and 
then we dont even get one ppm out i t  I'm sure when we started out, w e k  talking a 
couple percent and now we're dom to virtuaily nothing- 

B - 294, INTERVIEW 29 (4: 48 - 54): The other t b g  is ifs good business seuse if 
you can set the standard, first of all, if you believe that doing thiags well is going to pay 
dividends in the long M and you can set a standard that your cornpetiton have to come 
up to, then that helps too. 

B - 295. INTERVIEW 28 (1 7: 38 - 17: 44): Finn B believes in it diat king vety 
good environmentaily speaking would certaidy improve our wmptitive edge Iike in the 
long tenn. And firrn B was the first chernical Company which used an incinerator to bum 
waste 75 years ago, and therefore when the first EPA inventory comes about, in tenns of 
who has the least waste stored or something like that, finn B has the least waste stored 
because we had bmed it all, or we brun the majocity of it and will until the nile changes. 
If the nile changes and it's who produced the most, fim B would be way on top. 

B - 296. INTERVIEW 4A ( 1 7: 35 - 18: 2): We don't want to do that (to force 
bebavior upon other finns). We have to walk a very fine Line you know, and 1 tMc Cve 
said it to you eariier, I hope we dont come across as arrogant or smug. You dont really 
convince other people that they have to rnove on to emulate you or even ~IY to better you 
... You're really going to work if you can tell people that you're on board, that you've al1 
got challenges. We've got out own challenges. Some compiuiies are happy that they are 
not producing chlorine right now because it is a tough one. Having Greenpeace globdly 
behind you is not fun 

B - 297. INTERVIEW 28 (5: 18 - 22): ûther companies, 1 would say whoever 
belongs to the CCP& the bigger ones and oil refineries, they should have similar things, 
but how vigomus they are in irnplementation I don't know. How detailed it is varies and 
of course whoever writes those books have to have regdation on their mincis also. Not 
necessarily rcading up on detail, but at least the principal part. 

B - 298. INTERVIEW 28 (6: 20 - 24): They (members of the CCPA) would al1 tell 
you there is the crack to grave concept. They are dl going to say that.. It cornes FIRM 
Bn to the question thw the reason that 1 tell you about the bistory is the management 
support which reviews the operating disciplines, enforcing it with support. That is the 
part that star& to fa11 dom. T b g s  can be written by the coprate (office) and 
eveiybody has a book. 

B - 299. INTERVIEW 28 (6: 9 - 16): 1 guess in our management, the 
principal is to walk the talk. 1 know the CCPA fimis myself (in our area). ... If you take 
al1 the environmental managers and put them al1 in fiont of microphones, they would say 



exactly the sarne thing, they would tell you Responsible Care is what the CCPA is al1 
about Out there, their six codes of ethics- 

B - 300. INTERMEW 9 (3: 16 -21): Also, in our associations, there is a 
faii amount of shanng of performance data with respect to environmental quality, and 
that Sm sure, helps move the average up in ternis of performance. We dont share 
competitivemss &ta, with respect to pmduct pricing and those sorts of things. We tend 
to share environmentai peifonnance so that other cornpies can benefit fiom our 
successes. And tbat's important. 

B - 301, INTERVIEW 28 (3: 43 - 4: 1): 1 work with industrial organizations 
here because I'm part of *S. i'm in the FSRIA. Tm in the CCPA. So 1 obsene thern 
myself in terrns of the various environmental bebaviors because we're quite open and 
honest and honest with each other- 

B - 302. INTERVIEW 9 (4: 1 - 4): We've doae surveys that say that tnily 
excellent performance is recognized by the public perception, you know. But let's face it, 
if the average, or if there are some pmblems within the industry, that will reflect poorly 
on the whole industry and you will p t  excessive regdation, and things that we don? want 
and dont need. 

B - 303. INTERVIEW 28 (17: 22 - 28): hdustry always works together. We 
would direçtly approach them (a bad perfonner), using the association. FSRIA would 
have a Board of directors meeting in there, and everybody is in the know. There would 
be a friendly discussion that would apply unknown pressure rot directly, because we 
have not control over anybody else. In saying this particular spi11 really impacts on 
FSRIA, which we are al1 part of. It would be good if we could somehow mi~mize  the 
impact on our images and our future doing business. 

B - 304- iNTERWEW4B(11:39-41): That is why we are leading because 
we want to bring every company up to a certain standard that is acceptable or more than 
acceptable to the community. So we cm stay in business, and our employees won't be 
injured, and or environmentally damagd 

B - 305. INTERWEW 4A (22: 36 - 23: 3)And you know, you tak about 
businesses king short-sighted, govemment, yeah there is some of tbat, always, but I 
think in this business we are aying to tbink long-terni and say ok in 20 years wbat is this 
industiy ping to look Iike, and it could be so different in such a petive way that many 
of us may decide not to build plants ordo any of that, and fiom my standpoint, 1 have 
such a feel uow for what the Chernical indwîry does out there for al1 of us, for our 
quality of life and what would happen if we didn't have it that i'm mongly cornmittecl to 
having sorne kind of fiiture for this industry, and I hope a progressive one. That's where 1 
think we're coming from, this is where the whole company cornes frorn globally. 



B - 306. INTERVIEW 4A (30: 9 - I 1):Because you always want to lave that door 
open. I f  vou can adhere to our standards we would sure like to have p u  back You 
really wak people back. You reaily donPt want to hit people on the head 

B - 307, INTERVIEW 4A (17: 20 - 24): Yes now thÏs is a discussion that we 
got into on our community advisory panel- What this responsible Gare says is thet 
everyone has to reach a ceriain standard Ifyou a compny. now that standard would not 
be that everybody has to have zero discharge into the river, if they developed a new plant, 
but everyow bas to operate at a certain level. A certain standard- 

B - 308. iNTERViEW 4A (3: 16 - 27):And Responsible Care, ... is reaily six 
different codes of coaduct How the Chemical Industry conducts itselt Now some 
people have conhised Respwsible Care as a public fiairs kind of an issue. It makes us 
look good, and its sort of a sugar coating, its not: Its not, at dl. It really is a series of 
procedures, des,  panuneten, regdations that al1 CCPA members have to Iive up to, and 
if they dont they are turfed An4 if you look at our membership numben nom even a 
few years ago, our membenhip bas not been going d o m  significantly, but there is no 
doubt about it that this is a challenge for some of the cornpimies out there. And the thing 
that I like about it from my standpoint, the public afEairs field, i s  that this is not a do- 
good thing where people can or cannot buy into i t  They have to, or tbey will not be 
CCPA membea. So7 Responsible Care started this whole thing in 1985. 

B - 309. INTERVIEW 29 (4: 46 - 48): You've got to remember that firm B 
chernical was probably the prime factor in the development of the CCPA. ûne of the 
people who worked for firm B ... one of his last big efforts before he retired at firm B 
Chemical was to put together the CCPk 

B - 310. INTERVIEW 29 (8: 3 1 - 44): We just had our third pprty notice. That the 
CCPA conducted It was an outstanding response. The words were something to the 
effect that we were settiag the standard Total endorsement of what we do, which is 
what we would expect. The CCPA codes of p h c e  are fdly integrated into our 
management system You won't find the CCPA codes of pmctice on my shelf. You will 
not find that document. The reason king is that what wetve done is gone through and 
made sure that if we're talkïng about h a h g  some kind of system in place to do 
something, we check it if we have that covered in our systems. We cross-reference that 
way. We dont have to flip h m  what firm B does to what the CCPA does. What fimi B 
does is what the CCPA says we should do. niat's the way it works. 

B-311, InteMew 35 (2: 36 - 41): I think tbat the govemment has forced the 
companies to do what they want There's some things. like the CCPA, where they've said 
we're going to list al1 the chernicals we produce and how much is released to the air and 
the water, that's something that no one else has done ... 

B-312 .  iNTERVIEW 4A ( 12: 15 - 22): W e  helped the govemment to 
actually, when we told them that we were thinking about doing that, because we could 



see that it was already king done in the States. And we felt, why not get on board and 
try to do something here before it i s  Iegislated and so that's where our National 
Emissions Reduction master plan, its called Reducing Emissions, in five years, and now 
the govemment, the Federal govenunent has got one coming out next year. Called the 
National Pollution Release hventory, and it will cover dl industries, and they did look at 
ours, our voluntary one, and how we developed it, for legislation. 

B - 313, INTERVIEW 4B ( 16: 38 - 17: 3): 1 think that with the developing 
countrïes though, tbat that is a genuine concern, that those countnes. as they develop 
Indu* for export will be tempteâ to take a short tenn vîew and possibly not put in al1 of 
the environmental protection tbat we would And 1 hop that the NAFTA, 1 mean 1 was 
redly happy to see the nsistance to just signing tbat the way it was origiaally drafted 
Without the cesistance based on the concerns that were expressed The treatment of the 
workers and the treatment of the enWomnent 1 think there is enough in there to cause 
that to be ok 

B - 314, Intem-ew 35 (12: 39 - 43): But on a global basis, if we clean this up 
perfectiy, that's not going to make everything else go away. Fm of the opinion that we 
need to have regdations globally. If we don't do that it's not going to make any 
difference what we do here. 

B - 315, i n t e ~ e w  35 (6: 1 7 - 2 1 ): I wodd agree where may be we should take 
ail this money and spend it in Brazil or Mexico because we would get more out of it. 
With the same million dollars, we could reduce a thousmd pounds of emissions where 
here you might get a hundred pounds. 

8-316. INTERVIEW 29 (9: 2 - 6): In the States the. almost have to have 
designated contacts for the regdators becaw they're dealing with the regulators 24 hours 
a day in some locations. That's just an unfomuüite situation that's developed in the States 
with the way OCEA and the EPA operate. 

B - 317. i n t e~ew 35 (3: 41 - 50): 1 found in Texas that there a lot of 
uneducated people. Mexicans corne across the border. One of the questions on their 
indochnation was if they could understand English. I never would of thought of asking 
someone that, so wetve got educated people (in Canada). We've got good infktructures 
built up. We've got al1 this stuff  that is here aiready, so that keeps your costs dom. If 
you go to Mexico there's ~wthing. You have to build it al1 up. So, 1 don't think they're 
going to shut us dom. 

B - 318. InteMew 35 (13: 36 - 37): When 1 look at other c o d e s ,  1 think we're 
far ahead of them. 

B -319. Interview 35 (7: 18 - 22): i'd like to think we live in a country where 
we're S n g  to make sure the water and air is clean. i'd like to think we live in a world 



that's like that, but when ifs not a lot of the things that go, you start to see that it's not 
like that. We're going to have to change the way we think. 

B - 320, InteMew 36 (8: 33 - 39): It's khd of like Rwia and al1 the nuclear 
waste hefve dumped in the ocean. Compete at any wst. Pve heard about some people 
in the US who smuggied in some Freon on the black market. Human nature in North 
Ametica has got to change. W e  have to stop king so greedy. ûthenvik, they are going 
to start cutting corners and do sMfcheaper if people aren't going to buy i t  



SELECTED DATA QUOTATIONS - FTRM C 

C- 1, InteMew 48 (4: 7 - 12): We look at it as we have four staleholders, 
which are equai pattners in the business. Shareholders, employees, customen, and the 
community is the founh. W e  have a cespousibility to the lot of them. We're al1 in it 
together. Ifour customers, for example, are succeaful, then we're both going to grow 
togeîher. 

C - 2. ïnte"ew 47 (2: 20 - 23): Rre leamed a lot, especially a lot about the 
chemïcal industry. There's a lot of misunderstandings and clouded perceptions of w b t  
happens in the chemical industry. 

C - 3 .  iNTJZRVIEW 17 (4: 30 - 32): It has to be more than that (perception). 
What we also doa't take into account I think is the public has higher standards as well. If 
we were doing a r o m  job here 1 think not only the public would be displeased but 
everybody on site would be displeased- 

C - 4. INTERVIEW 20 (13: 6 - 20): If we could not nm this plant and be in 
environmental cornpliance with the neighbors and our you how,  the neighbon 
first and then out pennit. Any neighbor that bas valid evidence, any neighbor around any 
chemical plant that bas valid evidence of pollution or disregard of the environment can 
shut a plant dom just like that Pm convinced of that. 1 know if 1 was a neighbor 1 wuld 
probably do it myselE You ... You couid probab1y put a hell ofa lot of pressure on that 
plant to shut it down if you wanted to. Wetre saying: Gee, that doesn't sound like the kind 
of environment that we want to operate in if we are d l y  concemeci about king 
competitive in a business sense. 

C - 5. interview 47 (4: 3 1 - 33): I think they (customers or community) set 
standards. The wmmunity is very inforneci and very interesteci in what happem in this 
site. They definitely play a part in efforts we pursue. 

C - 6 .  INTERVIEW 11 (1 1: 25 - 39): There are a lot ofdifnculties, like we 
talked earlier, in just reachhg the community. 1 gather, just h m  sitting and talking to 
my neighbors, h e  been with this Company for thirteen years and i've been in five 
dflerent locations, is tbat when you sit d o m  and you can talk to people and get to 
acnially sit there, you can sort of mson with them. Most people are not, d e s  there is 
somebody in the group who is an avid memkr of the reil strong environmental gmups, 
of course wete got our communication problems there, but obvïowly, for most people 
today anyway, it's not nmber one priority. You know, if they have a choice like Pm 
renting a VCR or going to a hockey game, ... obviously, it's not a high enough concem 
that theyll corne out and talk to us. 





C - 14. Inte"ew 48 (8: 1 - 13): And then there's orientation to the way we think: 
ow beliefs, philosophies and pthciples. There is an o p p ~ r t ~ t y  to get aligneci with that 
There's dso continuous training- People bave to understand the ooIISequences of their 
actions. The reason 1 do things is because rrn expecting a conxquence. If  Fm trained to 
the point tbat if 1 know if 1 dump this banel of chemids, I cm expect this to bappen, it 
will cause me to khave in such a way that it won't bnng about that conscquence. On the 
other band. if lin not educated, 1 might do things that are hannful. 1 think in a lot of 
cases, people will do the right mg, if thqr know wbat the ri@ thing is. 

C - 15. Interview 48 (7: 4 -5): WeU- we b w  thot dess  the stockhoiders ga a mum, 
there won% be a business. 

C - 16. INTERVIEW 20 (1 5: 5 1 - 16: 2): You have to make money to survive because 
why wodd people corne to invest money in a chernical plant when they can, even though 
interest rates are low, you can still go out there and find a guaranteed eight or ten percent 
investment. 

C - 1 7. INTERVIEW 1 1 (8: 18 - 20): There's no question that's the challenge. 1 mean, we 
could become the most environmentally friendly Company in the world, and go broke in 
the process. 

C - 18. INTERVIEW 17 (6: 4 - 8): I thuilr that has been proven in out dety 
culture, out d e t y  vision and also that d e t y  pays, that it's a bottom luie tbing again. 1 
think that here some companies don? have the same vision or the same perception that by 
spending money now to prevent that safety incident or that environmental incident you 
are going to save money in the fuhne. 

C - 19. NïERVLEW 17 (2: 13 - 1 8): 1 think it is the public, the customer, the public 
perceptions and pressures, environmental pressures. 1 think the realization is around that 
it makes ecoaomic seme to do, to reduce waste, to muUmllc waste generated by the 
processes, and to handle that waste pperty, because if you dont handle it properly you'll 
get fines, and clean-up costs, and so 1 thW it is the two pressures in my mind that drive 
it, having better management of the envirotunent 

C - 20. INTERVIEW 20 (14: 44 - 15:2): But the leak codd bave other ramifications. 
If it's a hydrocafbon it codd have a d ' & y  factor that could mult in a fi=. That means 
the cost might be five million. You may lose the whole bloociy plant because it's just bad 
operating to lose control of your kaks and hydrocarbons. ït could have an 
environmental effect That leak couid a d l y  migrate outside the fenced bouadory and 
become a contaminate to the commdty. So, when you look at al1 those thuigs you say 
not ody is it good business sense fiom an operations standpoint, ifs just in iaine with al1 
the values of how you manage this workplace. So, that's how we do i t  

C -21. CNTERVEW 20 (14: 32 -37): If you think back to the whole fiiture 
emissions, and we spend preventive type dollars in doing surveys and let's say it costs us 



550,000.00 a year. That's quise a bit of money. If if have one week where we have to 
shut down to fix tbat leak, it could cost us a million dollars. 1s the $50,000 an acceptable 
cost? 

C - 22. INTERVIEW- 11 (10: 14 - 23): So, you how, what does the customer want 
He wants good value. He wants sew-ce. But same customers, and again I say =me, 
want a reputable consciousness. ... They dont want to be M i n g ,  for any number of  
reasons, with companies that doa't have goad ~putaticms. ûne maybe in today's 
enviromnent whea you are tryllig to fomi m r s h i p s  and ifs hard to have a long term 
reiationship with some guy Wb0 mi*@ be out of business next week.. 

C - 23. INTERVIEW 17 (4: 40 - 51): 1 think you may as well add the other 
stakeholder, and that's the sharrholders and the Board of Directors. With the 
environmentai legal implications now around charging the Board of Directors, if you 
dont have due diligence, the Bata people are still in jail. So I think that al1 four 
nakeholders (cwtomers, stockholders, employees, public) have really pressured al1 
companies, or at least our Company. 

C - 24. IateMew 47 (4: 20 - 26): (1s the environment itself, a stakeholder?) Well, the 
community, which encompasses the environment. Certainly a business has to look at al1 
the dceholders and take them into consideration. They bave to realize too, where their 
profit is coming from. if their customers are not happy with their environmental 
behavior and the comrnunity they reside in is not happy, they are not going to make 
money. 

C - 25. Interview 49 (6: 47 - 50): Our goal is to achieve balance with out 
stakeholders. Have we done that? No. That's been pmven time and time again- The 
custorner's needs outweigh the balance of the sbanholders and possibly even the 
community. 

C - 26. INTERVIEW 20 (8: 12 - 25): I tbink there was a significaot change in this 
Company, FIRM C, around 1980. It al1 relatai to the! understanding that the need to 
improve the relative position ofyour site. You really had to be more conscious and think 
differently about what you were doing- It was about that time that 1 started to be part of 
discussions that said: OK, to really enhance our relative wmptitive position in our 
country,our world, we had to stpn thinking of it h m  the prspcfave of the four 
stakeholders concept. Rather diair just wony about the shareholders, we had to start 
king more concerwd about ou. society and community. We bad to be more concemed 
about our employees and we had to listen much closer to our customen. 

C - 27. INTERVIEW 11 (3: 23 - 27): Few people may think about Exxon stations in the 
US, gas stations, but ... And of course there's always a risk when two customers are 
malring a decision about whether they are going to distniute Exxon products or Shell 
products. You dont'know what the impact is anymore of Valder 



C - 28. hem-ew 49 (5: 3 - 9): We're seen as the leader in pcice increases because 
the pdp industry is doing well. But not only for jwice, but the conscience of the business 
bas growm It would wt be price that would make a customer laive us. Like with 
Western, if we were not seen as a good neighbor, it would be in direct conflict with their 
own philowphy and they couid aot live with that. 

C - 29. INTERVIEW 20 (24: 33 - 46): ifyou're sta.g flat, you're guaranteed your 
cornpetitor is gettiag better. It's al1 focused on relative compcriive positioa To stay 
ahead, your rate of improvement has to k hi* than the rate ofimpovement of your 
cornpetitors, because thefre getting better too. So, ifs not a matter of a decision to get 
better ... So, tbat can d l y  only say positive thiags for the fiitiire- Considering 
evetybody's thinkiag about those four stakeholâers. Ifwe al1 do it, we will do dl that and 
still meet the bottom line criteria. 1 know this side hem has got bat vision Xfoutputs 
dont cmtindly get bettet, the cumulative output isnt gettiug better at a faster rate tban 
our cornpetition, then we've got a lot at stake. 

C - 30. CNTERWEW 17 (7: 32 - 38): 1 think what Alberta Environment is aying to do is 
trying to develop this cooperative environment. Cooperative environment for work And 
(they) put a lot of faith in the industry to be open and bonest so that there is not as many 
people comïng aromd asking if you're open and hoaest, but so ifthey do tind someone 
who is not open and honest they will really corne dom hard and so as 1 said even 
though there are people to regulate it, they are counting on i n d m  to regulate 
themselves based on the standards. Sel'regulating. 

C-31. INTERVIEW 17(7: 7-8): I think it is the finns that are not cooperating 
(with the regdators) tbat are having problems. And W s  f i  

C - 32- INTERVIEW 11(3:4 - 7): Yeah, tbey're (reguiaîions) getting tougher, 
no question Even in Alberta with al1 the talk, it's one of the toughest places to operate in 
because of al1 the restrictions- 

C - 33. LNTERVIEW 1 1 (2: 50 - 53): ... the recognition that even if we could get through 
today's standards, the fear is that ten years h m  now, or ben years h m  then, society just 
rnay not accept it, society doesn't tolerate it 

C - 34. INTERVIEW 20 (6: 39 - 41): No question the chemical industry bas a linle bit of 
work to do in regards to cleaning up it's act Either fiom a percepapaon standpoint or a 
reality standpoint 

C - 3 5. INTERVIEW 20 (19: 44 - 20: 4): If there is an industrial accident, anywhere 
in the world, we have a lot of infomiatioa flowing into this plant h m  al1 of finn C and 
non-firm C companies fiom all vound Environmental incidents, fires, accidents, 
whatever, and we share them as openly as we can witb everybody in this organhtion. 
When there's a fatality in a chemical plant in France that we find out about, people in this 
plant really feel bad about that They feel angry about it tw because in most cases those 



sort of things result fiom bad decision making 1 b w  if they could, there would be 
some people wbo say: Gee, 1 wish 1 could go over there and help those people. First of 
ail, I dont want people getting lrilkd Seconâiy, ifs going to impact the whole perception 
of the chernicd imiustry. That's my woik and it's a threat to my woik. 

C - 36. INTERVIEW 17 (1 1: 10 -13): 1 think it is a comblliation of both 
(Leadership vision and economic conCern)- 1 tbinlr thit our CE0 bas said ... I think 
there is a lot of leadership vision and culture then amund eavimmentd activities, but as 
1 said before the economics are certainly driving it as well. 

C - 37. INTERVIEW20 (15: 11 -12): (question about environmental kbaMor that 
had no ecoaomic benefit at aii?) I would say there's no dina ecowmic ben& but 
there's lots of benefit. 

C - 38. Intem-ew 47 (3: 7 - 15): For me, it's persona1 values- There are morals that I 
have and I bring them to w o k  Having a group of people tbat believe the satne t b g  is 
really what makes it bappen. Outside the work, I'm also an avid recycler and 1 rrad a a 
lot on the environment and so 1 thhk ifs brhg a group of people with the same morals. 
They bring the sPme type of ideas which is a respect for the enviromem and a desire to 
understand how we are affiitïng it and Uying to work with it. 

C - 39. INTERVEW 1 1 (9: 16 - 2 1): You should watch these guys d e n  they are out 
there with their fmilies and I have a couple of employees who are my neighbors 
and you should hear them talk about. .. this is really neat to be able to talk about this 
çniff' 1 work for an envkonmentaily fiendly place- 

C - 40. Inte~ew 47 (3: 48 - 51): 1 just believe tbat if they didn't have the same 
values, they wouldn't be there. There's a lot of, sort of peer pressure. 

C - 41. INTERVIEW 20 (3: 32 - 37): The direction of the values, the fûndamental values, 
corne fiom the corporation. We do have guideline doaunentation that says: Here are the 
corporate values, the oaes we cherÎsh heee ... when we started putting togeîher the 
organizational concept for Gibbons, we said: What are the d l y  important mgs. 

C-42. INTERVIEW 11 (8: 7 -  10): I guess the fht step is the whole visioning 
process. We say d e t y  and are  for people and the protection of our environment and 
you can read the test, that's part of our d e .  It's reaiiy easy to Wfite vision statements. 

C - 43. INTERVIEW 20 (7: 33 - 38): So, 1 th& the whole concept of what ôas triggered 
us is regdation, the public, the corparate consciousness, individual values. nie s w n  of 
al1 of those. But 1 think Born my experience it's been drkn h m  corporate 
consciousness. finn C w t s  to do the right thing as a Company. 

C-44. INTERVIEW 11 (11:25 - 35): There aie a lot of difficulties, Iike we talked 
earlier, in just reaching the comrnunity. 1 gather, just sitting and talking to my neighboa, 



i've been with this company thineen years and I've ken in five differeat locations, is that 
when you sit down, you CM sort of teason with them. Udess there is somebody in the 
grwp who is an avid member of the d strong etwironmental groups, of course we've 
got our communication problem there, but obviously, for most people today anyways, it's 
(commuukation) mt a aumber one @ri@- 

C - 45. Interview 48 (4: 25 - 26): 1 guess wbat Fm m g  to get at is tbet tbey know 
thnt *te working together (fim C and the rest of the comm&ty)- 1 tbink we've built a 
tNst, 

C - 46. interview 47 (2: 27 - 34): The environment is a big one (ana where the public 
is confiwd about the cùemicai indusby). Thy think that fimi C and chernical industries 
like it speak a lot about environment, but reafly mn't âoing anwng. Thejtre just 
making money h m  making chernicals and i f  k t ' s  dversely affecting the enviromnent 
then so be i t  Ifs just in the chain of making money. But W s  uot really tme- So much 
effort, money and time p into rcduce and trying to have no effect on where we are. 

C - 47. i n t e ~ e w  48 (5: 22 - 25): 1 think it's just tiying to treat them the way we th-nk 
we'd want to be treated if we were in their position- If1 was a neighbor, 1 would 
appreciate the effort. 

C - 48. Iatem-ew 49 (3: 38 - 42): We are part of the CCPA. In my own personal Life, 
if you tell people you work at finn C they think you're destroying the ozone layer. They 
ask you if you were the ona who bad something happen in M a  a while ago. 

C - 49. INTERVIEW 11 (4: 8 - 13): What's interesthg was my neighbor 
immediately started ssking us i f  we had any skeleton's in our closet (neighbor fim didn't 
report explosion to the govemment). (Q: So what they do affects you?) Ycah, we al1 get 
colored by the same bmb. 

C - 50. INTERVIEW 1 1 (16: 43 - 17: 2): 1 suspect it's probably where it was (piblIic 
perception about the same cornpanxi to fifieen yain ago?) 1 dont thinlc there was a lot of 
credibility certainly f i h n  yean ago, but there wasn't the public apathy tbm is today. 1 
don't think in the late 70s or early 80s diat indUstry7 big iad~sh[y~ was al1 that f k v o d  I 
can iememember when I was a speechmaster doing a speech on a chemicai company and 
just talking about the two ernotioas tbat ovemde, tbat are causeci by those two words 
chemical company d multinationais. So if you stood in HUB mal1 and did a poil of 
students that wdked through eiad asked them what's your readon to multinationals, 
Oood or bad? Even though a lot of them are gobg to end up w o h g  for a lot of them, a 
lot of them wodd say M 

C - 5 1. INTERVIEW 20 (6: 39 - 41): No question the chemical industry has a litile bit of 
work to do in regards to cleaning up it's act. Either fiom a perception standpoint or a 
reality standpoint 



C - 52. INTERVIEW 17 (4: 30 - 32): It bas to be more than tbat (perception). What we 
also dont take into account I think is the public bas higher staadPrds as well. If  we were 
doiag a mtten job here I think not only the public would be dispieased but everybody on 
site wodd be displersed. 

C - 53. interview 49 (4: 33 - 37): We believe tbat loobg a f k  the environment is 
part of the value addiag pmcess. There are retums to be phxi with your neigbbors, 
because m are part of the comrnunity. We live hece. Many live widun kilometers of 
this site. W e  have a vested interest 

C - 54. Interview 48 (5: 1- 10): ifthete is a change where We are planning an 
expansion, those people are talked to tûrough pemd visits on the seme day of the press 
release to see if they haâ any concems ... we want to keep that persanal touch We want 
h m  to know us face to face. 

C - 55. interview 47 (4: 37 - 41): A lot of it (expression of community wncem) is in 
the community outreach like open houses, tiade fairs, neighborhood dumers. We ask our 
surrounding neigbbors to corne in. A lot actually corne out more in those neighbor 
dimers than in fond questions or ConceInS. 

C - 56. hteMew 48 (4: 30 - 36): Ofcourse, tbere are always going to be people who 
aren't goiag to mist big compnies. We have a mmmunity advisory panel (CAP) and we 
have regular meetings. Terry and Wayne are involved with b a t  A cross-section of the 
community is supposed to be represented I'm not sure how they went about picking 
them, but 1 know that they have regular meetings. 

C - 57. INTERVIEW 17 (3: 29 - 31): 1 believe that if youtre willing to open your selves 
up to the public and show them what you're doing, and what you're trying to do to help, 
1 think the pressure will diminish. 

C - 58. ïNTERVIEW 17 (3: 9 -1 1): 1 think tbat once the public, we've had a 
numkr of open houses and attendance has dropped off, and 1 think tbat once tbe public 
is cornfortable, the time allocated to remaining cornfortable. or seeiag what w e k  doing 
now, is les. 

C -59. INTERVIEW 11 (11: 25 -39): Thete are a lot ofdiflicuities. Iike we talked 
eadier, in just reaching the wmmunity. 1 gather, just h m  sitthg and talking to my 
neighbors, i've been with tbis Company for thhm years and h e  been in five different 
locations, is that when you sit down and you can taik to people and get to actuaily sit 
there, you cm sort of fe8son with them. Most people are not, unless there is somebdy in 
the group who is an avid member of the mi stmng environmental groups, of course 
we've got out communication problems there, but obviously, for most people today 
anyway. it's not aumber one ptiority. You know, if they have a choice like Pm renting a 
VCR or going to a hockey game, ... obviously, ifs not a high enough concern that they'll 
come out and taik 



to us- 

C - 60. interview 47 (4: 3 1 - 33): I think they (customea or community) set 
standards. The community is very infornexi and very interestecl in what happeru in this 
site. They defhitely play a part in efforts we pursue- 

C - 61. intemiew 49 (2: 3 - 6): We have a CAP which is made up of the 
neighboring industries like the two FIRM F plants, ..., D 1, ... and so m. Each plant bas 
representatives on th is  board and the wnunMity has representatives tm. 

C - 62. hte"ew 47 (5: 3 - 6): There's also the Cornrnunity Advisory Pawl. It's 
joint between FIRM C and FIRM F. Some of the neighbors are involvecl in that 
Information is pessod on thece. 

C - 63. InteMew 47 (6: 1 - 3): Werve had people write or phone in and their 
concems are with us contributhg to the fog in the area or things l&e that 

C - 64. inteMew 47 (6: 29 - 30): Pm not too sure wbat is done in other plants. but 1 
know people are definitely responded to appropriately @y tbis plant). 

C - 65. INTERVIEW 1 1 (9: 39 - 46): And it could be thuigs like buy locally (community 
concems). They (the community) dont want us doing our business with aU national 
firms. They like it when we get our dry-cleaning doue by someboày in Redwater. We 
hired an industrial guy fkom Newburg to do xnne work aud they Iiked that because you 
keep him. The More people are buying houses, sending their lrids to school, paying 
taxes. But of  course, there aren't very many commmtties tbat like a lot of smoke stacks. 

C - 66. INTERVIEW 11 (19: 50 - 20: 7): Obviously. in this province there isn't a 
strong techaical envûotmental press. Terry, who is ipsponsible for the wmmunity 
advisory, would end up talking to the local guy hnt the Redwater mame and the Fort 
Saskatchewan papers and possibly if the Journal or Sun ever got interestecl in wbat we 
were doing. And they have been, but it's the business reporters that have, not like: I've 
heard a m o r  that finn C is going to build a new plant Can you verify that? We've 
never, to my howiedge, bad sorne reporter knacking on the door saying, You guys are 
plluting the environment. What do you baM to say for yourseu? 

C - 67. INTERVIEW 11 (16: 11 - 14): Enviromeatalists ceriainly have a lot l e s  
influence than tbey used to. And I dont how how grait theu influence every was, but 
they dont seem to have quite the impact tbat they did in the late 70s and eaily 80s. 

C - 68. INTERVIEW 11 (16: 22 - 28): And the other side of it too is tbat some of 
those organizations are now professional lobby orga~zations. Some of the people we 
experienced at Greenpeace are no longer thme, they're at the Sierra Club mw. They are 
professionals and they take the same courses we take on media relations. They take the 
same courses on public organizations. 



C - 69. INTERMEW 1 1 (6: 24 - 37): On one extreme there's the group that is already 
well entreacheci in theu opinions and they are the hard wre environmentalists. They're 
almost impossible to reach b u s e  tbey dont believe mything you say anpvay. Them's 
amthet group in tbe middle which are the kind that when Greenpeace cows to the door, 
hand over money and confom to pressure. ... It's very dülicult to get to reach them. 
The oniy tbing you cm do, you have to f h d  inûüect wsys7 like tbroiigh the schooIs, 
througb teaching employees as mucb 4s you cam We tzy, part of all the operations 
people hm, al1 are required to understand our liceme in our production system to 
operate. That just mdes hem, one, more cunscious, and two, tbey take it back to the 
commubity . 

C - 70. I n t e ~ e w  49 (2: 22 - 24): I've been mund in the workplace wïth a n d r  of 
camrs and this organüatiou is second to none, in temis of our s a f i  and environment. 

C - 71. INTERVIEW 17 (12: 31 - 39): Like this year well Iikely spead $ 100,000 
dollars on various environmental comrnitments. Which is quite a bit for a relatively 
small site, to meet the reporthg requirements. And some of that cost is just meeting 
requirements. We smd ail of our water sampla off to an Edmonton iab. We had 
thought of doing it oiirselves in-house, but because of the independent nature of the 
reporthg it would k more cred~ile to send it off site. So that is about thirty-six thoussnd 
dollars per year. In round numbers. Waste watcr examination once a year b u s e  of our 
licence requirements. d e r  five thousand Emissions sweys, there is likely some 
payback on that Stops some leaks, but not the cost of the survey, but yeah thete's a cost 

C - 72. hteMew 49 (5: 3 1 - 36): Yes, and wbat works fot f h  C may not be at 
100%, but it's the best you can get right now. We've stiil &ving to get to that 10%. 
Once we get to zero spills, then we've ceached perfdon Can it be attainable? Sure, if 
you have preventative maittteuance, the trainhg of your people, engkee~g in place and 
tecbnology. 

C - 73. htewiew 49 (6: 28 - 35): I can't believe tbat everything we do is just dnven 
by moaey. A number of y- aga, because h C was one of the Iargest producers of 
PCBs in the world, Greenpeace did target us. At that time Greenpeace bought a token 
share and the demonstrated evea though firm C, on it's own initiative, had gone ahead 
and driven the iadustry to h d  environmental1y Eafe alternatives. 

C - 74. Interview 48 (3: 32 - 41): Well, fht off, 1 Qui thllrL other compmies dont 
want to work safe or envim~~lleatally responsibly. 1 tbink they just bave trouble 
managing i t  When it cornes d m  to just gabing up by the skin of your teeth, you start 
focushg on getting that ex- pound b u s e  you're ûying to stay alive. Firm C has a 
history of really sound, solid management ûne of the hardest things to manage is your 
dety performance. I f  you can manage that, then youtve got a good tearn. I f  that star& 
slipping, that's a good early indicator that you've got a lot more problems coming. 



C - 75. INTERVIEW 20 ( 4: 13 - 24): The o h  thîng we have to do is, clearly, our 
wmpaiiy is evolving over tirne to say that the environment is aîmost as important as 
hedth and s a f i .  It's Sie the fiist among quais- You take M t h  and s a f i  and 
environment aud eustomers and people aad they are ail vey important to fïrm C es 
wrpomte values and business &CS- But wben it cornes d m  to the bonodine, h d t h  
and s a f i  are nrst amoag equaîs. So wbat we did was we created a pictwe of work in 
our orgmimion ofwhat we want. W e  want quaîïty proxide, we wmt health and safety, 
and we want envimument- In other words, we want to produce al1 of those things as 
outputs. 

C - 76. INTERVIEW 20 (5: 13 - 26): We engageci a owipany to come and do an 
emiaioas study of ail the joints in our plant. So, they came around and tested al1 the 
joints. They found a number of tbem tbat I couldn't tell you tbey were lealàng if1 tned, 
but if you take some sensitive equipment ... We went atound and we tested every joint 
ami seaied every joint Well, that tecbwlogy is available to everybody. Ifs costly to do 
it, but we just said it makes saw for us to do it in Line with tbat kind of vision we've got 
for this organïzation. It really did So, the@e come back and theytre tagged every joint 
and they come back and do a routine audit every year ofa sarnple of those joints to make 
sure we've maùitained integrity. 

C - 77. ïNTERVIEW 20 (7: 28 - 33): Our philosophy here is to have a no spiii policy. A 
no- leak policy. Ifsomething starts to leak we do whatever we caa as soon as we can to 
ay and shut dom or stop the leak and if we cant do that then we contain it to make sure 
there's nothing king flushed dom the drain. 

C - 78. INTERVIEW 11 (5: 1 - 8): Another example is that we have a plant, out 
plant in Maitlmd, and there is a srnail plant b i d e  i t  Itts owned by a Metent Company 
Who &nt have an emergency response team and our emergency respome crew in 
Maitlaad hasn't has to respond to a direct Dupont emergency on site for about two or 
three y-, but we've responded to several for this d l  wmpany, and you caa at least 
tell the neighbors in that area 

C - 79. INTERVIEW 1 1 (5: 46 - 49): 1 guess that's what the public relations people talk 
about too, is that you never say m. This is what we do to p e ~ n t  it aad if it does bappen, 
this is what m are preprrd to do. 

C - 80. Interview 47 (9: 3 1 - 34): 1 wouid say that with health, safety, and 
environment, ifs an open book (the wmpany cheque book). Safety Wise, Pw seen some 
examples. If someuling is UtlSBfe, something is Qae about it  No questions asked, 
regardles of the arnount of money. It rnakes you feel a lot bette? about what you're 
doing. 

C - 8 1 .  InteMew 49 (5: 2 1 - 23): That culture has been here since the 1600s. It's a 
condition of employment: environmentai awateness and safety. 



C - 82. InteMew 47 (8: 3 1 - 33): To a degree. I don't think that the reputation part 
overpowers what values we have. 1 don't thM we'd do anything to keep fact that wouid 
compromise our values. 

C - 83. Interview 47 (9: 35 - 40): 1 have an aunt in BC Who o h  aslm me how 1 feel 
about workiag in a chemical plant and I feel that I'm doing everythiag 1 can to p t e c t  the 
environment I dont feel b a i  about th occupation rrn in- We dI han to make money to 
live, but we bave to rnake it the best way we cas. 

C - 84- INTERVIEW 11 (5: 17 - 24): We've olways said w e  will not hide any FIRM C 
product So, if you go over to Collier yard and look through it, because there isn't a huge 
petro chemical industry, i f s  not like in the Toronto Central Y& or Sarnia CenW 
Yards, but you d l  h d  some fkm C cars in there and they'll ail labelled. So, we just 
taik to the public and we are prepand to stand behind our m e .  We are so confident we 
cao do it right 

C - 85. Interview 48 (5: 34 - 42): They had a bucket iist h m  the first meeting and 
each one was dealt with, On the other hami, we had a letter of concern fiom an 
individual that lives down that way about our expansion and they were very negative, but 
what they were saying was so wmng that 1 dont believe m addressed it if the 
cornmunity is masonable individuals, then that rapport will be there. Wetre detennined 
to be reasoaable, open and honest with them, but if you get wireasonable individuals, 1 
don't know of anythiag you can do. 

C - 86. ïn te~*ew 47 (3: 21 - 23): Yes 1 would (believe that personal values and £km 
values are in sync). 1 mlly  believe in the same values tbat are mission statements. On 
this site. in parti~ular, we have a part to play in malring the mission- 

C - 87. Interview 47 (3: 28 - 30): It gets f i e  nmed So. that helps you have a 
personal touch in it. Therets a part of you that cm say thot you bad a part in that 

C - 88. INTERVIEW 1 1 (4: 20 - 30): Al1 YOU c ~ n  do, ~ l l  YOU ~ a a  do two t h h g  
in my mind First, and probably most important, is to keep your own, make sure you 
really are clean You know, ask yourself the tough questions. Wbat wouid we do? And 
moke sure you dont have any skeleton's in your closet that could baunt us. We got fhed 
in 1993 by the Ontario government for spilliag one Mer of a poduct and I remember the 
name of it. It was at our Ajax plant. We b w  other companies woufdn't, smailer 
companies, would Wely not report the same LUd of a spill, even if it was si@cently 
larger, they might not But we would do i t  

C - 89. InteMew 47 (8: 38 - 43): There's basic training on our values and 
philosophies. Leaming our mission and that son of thing. A lot of the training cornes 
fiom actually doing the work: As you're doing it youk leaming it and living it. 



C - 90. InteMew 48 (7: 29 - 30): Maybe there's some pride in there Pm not sure. 
i've never thought about why. ï've just accepteci i t  

C-91.INTERVIEW 11 (1: 18-23):InfinaCitsta~edabout 1980. Nowwewere 
iucky. We bad 8 Prrsident who was very visioiury. 1 thhic you can see some of tbe large 
comwes, probably the m m  prorninent company is Generai Electric with Jack Walsh 
You spend a lot of timc looking at hùn bscause he's sort of the guru of this. 

C -92. INTERVIEW 17 (13: 18 - 20): 1 thùik a lot ofit bas to âo with leadership 
vision if wrporate (bad office) didn't bave thin vision 1 dodt think rightly or wroagly 
that wve wouid k doing whPt we're doing, despite whet the employees would want 

C-93. INTERVIEW 11 (2: 5-8) :  Eventuaily one senior executive cecires and 
another ope takes over and he just look out a d  says: When 1 look out in fifieen or 
tweaty years, wbat am 1 going to need to be sucœssfid? W e  can't continue to do business 
the way we are. 

C - 94. INTERVIEW 20 (6: 1 -1 5): Well, Pve been with the company for 29 
years, so if you talk about thirty years 1 lDDd ofgo along with that 1 joined the company 
in Sarnia and fiom what 1 recall, environment and control of leaks and waste disposal, at 
that plant, was always a key operating parametet tbat we measured Now, we didn't 
masure it the same way we're doing here today, but everybody then haQ relatively 
speaking, a high value for dl three of these components. They weren't discussed the 
same way we would have discussed them here. i've always felt that this fim was a very 
respoasible Company with regard to health and safety and environment and the way we 
treat people. But thats personai experience aad obviously 1 have value for those and if 1 
ever experienced treatment that made me stop and hi& about that probably wouldn't be 
worlring for them. 

C - 95. INTERVIEW 20 (13: 47 - 51): It wmes d o m  to individual values. The 
people. You can have corporate values ail you want, but if those are not translatai by 
site management and site leadership in piving the people the oppomiaity to live out those 
values, then yourte pmbably going to bave diScuity. 

C - 96. I n t e ~ e w  48 (7: 37 - 42): 1 do hiow that the fouader had these personal 
values and just taking with the President of fimi C, he's got those values. Nom, our site 
manager, has those values. There is  no wnflict. 1 think people want to do what's best. 
but many dont h o w  how. 

C - 97. bteMew 49 (5: 25 - 27): (Are people hired for their value systems?) Yes. 

C - 98. INTERVIEW 20 (4: 33 - 54): You biow, 1 wartt to work and live in an 
environment that is healthy and safety is predominant as well as 1 want to be part of a 
corporation that is a good corporate citizen. Like myself, I'm a good corporate 
individual, with regard to the environmentai factors. So we started right at the top. Ifs 



kind of because you can see the peroxide but you can't see the environment, 
health and &&yetY But it was more to try and create a mental image in eveIybody that 
these were the three ultimate outputs that everyone was accountable for- That mis very 
consistent with the corporation as fa  as values. 

C - 99. IntervÏew 49 (7: 26 - 27): Ifyou're tryiag to jh@ wbat firm C is  and validwe 
it with dollars aml cents 100%, it's not gohg to happen. 

C - 100, ùitewiew 48 (2: 45 - 48): Weii, the ùose w d d  be a good example. 
There would be nothhg said and no one would really care if m flushed tbat hose to the 
ground from a goverament point of view. I thiak we go the erbra mile with regards to 
environment and S a f i .  

C - 101. hte"ew 48 (2: 12 - 14): rve seen some matilnty ami people taking 
more respomibility aad accormtability. That is with wt only enviionmental, but al so 
safety as well. 

C - 102. Inte"ew 48 (1 : 43 - 46): ûperation is pr t  of nmning the business. 
You can't reaily separate it and d l  do it effectively. ï've worked as an operator at other 
plants and I knew nothhg about the administrative things. 

C - 103. u i t e ~ e w  48 (1 : 33 - 35): 1 think everyone has a paty good 
understanding of the whole operation because there's so much overlay and interaction. 

C - 104. InteMew 47 ( 1 : 38 - 39): PenonaiIy 1 am happy. It (rnulti-taslang) 
gives me a challenge aod it's different than just doing the same job day &er day, 

C - 105. InteMew 47 (9: 1 - 7): The environment that we work in fosters 
people's participation- Here, every idea is valid until for some reason it can't go through. 
ifyou think of somediing that could cut down on out effluent, you bave the pwer to 
bring that idea up and so some back up work on it and d y  see it through. It's just 
d e r  way of having a personal Ptake of d e n  you're opera~g. 

C -  106. l a t e ~ e w  49 (6: 1 - 4): Targets are put out for us at the beginning of 
the year by our CEO. We expect a normalized retum on equity of x%. We are a salary 
plant. We have al1 chosen to put 4% of our salary at &k through profit sharing- 

C - 107, Interview 49 (3: 53 - 4: 8): I f  the leadefship pocesses aie the= and the 
technology is the= and the iwouras are there, as fat as people to contact ... m have an 
engineering site in the States with thousands o f  eugineers in one building. Outside of 
their regular duties, they have a speciality that they are responsible for. ... 1 I l l  d l  
them up if 1 need some data 

C - 108, Interview 48 (8: 1- 13): And then there's orienîation to the way we 
think: our beliefs, philosophies and principles. There is an oppomuiity to get aligned 



with that. There's also continuous training. People have to understand the cousequences 
of their The reason 1 do things is because Sm expeaing a wasequence. If I"m 
tmined to the pint that i f  I know if1 dump this baml of chemicais, 1 can expect this to 
happen, it d l  cause me to behaw in such a way tbat it won? b ~ g  about tbat 
consequencece ûn the other band, if I'm mt educpted, 1 rnight do things that are haimful. 
1 thinlr in a lot of cases* people wili do the Rght thing, if  they kmw wbat the ngbt thing 
is- 

C - 109. INTERVIEW 20 (3: 3 - 1 1): Pm sure wben you Uced to Emie, he 
kind of reflected that (senior M a s  fesource for younger staff)- Essentially orn mle here 
is to meet the business d Sort of living dl the value we cherish and at the same tirne 
m-g the pnwal -al of evey member of this plant including myself. Titles 
dont mean anythiag. Everyone hem is f d  on developing their work and designing 
their work to maximize personal potential and the potentiai ofothers in their area 

C- 110- inte"ew 48 (3: 4 -13): It Stans right at the top. Our CE0 cornes 
here and he taiks about safeiy and the natements that we get h m  head office talk about 
our cornmitment to safety and enviromnent We know that the top managers are on 
board and itls up to us to cany it through. No one is ever going to corne dom on you for 
doing thïngs right We've got the needom here. Our focus is not to pimp out that extra 
pound and make the exka buck There is no pressure in tbat way at d l .  There is 
pressure, thougb, to work d e l y  and environmentaily- That's p e r f i i  

C -  111. Inte"ew 49 (2: 38 - 47): It's right from the top. Our CEO. vice- 
presidents that are high-profile, and our human resources, and environment people. It is 
a culture- It is our prime rrason in whatever we do. Our motto is diat we will not do 
sornethîng if it cannot be doue d y -  I've worked in other organizations where safety 
was higbiy profiled until the the  came when thece was sefety versus poduction 
problern. I saw production win over s a f i  many times. Tbat jwt does not happen here. 
You bave to believe that. You, as a FïRM C employee. 

C -  112. INTERVIEW 20 (15: 2 1 - 24): 1 believe there's a direct correlation 
between the ultimate benefit that business rralizes and personai benefit that each 
individuai realizes ûom worknig in a piirticuiar business environment. 

C -  113. iNTERVIEW 20 (1 8: 7 - 13): Al1 things you do in a work place d l  impact 
on the bottomiine and ultimately they do. Our theory here at this plant is we have a 
picture of the ideal way to nm a business and pinue the ideai way, then ultimately, we 
the individual becorne M e r  and will be able to make a larger wnm'bution. So, 
avertime, our productivity has got to go up. 

C- 114. InteMew 48 (3: 47 - 49): I think health, d e t y ,  environment will 
contribute to souad profits in a good solid business. 



C -  115- NTERVIEW 20 (15: 35 - 37): There is no question in my mind that 
die way people feel about beuig a member of a business translates to the bottomline of 
that business, 

C-116- InterYiew 48 (7: 10 -21): 1 know that our philosophy wiii ~ s f y  al1 
stakeholcîers. 1 thinL we're seehg that For example, our s a f i  stats are about sixteen 
times as good as the industry standard, that's for cmeniicd plants. For the germai 
industry, it's somewhne mund 52 times befter. We'n dso seeing phcwmenal retums. 
A portion of our pay is tied into the performance of fb C. So, ifm do weii, we get a 
bonus. We can take the pay out and buy sbares and if we keep them for five yem, wefre 
actualiy reimbursed the full amount so now you bave the shares and the money. But if 
the Company doesnt do well, there could be no payout at ail. 

C -  117. INTERVIEW 17 (5: 28 - 29): 1 think our firm's philosophy, in anything we 
do though, business or envirorunental, or heaith and safety, we want to be leadm. 

C -  11%. INTERVIEW 20 (16: 3 1 - 43): What are the key factors that you are 
lookuig at to measwe ... You could show tactual uifomation that shows the relationship 
with ïndustry and those stakeholders in 1950 wmpared with the year 2000 or 1995. 1 
think if you look at commu~Ûty, the whole notion of wntrol of Industry. Sure, some of 
them are driva by regdation. I think tbat's a realization that that's just a better way to 
nui your business. You might look at the shareholder side and you might be able to h d  
a correlation between profits and enviromneatal coasciousness. No question in my mind 
that s a f i  is not oniy a factor for individuais and employees, its dso a factor for 
community. 

C- 119, Inte"ew 48 (3: 30 - 32): We do not believe accidents happen. Ifyou 
do everything through the resources in place with dl the training, accidents dont happen 

C - 120. INTER- 17(11: 21 -25): Being economic ais0 means being in 
business as well. And th& a good point. Right h m  the start of the project we've said 
that we have three products frwi ow plant Roduct muad Pemxide, a product around 
safety, anà a ma around mviroment, and oay one of those thme prducts aren't 
delivered then we're in trouble. If we dont produce on al1 t h  of those then we're not 
meeting our bunness cornmitment. 

C- 121. INTERVIEW 20 (24: 16 - 28): But fimi % currently bas a strategy 
for the 90s that is an impmvement h m  the 80s. I think well jus? bave to go and say: 
" We're gohg to have to have a strategy for the 21st ceatury tbat's better tban the 20th 
century." 1 just think that will happa. As we beconte more howledgeable and more 
c d b l e ,  we'll figure out ways to be better than we are today. 1 mean, the whole notion 
of continuous improwment applies everywhere. If you dont continue to get better at 
what you are doing, you're going to get worse ... Our philosophy hem is: Ifyou aintt 
getting better, you're getting worse. Either you're getting better or you're gming worse. 
And 1 think that applies to our whole c o m p y  ... 



C - 122. INTERVIEW 11 (2: 1 -4): 1 doart thid it was somethuig that 
you could sit and put your h g e r  on and say on March 3 1 we weren't environmentally 
tnendly and on April 1st we became environmentally fnendly. 11's just a whole pile of 
events. 

C - 123. INTERVIEW 1 1 (2: 42 - 48): From my experience, it's something that's 
evolved It's mt sornething tbat jwt ... 1 bu& youke just got to place your h d  on it. 
You think about the type of  pmjects you do. Ifearly on in the testing stage it shows any 
toxicologicai e f f i ,  ifs canned, ewn if it has good ecoaomic potentid. 

C O 124. Inte"ew 49 (3: 4 - 5): Why do we acccpt tbat? It's a noble goal. 
The econoaücs of it make sense in terms of health and safety. 

C - 125. Intewiew 48 (7: 4 -5): Weii. we know that uniess the stockholden get a 
return, there won't be a business. 

C - 126. ïNTERVIEW 1 1 (8: 18 - 20): The& no question that's the challenge. 1 
mean, we c d d  become the most envüomnentally fnendly compaay in the world, and go 
bioke in the pocess. 

C - 127. INTERVIEW 17 (12 31 - 39): Like this year well likely spnd 
6100,000 dollars on various environmental commitments. Which is quite a bit for a 
relatively mail site, to meet the reporting repuirementS. And some ofthat wst is just 
meeting reqwrements. We send al1 of our water samples off to an Edmonton lab. We 
had thought of doing it ourselves in-house, but because of the independent nature of the 
reporting it would be more crrdiile to send it off site. So that is about thirty-six thousand 
dollars per year. In round nrmibers. Waste water examination once a year because of our 
licence requirements. another five thousand Emissions surveys, there is  likely some 
payback on that Stops some leah, but not the cost of the siirvey, but yeah there's a cost 

C - 128. Interview 47 (2: 50 - 52): I thbk there's a na1 value for doing it as 
well @lus saving effort, tune and money). Tbat's the underiying force that is ciriving the 
people to improve. 

C - 129. INTERVIEW 20 (14: 32 - 37): If you thinL back to the whole 
'fiigitive' emissions, and we spend preventive type dollars in dohg sutveys and let's say it 
wsts us $50,000.00 a year. Thats quite a bit of money. If if have one week where we 
have to shut dom to fix that leak, it could cost us a million dollars. 1s the $50,000 an 
acceptable cost? 

C - 130. INTERVlEW 20 (6:30 - 34): 1 recognize that there are always incidents. 
When you have a Company with as many plants as we do it only takes one incident for 
the public to say that's one of those chemical companies again. 



C - 131- Inte"ew 49 (4: 48 - 54): A lot of people put their rnoney into things 
that their conscience can live *th, Customers wish to deai with businesses tbat do not 
have a bad reputation. I fwe were to continuously have Alberta Environment comiag 
here and putting our license to operate on probation, our customers would not be p l d  
They have other options. 

C -  132. INTERVIEW 20 (13: 24 - 30): The customers number one priority 
is guaranteed supply of pmduct- I f  the CUSfdmer nads out that you are W of in trouble 
with the environment they're going to say: I tbinlr I'm going to go to a cornpetitor because 
they're a littîe more reliabk. So, insurance of supply is really very important, 

C - 133. h t e ~ e w  48 (6: 14 - 25): And we go the extra mile insuring that our 
safety and environmentai concem does~l't stop when the product leaves. We've 
responsible for that poduct, not o d y  at the transport, but the way they hande it when it 
gets there, the way they used it, and the way they dispose of i t  Next wek, i'll be 
spending a week with one of our customers training everyone on site in d e  handling and 
basic storage, to inspect their eqwpment and so on- We've helped some ofour cutomers 
market their product aml we've made hem more successfbl through our efforts. We'w 
acnially reduced one finns petcentage ofperoxide d m  to about Wh of what they were 
using while maintahhg the same quality. We woik together- 

C - 134- Interview 48 (6: 44 - 46): Part of the iwison I'm going next week is I'm 
going to help them become more competent. It's sur joint responsibility to make sure 
we're working well together. 

C - 135. inte"ew 47 (7: 3 1 - 36): Our main cristomers are pulp and paper. 
Certainly you hear a lot of rumors of what goes out nom the pulp plont Pemnally, 1 
have not visited eny of these plants, but that's wbat the marketing group is here for. 
They're helping these plants to use more environmentally fiieudly product. 

C - 136. InteMew 47 (7: 5 1 - 8: 2): The mjority of the education is tiuough 
marketing. We also play a part. We have customer champions. They are people in the 
operations group that are aligned with custowrs to aaswer their questions arid work at 
the customei's site to train and ûy to trouble-shoot for them. 

C - 137. Interview 48 (5: 49 - 53): 1 don? think oia customers are al1 that 
concemeâ about our environmental perfôrtnance, although we've Iild customer visits. 
One of the ccustmers rm aligned with had the production mnager wme aaâ visit He 
was really irnpmsed. 1 think they are more coacerned with how we're impacthg theû 
business. We've very active in theu businesses. 

C - 138. interview 47 (8: 9 - 12): 1 wouldn't say that the thnist on that would 
be so much environmental but rather more customer satisfaction. W e  also want to see 
our product k ing  w d  properiy and not having an effect on the environment. 



C - 139. Intewiew 48 (6: 26 - 30): As an example, we send a rail car to them 
and if they can mload it, seal it up and send it back the same &y or a day later as 
compared to like ten &YS, we can cut ouf fleet to about two thirâs. It's saved millions of 
dollars. So, we cm lower our @ce by working with them. 

C - 140. Interview 48 (6: 5- 9): (Aren't customen interested in cost savings 
first?)Thatls what t would think, but the ectual f a  is that we charge more than our 
cornpetitors and m'ce sold out and have been since we statted up. Our offer has not been 
based on the cost. There are foin elements which are cos& quality, effeca-veness, and 
use. 

C - 141. Interview 47 (9: 52 - 10: 2): (1 wonder if the public makes the comection 
between our environment king clean, and therefore costing more?.) I think, these days, 
whatls bought is whatever is cheapest 

C - 142. Interview 48 (2: 38 - 40): But fim C goes way beyond what werre 
required to do. They really do consider ths a seriw thing. 

C - 143. interview 47 (9: 22 - 26): 1 think that a compy has to believe that 
they are doing evecything they c m  to make it better. ff you have the thought in the back 
of your head that you could be reducing air emissioas, but you donr& 1 don? think that 
would be nght- 

C - 144. MTERVIEW 11 (14: 39 - 47): We have, through the CCPA, a group 
from Vancouver that is contractai to do surprise audits on our transportation fleets. Our 
sort of general rule here is that ... Transport Canada, well let you in. Do what you want 
and obviously, for dety  reasons, we accompany you across the site, but we insuie that 
we don? do anything that might make you feel that we were trying to snow you. If you 
ask to see a file, well take you to the files. We stand back and let you go througb it. 

C - 145. INTERVIEW 1 1 (4: 20 - 30): Ali you can do, well you can do two things 
in my mind. First, and probably most important, is to keep your own, make sure you 
really are cleaa. You know, ask yourself the tough questions. What would we do? And 
make sure you dont have any skeleton's in your closet that could haut us. We got fined 
in 1993 by the Ontario goverment for spilling one Mer of a product and I remember the 
name of it. It was at ow Ajax plant. We kiiow other companies woulddt, smaller 
companies, would likely not report the same kind of a spiil, even if it was significantly 
larger, they might not. But we would do i t  

C - 146. INTERVIEW 1 1 (10: 49 - 53): (So industryls leading govenunent?) 
Yeah, especially today when, to be fair to hem, the department of Environment has been 
cut back on people so much. 



C - 147. INTERVIEW 17 (6: 34 - 37): 1 think it's very uiteresting to dixuss 
environmental issues with our counterparts in Ontario, with the approach that the MLE 
has taken in Ontario versus Alberta. in fact the standards are very similar if not even 
more strhgent in Alberta yet the approach on how they get there is much more 
cooperatïve. 

C - 148. interview 47 (9: 14 - 18): 1 thiaL it (govemment reguiatioa) afïécts us 
in the way that people double check wbat theit standards are. By looking at the 
govemment standards, it makes you do a double take at what you believe your standards 
are and perhaps adjusting them if necessary. 

C - 149. INTERVIEW 20 (23: 43 - 45): Sure we are (getting more and more 
regdation) and It's dangerous because a lot of the regdation is being driven by emotion 
and not by practical reality. 

C - 150- iNïERVIEW 11 (4: 34 - 46): Ontario has some very tough legislarion 
around that (not reporting spills etc). Now even they, 1 understand, are startling to feel 
that their tough legislation bas forced some things underground that ody the big 
companies are prepared to pay the debts on i t  The second thhg you do is just the best 
you cm. Tell your story and you have to do it in a credible way. You can take up some 
advertisement on W, which you sponsor, but that can only be part of the picture. You 
have to, you now the popular thing nght w w  is commdty advisory panels. People want 
to come and the neighbors want to come and talk to you. You do your best to sit and 
listen to them. 



SELECTED DATA QUOTATIONS - FRM D 

D- 1, interview38 (5: 5 - Il): 1 thinl< that between out plant and the 
States, that anything to do with it, diey are quite meticdous about guideliaes or better. 
They just dont try to scrap by, and I dont think h t  money would be an object on thM 
issue anyway. S a f i ,  the same thing. tfanyone strays fiom that line they are gone from 
here. As far as production, there's no surprises there, this plant is still new enough that it 
is sa'll mainiahhg its own, minimai rewrs- They are making their dough out d i t ,  thatvs 
why I hiow they are making money or they wouldn't be here. Fïrm D isn't a company to 
keep a dead horse, theyrd be dom if it wasn't m a h g  them dough. 

D - 3. INTERVIEW 21 (18: 20 - 39): We have a dety  and environmental 
reserve that the company identifies and those things are set in terms of capital and 
expense money. Money is set aside to meet those regdatory thiags. So we are pretty 
assured that we'll get the money for that. in the shopping list of things, we identi@ the 
cost and the priority kind of using the 80 - 20 nile and it depends on how much money 
we have for capital and then there's a balaaciog arnoogst al1 the plants. ... Oh we'll 
identifl, you know, we rnay have nventy things to improve performance and we'll more 
the ones that give us the biggest bang for the least amount of dollars. W e  may, if the 
capital available next year is low, we may only get one or two things that we can do. If 
they're toosening the strings, we may get more. The expectation is that what we dont get 
next year we put fonivard again the following year so that we chip away at thïs list 

D - 3 .  IMERVIEW 2 1 (5: 40 - 45): Mind yo y if I could find a way to save a 
quarter million dollars I would. That would be looked at ves, favorably. We dont throw 
money around and say: Oh well, that's only a quarter million dollars. That goes right to 
the bottom line. But there are more risks doing that nght now that will be iacteased mer 
the.  

D - 4, INTERVIEW 23 ( 10: 32 - 45): No, not so much that but we are only 
given so much money a year to do plant business. On the other han& if 
something's corne up that's changed, the company is diIl going to give us the money for 
it. If we got fiwb of course theyrre going to give us money foi i t  Or say, this new fee 
schedule wasnvt budget& for, for course they are going to have to pay for it. It's in 
regdation. Those aren't big humungous things. But I would Say, to some extent, you'd 
like to stay close to budget because there is a reaason it was created that way. The way 
those nurnbers were picked is based on trying to keep the company making some money 
and keeping the shareholdea happy and making sure ow product sells and so forik I'd 
Say that's an indicator to where you should be. 

D - 5.  INTERVIEW 73 (1: 42 - 46): 1 try to see, ok How does the public and the 
government feel about certain issues? We want to do the best we c m  in that direction, 
but again, we dont want to bankrupt the company. 



D-6. Interview 4 1 (5: 12 -1 6):  Well, it boils dom to the fact that if o u  
cannot change you are not going to survive. One half cent a pound to us is a lot of 
money, whereas half a cent ten years ago ... we used to give the stuff away because no 
one wanted it. Now its: How can we do it cbeaper? How can we do it more effectively? 

D -7, INTERVIEW 26 (8: 48 - 5 1): Everytime we meke a change or put in a 
new projecf we certsinly say: How can we make this the most energy efficient, 
environmental efficient as we cari- 

D - 8. INTERVIEW 2 1 ( 1 8: 4548): Well, for environmental things, we dont 
have to necessarily show a r e m .  The compy is semitive to irnproving performance. 
If you can show a r e m  al1 the berter. 

D - 9 ,  INTERVIEW 21 (19: 1 -7): That can be (cost swings with 
environmental improvement), but there are some things that are simply to reduce 
liability. For instance, we have some tanks. We have one of our niw materials in a large 
vesse1 and we bave it d y k d  if the= were ever a leak or a spill, it would be contained 
One would think bat was adequate and at one the it was. The Company has a policy 
now of impe~ous liners and secondary containment- 

D - 1 0. lnteMew 4 1 (9: 30 - 33): 1 think it dso bas to do with the change that's been 
happening with the style of leadership in that people don't want to the "caught their 
pants down", and having the fear of not k i n g  established with the community. 

D - I l .  Interview 4 1 (5: 3 - 12): 1 think some of the senior management of firm D 
now has enough sense to see ten yean down the road, rnaybe evea twenty yean down the 
road It's just a big snowball. It started out very small. The number of leadership things 
that have happerteci on this site alone, going from the dictatorship to the other extreme of 
an open team system with no supervision and aow back to somewhere in-beîween. They 
have enough sense to see far enough ahead that they can predict some of this stuK The 
big thing now is change change change. How much can you change? 

D -1 2. INTrRVIEW 23 (3: 35 - 53): 1 would say awhile ago they wenni really 
(goverment on the same wave length as the finn ), but they've become more and 

more conxious that way because we've gwe through ... since 1 started working in 1990, 
changes started happening rapidly in governent When 1 first came, environment was 
kind of a background kind of thing. 1 just had to put in mondily reports and we had a 
pretty standard license with everybody else. No great big requirements or anything. I 
think it was the following year in May, we got a new water license. Without waming, 
without a sou1 talking to us fiom the govemrnent, we got slammed with a 33 page license 
and our original license was sornething like five pages. It has so many requirernents, so 
many reports we had to put together.. Like a Spi11 Response Plan. Do a characterization 
of p u  efnuent, which costs a lot of money. Step up some sampling. Start doing some 
other sampling that ifyou €ail you will be considered to be breaking the law and we can 



take you to court. Al1 these things happened and it was like there was this hidden agenda 
and they just suddenly gave it to us. 

D - 13. iNîERVLEW 23 (4: 8 - 15): And then I got very busy for about a year b w  it 
was almost monthly oiat 1 had a big report to try to figure out how to get done. We were 
redly upset with tb t  because they just slammed us with that Without any mm-ngg 
Without discussing anything with us, witbout saying Can we work with you and fiad out 
what's the value ofdoing this sndy? 1s the= a way that you can think of to fit it better 
with your plan? 

D - 14. INTERVEW 21 (15: I l  - 21) Oh, 1 h d c  tbat's part of it (liability). And 
we go back to the comment in the first ten minutes or so, the leadership, the good leader, 
sees al! o f  that, the liability, as good business. It's a whole lot easier to seIl your 
product or stand in front of a public audience when you've been a good actor. If this is 
the sixth time you've been up for bad stuff, pretty soon youtre going to say: Can 1 hist 
what this person is saying? So there's trust. There's liability. Liability could be 
enormous. Environmental liability now, you can't get insurance- 

D- 15. MTERVIEW 21 (16: 13 - 18): Youtre only going to invest if you feel secure 
that it's going to be business for the long term and if you bave some concem about the 
risk, you're going to want a higher rate of retum- That's why the chemical industry 
produces a higher rate of retum, or has the desire to produce a higher rate o f  return 

D - 16. INTERVIEW 26 ( 13: 7 - 9): ï'm sure they (bankers) are quite aware. Whea the 
bank loan was negotiated down in the US that there were a lot of  environmental 
questions. 

D - 17. MTERVIEW 2 1 ( 13:5 1 - 14:7): The reai audience is the shareholder. They 
(the original owners) located here ôecause it made sense at the time, because of  the raw 
materials, customen, you know, al1 those Som of things they have to consider. It's not 
the son of operation that you can say. Well, it's not good here. We'll pick up and go 
somewhere else. tf it's not good, they're going to shut it down and pack the tent It's a 
seconàary thing, but money is the rmt of it, be it money for capital, money for operating 
expenses, or money just to pay the shareholdcn. Given that though, they do have to 
operate and we want to operate. 

D - 1 8. InteMew 4 1 (3: 1 7 - 20): Well, 1 985-86-87. Thats when everyow started 
scurrying around and awareness was rais4 so quickly. That's d e n  a lot of people 
started acting and doing things because they knew it was going to corne. 

D - 19. Intewïew 4 1 (2: 25 - 32): Al1 of a sudden al1 of the legislation was brought 
forward, and it was al1 exposed. We couldn't do this because of that and so on. It came 
to a point where if we diMt do this we weren't going to stay in business. Threats were 
made, but that's no different than the police saying that if you don? drive under the speed 
limit, then you're going to lose your license. 



D - 20, INTERVIEW 23 (21: 22 - 28): Im just trying to think Let's Say it was 
cheaper to do it that way (do the absolute minimum you can get away wîth). How wouid 
the employee feel about it? They probbly wouldn't mind Govemment would know 
through, because you would have to put out a report saying you're putthg out 9.9 kg 
every day (instead of0.9). Essentially the only dn'ving force in the end would be 
govemment. 

D - 2 1. Interview 4 1 (3: 25 - 29): And a Lot of Mies we'd beat them (by achieving 
cornpliance before the deadline). We were on the path where having no law to push this 
stufFmade it easier because you knew where the end point was. You knew that 
somebody was going to corne and check and you'd better be there by that deadihe or 
you're going to be in trouble. 

D - 23. lntewiew 41 (4: 22 - 24): We've driven ouneives because we could foresee 
this coming. It's because Nola has the 'ins' wth some of these guys £tom the department 
that it rnakes it a lot easier to predict these things. 

D - 23. interview 38 ( 1 : 34 - 35): The 1 icensing is  probably the big thing, and they've 
made a point of informing the area operators ofany changes. 

D-24, MTERWEW21(12:36 -43): The regdations for the mon part in Alberta 
are fair. They are very strict. You cross the line cenainly enough times and they have 
the power withïn the Act and regulations that they can do al1 sorts of things, but that's 
where the faimess cornes in. You dont necessarily get hammered for the first incident. 
It depends on the incident. And thatfs really what it needs to be. I f  there's sornething that 
could tnily be considered an Act of Gd, that would be handled differently than gross 
negl igence. 

D - 25. MTERVIEW 23 (14: 48 - 15: 13): It is really ridiculous because we are 
required on using al1 kinds ofchemicals. We're even bamed fiom using m e  chemicals. 
But, the faming indusüy! They can do whatever they want. They are exempt fiom so 
many things. ïhey can put as many pesticides dl over huge plots of land which al1 drains 
into the ground water and goes into the river-  BU^, if there was a chernical plant making 
pesticides, maybe Dow, i f  they had one part per billion in their effluent, they're in 
trouble. It's the way things are doae. Part of that is because the governent realked the 
fanner can't be valuable without doing these things. He's gohg to lose bis fm if he can't 
keep the weeks d o m  or the pests d o m  or whatever. But, for some reasons, that same 
thinking doesn1t cany over into Industry. It's tbe deep pocket thing. Oh yeah. They must 
have lots of money. They can afford to make the change. So, m'Il make them make the 
change and hop they'll make the world better by this much. So, that de6nitely happns. 
I know the farming indutry (basically is regulation ftee) and the other one in Alberta that 
hasn't had as big an impact as of yet is the oi1 industry. 



D - 26. Intervi-ew 38 ( 1 : 37 4 3 ) :  Now they make a point of rnaking sure that we 
know what the guidelines are as far as the govemment is wncerned And what their 
goals are as well, but the fim D goal, which are usually more tightened up than mything 
the govemment insists on, but we try to do better than the requirements. 

D - 27. Interview 41 (4: 1 1 -22): 1 th& afkr that incident that we haâ with those 
teleases, we've probably a v e n  omelves harder and aot depeided on the govemrnent to 
tell us what to do. We know that three or five yean dom the road that well have to have 
zero effluent to the river- We know tbat's gohg to happen with the proposed water 
regdation that's before the $ovement right now- We've been wo-g on this for over 
the past year of how we are gohg to get to that zero effluent We don't have to wait for 
the govemmeat to tell us that by 1997, we have to be down to zero effluent We're half 
way there already. 

D - 28. RJTERVEW 26 (8: 25 - 30): It was a fee problem (why tirm D leA the CCPA). 
We were spinning off as a new Company and we were in a [ive or die situation and it was 
quite a high fee and questionable. But what we di& it forced us to do better. What we 
are doing with the ISO 9000 wi t 1 force us to do better environmentally, cost wise, quality 
wise, so there is a payback. 

D - 29. INTERVIEW 21 ( 16: 28 -32) i'm aware that is in their arsenal of thin@ that they 
can use (a closure order fiom the govemment). That that's there- They can pull your 
operating license. Occupational Health and Safety can shut you down and give you a 
stop work order, but that's not really something that we've talked about here. 

D - 30. Intem-ew 38 (9:45 - 10: 2): Well, they've got it drilled into these guyfs heads 
that if  you see somebody doing somediing that you dont thidc is nght, someone out there 
will tell you. Wear gosgies, do this do that. You didn't get that rigbt when you shut it 
dom. It will be said And that is right among the crew without any outsiders or any 
heavyweights leaning on them. 

D - 3 1. InteMew 4 1 (2: 10 - 15): There's always somebody looking over your 
shoulder. ïhaî 's  driven in a lot The next guy will look out for his bwkiy to make sure he 
doesn't make a mistake and doesn't dump it in the m n g  sewer or whatcver. I don't think 
there's much that you couid get away with now whereas before no one c d  

D - 32, W R V J E W  26 (19: 13 - 20): PI1 tell you, there's nothhg that makes me 
hide under the table more et the quarterly meetings than those audits- There's nothing 
that 1 envy more than when the plant manager gets d e d  up in the Iaauary meeting and 
gets the reward for his plant meeting the enviromentai targets. Nothing much is said, 
but therefs lots said when the incidents occur. The ethic that's instilled in al1 the plant 
managers is: My plant ain't there. I want to duck under the table. 

D - 33. N E R V I E W  36 ( 19:s 1 - 20:4): 1 woutd feel real bad if 1 had to look at a 
worker across the table who's only 41. I dont want people to s s e r  pain or a guy to retire 



and he's a cnpple. I just dontt want that on my conscience. And it's the same thing with 
an environmental release. 1 don? want the gas alam to go oK I would just feel terrible 
if somebody did that to me. I really think thaî that's a lot of my intemal driving force. 
We don't want that 1 woulda't want that 

D - 34. INIERVüW 26 (19: 46 - 47): We've got a presideilcy that wts to be the 
best in terms of d e t y  and enviromnmtrl behavior. 

D - 35. INTERVIEW 21 (6: 36 - 45): Our finn , (like dl) companies, is operated by 
people. In business, the Company is not ieal ethout the people. Our chief executive 
ofticet, in his reports, and our plant manager, pemapJ, bave &eh it upon tbemselves 
more seriously than other CEOs and plant managea and so on in other compiuues. Ami 
in the same vein, perhaps, they havent taken it quite as seriously, or taken it as seriously 
quite as soon asother compmies because ... 1 would bop, and 1 think thet our fim is up 
near the top, not be the top, but itts awareness. 

D - 36. INTERVIEW 23 (20: 40 - 44): Or water. Let's reduce our water to only 
have to emuent the absolute minimum tbat we have to. So, that sort of encornpasses 
eveiything that we wanted to do with environment. We want to try to almost close the 
system, as much as we can. 

D - 37. INTERVIEW 21: (6: 22 - 30): [ntimately the only acceptable 
environmental performance is zero incidents. Zero spills. Zero releases. Zero leaks ... 
Thar mon certainly is our fimi . 1 thdc, in general, it's hdustry wide. Some company's 
are further along, some are tiinher behind 

D - 38. INTERVIEW 23 (20: 24 - 36): I couldn't tell you it word for word, but 1 
could tell you that ifs basically everything that cornes into the plant is usai and 
everything that goes out of the plant So, that's very generic and that's exactly what we 
want. We want to be able to say that vimially everything thnt cornes in here is either 
used or mn yet be used when it leaves here. ... It's not just solid wastes, it's a h  
emissions. Minimize emissions. Al1 the vuiyl coming in, we want to make product out 
of it or recover it or reuse it. 

D - 39. INTERVIEW 26 (9: 15 - 26): 1 think thats done (Dow's closed-loop system) in 
anticipation that it will be a requïrement in the fùture. We're looking at how our effluent, 
which is like a peaaut compared to other plants because our process doesn't use very 
much water, but we're looking at how we *u, close the loop because at some time we 
maybe faced with zero effluent as a requirement. Again, if we could just recycle things, 
we buy our water fiom Dow and just signed a new contract with them that if we ceduce 
the volume, they'd reduce the pnce. So, there's a Iittle f m c i d  benefit. It will never pay 
for the project, but t he ' s  some gain. We're trying to work our way towards zero. 

D - 40. MTERVEW 23 (1 0: 45 - 54): Now, the public really throws a curve into 
everything, though, 1 find because from one day to the next you don't lcnow what the 



public is going to corne up with. That's probably the scariest thiag We bave the chlorine 
issue where some of the Greenpeace people decided to make a big issue out of chlorine 
and how the heck yourre p i n g  to get rid of chionne- It's absolutely ridiculous. It's an 
element on the periodic table. 1 would Iike to know how you're going to get rid of 
chlorine. Its a naturally occumîng element 

D-41.INTERVEW23(~2: 19-26): Hey, if we ban chlorine, what am 1 gohg to 
use in my swimming p l ?  They dodt make the connection. Or what about al1 that 
plastic in my car? I'm not gokg to have tbat any mon. Pm going to have to go more 
expensive material. That doesn't effect me directiy. They thïnk that if they get rid of the 
chernical plants their health will be better and W s  al1 they think of. 

D - 42. NERVIEW 21 (6 - 14): When 1 think of what we do here, 1 thuik we were 
doing the nght things intemally, but probably what Bhophal did was cause us to look 
more extemally, begin worlnng with the community more. ..- Extemal behavioc 

D - 43. MTERViEW 26 (6: 1 - 10): Ifs the response of the emimnmental people. It's an 
emotional response. Some of the governrnent people, 1 think, fec~gnize this, but Uiey're 
caught The press will certainly listen to Greenpeace with their emotional appeal more 
than to a scientist working in a fmory- They can work it better in the paper and they cm 
understand it easier than they can a scientist with a wbole buach of facts. And readers 
dont want to nad thet So, they get that and that pressure bornes, on govemment, to 
do sometbg whether it's the correct thing or not 

D - 44. iNTERVIEW 23 ( 13: 5 - 15): I think that, overall we're still going to have the 
alarmists, we'll never get away from them But I think it will die because people just 
won't be interested Like the politician won't get in because he says: Sm going to get 
tough and make zero discharge for everybody. People are going to say he can't do that. 
They dont care. They dontt want the pices to go up anymore. I think that the majority 
see it that way. Other people who are, in some cases, less educated, or who are darmist 
who 1 would almost say are less educated in some ways about certain things. 

D - 45. NïERVEW 26 (7: 10 - 16): Werve said some things about the enviromentalists 
and 1 don't th* we'd be as far ahead if it wasn't for their actions, 1 just t h i d  we could 
get a better balance of their actions and just stand back and =y: "Look weke achieved a 
lot." 1 sease ifs bppening a little bit, more environmentalist orgaaizations are saying let's 
work togetber. 

D - 46. MTERVJEW 26 (14: 6 -7): The comment of selling aewspapers cornes 
into every facet of reporting. Some of it d l y  gets distortcd 

D - 47. iNTERVEW 23 ( 14: 6 - 7): But what ends up happening is you've got the media 
who also end up throwing a c w e  because they are only going to publish the stories that 
are going to get your attention and that's what happew. 



D -48. INTERVIEW 21 (15: 1 1  -21): Oh, I think that's part of it (liability). And 
we go back to the comment in the tirst ten minutes or so, the leadership. the good leader. 
sees al1 of that, the liability, as good business. It's a whole lot easier to sel1 your product 
or stand in Front of a public audience when you've been a good actor. I f  this is die sixth 
time you've been up for bad mdf, paty won you're going to say: C m  I trust wbat this 
penon is saying? So thne's tnist There's Iiabiiity- Liability d d  be ewmious. 
Environmental liability now, you can't $et insurance. 

D -49. INTERVIESU 21 (17: 28 -48): We do a management systems audit 
Tbey're wt really out there peering under the rocks and ... if they see something and it's 
amiss, then they'll identify it. but it's lookiag at the management systems that we bave 
here. Now, we're very open about i t  It's pretty easy- It's internai anyway, but reaily bare 
our souls. Then cornes the reps There are some items that we need to do to meet 
regdation. For instance, our operating license- It's a veiy complex document these days 
and somebody else will read it and say: Here's a twist If 1 wete a lawyer Iooking at it this 
way, and sometimes we get out lawyea uivolved, maybe you should do thus and so, 
where we were r d  clear, but we interpreted it differently. So, now we have to get that 
license amended to fit what we're acnially doing or change what we're actually doing. It 
is maybe minor. It could be major sorts of things. I f  we were Qing something that did 
not meet regulation, that would be identified Sofar, dl of the things are technical legal 
type things so 1 don't have any fear. Then the& a whole long shopping list of 
recommended things to -ove petforniance. 

D - M.INTERVEW 23 (10: 32 -45): No, uot so much that but we are only aven 
so much money a year to do plant business. On the other hanci, if somethings corne 
up that's change4 the Company is shll going to give us the money for i t  If  we got fine4 
of course they're going to give us rnoney for i t  Or say, thiç new fee schedule wasn't 
budgeted for, for course they are going to have to pay for i t  It's in regdation. Those 
aren't big humungous things. But 1 woukl say, to some extent, you'd Iike to stay close to 
budget because the= is a reason it was created that way. The way tbose numbers were 
picked is bgsod on tryiog to keep the Company making some money and keeping the 
shareholders happy end making sure our product selk and so forth. I'd say h t ' s  an 
indicator to where you should be. 

D - 5 1. u i t e ~ e w  39 (6: 2 1 - 26): I dont think ifs economically fissible, but if this 
was a new plant you could have it where you diddt pump anything into the river. We 
wuld him this into a closed-loop plant, but you caaY spend tweoty million on a thirty 
million dollar plant just to save pmping a littk bit of  water to the river. 

D - 52. interview 39 (9: 13 - 19): t Qn't think it will ever get perfect At one time 
they're taking in parts per million and then they'll start taking in parts per billion that 
yodre only allowed to do. Things will gradually get tighter. This plant's only got a ten 
year life span anyway. It will be 25 years old then. Unless they spend some major 
money on it, but I cart't see firm D expanding it. 



- 53. h t e ~ . e w  4 1 (1: 38 - 44): Then the plant numbers started to shrink, so it was a 
lot easier to train people and rnake everybody aware of what had to happen. When we 
were 140 plus people on site, you cm lose track of what somebody's doing, but when the 
numbers got small, it's prerty easy to keep tabs. The informational flow and the 
education became casier- 

D - 54. I a t e ~ - e w  39 (9: 13 - 19): I don't think it will every get @éct. At one time 
they're talking in parts per million and then they'll start tPlking in parts per billion that 
you're only allowed to do. Things will graduatly get tighter. This plant's ody got a ten 
year life-span anyway- It will be 25 years old then, Unless they sped some major money 
on if bit I d t  see Firm D expding it 

D - 55. INTERVIEW 2 1 ( 12: 8 - 12): There's peer pressure, but even so, it's made up of 
individual companies and some are ahead and some are behind So, the govenunent may 
respect the view of the (CCPA) association, but view individual cornpanks differently 
just because of their historical performance. 

D - 56. LNTERVIEW 2 1 ( 12147 - 13: 1 1 ): If you weren't du1 y diligent, then there are a 
variety of measures the regulators have. I think right now, because these regdations in 
the Act are fairly new, they're searching theu way through it and so is Industq~ I don't 
have any major complaints. The only thing that I have a concern about in Alberta is what 
1 perceive as an attempt by some of the people to improve the enviromnent on the backs 
of companies. What 1 mean by that is 1 have had comments by some of the people in 
Alberta Environment: Well gee, maybe you could do something like so and so. Or 
somebody else. And that's a delicate thing. They Lnow what d l  the companies are doing 
... down to Calgary- I bave no contact with companies in Calgary. And there may be a 
piece of new technology that I'm not aware of that really makes sense. On the other 

hami, you have to look at here's a maturing plant, a smail capital plant- 

D - 57 INTERVIEW 21 (13: 15 - 25): Well, a 25 million dollar investment 
would shut this plant dom. 1t would be a major bit on the whole company. 25 million 
dollars in a billion and a half dollar investment is round off error. So, you can't impose 
the same sort of ... you know they have a wild life preserve for a million and a half 
dollars. Well, that's really nice. But whet's a major expansion here would be $100,000 to 
U00,Oûû. We're not going to build a million and a balf dollar wild life preserve. We 
might plant a few trees. 1 get the feeling of some p h  by Alberta govemment 
sometimes. Why don't you go to a closed loop system? Weil, as much as we can, we will. 

D - 58. INTERVIEW 26 (6: 44 - 48): When you look at even our company, our top 
executives are spending a lot of tirne coordinating things. A lot of time and energy spent 
not running the business, but defending the business. You take that across al1 businesses 
and that's a huge cost- 

D - 59. Interview 38 (2: 4 1 - 13): (Hiring of an environmental officer.) Right, four or 
five years aga We always used to have the safety and health, well they called it the 



environmental deparmient but we d i M  have one as such a separate department, or 
anyone that couid answer for it. Nola has sort of taken charge of that- 

D - 60. MTERVE W 26 (8: 37 - 40): Therers pobably some economic pyback (to going 
beyoad regdation), but not a r e m  It's not ail lost The more stringent your guidelines 
or pr&ures7 the better your operation will be. Ifs not dl lost. You get some side 
benefits h m  it, 

D - 61. INTERVIEW 21 (19: 1 -7): That can be (cost saviags m'th 
environmental impr~vement)~ but there are some things that are simply to d u c e  
liability. For instance* we have some tanks. We have one of our raw materials in a large 
vesse1 aad we have it dyked. I f  there were ever a leak or a spill, it would be contained 
One would think that was adequate and at one time it wes. The company has a policy 
now of impe~ous  liners and secoadary containment 

D - 62. Interview 38 ( 5: 19 - 23): Well, for us right now, we are into gainsharing, 
profit shating, on this plant site, which helps a lot, that is some incentive. Any money 
that we save the company, we get a piece of, for the production end of it anyway. The 
environmental, anything that is included in our gainsharing package is measured and 
monitora so eve-g has an effect on the bonuses that we get So there is definitely a 
little bit of a prod there to keep you in line. 

D - 63. interview 38 (8: 16 - 25): When I leave the site 1 don't usually discuss much. 
Mostly just general chit chat. I f  they ask me what we make or somethiag like that As 
fat as the process of plans that the company has we try to keep that under the bonnet 1 
dont find it advantageous to take the chance ofmaybe giving m n g  information, and 
then having it corne back on you I don't wed that And part of that is to do with the 
pride that we have in the place. If somedung goes haywire, or somediing screws up, we 
want to know it fint before it gets back to them. Its kind of aa honor system d l  the way 
around, around hem I've wver seen anything covered up, or prettied up to avoid what is 
coming out of it. It's al1 pretty straightforward and honest. Something that they've 
rarnmed down our throat h m  day one. So if you screw up let us know- So thst we can 
avoid it next time. lt's not preaied up, so it doesn't happen again. 

D - 64. Intexview 38 (4: 10 - 16): Well, ah, they won't sacrifice de@, equipment 
damage, any exposures, any environmentai incidents. They dont want that. We're aot to 
step out of  line, or to cause, create, or avoid any of those situations. As fiir as making 
money, their (management's) trw philosophy probably is to do the best you can, the 
easiest you cm, and the &est you cm. The three guideluies. And the safety 
requirements are very stringent. You dont stray off. It is reason for instant dismissal if 
they catch you doing anything that could potentially cause an environmental incident, 
especially in here working in the control center. 

D - 65. lntewiew 38 (3: 1 - 5): So that was a change too. And she (the environmental 
officer) malies a point of attending seminan and meetings at other plants in the area as 



well as in the city. Actuaily my wife is a secunty guard out at Celanese and she says that 
she sees Noia out there quite often. So she is maLuig her ioops, checLiag out their 
standards, and any recuming pioblems that they have wnh spills, leaks, clean up, these 
sorts of things. 

D - 66. he"ew 38 (8: 6 - 10): (Worker exchange of information between plants?) 
Naw, not d l y .  Not so much with S m *  because welre not so involved with 

them for praâuct exchange. But with Dow, 1 talk with my neighbor a little bit, and my 
brother-in-law who works thece. So anydiing that he t e k  me Pve probably heard already 
anyway. UJually if one of us is gohg into a shut down or something- W e  discuss 
p r d u t e s ,  or what we're doing. Just general chit~chat. Nothing too serious. 

D - 67. Interview 38(8: 6 - 10): (Do workers exchange information between die 
plants in the Mcinity?)Naw, wt really. Not so much with fimi F, because we're not so 
involved with them for product exchaage. But with fimi B, 1 talk with my neighbor a 
little bit, and my brother-in-law who works there. So anything he tells me I've probably 
heard already anyway- Usually if one of us is going into a shut down or something We 
discuss procedures, or what we're doing. Just general chit-chat Nothing too serious. 

D - 68. InteMew 38 ( 3: 1 1 - 27): But we dont have the maqmwer on this site to 
respond but they keep us involved and we do bave the option to fie train at Dow and 
Shell 1 guess if'we need to. We donlt do a lot of that. Thete wodd be no fires here that 
we would actually fight anyway. We have moniton and other back up systems that we 
would use, so we woulàn't acnially go into a bumiag builhg here. And there arent tbat 
many men so that we could actually spare anybody. Udess somebody went down and we 
had to go in there would be no reasons, we would just t m  on our balloon system and 
saturate the whole building. And flood it with water and be done with it. 

D - 69. INTERVIEW 26 (3: 40 - 46): There is  a uniting of force with al1 the companies 
dealing with chlorine right DOW because of Greenpeace. They have a chlorine 
coordinating committee w w  in die US and that's al1 the chlorine users aod producers 
banning together to get the Iatest factual information- You see a lot of people irying to 
stay ahead of the problem by hying U, improve the process. 

D - 70. i n t e ~ e w  41 (6: 24 - 29): It's only in the last three yean where thiags have 
picked up. This year is just going to be unreal. Every pormd you miss aot making, they 
want to b o w  why. When you get some security, people start to thini; differentiy. It's 
showing up. The guys are coming up with all Li& of ideas of how to Save at this or that. 

D - 7 1. MTERVIEW 26 (5: 1 1 - 17): That's really what we have to do as an iadustry, as a 
country, is to make sure that the reactions that we take are to scientific fact and mpke 
sure there is a right proportion, otherwise we're going to be lefi competitively behind as a 
country. We canft make it. Other countries will jump in and make it with much more 
environmental impact than we will. 



D - 72. MTERVIEW 26 (5: 33 - 45): No, it's North Amencan (environmental 
regulations), and to a certain extent ifs European But, 1 don't think it will ever become 
Asian because just in the area of human rights, Asia's saying if you want to trade 
with us just keep your mouths shut I think the same thing wiii happen environrnentally. 
There's that huge couutzy over there (China) a d  tbat huge ptential woddiorce that could 
make lots ofproducts for real cheap ... Tbqr will just pollute the world as we in Noch 
America force businesses to becorne unviable- 

D - 73 INTERVIEW 21 (19: 1 -7): That can be (cos savings with 
environmental inipmvernent), but there are some t b p  tbnt are simply to d u c e  
liabiiity. For iastance, we have some tanks- We bove one of o u  raw materials in a large 
vesse1 and we have it dyked If there were ever a leak or a spill, it would be contained 
One would think that was ailequate and at one time it was. The company has a policy 
mw of impenious liners and secondary containment 

D - 74. MTERVEW 21 (15: 38 - 45): We have no underground storage tanks at 
this site. When this plant was built,we did But we t d  them out years ago before 
they became a problem. We didn't take them out nght away, but we said let's put 
a program in place. W e  know that they're only a few yean old and they're in good 
shape, we're monitoring them. But let's do somethiag while we financidly can, because 
if you wait long enough.. . 

D - 75. iNTERVIEW 2 1 ( 15: 25 - 38): - Well, maybe if you shopped around (geaing 
uisurance). But the cost would be astronomical because the potential liabilities are 
astmnomical. A leaking tank contaminating a water supply. The clean up cost on that 
alone could reach millions and millions of dollars. Then ail the civil litigation that would 
go on for years. ... So the real leaders in compa~es saw this developing years ago and 
said: "I don't want to be in that position with rny company. Let's do things now before we 
get t here." 

D - 76. INTERVIEW 2 1 (20: 1-6): You've got to manage the business to provide good 
quality cost effectively to the customer so dist they'ce willing to pay so that you can put 
money to the stockholder so thet they will continue investing Al1 the while this has to be 
done in concert with the commimity because you have the privilege of operating in that 
area. 

D - 77. INTERVIEW 23 (3: 7 - 13): We c m  be (at a disadvantage cornparecl to 
third world production facilities), but I think in some ways it blances out in the wasb 
Our f h  is a very sûong compaay- We have dvantage in that we have a very 
educated market, like people are very educated envimnmentally and they respect that 
(OUT good behavior) ... A lot of people more and more are buying a product not solely 
based on cost, but on a lot of other things. That's my opinion, really. 

D - 78. MTERVlEW 23 (1: 24 - 32): Say a new piece of equipment o u  have at an initial 
capital cost of 6 100,000 or $500,000, but them you also have the operating con year in 



and year out. You have to pay another who knows how much. Ali of that cash has to 
come Rom somewhere* So depending on ifthe govemment got d y  crazy and wanting 
us to do a w b l e  bunch of chings, we just coddn't fiord to do al1 that We would be 
having less anci less profits and the shareholders would be screaming: What's going on? 

D - 79. InteMew 41 (3: 17 - 20): Well, 1985-86-87. mt's  wben everyone started 
scurrying around and awareness was Riseci so quickly- That's wbea a lot of people 
staned acting and doing things because they knew it was going to come. 

D - 80. h t e ~ e w  41 (2: 25 - 32): AU of a sudden dl ofthe legislation was bmught 
fonmrd, and it mis aU e x p o d  We coddn't do this because ofthat and so on. It came 
to a point where if we didn't do this we weren't going to stay in business. Threats were 
made, but tbat's no dBerent than the police saying tht if you don't drive under the speed 
limit, then you're going to lose your license. 

D - 81. INTERVIEW21 (12: 36 -43): The regdations for the most pan in Alberta 
are fair. They are very You cross the line certainly enough times and they have 
the power within the Act and regulations that they can do al1 som of things, but thats 
where the faimess cornes in. You dont necessaniy get hammered for the first incident 
It depends on the incident And tbat's really wbat it needs to be. If there's something that 
could truiy be considend an Act of God, that would be tiandled differently than gross 
negl igence. 

D - 82. INTERVIEW 21 (16: 28 -32) i'rn aware thai is in their arsenal of thïngs that they 
can use (a closure order from the government). That that's there- They can pull your 
operating license. Occupational Health and Safety can shut you down and give you a 
stop work order, but that's not r d l y  something that we've talked about here. 

D - 83. INTERVIEW 2 1 ( l2:47 - 13: 1 1 ): I f  you weren't duly diligent, then there are a 
variety of measures the regdators have. I thuik right now, k a u s e  these reguiations in 
the Act are fàidy new, they're searching their way through it a d  so is Industry. 1 don't 
have any major complaints. The only thing that I have a concern about in Alberta is what 
I perceive as an attempt by some of the people to hprove the environment on the backs 
of companies. Wbat I mean by that is 1 bave bad comments by some of the people in 
Alberta Environment: Well gee, rnaybe you cwld do something like so and so. Or 
somebody else. And that's a delicate m g .  They know what al1 the cornpank are doing 
... down to Calgary. 1 have no contact with companies in Calgary. And there may be a 
piece of new technology chat I'm not aware of that d y  maLes sense. On the other 

hanci, you have to look at here*s a maturing plant, a s m d  capital plant. 

D - 84. INTERVEW 26 (5 :  21 - 27): What they've Qne (the regdators) in some areas is  
they've set up that in 1990 your emissions were this and you've got to reduce hem by so 
much by 1996, with no real thought on what's the con or whatrs the impact. What's the 
balance? Will it shut the indu* dom? The Chinese will take it over and they will put 
stuffout regardless of the pollution and ten times the worker expsure . 



D - 85. INTERVIEW 23 (25: 23 - 39): The whole scenario with deding with 
governent has changed so much, Originally it wu they M t  care - we didnY care. We 
did what they asked, they just todr it in (priorto 1990). .A was almort like no are. The 
government had put these things in place yaus ago. Evciybody was sittïng there pushuig 
their pends- Wf the reports probabiy weren't even read It was just me: "You did the 
report? Fine- ..." Tbere was m, commitment fkom anybody. No care- 

D - 86. INTERVIEW 23 (26: 20 -29): Things started changing, and al1 of a suàden, 
virtuaily oveniig&t in the govemment's eyes, the public dl of a sudden went from no care 
to: What the heck are you dokg? What an' t  you doing? Why don% you bave more 
control over these industries? Wbat can't we do ais and that? The govemment was given 
a very rude awakenùrg They had to react Because they were caught in the position of 
teacting rather than building somediiag slowly, they thnw a ton of thiags out al1 at once 
for the indusby. That got us in a very bad -te of mind 

D - 87. ïNTERV[EW 23 (3: 35 - 53): t would say a while ago they weren't really 
(govemment on the same wave length as the firm ), but they've become more and more 
conscious that way b u s e  ofwhat we've gone through. Since 1 starteci working in 1990, 
changes started happening rapidly in govemment When 1 first came, environment was 
kind of a background kind of tbg 1 just had to put in monthly reports and we had a 
pretty standard Iicense with everybody else. No great big requirements or anything. 1 
think it was the foUowing year in May, we got a aew miter lieense. Without waming, 
without a soul talkuig to us fiom the governineut, we got slammed wi-th a 33 age license 
and our original Iicense was something like five pages. It has so many requirements, so 
many reports we had to put togeîher. Like a spill Response Plan. l% a chcterization 
of your effluent, wbich costs a lot of money. Step up some sampling. Start doing some 
other sarnpling that if you fàïl you will be considered to be bfeaklfeaklng the law and we can 
take you to court. AU these tbings happened and it was like there was this hidden agenda 
and they just suddenly gave it to us. 

D - 88. lNTERVIEW 23 (6: 22 - 27): 1 think in some ways govemment does kind of scare 
people into thinking thaî we're al1 so horrible. Rather than say, this is how good they're 
doing and this is where we're going. They seem to just slam a bunch of regulations and 
the oniy tbing you reaâ in the newspaper is the bad guys who did somahuig wrong. 

D - 89. interview 41 (4: 29 - 3 1): Tbere's enough of these guys out there that will 
raise a flag (regulator staff) and you know tbat five years down the road tkre's going to 
be some type of regdation about it. 

D - 90, INTERVIEW 21 (14: 36 - 44): Weil, 1 think they're (the govemment 
e x p l o ~ g  deregulation) e x p l o ~ g  it because regdation costs moaey for cry*ng out loud, 
be it for us or for the govemment. You pass a law, you pass a regulation, you have to 
monitor it, o u  have to prosecute. Part of the speed limit is not going to be any good if 
people know they can drive any speed they want. You have to ptoseCute. You have to 



hang a few people to prove that you are serious about that regdation. I think 
deregdation, if approached wisely and caretùlly codd be good 

D - 9 1. h t e ~ e w  4 1 (4: 52 - 5: 2): I think that some of it boils d o m  to is to spend the 
money now and be peperrd for what's coming so that we're saiüng when t does corne 
instead of hiaiag the wall when it fbUy does show up. 

D - 92. tNTERVIEW 23 (16: 19 - 37): Well, ttiere are cases where 1 know 
something has haepened where govemment has asked us to do sornething and I11 go and 
discuss it with Tom and Bill and they say: No. This is gohg to cost us this and this and 
I1m thinking its a gooâ idea because 1 can see something they cm% because I'm involved 
in some of the sompüng and monitoring the different strpams, 1 think if I do this it will 
help me with that other thing Pm &hg and that way we can make govemment happy by 
doing th-s much of wbat they're asicing and on and on. So, rend up byùtg to convince 
them îhat maybe we should do this, but offer ody to do bis much and give them the 
reason. It's too expensive to go furthet tban this- Well do it in steps. If that cornes out 
with no problems and you get what you want, then we'll stop, but if we find there's a real 
problem, we'tl go to phase two and continue that way. So, sometnnes that's how things 
will happen. Sornetimes I've been put in that position and so bas Tom. They'll say no we 
won't do it and Tom will say" Let's talk about this for awhile. 

D - 93. INTERVIEW 21 (13: 36 - 44): Certainly with sorne people (in governent 
not havbg a due). 1 think that's the case. la general, I'm not reaily sure. 1 think if you 
get up to a high enough level, they're more sensitive to that But it could be at the level 
that we interfhce wi& they don't They're well meaning. They have a mandate to 
improve the environment, and that's great, but there's a balance in there. What's the point 
of our f m  ? Wbat's the point in Dow or Dupont? It's nal crass, but to make money. 
They dont make money, they'te out of business. 

D - 94. INTERVIEW 23 (23: 10 - 19): You could go look tbrough a lot of Alberta 
regulations, Alberta licenses, al1 kinds of things and you will find ideas nght out of EPA 
regulations. ... AImost word for word You cm't blame them. Why recreate the wbeel. 
If somebody else is a l e  Qing it, if therels going to be probiems, let them h d l e  i t  

D-95. nrminmw 21 (12: 21 -36): Even *thin Canada yourre probably seeing 
more commaad and controt in places Ore ûntario, There1s a bit of a mixture of 
cooperation, but m e  couunand and control. It's a balance and 1 really woulânl want to 
be a regulator. They're tom dl sorts of ways as weli. They have the public breathing 
down their nech to solve al1 these honwdous probIems wbich pobably don't exist in 
fact, but perception is reality. That's a g d  CCPA tenn You have to deal with those 
realities. It doesn't make sense and 111 cite the examples of PCBs and asbestos that the 
facts do not bear it out, but trillions ofdollars have been spent in North America dealing 
with perceptions. 



D - 96.. MTERViEW 26 (6: 4 1 - 44): But they (Environment Canada) are saying 
some good thuigs, much more than the EPA in the US. They (the EPA) seem to be more 
emotionally drïven and more responding to the environmentalists. 

D - 97. i n t e ~ e w  41 (4: 1- 6): A lot of the old gurs are also gone now because of the 
changes in the govemment over the 1st hvo or tluee yean. A lot of the old mentality or 
way of thinking is gone. There's a lot of new blood in there and it makes a differeace. 
People have w w  ideas and think diffcrntty. I realiy dont know how much of an impact 
that bas had- 

D-98. INTERVIEW23 (1: 51 -2: 7): So, say the pvemment cornes to us and says 
they want us to take emissions d o m  to such and such level. And we say: Well, it's going 
to COR us a million dollars to do this. So then, that's where my role would corne in as 
*ng to wgotiate dong with Tom and Bill, the plant manager, for getting what they 
want us to bring down in emissions, or whatever it is, to a reasouable level that we can 
work with- But we dl1 want to do a certain amount of things that way. We still want to 
be good environmentally, but we have to also watch out for our Company profits and so 
fonh, 

D - 99. InteMew 39 (3: 28 - 39): i'd say it is 90% education. People realizhg that 
p u  just shouldn't do this sort of sm 

D- 100. INTERVIEW 23 (7: 17 - 2 4 ) h  (the release fiom Federated Coop in 
Calgary) mis extremely embanassing for Alberta Envimament and the public was 
outraged that here this had happened and people actually felt sick and the govemment 
couldn't do anything about i t  And they said: Who are you? You cal1 yourself Alberta 
Environment and you can't do anythuig about this? From then, I think that's when the 
wheels staned tuming. They did Say, when ou.  license came in 1990, what is going on? 

D - 101. INTERVIEW 26 ( 16: 30 - 43): This gets biick to the govenunent 
issue because it's faiily easy to pick on an inci- because you get a hundred people 
yelling at you But you put out regulatioa tbat you've got to get your car tested once a 
year and if it doesnit meet it, it's off the road, you're going to have a whole bunch of 
people yelling at yoa I thuik that ïftbat happened 1 would take it OK. Tom would take 
it OK. We'd say it was great, but the& a whole buncb o f  people out there that like to 
drive without licenses. Drive without iosunince. And they dont really give a dama 
That unfortunately is the bigger percentage of the people. It's these people that will 
jump, yell, and scceam- The politiciaus got to get himself re-elected. Tbe curse of our 
sociev is king a democratic society. 

D - 102. Interview 39 (4: S 1 - 54): Some things are licertsed here and some 
th ing  are not We have license mcks that we have to report on a three hour b i s ,  but 
there's lots of other places we could dwnp stuff and no one would ever know about i t  lt's 
just not the thing to do. 



D - 103, MTERVEW 21 (16: 28 -32) Pm aware that is in their menal of things 
ihat they can use (a closure order fiom the govemment). That that's there. They can pull 
your operating license. Occupational Health and Safety can shut you dom and give you 
a stop work order, but that's not really something that we've talked about here. 

D - 104- Inte"ew 39 (4~30 - 44): Yeah, but somehow we used to get away 
with it fifieen years ago. W e  are requïred to report if we flare and we We've gotten 
so strict gow that we had a nine pound reiease of Freai as an envifonmentai incident here 
from one ofthe freezers on site. Tbt's not much more than a domestic fridge and they 
get t h w n  oway ail of the tiw. They class thaî here as an environmental incident As 
far as Sm concemeci, iadustty is a lot safer tban a mtmd household ... Especially with 
di the chemicals, pesticides and f e r t i l k  going into the drains coming from people's 
lawns- 

D - 105, Interview 41 (7: 28 - 30): It's (Industry) so far ahead (of the public) 
that the test of the public is a long way h'om having the same information that industry 
has. 

D - 106. interview 4 1 (7: 17 - 24): With al1 this ment iegislation of handlïng 
dangerous goods and s a a d  some of these farmets dont have a due about this stuff 
They think they can throw a barre1 of purple gas in back oftheir tnick and just drive 
around wtiere ever they want Maybe that's ok DOW, but in a year or two they'll have to 
have a license. They can't visualize h t  it's going to corne to that We know, fkom 
indu-, that it's cocoming dom the pipe. 

D - 107. Interview 4 1 (7: 4 1 - 46): 1 look at some of the smaller private 
businesses locally, like the one my wife works for. And some of the stuffshe telis me 
just rnakes me shudder. The information is there and the legislation is there, but a lot of 
people don't know about it. Somewhere down the road they're going to get a rude 
awakening. 

D - 108. Interview 4 1 (7: 36 - 4 1 ): The information, like sniff that my kids in 
high school should kww, and it's not coming out If we can't get to them now, do you 
say that we've lost hem? Ifhe doem't get some of that, when are they goiag to get it? If 
industry ma liLe that, you'd be dead in the water. 



D -  109, [NTERWEW 23 ( 12: 3 1 - 34): Exactly, Not in My Backyard 
Syndrome. And they (the public) don't make the connedon al1 the time that every 
poduct that they buy is made up of these thiags. if nobody maLes it, they don? have 
these poducts anymore. 

D- 110. intewïew 41 (8: 53 - 9: 6): Either people have lost interest or are too 
busy to stop and thiak about h t  anymore. If you get the majority of pople havuig no 
time, anci then you lose touch very quicldy. You l e  touch and then you lose interest, 
until something major happens. 1 don't know why i f s  gone like tbpt but certaialy a big 
part of it is just the way people [ive now. Even fomppriag my life style in 1985 to today 
and it's not even close- 

D-111- INTERVIEW 26 (9: 5 - 9): And a lot of things you do really 
dont pay off, but they are an improvemen We're in a situation where a lot of our 
product is powder. We may spend a lot of money to save a very few pounds, but we do 
that anyway because ifs environmentdly friendly to your uei$hbors. 

D-112. INTERVEW 23 (14: 36 - 43): Nobody is going to notice that 
(dumping used en* oil d o m  back alley drain). Taey are not reaIly concerned about 
that. But amazingly, one of the main focuses of the whole Enviromentai Enbancement 
Act, the goverment told us, was to capture the Mom and Pop operations who are really 
causing a vast arnount of pollution because there aie so many. They are mail, but if you 
have every tenth penon on the block dumping oil down the diain, you've got a big 
probblm- 

D- 113. INTERVIEW 2 1 (1 8: 4 - 15): The government's pretty good That's the 
business 1 was ailkiog about leapfrogging off other plants. We get a wish l ist  But it's 
ow interna1 auditors coming fiom othet plants and head office saying You know, you 
could improve this area if you ... maybe they dont even bave a suggestion on how to 
improve, it's just 1 thiak you should improve in this area. So, it's not regulatory Qiven. 
It's just improved performance. Corne our next capital cycle, it's expected aml demanded 
that we have identified in oiir capital budget the things driven to meet regdation And 
then, we have our shopping Iist of dungs. 

D -  114. interview 39 (1: 47 - 50): There were a lot of people here wbo really 
di&t Mdersiand wôat it was dl about We used to flan aa awful lot which produces 
hydrochloric acid which used to kill the trees, but we stoppedthat years and years ago. 

D- 115. Interview 39 (5: 1 - 6): M never worked in a chernical plant before I 
came here and you could say that for probably 80% of the people that came here because 
there was no chernical industry in Alberta. A few came out of province and few came 
fiom Shemtt, but more people were nght off the street. 

D- 116. Intem-ew 39 (6: 32 - 36): (Persona1 values in sync with fitm values?) 
1 would think so. Therets been a few people wfiere it wasn't, but most of them 



have been weeded out over the yean because we've downsized an awtiil lot in the lm 
four or five years. We had nothing to do w*th who went and who didn't, but management 
did it through the operation side- 

D -  117, Interview 41 (2: 44 - 47): Management bas pushed it h m  the top 
dom and the bottom people bave o b l i w  Iftomebody wodd have saïd ten yervs ago 
uiet this i s  what you're ping to do, I would havc told them they were c m .  

D- 118. Inte"ew 38 (9: 33 - 40): Fm not cpicai about k i r  executive level. I 
do think tbey are malàng every effort they catt to keep the individuais and the 
environment clean I c m  see tbat, if you're saying they are a h i d  ofhigher ups or 
pessures because of incidents, but 1 dont biow if they would If it is human errer, 
definitely, in the FtRM D otganization they would pay for it, they would either be gone, 
couid go as fât as Iegal action against them if it was âelikrate or negligent But 1 don? 
think it is  a fear that is one anybody sbodders. It is 90% of the issues Pve seen here are 
mechanidly related emr.  I have seen some human error, grante4 there always is. But 
more mechanical- 

D -  119, inte"ew 38 (6: 18 - 22): Well Tom a d  those guys I think are rigbt on 
the moaey, they want us to have at least a linle bit of pnde in our jobs and what we're 
doing bere. Iaey won't waver fiom that line about environmental and they n'ght nasty if 
they figure that we're trying to cover anything up boy they're onto you. 

D - 120. lnte"ew 38 (5: 30 - 34): If everyone works together we al1 get a piece 
of the pie but I dont think they use that as the real pmd, they strive for personal pride as a 
Company. They want everybody to be proud of working here, of their jobs and 
everything And 1 Uiink they are looking at the profit sharing and the gaiasharing that 
way, as an actually reward for doing your job. 

D - 121, Interview 39 (5: 34 - 39): Once it becomes a way of life, it's a slow 
process, but it does become a way of life. We have gradually built our plant so we can 
recover anything. We've only allowed to dump a certain amount and it's a minute 
amount I think like two or three kilograms. They keep track al1 the time. There's an 
environmental report everyday. 

D - 122. iNTERVIEW 21 (20: 35 - 38): It's dl pari of the culture we're trying 
to piomote within the compy, within each site. People having ownership and 1 dont 
mean hancial. That's part of it, but real i n t d  ownenbip of what the company's 
doing. 

D - 123. INTERVIEW 2 1 (20: 45 - 47): The best media relations we have are 
employees who are out thete houestly and sincerely advocating the company's position. 

D - 124. Interview 38 (4: 2 l - 23): Persona1 safety, environmental stuff and 
anything related to safety and environmental is top priority and they still stress that on 



every one of our mandates arowid here- They wïll not sacrifice safety for production, 
ever. And they are really strict about that. 

D - 125. Interview 38 (10: 15 - 20): Like 1 Say, it's personal pride, es well as a 
common goal for the company. The compeny is fair, and thy're bonest- 1 dont biow if 
everythùig they tell you is on the up and up, but tbey will aiways t ak  to you There is 
always someone you can approech with a questiom There is always intorrnation coming 
across the mail, and al1 sorts oflitmtufe laying around if anytbing is cbanging- I dont 
think there is any gnat s e c m  00 plant site 1 dont think that they really hide anything- 
It's al1 common ImowIedgee 

D - 126 W e w  4 1 (3: 35 - 48): Well, we kind of went through that (lack of 
trust Corn the goverment) atler we had a couple ofreleases back in 1989 and al1 the 
trouble we bad with the govemment and the sîeps we taok aAecwacds to make sure that it 
didn't happen again. It was a battie believe me. That lasted for maybe two or three years. 
Once a11 was said and done, we were one of the few places that got comended for the 
p h  that we chose to take to S a t i e  them tbat t would never happen again. From the 
start they just simply didn't believe us, just like everybody else. From just taking to Nola 
a bit, because she's the one who intertaces with the different depaftments, she says it's a 
piece of cake. She can airnost read what tk guy is going to say because when we tell 
them something they hiow we're going to do exactly what we say. 

D - 127. interview 41 (7: 35 - 36): (Who leads, Industry or the 
govemment?) 1 think they're pretty close. They're ruunhg neck and neck. 

D-128. INTERVIEW 23 ( 14: 9 - 15): Industry's a driving force too. If one of them 
in the area did çomething redly nasty and statted king a baâ actor, everybody suffen. 
So, ifs as much in ow han& as it is in governments, as it is in the public's. We al1 have 
responsibilities for our actions and realize that we are not an island. Everybody is  
affected. 

D - 129. Interview 39 (3: 33 - 36): (Worker or management driven?) Ifs a 
bit of both. The workeh got to care as well because management's not here three 
quarters of the the. We nm this plant and dont see anyone on week-ends because we go 
home at 6:ûû in the moming (and management arrives at 8:ûû). 

D - 130. hte"ew 38 (5: 38 - 40): Y& I dont thi& it is just a pat on the 
back, they want you to be bappy here. Well the pay is  good and it is consistent, and there 
are a lot of people ioobg for work, so I can't cornplain on tbst end, they've taken care of 
me for a €éw yems. 

D- 131. Interview 38 (9: 7 - 13): They do @de themselves. The whole fim 
D organkition, they are not big on monetary rewards, they would rather have a trophy, a 
plaque, a jacket, team logos, things like that, more so than money üiat is going to be 
spent and forgotten about. So I thinlc some of that does boost the morale. It gets you 



kind of wound up with the Company a little bit. rrn not saying Tm really in favour of that. 
Money ialks. There are some nice jackets and thïngs that we've got Itts not sornething 
that you've got for five miautes and its gone. I think it is mally, the pride maybe. 
Individually or as a group, it is  pbably stronger as a group. 

D - 132. uitervkw38(10:6-Il): Yeah,if~omeoneouttberrgetsh~nit 
makes it tougher for everybody- If they arent followiog procedures, they'll say that the 
procedum aren't worLing and they wiU tigbten tbem up some more. if they n 
satisfactory, thai why mess with them. The culture amongst, well our crew is probably 
one of the tightest One of the tighter ones thst wocks the closest together. We do have 
some teams anâ they are individudisis eh, so we sociaüze well on this crew, we're pretty 
laid back 

D - 133, interview 38 (6: 37 - 44): If it was something Pd done intentiodly, or 
rnissed ôecause 1 was sleeping in the control mom you can rest assureci that I would bave 
got a couple of weeks off, or just let go. They won't fool with that stuff, 1 know they 
won't But they are honest about it and they tell us, so we know whet to look out for and 
everybody rninds theit ps and qs so it is not a problem. They do a lot of training here, 
like 1 say, this operator certification we just went through, fork life training, 
environmental, fie and rescue, anything related to the plant pretîy well, we can get And 
if we can't get it here, they will send us somewhere to get it. They're pretty flexible, if it 
is something that we need you can usudly get i t  

D- 134. hte"ew 39 ( 1 : 42 - 43): A lot of the t h e  it was vented to the 
atmosphere because we didn't know what to do wtth it. 

D - 135. Interview 41 ( 1 : 50 - 2: 5): Well, emissions, what we used to send to the 
atmosphere and water. Governent legislation has driven it a way, but just the 
awareness and aup that people take now is different They're watching everything that 
we do. They know themselves that they just can't durnp it on the ground anymore, not 
just because the govemment says. Before we would have slopped it on the ground, 
turneci amunci., and said nothing- Through awareness, education and legislation, people 
have just said we can't do that It's not a problem anymore. 

D - 136. interview 41 (2: 23 - 25): 1 think on this site the biggest change came 
when we sta~ed when we bired an environmental engbeer h i c  about s ix  years ago. 
That's when the biggest change happened. 

D - 137. intewiew 39 (6: 6 - 8): It spills over into your home Iüce tw. 
Mayùe use less insecticides in the garden or something. i picked it up k m  here. 

D - 138, InteMew 4 1 (7: 8 - 22): 1 also do a littie bit of fanning on the side. 
There's things that 1 w d  to do, like with oil, and DOW 1 tell my kid when bers changing 
his oil to make sure he purs it in a container and it goes into a waste dnim. A lot of that 
has corne fiom here. 



D - 139. INTERVIEW 21 (651 - 7:15): Now, we had some incentive 20 
years ago in that our mw material, was discovered to be one of the few known human 
carcinogens There are thousands of suspects ... but there are prabably les  than two 
dozen known human carcinogenic. Vinyl chloride, it tuno out, is one oftbem. It causes 
a rate f o m  of naturaily occmîng liver cancer. It tums out that tbere is a higher tban 
nonnal incident rate in PVC woricers. The process that we went Uuough in the SOS, 60s 
and early 70s our workers were exposed to hirly high coweatmtions over a long period 
of time. At the time they didn't realize what health effects (were possible). They (the 
timi ) identifid in 1972 or 1973 this relaîionship and began a who1e lot of things plus the 
regdatory enviromnent changed dramaticaily. The finn came forward 

D - 140. iWERVIEW 26 (2: 11-17): M y  experieace with tbat dates back 
to 1972 when we identifiecl a cancer causiag agent in PVC and made it known world- 
wide and very quickly jumped in with some technology tbat made it possible to get the 
product out with very low levels of toxh And then they put huge presslues on the plants 
to get their building levels and their environmental levels d o m  

D - 141. INTERVIEW21 (17: 1-7) That's the extreme. Feaf of 
somebody else shutting us down isntt so much the problem. It's shutting dom that's the 
problem. We dont want to be down, that's lost revenue, but we've doue it to ourselves. 
We don't want to shut d o m  so we'n trying to solve our problems before they become a 
shut down problem. 

D - 142. Intetview 39 (3: 49 - 5 1 ): (Are their guidelines about proper 
behavior?) There must be. Therers guideluies about flaring. The fiare is basically a 
safety device. We do not flare. We shut d o m  It's as simple as that. 

D - 143. Interview 39 (4: 18 - 25): tt's (fiaring) not really bothe~me to the 
community. It hitates us because we see other plants fluing out here. Our license says 
that we cannot flare. When we flare we produce hydmgen chloride which wif 1 mix with 
water which make hydrochloric acid (acid It's there just for emergencies. The 
amount that we would flare wouid be nothing compared to what some other plants let 
out. We make certain we don? flare. 

D - 144. INTERVIEW 2 1 (16: 37 - 54): I'm not aware of any of the larger 
companies, but smaller companies Alberta environment has psecuted srnall and large. 
But I'll give you an example of environmentai awareness and shut dom. We have an 
emergency flare hem. You pass a lot of hy&OC8tbOn facilities and you saw Dow's today. 
At one time, we used to fiequently use it We had more pocess upsets, for one, but we 
had less of a cwcem, I think That's ten years ago. We've changed We had a problem 
where we did have a major flaring incident ancf people noticecl it and we said: Gee this 
im't right. Let's not use it again. Wetve had upsets, but we shut ourselves dom. That's 
easier d o m  here because it's a batch process we can shut down real easily, but where 
we've had a case where we're afraid we might end up flaring, we shut ourselves d o m  so 



that in 1994 we not used tbat flare at ail. We used it in 1993 for, 1 think that there was 
one incident for about 60 seconds, 

D - 145, INTERVIEW 21 (8: 35 - 45): What 1 would be Uiterested in (if 1 lived near 
the plant) was have they done the appropriate things to insure it's d e ,  safe as astical  
and should sornetiüng go beyond that, they've got plans in place to handie i t  That's 
what m began do@, d we fumbled aromd for awhïle because with an ùdustq that's 
never talked to the public, how do you begin doing this? So, you make some mistakes. 
Werve bepn than processrOceSS W e  d l  have a ways to go. We've had fBy years of the hard 
nuts and bolts end of tbtogs, but we've oniy bad a few years of the d e r  d, dealing 
with the people. So, werre still leamhg 

D - 146, hteniew 41 (1 O: 4 - 12): 1 dont d l y  see thpt this site will be 
changing much We're looking at stream-lining the system and making it as simple as 
possible. Thaî's the p e s s  we're in ww. Sirnplify what we need and do away with 
what we don't need and let's be smart with what we do. So, fifieen years down the road, 1 
dont how. We're just preparïng to make everything more simple and easy. If it's easy 
and simple, the chances of somediing going wrong are reducd So then, the risk to the 
environment is that much less. 

D - 147, UiteMew 38 (8: 38 - 41): Well yeah. They &n't want us k ing  lax 
about anything Environment or safety. They harp on that every meeting. They start off 
with that at any meeting we have around this place. And Bill usually has a blurb, and 
Tom, and Nola will say something about die environmental stufE Which 1 don't mind It 
keeps everybody infocmed. 

D - 148. Interview 39 (5: 43 - 46): 1 don't know if it goes to Cleveland, but 
there's a daily report out of this plant Ifs produced out of Tom's office. Anything out of 
the ordinary would be reported to Cleveland for sure- 

D - 149. Intem-ew 38 (2: 5 - 8): Yeab, we bave standard dety meaings on 
shift as well as four compulsory, 1 guess they are six hour meetings, that are mandatory 
for everybody on site. 

D - 150. InteMew 39 (7: 10 - 17): The enviromeutal bit would be a part of a 
meeting. There would be a generai meeting with what's gohg on with the Company and 
where u w e  going and safety and environment wodd corne up at mon meetings. There's 
monthly safety meetings on site for the crew that's bically in the control room. Then 
there's monthly saféty and health couunittee meetings where each crew will have a guy 
on, but this is basically when the boss cornes back nom Cleveland. 

D - 151. Inteniew 38 (2: 12 - 18): Well, now tbat everybody on the plant is on 
e-mail, so it is really easy to relay the information with our environmental people. Nola 
is our environmental engineer, she is constantly sending our e-mail of updates, and 
changes that we get, so you don't have to be on shift, it can be on your mail and an awful 



lot of peole are on the e-mail at home on their own systems, so we have access to it if we 
want Ifs not the sort of thing that gets delayecl It's cornmon biowledge pretty quick 
The accessibility of the information has improved greatly around here. 

D - 152, interview 38 (2: 22 - 28): Personnel moni to~g has tightened up 
considerably. We wwr little badges for vinyl exposures, and when I stluted here, 1 cm't 
remember wbat the limit was, but we would have an eight bour exposure tbat's 
considerably higher than what we have now, down to ni1 mcally. Anything over two 
parts per million on a M y  exposure we have a sit down, and it is rrsesrçhed, it is not 
just filed away. They look into it and nnd out why we are getîing exposures. A d  that is 
somethiag that we wver used to do. And that is somethïng, they've really tightened up 
on that. So for health benefits, that's improved considerably. 

D - 153. INTERVIEW 21 (17: 28 - 48): . We do a management systems audit 
They're aot really out there peerïng under the rocks and ... if they see something and it's 
amiss, then theyll identify it, but its looloog at the management systems that we have 
hem. Now, we're very open about i t  It's pretty easy. It's i n t e d  anyway, but really bare 
our souls. Then cornes the ippon There are some items that we need to do to meet 
regulatioa For instance, our operating license. It's a very cornplex document these days 
and somebody else will read it and say: Here's a if1 were a lawyer lodang at it this 
way, and sometimes we get out lawyers involveâ, maybe you should do thus and so, 
where we were real clear, but we interpreted it differently. So, now we have to get that 
license amended to fit what we're actually doiag or change what wetre actually doing. It 
is maybe minor. It could be major sorts of things. If we were doing something that did 
not rneet regdation, that would be identified. Sofar, ail of the things are technical legal 
type things so 1 dont have any fear. Then there's a whole long shopping Iist of 
recommended things to improve performaace. 

D - 154. InteMew 39 (2: 1 - 4): (What caused the major shift of behavior?) 
Definitely prior to 1985. We were bought out in 1985, but things had started to 

change before then. The new owners were a & t e  compaay. They bad more of an idea 
about the chemical indu~ay. 

D - 155. Interview 41 (5: 5 1 - 54): So, a lot of it is our leadership that is 
certainly steerïng us the right didon. Before (@or to the new Company behg fomed) 
there was such dive* that vinyl to them wasn't a big part of the business. 

D - 156- interview 38 (5: 45 - 6: 5): Oh defi~tely. A lot of diings that 1 would 
have &ne at home not al1 that long ago 1 give my bad a shake now. 1 think about the 
way that M mop up an oil spi11 then, and wouid think nothing about dumping it in the 
backyard just a few yean ago. Some of them little tbiags Fve defiaitely changd Fire 
pits burning different things that you biew were going to be toxic when you bumed them. 
You avoid that now, and those are t h g s  that unless you are aroiind a chemical plant you 
probably wouldn't even realize. Lots of the family that bum al1 sorts of stuff that would 
scare me to be breathing it. A lot of it applies to yow own life too. 



D- 157. Inte"ew 38 (2: 41 - 43): (Hiring of  an environmental officer.) Right, 
four or five yean ago. We always used to have the safeîy and health, well they called it 
the environmentai d e v e n t  but we didn't have one as such a sepamte department, or 
anyone that could answer for i t  Nola bas sort of taken charge of that 

D - 158. interview 4 1 (2: 32 - 38): Through the education p e s s ,  there came a 
big surge of information h m  corporate office and nOm the govertment Al1 the critical 
things soon came to light Then it came to: What are we gohg to do to comply and meet 
ail these requi'rements and that's where the public howleàge came in Everybody started 
to understand why you couldnt just dump M o n  the ground anpote. 

D - 159. b t e ~ e w  39 (1: 22 - 31): Major changes, L would say. No one really 
cared sudeen years ago. We were basicaliy a bunch ofrookies back then anyway. We 
had a really hsrd mut up with this plant because it was a French process and no one 
really knew wbat was going on although we did have some guys up nom Texas. ... the 
process is actually a suspension process which is a different process al1 together. This is 
fairly uncornmon in N. Arnerh  

D - 160- inteMew 39 (3: 17 - 19): Weil, Pve seen people trying to get a pump 
going by hooking a hose to get rïd of vapon which no one wodd dream of doing now. 

D - 161- InteMew 4 1 ( 1 : 44 - 46): Just the awareness of people on site alone 
has changed Therefs things that we used to do that if we got caught doing today, wefd be 
dead in the water or even in jail. 

D - 162. Interview 39 (2: 22 - 25): That (Bhophai) changed a lot Pm sure. Not 
ovemight, but 1 think it made a lot of wmpanies pull out of chemicals. 1 think that's why 
we were divested, because we (a chemical plant) didn't fit in with their new image. 

D - 163, Interview 39 (5: 18 - 21): Management is driven by the head office in 
Cleveland and theyre very stria. Once you get the idea that you sbould be g d  to the 
environment, you're pointed in that direction- 

D - 164. INTERVIEW 2 1 (7: 46 - 5 1): Oh no, that's mt imlevant (Bhophal). That 
created quite a stir in the chemical industry. There was a lot of sou1 searching donc at the 
time. 1 don't think, at this plant, we made any significant changes as a result of that- 1 
think that we were beaded in the right direction. We did stop and take stock of what we 
were doing- 

D - 165. INTERVIEW 2 1 ( 16: 4 -13): (Eventuplly some blmder will happen and 
the Company will be gone) Well, it depends on the company and the plans they have in 
place to mitigate the problems. Something will go wrong here. 1 h o p  not in the years 
Fm here. 1 hope i'm retired. 1 hope it never cornes, actually. But what we have is a plan 
for the likelihood it might We're going to have a fiire or a release or well have a Crane in 



working on a project and it wil l fa11 or who knows what. Our plans that we have to 
mitigate the problem at the time and do-, hopefully will keep the company in 
business. That's what we're paid to do. 

D - 166. interview 41 (10: 12 - 16): But, as long as you're hPndling chemicals, 
therets always a risk no matter how simple you get tbings. A baml of anything can fdl 
and break open and it doesnt matter if you employ 100 people or ten thousand, ifs a risk 
to the enviromnent 

D - 167, INTERVIEW 23 (1950 - 20: 1 1): People are stprtiag to d i z e  the 
changes the Company has gone through- That continues wi& attitudes in environment, or 
health, or safety- Their attitude is very much a part of  how people are going to think 
in the company about them ... Because tbey go home. Thefie got fmilies. Their 
fmilies know people- The discussion gets around How your company feels about 
things. So, 1 think leadership does have a big part of it- And the whole idea about vision, 
we've m e n  visioa statements. We are following them. 

D - 168, Interview 38 (7: 5 - 8): 1 think they (the firm) worry more about the 
community (rather than the employees). Let's face it, if you get the public hot on you 
here you might as well close the doors. They do have some concern for employees, in 
this company anyway I've noticed They are not out and out negligent to them but there 
is a fine iine there where they're have their priorities a little different from what I would 
like to see- 

D - 169, INTERWEW 26 (6: 16 - 19): Perception, I think, is the biggest feu. 1 
don't think there is anybody, cenainly very few people, in industry that wants to harm the 
people that work for them, wants to harm their neighbors, or wants to ham the world. 

D - 170. NTERVIEW 23 (26: 1 - 8): Youke got to reaiïze that Canada has 
always, in my opinion, sat badc and said " Look at us with the wide open spaces, 
beautifil forests, mountain streams you can drllik out of In the States youfve got Love 
Canal, and over in india the& Bhophal, but we're perfect We're doing great And 
everybody would point to Canada and say: Wow. You've got a beauti-hl country. And 1 
think we al1 sait back and Yeah, we do. And nobody cared 

D - 171 INTERVIEW 23 (26: 13 - 15): 1 think Canadians in general were 
much more cornplacent about environment It took them a lot longer to corne up to 
speed- 

D - 172. Interview 4 1 (6: 52 - 7:3): 1 dont think the public Lwwledge is there 
anymore. Pm not saying that indu* is hiding anything , because 1 think we're more 
open now than wefve ever been with neighbors and the community, but everything is just 
coasting now. 



D - 173, Interview 4 1 (9: 33 - 4 1): If there's been some rapport established with 
the comunity, it makes his job (leadership's) a lot easier. A lot of people here live in a 
wide range ofcommunities and impact a lot ofplaces. Ifs momy for the local 
communities. Like, me living here is supporting the communïty by payïng taxes and 
buying local and stuff like that It's a gîve ami take. The local commmity bas never 
presstumi us into doing someduag for the commmity. Thete's a lot of things we've done, 
like donations to a hockey team or wbatever. 

D - 174. Interview 39 (8: 20 - 25): I think you (the community) get used to it 
rm sure the= was a lot of concmi when this place nnt started out. Theyll pmbabfy brsd 
to go around and tell everyone. 1 think Kim rnight remeinber that because he was more 
tied up in tbat I think even in those days you had to be in touch with the wighbrs to a 
certain extent They were tax payen. 

D - 175. iNTERVIEW 2 1 (9: 1 - 17): We've toyed with the idea of a Commurüty 
Advisocy Pawf. The thing is, if you look at out community, the gaographical radius and 
that pulls in appropriately fifty households. They're a range of people. Famters, people 
who are renting, many who work in the area at 0th chernical plants. 'îhere's some 
concem, I seme, fiom them. 1 dont tbïnk it's an inordinate amount of fear, but some 
concem fiom some of the people. We've tried to talk to them. We search for ways to 
better communicate with them. You ùnow, whats the bcst way to communicate with 
fi@ diverse householders. W not quite like the city of Fort Saskatchewan who's sitting 
on our border, we might be able to use other means like putthg an ad in the paper. What 
paper do we put an ad in here? We could put it in the Edmonton Journal and we'd hit half 
a million people, but wne of them even icnow where we are. 

0 - 176. INTERVIEW 2 1 (8: 35 - 45): What 1 would be intemted in (if I lived near 
the plant) was have they done the appropriate things to i n s a  ifs d e ,  d e  as practical 
and shouid something go beyond that, they've got plans in place to haadle it. Thats 
what we began doing, and we -bled mund for awhile because with an industry that's 
never talked to the public, how do you begin doing this? So, you mrke some mistakes. 
We've begun than pmcess. We still bave a ways to go. We've had fi@ years of  the hard 
nuts and bolo end of things, but we've only had a few years of the softer W, deaiing 
with the people. So, we're dl1  leaming. 

D - 177. Interview 4 1 (8: 19 - 27): Actually, we u s d y  have a f ~ r l y  good tum 
out (to open houses). We havent had one now for about two years, but we've usually had 
a fairly decent hini out for oun. That was mainiy because we were a fiiirly new company 
yet Ifanything every happens at the plant, you phone the one number and dl the 
neighbors get the same message. It's this thuag they've got set up with the phone Company 
that's a page system. So, youk not telling one neighbor one thing and another something 
di Rerent. 

D - 178. MTERVlEW 21 (9: 28 - 37): Weil we did have an open house a couple of 
yean ago. It was by invitation only though. What we did was deliver invitations to the 



neighbors within the tive kilometet iadius. ... We bad a dimer, sort of a BBQ, and tour 
and sort of a sit dom. Pm nying to temember how many people. Fifty wouid be a 
number that probably .-. 

D - 179. INTERVIEW 26 (10: IS - 30): Werre a very low profile plant Our 
biggest stakeholder would be our immediate ueighbors. Wetre had in the p s t  one 
cornplaint about the noix which was a legitimate cornplaint W e  had JMne air blowers 
that had sileacers that weren't the best, so we put in new silencem. We phonecl her back 
aftenvards and asked her if she noticed a difference and sbe said she m t e d  to Wnk 
about i t  S k  phoned back athmds and said: "Yeah, we dont have to tum our 
television up." She was rpally appreciative. We rhially went over to a neighbor. We ay 
to keep track offive kilometer neighbon and we bad them over about a year or two ago 
for an open buse. It was just a great fun time with no parti~uiar poblems. We hope to 
have the chance to do that again- Just bring them in and talk to them and it was just a fun 
experience and they went away quite happy and feeling a lot better about the  am^ D - 
180. INTERVIEW 23 (6: 3 - 8): But when we go to review next time, under 
the new regulations, we have to hold public f o ~ n s  and things like this. And 1 think even 
though it's goiag to be very difficult to organize d you're going to be afiaiâ, like of the 
people who are going to be overly concerneci about the eaviionment D - 18 1. 

InteMew 38 (7: 35 - 41): (Concem with neighbring farmers?)I dont think 
so. That 1st blow out that we ha4 we sent people out minutes a f b  it happened To 
canvas people. to inComi people what was gohg on. ïhis is quite some time back, a few 
years ôack It's ken a couple of yeus since there's k e n  anything worth talking about. If 
we have say a spi11 here, Mnyl leaks something serious, the hom blows, any calls we 
usually handle through the coatrd m m  bere, but they usually appoint somebody to sit in 
here and taik to the neighbors. Sure. They would send people out to S o m  the 
neighbors, and they do try to have en open house here every year, and invite people in 
and answer qudons. 

D - 182- Inte"ew 41 (8: 53 - 9: 6): Either people have lost interest or are too 
busy to stop and think about that anymore. If you get the majority of people having M> 

time, and then you lose touch very quickly. You lose touch and then you lose interest, 
until something major happens 1 don'tknow why ifs gone like tbat but certainly a big 
part of it is just the way people live ~ > w .  Even comparïng my life style in 1985 to today 
and it's not even close- 

D- 183- INTERVIEW 23 (16: 49 - 17: 2): The other dnviag force might be that 
it could reaily be a boost on our pubIic image period, If we do this mg, it wuld d l y  
boost the way people think of us. We could say: Weke done this and bac's the proof, 
We can tell you in fact that we do not have tbis XYZ chernical which is so homile and 
yucky in our stream b u s e  we've tested for it at a cost of 6. 

D- 184. INTERVtEW 23 ( 17: 49 -52): lt's more li ke if you're interested and 
you'd like to know, corne and ask us and well tell you what we're doing. We dont feel 
the need to go stand on the tallest hill and yell it out 



D - 185. INTERVIEW 26 (14: 6 -7): The comment of selling newspapen 
cornes into every facet of reporthg Some of it d l y  gets distortd 

D - 186. INTERVIEW23 (13:27 -31): But wbat en& up happening is 
you've got the me& who also end up throwing a curve because they are only going to 
publish the stones thpt are gohg to get your attention and thats wbat happeus. 

D - 187, INTERVIEW 23 (13: 5 - 15): 1 think that overail, we're still ~ i n g  to have 
the aiamiists, well never get away h m  tbem. But 1 thinlr it will die because people just 
won't be interested Like the pditician wont get et because he says: "Fm gohg to get 
tough and make zero discharge for everybodf. People ue going to say he can't do tht. 
They dont care. They dout want the @ces to go up aaymoce. 1 think that the majority 
see it that way. ûther people who are, in some cases, l a s  educated, or who are alamiist 
who 1 would almost say are less educated in some ways about certain thulgs- 

D- 188. INTERVIEW 26 (7: 10 - 16): We've said same things about the 
environmentalists and 1 don't think we'd be as fa ahead if it wasn't for their actions- 1 
just think we could get a better balance of their actions and just stand back and say 
"Look, we've achieved a lot". I sense it's happening a Little bit, more environmental 
organizations are saying let's work togethet 

D - 189. INTERVIEW 26 (7: 23 - 29): 1 think you have to question what wouid 
have happened if we didn't have the recession, would that have gone that way. Maybe 
from that point of view the recession was a good thing because it brought more 
perspective to the situation. I think there are g d  environmental organktions, but 1 
think th«e are some like Greenpeace that are just right out to lunch. Welve got one 
locally that 1 haven't had time to deal with. 

D- 190, INTERVIEW23 (11:27-31): When 1 say the public, 1 tend to think 
more of one or two people in our area or immediate area who sort of taise the alarm 
everytime the slightest little thing happens and assume that we're doing the worst thing 
possible. 

D - 191. INTERVIEW 23 (1 1: 42 - 49): 1 think 1 cal1 them the public because 
they go out and then educate, 1 don't know if that's the right word, edwate with what they 
have the rest ofthe people and then m e  people who dont can beat this for the fkt 
time, or wbo think everythiag was fuie, hear this and suddenly they becorne alanned and 
they create a bad situation for everybody. Then we end up in the defensive position 
trying to say: No that's not true. This is the way it is. 

D - 192. INTERVIEW 26 (17: 13 -17): And 1 w s s  ht's discouraging to 
some people (extra taxes etc. for societal environmental cleanup), but 1 think it's 
probabiy lack of credible education. If they really understood what i n d w  puts into the 



air compared to what the geaeral population does tbere might be -me more 
understanding. 

D - 193. INTERVIEW 26 ( 14: 19 - 24): The oniy thst I can bop for is the 
opinion thtog, and I mis talking about the environmentai cesponse that we see now and 
hopefbily we've seen the extreme of the opinion. 1 thiniE almost evemything tâat bappens 
in out society goes this way. ... environmental people are loshg some oftheir 
c fedl'bility. 

D - 194. INTERVIEW 23 (25: 43 - 48): WeU dut was one of the d l y  good 
examples (Federated Coop). That was oue r d  eye-opener- 1 know tbat was a reai 
dn'ving force. But, in general, you could say in the background al1 the time then! was this 
Iooming larget and larger awareness in the environment, save the p h t ,  and al1 those 
w hale t-shirts came out 

D - 195. INTERVIEW 21: (6: 1 -13): 1 guess a growing maMing in the 
organization both inside the organization and outside. Every individual here in the pst 
ten years, even if they werenft employed here, would be exposai througb the media and 
just through discussion arnongst fiienâs and peers are growing in environmental 
awareness. So, there's society's pressures on individuais and then, within the Company, a 
desire to improve in the pst ten years. Each year you set new base lines. I f  we 
were to look at our objectives or base lines or whwwer you want to cal1 them, ten years 
fiom today's perspective you'd say: Oh my Goci, what a homble job you were doing. But 
ten yean ago was probably better than eleven years ago and vue just . .. 

D - 196. INIZRVIEW 23 (25: 23 - 39): The whole scenario with dealkg 
with governent has changed so much, Originally it was they didn't care - we dich% care. 
We did what they asked, they just tmk it in (priot to 1990). ... It was almost like no care. 
The govemment haâ put these things in place yean ago. Everybody was sitting there 
pushiag their pncils. Half the reports probably weren't even r d -  It was just like: "You 
did the report? Fine. ..." There was no conunitment fbm anybody. No care. 

D- 197- INTERVIEW 23 (26: 20 - 29): Things started cbging ,  and ail of a 
sudden, Mmially ovemight in the govemment's eyes, the public dl of a sudden went 
fiom no a r e  to: "Wbat the heck are you doiag? What aren'î you doing? Why don't you 
have more control over these industries? Why can't we Q dus and tbat?" The govemment 
wss given a very N& awakening. They had to react- &cause bey were caught in the 
position of reacting d e r  than building sornediing slowly, they tbrew a ton of things out 
al1 at once for the industry- That got us in a very baâ state of mind 

D - 198. INTERVIEW 26 (7: 23 - 29): I think you have to question what would 
have happened if w e  didn't have the recession, woukl tbat have gone thw way. Maybe 
60m that point of Mew the recession was a good thing because it brought more 
perspective to the situation. 1 think there are good environmental organizations, but 1 



think there are some Iike Greenpeace rhat are just right out to lunch. We've got one 
locally that I havea't had time to deal with- 

D - 199. INTERVIEW 26 (14: 28 - 35): As 1 say, maybe the recession was a 
bai thuig, but maybe there was =me good things. It mi@ swing things a little bit more 
to reality. You look h c k  in late 70s when everything was distorted Like, we'te going to 
run out of oil by 1990. There was a buge swing and now it's sort of come back. 1 think 
that's what d l  happen eavironmentalIyy Therd1 be some over-ceaction and thea dungs 
will go back. 

D - 200. INTERVIEW 26 (14: 19 - 24): The oniy tbat I can hop for is the 
opinion thiag, and 1 was talking about the environmental response that we see DOW and 
hopefully we've seen the extreme of the opinion. 1 thuik dmost everything that happens 
in our Society goes this way. ... environmental people are losing some of tbeir 
credibility. 

D -201. INTERVIEW 23 (26: 34 - 40): 1 think things are really relaxed over 
the 1st couple of years. Really calrned dom- More and more of this communicated 
back and forth and rather than just throwing mething at you, they corne with fee 
scheddes and say: This is pcoposed Do you have any input? Is there anytbuig tbat you 
hate? Anything that you like. Anydiing that you'd Iike to change? 

D - 202. INTERVIEW 23 (13: 5 - 15): 1 dunk that, overall, we're still going to bave 
the alarmïsts, well never get away from them. But 1 think it will die because people just 
won? be interested Like the politicien wont get in because he says: i'm going to get 
tough and make zero discharge for everybody. People are going to say he can't do that. 
They don't are. They dont want the prices to go up anymore. 1 t h .  tbat the majority 
see it that way. Other people who are, in some cases, less educated, or who are alannist 
who 1 would almost say are l e s  educated in some ways about certain things. 

D - 203. WERVIEW 26 (14: 28 - 35): As 1 say, maybe the recession was a 
bad thing, but maybe there mis sorne good things. It might swing things a little bit more 
to reality. You look back in late 70s when everything was distoned Like, we're going to 
nm out of oil by 1990. The# was a huge swing and now ifs sort of come back 1 thinli 
that's what will happen eavùonmentally. Tberell be some over-reaction and then things 
will go back. 

D - 204. INTERVIEW 21 (10: 1- 20): The risk fiom the chernical Ïndustry is the 
risk that people have to bear that's our of their control. ... And îbatts the one tbat people 
have the most ciifficuit time accepting. 30,000 were ki11ed in the US last year in 
automobile accidents, yet that's an acceptable risk People live with that They dont 
mind. That's a nurnber 1 happened to rad  on the weekend in Financial Post or 
something. 1 dont know what the nimiber of people that thete are thet died from 
cigarette smoke, but it's probably three times that, But that's also an accepted risk. 



( I f  we had 40 people die in a chernical accident) .-. that would be homfic. That would 
be total l y unacceptable. 

D - 205, INTERVIEW 26 (6: 52 - 7: 2): Because the consumer ultimately 
pays. Again, it's fighting emotionaiïsm and not fightïng fàct ifyou spent al1 that energy 
collecting the fgcts and then amiyzing them and then deal ing with reai situations, 
you'd be a lot fiut)ier ah& 

D - 206.. Inte"ew 41 (6: 36 - 38): Weli, with most of the enviromenta1 rmff, l 
don't think therets a choice. Ifyou dont do it, ifs a stay-in-business type thiag 

D - 207, Interview 41 (6: 42 - 47): Ifyou dont do it yourre! going to be shut 
down. It's Uiat simple- It's cocomulg to the point where you loiow where you bave to spent 
it to stay in business. The big boon is sort ofover. It's quieted down. You dont hear as 
much noise fiom them as you used to hem That used to be in the news everyday. 

D - 308. iNTERVIEW 23 (2: 12 -1 7): I f  a fim is not environmentally responstble 
it's going to create, number one, a lot of headaches for itself, but n u m k  No, it's going to 
kill iwlf with public image and a h  it's going to have a hard time selling its 
product from that reason. Ifs going to banhpt itseif that way too. 

D - 209. INTERVIEW 26 (6: 23 - 25): Yeah, but we aiso don't want to shut things 
down on emotion. That's the biggest thing, that people understand the factual M. 

D - 210. Intem-ew 4 1 (9: 17 - 2 1): 1 guess fmm a management point of view, 
you want to maintain an image and be known in the community, so whether it's through 
open houses or whatever, you meet people and taik about what you do at least give them 
some sort of satisfaction. 



SELECTED DATA QUOTATIONS - FIRM E 

E- 1. 1ntewïew 45 (3: 2 1 - 24): It's a dog eat dog world. Eveiybody's 
looking for a ba»r price. You're always lodang for a way to give the customer a 
cheaper product, but just as good, if not better. That's what drives the ecowmy. 

E - 2- Intewiew 46 (2: 17 - 27): Well, the stainless steel tanks have a higher 
intewty than the original dnun- Also, you don't end up with a whoie pile of drums that 
turn out to be waste in itself, Not oniy do they have to be purged and cleaned before they 
can be re& which makes waste water, but most of the time they are just recycled. 
F i m  E has been one company that's been pretty good with how they've dealt with 
emissions or with waste. They were never realiy big waste generators in cornparison to 
other companies I've known of But those are the two main differences tbat have really 
made a difference to our customers and to owselves. 

E -3 .  INTERVIEW 10 (6: 12 - 30): (environmental behavior is a competitive 
edge?) Absolutely. And also a liability edge. I f  you look at d m  disposal- In the US in 
1956, we paid so many thousands of dollars for disposal of some drums at what they call 
a Class One disposal site. In 1992, someone decided to build a bousing development 
there. niere were 300 chemical companies that put dnuns in that disposal site. It now 
became a Superfund site. Of those 300 companies, four were still in business thllty years 
later. We paid to have our drums moved again and ptoperly disposed of The decision 
was made nine years ago to get out of the dnim business because that is a tale that you 
can never get out of. No matter where you put those guys, someday somebody is going to 
corne get you for them. So we've been spending, to date we've spmt approximately 200 
million dollars, in providing renunable stainless steel containers for chemical transport 
venus drums and we've eliminated twelve million drums a year out of our fleet We 
were on Fortune 500 ten most improved environmental companies in 1993 

becaw of the position that we've taken on that. 

E - 4 .  Interview 46 (4: 32 - 34): It wasn't economical to take care of those 
risk factors at that point (twenty some years ago). When you start looking at pumng in 
some sort of an intercepior system or something like ihat. 

€4. Interview 45 (8: 19 - 28): You shake your head sometimes and wonder 
why people can't do the right thing. It costs too much and it's not worth their while. Cost 
shouldn't be a factor. What's a dollar going to do if people are d d  ... I think ib true of 
al1 the F i m  E people. Most of them have families. 

E - 6. Interview 46 (3: 32 - 37): Weil, we don't want to bave to deal with 
waste ourselves, as a company. Not only us trying to dispose of the waste, which is a 
cost factor, customen don't want drums either. They dont want to deal with the waste 



when that drum is empty. This is one solution that works well for them as well as for 
ourset ves. 

E - 7. [NTERVIEW 16 ( !2: 36 - 39): 1 feel that, and being a member of 
the CCP& that the way wefte acting now,we're taking tbat step our selves to develop al1 
those activities, and working with the govemment, that we will be able to maintain 
business in these areas jist because of the way we're acting mw, worlrllig together. 

E - 8 .  INTERVIEW 10 (10: 27 - 34): But cednly public opinion drives 
that and their awareness, news, expuie,civil liability You know, d e n  you have 
exmutives board members of Fortune coutpanies going to jail b u s e  they have not 
taken a position on the environment and knew it. Bata bas to be a classic. ([f) you knew 
about some of these thiags that were king manufactured and didn't change a thing about 
it, you're crimiaally liable, and that's a strong statement 

E - 9 .  INTERVIEW 10 ( 1  I: 23 -35): W e  do a lot of training courses in the 
plants with the workers and one of the ones that we have that is rnoa effeftive is 
household cleaning products that your poor houseuvives w and dont have any idea what 
they are doing because somebody on the TV told them to spray oxidize in thet oven and 
crank it up to 600 degrees and go about your normal daily chores. Now if you were to 
expose any manufacturing worker to that, the ~Üons wouid have you hung up by your 
toes- But it's OK for the wives to do it at home because the W said it was OK- To me 
that is heresy. But we al1 do i t  So we put on a lot of public safety presentatioas at these 
plants that we do so much of it ai the workplace. How much of it goes home? 

E -10. Intew-ew 45 (4: 20 - 12): That will increase ( regulatory pressures). 
They will find things that may not be regulated now, but with technology improving and 
finding toxins, it may then become regulatd 

E -  I l .  Interview 45 (2: 19 - 25): We've aiso realized that we have to be very 
carefui with chernicals and the products bat we're dealing with. So, there's more testing 
of what goes into it and what we put into our landfills. Waste that doesn't acaially 
degrade and they're digging it up twenty or thhicty years later and ifs not even more 
decomposed. That's one of the reasons we use reusable tanks instead of drums. 

E - 12- INTERVIEW 10 (9: 14 - 17): (Customer number one stakeholder?) 
Absoiutely. I think customen are the nurnber one stakeboIdei. Priman'ly because 
everything is driven h m  them. Stockholders, management, profits, -ch, everything 
is dnven by the customer. 

E- 13- NTERVIEW 10 (3 : 34 - 47): When you say speciaity, you find the 
chernical per pound much more expensive than the cornmodïty size. You've got four to 
seven engineen in there on a full time basis. Somebody's got to pay for that kind of 
s e ~ c e  besides al1 the equipment support, research support We spend si. million 
dollars a year on research. More than twice than anyone else in the business. So when 





garbage man To say that you work in a chemical plant, the wom cornes to their minds. 
Pm swpnsed at how many people really think that 

E - 21. MTERViEW 16 (5:  9 - 14): (Did Bhopbal and other incidents wake up 
the industry, the local commwity people, the regdators ... ?)I wodd say so, sure. 
Everytime there is an incident or something it brings awareness to everyone involved. It's 
a logicai step. 

E - 22, Inte"ew 46 (5: 52 - 6: 6): About that time Hooker Chernical was 
constantly in the media- That whole residential ana was discovered to be quite 
contarninated From there, people starteci lookung at the chemicai plants in their own 
neighborâoods, but chernical plants have to be somewhere- I guess, then, fiom there they 
decided that if they are going to operate in this community, theytre going to have to sel1 
them on the idea that they could be a good neighbor. Thus, Responsible Care programs 
were origïnated 

E - 23. interview 45 (2: 15 - 19): One (driver for behavior) is that the general 
public has becorne more aware whether it be the chemical industry or the entire indumy 
which would include steel, pesticides and so o n  People have becorne more educated. 
Information is more assessable to people. 

E - 24. INTERVIEW 10 (4: 42 - 50): Now there's much more than that (members 
in the CCPA). We were very instrumental in gemng that vision statement for the CCPA, 
the scope of its operations, and how it could influence the future and the environment 
and in fact were very influentiai in helping them work as a mode1 of wbat a chemical 
Company should look life. That is one of our biggest resources for environmental 
changes and issues. What is the CCPA going to do and what is their reaction, what's the 
upcoming legislation look like? 

E - 25. in te^-ew 46 (6: 46 - 49): I f  1 see some headline in the media about a 
deadly chemical spi11 it catches my eye and t stiwt reading it. Then 1 find out it's really 
nothing and tbat's the kind of ignorance the media sells to the public. 

E - 26. Interview 46 (3: 20 - 26): Well, al1 you have to do is lodc in the media 
in the 1st ten years with discoveries of contaminated soils, water stream systems and in 
the end, chemical companies ended up with a baà reputation over the years. Not that 
they were ail jumping in and poiiuting evetything, but they w&e living with that 
reputation. So it seems like you need Qastic measures to buy back a good reputation. 

E - 27. iNTERVEW 10 (6: 12 - 30): (enviionmental behavior is a cornpetitive 
edge?) Absolutely. And also a liability edge. Ifyou look at d m  disposaII In the US in 
1956, we paid so many thousands of dollars for disposal of some drums at what tbey cal1 
a Class One disposal site. in 1 992, someone decided to build a housing development 
there. There were 300 chemical companies that put drums in that disposal site. It now 
became a Superfund site. Of those 300 companies, four were still in business thirty years 



later. We paid to have our dnuns moved again and properly disposed of. The decision 
was ma& nine yeaa a p  to get out of the drum business because that is  a tale that you 
can never get out of. No maner where you put those guys, someday somebody is  going to 
corne get you for them. So we've been spending, to date we've spent approximately 200 
million dollars, in providing retumable stainless steel containers for chemical transport 
venus d m s  and we've eliminated twelve million ârums a year out of our fleet We 
were on Fortuw 500 ten rnost improved environmental companies in 1993 

because of the position that we've taken on that 

E- 28. INTERVIEW 10 (10: 15 - 22): (What drives govemment?) 1 think 
public opinion and I think Greenpeace- And I think wncemed citizens and 
neighborhoods. 1 think a awateness, education Rom the public and 1 think that's good I f  
you look at the way any chemical company practiced manufacninng 30 years ago, it 
would scare you to death. It amazes us sometimes that our customers do business with 
some of our cornpetiton who continue to do business that way. And we still have 
vioiations- 

E - 29, Interview 46 (6: 20 - 29): I dont think the government ever backs off. 
They're there. Ifs jUSt that the idea is thaî you dont have to wony about some bill being 
nin in the fegislature thatfs gohg to bring the chemical companies to their knees because 
it's an unreal expectation of emission coutrols or whatever. There are guidelies set up 
by the govemment They do cover what type of emissions are acceptable, what your 
effluent can contain and they're getting tighter and tighter. So, by iike 2000, they expect 
our emissions to be down a certain percentage. 

E - 30. Interview 45 (4: 4 - 5): Your reportable quantities of your releases 
have gotten tighter and the field has gotten a lot more bmader. 

E - 3 1 ,  INTERVIEW 16 (6: 4 - 5): (Regulation getting easier?) 1 
woulch't say easier. I doubt very much that it will get easier. I mean, that isn't what 
we're working tosvards, to make things easier. 

E - 32. interview 45 (4: 10 - 1 1 ): I f  you have a release, it has to be reported to 
federal and provincial authorities. 

E - 33. INTERVIEW lO(3: 34 - 47): So d e n  you start looking and anticipating 
the problems these plants are going to be faced with and now we smed focusing on 
changes in the environment and environmental policy. Whst type of chernistries in the 
future will keep them out of heavy metal applications which will keep them buming 
cleaner on their new effluent disc harge? 

E - 34. Interview 45 ( 1 : 34 -35): Process water used to go into a pond and we 
would just deepwell it or have it treated by a company. 



E - 35. Interview 46 (1 : 23 - 27): One of the first examples would be our 
waste water tagoons. Those are king decomrnissioned as we speak We've got our own 
little treatment plant and wetre properly disposing of waste water. 

E- 36. INTERW 10 ( 15: 7 - 18): We poaition owelves globally in 
manufactunng and we operate in 137 countrîes. We dont have manufâcmring in al1 of 
those corntries, but logïsticafly we position our plants ail over the world to s e ~ c e  those. 
W e  try to Eake those environmentai issues into consideration when we buy them. We just 
recently closed sevenil manufacwuig plants because they were old and provideci a lot of 
liability d we're going to p ahead and take the hit to clean those up today with today's 
standards venus keeping that plant open another ten years d trying to clean it up with 
standards that are goiag to be enforced in ten y-. 

E - 37. INTERVIEW 10 (15: 23 -31): Not ver '  many plant buyers are 
going to buy (a used plant because of) the liability with i t  It becornes a real issue. ... So 
you end up holding it and cleaning them up unless somebody bas a real strategic need for 
that plant and then you can sel1 the liability with it. 

E - 38, MTFRVIEW 10 (22: 15 - 23): The one that cornes to mind is a 
chernical called carbon disulphide. Works great for ridding wax, c a d e  wax. Carbon 
disulphide is very carcinogenic. Some of my cornpetitors still provide it to operators out 
on the field to use. We've taken the position that we dont even manufacture the auff 
anpore. Maybe we shouldn't be using that Because there are alternatives out 
there that are more expensive but aren't near the environmental nsk 

E - 39. NïERViEW 16 ( 14: 4 - 13): There are a lot of recycling type activities 
that we put into place. Like at this site and at Burlington. We clean al1 our sarnple jars, 
and they are al1 recycled, and al1 our paper now goes to recycling, and plastic and that 
kind of thing. And putting in waste reduction efforts and improMng upon them. How 
can we minimize waste? And gong to Iust in Time inventory, and they were developed so 
you're not left with a bunch of product that cant be wld The chemkal delivery system, 
ou. contract system thet we put in place. And gettïng out of  cirums and goirig into 
stainless steel netuniable containers, well that is still an ongoing pmcess where we train 
our driven of ow trucks, we look at them as delivery specialikts not as buck driven, and 
they are quite knowledgeable about what is going on in the field 

E - 40. Interview 46 (2: 1 - 7): A lot of it is dealing with m e .  We've 
changed over from selling a lot of ârums to customers to a transport system that uses re- 
usable stainiess steel ta&. Some of these products & designateci for a certain pwluct 
use so that they are really never cleaned out They are inspecteci between uses to make 
sure that they aren't contamiaated and o w  of our truck clrivers will off load it on to their 
site. 

E-41. Interview 45 (2: 7 - 8): It COSE the customer because they may not 
have gotten al1 of the product (with old Rat bottomed tanks). 



E - 42- Interview 45 (9: 4 - 5): They take a certain percentage and Say this 
is what we are going to set aside. There is a budget. 

E -43. MTERVIEW 10 (8: 13 - 29): But ifyou take, and this is what I think 
cornes from just good management perspective and vision. If you take the position that 
Finn E bas on d m  disposai and tbat's one that is very dear to rny heart because my 
assignrnent previous to here was in Houston. We're spendïag 30 million dollars a month 
building stainless steel containers to get out of drums. Number one, the& wt that many 
chemical cornpies that are commitied to that Number two, not many can afford it or 
that have Board of Directors that can see the vision tbat the company's gohg to. That's 
why 1 work hen versus someone OEe some of the othets. That's why we continue to have 
growth when right now it is pretty stagnant in our business. And we tend to hire people 
that are very agressive and push the system. I push the system everyday myself, forcing 
my management to understand a dif'fierent view. 

E -44. interview 46 (2: 32 - 3 7): Weil, we don't want to have to deal with 
waste ounelves, as a company. Not only us  trying to dispose of the waste, which is a 
cost factor, customers don't want drums either. They dont want to deal with the waste 
when that drum is empty- This is one solution that works well for them as well as for 
ourselves. 

E - 45, Interview 46 (8: 2 1 - 22): I f  they (some reaily small chern id  firms) 
were complying to everything to the letter, they couldn't financially exist. 

E - 46- in te^-ew 46 (9: 4 - 1 O): 1 remember when I was first working in the 
indu- and the pressure would corne down from management to the point where we had 
to do certain things and 1 wondered why they didn't put in a new design or process. 
Evenhially theat plant closed down because they couldn'i meet those expectations. It was 
not economically feasible to tuni an old cotton plant into a chemical plant 

E - 47. INTERWEW16(11:38-12:2): Forme,Iknowthatasacompywe - 
really stand by these Rinciples, ok, and then we work smart at it. We develop systems 
that are good, and that are run eçoaomically at a plus. And at the same time we meet 
these Principles and we're looking after our stakeholders. Like, how much more does it 
cost to operate in this fashion? 

E - 48. INTERVIEW 16 (13: 28 - 32): 1 would say a leaming pocess of 
improvements. One of the reasons 1 stayed with a company like this one is because of 
how prwctive they are with these types of things. Always improving not only their 
activities outside the plant, but also with the people inside the plant And L would Say 
that they've changeci. It's always changing And we're improving on them. 

E - 49. Interview 45 (3: 1 - 5):  1 thinic the industry is p i n g  its best, but it's 
not working as fast as the environrnentalists would like things to be done. lndustry is 



tryinç, but it's a very expensive change. They are improving. especially the large ones. 
Firm E is very stnngent. 

E - 50, NERVIEW 10 (5: 6 - 14): Now, I'm looking at myself as a 
competitor in the world market. What can 1 provide for my customen tbat my 
compctitor cannot? Can I get money for that position? Can I create value and ultimately 
equity to my stockholders? So, not only do I position myself on my ability, 1 make my 
stockh01ders weaithy, b m e  an industry standard, and I might be able to be that one 
final distinguishing factor for my cornpetitor on Celanese (for example) where they've 
üïed two or three (other) water treatment chemical c o m ~ e s .  

E - 51. INTERVIEW 10 (19: 27 - 39): Our safety sheet is eight pages front 
and back Our competitors sometimes are one page front. It dl1 meets the minimum 
requirement of the law. So we need a materials d e t y  daily sheet Here it is. Now you 
won't understand what it means, ifyou want we have a toxicologïst on cal1 al1 the time 
with an 800 number for any kind of chernicd spill or chemical exposure. [f you want to 
know what's actually in those drums of chemical that you buy other than it's a trade secret 
only to be revealed through, you know- Fm amazed sornetimes what the govemment bas 
allowed my competitors to do. We've taken the position that this is your information. 
Making it work is stdl where we're going to make our money. 

E - 52. INTERVIEW 10 (6: 43 - 5 1): So from a liability standpoint, fiom a 
positioning standpoint, from a stockholder equity standpoint, i'm ûying to compte on the 
stock market for someone to invest in my company- Why is an investor, an infonned 
investor, when 1 buy this stock with that exposure fiom an environmental viewpoint 
versus me wanting the chemical stock businesss h m  a Company that takes a whole 
different position. So again, ifs very cornpetitive out there. It's al1 based on providing a 
re tm for your stockholders. 

E - 53- [NTERVIEW 10 ( 12: 8 - 14): And you try to do damage control if 
somebody has an wifortunate incident And you try to push yourçelf away fiom the 
industry a bit and say but we're different Here's what we're doing to make ourselves 
di fferent So you can try and tum one of those very negative things into something 
positive and why that won? happen to you 

E - 54. INTERVIEW 10 (12: 19 - 26): (Question about indusüy versus firm 
in public's eye) Edmonton is kind of an industrial area for Alberta. I was in Houston on 
my last assignent and everyday theie's a major chemical explosion, or spill. You're 
always finding yourself in a position to &fend what you are dohg venus what these 
other operators are doing. In todays giobal competitive environment, unfortunately there 
is going to be some breaches. 

E - 55. INTERVIEW l O ( 1 1 :  14-22): (In response to comment that al1 
fimis are seen as the same by the public.) Absolutely. And that is why to have to 
continuously stnve to in any industry. Any industry is faced with that. You have to try 



and do the best you can and distinguish yowelf most importantly with your customen 
because those are the ones that are going to keep you profitable and going to keep you in 
business. We do a lot of presentations for large chcmks of business. We spend a lot of 
time positioning ourselves with the customer on this is  the supplier that you want to w 
and here's why. 

E - 56, WTERVIEW 10 (9: 40 -46): We take back al1 of our drums. We take 
h e m  to qualified dnmr recyclers. These drurn recyclers rime thm three urnes and sel1 
them to our cornpetitos. We dont use any used drums. Most of my cornpetitors do. 
We've done liability studies on uxd drums and the pmblems drat you have with them. 
So we don't like used d m s  and most of my cornpetitors do. ft's a cost saving (for them). 

E - 57. INTERVIEW 10 (9: 17 - 34): What you have to balance is sometimes the 
customers don't know what's best for them. My customers in the oil industry right now 
don't think drum disposal is important. They still want to buy drums and they won't pay a 
penny more than they have to. So we have to weigh getting my customer out of drums 
versus what he's wiling to pay for bat and how much ofmy stockholden equity i'm 
willing to give up to absorb some of that cost until rny customers are willing to pay for it. 
... So sometimes you have to kind of force the customer to look at that vision and Say: 
"How mucb did that liability c o n  you?" 

E - 58- [NTERVIEW 10 (3: 34 - 47): When you say specialty, you find the 
chemical per pound much more expensive than the commodity sue. You've got four to 
seven engineers in there on a full time basis. Somebodyts got to pay for that kind of 
service besides al1 the equipment support, research support. We spend sixty million 
dollars a year on research More than twice than anyone else in the business. So when 
you start looking and anticipating the problems these plants are going to be faced with 
and now we started focusing on changes in the environment and environmental policy. 
What type of chernistries in the future will keep them (other chemical plants) out of 
heavy metal applications which will keep them burning cleaner on their new effluent 
disc harge? 

E - 59. iNTERVIEW 10 ( 22: 45 - 49): And what actdly happens, what we 
have been able to do, is to deliver on both. Be the industry leader on environment and 
always retwn 10% to the stock-holders after taxes. Nobody in ow business has been able 
to do that. Wetve done that for 23 or 24 years. 

E - 60, INTERVIEW 16 (16: 33 - 36): @O tirms reaily do more than they 
have to? How to confinn this?) Well, they may wish not to do certain activities 
anymore. Well, they may decide that if they can't do that activity mpomibly then they 
won't do it at all. Like the closed loop system at Dow. They are never going to get 
payback on that, but they are doing it anyway, even if it doesn't pay. And that's the proof 

E-61. Intervie\v16(9:77-34): Iagreetherearetradeoffs. Ifyoulookatit 
fiom a preventative maintenance sort of aspect, the community and the govemment are 



a11 more aware of the impact of s a y  a spill, ok, so we go out and spend a whole bunch of 
money on g w d  equipment, distribution type of  containers and trucks, retwnable 
containers and al1 that. and you've spent ail the money. And instead of doing that a 
company decides that we're not going to do that, we're not ping to deal with that, and 
that sort of thing, and then they have a big spill, and then they spend millions of dollars 
cleaning it up. So. Did you lose anything by spending that money for preventative sort 
of maintenance? 

E - 62, [NTERViEW lO(3: 48-51): Fines per day for effluent discharge 
in the US exceed 525,000 per &y. It doesn't take long to pay liüfe extra in some 
chemical and bave m e  expertise with a Company to keep you out of those kinds of 
problems. 

E - 63, INTERVIEW 10 (14: 23 - 43): (In response to question about why 
not buy cheaper prduct fiom Brazil?) In North Arnenca, it may be b u s e  o f  
those liability and envitonmental reasons. That's where your market is for this plant. 
That may be al1 you need North Amerka has worked out these logistics. Europe has 
worked out some of those logistics on a world market. If I cm't deliver my chlorine From 
Brazil to Japan every month on time, so that I have Just in Time inventoiy, maybe 1 need 
to pay a penny more to Dow here, or maybe I provide 80% of my business to Brazil, but I 
pay a little bit more and provide 20% of my business to Dow in Fort Saskatchewan, and I 
pay a little bit more. 

E - 64. Interview 45 (1 : 45 - 5 1 ): We have a state of the art transport system. 
The tanks are all cone shaped on the bottom so that you get al1 of the chemical. W e  
doni;t have any coming back that we have to dispose of because disposai is costly if it has 
to go to Swan Hills or where ever. The pumps we have completely suck the lines dry so 
that there's absolutely no waste and al1 you do is wash the tanks out when you corne back. 

E - 65. INTERVIEW 10 (9: 40 -46): We take back al1 of our dnuns. We take 
them to qualified drum recyclen. These d m  recyclers ririse thm three times and sel1 
them to our cornpetiton. We dont use any used drums. Most of my competitors do. 
We've done liability d i e s  on used drums and the problems that you have with them. 
So we dont like used dnms and most of my competitors do. It's a cost saviag (for them). 

E - 66. Intewiew 46 (4: 51 - 5: 2): It would have been tough (to make money in 
the good-olddays before careful controls were in place). It would have been hard to sel1 
that to a customer with al1 that extra cost. Like even with just nseatch and deveiopment, 
they start looking at what are we àoing for emissions systems and on and on- It's no 
longer "let's try this and see what happens", and then changing it later. 

E - 67. INTERVIEW 10 (1 5: 7 - 18): We position ourselves globally in 
manufaciUrhg and we operate in 137 countnes. We dont have manufactuing in al1 of 
those countries. but logistically we position our plants al1 over the world to service those. 
We t- to take those environmental issues into consideration when we buy thern. We just 



recently closed several manufacturing plants because they were old and provided a lot of 
liability and we're going to go ahead and talie the hit to clean those up today with today's 
standards venus keeping that plaiit open another ten years and nying to clean it up with 
standards that are going to be enforced in ten years. 

E - 68. I n t e ~ e w  46 (3: 29 - 35): But basically, it boils down to a reputation 
or very much a self interest- [f dom the road, twenty five years later it gets discovered 
that you've been contaminating soi1 or water, to me, that's the p a y ~ f f  for them ( Firm B 
and the closed loop system) twenty five years later for the twenty five million they spent 
two or three years ago. They're not going to be tiable or responsible for contaminated 
mils or whatever. 

E - 69, lntewiew 45 (5: 8 - I I ): At one point, you'd never have known there 
was anyîhing in that sand (city sandbox h m  contaminated C 1 site) because it's the 
technology that's advanced tbat's caught up with them. It doesn't matter how many years 
away it will be, it will always come back to the mot caw.  

E - 70, Inte"ew 45 (4: 29 - 30): (Long terni planning?) 1 know it does 
w*th FIRM E. Wetve got stuff going for twenty years down the r d  

E- 71. Intewiew 45 (4: 49 - 50): (How corne, going pst regulation?) How 
come? It's because you're always goiag to be accountable. 

E - 72- Interview 46 (7: 30 - 35): They might have used the tenn cradle to the 
grave ftom the process ofdevelopment to how it's made and then even how the 
customen are going to dispose of it. That's all a factor with F i m  E. They're trying to sell 
a product to customers that suits theu n& not just to meet more tonnage. 

E - 73, InteMew46 (8: 1 - 10): know that Firm E tries to be carefiil in who 
they sell to. 1 honestly donet know how effective it is. 1 can't say where it's been caught 
in every example because there's one place that 1 did work for about ten months. I was 
iotally aghast They were Rght in the middle of Nonh York and they had water going I 
don't know where. They didn't really have much control. We'd clean out the blender and 
then it would be down the drain and it wasn't beated or anything 1 was really surpnsed 
to see who was supplying them at this the.  It was just about six years ago. 

E - 74, interview 46 (2: 46 - 50): The customers are paying an extra prernium 
for that service as well, which shows you their dedication to reducing waste. They think 
tbat it's wotth a little bit of extra premium to have their cbemicals delivered that way. 

E- 75. INTERVIEW 10 ( 17: 34 - 47): ... and it is  sad and very hstrating 
to go out there and theytre half the price that you are and the customet has made the 
decision to ignore that or not investigate how some of that chemical makes it to his site. 
And that's very ktrating in our business. You know, when we're stniggling for market 
share and protitability and those things, sometimes you just want to shake those 



customers and say "Can't you see this?" But he goes through the same buying decision. 
He's fighting for his welfare as well. He can't see the value in that He sees the local 
manufacture supporting the local econorny ami the fact that maybe his ceactor rinse goes 
into the floor drain into the municipal plant or r ~ y b e  just goes into the back yard, and it's 
ody greener back there because of i t  

E- 76. MTERiAEW 10 (8: 29 - 40): ... and we have a f o m  program on that, 
that asks the customer fee<Eback And in that customer f h k  section, al1 the tirne, is 
where are you at in the en-ment, where are you at on drum disposal, where are you at 
on effluent, what is important to you? What issues in the funue are going to be important 
to you? We record these things ail the time and give that feedback to the salesmen, 
district managers so tbat we can go back in there and probe. We then give that feedbacli 
to the policy makers at our fimi to continue to position ourselves. Very important. Not 
very many customen have a forma1 customer feedback systern fiom their supplien. 

E - 77. NTERVIEW10(9:46-109): Butit'sapositionthatwe'vetakenon 
that. But there is qualified drum cecyclea to do that a d  they do a very good job. You 
know therets one in Regina that we use and he does a very, very good job and the reason 
we use him is we audit him three hmes a year so we can track what he does with those 
drums and track what he does with the effluent rinse fiom those d m s  to make sure he 
disposes of it environmentaily safely. And then, wtiere does that d m  do? And damn 
sure that it doesn't have our name on it when it leaves there- 

E - 78. MTERVlEW f O (10: 2 - 7): Now with the retumable container 
program that we've taken. on, we clean al1 those ourseIves. So we know exactly where 
the effluent goes in that rinse. We dont think there's anybody more qualified than us. So 
we do all of our own retumable container cleaning and dl of our own manufacturing 
plants for that reason. 

E - 79. Interview 46 (8: 3 5 - 39): Even this chernicd industry rnay not be 
directly linked to the consumer, but still sooner or later it becomes consumer goods. In 
the end the consumer pays for i t  If you want a cleaner environment, cleaner air to 
breathe, then you're the one who is going to pay. 

E - 80. InteMew 46 (8: 47 - 49): The costs associatecl with a cleanec 
environment have to corne out somewhere. Either they are a hidden cost in the pnce or 
something like that 

E - 81. iNTERVIEW IO (12: 26 - 35): Al1 you can do is  continue to sel1 
those customers that what you are doing is right and it's worth more so that you cm keep 
that vision suitement intact We will not waiver h m  the position that management takes 
on the environment. We have committed too much money into it. We've committed too 
rnany stockholders to it. And we've committed ow customers to it. Most of our 
customen are doing business with us because of the position we've taken on it (the 
environment). We won't breach that. and it costs us a lot o f  money to do that. 



E - 82. htetview 45 (7: 50 - 53): 1 guess it's up to the coipomtions that buy 
the chernicals to make sure that whece they buy their chernicals h m  stick to the safety 
regulations and environmental regulations. 

E - 83- Interview 46 (7: 47 - 50): This is  partly too that you hope that those 
you are seliing to am't going to look at awther supplier because they bave a lower price. 
Hopefully theyll look at what kind of operation you have. 

E - 84. NERVIEW 16 (3: 38 - 4: 4): 1 would say that the CCPA 
(members) are the same. You're writing Qour missions statements) to the same 
principles into the codes and practices. Aml you operate under those. Tbat would meet 
or exceed al1 govemrnent regulations. Like operating codes and practices are not the 
same as the law. Or rules- They may be written around the law and a lot of that, but they 
may add a lot of other things into thai, like going out and meeting with people in the 
comrnunity, as I meet with you today to help with this, to give you a better understanding. 
There isn't a Law that says 1 have to do this, but Pm part of Responsible Cace so 1 will do 
that And explain to you the types of activities and things thai we are doing. 

E - 85. lnte"ew 46 (5: 39 - 46): 1 know that damage caused by chernical 
plants is irreversible in some places and Uiey'll never be able to restore some of the places 
destroyed But they do, nowadays, take into consideration the environment. 1 came into 
the industry at the tuming point where there was a high regard for image as well as what 
thev were doing to the environment 1 can't imagine what it must have been like 
beiorehand, but Pve heard stones. 

E - 86. lNEEXVIEW 10 ( 10: 15 - 22): ( What drives govemment? ) I think 
public opinioa and I think Greenpeace. And 1 think concemed citizens and 
neighborhoods. 1 think a awareness, education fiom the public and 1 think that's good. If 
you look at the way any chemical company practiced manufacturing 30 y- ago. it 
would scare you to &th. It amam us sometimes that our customen do business with 
some of our cornpetitors who continue to do business that way. And we still have 
violations- 

E - 87. NTERVIEW 16: (5: 19 - 24): gwss, i f  there is a chernical spill, 
then it is  a reflection on the Chernical Industry as a whole. And tbat's why it is better to 
have people al1 working for the same objectives. to be more responsible, to look after 
issues pertaining to emergency response type thuigs. Can you respond? Do you have 
procedures in place? That type of thing. Al1 those thiags. So it does make sense that a 
spill Corn any company would reflet on the Industry. 

E - 88. lNTERVIEW IO(14:SI -54): Well 1 think it's going to be a 
balancing act and 1 think that certainly some of the repercussions of NAFTA is that some 
of the North Arnerican plants north of the border are actuglly more cornpetitive than they 
thought they were. 



E - 89, WERVCEW 10 (18: 14 - 23): They're (Dow and Celanese) big 
Manufacturen. W e  dont do any manufaauring per se. W e  have a plant here and do a 
linle coal blending. There's not much that could go on here thet could effect the 
community, in the sales samplïng where ï'm a t  Your audience ove? there would be more 
the rn;inufactuti*ng, Pm assuming. Pm more from the sales standpoint I deal with 
customen al1 of the tirne. I f  you talked to orn quivalent in Burlington aU he talks about 
is community,comrnunity, community. 

E- 90. NERVIEW 16 (5: 30 - 34): Yeah they do (non CCPA member fVms 
affecting reptation)- [ expect that the CCPA is making great strides with them to try to 
bring them imo the organization Or work with the Responsiale Carc codes and 
practices. But that's wt to say, just because a finn is small, that they do not have quite 
acceptable type procedures in how they hand1e ... so you can't look at it as a big finn / 
small firrn categotization. 

E - 91- INTERVIEW 10 (17: 19 -27): (the survival of oider plants?) 
They've got deep pockets (Celanese), and they'll rnake that forty year old plant 

viable. We have forty year old plants, we have sixty year old plants and we spend 
mil 1 ions of dollars every year upgrading and anticipating environmental changes. 
Celanese is the same way. Thefve positioned themselves. Dow's the sarne way. Both 
these companies have very strong environmental opinions and have the pockets and 
stockholdea ability and 1 guess the vigor to stay with them to position themselves for 
that ... 

E- 92. INTERVIEW 10 ( 10: 48 - I 1: 7): We sponsor al1 kinds of prognuns for 
the community and our manutàcturing plants to corne in and take a look: Greenpeace 
Day, Save a Tree Day, al1 those Iünds ofprograms. Anci I think we have loaded access to 
the public opinion until you have a problem The example is when this woman was 
killed in Millwoods. Nobody was really concened about teenagers breaking into homes 
with a kni fe until t hat woman was killed The next day on the capital building out there, 
how many thousands of people showed up? You have a chernical spi11 over here at 
Celanese and those fisb fioat in the Saskatchewan river, you see how many people are at 
that gate in the morning. So their efforts may go unrewarded They try to do everything 
right, until they have a problem. And then public opinion cm be temible- 

E - 93. INTERVIEW 16 (5: 30 - 34): Yeah they do (non CCPA member fims 
affecting mputation). I expect that the CCPA is making great strides with them to try to 
bring them hto the organization. Or work with the Responsible Care codes and 
practices. But that's not to say, just because a finn is small, that they do not have quite 
acceptable type procedures in how they handle ... so you can't look at it as a big firm / 
small firm categorization. 



E -  94. Interview 46 (6: 12 - 15): It goes full circle right back to the 
cmmunity. We want to be in your comrnrmity. We want to nui our facility here, but 
here's al1 the things that we're going to have to do to do h t .  

E - 95, [NTERVIEW 16 (15: 26 -27): (How to change public perception) 
By doing what werre doing. It has to be k b o r  and visible behavior. And 

to keep proving ounelves. 

E - 96- Interview 45 (7: 1 - 13): We've had one open house here when we 
decided to quit the manufacturing and just do warehowiqg We bave the fie department 
walk through especially when they have new guys on They have a plan of the 
place. We try to make the fire department more a m  of what we have on site and 
through the fire depamaent we have some like the CARE program. We're not actuaily 
part of the CARE program wïth the SIA. As far as the gewral public, it's different 
because we're the watehouse, we dont make it. A lot of people are concemed about 
emissions off the site. People see other's flares and they think it's pollution and it's just 
steam. Try to expiain that to people, but they're just ternfied ofchemicals. 

E- 97. NERVIEW f 6: (5: 19 - 24): guess, if there is a chernical spill, 
then it is a reflection on the Chernical Industry as a whole. And that's why it is better to 
have people al1 working for the same objectives, to be more responsible, to look after 
issues pertaining to emeigency response type things. Can you respond? Do you have 
procedures in place? That type of thing. Al1 those thing. So it does make sense that a 
spill from any Company would reflect on the Industry. 

E - 98. ENTERVEW 16 (7: 26 - 29): If there are no incidents there is no concem. 
Yeah, yet the firms are concemed anyway, which is probably a better way to have it. If 
we're in control of what we're doing then there is less possibility of incidents happening 
which means there is less concern for the public. 

E - 99. INTERVIEW 16 (9: 4 - 8): I think ifs leamïng, it's king more 
understanding of, not only understanding of our own business and what we're doing, but 
our stakeholders such as the cornmunity and the environment, and it's a learning 
process, and as you say, as people l e m  more and become more educated about it, they 
become more concenid So we've expanded out stakeholden. 

E - 100. INTERVIEW 16 (7: 8 - 15): (In response to a question about 
public concem) In one ara (of the country) there may be an instance that may bring up 
regulation because some individuals are concerned with a certain regdation And then 
you cm go to another area of  the country where those people in that ana may not share 
that same concern. They may have a different concern ... they bting in these 
regulations but the public aren't concemed , you know, why did it corne about? But the 
regulations are there to protect the environment and to protect the people. The behavioi 
of the tim is there to protect the environment and the people. 



E - 101. hem-ew 45 (6: 1 8 - 27): The MSDS are on hard copy on the 
computer. When we send a shipment of a new product, it goes with it. mat's the same 
when we receive it. We will not receive a new product on site unless we have a MSDS 
that cornes prior through f a  mail. That is law too, by the way. The tùnny thing is that a 
lot of the sttûf  tiom your kitchen sink is a lot more dangernus than what we've got in the 
lab here. People are handling that shiffwith no gloves o n  Oven cleaner is a good - 
example because ifs highly coirosive. The -es can kill you too. 

E - 102. in te^-ew 45 (6: 33 - 35): They're (the public) more aware of chernical 
companïes and what they do, but as fiu as household products, they dont really care 
about it. 

E - 103. I n t e ~ e w  46 (4: 14 - 27): Public's perception of chernical companies 
has a h  been used as a leverage as well. I cm remember an aldeman back in Hamilton 
that continuously jurnped up and dom and cried and it was just a small complaint and 
she was always headlining. She probably even took a bow when this company decided 
that it was no longer economical to mn that facility. The plant had been there since the 
early 1900s and this was gemng into the 80s, so they deeided to move some of those 
processes to where it was more economical to run them. Aiso, ï've got to admit, 
something like the way that they dealt with their waste water, they never contaminated 
anything, but there were no safeguards either. I f  they ever had a major spill on the site, it 
went straight to the sewer stream. There was no way of containing a large spill. 

E - 104. Interview 45 (6: 40 - 49): I think they're more scared because of some 
of the bad incidents like Bhophat and even burning tires and PCBs. The media jut 
blows it way out of  whack, especially with chemicals. You hear about that incident in 
Japan where they had arsenals of insecticide and pesticides and they were going to create 
germ warfare. When you say household cleaners it's really a totally different reaction 
than chemicals. We use bleach moa ofthe time to deactivate, which is a lot stronger 
than some of the SM we have here. Something tike Liquid Plumber is highly corrosive. 

E - 105. InteMew 45 (5: 36 - 40): You will find too that the govemment over- 
reacts. They i-mmediately blow it way out of proportion. We've ken. involved with this 
too, and the media blew it way out of proportion back in 1987. It was on Highway 16 
and we had to repave part of the highway. 

E - 106. interview 45 (8: 4 - 5): 1 think it's also up to the governments to 
legislate it (environmental standards of fims selling products into Canada). 

E - 107. MTERVIEW 10 (19: 27 - 39): Our safety sheet is eight pages fiont 
and back. Our cornpetiton sometimes are one page front. It still meets the minimum 
requirement of the law. So we need a materials safety daily sheet Here it is. Now you 
won't understand what it means, if you want we have a toxicologist on cal1 al1 the time 
with an 800 number for any kind of chemical spill ot chemical exposure. If you want to 
know what's accually in those drwns of chemical that you buy other than it's a trade secret 



onIy to be revealed through, you know. Fm amazed sometimes what the govenunent has 
allowed my cornpetitors to do. We've taken the position that this is your information. 
Making it work is still where we're gouig to make our money. 

E - 108. [NTERVIEW 10(21:20-28): I think the other view that 1 have is 
that I wish sometimes that the govemment people were m e  of the better ones in the 
indu* and they tend not to be. ... I stniggle with that myseK How do you make the 
infomed govemment guys affiordable. You muggle with that. 

E - 109. IMERVIEW 16 (6: 30 -32): Well sure, if you're looking at the Province 
of Alberta and the Province of Ontario, and they look at each other in tenns of what they 
do with reguiations, and 1 imagine they piggy-back on one anotheis ideas. 

E -  1 10. W R M E W  16 (3: 25 - 30): ( Why go beyond regulation?) 1 wodd say 
because we thought that there was a need That we should be m o n i t o ~ g  our own 
activities. That the govemment shouldn't have to tell us ht, you know, here are the 
mies and regulations of a certain province, and they maybe very specific at times, and 
they may be very broad, but we should be doing that ourselves. We shouldn't have to be 
told by govemment regulatoa what to do. We should be able to know what we should 
do, this is what we feel we need to do. 

E- 111. MTERVIEW 16 (6: 10 - 13): And the other thing you mentioned that the 
CCPA works with the govenunent. If anything just to make it easier to rnake sure that 
the regulations that are brought in are the correct regulations, W s  where I can see things 
getting easier by working with them. 

E - 112. [NTERVEW 16 (14: 27 - 3 1 ): I wouid say it's dnven by the 
industry. As 1 said earlier, the events to get the industry to say, hey, we have to 
implement something was the first step, but now 1 would say it's driven by the industry. 
Probably toolc some events and some things to get it statted, but now the industry has 
taken a hold of it, and championed it, and they will continue to go with it. 

E - 113. tNTERVIEW 16 (6: 4 - 5): (Regdation getting easier?) I 
wouldn't say easier. 1 doubt very much that it will get easier. I mean, that isntt what 
we're working towards, to make things easier. 

E -  114. Inte"ew 46 (6: 33 - 35): 1 wodd think so (emissions eventually down 
to zero). There's got to be a target like bat somewhere, but they know that they cannot 
expea it ovemight. 

E -  115. Interview 46 ( 1 : 27 - 29): W just that wbat was acceptable in induüy 
in the p s t  is no longer really acceptable. 

E -  116. Intewiew 45 (3: 43 - 47): 1 thinli it al1 goes hand in hand. You can go 
outside the regulations and there's a chance that you could be tined or shut down. 



Hopefully people like the CEû's of large companies have a conscience and don't wvant to 
pollute for their childcen and grandchildren. 

E- 117- MTERViEW 16 ( 1 : 29 - 30): We have a license that we follow and there 
are a lot of guidelin tbat are associated *th that that we mua comply with, in order to 
operate- 

E- 118. INTERVIEW 10 (5: 48 -54): (re Global standards wiui ISO 9000) You 
can miil have infierior facilities, but you just manufacture then the same way every time. 
Tbat's the dowdail. Al1 it does is say that you're going to follow a set of standards- It 
doesntt say that those standards are nght It doesn't say that those standards are d e .  It 
just says that youtre going to follow those standards all the time. 

E- 119, Inte"ew 45 (4: 35 - 37): That's why I feel cornfortable working for 
FLRM E. Theytre al- above regdation. They're a very good compny 
environrnentally. They always shoot way above the limits. 

E- 120. INTERVIEW 16 (3: 16 - 18): This would probably go above and beyond 
(govenunent regulation). They would have certain regulations by the govemment, that 
you will operate in a certain mamer and meet your codes. But this (guidebook) is more 
than that This is going extra distance in how you operate. 

E -  121. INTERVIEW 16 (6: 10 - 15): (Regdation maybe inelevant 
anyway? because finn behavior is beyond regulation?) But as far as the regulations 
thernselves getting easier, or how stn-ngent they are, then no. I woulda't say that they 
would Even if they would, we would still operate under these principles. 

E-  122- INTERVIEW 16 ( 1 : 34 - 37): The CCPA, they have guidùig principles, 
sort of a living type document, something that we practice. People here and in 
Budington where our head office is- And we recently weat to sort of an audit prwess by 
the CCPA and other member companies to see how well we comply with that, and we 
did very well. 

E - 123. INTERVIEW 16 (6: 22 - 24): Well yeah, you always respect the 
regulations, and you want to meet or exceed the mgdatiom. It's wbat you want to do. So 
any new ones tbat corne in you want to meet that and probabty exceed that 

E -  124. IMERVlEW 10 (7: 3 1 - 42): (re monitoring trends) The CCPA is the 
fim one. 1 called the environmental group this moming and looked at my notes and I've 
got to position myself here this moming The CCPA is the first one that ow 
environmental group in Burlington says that they used as a contact. Helps them with 
future regulations, with discussions of where the indusûy's at today and where they're 
going. A g i  Canada, Environment Canada, Transport Canada, are the other three fonnal 
political and business govemment groups that we actively participte with in the 



committees and subcommittees for legislation. We have members on those committees 
to make sure that we are informed 

E - 1% [NTERVEW 10 (7: 42 - 50) We also subscni to a consuiting group 
cailed Ecolog which is a monthly magazine that cornes out with envimamental 
iegislative changes and perspectives on what the friture is going to look like. In addition 
to that, there's also a consulting group that we used callecl, it's a CD ROM program that 
comes out qua~erly, through the Cariadian Occupational Health Gmup and m subscnbe 
to that and on that we get quarterly upüates of where the gwemrnent is going to take a 
position on some of these thuigs. 

E - 126, INTERVIEW 10 (13: 18 - 45): Well, 1 dont think it is totally 
detemined by the ten percent (the retum for stocicholders tequimi prior to my 
environmental behavior). How much we do is a management decision and you weigh 
what the consultants tell you what lobbyists we hire. Lobbyists al1 the time affect that 
political group and the lobbyist that we've had that have worked for us for years help us 
with those long term projections of what the change is in the environment is going to do 
based on the political scheme. You know, if this guy gets elected ifs going to bave a 
huge impact on our business venus this guy who is more consecvative, he may not have 
such an e M  So we always try to make sure that you understand the political scheme. 
Certainly, again, in Canada and the US, what Cluetien and Clinton's view on the 
environment is has a huge impact on us. If they pass and force legislation that is going to 
have a detrimental effect on how we manufacture or package or label, you better be 
aware of thai. Obviously, lobbyists are one of the best groups to help to keep you 
infomed on that and try and keep those political people infomed on what the impact of 
those decisions are on the industry. 

E -  137. Intenriew 46 (7: 28 - 30): Yes (better technical skills and better 
measurement) panly driven by govemment and piutly by self-replation. Finn E has 
pretty high expectations about how their chernicals are bandled 

E - 128. Interview 46 (6: 6 - 12): I thidc another part of it too is lodang at 
what govemment will regulate and c o m p e s  hate king told by big brother what to do. 
They want to control and regulate themselves and cteate policies thaî diey can live with 
financially whereas if they let the government do it, tbey might end up with some very 
unreal expectations. Self- policing has got its advantages- 

E - 129. INTERVIEW 16 ( 1 5: 37 - 16: 2): If you're talking over your fence with 
your neighbor and they say "you're wocking for a chernical tbn and they're big polluten 
of the environment", and you hope that your employee that has wotked for you bas a 
good understanding, and we do that here with training about Responsible Care and saying 
that this is how we al1 act here, we are al1 responsible for the enMronment if we work 
here. And he can tum around to his neighbor and say "no way, that's not how it is 
anynore. We do things differently." 



E - 130. Interview 45 (8: 45 - 49): It could be anything You just dont krow. 
AS far as the chemicai i n d m  i s  cuncemed, I think they will find ways of dealing with 
their waste better. They'll be able to recycle it and use it betler. Theyll have less waste 
because they'll find better ways to reuse i t  

E- 131, iNTERViEW 16 (7: 13 - 15): But they (the replations) are there to 
proteci the environment and to protect the people. The behavior of the firm is there to 
protect the enviconment and the people. 

E - 132, [NTERVIEW 16 (14: 4 - 13): There are a lot of reeycling type activities 
that we put into place. Like at this site and at Burlington We clan al1 o u  sample jars, 
and they am al1 recycled, and al1 our paper now goes to recycling, and plastic and that 
kind of thing. And puttïng in waste reduction efforts and improving upon them. How 
can we minimize waste? And gong to Just ia Time inventory, and they were developed so 
you're not lefk with a bunch of product that can't be sold ïhe chernicd delivery system, 
our contract system that we put in place- And gemng out of cbums and going into 
stainless steel renimable containers, well that is still an ongoing process where we train 
our driven of our trucks, we look at them as delivery specialists not as truck drivers, and 
they are quite knowledgeable about what is going on in the field- 

E - 133INTE'RVlEW 16 (16:lO - 12): But 1 know that 1 dont go around and it is 
only myseifthat knows about this (mission statement), and 1 teach the employees and say 
this is how 1 want to operate, and this is how I want you to operate. And I want them to 
want to operate that way tw. 

E - 134. Interview 45 (7: 25 - 33): 1 think in most plants you have to have 
electrical pennits and follow the fire codes and everything else. any kirtd of electrical 
work that you do has to be logged and they check on i t  It's the same with the fire 
department- They take a walk though here once a year. You have to be trained in 
Transponation of Dangerous G d  before you can even work here. Chns and 1 hare 
both trained in fire fighting. They train us really well and that's the way it should be. 

E - 135. Inte"ew 45 ( 1 : 22 -24): (Changes over last eight years?) Oh yes. 
The way we handle our products, the way we deal with our waste is dieerent We try to 
recycle whenever we cm. We treat al1 our own water. 

E - 136. in te^-ew 45 ( 1 : 39 - 4 1 ): We recycle al1 our paper, cardboard, glas 
and steel. We don? really recycle our products because they have chernicals in them. 

E - 137. Interview 45 (6: 5 - 14): ui the last four or five years cornputen have 
really corne of age and information has been a lot more assessable. Material Safety Data 
Sheets are more assessable now too. MSDS carry al1 the information you need to bow. 
It tells you how to clean it up, where it should go, how to dispose of it, if it's regdateci, 
what goes into it, boiling points, what's the basic ingredients are. It tells you everything 
o u  need to know. You have to have that for eve- product that p u  have on site. 



E - 138. CNTERVIEW 1 O ( 19: 27 - 39): Our safety sheet is eight pages fiont 
and back. Our cornpetitors sometimes are one page front. It still meets the minimum 
requirement of the Iaw- So we need a materials safety daily sheet Here it is. Now you 
won't understand what it means, if you want we have a toxicologist on d l  al1 the time 
with an 800 number Ccr any b d  of chemical spi11 or chemical exposure. If  you wuit to 
h o w  whats actualiy in those Qums of chemical that you buy other than it's a trade secm 
only to be revealed through, you know. Pm amazed sometuws what the government has 
allowed my cornpetitors to do. We've tsken the position that this is your information 
Making it work is wbere we're going to make our money. 

E - t 39- i.ntewiew 45 (2: 19 - 25): We've also reabed that we have to be very 
careful with chernicals and the products that we're dealing wïwi So, there's more testing 
of what goes into it and wbat we put into ouf landfills. Waste that doesn't actually 
degrade and they're digging it up twenty or thirty years later and ifs not even more 
decomposed That's one of the reasons we use ceusable tanks instead of d m s .  

E - 140. INTERVIEW 16 (10: 35 - 38): 1 know tbat getting out of the drums 
was not looked at (environmentally) incidentally. That (environmental impact) was 
looked at fint. There was a very large investment put into doing that, so, to look that far 
d o m  the road as an economic plus, that was an environmental decision that was made to 
get out of that. 

E - 141. Intewiew 46 (3: 26 - 29): 1 hope it doesn't take away from the people 
ruming these companies like they don't care about the environment. We al1 want to plant 
a garden and breathe the air. 

E - 142, iNTERVIEW16(15:37-16:2): Ifyou'retalkingoveryowfencewith 
your neighbor and they say "you're working for a chemical firm and they're big polluters 
of the environment", and you hope that your employee that bas worked for you has a 
good understanding, and we do that here with training about Responsible Care and saying 
that this is how we al1 act here, we are al1 responsible for the environment if we work 
here. And he can tum around to bis neighbor and say "no way, that's not how it is 
anymore. We do things diffetently." 

E - 143. Interview 45 (3: 51 - 53): (pemnal values corne into this?) I 
wouid think so. 1 know they do wiîh me. 1 can go to bed at ~ g h t  because I h o w  rm not 
polluting. I haven't done anythiag illegal and i'm not polluting the air. 

E - 144. inte"ew 45 (8: 19 - 28): You shske your head sornetimes and wonder 
why people can't do the right thing. (They say) it costs too much and it's not worth their 
while. Cost shoulân't be a factor. What's a dollar going to do if people are dead .A 
think it's true of all the Firm E people. Most of them have families. 



E - 145- INTERVIEW 16 (2: 20 - 33): These are the Codes of Practice. associated 
with Responsible Care. ... This book is written by Fim E, but it's written with respect to 
the CCPA Codes of Practice- And then PI1 give you a general (ovem-ew) on community 
awareness and Emergency Respoase. Those types of thhgs. Transportation code of 
practice. ... This one here was upàated in .. . this one is about two years 014 199 1. 
When the first book came out it must have 1986 1987. When we starteci implementing 
tiiese types ofthings- 

E - 146. INTERVIEW 16 ( 15: 37 - 16: 2): If you're talking over your fence 
your neighbor and they say "you're worlçing for a chemicai firm and they're big polluters 
of the environment", and you hope that your ernployee that has worked for you has a 
good understanding, and we Q that here wnh training about Responsible Care and saying 
that this is how we al1 act h m ,  we are dl responsible for the environment if we work 
here. And he c m  nim mund to his neighbor and say "no way, that's not how it is 
anymore. We do things differently-" 

E - 147, INTERVIEW 16 (4: 9 - 11): It wasn't put together because of any 
fear of punitive reguiation, it was put together because it was the right thing to do. And 
that's the reason for it (pause). 

E - 148. INTERVIEW 16 ( 11: 36 - 38): Responsible Care is a living 
document. That is you just dont say " I I I  do the minimum and that's it". If it works then 
it's obsolete. You have to continually Look at it, and upgrade it, and improve it. 

E - 149. INTERVIEW 10 (5: 6 - 14): Now, I'm looking at myself as a 
cornpetitor in the world market. What can I provide for my cwtomers that my 
competitor cannot? Can I get money for that position? Can 1 create value and ultimately 
equity to my stockholders? So, not only do 1 position myself on my abilîty, I make my 
stockholders wealthy, become an industry standard, and 1 might be able to be that one 
final d i ~ t i n ~ s h i n g  factor for my competitor on Celanese (for example) where they've 
tried two or ttuee (other) water treatment chernical companies. 

E - 150- iNTERVIEW 16 (1 1: 14 - 26): Look at it this way- If you want to 
nm a successful operation7 and you're in it for the long term, rnanufacturing of chemicals, 
and you want to insure that what you do is rigbt. We're going to operate under these 
guiding principles in the community so that we take a mdle to grave attitude. Al1 of our 
chemicals here. How can we do that and at the sarne time make it economicaily feasible 
to survive. and that may take a lot of thinking, ingenious thinking, and the types of 
programs that we can run, and that, and still be able to swive as a business. We can do 
those types of things. There is a trade-off of the two. These trade-offs are worth it. 

E- 151. INTERVIEW 16 (8: 19 - 26): 1 dont know. 1 penonally like and believe 
in these types of principles, and I dont think that you should act irresponsibly when 
you're dealing with these types of chemicals. With the enviroment. That you can go out 
there and not dispose of chernicals responsibly. Those kinds of things. Those are just my 



personal feelings. And you leam fiom your kMis too, you're going to throw something 
away and your son says "Oh no, that has to be recycled" So, you know, I have a wife and 
son, and 1 want the environment to be g d  for when he grows up also. 

E - 152. IEmRViEW 16 (4: 25 - 32): What are the dnvers? My personal feeling 
is if you're manufirturïng chernicals and distmi'buîing hem, then as a company, or as an 
individual person who is woiking here, it is sort oftheir right and obligation to go out and 
rnake sure that these things are handled and delivered safely. and I don't base it on 
myself as a fear of the public or the media, or that To me, it is the way that it should be 
done. Those are my feelings, that if rrn goïng to operate within this facility, that those 
are the Ionds of things that 1 want to do. The respomible type things. Responsible to 
myself, and my family, and my employees. That's why I do it, and th& why 1 wmt to do 
it. 

E - 153, INTERVIEW 16 (8: 4 - 6): My own persona1 feelings. I wodd 
say we've touched on al1 the stakeholders there, but it is my own personai feelings toward 
Responsible Care that drives me toward implementing it- 

E - 154. INTERVIEW 10 (10: 22 - 27): And we still have our problems. But 
1 like worting here, as a young yuppie who has a family, who has children, who wants to 
position the environment for my children. ï've taken the choice to work for a company 
that is going to do something about that today. 

E - 155. INTERVIEW 16 (10: 12 -14): You need to educate and explain. 
The reason we operate that way is because it's irresponsible if we operate differently. 
They (the irresponsible firm) may be fourteen percent (return on investment) this year 
and minus two hundred percent next year 

E - 156. MTERWEW 16 (10: 19 - 21): Yeah, we're looking at the long view 
when we invest in those types of things. in the environment and those types of 
things. 

E - 157, Interview 46 ( 1: 27 - 29): It's just that what was acceptable in industry 
in the past is no longer really acceptable. 

E- 158, InteMew 46 (3: 46 - 4: 6): We've dl seen experiences like that 
(contamination of soils that nmne even suspected). Wbere f lived, there was an 
individual who was restoring PCBs which eventually leaked and ran into the soi1 and 
contaminated that town's drinkuig welL They en&d up going back to a smaller original 
well that wasn't contaminated that couldn't keep up so that they had to a pipeline 
fiom Lake Ontario to this town so that they could get water. There was another case in 
Mississaga in the early 1900s where there was a company that dealt with metals and 
leads. AAer a while, it was reclassïfied and zoned as residential and people were getting 
sick and they discovered al! these metal contaminations. So, it can get you a century 
later. What we're doing today is hopefully not going to catch up to us 25 years later. 



E - 159, INTERVEW 16 (2: 38 - 3: 7): Lots of things that occurred in the 
indu-, the Mississauga incident when they got the chlorine gas going the& the 
incident in Bhophal with the release of chemicals. and that type of thing in the 80s. And 
what it di& it sort of made an awareness by al1 the Chemicai companies that we neeâ to 
act responsibly in the cornmunities with the way we're dealing. with the way we're 
handling things, and it got an organkation together that m e d  to devdop certain codes 
of pradce, and principles that we would follow when we manu- and how we 
dispose of waste, and those types oftbings. So generally, the reason king thDt there was 
a need for it It was seen by the chemicai industry that we needed somediing like this 
(CCPA) so that we can show the public tbat we are essentially doing these types of 
things, acti-vities, respoiûibly, that we take a cradle to grave attitude with our chemical 
hanàling. 

E- 160. INTERVIEW 10 (4: 25 - 34): But I think as you start to take the position on the 
environment, h m  our perspective, it cornes out initially with: where does the Company 
stand on and how does the company support it. I guess one of the th* that I think 
helps al1 the employees and certainly line managers like myself is to undentand in this 
counq,  since i'm up here on a temporary assignrnent, is where does this company 
position itself on the environment. Our president is very explicit about that. 



SELECTED DATA QUOTATIONS - FlRM F 

F- 1, Interview 5 1 (2: 46 - 53): 1 thuik most of it bas to do with regdation- 
Like if you were dnving âown the Street and they didn't enforce the seatbek iaw, you 
wouldn't put it on If there was w one breathing dowu these guys necks, the probably 
wouldn't spend a duw. So, I would say about 80.36 is because of mgdation and 20% is 
because they [ive in the community. W h y  should we put in a $500,000.00 thousand 
coataining pond if we can dump it into the river and pocket that rnoney. 

F-2. I n t e ~ e w  M (1: 49 - 50): One of the r-11s is because goverrunent is 
watching the licenses and the reporting procedures more. 

F- 3. N E R V I E W  22(2: 17 - 29): Public notification for renewal of approvals, 
operating approvals are what the govemmeat issues us so chat we can discharge 
contaminants iato the air and into the water and you need these operating approvals to 
operate legaily in the Province for these large facilities. Mustries iike the ones we are 
involved in. And so part of the whole regulatoiy process involves notification, either 
advertisements in local comrnunity newspapers or if you want to change your approval 
like they cal1 them amendments, or if you're going to renew your approval they always 
expire on a certain date. This site in F t  Saskcbewan will require their approvals to be 
renewed in 1996. They are generally five years, but now the ones that are being issued 
tend to be for ten years. Ifs the govemments amwer to cutting back, their answer to 
deficit reduction. We'li give these people a long terni approval so that they dont have to 
keep coming back to us, and we don't have enough staffto administer di of these things 
anyway - 

F - 4. Inte"ew 37 (4: 1- 6): niere isn't aow, but I understand that site license 
requirements are up for renewal this year and part of the requirements are public 
meetings. I think there are a lot of people that are not very happy about that I would 
expect that's because theyll get the same diing that Dow's experienced 

F-5. m V I E  W 1 8 (6: 14 - 27): Well, Alberta Eaviroarnent is in the driver's 
seat here. Sort of based on the premise that you dont Iet your boss down. ifyou're a 
customer of ours, we don't let that customer d o m  So we always give them as much 
uifomation as we have. The other things that the act emphasùes, and therets dl sorts of 
reporting regdations and that sort of thing and of course we adhere to them, but what we 
really adhere to more than anything else is environmental impact So anything that is on 
our site might have an impact For instance, Urea is not repuiated by any of the acts or 
anything. But if we have a cyclone and a cloud of dust goes off the plant site and falls on 
somebody's car off the site we report that to Alberta Environment. And of coune we tell 
the people whose car it fell on, and wash their cars and ail that but the legalistic 
interpretation of it is that it is not regulated by the transportation of dangerous goods act 
because it is fertilizer and doesnt have a serious environmental impact, but just the fact 



it fell of cars is an environmental impact In fact, perception is an environmental impact, 
that's what it cornes d o m  to. So if you think you smell something we treat that as an 
impact 

F - 6 ,  INTERVIEW 19 (4: 40 - 42): We're &en by the same pressures, but 
we're rot driven in the same way. In other words, government wants to be re-elected. 

F - 7. hteMew 37 (1: 50 - 2: 2): The corporation is much more aware than 
they were in the early eighties of the need to protect the environment. To their c d &  1 
think that's pady on their own and plntly due to the changes in legislation tbat have been 
driven by public opinion Fifieen years ago there wasnt a specific environment 
department. 

F -  8. INTERVIEW 19 ( 1 1: 8 - 17): The standards keep ratcheting up and 
you assume that's based on science. in some cases yes, in some cases no. You can't 
argue that a pound of somethuig in the environment is bad. The question is: How bad? 
And then you get into background We have an issue with the Saskatchewan River right 
now because the city puts in a great deal of nitrogen and because of that Alberta 
Environment would like us to not put veiy much at al1 in, but if we were on a different 
river with no city, we could put more in. So, yodre wrestling with those kinds of 
concepts. 

F-9 .  INTERVIEW 22 (7: 2 - 6): 1 think extemal to that, is the push 
from the regdatorr, and the compani-es wanting to maiatain a bit of a buffer between 
their pefiomance today and the reguiations either today or tomonow. You don't want to 
be that close to the line. Because when you have a big "oops" the consequences are tbat 
much more, could be much more severe than they were a few years back 

F -  10. MTERVIEW 22 (10: 32 - 1 1: 3): You know they've (lawyers) had a far 
greater influence on this environmental &than they really should have ha& 1 tbink 
that eve y penon that practices law should have to do some real work in the real wotld. 
(Laughs out loud) There's my knock on lawyers. 1 Qn't thidc you can ciraft laws and 
regulations and not know anything, and not know how they're going to work, and how itk 
going to infiuence things. 1 remember attendhg presentatiom, 1 think it was for Bill 53, 
it was called that then, the new Environmentai Protection Act in Alberta, and 1 recaîl 
hearing a presentation made by the Environmental Law Center, and they were talking 
about pesticide spraying, how the fanner should bave to notim al1 of his neighbois before 
spraying. 1 thought to myself like "get r d ,  like at four o'clock in the morning when there 
is no wind you're going to phone up your neighbors and tell them you're going to sprayk, 
like I'm sure they are going to be happy. ïhere is no concept of practicality, so that's my 
thing about lawyers. 

F -  I l .  INTERViEW 22 (1 1: 7 - 1 1 ): Yeah right, and 1 mean itts interesting to me 
that in the fourteen or fifieen yean that Pve been in this environmental arena that it seems 
that every major law firrn in this country has an environmental am or has an 



environmental wing. 1 mean, tifteen years ago I doa't think there were any. And it's a 
self- perpetuating business. 

F- 12. MTERWEW 22 (7: 1 1 - 16): t think that would be fascinating to see. 1 
guess the closest i've ever been 10 a company king shut down mis Ro*or and Gamble 
up in Grande Prairie, and they voluntarily, or they wcre isswd a wntrol order and they 
tmk some actior But to be perfèctly honest you can't sbut down and improve. How do 
you know you're impmving your operation if you're shut down So you have to rnake 
your changes on the fly. Kou may have minor shut d m m  to implement the changes, to 
improve and comply. 

F - 13, Interview 5 1 (4: 2 1 ): They're in there for the mouey. 

F -  14, DiTERViEW t9(13:26 -35): Back to the leadership of our fim, I 
think nurnber one is to keep us out ofjail because the Directon are liable and so are the 
officers. So, m the railroad so we don? end up in jail. That's probably the big dnMng 
force here. I would say the next levei is the perception one. Keep us out of the 
newsppea and untàvorabie light In other words, maybe 1 haven't been sent to jail by 
the regulators, but if there's articles in the Journal every week that you're not doing this or 
that or aren't doing something, that's not gaod for the company's image. 

F- 15. INTERVIEW 19 (7: 29 - 36): (We wanted to be) Out in front of 
regulations (In Imperial). Other companies say "Times are tough. We're going to have to 
walk that line because we can't afford anything more." 1 thiak you will see companies go 
through cycles. If they hit a few good y-, they'll begin to spend a bit more. Be more 
further looking. If times are tough ... if you have to go the banker for that million 
dollars. s he's a lot tougher decision versus fwiding it internally. 

F - 16. Interview 50 (3: 6 - I 1 ): Well number one, corporate profits is the 
bottom line, and always will be. If they are aot giving a retun to their shareholders, they 
are not going to be in business very long- So what they do is say that they cm afford to 
do so much. That way, the people on the floor can see that they are doing something. 

F - 17- i n t e ~ e w  50 (4: 21 - 23): (Real or PR?) I think it's real. They're going 
to do the ben that they can do as long as tbey are showing a r e m  to the shareholders. 

F -  18. ln te~ew 50 (4: 29 - 33): You could look at it and say if this year 
they're having a banner year in tenns of corponite profits, so maybe they'll put in a 
scrubber or whatwer. 1 think they wouid do that, but they still want to show tbat retum 
to the shareholdets. 

F -  19. Intenriew 50 (4: 38 - 42): 1 think they'd have to look at how much 
money they bad m work with and if it was viable for them to change the process to 
prevent an environmental incident. They are forward look so, if it was economicaliy 
viable, they would do that. 



F- 20. Interview 50 (5: 4 - 1 1 ): Well, the equipment is reliable, but some of 
it is Fdirly old so if something does down and you have to change the equipment, they just 
put the same old equipment in there. They don't look to see ifthere's something better 
that we wuld put in there. Then again, each area is tesponsible for theu operatioas 
budget so managers of those areas are probably loolsng at what the return will be, so they 
pet by with wbat they've got 

F - 21. MTERVIEW 19 (7: 29 - 36): (We wanted to be) Out in h n t  of 
regdations (In [mperial). Other cornpimies say "Times are tough We're gobg to have to 
walk that line because we m't aord anything more." 1 you will see companies go 
through cycles. Ifthey hit a few good years, theyll begin to spend a bit more. Be more 
M e r  looking. If times are tough ... if you have to go the M e r  for that million 
dollars, she's a lot tougher decision versus funding it intenally. 

F - 23. Interview 3 7 (8: 7 - 1 1 ): There wually are benefits in ternis of 
increasing efficiency, if you figure out the capital costs of doing al1 those kinds of things. 
Every little added piece of efficiency helps keep a fortyone year oM plant a little more 
reliabie, 

F - 23. INTERVIEW 18 (3: 5 - 18): So the whole Board got voted out by 
the shareholdea. ... We ended up with these investment bankers nianing the company. 
and so. their orientation is different again, so we've been going through al1 of these 
changes in culture. ... We've k e n  a very conservative Company and expansions were big 
news for us, but these guys are doing things Iike that al1 the time ... and finally made this 
deal for the acquisition, so now we're the largest fertilizer manufacturing Company in 
Canada and North America Well they've done a good job in resfrzlcturing the debt, like 
they made it ail long terni debt, so ifs mt like the bank is iooking over your shoulder, and 
asking where the money is coming and goittg. 

F - 24. Interview 5 1 ( 1 : 49 - 54): I think these plants here keep an eye on each 
other. Like Dow watches S2 and fim F watches Dow or whatever. If they release too 
much of something, then somebody gets a phone cal1 and they try to rectity the problem. 
We al1 have to Iive here, so there's no use anyone pollutiag the river. 

F - 25. MTERViEW 18 (3: 23 - 27): We're not in the c011sumer producîs 
business, and U s  the difference between us and someone like Dow Chernical. They 
have a consumer identity with aU their poâucts, and the same with Celanese, and even 
Esso. Our metals are sold to someone else who rnakes them into something else. We're 
sort of like a wholesaler. We sel1 them to somebody else who then sells it on the 
marketplace. 

F - 26. WERViEW 18 (4: 12 - 16): That's right Itts sot as direct. You 
know we dont seIl bags of fertilizer that say firm F fertilizer on them, you can't go to 
Safeway and bu- FIRM F fertilizer for your lawn, it's not quite the same direct pressure 1 



guess. For the Redwater site, that fertilizer is continuing to go to the Engro dealers, so 
it's sold under the Esso name not under our name. So about half of our fertilizers are sold 
under the Engro name- 

F - 27. NIERVIEW 19 (13: 26 - 35): Back to the leadership of out fi- I 
think number one is to keep us out ofjail because the Directors are liable and so are the 
officea. So, nm the r a i l r d  so we dont end up in jail- Thet's probably the big driving 
f o m  hete. 1 wouM say the next level is the perception one. Keep us out ofthe 
newspapea and unfavorable light In other worâs, maybe 1 have& been sent to jail by 
the regdators, but if thereps in the J o d  every week that you're not doing this or 
that or aren't Qing something that's not good for the company's image. 

F - 28. INTERVIEW 1 9 (9: 27 - 32): There's an element of the public that's 
concemed There're people out there that are very concemed about the chernical industry 
and these plants, be it the environment or safety or whatevzr. The public at large is sort 
of passive and rnight be interested, but not interested enough to take the time to do 
anything. 

F - 29. InteMew 37 (3: 26 - 33): As individuals, which is hie of health and 
safety too, they dont corne to work in the moming and say tbat they waat to pump five 
hundred pounds of cyanide into the river. So their conscience as individuals in a society 
that is slowly rnoving in the direction so they have no choice but to follow, or at least to 
more aware. Management systems aren't necessady built to make those thoughts more 
paramount- 

F - 30. [NTERVEW 19 (9: 37 - 39): i'm not sure whether or not tbey (the public) 
have faith or that ifs just not important on their priorïty list Do 1 go to the meeting or do 
1 go golfing? It's a nice day. Here I go. 

F-31, MTERVIEW 22 (3: 26 - 3 1 ): Cve thought about this role of working very 
closely with the people involved in the regdatory side of the business. So it has, 
although 1 don't h o w  if there is a huge majonty of people out there who are vocal. I 
don't think so. 1 think there are a very small minority of people who will actually take the 
time and effort involved to get involved And so perhaps we're spending a lot of time and 
effort in trying to appease a vocal minority. 

F - 32. INTERVIEW 19 (10: 19 - 23): General public interest is dropping, 
but there's still special interest groups out there. They're still very dive a d  well and 1 
feel science continues to tell us that certain things we are going mn't gwd for either 
health or environment. 

F - 33. INTERVIEW 22 (2: 8 - 11): This is  a new role for the company. 
They've not had somebody designated as community &%airs coordinator before and it's 
strategically located in the s a f e ~  health and environment area for the very reason that 
many of the commwiity issues are safety or health or environrnentally related. 



F-34 . INTERVIEW 18 ( 10: 39- 1 1: 2): And every so ofien they'll have a big 
open house and invite al1 the neighbors in within a three mile radius. And we sian out by 
visiting everybody within a three mi-le radius, and just going in and telling them Pm fkom 
finn F the Redwater plant and w e  make fertilizers, and we have an Emergency Response 
Plan, so ifyou receive a telephone cal1 this is what is probably about, and we hand out a 
package of idormation.. 

F - 35. INTERVIEW 18 ( 12: 27 - 34): ûur &st priority is to be concerued 
about the health and safety of the people. So ifs people on our site, people off our site, 
the commu~u*ties next to us. And the govemment And the people tbat use our products. 
And it's not necessarily in that order, it's who is  closest to the end of the gun. It's not like 
we're picking employees ovw people in the community, it's just that if something 
happeas here the employees are the fm ones to feel i t  Everythùig is guided by tbat 
pnnciple that we've got to protect health and life over everything else. (If) we have a 
choice whether it's cornplying with the law or protecting someone's health, the law wïll 
be second 

F - 36. LNTERVlEW 22 ( 17: 23 - 28): We forgot the media, thqr are a big 
stakeholder. Not just the media but al1 extemal publications like trade journals and that 
as well. And special interest groups, the environmental people. There are a lot of 
stakeholders. And I guess maybe that's the biggest thing, that a company like Sherritt 
has to recognize that they don't operate in a vacuum or isolation, that they bave a 
tremendous amount of Muence and impact on a lot of people. 

F - 37. [NTERVtEW 18 (3: 37 - 42): So it's not the same. Like it's 
important for Dow. as part of their business, they are selling their own image- Well it's 
important to us to but not aearly as important as it is to Dow, so we dont do the same 
degree of publicity, and kind of advertking, and talking about what we do as a company 
like Dow does. For instance our whole public relations department has t w ~  people for 
the two sites, and Dow has thirteen or fourteen. 

F - 38, INTERVIEW 19 ( 12: 26 - 34): Imperia1 for example was very 
concemed about it's image to the generai public. Part of that reason was tbat they were a 
consumer type company- Dow is the same. They sel1 a lot of consumer products. SO, if 
the public dont like you because you ain't gnq they are not going to buy your product. 
We're in a very different position We doal sel1 our product to the public at large. We 
sel1 nickel throughout the world We sel1 fertiluer to fanneers. 

F - 39, INTERVIEW 19 (10: 10 -12): And you see that (increasing interest 
in economic end employment questions fiom the public) in the public opinion polls. 
Envitoment bas ken  dropping on a constant basis over the last five years- 

F -  40. Intewiew 37 (5: 28 - 29): I dont believe for a moment that Dow or 
Dupont is doing any better or worse job than we are. 



F-41. Inte"ew 50 (7: 23 - 32): (attitude toward environmentalists?)I think 
they do a good job in a lot of cases and in a allot of cases they hurt themselves. 1 went to 
an environment health and safety conference in Saskatoon where the theme o f  it was 
sustainability. It made p e t f i  sense- You cari bave jobs and protect the environment at 
the same time. It's just a matter ofsim'ng down, discussing and &hg- Then again, if the 
compaoy is w t  willing to do that, you have to fight them sornehow. I thinli the 
environmentalists do a lot of good They point out a lot of areas where companies &t 
such good corporate citizens. 

F - 42. Interview 50 (7: 36 - 38): The media are an Mpoitant way to bring the 
knowledge to everyone. If the media doestl't report thuigs, the general public arentt 
aware of it, 

F -43. INTERVIEW 19 ( 13: 32 -45): I f  there's articles in the J o d  every 
week that you're not doing this or that or aren't doing sometbiag, t h ' s  not good for the 
company's image. That is  read by sharehoIdea now and the financial community and as 
you said, the badcs are aow getting involved so your lenders might say: What are you 
guys doing out there? W e  jwt changed the lending rate because we think the nsk is a bit 
higher, because, you know, it's our money." Our licenses these days are now containing 
clauses that are saying Here is the standard today, but a year h m  now you must achieve 
this and two years fiom now it must be that, so that drives investment and practice to 
achieve those new standards- 

F - 44. MTERVIEW 19 (8: 32 - 35): (effect oFBhophal on performance or on 
perception of industry?) At the time of Bhophal, there was Bhophal, there was a really 
significant fite in Mexico City- An Liquified Petroleum Gas terminal went up and it 
killed a few hundred people, if 1 recall. 

F - 45- WERVIEW 22 (6: 15): Oh 1 think Bhophal had a big 
influence. 1 mean it could happen here. 

F - 46. Interview 50 (3: 43 - 45): [ thiak they do. I wouldn't say they do huge 
stdfpast what the liceme allows hem, but they do more t h  tbe license requires. 

F - 47. INTERVIEW 18 (4: 22 - 27): I mean as far as ail those other fundamentals 
I feel the same as they do about al1 that yeah. Environmentally we approach it on an 
ethical basis, and of course we're trying to stay ahead of govemment regdation, we see 
the govemntent regdation coming aad tbat was the other pressure tbat came in. When 1 
took over in 1986 there wasn't the same pressure or enfiorcement îbat there is now. 

F - 48, iNTERVIEW 18 ( 1 1: 38 - 12: 7): Yeah. Sometbing I haven't said yet, 
and I just want to say it. The reason f'm here, is ihat we do have an environmental policy. 
We have a poiicy, and standards and procedures, and an organitation, and of course we 
want to comply with al1 the Iaws and regulations, we want to look good to the 



community. There have been some pushes and pro& from the government It doesn't 
take that much. Industry has ken  thinking about it al1 dong anyway, and has been 
moving in that direction. Like we're sort of like a duck you know. All cairn on the 
surtàce but undemeath you're paddling like hell, it doesn't Iook like much is going on but 
there is lots going on under the surfàce- So, the governmeat cornes dong with a new 
regdation or an act or something like that, it may seem like this is something entirely 
different and new but we've been prepared fot it 

F - 49, INTERIEW 19 (5: 4 - 16): They (govemment) can be (more 
coacemed with perception than performance). Not uecessarily. I thïnic the way our 
Alberta Environment protection is structureci nght now, is-that they have a soils division, 
a water division, an air division end so each of these divisions are cbarging veiy hard to 
get their problems fixed and it's only recently at a very high level that Alberta 
environment is sort of saying: ''Gee, we probably can't do everything at once, so industry 
you tell us which ofthese is the most important," We understand the concept of 
sustainable development and so let's try and priorithe what we need to do here. We 
recognize each of our little empires will pressure to do their piece, but there is a bigger 
picture. That is pretty refreshing sm 

F - 50. INïERVIEW22(11: 17-20): Yes, yes. And everything is subject 
to interpretation, and yeah 1 can buy that. This is the twist we can put on that, nothing is 
black and white. And especially in tenus of enviromenta1 l n g s  1 can see that things 
zre not black and white. 

F - 51. INTERVIEW 22 (12: 1- 4): And we've bad some debate about 
reporting. If  it spills but there is ... it's on asphalt or in a contained area, do you stiii' 
report it even though it's bigger than the quanti@ you're supposed to report. 1s it 
something you need to report? Especiaily since so much of what we make is fectilizer. 
and it's inorganic anyway- The only organic thing we make is Urea. 

F - 52. [NTERWEW 22 (1 1: 25 - 29): 1 think that it is not black and white- 
We wrestle with things like reporting, incident reportirig- What does "immediate" mem 
does that mean dropping everything includuig &ng the probiem, or does it mean after 
you've taken care of al1 the s a f i  type matters then you go report it, within a day or two, 
or whatwer is reasonable. So thiiigs are not black and white. 

F - 53. INTERVlEW 22 (13: 33 - 36): This shiff(environmental change) is 
not ping to get done by the govemment It's not going to get done by the community. 
It's the business line, you how, they could say, wek gohg to go home and play with our 
own toys. They could simply say goodbye. 

F - 54. NIERWEW 18 (12: 1 1  - 14): Yeah, we've had input hto it. Yeah 
we know what's coming. We just had a meeting with the govemment, they're going to 
introduce fees into the approval process. They told us they are going to do this, and we 
told them what we thought of it. We donri tbink it's a great idea. 



F - 55. INTERVIEW 18 (1S: 18 - 20): Both ways, but they want input 
We're just part of the community, and it's an easy way for them to get input fiom us 
becaw they just go through the Industrial Associations. But they'll corne straight to the 
company as well. 

F - 56, INTERVIEW 18 (5: 26 - 33) No, I wouldn't know for sure because it 
depends on the rep-on tbat you develop- And I think that 1 have a very good 
reputation with them. and they trust me, so 1 Qn't know, they're not investl-igating me. I 
dont bave a problem. When I tell them what it is they believe what 1 tell them. They 
investigate you a few times and ifyou tum out on the spot al1 the time then they don't 
corne out and look at you So 1 thùik it's your history of reponing. They look at how 
many cornplaints came h m  the commuoity versus how many came fiom the reports you 
made voluntarily. If your voluntary reports oumumber the community reports then there 
is going to be less pressure on you. 

F -  57 NERVIEW 22 ( 12: 33 - 34): And the amount of testing that is 
required if getting tougher. It's more. I don't th id  that's a bad thiDg 

F - 58. INTERVIEW 1 8 (5: 1 3 - 22): It's still that way to some extent, but there's a 
lot more legal people. Kowalski mis going on about how he was going to bring on 
lawyea, technical, and get away from engineea. Engiwers are good for some thin@ but 
maybe not good for making laws and that kind of thing, so they brought some legal 
people in there. .-. and they have more of a legal orientation than they w d  to have. 

F - 59. iNTERVIE W 22 (9: 35 - 38): If we look at Canadian laws and mgulations, 
especially in the Environmental area, where do you get them fiom, and you get them 
fiom the States. The Toxics release inventory dom there, gee we have the new act up 
here, 

F - 60. Inte"ew 37 (4: 40 - 44): But have they (the govemment) ever 
successNly been chdlenged? For example the Paddle River Dam or the pulp mil1 in 
Grand Rairie or wbatever it is. It's al1 complained about (by the public), but nothing 
ultimately every happens. They (the goveniment) just spend a few million dollars in 
court (and then they do what they want). 

F-61. MTERVEW 19 (4: 46 - 52): Indusûy may be short-tem too (as is 
government) because they're looking at next quarters profits sometimes. It ail depends. 
You're king Qiven by the same theme, but in a slightly different direction An example 
would be if the public got an issue, and the government wants to look as though it 
responding in fiont of the people in the media and may or may not be doing ultimately 
the right thing for the environment- 

F - 62. [NTERVEW 1 8 ( 4: 27 - 35): As you will probabl y recal 1, Alberta 
was the tint Province to have Environmental laws and regulations. ... They worked with 



lnd- on son of a technical basis, sort of Engineer to Engineer. An4 starting, it 
started with the Western Cooperative when Ken Kowalski was Minister, and we had the 
Westem Cooperative release in Match of 1987, when a cloud of sulphur trioxide gas 
went into Calgary and Kowalski got embarrasseci by it, and so at that time they decided to 
overhaul the laws and reguiatious and a big study went on. It has kept building since 
then. That's what happened in Alberta, but the pressure was building al1 over the world 

F- 63, INTERVIEW 18 (4: 40 - 5: 2): Weil, diey (Federated Cooperatives 
in Calgary) had a release and they didn't even know it had happemi, as fiir as I hiow, 
and then it actually took over a couple ofdays foc Alberta Environment to track d o m  
where it had actually corne hm, and then Western Coop said after raiewing their 
records, well it must have ban us because we had an upset in the plam at the the 
involved here. Then Kowalski , with his usud fmt in mouth pmblern, went dong 
yapping about bow he's going to throw them al1 in jail type of thhg The trouble with 
Kowalski is he didn't know his own regulatioa. So he went ami said things that he 
coddn't produce, and then it turned out when they lodred at the licence that WC ha& and 
the laws and regdations that were in place, they couldnr touch WC because WC claimed 
they were in a start up mode and there was a start up waiver clause in the licence. So 
they coddn't prosecute them, so he got egg al1 over his face. 

F - 64. IMERVIEW 19 (14: 22 - 31): To an extent they are 
(grandfathered), but again, this is when government is juggiing jobs versus the 
environment, So ind- will go there and say: You can't do that And shut her down. 
Then the negotiation starts. The govemment sometimes gets caught in the middie 
negotiating with the pub1 ic especially now because we have a very public process for 
license renewal, for example. So, here they're caught in the middle. Here's the public 
and here's industry saying. "wel l I can't quite do that because of these reasons". Those 
guys are pehaps saying "1 dont care". 

F - 65. INTERVIEW 19 (1 1: 8 - 17): The standards keep ratcheting up and you 
assume that's baxd on science. In some cases yes, in some cases no. You can't argue 
that a pound of something in the environment is brsd The question is: How bad? And 
then you get into background We bave an issue with the Saskatchewan River right now 
because the city puts in a great deal of nitrogen and because of tbat Alberta Environment 
would Like us to not put very much at al1 in, but if we were on a diftierent river with no 
city, we could put more in So, you're wrestling with those kînds of concepts. 

F-66. INTERVIEW 22 (3: 3 1 - 34): But ail1 Me govemment has laid out certain 
d e s  about how you can play this game called opecating in this proviace. And we're 
trying to abide by those d e s .  Some of those d e s  require us to go out and tafk to people 
which the Industry bas not had to do in the pst. 

F - 67. iNTERVIEW 1 8 (6: 14 - 27): Well, Alberta Environment is in the driver's 
seat here. Sort of based on the premise that you dont let your boss down. I f  you're a 
customer of ours, we dont let that customer down. So we always give them as much 



information as we have. The other things that the act emphasizes, and there's al1 sons of 
reporthg regulations and that son of thing and of course we adhere to hem, but what we 
really adhere to more than anything else is environmental impact So anything that is on 
our site might have an impact For instance, Urea is not tegulated by any ofthe acts or 
anything. But if we have a cyclone and a cloud of dust goes offthe plant site and falls on 
somebody's car off the site we report that to Alberta Environment And of course we tell 
the people whose car it fell on, and wash their cars and al1 tbat but the legalistic 
interpretation of it is that it is not ngulated by the hansportation of ciangemus goods act 
because it is fertiluer and doesn't have a serious environmenta! impact, but just the f s t  
it fell of cars is an enVin,me~~tal impact in fact, perception is an environmental impact, 
that's what it cornes d o m  to. So if you thiak you miel1 som-g we treat that as an 
impact 

F - 68. INTERVIEW 19 (10: 34 - 1 1:2): it depends whether you feei g d  
about our governrnent or bad about our governent on a giwn day. Certainly our elected 
oficials may not have the understanding of science. You'd ex- the bureaucrats 
though, to have that good fiuidamental understanding. ... in addition to tbeir own 
bureaucrats feeding them iaformatiou, therets all the lobbyists and then, in a lot of cases* 
difTerent govemments have different agendas. 1 think the classic that we're dealing with 
today is Sheila Copps versus AN> McLelland at the fèderal level. Copps is deputy PM 
and Minister of Environment so she's pushing hard for tougher regulations and 
McLelland is trying to keep our energy industry going. 

F - 69. INTERVIEW 19 (4: 23 - 3 1): Well the niles of the game have changed in 
ternis of  there are more regulations out there. I think in ternis of indu-, society, in 
general, better understands what they may or may not be doing to the environment. 
There's a alot of regdation driving, but 1 thiak there's a little bit of consciouswss too. 
Depending on the Company, and in some cases, depending on the individuals in the 
company, it depends what your value set is. And, the public expectations are much 
di fferent. 

F - 70. iNTERVIEW 19 (7: 47 - 8: 8): If you spill fertilizer it's no big deai 
to be cleaned up. Ifs not going to hami anybody. W not going to hami the environment- 
We have risks in the plants, though, that could kill a number of people or affect the 
community, so those are the ones you want to manage very carefiilly so you want the 
appropriate practices in place. Hydrocymonia, for example, is a cornpnssed gas so if you 
are hauiing it over the countryside and you bave an accident and release it, you won? 
damage the environment parîïcularly, but it is a serious safety risk. So, for that we want 
to have good management around and the féctiliar ind~nry has some g d  standards 
around that. So, the# again, you need to h o w  your risks and manage them 
appropriately, but you need a ftamework and a system to do that Responsible Care can 
do that. 

F-71. IlVTERVIEW 19 (9: 1 - 16): Yes, we could have a major 
ammonia release. So, we are designing our facilities and re-designing orir facilities to 



minimize the potential of such a release. W e  then say: We've done what we think is 
proper there. We've analyzed the risks. AdQessed the rïsks in a prioritized fashion, but 
we have not for sure eliminated the risk There is a one in x million chance that we may 
have a release of this magnitude. ïhere is an even lesser chance. but still a chance, that 
we could have a release of a bigger mgnitude- So, when you say: Given tbat a release 
may occur, how are we going to manage that release- So, you start to work your 
emergency p n q m d w s s  and response pgratns- And you can do things like cckan 
mapping, nainecl teams to espond and simulate, aain your management to respond to 
such an emergency. 

F - 72. INTERVIEW 22 (6: 19 -21): 1 thiak part of that mis dnven by the 
Canadian government. Thet happened there (incident in Bhophal 1985), so what is the 
situation here in Caaada Could that happen here. Let's make sure that we manage our 
risks so tbat it doesn't bappen 

F- 73. NT'ERVIEW 22 (7: 22 - 25): 1 don't h o w  how it would play out. But this 
is my perception I guess, They would not be shut down for an environmental Molation 
but if they had fataiities or risk to heaith and safety that wodd be the cause for a shut 
down versus an environmental violation. 

F - 74, h t e ~ e w  5 1 (5: 30 - 4 1): 1 wouldni say never. There's a possibility. 
Look at the spaceshuttle. It can happen here. I hope it doesn't, but wetre only human. 
We al1 make mistakes, but I dodt think anyone wants to die before their time and i sure 
hope no one's tryuig to move me along. 1 think everyone's pretty carehrl thought We're 
dealing with a allot of different chemicals, like hydrogen, nitmgen, natural gas and al1 of 
those. Then you have Dow right beside us, so you never bow. Like that tornado that hit 
couple of years ago, Ifit would have been like LOO feet over, it would have blew Esso 
right out of there. So you never know with MNe. But most of the guys who work here 
are cautious- 

F - 75. N E R V E W  18 (13: 12 -22): We're more papa t ic  about it I 
guess. We end up doing the same thing basically, just not as flashy looking as at Dow. 
i've been very successfbl in ternis of gemng rnoney to do things. I think Pve been 
successful in doing my job here, but it's pady because I hiow the company inside and 
out technicaily. I can spak to them in tecbnid temis, and 1 GUI juStitjr my expenditures. 
You know, we spend a lot of money on meanmement of air quality and water quality and 
that kind of thing, and we can detect leaks and spills almost before they happen. Our 
plant is ringed by arnmonia monitors for instance, so if there is an amnonia release going 
in towanl any populated area, the city of Ft Saskatchewan or towards Dow, we bave 
equipment to measure that Not everywhere, but if thece is a population between us and 
the other side of us we have ammonia monitoring facitities. 

F -  76. INTERVIEW 22 ( 16: 2 1 - 24): S hareholders are .. . pretty 
significant since there is a new vice-president hired in charge of Corporate Atraia and 
his responsibilities include, my understanding is. investor and media relations. Investor 



and media and extemal sort of things, that's my read on the situation. Just judging €rom 
the poster that went up on the bulletin board. 

F - 77, INTERVIEW 19 (15: 16 - 17): So it still goes back to economics. It 
might be the right thhg but if you can't f iord if that's the f k t  test 

F - 78, InteMew 37 (8: 7 - t 1): There isually are bewfits in terms of 
increasing efficiency, if you figure out the capital costs of Qing al1 those Lin& of things. 
Every littie added piece of efficiency helps keep a fortyone year old plant a Little more 
reliable. 

F - 79. h t e ~ e w  37 (8: 18 - 23): Tbats efficiency tw (why D1 built their 
closed loop system). 1 don't have al1 the information, and wthings every totally closed 
loop, but there's certainly cost saving in t e m  of bring in cold water and heat exchange 
and on top of that, cleaning it al1 up before ifs discharged. There's efficiency recoveries, 
otheMse they wouldn't do it. 

F - 80. Interview 5 1 (6: 19 - 26): I think it's goverrunent When i used to haul 
dangerou goods, we had to sit on al1 these files about what precautions had to be taken 
so we don't endanger anyone. Like if you're hauling a tank of acid the stuff inside the 
tank costs less than 5 10,000, but the tractor trailer unit costs f 120,000- If you have an 
environmental accident, you could ki11 people, plus the cleau up which adds up to about 
hvo million. In the long nui, I think safety pays. 

F- 81. Interview 5 1 ( 1 : 4 1 - 45): (What does the firm tale environmental 
precautions?) 1 think it's for health reasons, so people Qn't get sick It costs the 
Company more if we go on sick leave or something- It costs them x amount of dollars to 
train and then if you get sick, you're at home getting money and they spent al1 that 
training you 

F - 82- Interview 5 1 (4: 2 1 ): They're in there for the money. 

F - 83. Interview 5 1 (4: 7 - 10): Ifs not worth the fine. It's just like the 
farmers and the purple gas. You can go for years and years wt getting caught, but if you 
d l  of a sudden do, the fine is S 10,000. Did you really save mything over the ten years? 

F - 84. Interview 50 (4: 7 - 15): Definitely, they are a lot more f o m d  
looking than the old They're not in this just for the year, but for a longer term. The 
outlook is that in so many yean they want to increase the viability of the company in so 
many many yean and diey have increased it by about ten foid since they took over. 
They're sitting in a pretty g d  cash position right now. This joint venture with Cuba was 
a big acquisition It guaranteed us feed stock for about twenty-five yean. 



F - 85. Interview 37 (3: 18 - 70): In a generai sense, aayone could flush 
something dom the sewer and not think about where it was going or what was in it or 
where it was going to end up. 

F - 86. INTERVIEW 19 (2: 1 - 5): t think we bave stcuggled, in the 
pst, with ''1 dont want ta spend anytiüng versus let's spend a huge amount of money and 
then they look at the bottom line and Say, tbat's wt gouig to w o k  So they wanted that 
kind of leadership in safety, hedth and the envifonment 

F - 87. INTERVIEW 19 (2: 29 - 37): (Sou& lüre your finn bas bad trouble 
positionhg the environmental department?) Yes. Howard bas prwided a lot of 
continuity, in tbat he's been in the position for a number of years now. Actually, the 
previous health and safety manager, because Gary's another Imperia1 guy and he ran 
health and d e t y  and environment for Redwater, it just bounced around until it was 
slotted in. 

F - 88. Interview 50 (7: 44 - 48) Welt, that's the bottom line. Everyone has 
to have money to live. 1 gwss you can look at it as what kind of living conditions you 
want. If you have lots ofmoney, but you're slowly killing yourself, you have to weigh 
that in your mind 

F - 89, Intexvïew 5 1 (7: 38 - 44): Like with the quality of air in California- 
Someone must have put something together and said if we dont put an end to this, we'll 
al1 be wearing masks. People are geîting more educated and putting two and two 
together. You c m  move away from here and go to Phoenix, but it's still going to catch up 
with you there. 1 think that's happening al1 over the world 

F -90. INTERVIEW 19 (7: 20 -24): That's an interesting challenge for us today 
because we're firm F. We d e  ow own des.  So, what should those des  be? Where 
do we set our standards? And it goes back to the discussion which is how much is the 
right arnount? 

F-91. INTERVIEW 19 (3: 40 -2):  Imperia1 had their own set of 
standards and you couid take their standards and take Respoasible Care and match them 
up. It wasn't a perfect match, but uitimately it fit it was just or-d in a different 
time fiame. We dont have al1 that in place in our firm today, but we feel we've got fairly 
strong management backing that we aeed to do that Therets always an issue to what 
extent the standards within Responsible Care are. it's aot cornpletely clear. They are 
more stated as principles, but we believe a weli-managed safety and health and 
environment program would have al1 of those elements in it anyway. A grrat number of 
ihose are in place here already today. 

F - 92. INTERVIEW 22 (8: 4 - 10): So tbat's what 1 think, but what the 
Company has stated is that the practices and policies that we have here at the Redwater 
site, which \vas once a CCPA site, will continue, we're not going to reduce our standards, 



but we just can't use the CCPA Responsible Care logo because it is hademarked But 
those practices ... will continue, and you cm compare those chernical safety 
management practices with the Responsible Care M. 

F - 93, MTERVIEW 18 ( 9: 11 - 23): It's just economic pressure, that's 
what it is. If we were selling, if our product went into corn flakes boxes or soap boxes 
and the public said well, they don't have a good environmental reputation so we won't 
buy their product you can be sure we would beloog to the CCPA if that was going to help 
us sel1 our prduct. But I guess that we dont see tbat the CCPA is going to help us seIl 
our product lt's other things. It wouid help to enhance out irnage in the community7 it 
would we wuld ride the wattails of the CCPA reputation, it would, we wouldn't have to 
reinvent the wheel. If you belong to the CCPA you dont have tïme to iwent new 
programs, they have enough out there, eaough things to comply with to keep you busy for 
the ne* ten years. If we beionged to the CCPA today i wouldn't have enough time to 
think about anything else except complying *th the CCPA It takes a fair bit of effort, 
and a lot of window dressing A lot of window dressing that you need to change to comply 
with CCPA. Ct would mean that we wouid have to have extra staR, 

F - 94, INTERVIEW 19 (2: 45 - 48): (Maybe join the CCPA?) There 
has been some discussion. The CCPA is a hell of a fine organization and I think they are 
one of the best industry associations arowid from what i've seen fiom in terni of their 
leadership of their industry. 

F - 95. INTERVIEW 19(4: 7 -  11): (Question about the principles of 
Responsible Care. ) [tls good motherhood stuK Very hard to disagree witb 

F- 96. MTERMEW 18 (8: 37 - 9: 6): Ifs partly the culture. The advantage 
(of joining the CCPA) would be that you would be trading on their reputation. They have 
a reputation, a good reputation. To tcy to be sure that they operate responnâly, they 
operate their plants responsibly, and they have al1 kinds of pograms to protect the public 
and they have stewardship prograrns to care for their products. They do an awful lot of 
advertising about al1 the good things that they do. And that's one thing we don't do. The 
perception or feeling within the Company is that we dont produce consumer product so 
we don't need the advertising. It's not the same pressure- Pemnally I think that joinïng 
the CCPA would be a good thing for us. But the other thing is, ifs not only expensive to 
join it, it's expensive to comply to it, you have to insta1l al1 sorts of programs and auditing 
programs, so the cost of cornpliance is high too. 

F - 97. N E R V I E W  22 (8: 17 - 22): i think there is a lobby benefit with the 
govenunent The CCPA are headquartered in Ottawa, and there's where a lot of the rules 
and laws are made. Made in Ottawa, and thea the Provinces get to figure out how to 
implement those laws and regulations, and so 1 think yeah, if you want to be a voice, ifs 
much easier to be an Industry voice rather than an independent firm voice lost in the 
wildemess, and why would an individuai Company have a lobby office in Ottawa. It 
would be j ust horrendously expensive. 



F - 98. IMERVIEW 19 (6: 29 - 55): The CCPA couid do a few thiags for you 
One is that it's bigger than Responsible Care. In other words, it is a lobby group and I 
know that when the National Enetgy Program came O* for example, that the CCPA was 
working hard to have that changed It just so bappened that in the early 90s, as we sit 
here toûay, that the bigger issues seem to be around health, safety, and the enviconment 
with respect to the chemical iadustry. But, if you read the charter of the CCPA, it is 
more amund ensuring that the Canadian chemical industry is fun of all riesponsible, but 
secondly cornpetitive on an international d e e  So, in tirne, the focus may change 
greatly. But L tbinlr tbat thefll leave that Responsible piece in there forever. Wbat does 
Responsible Care brïng you if you're a company out there that's having some issues with 
your regdators and you're having lots of spills, lots of incidents, you're huallig lots of 
people, lots of transportation incidents. Responsible Care is a great cookbook to say: 
Where do we stan and how do we fix this? The CCPA will give you support in how to do 
that. As 1 said, with Imperhi, we had our own cookbook which worked out pretty good 
with the CCPAts. As part of the sale, we have that cookbook, so we hopefully use most 
of it and improve some critical areas that we see in fim. 

F - 99. MTERVIEW 19 (5: 23 - 32): The CCPA is a lobby group so they are 
trying to influence govemment You're trying to do it by setting very responsible 
standards for your industry which is a damn g d  way to lobby. Mead of saying: Let's 
keep these regulations where we can live with hem, they're saying Not only are we 
going to influence regulations to what we feel is right based on science, they're saying: 
We're going to bring this new standard up. That's very credible because it will be 
interesting to see how to work through this. 

F - 100. Inte"ew 37 ( 5 :  20 - 24): That's just public relations and that's the 
diEerence between the three corporations( firm F and Dl and D2). Finn F is very much 
the opposite with little or no public relations. There's 2000 people out tkre who are 
technically supposed to clear any comment out there thorough the company 
spo kespetsan. 

F -  101, Intedew 37 (5: 28 - 29): 1 dont believe for a moment that Dow or 
Dupont is doing any better or worse job than we are. 

F - 102. InteMew 50 (6: 10 - 17): I think the philosophy on the floor is that 
tirm F is not a big company by standards of international cornpimies, so the people are 
looking at it fiom a money standpoint Dow and Dupont have tons of money. Sure finn 
F has money, but they are doing a little bit more than is necessary too. They can see that 
there is progiess k ing  made. To compare them to Dow and Dupont is a little bit unfair. 
Maybe per capita, the* doing just as much. 

F- 103. MTERVEW 19 ( 1 1 : 8 - 17): The standards keep ratcheting up and you 
assume thatfs based on science. In some cases yes, in some cases no. You can't argue 
that a pound of something in the environment is bad The question is: How bad? And 



then you get into background. We have an issue with the Saskatchewan River right now 
because the city puts in a great deal ofnitrogen and because of diat Alberta Environment 
wouid like us to not put very much at al1 in, but if we were on a different river with no 
city, we could put more in. So, you're wrestling with those kinds ofconcepts. 

F- 104- INTERVIEW 18 (6: 32 - 36): Each finn interprets them a little bit 
different, but of course we al1 belong to Industrial organizations. We dont belong to the 
CCPA but we do belong to FSRIA, the Ft Saskatchewan Regional Industrial 
Association And we M e ,  we compare nota al1 the time, and 1 think there is a fair 
amount of equïvalence among us as to how we coaduct our business enviromentally. 

F - 105. INTERVIEW 19 (8: 18 - 25): Ifs probably more driven by if there's one or 
two bad acton in this industry, ifs going to color us d l  bad In other words, it was a 
chemical spill, it wasn't ow spill. This reaily starts with Bhophal and there were industry 
groups at that time: What went won& because we are al1 gemng colored by this. We 
don't al1 make that chemical which is very dangerous and toxic. 

F - 106. MTERVIEW 19 (5: 42 - 48): (inesponsble behavior by very mai l  
users?) Yeah, the guy who buys a couple of tanks and sets up m e  ünd of distribution 
and has spills or transportation incidents or a couple thousauds barrels of stuff laying out 
seeping into the ground 1 think that the big ones have their own set of problems and the 
risks are much bigger and everything else, but the indumy again is very concemed about 
perception and the CCPA works very hard on that 

F -  107. INTERVIEW 19 ( 14: 5 - 17): (marginal fimis k i n g  driven by fear of 
fines, etc.) Yes, I would say so,especially if you're in a marginal business. ïhat makes it 
really tough because you've got a business that's barely making a profit, that might even 
be experiencing a loss, but is diil generating some cash, so you d t  spend millions ta fix 
what ails it. Maybe itts an old business, so it was built forty years ago, to different des. 
So, you're walking a very thin line that says; "1 know I can't put vexy much money into 
this business because it will die on me, but something big (an incident) will most 
definitely take it out ofbusiness, and may hurt the corporate picture very badly-" Like 1 
said, Valdez could have happened to a number ofcompanies and taken them right out of 
business. 

F - 108. Interview 37 (9: 10 - 14): When youtre an old plant, you develop a lot 
of dinosaurs, meaning management We're starting to weed those out, both from efforts 
of the union and the absorption of the Redwater plant and mixing the two management 
attitudes, 

F - 109, lnte~*ew 37 (3: 38 - 42): If you're in the middle ofa busy shifi and the 
system is set up in such a way that you have to do one of two things, human nature says 
pu're likely to do the easy one. If the easiest one happen to be dumping whatever into 
the earth, then that might happen. 



F -  110. Interview 50 (5: 3 1 - 33): It doesn't happen (expensive change with 
long terni payback). The operators see t h g s  that could be a big ticket item that could 
help the process and they seen to get nowhere with it. 

F-  111, InteMew 37 (5: 41 - 51): if 1 could use a health anci s a f i  anaîogy, 
workeh compe-on rates are an excellent example. We've got plants ail around this 
area giving themselves awds for ten years without an accident which is a bunch of 
bullshit and we al1 know that What it is is ten years without a wotker's compensation 
claim, but they may briag medical attention in fier he's been hurt on the job. The figures 
tbat we produce, I know me on and they're ugly. Coasequenîiy, we're pnyïng a higher 
compensation rate, but no one's ever felt the need to puii the wool over anyone's eyes be 
that the public or their owa employees. 

F -  112- interview 50 (8: 36 - 39): Management has made a difference. It's 
been pretty positive since they've taken over. He's a much younger person and he can 
relate to a lot of people on the floor. He does corne out on the floor and talk to us. 

F- 113. interview 5 1 (2: 33 - 36): 1 see changes in the management who 1 
didn't know were hman beings until the last month or so. They used to just walk by you 
or waik down the floor and not acknowledge you, but now with the new guys, they stop 
and talk to you. 

F -  114, Interview 37 (5 :  1- I t ): (What would the Union President do if he 
could?) 1 would set up in a way that every ernployee ûad a better understanding and 
therefore a better cornmitment. Mechanisms need to be in place so that such and such 
didn't need to happen. We can analyze the process by saying tbat there's a possibility that 
down the road this and this might happen, so let's do something before it happens. 
Rather than focusing the corpontte efforts on meeting the regdations of the day and 
wnfonning to them. Which is the, because at least we're doing everything to conforni to 
them. Employees at every level should be more involved and more awaip. 

F-115. MTERiAEW 18 (7: 14 - 15): We are using chernical processes but our 
products are not what you would cai 1 chemicals. Fertilizer is a chernical but we cal1 it 
fertilizer. 

F -  116. MTERVIEW 18 (8: 2% 32): It al1 has to do with your senior 
management Ours were as~ciated with mining and the m i ~ n g  business. They weren't 
associated with the CCPA so they dont app ia t e  it's qualities. They aren't insidea with 
regards to what CCPA does, so diey dont have the same loyalties to it as other might 

F -  117. iNTERVIEW 18 (7: 15 - 26): Our products are pmduced in very large 
quantities, and isn't sornething p u  buy in one pwnd bags at Safeway or something like 
that The other thing is most of our products can be tecycled or reused Like nickel is a 
val uable product, and nickel or nickel al loy doesn't go to the durnp it gets reused, and we 
do a certain amowt of it ourselves. At our own plant here. Fertilizer is not something 



that you ttuow into a dump. Even if you had a pile of contaminated din you can throw it 
on your field and it will becurne fertïlizer, whereas other chernicals are, you have no 
choice but to land fil1 them. Swan Hills or whatever. We do have catatysts and that in 
some ofthe mw materials we use in the process, tbey are chemicals and we have to deal 
with them as chemicals but the output is a dinerent sort of an output. Ifs al1 related to 
what we make is what it al1 cornes down to. What we make i s  diRerent fitom what those 
other people make. 

F-  118. INTERVIEW 19 (6: 9 - 20): The other comment f 11 d e  on the 
CCPA that makes our f h  value king a member a Iittie l e s  is that the chernical industry 
tends to be people at the front end of the chah clawing people m e r  dom as you go 
through the process of developing produn So, ifyou're in the chah somewhere and your 
supplies are membea and your customers are memben, especially if your customers are 
members, then there's a lot of pressure on you to join in. Again, that's good for the 
fertïlizer business, we stand alone. We buy natural gis, and sulphur, and phosphate raw. 
And we sel1 to farmers Our customers, they don't tare- 

F -  119- MTERVlEW 22 (3: 5 - 9): Dow is held out as a model. Locall y, 
h m  a perspective ... communications are important. Public perception is important 
And so they spend the dollars, they have the people, they have the manpower the fwiding 
to do that kind of thing. 1 think they are unique in that area As far as the chemical 
companies in this area are concemed I dont see the other firms doing that to that extent. 

F - 120. NIERVIEW 18 (8: 5 - 10): The other fertilizer products, you can 
turn over a carload or a whole Raidoad of fertilizer and the only thing is piles of 
fertilizer laying there and you should scoop it up before the water desolves it or 
something like that, but it's not a major hazard to anybody. The other thing we do 
produce is sulruric acid which we do ship in carIoad containers. So anyway we do have, 
we have that capability but we just dont advertise it the same way that they (Dow) do. 
There aredt as many stringent des  and regulations. 

F- 121. INTERWEW 18 (1 1: 24 - 33): I f  we have a release that's going 
toward the city, we advise them irnmediately. They have a warning system and in fàct 
they just had a practice on it a fèw weeks ago. But it's probably not up tothe same 
standard that tbis one is for the niral commun@ at the Redwater site. That is a 
consequence of them belonging to the CCP& that was one of the things they were 
required to do that we're not requved to do. FSRIA is doing that but it's not going along 
as qWckly as this one. ... we go straight to the guy that is going to be irnpacteâ We go 
straight to you, and say, look, you're very close to the plant, and we have an automated 
system wûich in an emergency you will teceive an automatic telephone cal1 that will tell 
you wbat to do, and what you should do. 

F -  122. INTERVIEW 18 (7: 3 1 - 7: 41 ): We handle it through the Fertilizer 
Associations, we have that sarne product stewardship. Like all the fertilizer producen 
are joined together to handle an emergency response, so there's, we have a terminal in 





F- 128. MTERMEW 22 (12: 33 - 34): And the amount of testing that is 
required if getting tougher. It's more. I dont think thatPs a bad thing 

F- 129, Inte"ew 37 (2: 27 - 29): WePre working right now on an 
environmental practices hancibook much dong the Line of a safe wo<k manual. 

F- 130, i n t e ~ e w  37 (7: 44 - 45): (EnWonmentai mission statement?) Right 
now it's still fairly casual. We've got the handbook that we're developing. 

F -  131. INTERVIEW 18 (13: 26 - 3 1): Because we don't want to have a an 
incident To protect ourselves, to protect ourselves. And the community. To protect 
those stakeholdea. It's a a 0  way street there. Lüre my boss say this is why I want to 
have a (monitoring) system, because he said, you know that sounds like a hell of an idea 
because 1 wake up at night wonying about a cloud of arnmooia going into town and 
huriing people, and it makes me feel a lot better that we have this soit of system in place. 

F -  132- Intemiew 50 ( 1 : 40 - 44): Reportïng procedures have aiso corne a long 
way. They've made sure that each employee knows how to report an environmental 
incident, what the seps are to go through that report, and it's a lot more comprehensive 
than it was about fifteen years ago. 

F -  133, Intewiew 50 ( 1 : 3 1 - 40): One example would be the ammonia 
releases. They are more concentrated on that I f  we have a release, they want to know 
where it was from, how much it was, if there was a hint of ammonia in the air and u> on. 
That has changed drastically over the past six years. I c m  remember when 1 first started 
working here, if you had a bit of an ammonia release, you really didn't wony about it that 
muc h and it seemed like the company didn't worry about it that much either. Now if 
there is even a b t  of ammonia in the air secunty will phone you 

F - 134. Interview 50 (2: 4 - 10): My father-in-law used to work at fim F and 
he said you could smell ammonia outside your backdoor al1 ofthe tirne. They would 
report it to firm F, and nothing would ever get done. Now, if you report it to fim F, they 
immediately  sui^ an investïgative procedure to see where it came from. The general 
public has become much more knowledgeable. 

F - 135. INTERViEW 22 (6: 32 - 7: 2): I thinlr that the industry shouid 
always be striving for improvement We have a system here at Redwater tbat we cal1 
Environmental Performance Improvement Process where you have your inventory of 
machines or whatever and you identib where you get the biggest bang for your dollar in 
terms of reducing emissions . Or which ever of your units you are least cornfortable with 
the cornpliance, the ability to comply with rules and regdations So they would be 
targeted tint  of all. So you're always in that continuous improvement, it's a cliche, but 
you never stay idle, you never sit on your han& That, 1 think, is really important. Not 
just for the public, but also for yurself and the credibility that the company has with it's 
employees. Most people want to be afiliated with a company that is progressive, that is 



moving towards improvement. that's grow-ng, that's sot stagnant, thatts not old fashioned 
or thing like that. Thatrs what drives some cornpanies, or some pmcessesS 

F - 136. iNTERV[EW 22 ( 12: 19 - 24): Werre getting more of them. I think 
they are getting tougher in the emission Limits are heading downwad, so what you are 
entitled to release is becoming less in ternis of tonnage on an annual basis or kilograms 
per hour M. And h m  tbat perspective they are geniag tougher, and aiso now we are 
required to notify people which we were never reqin'red to do before, and this Iittle 
exercise of renewing your licence used to be one letter between you aad the Director. 

F - 137, üUTERVIEW 18 (5: 37 - 6: 1 O): If we zippered our lips up and never 
said anything, and there were al1 these cornplaints Born the commuüty they would be 
looking at us al1 the time. But we report of course stnctiy to the regdations aiid so if you 
are living in the community and you smelled ammonia we would report that to Alberta 
Environment regardiess of whether or not we thought it came from us. So any compiaint 
nom the cornmunity we report immediately. Anythïng that we think could be reported 
like a cloud of smog going over the highway even though it wasn't hurting an-, it 
was a weather related sort of thing, we would still phone tbat in aad say: look tbere's a 
cloud of fog over here and we've investigated it and therers no problern it's just an 
inversion system we're having. Thatts sort of the bistory we have with them. It's 
not that wetre any different from anytxxiy else, the wwhole industry is like this. We dont 
take any chances at all. Wbat, we want to have happen is that if you're a member of the 
community and you smeli ammonia or something like that, you phone Alberta 
Environment about it and say something is going on with finn F and they say yeah theyrve 
already told us, tirm F has already phoned us about it 

F -  138. Interview 5 1 (2: 5 - 1 1 ): 1 know these guys are right on top of safety 
and environment. Especialty if the& a little spi11 or something. You have to record it a 
hundred different times. [fit stays within the plant itself, then we can look afier i t  If it 
happens to go out the stack and onto the roof of something, they we get everybody up 
there and get that cleaned. There's a lot of papemrk- 

F -  139. lNTERVaW 19 (12: 45 - 52): A lot of what they (f'sirmers) are 
doing is affecting the ground water, so theytre pretty quiet on that topic. It's actually the 
industry that is trying to get some good practïces in place so that doesnt happen because 
the industry knows that if the fannefs dont act mponsibly, it's going to affect the 
industry too. Which goes back tv worrying about your customen because if they aren't 
responsible, you're out of business. 

F - 140, INTERVIEW 18 (8: 1 - 8: 5): Or if yourre a dealer and you have a problem 
on your site, and bave a release of amnonia, and these are mal1 busineses and donrt 
have the capability to handle things like that, so we step in and help them out. So there is 
a network spread out al1 across the prairies to deal with that Mainl y concemed with the 
ammonia. 



F -  141- Interview 50 (4: 47 - 53): (If you were the CE0 ... ?) In my 
department, I would make sure the eguipnent was up to date. A lot of this equipment 
doesn't cost a lot of dollars. it's jwt that the equipment that we do have is a little bit 
obsolete and a new piece of equipment would put it right in line. I would make sure that 
equipment was available. Ifs 1ittIe things. It's not big ticket items that help in the 
process. 

F - 142, h t e ~ e w  5 l(3: 29 - 33): (ûïscipline for bad practice?) They cal1 you 
in and want to h o w  what's going on  They have a Iittie kan&ann, court They'd give you 
a letter or something. You can't blame them. 1 couid be walking along and there's a spi11 
and 1 get sprayed with acid or sornethiag, that screws me up and the Company loses. 

F - 143, lnte~*ew 50 (8: 7 - 16): Workers are anaid to report it to 
management due to possible repercwions. That hasn't happened in the most recent 
years, but 1 know it's happened in the p s t ,  where an incident wasn't reported because the 
worker was afraid of disciplinary procedures. But, management philosophy has been 
changing over the years and I don? think there's that threat anymore, but 1 do know of two 
incidents off-hand wbere heavy metals went down into the sewer. The peson who was 
responsible for it just twk a hose and washed it down the sewer and never reported it. 

F - 144. InteMew 50 (8: 23 - 29): It is changing and I dont think that would 
happen now, but you never know. Over fim Fs history, fiom when 1 got hired in 1977 to 
about 1984, the line level management were From the old way of thinking. You do as I 
say and if you don't they'll be problems. So, most went along with what they said and if 
they did have a ptoblem, they never told management about it. 

F - 145, interview 50 (8: 1 - 3): (Visible mission statements?) Yeah, ifs 
there. Now, is it being followed? The majocity of the time it is, but there are cases where 
I know it isn't, 

F -  146. Inte~*ew 37 (6: 45 - 54): Maybe the reason they dont (encourage 
workea to carry the corporate message out to the communities) is exactiy that because if 
any typical group were called in for a meeting, even if we were king paid overtime to be 
then, we wouldn't like i t  The whole attitude is that we're king snowballed or 
brainwashed or whatever. They get more mileage out of the employees just sticking up 
for their own jobs than they do carryiag a corporate message. The other thing 1 can think 
of is that this is it for fimi F whereas Dow and hipont are huge transnational 
corporations and they have a policy coming in h m  their head office wherwer tbat rnight 
be. 

F -  147. INTERVIEW 18 (7: 9 - 14): The other thing is that the chernical 
industry, they have a reputation to Iive dom because of Love Canal and stuff like that, 
and 1 dont know how much we are associated that sort of the thing- 1 giwss we look 
at ourselves as not king  on the same playing field as some of  those guys who have those 



troubles, so they have to make an extra effort to live that reputation down, where we 
dont 

F- 148. InteMew 50 (2: 20 - 22): (How many people deal with community 
concems or complaints?) 1 wouldn't say more than No or three people- Nwnber one, we 
have a public relations spokesperson a d  then we have the environment person, so t 
would say three at the m a  

F - 149. Interview M (6: 28 - 34): Finn Fs never been a ml attention getter. 
Over their forty year history, they've actually shied away fiom the media That migbt be 
changing because now we have a vice-presideat of P R  As as fat as PR people out on 
finn Fs site, there's one and they can't even say anything without going to one of the vps. 

F- 150. INTERVIEW 22 (2: 5 - 8): And a lot ofthat is k i n g  driven by 
the govemment tequiring public notification and to some extent consultation. 
Consultation im't regulated but it is expecteâ, so that's why this role was created. 

F -  151. INTERVIEW 18 (10: 28 -33): There is a CAP which Karen has a 
mandate to set up the same thing here in Ft Saskatchewan, in fact the next thing IIn 
going to do after 1 talk with you is go mund and visit the neighbors of the Redwater site 
to tell them what happens in an emergency. We have our automated telephone system to 
tell them there's an emergency and they should go in their house and whatever else they 
should do, and advise them. 

F -  152. NIERWEW 22 (12: 38 - 13: 4): Yeah, When joined firm Fs 
Chernical division at this site there were the Enviromentai Anairs D e m e n t  had just 
been fonned. There was a manager, and 1 think one other person, and then they brought 
in a few more people and then 1 was brought in toward the end of 1988. ... 1 say 
probably a year ago they had one person who was Qing it put time in addition to their 
other function in another pan of the business so we have a dedicated sta€f'now in the 
occupational health and safety department of fimi F of 24 people or something like that, 
so that's a big change hm what it used to be. 

F - 153. I n t e ~ e w  50 (3: 49 - 53): The first reason is because they want to be a 
good corporate citizen. The people that timi F employees live in this comunity. if you 
go to work and you know that they are just making the grade, you're going to talk about it 
in the communi*ty. If you know they're tying to do a little bit more then you're probably 
going to talk about that too, so their image goes up. 

F- 154. I n t e ~ e w  50 ( 1 : 49 - 53): In addition to that, with the change-over in 
management that we've had over the last five to six Yeats, 1 think they're becoming more 
of a good corporate citizen. That's probably the biggest one; a different philosophy in the 
management style. 



F - 155. M T E R V E W  18 (13: 26 -31): E3ecause we dont want to have a an 
incident To protect ourselves, to pmtect ourselves. And the community. To pmtect 
those stakeholders. It's a two way meet there. Like my boss say this i s  why t want to 
have a (monitoring) system, because he said, you know that sounds like a hell of an idea 
because 1 wake up at night worrying about a cloud of ammonia going into town and 
hurtuig people, and it &es me fiel a lot better that we have thïs sort of system in place. 

F - 156. Interview 37 (8: 48 - 52): I was actually tryi-ng to organize sorne 
d i t i o n s  with interest groups to have our say before some wing-nut in Sherwood Park 
who bas never even been here g o a  off haif cockd Then was nouliag to form a 
coalition wi-th. NO group. 

F- 157. iNTERVIEW 2 î  (5: 1 1 - 18): One of the fint things 1 noticed corning up 
here was that, yeah, you look at the phone l i s  and you thînk Holy Toledo everyone is 
related to everyone else, and 1 don't know if that happeru to be a nual thhg or what 
exactly, but 1 think because the culture has been well engraineci for generations. ... I 
think Ft. Saskatchewan is a very tolerant community- If you plop that plant in the 
middle of downtown Calgary i'm sure you would have a different situatior 

F -  158. rNTERVlEW 22 (10: 20 - 23): 1 think there is more d a n  influence 
in Ontario than in Alberta I don't know what percentage of people would be considered 
rural, who are more down-twarth, and a lot more practical. This is how things can be 
done, and this is  what is good, and ... 

F - 159. l'NïERViEW 22 ( 16: 24 - 37): I think employees ... are a big 
stakeholder. And the people that live in close proximity to the manufacturing facifities 
are stakeholders. The municipal govemment where the plants are located are 
stakeholders. Even the municipal govenuaents which aren't are stakeholders, Iike we 
deal a lot with the towns of Gibbons, Redwater, and people from Bon Accord, 
Mo~vi l ie ,  Ft. Saskatchewan Places like that The regdaton for the various 
govemment agencies that we do business with Like Alberta Environmental Protection, 
like Alberta Labour, al1 of those people are stakeholders. There is a lot of them. Other 
industry neighbors and uidustry cornterparts are stakeholâers as well ... your suppliers 
and other people that you do business with, your people that transport st& on your 
behalt the railways. There's a lot of them. Users, the customers. Customers are big 
stakeholders- 

F - 160. h t e ~ e w  50 (6: 5 1 - 53): The community here is more concemed with 
Dl  and the chlorine. Ammonia is fjurly dangernus too, but it dissipates fairly quickly. 

F -  161, InteMew 37 (2: 40 - 48): Not only that though, we've corne to d u e  
that there wasn't necessarily any difference between the environment within the plant 
gates and outside the plant gates. Particularly in a community like this where the 
majority of the employees live within two or three miles of the plant. as well as that, we 
came to the realization that for that reason those kinds of issues need to be tackled by us 



tather than king imposed on us by the community. In my job I do what I can to protect 
the environment as well- 

F - 162. Interview 37 (8: 39 - 43): 1 c m  only oflier a guess would be that they're 
not partjcularly womed about it (community relations stufffiom firm F). That maybe 
because they think the* doing such a great job that no one should be womied or sheer 
arrogance in realizing how much of the economy belongs to fim F. 

F- 163. MTERVIEW 22 ( 17: 36 - 39): Some people are concemed and 
other people are not, rather cornplacent, but if it came dom to sometbing effkcting them 
in their day to day Me they would be very concernecl and very interested So maybe it 
cornes d o m  to "how does this impact me penonaily?" 

F -  164. Intewiew 50 (6: 39 - 45): Not specifkally the neighbors where 1 Live, 
but when Pm out and atound town, and they realize 1 IO& at firm F and am involved 
with the Union, they do ask questions. Ifs m d y  economic. The odd time I've gotten a 
question about the environment and that would be if there was the me11 of ammonia in 
the air. I can't even srnell the stuff anymore- Very rarely do we talk about the 
environment, 

F -  165. Interview 37 (4: 27 - 33): Acceptance is the word The air is dirtier to 
breathe than other communities, but as long as no one is doing anything to raise the taxes 
and people are still getting paychecks, it's accepte& ThaYs pmbaôly directed more to the 
government in tems of enforcement than they are to the plant. The question then is does 
the govemment enforce the regulations that they have? And that's if@. 

F-  166. MTERVIEW 22 (7: 3 1 - 35): I think it gets back to the concept of risk. 
Familiar risk versus LlILfamiliar risk And also, king in control of that risk versus not 
king able to control it. If I choose to drive at 140 or whatever then thats my choice and 
1 know that I am assurning in ternis of getting a speeding ticket or potentially shrnucking 
into something, heh heh. Venus wal king dom a mad and something blows up beside 
you, there's differences that way. 

F - 167. INTERVIEW 19 (9: 51 - 10:4): There is a CAP at Redwater. We do 
neighborhood visits in the Redwater area. We have meetings occasiodly with the 
mayors and councilors of the toms in the area, plus the county of Sturgeon, if possible 
the MLA and MP to respond to any concems they have, and br us to share any 
information we'd like them to have. These days, rnany of the questions from those kinds 
of people are more amund development and jobs rather than environment. 

F -  168, INTERVtEW 19 (4: 23 - 3 1 ): Well the d e s  of the game have changed in 
lems of there are more regulations out there. I think in tems of industry, society, in 
general, better understands what they may or may not be doing to the environment. 
There's a alot of regdation driving, but I think therets a little bit of consciouswss too. 
Depending on the Company, and in some cases, depending on the ïndividuals in the 



Company, it depends what your value set is. And, the public expectations are much 
different, 



ECONOMIC 

EFFTCIENCY CONCERNS 
1 Eniciency (les waste) is also a lower liability 
2 Large projects cause stalling in smail pmjects 
3 Fim wants efficiency in environmental spaidiag 
4 improvements becorne more expasive over time 
5 Being pro-active not that expensive 
6 Environmental projects usudly don't show return 
7 Some behavion very expensive but rnust be done 

L W L I T Y  CONCERNS 
8 Risk management because of liability awareness 
9 Economic analysis is only meaningful analysis 
10 Pressures fiom banks and insurance companies 
l 1 Personal liability 
12 Liability is a funire economic cost 
1 3 Environmental performance impacts economic pefionnance 
14 Beîter systems give lower plant liability 
15 Liability concenis are a large driver of behavior 

COST AND CONSTRAINT CONCERNS 
16 Production is  the number one prionty 
17 Comection: large f ims ,  big budgets, and Environmental behavïor 
18 Finn must be efficient and make money, cost efficiency 
19 Malring money is the only motivator 
20 Fiaancial cost of environmental behavior is huge 
2 1 Must spend on environmental behavior or close dom 
21 Open cheque book for environment 
23 Benefits fiom good E behavior more tban economic 
24 Impacts stockholdn confidence, financial constraints* budgets 
25 Aware of fim economic power in commuaity 



POWER OF REGULATION 
26 Regulation establishes level playing field 
27 Govemment controls timing of regdatory change 
28 Regulation is number one driver in short-term 
29 Regdation safeguards couunuuity and envimiunent 
30 Regulation is expensive to fim and gvemment, not needed 
3 1 Regulation will get tougher and broder, wuld shut you down 

MOTIVATION OF GOVERNMENT FOR REGULATION 
32 Govemment W d  of public, responds, wants to look gwd 
33 Govt hands-otT to environment, economic concerns 
34 Environmental awareness and technical knowledge drives government 

FiRM DEALMG WITH REGULATION 
35 Continuous improvement, pro-active, create buffer 
36 Interpretation of regulation as important as regdation 
37 Govemment negotiates on regulation, personal history and ûust 
38 Report hoaestîy, report everything 
39 F i m  and govemment face the same pressures 
40 Womed about meeting current regulation, fines for violations 

GOVERNMEEJT COMPETENCE 
4 1 Govenunent ineffective and incompetent 
42 hdustry could be self regulating, leads government 
43 Regulation irrelevant, fims regdate themselves 

CUSTOMER COMPARATMZ EXPRESSED CONCERN 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 
44 Customer is the number one stakeholder and driver 
45 Can win awards for customer satisfaction 
46 Need good environmental bebaMor for customer satisfstion . 

FIRM MUST EDUCATE CUSTOMER 
47 Customer neeQ to be educated by firm 
48 Cusîomer needs to understand firm position in industey 
49 Help customer with safe product usage 

WHAT DO CUSTOMERS WANT 
50 Customer may seek the lowest price 
5 1 Recognition for environmental excellence a cornpetitive edge 
52 Quality product and lower price is the real strength of the fim 



POWER OF CO-TY 
53 Need to be pro-active to get message out to cornmunity 
54 Need public on your side, public sets uitimate standard 
55 Community can influence govemment 
56 Tty to keep the public satisfied, answet their concems 
57 Community is powemil and can pu&sh fim 

PüBLIC EXPECTATIONS, PASSNlTY 
58 Public expectatious are constantiy incfeasiag 
59 Cornmunity concern is m d y  health, safie@ and Economic 
60 Public is passive, ignorant, and doesn't care 
61 Public is afiaid, emotional. and concems are persona1 

IMAGE AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 
62 Fims have negative public image, seen as ail the same 
63 Firm must be a good neighbor, contribute to commuaity 
64 Public relations fiction is critical 
65 Concen about activists and media 

PUBLIC BEHAVIOR AND INFORMATION 
66 Community pollutes worse than the fim, fimi safer than home 
67 Cornrnunity leams from employees, employees parts of community 
68 F i m  learns fiom stakeholders, public not single entiq 
69 Disasters anywhere in world mise public consciousness 

EmLOYEES AND THE W O N S  
70 Concem with the Unions 
71 Employee and peer pressures 
72 Pressures on employees nom family and fiiends 
73 A satisfied employee is a happy employees 
74 Finn disciplines workers for poor environmental performance 
75 Firm supplies an abundance of information for employee 
76 Finn has many long-terni employees, many senior staff 



ETRM W E R N A L  SYSTEMS, AUDlTS 
77 Fim audits safety, health and environmental behavion 
78 Firm audits suppliers for d e  environmental behaviors 
79 Much autonomy fiom head office 
80 Spending huge amounts of mowy sen& a message 
8 1 Respo nsibility includes timely behavior 
82 Internal systems hinder environmentai improvement 
83 F im hss intemal cornpetition for environmental fun& 

VALUES, CUtTURE, LEADERSHIP 
84 Vision statements, persoaal respoasibility, firm values 
85 Environmental awareness of senior executiva, responsible culture 
86 Have a longer term aad more environmentai focus than before 
87 Responsible Care Program, CCPA standards 
88 Firm a mode1 for the Industry, performance pride 
89 Number one priority heatth and safety, d e r  workplace 

CNTERNATIONAL AWARENESS 
90 intemational pnssures and awareness 
9 1 Firm bas an awareness of intemationai incidents 
92 International pressures and standards affect nmi practice 

GOOD BEHAWORS ALREADY ACHEVED 
93 The best projects are already done, technologicd lirnits 
94 Environmental incidents can be containe4 preventable accidents 
95 Technology allows change and improvement 

OTNERFrRMS 
96 Insecurity and infenority complex about other fims 
97 Help other fims with environmental advice and help 
98 Best achievement by any fimi should set new standard 
99 Pressures fiorn other fimis, cornpetitive advantage 
100 More pressure on large fim because small fims lack money 
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FiRM G: THE GENERlC FIRM 

This research has identified the major concems of a hypothetical and generic 
chernical finn. To detemine which indicators were considered important ovedl by the 
fimis, the same point system d e s c r i i  earlier (Wee points for a high concern, two points 
for a medium concern, and one point for a low concern) was used, and 25 ùidicaton with 
twelve or more points identifid Examiniag these twelve-plus point indicators, the 
following port-folio ofwncenis is apparent 

Economic hdicators: 
Must be efficient and malce money 
Cost of environmental behavior is very high 
Liability as a driver 
MW spend money or close dom 
Environmental behavior creates investor confidence 
Wants efficiency in environmental spending 
Liability is a futine economic cost 
Env. peiformance effects economic performance 

Govemment and Regdation 
Regulation will get tougher 13 
Finn can negotiate on regdation with govt 13 
Conhiiuous improvernent is necessary 13 
Regulation is irrelevant 12 
Govemment is ah id  of the public 12 

Community 
Community is passive and ignorant 
Fims have a negative public image 
Community is powerfid and can punish Gnns 
Firm must be g d  neighbors to the community 
Commmity can influence the govemment 
Need the public on your side 
Must keep the public satistied 

interna1 
Vision statements, leadership values important 
Number one prion@ is hdth and safety 
Pressures fiom otàer firms 
Long-tem focus for the finn 
Env. awareness of senior exmutives is important 



Fim A is High on 12 of the 25 indicators, and Medium or High on 2 1 of 25. 
Firm B is High on 14 of the 25 indicators, and Medium or High on 23 of 25. 
Firm C is High oa 8 of the 25 indicators, and Medium or High on 21 of 25. 
F i m  D is High on 10 of the 25 indicators, and Medium or Hi@ on 23 of 25. 
Fim E is High on 13 ofthe 25 indicators, and Medium or on 22 of 25. 
Firm F is High on 7 of the 25 indicators, and Medium or High on 13 of 25. 

The beliefs or concems that received the most attention fi-om the six finns are: 
L M H pts 

Econ: Fim must be efficient and make money O O 6 18 
Econ: Cost of environmental behavior i s  vecy hi& 1 L 4 15 
Corn: Community is passive and ignorant O 3 3 15 

Econ: Liability concern is a large dnver 1 2 3 14 
Corn: Firms have a negative public image 1 2 3 14 
Corn: Commwilty is powerful and cm punish 1 2 3 14 
[nt: Vision statements, Leadership values I 2 3 14 
Int: Nurnber one priority is hdth  and safety O 4 2 14 

Fim G believes that the corporation must be efficient and àas a responsibility to 
investors and owners to make money. Environmental behavior and action is oAea very 
expensive, but the timi has no choice but to comply with govemment and comrnunity 
expectatioa, especially as noncornpliance could lead to liability wsts both on the fim 
and individuals working for the fim. The community is Mewed as both powerful and 
passive, and efforts mwt be made to maintain a satisfied public, especially since the 
chemical indu- generally has a very negative public image. Finn G expresses belief 
about the value of vision statements and leadership coacems, and believes that the 
number one priority of the responsible firm is to heaith and d e t y  issues. 

These concems are understood, but without the depth of understanding gaineci as 
with each of our sample firms A to F, judgment cannot be made as to wbat these 
particular generic beliefs and concems mean to the generic fimi, or what behavior or 
action may result as a consequence of these beliefs and concem. We do not know, for 
example, if these concems result in a generally re-active keepquiet and out-oGsight 
stance or a pro-active public relations and community education stance. Does firm G 
take advantage of public apathy to maxirnize profits even with ecological cost, or does 
fim G express more concern about future liability and mate a more ben@ production 
process even with short-term profit loss or cost? 

Although the generic fim's concem can be identifie4 without knowledge of 
specific fim culture and leadership orientation, consequences of these concerns cannot 
be predicted 



APPENDK .i SUMMARY DATA ANALYSIS TABLES 

The Creation of Summary Tables 

These tables sumnacize and or- the data in a way that makes the resuits of 
this research cleairer. nie following work shows the difierences in concem and 
perceived importance of the factors for each 6nn. These tables were deMsed in the 
following manner. 

First: AU transcripts h m  the interviews with al1 executives and operators from 
the six firms were coded ushg pnnciples of coding -ce nom grounded theory 
(Strauss and Cotbia, 1990). Iaitially 260 indicators of Vanous pressures or factors 
regarding enviromentai behavior were identified These were eventuaîly condensed to 
one hunàred indicators. 

Second: These one hundred iadicators were themselves coded and divided into 
twenty categories (see Appeadix G). As an example seven of the one hundred indicaton 
were coded as Efficiency concems. 

Thi rd: ïhese twenty categories resulted in five main pressures regarding 
corpotate environmental behavior king identified. These major pressures are Economic, 
Govenunent and Regulatory, Customer, Community, and Memal- There are 25 
indicators under Economic concems, 18 indicators for Govenunent and Regdation, nine 
for Customer concems, 17 for Commutüty concems, and 3 1 indicatoo for interna1 
concems. The process has evolved h m  260 indicators of concem to five pressures. The 
data fiom al1 six cases is ocganized in this format 

Fourth: The expressed concem from each finn about each of the one hundred indicaton 
was ranked on a scale fiom 'Not Mentioned', to Zow concem', to 'Medium concern', to 
'High concem'. These rankiags require researcher judgment of the data, and are 
c o n f i d  fiom the 1322 data quotes supporthg the analysis in die six cases (see 
Appendix A througb F). A difference in expressed wncem is apparent between the six 
fimis regarding îhe categories (See Appendix H). 

Fi Ah: Table One summarizes tbese ratings for the one hundred indicators for 
each of the six firms- A numericd value was given for each ranlang. Several systems of 
rating these concems wen tned, but the sirnplest one of three i n t s  for an 'High' 
concem, two points for a 'Medium' concern, one point for a W concem, and zero 
points for a 'Not Menbond concem was found to be suitable, and consistent with the 
final results obtained fiorn other more complex systems that were experimented with. 
For example, under Economic pressure with tbree major categories and 25 indicators, 
fim A identified five sub-headings as a High concem, nine as a Medium concern, and 4 
as a Low concem. Seven of the 25 were not specifically mentioned Finn A had 
expressed a concem quivalent to (5x3, +9x2, +4x1) thirty-seven regarding Economic 
Pressures. The nurnber 37 itself is meaningless except as a indicator of relative 



importance of economic factors compared to the other four pressures in firm A itself, but 
with a skemess exarnined below- 

Sixth: Two more calculations have to be done before these results are 
comparable eitber within fim or behHeen fimis. Because of the unequal number of 
indicators examined per pressure these rad& are s k e d  in wmparittg the resuits 
against other pressures in the same firm. Table ûne presents the raw data, and this is 
mathematicaily adjusted to account for varying numbers of indicators per category, 
creating Table Two. For example, a total of 25 indictors are given for Economïc 
fiessures, but ody 17 indiators are used for the CommUIUty category- This imbalance 
in the aumber of indicators creates an automatic imbaiance in the weightings of each 
category, and this bss now been equplized, while maintaining the exact compatative 
nature ofthe information in Table 1 for aich fim. Table Two is oniy a transition table 
leading to Table 3. 

Seventh: Table Three creates equivalency across al1 six firms and Mame the 
unequal number of pages of tnuiscript d data quotes per fim. For example, finn A has 
a total of 3 14 data guotes while finn D has 2 10, and so firm A may appear more 
concemed than firm D in d l  categories, but without this finai mathematical adjment 
these differences can be amibuted to the number of data quotes available for analysis. Ia 
Table Tbree, tbese numben of quotes pet category pet finn are translated into 
percentages of total expressed concem per fim These f ia l  numbers have now been 
adjusted for relative data size and also for nimber of identifiai sub-topics and so are 
fully quivalent, and fomi the definitive comprable table. These numbea do reflect a 
comparable standing pet finn and per pressure of expressed concem from each fim. 



RESEARCHER R A m G  OF FTRM CONCERN - SUMMARY TABLES* 

* This summary (and the next several pages) gives the ratings given by the 
researcher for each concem expressed per category (see sequence point number 6 above). 

O points 

ECONOMIC Not 
Mentioned 

EAiciency Concems 
Firrn A 1 

B 4 
C 4 
D 4 
E 2 
F 4 

Low Med 

Liabiliiy Concems 
Finn A 3 - - 4 2 14 

B 3 - 3 2 12 
C 2 C 7 2 2 12 
D 1 - 6 1 15 
E 2 - 1 5 17 
F 4 1 1 2 9 

Cost and Constraint Concems 
Finn A 4 1 3 3 14 

B 5 2 1 2 10 
C 2 - 9 4 2 16 
D 1 2 1 6 22 
E 4 3 - 3 12 
F 2 1 - 7 22 

Concl usion: 
Economic Concems Totals 

Finn A 37 
B 28 
C 34 . 

D 44 
E 42 
F 37 



GOVERNMENT AM) REGULATORY CONCERNS 

Not mentioned Low Med High Points 
Power of Goverment 

Finn A 2 1 - 3 10 
B - O 5 1 13 
C 3 t 2 * 5 
D 2 - 2 2 10 
E 4 1 1 - 3 
F 3 - - 3 9 

Motivation of Govenunent 

How to Deal With Regdation 
Finn A 1 1 1 3 12 

B t 1 c. 7 - 3 I l  
C - 3 - 7 1 1 7 
D - 3 O 3 1 9 
E 3 2 I - 4 
F O O 3 4 1 

Government Cornpetence 
Firm A 1 1 1 - 3 

B - 1 2 - 5 
C 1 - 1 t 5 
D C - 1 2 7 
E - - 1 2 7 
F 1 - 7 L - œ 3 

Conclusion: Govemment and Regdatory Concems 

Total 
Film A 22 

B 33 
C 19 
D 33 
E 21 
F 3 



CUSTOMER CONCERNS 
Customer Satisfaction 
Finn Must Educate Customen 
What Customers Want 

Not Mentioned Low Med High Points 
Firm A 6 3 - L 3 

B 8 O 1 O 2 
C 1 - - 7 6 22 
D 7 O 1 i 5 
E 1 - 3 5 2 1 
F 6 2 1 - 4 

NTERNAL CONCERNS 

Employees and Unions 
Finn A 

B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

Firm Intemal Systems 
Firm A 

8 
C 
D 
E 
F 

Values, Culture, Leadership 
F i m  A 

B 
C 
D 
E 
F 



International Awareness 
Firrn A - 

B - 
C 9 

D - 
E 9 

F * 

Good Behavior A h &  Achieved 
Finn A - 

B L 

C 2 
D 1 
E 1 
F 2 

Other Firrns 
. Finn A 1 

B 1 
C 1 
D 2 
E 1 
F - 7 

Conclusion: Intemal Concems 
Points 

Finn A 47 
B 58 
C 39 
D 39 
E 38 
F 32 



COMMLMlTY CONCERNS 

Not Mentioned 
Power of Community 

Firm A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

Public Expecbtions 
Firm A 

B 

Image and Public Relations 
Finn A 

B 
C 
D 
E 

Public Behavior and Information 
F i m  A 

B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

Conclusions: Community Concem 

TOMS 
Finn A 33 

B 41 
C 29 
D 29 
E 29 
F 19 

Low Med Hi@ Points 



TABLE ONE - SUMMARY OF POENTS ASSlGNED FOR EACH PRESSURE 

INTERPRETATION: 
This table only shows the nurnber o f  points given each pressure. These results cannot be 
compaied within the firm because of an unequa1 nurnber of indicaton per pressure. 
Likewise, cornparison across the firms c a ~ o t  be done because of an unequal nurnber of 
data pages of tnimcrip per firm, and therefon an mequai number of data quotes that 
might skew apparent concem per fimi. These two pmblems wiII be tesolved in Tables 
Two and ïhree. 

COMPARABLE CONCERNS PER FlR.hd PER P R E S S W  

Economic Govt Customea Communïty Internai 



TABLE TWO 

Transition Table - translation of Table One to compensate for unequal number of 
indicators per pressure. 

Interpretation: Although expresseci concern per pressure has now ken rnathematically 
adjusted to account for unequai number of indicators, the total number of quotes 
available for analysis nom each firm is stilt unequaL The ninaber of pages of transcript 
per firm might aot have any influence on expressed conceni, just confhming inkrmation 
already mderstood, but the iisk is still present Table Two stiü does not serve as a 
cornparison among the firms. For example, the total aumber data quotes tiom Fimi A 
(3 14 data quotes) gives fimi A a larger potentiaf for expessed coacem than F i m  D (2 10 
data quotes). Table Two is only a transition to the percentage cornparison presemed in 
Table Three. Within firm cornpanpanson of pressures is possible using Table Two, but 
Table Three will be more usefiil- 

Economic Govt- 

A 148 122 

B 112 183 

C 136 105 

D 1 76 1 83 

E 168 117 

F 148 183 
- - 
100 100  
indictor equivalents 

Custorner 

33 

73 
LI- 

244 

56 

233 

44 
- 
100 

C o r n  Internai 
Total 

Concern 

/648 

/745 

!78 1 

1708 

/811 

/589 



TABLE THREE 

EACH PRESSURE WRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF EXPRESSED CONCERN 

Economic Govt Customer Commun Intenal 

Interpretation: Each concem per pressure is now expressed as a percentage of expressed 
concem for the fim. Cross-fim and intra-firm analysis cm now be done using this 
Table. 



I CONSTRAINED DECIS ION-SET 
POSSIBCLITIES (cl 1 

ECOLOGICAL (A) 
PRESSURES 
for biospheric surMvaI 
(resource and ecological 

constraints) 

I Managerial Environmental 
commitment BehaMor Choice 

B L 

ECONOMICAND (B) 

+ REGULATORY 
PRESSURES 

B 

Interna1 Firm 
Capabilities and 
Constraints 

AB: 

C: 

DEF: 

Note: 

- 

Constrain and pre-determine what is necessary for fim surYival. 

Inctudes information about what is not allowed as well as about what is 
expected, and establishes minimum lwels of economic and regdatory 
performance. 

These are sbongiy inter-related Choice is a sub-set allowed after 
wntext constraints are considered, and secondiy constrained by fina 
specific history and cultural expectations. 

The current power of (B) overwhelms (A), d so allows decision making 
possibilities (C) that wouid be impossible if(A) was stronger. Regardes, (D) is still 
related with interna1 fimi abilities and constraints (E) combiwd with corporate 
leadership commitment or desire@). 

if sustainable behavior became the p r e k d  model for governent and industry 
(a monger A to offset the current strength of B), this model would s'Il show these same 
inter-actions. A somewhat similar model has been presented by Wood ( 1 993). 



(B. I ). Regulated Minimum Standards: Public Policy Constraint: 
Regdation is an institutional pressure demanding a specific level of performance 

under thrat ofsevere ecouomic and social punishments, including closure. Since the 
mid 1960s, a vast regdatory system has been established in North America, and this 
system has consuaineci business activities by demanding bebaviors tbat aie outside of 
marketplace demands (BuchhoIr, 1989). This &ta confirms that al1 f i m s  believe that 
only by meeting regdation standards, or negotiating exceptions, can the fhn ssurvive. 

(B-2). Stockholder and Marketplace Demaads: The Economic Constra.int 
The firms beliwe that the prevailïng interprietation of fiduciary tespousibility in 

Western society is to maximk profit within Iegal and ~guiatory constraints (Friedman, 
1970). Taken to emerne, this profit rnaximuing takes place regardiess of human or 
environmentai impact, while staying within the boundaries of the law. This data 
contimis that the chernid fimis of thïs sample believe they have a broader constituency 
than just stockholders but are clear that serious constcaints inhibit their behawor on many 
fronts. In one sense, stockholders do create LC~easeless and limitless" pressures that keep 
decision-makers fiom "looking too broady oun-ivard, too deeply in- or too far into 
the friture'" (Everett, Mack, and Oresick, 1993: 76). These constraints are seen as beyond 
firm control, and part of a broader global marketplace system. 

(C). By meeting both regdatory and economic demands, the fimi is able to exercise 
some choice regardiag M e r  bebavior- The firm now enters the realm of envirotmental 
behavior beyond regdatory requirement, and very possibly at the expense of short-terni 
profit. The firms undederte behaviors that range From doing Little to doing much. Tbe 
data suggests that these respoirses are often ad hoc because of perceived uncertainty in 
the extemal enviromnent 

The response pattern on the low end is  passive mistance, supported by 
bargaining with regdators for slack interpretation (enfiorcement), witb the fim 
eventuaily achieving compliaace. This defensive stance of eventual cornpliance results 
in increased production costs, because end-of-pipe solutions are usualiy expensive and 
impede more innovative or cost-efficient poceçs or system solutions. The respoasive 
corporation appears to be philosophically more sympathetic to enviroamental concems 
and ecological sustatoability, but the data does not suppori a philosophicai b i s  for 
environmental preactive behavior £tom any of the fimis. . 

This data strongly suggests that going beyond present regdation means 
anticipating fiture regdation, and so even "enlightenecî" utanagement implies a 
pieoccupation with replation and pragmatic concem about futurr expected behavior 
and potentiai Liabilities. 

Different behavÏoa are available to the finns. These alternatives change, as 
voluntary behaviors tend to become mandated behavion over time. This data shows that 
al1 firms undertake some behavion beyond the minimum, and usuall y in some 



combination of the following: (a) behavior favorable to the naaini1 environment ranging 
from Me to much over the regulated standard; (b) public relations and issues 
management ego- which can be in lieu of environmental action behavior; and (c) 
attempts to influence and conmol the extemal environment through stakeholder 
management, negotiation with governent regarding interpretation or enforcement of 
regdation, or active intervention in the public policy process ttuough lobbyiag efforts- 
Cornpliance with regdation is required but the h s '  perception is that latitude is 
allowed by goyement to allow each fimi to achieve cornpliance at least partly on its 
own tenns. 




